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Preface

M

anaging Human Behavior in Public and Nonprofit Organizations is
intended as a core text in management and organizational behavior as
taught in undergraduate and graduate programs in public administration and nonprofit management, as well as courses in healthcare management
and educational administration. Faculty in the field of public administration and
nonprofit management are increasingly recognizing the importance of teaching
basic management skills as part of the public administration curriculum. Indeed,
over the past several years, the National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration has listed "organization and management concepts and behavior"
as a necessary curriculum component of master of public administration (MPA)
programs seeking accreditation. For these reasons, nearly every MPA program now
requires a course in management and organizational behavior as part of its core
curriculum. In addition, many undergraduate and doctoral programs in public
administration feature courses in management and organizational behavior.
The same is true in the field of nonprofit management. The Nonprofit Academic
Centers Council is an independent organization hosted at the Mandel Center for
Nonprofit Organizations at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. It is the
driver of curriculum standards for the growing nonprofit and philanthropic studies
field. Included in its guidelines for nonprofit curricula is attention to management
and organizational behavior, both at the undergraduate and graduate level. In fact,
there is an entire section of the guidelines on such topics.
Finally, schools and colleges of education are recognizing the importance of
principals, superintendents, and other educational administrators at all levels being
well-prepared for the human aspects of administration and management. Again,
attention to management and organizational behavior is central.
Although the courses offered to meet these needs vary considerably in name and
content, there are certain basics that are likely to be included. First, these courses
recognize the importance of students developing basic management skills such as
communications, motivation, teamwork and group dynamics, decision making,
power, influence, and leadership. Second, these courses typically employ a variety
of cases, exercises, and simulations to give students some sense of the real-world
implications of their actions. Third, the courses typically emphasize continuing to
learn from one's own experience, reflection, and insight.
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Managing Human Behavior in Public and Nonprofit Organizations covers all of
the essential topics in management and organizational behavior, but it does so from
the perspective of public and nonprofit management. There are three themes that are
central: (I) the importance of understanding the behavior, motivations, and actions
of individuals in the public service; (2) a focus on the distinctiveness of management
and leadership in public and nonprofit organizations; and (3) an emphasis on
students learning not only from reading but also from their own experiences.
This book, therefore, seeks the following objectives appropriate for a course in
management and organizational behavior:
• To help students develop a thorough understanding of the basic issues that
affect behavior in public and nonprofit organizations (including schools)
• To help students understand the value of analyzing management problems
from the standpoint of the individual and how that perspective can augment
action and analysis at the organizational level
• To increase students' understanding of core behavioral principles on which
these personal, interpersonal, and public leadership skills are based
• To help foster competency in critical management and leadership skills-that
is, the capacity to act effectively and responsibly under the stress, complexity,
and uncertainty of the real world
• To provide cases, exercises, simulations, and evaluative instruments that will
enable students to learn both cognitively and experientially
In each chapter, we present a review of the relevant literature related to each of
the topics covered, but we also present some specific and immediate ideas and tools
that should be of help. We also develop some long-term strategies that students can
use to learn from their own experiences and the experiences of others. And we
provide a set of learning tools-cases, simulations, and assessment tools-that
students can use to develop and practice their emerging skills in management and
leadership. Each of the central chapters follows the same organization:

Introductory paragraphs. Each chapter begins with a brief introduction establishing
the importance of the topic and how the topic reflects our commitment to and
concern for individual action, the distinctive character of public service, and learning from experience.
Where Do We Begin? This section provides several brief self-assessment exercises to give
students a sense of where they currently stand with respect to the issue being discussed.
Ways of Thinking. This section introduces students to the basic knowledge that has
been accumulated on the topic. It discusses what we know about the particular
topic. What does the literature tell us?

Ways ofActing. This section takes the information presented in the previous section
and puts it in the context of action, presenting general lessons and behavioral
guidelines that might instruct managers' behavior in specific situations.
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Thinking in Action. This section presents cases, simulations, and other exercises that
give students an opportunity to practice the skills that they have learned.

We thank our many friends and colleagues who contributed to this book, especially Dean Debra Friedman of the ASU College of Public Programs, whose support
of this project was essential, and, of course, our colleagues in the School of Public
Affairs at Arizona State University and those in the School of Public Policy and
Administration at the University of Delaware, many of whom provided special
knowledge and insight.
We also thank a group of dedicated practitioners who helped to substantially
enhance our understanding of the work of public organizations. We especially
acknowledge the helpful contributions and advice of Larry Bacon, Beverly Daniels,
Tom Eichler, Frank Fairbanks, Jay E. Hakes, Barbara Male, Robert O'Neill, John
Paron, Phil Penland, Jan Perkins, and James Shuler. We also express special appreciation to Ljubinka Andonoska, who made important contributions while at
Arizona State, and to Donald Coons and Ellen Fanjoy, who provided technical
assistance at Delaware.
Additionally, SAGE would like to thank the following reviewers, who provided
numerous thoughtful comments and helpful suggestions:
Nevin Smith, PhD, Florida State University, Askew School of Public Policy
Anne Swafford, Adjunct Professor, Undergraduate Public Administration Program,
Park University, Past President of the American Society for Public Administration
Larry Bustetter, EdD, Professor California State University, Northridge Tseng
College, MPA Program
John J. Donohue, Florida Atlantic University
Nancy Adams, West Virginia University

Ancillaries
For the Instructor
The password-protected Instructor Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e gives
instructors access to a full complement of resources to support and enhance their
course. The following assets are available on the teaching site:
• A test bank with author-created multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer,
and essay questions. The test bank is provided on the site in Word format.
• PowerPoint slides for each chapter, for use in lecture and review. Slides are
integrated with the book's distinctive features and incorporate key tables,
figures, and photos.
• Video resources that enhance the information in each chapter. Video icons
are strategically placed within the textbook to indicate where a video resource
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is available on both the Instructor and Student Sites. The Instructor Site also
has an expanded set of additional video links.
• SAGE journal articles for each chapter that provide extra content on important topics from SAGE's marketing journals.

For the Student
To maximize students' understanding of the material and promote critical thinking
and active learning, we have provided the following chapter-specific student
resources on the open-access portion of www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e:
• Self-quizzes, including multiple-choice and true/false questions
• Video resources related to each chapter
• Full-text SAGE journal articles with critical thinking questions

CHAPTER

1

Organizational
Behavior as a Way
of Thinking and Acting

T

his book is about human behavior in public and nonprofit organizations,
schools, and healthcare organizations. Its purpose is to provide information
and perspectives that enhance our understanding of our own behavior and
our ability to influence the behavior of others. It concerns how public servants
interact with others in their organizations and with the public, how they view their
work and its importance to their communities, and how they choose to serve their
cities, states, and nation. These are people doing extremely important work. They
are charged with making our communities and our society better by fostering
citizenship, making cities safer, educating youth, healing the sick, protecting the
vulnerable, and keeping the country and the world clean, safe, and prosperous.
Public servants, of course, do not bear this responsibility alone. Instead, they seek
to accomplish these and other critical public goals in collaboration with elected
officials, business leaders, citizens, world leaders, and many others. Each and every
public employee, from the top of the organization to the front line, bears a responsibility as well as a deeply satisfying opportunity to serve the public interest.
To be effective, public administrators and nonprofit managers-from police
chiefs to policy analysts, from agency executives to child protective services workers,
from school superintendents to public health officers-must lead and motivate
others within and outside of their organizations, function effectively in groups,
communicate clearly, think creatively, navigate change successfully, and manage
conflict. They must cope with their own and their employees' stress, be self-reflective
and open to growth and learning, and renew and reinvigorate their commitment to
public service in spite of sometimes unreachable goals, limited resources, and an
often hostile public. Thankfully and remarkably, given the challenges they face,
thousands of public servants succeed in meeting these challenges every day.
1
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Our intent in this book is to provide information, enhance skills, and broaden
perspectives in support of efforts to manage organizational behavior in the public
interest. The book builds on the knowledge and skills acquired by successful public
administrators, draws from the research and observations of social scientists, and
provides opportunities for students to acquire habits of mind that will allow them
to reflect on and learn from their own experiences in public organizations.
Accordingly, the goals of this book are as follows:
I. To examine what is known about the factors that affect human behavior in
public organizations and how these ideas inform the practice of public
administration
2. To develop an appreciation of the value of analyzing management problems
from the standpoint of individual behavior and how that perspective can
augment action and analysis at the organizational level
3. To explore some of the most contemporary approaches to management and
leadership
4. To increase understanding of the core behavioral principles on which personal, interpersonal, and public leadership skills are based
5. To foster competency in critical management and leadership skills-that is,
to develop the capacity to act effectively and responsibly under the stress,
complexity, and uncertainty of the "real world" of public administration
6. To provide cases, exercises, simulations, and evaluative instruments that will
enable students to learn both cognitively and experientially
In this book, we examine organizational behavior as a field of study. But we want
to make clear at the outset that organizational behavior is not just a field of study.
It is a way of thinking and acting that is of critical importance and value to people
who work in public organizations.
Consider the following scenario. In your I 0 years with the state social services
department, you have earned a reputation as a problem solver. Because of this
reputation, you have just been appointed as the head of a division charged with
finding and securing payments from individuals who are not paying their required
child support. The previous administrator left in a storm of controversy following
a legislative study showing an abysmal track record in payment and widespread
dissatisfaction on the part of the parents-both those who were owed money and
those who owed money. These citizens complained that they were treated discourteously and that their cases were mishandled. The study was initiated after a popular weekly "newsmagazine" show on television highlighted how much more
effective the growing number of private companies were in finding the parents who
owed money and securing payments from them.
Understandably, the workers in your division are disheartened. Turnover and
absenteeism are high. Workers report feeling unfairly criticized and point to the
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lack of necessary resources to effectively do their jobs. Yet, as you talk with these
individuals, you find that they are bright, committed, and hardworking. The truth
is, resources are extremely limited, and some of the criticism does seem unwarranted. You believe that you can work with these people to build a stronger, more
service-oriented division.
How are you going to handle this challenge? What information will you collect?
What decisions will you make? What actions will you take? What will you do first?
There are many important perspectives from which situations such as this can
be analyzed and approached. Certainly, those in public agencies deal with personnel
issues, technical problems, systems failures, budgetary or policy issues, and performance measurement. But much of what happens in public organizations can best
be seen as problems of human behavior in organizations. The ways in which individuals act make a huge difference in the outcomes of public programs. But even
here there are different levels of analysis. Look again at the case of the child support
collection division. What are the important issues here? Are they concerns that
should be framed in terms of individual behavior, group functioning, organizational operations, community considerations, or society at large? Will you respond
by dealing with one person at a time, or will you seek some systemwide intervention? Each of these levels of analysis gives us a different perspective on the ways in
which our organizations and the people in them work. In turn, each perspective
becomes a lens through which we see, interpret, and attempt to respond to the
specific organizational circumstances that we confront.
As we change the lenses through which we see a given situation, our definition
of the problems that the situation entails and the possible solutions to those problems also will change. For example, if we focus on individual behavior, then we
might think of the problem as one of employee motivation, the failure of employees
to communicate effectively with citizens, or employees' lack of understanding the
broader purposes and goals of the organization. As a result, we might meet and talk
with employees; try to understand their needs, desires, and motivations; work with
them to set individual and group goals; and seek their input on policy and operational changes that would improve outcomes. Are supervisors managing their units
in a manner that supports employee development and performance? Do workers
understand the underlying values of the mission of the unit, and are they empowered to serve the public in a manner consistent with these values? Helping individuals to redirect their behavior toward meeting organizational and community
goals would be the purpose of our efforts.
At the group level, we might ask whether existing work groups are functioning
effectively. Do employees feel like a part of a team, or do they feel alienated from
their coworkers and supervisors? ls the culture of existing groups or teams conducive to or counter to division goals? We might form task forces of employees to
address particular problems, or we might reconfigure work teams to address certain
types of cases. We might work with staff members to improve their group process
and leadership skills. Our objective in undertaking these activities would be to
strengthen work teams, enhance worker commitment and involvement, and provide the skills and support needed for the employees to achieve their goals.

3
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At the organizational level, we might ask whether the division is structured
appropriately to accomplish its tasks. Are management systems, such as goal setting
and performance measurement, in place? Is there a strategic plan? Is management
information available to guide decision making? Are resources tracked and allocated to areas of high need? Are organizational communications clear, and are
policies documented and disseminated? Are the appropriate equipment, technology, and supplies available? Are personnel guidelines for hiring appropriate
regarding the skills needed for the job? Is training adequate?
At the systems level, we might question whether the unit is receiving adequate
funding and central agency support. How can we work with key legislators as we
attempt to implement organizational improvements? We also might consider the
problem to be the manifestation of a larger societal issue-perhaps a generally
hostile attitude toward government workers that leads to inadequate funding or,
alternatively, a lack of cooperation by clients as the employees try to gather information that will help in tracking down nonpaying parents. How then can we
improve public relations and our interactions with other groups so that we can
demonstrate that an important service is being provided to the public?
Each of these perspectives provides important insights and tools for public administrators as they work to manage their organizations in the public interest. The field
of organizational behavior speaks to most of these issues, at least as far as the human
dimension is concerned. As will be explored more fully in the sections that follow,
organizational behavior is the study of individual and group behavior in organizational settings. Accordingly, the field provides critically important and highly useful
perspectives on motivation, leadership, groups, power and politics, culture, and other
matters that directly concern individual and group behavior. It also speaks to organizational issues and community issues, but it does so through the lens of individual
and group behavior. For example, it is concerned with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motivating employees
Being an effective team member
Leading and inspiring others
Communicating effectively within and outside of the organization
Making effective decisions
Using power and politics constructively and ethically
Creating and securing commitment to shared values
Managing conflict productively
Using diversity to enhance organizational performance
Helping people to become more innovative and creative

So, organizational behavior provides the tools, skills, ideas, and strategies for
managing human behavior in organizations. But it should be recognized that as
the study of organizational behavior spotlights individual and group behavior, it
leaves other important concerns and issues at least partially in the dark. Models
of organizational behavior cannot tell a manager what type of computer system
to buy, nor can they directly address outcome measurement systems and other
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organizational issues-except in terms of their implications for human behavior.
But given the undeniable importance of humans in the public sector, the perspective of organizational behavior offers a particularly important way of thinking
and acting that can help public servants to achieve organizational goals more
effectively and to serve the public more responsibly. In other words, people in
public service are the key ingredient in determining how well government serves
its citizens. (It is important to note here that we are not using the word citizen in
the legal sense. Rather citizens are those we serve, and citizenship is the engagement of individuals in democratic governance, regardless of legal status.)
Perhaps the easiest, and in some ways the most useful, way of defining organizational behavior in the public sector is to say that it is the study of how people behave
in public organizations. Organizational behavior is concerned with how people act,
their motivations, and how they interact with others. As we noted earlier, it is concerned with human behavior and social systems. But there are differences of opinion as to where the boundaries of the field actually lie. In particular, the distinction
between the studies of organizational behavior and organizational theory can
become blurred. Some suggest that organizational behavior is one perspective
within the larger field of organizational theory, whereas others conceive of organizational behavior as having a distinct identity as a separate field of study.
This confusion arises because organizational behavior typically is defined as
concerned not only with the behavior of the individual and groups but also with
the influence of the individual on the organization and the influence of organizational structure, culture, and other factors on the individual. As we have seen, it
deals with at least three levels of analysis: (1) the individual, (2) the group, and (3)
the organization. If it deals with organizational matters, then how is it different
from organizational theory? More important, why does it matter?
We would argue that the distinctiveness and value of organizational behavior as
a field of study, and as a way of thinking and acting, lie in what one chooses as the
starting point. Organizational behavior has a different orientation from that of
other organizational management perspectives because it has a different focus. In
organizational behavior, the starting point is the person. Accordingly, the questions
that we consider in this book focus on individual and group behavior, needs, and
perceptions. Is the organization meeting the needs of its people so as to allow them
to work effectively? Are individual creativity and responsibility being fostered? Are
there opportunities for learning and change? Is the "fit" between individuals and
the organization a good one? By starting with "people concerns," values such as
human dignity, growth, fairness, and participation become paramount.
If we were to begin instead with the organization as the starting point of our
analysis, then we would tend to define problems as organizational and seek solutions at that level. We would be most likely to think first about changing the organizational structure and systems so as to make them more rational and consistent
with generally accepted models of organization. We also might ask about the role
that the organization plays in the larger society and in the governance system. The
underlying values at the organizational level might be to achieve rationality, consistency, performance, responsiveness, and efficiency.
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Although organizational behavior concerns topics that it holds in common with
organizational theory perspectives, it has a different analytic starting point.
Organizational behavior emphasizes human behavior and individual values rather
than organizational structures and organizational values. Accordingly, it leads us to
take actions that are aimed at understanding and influencing individual human
behavior. In other words, organizational behavior deals with virtually all aspects of
organizations and management, but it does so from the perspective of people.
In this book, we go a step further. We assert that the management of organizational behavior in the public sector must, in fact, consider a fourth level of analysis-that which concerns governance in the public interest. In public service, we must be
concerned not only with leading and motivating others, but also with doing so in a
manner that is consistent with democratic values and the public interest. In the
public sector, it is not enough to simply be successful in influencing people to
behave in a particular way. Public servants have a responsibility to manage organizational behavior so as to meet public objectives and community needs-and these
values are, in fact, more important than the personal needs and desires of managers
or workers or organizational values such as stability and structure. Therefore, organizational behavior in the context of public management encompasses both the
values inherent in a "people perspective" on organizations and the values that guide
public service in democratic government (Figure 1.1).
Organizational behavior in the public sector can be seen as resulting from the
interactions and influences among these levels. It is the product of the complex
interactions among individuals, groups, organizational factors, and the public environment in which all of this takes place. In part because of the complexity of these
interactions, the management of behavior in organizations always will be complex,
somewhat unpredictable, and challenging. We cannot control the thinking, much
less the behavior, of others. But we can positively influence others, and we can be
more successful in working with people to accomplish shared objectives. By gaining
a better understanding of our own behavior, the behavior of people and groups in

Governance in the Public Interest

Organizational Influences

l

Group Processes
IE._

The Individual

Figure 1.1

Levels of Analysis in Organizational Behavior in the
Public Sector
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organizations, and the influence of organizational and other environmental factors,
our ability to successfully accomplish public objectives will be enhanced.
Perhaps it would be helpful to think about these issues from the perspective of
the knowledge and skills needed by successful public servants. That is, what do we
need to know, and what do we need to be able to do, so as to act effectively and
responsibly in a public organization? These questions were addressed in a classic
study conducted by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) that sought
to identify the skills that are critical to managerial success in government. Based on
information collected from a large number of highly effective governmental managers and executives, the researchers developed two categories of competencies: one
focusing on management functions (or the "what" of government) and one focusing on effectiveness (or the "how" of government). Those competencies are summarized and paraphrased in Figure 1.2.
The first thing we notice when we look at the list in Figure 1.2 is how many of these
competencies require a working knowledge of, and effective skills in, organizational

The "What" of Management: Functions

1. External awareness-identifying key agency politics and priorities and/or external
issues and trends likely to affect the work unit
2. lnterpretation4eeping subordinates informed about key agency and work unit
policies, priorities, issues, and trends and about how these are to be incorporated
into the unit
3.

Representatio~resenting, explaining, selling, and defending the work unit's
activities to the supervisor in the agency and to persons and groups outside of
the agency

4. Coordinatio~erforming liaison functions and integrating the work of various
units within the organization and interacting with other organizations
5. Planning-developing long-term goals, objectives, and priorities and deciding on
actions
6. Guidance----converting plans to action by establishing schedules and standards
7. Budgeting--preparing, justifying, and administering the budget
8. Managing materials-making sure that the needed supplies, equipment, and
facilities are available
9. Personnel management-projecting needs and recruiting, selecting, appraising,
and retaining employees
10. Supervisio~roviding guidance and oversight while working to promote and
recognize performance
11. Monitorinfr-Staying up-to-date on the status of activities, identifying problems,
and taking corrective action
12. Evaluation-assessing how well program goals are met and identifying ways in
which to improve

(Continued)
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Figure 1.2 (Continued)
The "How" of Management: Effectiveness Characteristics

1. Broad petSpective----ability to see the big picture and to balance long- and shortterm considerations
2. Strategic view-ability to collect and analyze information and to anticipate and
make judgments
3. Environmental sensitivity-awareness of the agency in relation to its environment
4. LeadetShip---lndividual and group leadership and willingness to lead, manage,
and accept responsibility
5. Flexibility--Openness to new information, change, and innovation as well as to
tolerance for stress and ambiguity
6. Action orientation-independence, pro-activity, calculated risk taking, problem
solving, and decisiveness
7. Results focus-concern with goal achievement
B. Communication-i3ffective speaking, writing, and listening
9. lnterpetSonal sensitivity-self-knowledge and awareness of impact on others:
sensitivity to their needs, strengths, and weaknesses; negotiation and conflict
resolution skills and the ability to persuade
10. Technical competence-specialized expertise in agency programs and operations

Figure 1.2

U.S. Office of Personnel Management Inventory of Management
Skills

SOURCE: From "The Management Excellence Inventory," by L. R. Flanders and D. Utterback, 1985, Public

Administration Review, 45(3), pp. 403-410.

behavior. Certainly, interpreting and communicating, guiding and leading, supervising and promoting performance, and flexibility are all organizational behavior skill
areas. But a second look reveals how integral the skills in organizational behavior are
to virtually every aspect of managerial competence. Look at the list and see whether
you see any elements that do not require, or at least could not be strengthened by, an
ability to effectively influence, manage, motivate, and lead people.
The diagram in Figure 1.3 reinforces the need for competencies and skills at
multiple levels, again drawn from the OPM study. The OPM framework highlights the need for management competencies at all levels of the organization.
For example, it suggests that successful first-line managers must be not only
technically competent but also effective communicators who demonstrate personal sensitivity. Their actions also must be consistent with those competencies
emphasized at the next level; while having an action orientation and being
focused on results, these managers must demonstrate leadership and flexibility.
At this level, successful middle-level managers must demonstrate all of these
skills and competencies and also work to acquire the characteristics of those at
the outer ring-a broad perspective, a strategic view, and environmental sensitivity. If executives at the top levels of government are to be successful, then they
must demonstrate the full range of effectiveness characteristics and be especially
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Management Excellence Framework

SOURCE: Flanders & Utterback, 1985.

attentive to their interactions with the organization's environment. Clearly, a
wide variety of skills, most notably their ability to work with and through people, will be essential to their success as public managers.

The Roots of Organizational Behavior
The field of organizational behavior is fairly young. Although we have been interested in the behavior of people in organizations for a long time, most early
approaches focused on simply controlling workers and manipulating their environment so as to maximize predictability and productivity. Given the importance of
employee behavior to organizational success, it might seem somewhat surprising
that individual behavior was not a matter of significant managerial concern until at
least the 1930s. From the perspective of early management theorists, people were
primarily viewed as extensions of their tools and machines. For example, employee
motivation, if it was considered at all, was based on the fear of physical or economic
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punishment. It was assumed that workers found work to be unpleasant and therefore had to be motivated (or bribed) by money to contribute to the organization. It
also was assumed that workers would do what they were told because they would
be punished or fired if they did not.
Frederick Taylor (1911), best known as the father of scientific management, is
representative of these traditional perspectives on human behavior. He, like other
management thinkers of his time, assumed that workers would do what they were
told if they were paid to do so. In testimony before Congress in 1912, Taylor boasted,
"Under scientific management, the initiative of the workmen-that is, their hard
work, their goodwill, their ingenuity-is obtained practically with absolute regularity" ( 1912/ 1997, p. 30). Taylor believed that if managers studied the best ways for tasks
to be performed and then scientifically selected and trained workers to perform those
tasks, then workers would be induced to perform as expected by paying them a "piece
rate"-a set amount of money for each task performed or product produced.
But it is important to point out that Taylor did not see this as exploiting employees.
To the contrary, his writing made it clear that the design of work and production
was the responsibility of management and that if management employed scientific
approaches to the study of work tasks, then both employers and employees would
benefit. Taylor ( 1912/1997) suggested that "only one-tenth of our trouble has come
on the workmen's side" and that instead, "we find very great opposition on the part
of those on the management's side to do their new duties and comparatively
little opposition on the part of the work men to cooperate in doing their new
duties" (p. 31). The point is that motivation per se was simply not a concern.
Taylor's overall purpose was to make people, whom he assumed to be naturally
lazy and stupid, more productive. Referring to his efforts to secure greater productivity from men hauling pig iron, Taylor ( 1911) is quoted as saying that it is "possible to train an intelligent gorilla" to do their job (p. 40). Moreover, despite
employees' natural tendencies toward laziness, he expected them to obey their
superiors without question. Using the analogy of a baseball team, Taylor ( 1912/ 1997)
stated that it is obvious and necessary to recognize the "utter impossibility of winning ... unless every man on the team obeys the signals or orders of the coach and
obeys them at once when the coach gives those orders" (p. 32).
There were a few early voices who were more humanistic, people such as Hugo
Munsterberg (1913), who urged greater attention to the psychology of workers, and
Mary Parker Follett, who argued that dynamic administration must be grounded in
"our cognition of the motivating desires of the individual and of the group" (as
cited in Metcalf & Urwick, 1940, p. 9). But such work was largely considered outside
the mainstream until the Hawthorne studies, published during the 1930s, pointed
the way toward a greater acceptance of the importance of social factors at work
(Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939). In 1927, a group of researchers led by Elton
Mayo and F. J. Roethlisberger from Harvard University embarked on a study of
worker productivity in the Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric Company in
Chicago. The project began as a relatively straightforward examination of"the relation between conditions of work and the incidence of fatigue and monotony
among employees" (1939, p. 3). The researchers anticipated that definitive data on
this matter could be collected and analyzed within a year. But things did not turn
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out as they had planned. As they put it, "the inquiry developed in an unexpected
fashion" and, as a result, continued for 5 years, from 1927 to 1932 (1939, p. 3).
Although the Hawthorne studies took longer than expected, the findings from
this research ultimately would signal a fundamental shift in how employee behavior
was to be understood. The Hawthorne findings actually surprised the researchers.
In fact, a series of initial experiments to measure the effects of lighting on efficiency
were deemed failures. Basically, the researchers could find no direct relationship
between changes in illumination and worker efficiency. In fact, short of literally
making it so dark that the workers could not see, every change that the researchers
implemented seemed to increase productivity. The researchers concluded that
"light is only one, and apparently a minor, factor among many which affect
employee output" and that "the attempt to measure the effect of one variable had
not been successful because the various factors affecting the performance of the
operators had not been controlled, and hence, the results could have been influenced by any one of several variables" (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939, p. 19). So,
in the next phase of their study, the researchers attempted to control for these many
variables by isolating a group of workers and systematically and comprehensively
studying their behavior and attitudes.
After observing, consulting, and interviewing this group of employees for 5
years, the researchers arrived at two conclusions that would profoundly change
research on worker behavior. First, they found that people change their behavior
when they know they are being observed (the so-called Hawthorne effect). Second,
they concluded that human relationships (including a relationship with the
researchers) influenced the behavior of workers and, consequently, that new
hypotheses were needed to explain worker behavior. The Hawthorne experiments
showed that human behavior and motivation is complex, being influenced by
attitudes, feelings, and the meaning that people assign to their work and their relationships at work. As the researchers stated succinctly, "It is [our I simple thesis that
a human problem requires a human solution" (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939,
p. 35). This was a far cry from the types of assumptions that Taylor and his contemporaries had made about worker motivation.
Research conducted over the subsequent few decades confirmed the Hawthorne
findings and resulted in a more sophisticated understanding of the relationship
between people and organizations. The importance of human cooperation in
organizations was emphasized in Chester Barnard's ( 1948) definition of a formal
organization as "a system of consciously coordinated activities or forces of two or
more persons" (p. 81). For Barnard, the participation of the individual was necessary for cooperation, and indeed, he viewed the need to build cooperation among
organizational subunits as the crucial function of the manager. Similarly, public
administrationist Herbert Simon ( 1976) developed a new approach to understanding Administrative Behavior based in rational decision making and focusing on the
way in which managers secure contributions from their employees by offering
appropriate inducements. The rationale for including workers in problem-solving
and decision-making teams was established later as a result of collaboration
between social psychologist Kurt Lewin and anthropologist Margaret Mead in
experiments concerning the reduction of civilian consumption of rationed food.
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Through Lewin's research in this setting, he established a core principle: "We are
likely to modify our own behavior when we participate in problem analysis and
solution, and [we are] more likely to carry out decisions we have helped make" (as
cited in Weisbord, 1987, p. 89).
In 1946, Lewin and Douglas McGregor started the Research Center for Group
Dynamics with the mission of training leaders to become skilled in improving
group relations and managing change. McGregor's research on group norms and
personal needs underlined the importance of developing the morale of the workforce and encouraging cooperative efforts so as to increase efficiency (Knickerbocker
& McGregor, 1942). In The Human Side of the Enterprise, McGregor (1960) discussed a highly effective management team studied by researchers. He concluded
that "unity of purpose" is the main distinguishing characteristic of the successful
unit. Even more important, McGregor discussed the now familiar "Theory X" and
"Theory y;• arguing that traditional command-and-control approaches (Theory X)based on assumptions of people as lazy, uninvolved, and motivated solely by
money-actually caused people to behave in a manner consistent with those expectations. His alternative, Theory Y, suggested a much more optimistic and humanistic view of people, emphasizing the inherent worth of individuals in organizations.
Similarly, Abraham Maslow ( 1962) proposed his well-known hierarchy of needs as
a way of understanding the complexity of human beings' motivations and desires,
and Victor Vroom {1964) and Edward Lawler {1973) made important contributions to our understanding of work motivation that we will explore later.
In related work, Rensis Likert ( 1961 ), in New Patterns of Management, developed
the notion of organizations as a series of interlocking groups and the manager as a
"linking pin." Chris Argyris (1964) focused his attention on the personal development of the individual in the context of the organization; organizational effectiveness was a function of the interpersonal competence of team members and the
extent to which the organization supported positive norms. Robert Blake and Jane
Mouton ( 1964) provided a model of team excellence and a set of styles useful in
understanding team members' contributions through their managerial grid, which
may be used to diagnose the team's culture.
Throughout its history, the field of organizational behavior has benefited from
work in a variety of disciplines. For example, sociology is an important source of
insights into organizational behavior. Sociologists help us to understand organizations and how their structure and function affect individuals. Conflict, adaptation, and the influence of the environment all are issues addressed in the field of
sociology. For example, the famous German sociologist, Max Weber {1947), in
writing that originated almost a hundred years ago, first laid out the principles
that govern hierarchical organizations and the way in which individuals exercise
power and control within those "bureaucratic" structures, while more recently
sociologist Amatai Etzioni ( 1988) contributed to the study of group decision
making. Similarly, anthropology, with its exploration of the role of culture in
society, offers important insights into organizational life. (We have already noted
the contribution of anthropologist Margaret Mead and will return to more contemporary studies of culture throughout the book.) As we will see, behavior in
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organizations differs significantly from one national culture to another. Also,
individual organizations each reveal their own culture and may sometimes find it
necessary to change or modify an existing culture. Similarly, political science
contributes to our understanding of organizational behavior by focusing on
democratic governance, power, leadership, and strategy. We have already noted
the contributions of political scientists and public administrationists such as
Herbert Simon, but we will also note later the significant work of political theorist James Macgregor Burns ( 1978) in developing the notion of transformational
leadership, an idea that remains a topic of lively discussion even today.
During the past few decades, management theorists, primarily those studying
business organizations, have made especially important contributions to our
understanding of organizational behavior and management. For example, Peter
Drucker ( 1967) explored the limitations of traditional command and control
models of organization in stimulating worker productivity, especially in areas in
which "knowledge workers" are especially important. Margaret Wheatley (2006)
extended this notion encouraging managers and workers in times of uncertainty
and chaos to embrace resilience, adaptation, and creativity, while Peter Senge
(1990) led the exploration of learning organizations and Edgar Schein (1985)
established the importance of organizational culture. In a related vein, Tom Peters
and Robert Waterman ( 1982) established the role of executives in all sectors striving for excellence in a strategic fashion, a theme recently echoed by Jim Collins
(2001) in his book Good to Great.
Because of its emphasis on individual behavior, contemporary organizational
behavior draws heavily from the field of psychology. Psychological theories and
models form the basis of our knowledge about perception and learning, human
motivation, and small-group or one-on-one interactions. But not all schools of
thought within psychology play an equal role in the study of organizational behavior.
For example, psychological theories such as those espoused by Sigmund Freud
assume that human personality and behavior are largely fixed at a young age. Not
surprisingly, such perspectives are not particularly useful to adults in organizational
settings. On the other hand, behavioral psychology, with its emphasis on learning
and behavior change, is quite useful and important. Likewise, social psychology, as
explored early on by Karl Weick (1979 ), offers insights into group behavior, conflict,
power, and leadership.
A recent and compelling emphasis in the social psychology of organizational
behavior is termed positive organizational scholarship, the study, or positive organizational behavior, the practical outcome. Positive organizational scholarship traces
its beginnings to the late 1990s, when Martin Seligman, president of the American
Psychological Association, argued that his field had too long focused on illness or
pathology and proposed as an alternative what he called "positive psychology"
(Seligman, 2002). Instead of focusing on what was wrong with people, their deficiencies, positive psychology would focus on positive experiences, such as happiness, pleasure, and joy, and how human beings could use their talents to create
positive institutions that would, in turn, promote even greater positive circumstances for individuals and groups. The new approach was to emphasize the best
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in the human condition and model ways in which excellence and high performance could be sustained.
Organizational scholars soon began to explore how this new approach to psychology might be reflected in studies of organizational behavior (Cameron,
Dutton, & Quinn, 2003a; Nelson & Cooper, 2007). Fred Luthans (2002), working
with the Gallup organization and noting its emphasis on strengths rather than
weakness in the larger population, proposed that confidence, hope, and resiliency
should be incorporated into learning about organizational behavior. Similarly, Kim
Cameron, Jane Dutton, and Robert Quinn (2003b) further elaborated the notion of
positive organizational scholarship, suggesting a greater emphasis on human
strength, resilience, and vitality and the creation of settings characterized by appreciation, collaboration, fulfillment, abundance, and human well-being.
Cameron and colleagues (2003b) wrote, "Imagine a world in which almost all
organizations are typified by greed, selfishness, manipulation, secrecy, and a singleminded focus on winning. Wealth creation is the key indicator of success" (p. 3).
Distrust and anxiety would characterize individuals in those organizations, and
social relations would be strained. Researchers looking into such organizations
would emphasize such topics as problem solving, resistance, and competition. In
contrast, "imagine another world in which almost all organizations are typified by
appreciation, collaboration, virtuousness, vitality, and meaningfulness. Creating
abundance and human well-being are key indicators of success" (2003b, p. 3). Such
features as trustworthiness, humility, and positive energy would characterize individuals in those organizations, and researchers would emphasize excellence and
extraordinary performance. Positive organizational behavior does not dismiss the
first view, which has a clear basis in reality, but emphasizes the second; it seeks, as
the old song says to "accentuate the positive."
The study of organizational behavior then draws on work from many disciplines.
The influence of these fields is not singular; each of them may provide insights into
a particular topic within the field of organizational behavior. For example, our
understanding of conflict and power in organizations may be explored from a psychological, managerial, sociological, anthropological, or political standpoint. Each of
these perspectives may emphasize different aspects of the causes, sources, and
manifestations of these phenomena as well as our role in managing and responding
to them. Similarly, we can choose to emphasize the negative forces underlying organizational life, or we can choose to emphasize the more positive and affirming. In
fact, the more different angles and lenses we can use to look at human behavior in
organizations, the more likely our actions will be effective. Our approach in this
book is to employ as many tools and perspectives as possible.

Values and Assumptions of Organizational Behavior
There are a number of assumptions and values that underlie the study of organizational behavior and that will guide our examination of the field in the context of
public service. In other words, the field of organizational behavior is fundamentally
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based on certain assumptions about the nature of people and behavior. These
assumptions are just that; they are simply things we assume or assert about human
behavior that allow us to interpret what people do and why they do it and then to
act accordingly ourselves. To the extent that these assumptions do not hold true in a
given circumstance, the tools of organizational behavior might be less than completely effective. But in any case, recognizing these assumptions and the values they
imply is important in understanding how the perspective of organizational behavior
can inform our actions.
The first such assumption is that human behavior is purposeful. That means
that a great deal of what we do involves behavior that is intended to accomplish
some purpose. That does not mean that all behavior is goal oriented, at least not in
the conscious sense. Some actions or behavior may be involuntary, and certainly the
consequences of our behavior can be unintended. But in terms of organizational
behavior, voluntary goal-directed behavior is seen as critical to achieving organizational effectiveness. The field of organizational behavior, in turn, assumes that
voluntary and purposeful behavior can be influenced by the behavior of others and
through the practices of management.
The second assumption is that behavior is not random-that it is caused. The
study of organizational behavior looks for the antecedents and causes of human
behavior. It assumes that, by studying behavior and patterns of interaction, we can
gain insights into ways of thinking about and influencing the behavior of others.
The third assumption is that behavior can be changed through learning. When
people change how they think, they frequently change how they act. Although human
learning is not directly observable (because it takes place within the mind of the individual), organizational behavior is based in part on the idea that people will change
their behavior in response to their experiences and knowledge. Furthermore, behavior
that has favorable consequences or is otherwise reinforced probably will be repeated.
The fourth assumption is that people should be valued simply as humans aside
from their contributions to organizational goal attainment. Treating humans with
respect and dignity is an important value in its own right. Organizational behavior
is fundamentally grounded in the idea that improvements to organizational processes, structure, and performance require "managing through people." But while
approaches that ignore or disrespect people may get results in the short-term, they
do not build responsible, engaged, and civic-minded employees or citizens. And in
the long-term, they are unlikely to be all that effective anyway.
The final assumption that guides our exploration of organizational behavior in
the public sector is that public service is about serving others. There is nothing
wrong with meeting our own needs and priorities at work, but in the public service,
the needs of others take precedence. We are in the public service to serve othersour country, our community, our fellow citizens (including our employees and
coworkers)-and not ourselves. Public servants are people whose motivations and
rewards are more than simply a matter of pay or security. They want to make a difference in the lives of others and to serve the public. To be both effective and
responsible, organizational behavior in the public sector always must be attentive
to the special calling of public service.
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Themes and Purposes of This Book
Building on the assumptions described in the preceding section, this book is organized around three themes: ( l) the importance of understanding the behavior,
motivations, and actions of individuals in the public service; (2) a focus on the
distinctiveness of management and leadership in public organizations; and (3) an
emphasis on students learning not only from reading but also from experience. We
can examine each of these points in greater detail.
First, in our view, public administration courses in management and organizational behavior should focus on the individual. We assume that a key to success in
public administration is the ability to understand and influence the behavior of
individuals and groups. Moreover, we assert that public managers must learn to
manage, change, and reflect on their own behavior and motivations in developing
the capacity to manage others. For this reason, this book focuses on the individual
public servant-how and why individuals behave as they do, how students can act
with greater probability of success in influencing the behavior of others, and how
(over time) they can improve their own capacity to act as individual managers and
public servants. In other words, the effective and responsible management of organizational behavior requires that public managers understand and develop a capacity to manage their own behavior, influence the behavior of others at the
interpersonal and group levels, and act as individual public leaders in their interactions with the public and its representatives.
To manage others, we must start with ourselves; we must learn to manage our own
behavior and understand our motivations and perceptions of ourselves. We must
know ourselves-our style, our strengths, and our limitations. We must learn to distinguish our motivations, preferences, and worldviews from those of others. We must
have a sense of direction, a willingness to explore and take risks, and a good understanding of how we can learn from our administrative experiences over time.
Beyond the personal level, public managers are involved with other people in the
organization-bosses, coworkers, and subordinates. To interact effectively with
these people, public managers need to develop strong interpersonal skills in areas
such as communicating with and motivating others, working with and facilitating
groups and teams, and understanding and employing power and influence. They
need to be culturally aware, especially in a multicultural global society, and capitalize
on diverse approaches and talents to improve organizational effectiveness (Hofstede
& Hofstede, 2005).
Finally, building on personal and interpersonal skills, effective public managers also must assume the skills of public leadership. Public leadership involves not
only internal management issues but also the management of critical interactions
between organizational representatives and individuals and groups outside of the
public organization. Particularly important are skills involved in managing
change processes and in effectively representing the organization to the public, to
the legislative body, to the media, and to those in other organizations. Again,
individual interactions are critical; the way in which individual public servants,
whether executives or line-level employees, deal with citizens, reporters, and clients ultimately defines the relationship between the organization and the public
it serves.
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This issue of"publicness" leads to the second major perspective of the book. We
believe that the compelling nature of the political environment and the nature of
public service make public management distinctive. Specifically, it is our firm belief
that organizational behavior in the public sector is different-that public administration is, in many cases, significantly affected both by the particular requirements
of public sector work and by the important traditions of democratic participation
and a commitment to the public values that underlie work in public organizations.
Public managers must be fully attentive to the public service motive that draws
people to work in public organizations. For these reasons, leadership and management in public organizations must be understood in the context of public values
and public service.
Third, to develop the capacity for action, a different style of learning is necessary.
Learning the skills to support effective and responsible action requires not only
reading and discussing ideas but also improving people's capacity to act in pursuit
of their ideas. For this reason, we try to present a solid foundation of ideas on which
you can act, but we also provide opportunities and aids that you can use in developing your own personal, interpersonal, and institutional skills in areas such as creativity, decision making, communication, and group dynamics.
In public administration, as in other skill-based disciplines, practice is required
for improvement to occur. So, rather than just talking about organizational behavior, we draw on two types of experiences: ( 1) those that can be created in the classroom using cases, exercises, and simulations that we provide and (2) those drawn
from real life, meaning your own work in public organizations (including internships) or other ongoing groups of which you are a part.
In each chapter, we seek not merely to present a review of the relevant literature
related to each of the topics, but also to present some specific and immediate ideas
and tools that are intended to be of practical assistance. We also develop some longterm strategies or behavioral guidelines that you can use to learn from your own
experiences as well as from the experiences of others. And we provide a set of learning tool~ases, simulations, assessment tools--that you can use to develop and
practice your emerging skills in management and leadership.
In so doing, we hope to provide information as well as opportunities to enhance
your skills and broaden your perspectives in support of efforts to manage organizational behavior in the public interest. Our goal is to provide perspectives and
insights that will allow men and women in the public service to do their jobs better,
to feel more competent and confident in their interactions with people, to lead others in their work to achieve a better world, and to gain greater satisfaction and joy
from the careers they have chosen-all to the benefit of the public they serve.

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

2

Knowing and
Managing Yourself

An enlightened organization will encourage its employees to pursue selfdiscovery. With a sense of purpose and a connection to the organization's
mission, employees will become passionate about their work and there will
be no limit to what can be accomplished.
-Larry Bacon, former senior manager,
John E. Polk Correctional Facility, Seminole County, Florida

F

or more than 2,000 years, knowledge of the self has been considered to be at
the very core of human behavior. We are all familiar with the ancient Greek
admonition to "know thyself." But this time-honored advice still has a great
deal of currency. Knowing yourself and being reflective about your own behavior is
essential to realizing your potential and having positive relationships with others.
Erich Fromm was one of the first behavioral scientists to comment on the close
connection between an individual's self-concept and his or her views of others.
Erich Fromm ( 1939) believed, for example, that hatred against oneself is inseparable from hatred against others. Indeed, Carl Rogers argued that the most basic
human need is for self-acceptance, which he found in his clinical cases to be more
important than physiological needs. According to Rogers ( 1961 }, self-acceptance is
necessary for psychological health, personal growth, and the ability to know and
accept others.
Knowledge of ourselves not only is valuable from a personal standpoint but also is
critical to success and satisfaction in our work lives. Many contemporary public organizations are experimenting with new approaches to organizing and managingapproaches that take them far beyond the top-down, rule-bound hierarchies of the
past. These changes are not easy for organizations or for the individuals who work
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in them. Adopting new ways of operating often requires significant changes in our
basic thinking about work and our psychological response to it.
For example, most upper-level public sector managers came of age professionally during an era in which success was defined as attaining a position of power
and then using that position to direct public programs. Management had a distinctive top-down character; managers presumably were in a position to know
what was best for their organizations and to control the behavior of the staff so
as to achieve the organization's goals. Moreover, success for these managers also
was defined in terms of increased budgets and increased personnel. Today, public
administration requires a far different mind-set for these managers in which
measures of success are far more ambiguous. These managers are moving away
from top-down management and are finding ways of doing more with less. It is a
new ballgame.
Similarly, middle managers are facing changes as they are being given more
responsibility to take on assignments that previously were left to upper management. They also are finding new ways of relating to others both within and outside
of their organizations. Meanwhile, lower-level personnel are being asked to be more
productive, to serve their "customers" better, and (in some cases) to become
"empowered." Regardless of level, the changes sweeping public organizations today
have created considerable ambiguity, confusion, and stress. More than ever, there is
the need for ethical competence, which includes moral reasoning, values management, and prudent decision making (Bowman, West, Berman, & Van Wart, 2004).
"Without ethical competence, public managers do not use their political, professional, or task competence in right ways" (Virtanen, 2000, p. 336). Our understanding of ourselves will greatly enhance our ability to deal with these difficult times.
And as Larry Bacon mentioned in the quote at the beginning of this chapter, the
organization also will gain from our self-knowledge.
According to Sluss and Ashforth (2007), a major breakthrough in research on
identity occurred with Brewer and Gardner's 1996 "contrast of the three levels of
self": The individual level focuses on oneself as a unique being, and self-esteem
derives from interpersonal comparisons of traits, abilities, goals, performance, and
vision. The individual is essentially independent and autonomous, and its basic
motivation is self-interest. The interpersonal level focuses on role relationship, such
as supervisor-subordinate and colleague-colleague. At this level, the individuals are
interdependent, and a premium is placed on the nature of the interaction, the
potential for personal connection, and intimacy. The basic motivation at this level
is that welfare and self-esteem derive from fulfilling one's role-relationship obligations. The final level is the collective, where the focus is on oneself as a prototypical
member of a group, such as the organization, or of a social category, such as gender.
Self-esteem derives from intergroup comparison, and the basic motivation is the
welfare of the group (p. 9).
We maintain a sense of self from all three levels, and cognitive shifts between
the levels are generated by situational cues, such as names, rewards, and uniforms.
However, "changes in levels of self-categorization reflect not only differences in
views of the self but also different worldviews," including goals, values, and norms
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(Brewer & Gardner, 1996, p. 91). Let's also keep in mind that self-awareness is a
lifelong journey whereby one strives to become more self-aware with each milestone. The focus of this chapter is on the individual level of self, or what we refer
to as the intrapersonal.

Where Do We Begin?
Life Experiences
Whereas attaining self-knowledge is an ongoing lifelong process, the following are some
exercises designed to help you reflect on the experiences, values, and perspectives that
shape who you are. Obviously, our personal culture, our life experiences, and our interactions with others affect our self-concepts and our views of the world What events and
relationships have influenced you? Make some notes in response to the following:
What world or national events have taken place during your lifetime?
Which of these influenced your life most dramatically?
How was your life influenced by those events?

(Examples might include 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina. More positive influences
might have come from an admired leader or public figure.)
Are there local events that have been particularly influential in your life?
Were there cultural opportunities or political events in your hometown that
were particularly influential?

(Examples might include activities in a local theater, library, sports team, or
government.)
What were your most important educational experiences?
Which personal relationships influenced you the most?
What roles have these individuals played in your life?

(Examples might include relationships with grandparents, parents, teachers,
siblings, spouses, or children.)

Your Lifeline
On the chart in Figure 2.1, plot the major events and relationships of your life and
then draw your lifeline. On the horizontal axis, fill in the years beginning with
your birth and ending with the current year. On the vertical axis, use a 5-point
scale with 0 as the midpoint ( 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5) to represent the level
of significance of each event or relationship and whether it had a positive or negative impact. This timeline should represent people and events that have had an
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impact in formulating your values, your style, and your orientation to life. This
information might help you later in answering questions regarding your motivation for change and capacity for decision making.

Knowing Yourself Exercise
Let's practice reflection:
l. Write down two or three of your greatest strengths.
2. Write two or three of your greatest weaknesses.
3. Share these with someone that is close to you and ask how close your reflections are to their perception of you.
4. Revisit the exercise after you have completed the exercise at the end of the

chapter. Did your initial reflections change?

Ways of Thinking
A summary of organizational and psychological literature by Holmer ( 1994)
suggests that the extent to which we actually practice what we preach as good
management is, in large measure, a function of the competence with which we
respond to emotional challenges. The term emotional challenge refers to any real or
perceived threat to our security, self-image, or sense of self-worth that stimulates
our instinctive self-protective tendencies to either withdraw or become aggressive.
Holmer and Adams ( 1995) asserted that emotional challenges in organizations
usually are interpersonal in nature. Interestingly, in these relationships, we often
focus on trying to change or control the behavior of other people. The truth is that
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we can control only one person in a relationship----ourselves. If we can enhance
our understanding of ourselves and how our values influence our behavior, if we
can gain insight into how our attitudes and behaviors affect others, and if we can
accept that how we view the world is not necessarily how others view the world,
then we can build our capacity to handle emotional challenges and to maintain
positive and productive relationships.
Even though we recognize that self-awareness and self-understanding strongly
relate to our sense of well-being, the health of our interpersonal relationships, and
our general success in life, sometimes we still avoid learning about ourselves.
Maslow ( 1962) noted,
We tend to be afraid of any knowledge that would cause us to despise ourselves or to make us feel inferior, weak, worthless, evil, [or I shameful. We
protect ourselves and our ideal image of ourselves by repression and similar
defenses, which are essentially techniques by which we avoid becoming conscious of unpleasantness or dangerous truths. (p. 57)
The opposite also is true; we fear our highest potentials or abilities-what
Maslow (1962) termed our personal "struggles against our own greatness."
Nonetheless, being honest with ourselves despite these fears is the first step in
becoming who we want to be.
Understanding ourselves might be particularly important in public organizations. Diamond (1993), Harvey (1988), Senge (1990), and others have explored the
organizational consequences of failures to develop emotional and interpersonal
capacities in leaders, work groups, management teams, and organizations. For
example, Denhardt and Denhardt (1999) found that city managers known for their
ability to manage change place a premium on knowing themselves and their values.
Conversely, managers who lack the maturity and self-confidence to act independently are likely to be ineffective in managing others and in serving the public.
Moreover, they might suffer personal psychological damage, especially as they are
subjected to the stress and complexity that are virtually unavoidable in contemporary public organizations.
The type of knowledge that helps us to cope productively with these challenges
operates at multiple levels, involving both cognition and behavior. Denhardt and
Aristigueta (1996) suggested that focusing on skill development is a useful way of
thinking about these multiple aspects of self-awareness and knowledge. Think about
the way in which people learn any skill-based discipline, whether it be sports, art,
music, or management. The first level of skill development in any discipline involves
cognitive knowledge or an intellectual understanding of the basic technical skills that
the discipline requires, such as a correct bat swing, a proper brush stroke, a perfect
vibrato, or a proper approach to organizational change. But cognitive understanding
alone is not enough. People also must develop the behavioral skills needed to accomplish these technical moves on every occasion. They not only must know how to
swing the bat or mix colors but also must be able to do so time after time. For the
athlete or artist, this requires extensive practice or rehearsal. The same is true of
managers, although in their case the most important skills are not swinging a bat or
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mixing colors but, rather, becoming effective in terms of interpersonal skills. For
managers, these skills are developed through watching and modeling others-through workshops, simulations, case studies, and (most important) experience.
But even those who fully understand their discipline and have acquired the necessary behavioral and technical skills through practice and experience might not always
follow the correct course of action. The baseball player might strike out, or the musician might suffer from stage fright. Of course, public administrators face similar
challenges. For example, any modern manager knows the importance of involving
employees in organizational change. But even managers who have done so effectively
in the past might-under conditions of complexity, uncertainty, and stress--fail to
consult and involve others. Something beyond cognitive knowledge and behavioral
practice is needed. Like athletes and artists, public and nonprofit managers need not
only cognitive knowledge and behavioral skills but also a certain moral and psychological grounding to enable them to act with consistency and integrity. Their actions
must be based on a strong sense of self and the capacity to learn from experience and
self-reflection. In our view, a strong sense of self provides the core from which we can
cultivate a personal vision, be more creative, and deal with ambiguity and change. To
become more effective managers, we must engage in learning about ourselves and in
gaining greater maturity and self-confidence based on self-reflection and personal
learning. It is clear, then, that people who seek to manage others must first learn to manage themselves. Indeed, those who master "self-leadership practices are far more likely
to be successful in gaining higher leadership positions and in being considered more
effective in those positions" (Van Wart, 2005, p. 364).
Technical ability and intelligence are not enough for success; emotional
intelligence-a term coined by Goleman in 1995-is also required. Examine the
situation of someone with technical and professional expertise getting promoted to
a managerial job and failing. The failure may be attributed to management tasks
such as planning, organizing, and controlling the use of resources. But it is more
likely that it is due to a failure to manage personal relationships as a leader. This is
often attributable to a lack of understanding of the individual's own emotions and
an inability to appreciate the emotions of the people with whom he or she works
(Armstrong, 2004). Emotional intelligence is the key to understanding others' perspectives and needs, resolving conflicts, and wielding influence (Lubit, 2006).

Improving Your Sense of Self
But how can you learn more about yourself and improve your sense of self? Let's
begin by examining the four components of emotional intelligence identified by
Goleman (adapted from Armstrong, 2004, pp. 75-76).
• Self-management-the ability to control or redirect disruptive impulses and
moods and regulate your own behavior, coupled with a propensity to pursue
goals with energy and persistence. The seven competencies associated with this
component are ( 1) self-control, (2) trustworthiness, (3) integrity, (4) initiative,
(5) adaptability and comfort with ambiguity, (6) openness to change, and
(7) a strong desire to achieve.
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• Self-awareness--the ability to recognize and understand your moods, emotions,
and drives as well as their effect on others. Self-awareness competencies are comprised of three elements: ( 1) emotional awareness, (2) accurate self-assessment,
and (3) self-confidence. Individuals with a high degree of self-awareness understand which emotions they are feeling and why, realize the links between their
feelings and what they think and say, recognize how their feelings affect their
performance, and have a guiding awareness of values and goals (Goleman,
1995). In other words, self-awareness is the ability to understand what one is
feeling and how to direct those feelings (Gardner & Stough, 2002).
• Social awareness-the ability to understand the emotional makeup of other
people and skills in treating people according to their emotional reaction.
This is linked to six competencies: ( 1) empathy, (2) expertise in building and
retaining talent, (3) organizational awareness, (4) cross-cultural sensitivity,
(5) valuing diversity, and (6) service to stakeholders.
• Social skills-proficiency in managing relationships and building networks
to get the desired result from others, reach personal goals, build rapport, and
find common ground. The five competencies associated with this component
are (1) leadership, (2) effectiveness in leading change, (3) conflict management, (4) influence/communication, and (5) expertise in building and leading teams. All of these competencies are discussed in this book.
Please refer to the exercise in Appendix 2.E to evaluate you emotional intelligence.
In order to gain control of our career, we need to know ourselves, excel at critical
tasks, and demonstrate emotional intelligence, character, and leadership (Kaplan,
2008). Sadly, by our own behavior, we may be sabotaging our rise to leadership
positions in organizations. Morriss, Ely, and Frei (2011 ) have identified five selfimposed barriers in their work with hundreds of leaders in more than 50 countries.
Let's examine these barriers:
• Barrier 1 occurs when, as employees, we overemphasize our personal goals as
opposed to what is best for the organization. For Morriss, Ely, and Frei (2011 ), "True
leadership is about making other people better as a result of your presence-and making sure your impact endures in your absence" (p. 160). Narrow pursuit of self leads
to self-protection and self-promotion. Making other people a priority is "perhaps
most challenging for emerging leaders-especially women and minorities" who may
have good reasons for self-protection (p. 161). Although they do not underestimate
this pressure of built in societal attitudes, they recommend that the first step is to get
over yourself by making a commitment to make another person or team better.
• Barrier 2 results from being overly distracted by our own self-image. Your
crafted image may actually affect your effectiveness in the organization. For example, in an attempt to be viewed as intelligent, you may avoid asking the important
questions necessary to make the decision. The need to be liked by your peers may
keep you from challenging existing norms. The need to be viewed as tough, decisive, and analytical may stop you from displaying compassion, understanding or
empathy, or necessary characteristics in leadership and management.
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• Barrier 3 involves turning our competitors, or those we don't get along with,
into enemies. As a supervisor in local government used to say to her employees,
"You don't know who you will be working for in the future." The very individuals
you perceive as enemies may actually be great allies, expanding your way of thinking about an issue or subject.
• Barrier 4 occurs when we believe we must lead alone. On the contrary, we
need allies that can help us handle both our overconfidence and our insecurities. In
almost every situation, there are capable colleagues in the organization willing to
help and provide input; let this core group help you make important decisions.
• Barrier 5-is that the same patience that is necessary in some circumstances
may actually stand in the way of our promotion or progress. You know that your
organization may benefit from implementation of a strategic plan and you have
ideas on how to engage others in the exercise. Taking the initiative is viewed as the
manager's position and you are simply an analyst. Taking on this project as an analyst may actually help your career. Morriss, Ely, and Frei ( 2011 ) found that healthy
organizations reward people who decide on their own to lead and "more often than
not, influence leads to power, not the other way around" (p. 163).
Excelling at critical tasks will become even more important once you know your
career anchors and can choose a career that you truly enjoy doing. To assess a
potential career, you need to know what will drive success in the position and, then,
ask yourself whether you will enjoy these key tasks. Character and leadership often
make the difference between good performance and great performance. Good leaders are willing to put the interest of the organization ahead of their own, and trust
that they will be rewarded. Finally, consider what barriers you may be imposing on
your career. The following subsections offer some guidance on gaining self-awareness, first by noting the importance of having a clear vision and then by moving to
more specific methods and techniques to assist with your self-discovery.

The Power of Vision
There are several dimensions of self-awareness. The first is vision. Whereas we all
have an implicit vision about the direction of our lives, many psychologists and
experts in management stress the importance of consciously creating a personal
vision. Just as an organization might create a statement of vision or values, we can do
the same thing for ourselves. Creating a vision for ourselves provides us with a sense
of direction and helps us to clarify our values. One way of assisting that process is to
think in terms of images. Try the following experiment. Stop reading for a moment,
and think about the city of Paris. What immediately comes to mind? Most people will
think of the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, the Seine, Notre Dame, good food,
wine, romance-all images of real places and real sensations. People do not mention
the square kilometers, population, or gross domestic product of France. Human
memory stores images and senses, not numbers. What implications does this have for
our personal vision? It means that to envision the future, "we must draw upon that
very natural mental process of creating images" (Koures & Posner, 1995, p. 102).
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Developing a vision also can help in clarifying our core values, the "deep-seated,
pervasive standards that influence every aspect of our lives: our moral judgments,
our responses to others, our commitments to personal and organizational goals"
(Kouzes & Posner, 1995, p. 212). People who are unsure of their values tend to drift
when they are unsure or confused about how to behave. Values help us to determine what to do and what not to do when we are unsure or conflicted about a
situation. When we have a clear sense of our values, it becomes easier to make
decisions about our lives and to become aware of circumstances in which our
behavior is inconsistent with our values. Clarifying our values also serves as the
first step in recognizing that many of the ideas we hold dear are values rather than
facts. Value clarification, in turn, opens the door to the acceptance of the views and
values of others.
We also might ask what our personal vision says about the importance of relationships with others. In today's global economy, leaders must be sensitive to a
broad range of political, cultural, organizational, and human issues. But Kanter
(l 994) emphasized the need to nurture relationships as an essential managerial
skill. In her view, public managers are the human connectors in a wired world, and
unless they possess relationship-building skills, there is little hope for local, let alone
global, alliances.
Where does trust fit into our personal vision? Do we see ourselves and others as
trustworthy? Building and maintaining trust is a central issue in human relationships, and in today's contracting environment for service delivery, it is at the heart
of efforts to foster collaboration. People who do not trust others often are viewed
by others as untrustworthy themselves. Furthermore, psychologists have found that
people who are trusting are more likely to be happy and psychologically well
adjusted than are those who view the world with suspicion and disrespect.
Psychologists also have found that individuals who are willing to self-disclose-to
share personal information and feelings with others-are viewed as more trustworthy than those who are not willing to share of themselves. This requires that we let
others know what we stand for, what we value, what we want, what we hope for, and
what we are willing or not willing to do.

Assessing Yourself
There are a number of well-known and thoroughly researched assessments or
inventories available to the individual interested in self-knowledge. Here we discuss
six such tools that may be helpful on the journey to self-awareness: ( l) personal
values (to provide personal standards and moral judgment), (2) personality style
(to assist in the acquisition and evaluation of others), (3) interpersonal orientation
(to measure interpersonal needs), (4) locus of control (to assess attitudes toward
control of an individual's own destiny), (5) career orientation (to match the individual with the organization), and (6) self-disclosure (to reveal ourselves to others).
Personal values lie at the core of a person's behavior and play a significant role in
unifying one's personality. Values are the foundation upon which attitudes and personal preferences are formed and the basis for crucial decisions, life directions, and
personal choice. Building on earlier work suggesting that individuals sometimes lose
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touch with their values, Whetten and Cameron ( 1998) state that "not being cognizant of one's own value priorities can lead to misdirected decisions and frustration in the long term" (p. 53). We discuss two areas influenced by values in this
section: value development as it refers to moral judgment and values as a source
for career choice.
Behavior individuals display is believed to be a product of their value maturity
(Whetten & Cameron, 1998). Value maturity is sometimes referred to as virtues
that are believed to be internal but are not innate and have outward consequences.
Oakley and Cocking (2001) explain that "virtues are character traits which we need
to live humanly flourishing lives" (p. 18). Aristotle's virtue theory prioritized the
good over the right, a distinction that remains important today (see Mangini, 2000;
Oakley & Cocking, 2001 ). For example, as a school administrator you may instruct
your kitchen staff to donate the leftover lunches to the homeless shelter in your
community, although throwing away the food may save the staff time and effort.
Using Kohlberg's model discussed next, we may say that this virtuous person who
made the decision on the personal value of providing for the hungry is operating at
the postconventional stage of moral development.
We differ in our level of value maturity, so different instrumental valuesvalues that prescribe desirable standards of conduct or methods for attaining an
end-are held by individuals at different stages of development. Kohlberg's
( 1971) model of moral development focuses on the kind of reasoning used to
reach a decision with value or moral connotations. At the preconventional level,
moral reasoning and instrumental values are based on personal needs or wants
and on the consequences of these acts. For example, cheating on an exam is considered okay at this stage because it achieves the personal need of passing the
exam and it does not hurt the person whose paper one copied. At the conventional
level of moral development, people behave morally by conforming to standards
as determined by society, and respect from others is valued. Cheating on an exam
is wrong because there are rules against it, and respect for one's ability will be lost
from the professor and peers. Denhardt and Denhardt (2005b) explained that this
level has two stages: one where we simply meet the expectations of others and a
second where we learn the conventional rules and laws of society. Most adults
continue to operate at this level of moral development. The third and final stage
is the postconventional. In this stage, right and wrong are judged on the basis of
the internalized principles of the individual. Thus, cheating on the exam continues to be wrong, but not because of rules and regulations or respect, but because
one has developed this principled judgment. According to Kohlberg, few individuals reach this level of moral maturity. You will have the opportunity to relate
the model to a case in this chapter.
What we value has a direct bearing on the decisions we make, whether we are at
work or at home. The inventory that we will discuss in this section is for determining the individual values as related to career choice. For example, a person who is
financially oriented might be better suited for a sales position than for a position as
a caseworker in a social service agency. The opposite would be true for a person
with a human orientation, who likely would find the caseworker's assignment to be
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highly motivating and would not like the sales position. Reddin's (1978) Personal
Values Inventory describes six different value orientations:
1. Theoretical. The person is interested in ordering and systematizing knowledge,
likes to reason and think, and is rational and analytical.
2. Power oriented. The person is interested in the use, implications, and manifestations of power.
3. Achievement oriented. The person is practical, efficient, and concerned with
obtaining results.
4. Human oriented. The person views people and relationships in a positive
manner, a humanitarian.
5. Industry oriented. The person likes to work and sees work as an end in itself.
6. Financial oriented. The person is interested in the power of money and in
rewards for effort and personal gain.
A copy of Reddin's inventory is provided in Appendix 2.A. Using this inventory
to identify our values allows us to make career decisions that might be more in line
with our personal preferences. The inventory contains instructions for answering
the statements. (Remember that there are no right or wrong values here.) Once you
have completed the statements, score your answers using the form at the end of the
survey. Be sure to add your subtotals to compute your total factor score. When you
add up all of your factors, your score should equal 84. The highest scored factor is
your preference. For example, if Factor F is your highest total factor score, then you
are interested in the power of money and in reward for effort and personal gain. On
the other hand, if Factor D is your highest factor score, then you place a higher
value on people and relationships. Consider your scores and, if possible, discuss
them with someone else.
Personality style refers to the manner in which individuals gather and process
information. Swiss psychologist Carl Jung ( 1971 ) described several aspects of the
human psyche based on the way in which we take in and process information. For
example, information may be acquired through our senses or though our intuition.
Information then is processed through rational processes or through feelings. Jung's
framework also includes our orientation to the external world (extroverts) and those
oriented toward the internal world (introverts) as well as two modes of decision
making, one relying on perception and the other relying on judgment. Over time,
individuals become more dependent on one way of collecting and processing information than on other ways. They also come to depend on one orientation to the
external world and on one decision-making style. That is not to say that one way is
better than another way, and indeed, we all possess all of these capacities to some
degree. But over time, we become more comfortable with one approach and come
to rely on that approach. Our preferences are then reflected in our personalities.
Our personality types, then, affect the way in which we see the world and, consequently, the way we act. (We typically do not change these preferences unless we
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make a concerted effort to do so.) For example, those who rely on "sensing" are
likely to focus on specific data and what is immediately present; those who rely on
"intuition" are more likely to focus on the future, to see the potential in a situation,
and to be highly creative. Imagine two people looking in the window of a house
they are thinking about buying. One (the sensing type) might see all the flawstorn carpets, peeling paint, and so on. The other (the intuitive type) might think in
terms of possibilities (e.g., "We could do great things with this house."). Two people
can look at the same situation and see it in completely different ways.
The Myers-Briggs Type Inventory is a widely used, self-administered inventory
to assess an individual's Jungian personality types. David Keirsey has a similar
instrument available online through his webpage (www.keirsey.com). After the
inventory is scored, information is included on the meaning of the preferences
identified. After taking the inventory, you will be able to read about your personality profile online. The Keirsey inventory first identifies you as one of four basic
temperaments: (1) artisan, (2) guardian, (3) rational, or (4) idealistic. Figure 2.2
includes some typical characteristics for the types.
Again, there are no right or wrong answers in this inventory; it is simply
intended to give us insights about our perspectives and preferences. Again, we all
possess all of the orientations that Jung described: extroversion and introversion,

Artisans (SP)

Guardians (SJ)

Tend to be

Tend to be

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playful
Optimistic
Sensual
Unconventional
Daring
Impulsive
Excitable
Adaptable

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Responsible
Helpful
Hardworking
Sociable
Loyal
Stable
Traditional
Law-abiding

Rationals (NT)

Idealists (NF)

Tend to be

Tend to be

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Pragmatic
Skeptical
Analytical
Independent
Strong-willed
Logical
Even-tempered
Curious

Figure 2.2

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Enthusiastic
Romantic
Intuitive
Kind-hearted
Intense
Authentic
Symbolic
Inspiring

Personality Types

NOTE: SP = sensation, perceiver; SJ = sensation, judging; NT = intuitive, thinker; NF = intuitive,
feeler.
SOURCE: From Please Understand Me II, by D. W. Keirsey, 1998, Del Mar, CA: Prometheus
Nemesis Books. Used with permission.
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intuition and sensing, thinking and feeling, and perception and judgment. Some
people prefer one style, whereas others prefer other styles. But all of the types are
necessary for success in organizations. Tosi, Mero, and Rizw (2000) provided us
with examples of how the different types reinforce each other:
The sensing type needs an intuitive to generate possibilities, to supply ingenuity,
to deal with complexity, and to furnish new ideas. Intuitives add a long-range
perspective and spark things that seem impossible.
The intuitive needs a sensing type to bring facts to inspect, to attend to detail, to
inject patience, and to notice what needs attention.
The thinker needs a feeling type to persuade and conciliate feelings, to arouse
enthusiasm and to sell or advertise, and to teach and forecast.
The feeling type needs a thinker to analyze and organize, to predict flaws in
advance, to introduce fact and logic, to hold to a policy, and to stand firm against
opposition. (p. 50)

Interpersonal orientation refers to behavior and interpersonal relationships, not
just personal and psychological inclinations regarding others. Moreover, it identifies the underlying tendencies that the individual has to behave in certain ways
regardless of circumstances or presence of others. Schutz's ( 1958) classic theory of
interpersonal orientation states that three interpersonal needs must be satisfied if
the individual is to function effectively and avoid unsatisfactory relationships:
( 1) the need for inclusion, (2) the need for control, and (3) the need for affection.
These needs have two aspects: a desire to express the behavior through the individual's own actions and a desire to receive the behavior from others. It is healthy
to have consistency in what we desire in terms of expressed and received behavior.
For example, if we value working alone and would prefer not to be included, then
we might find ourselves highly frustrated in an environment that promotes and
requires inclusion. These preferences and tendencies may be assessed through
Schutz's Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation-Behavior (FIRO-B)
inventory, which is included as Appendix 2.B. Again, there are no right or wrong
answers, but if you can become more aware of your preferences and the way in
which your behavior exhibits your preferences, then you will be more likely to
understand the way in which others respond to you.
Locus of control refers to our attitudes toward the extent to which we have
control of our own destiny. An internal locus of control reflects the belief that
what happens in our lives is the result of our own actions (e.g., "I am personally
responsible for the grade that I receive in this class."). An external locus of control
reflects the belief that what happens is the product of outside forces (e.g., "The
poor grade on the exam was the result of the teacher not explaining the material.").
Locus of control studies indicate that those with internal locus of control are
more likely to (a) be attentive to aspects of their environment that provide useful
information for the future, (b) engage in actions to improve their environment,
(c) place greater emphasis on striving for achievement, (d) be more inclined to
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develop their own skills, (e) ask more questions, and (f) remember more information (Rotter, 1966; Seeman, 1962). In North American culture, people who
interpret information about change as if they are in control of it and who perceive themselves to be in charge of their own performances and outcomes are
more likely to be successful managers (Hendricks, 1985; Spector, 1982). In the
workplace, internal locus of control correlates with better adjustment to work in
terms of satisfaction, coping with stress, job involvement, and promotability
(Anderson, 1977). Employees with internal locus of control also have less absenteeism and are more involved at work (Blau, 1987). The Locus of Control inventory is included as Appendix 2.C.
Career orientation is a self-perceived talent, motive, or value that serves to guide,
stabilize, and integrate a person's career (Schein, 1978). In any organization, we are
likely to find very different types of people with different goals, lifestyles, talents,
and values. According to Schein ( 1978 ),
Sometimes these differences are masked by titles or by stereotypes of what
kind of person we expect to see in any given kind of job. Yet if the organization and societal policies are to be realistic in terms of human needs, greater
attention must be paid to the real differences that arise as we enter our
careers. (p. 165)
Schein described eight typical "career anchors" or different orientations to those
things that a person desires from his or her career. These career anchors reflect the
underlying needs, values, talents, and motives that the person brings into adulthood, but they develop largely through the work experience. According to Schein,
it is in the process of integrating into the total self-concept what one sees oneself to
be more or less competent at, wanting out of life, one's value system, and the kind
of person one is that begins to determine the major life and occupational choices
throughout adulthood (p. 171).
The eight anchors are as follows:
l. Technical/functional competence. The person is driven by the opportunity to
apply skills and continues to develop those skills to an ever-higher level.
2. General manager competence. The person desires to climb to a leadership level
in an organization so as to enable integration and coordination of the efforts
of others.
3. Autonomy/independence. The person needs to be able to define his or her own
work and needs to do it in his or her own way. Flexibility is the key.
4. Security or stability. The person needs security or tenure in a job or an
organization.
5. Entrepreneurial creativity. The person desires the opportunity to create an
organization or enterprise of his or her own-built on the person's abilities-and is willing to take the necessary risks and obstacles.
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6. Service/dedication to a cause. The person is driven by a desire to pursue work
that achieves something of value, such as helping others.
7. Pure challenge. The person needs work that requires the opportunity to solve
seemingly unsolvable problems.
8. Lifestyle. The person requires the opportunity to balance and integrate his or
her personal and family needs as well as the requirements of the career.
Understanding our own career anchors will help us to make good decisions
about our careers. The identification of career anchors early in our job experience
is helpful in moving through our careers. It also can be useful for managers to
become aware of their subordinates' career anchors so that the appropriate career
moves can be fostered by the organization. Schein (1978) designed a Career
Orientation Inventory that assesses the career anchor of the individual. This inventory is included as Appendix 2.D.
Self-disclosure requires that we reveal ourselves to others through verbal or nonverbal means. We disclose our beliefs, values, and desires not only through conversation but also through artifacts and nonverbal communication. For example, the
pictures that we have in our offices speak of our families, preferred landscapes,
places we have traveled, and so on. We become human by sharing our interests and
desires with others. Self-disclosure also affects the way in which others see us. For
example, studies have shown that people are more likely to trust leaders who are
self-disclosing (Kouzes & Posner, 1995).
To practice self-disclosure, spend an evening with a relative or close friend discussing the results of your personal assessment instruments and their implications.
Your relative or friend might want to complete the instruments in this chapter as
well. Use questions such as the following: Who am I? What are my values? What are
my strengths? What are my weaknesses? What will be necessary for me to be happy
in a career or in my personal life? What changes do I need to make in my life? What
legacy do I want to leave?
In addition to employing instruments such as those included in this chapter, we
can enhance our self-awareness by being attentive to feedback that we receive from
others either informally through personal conversations or formally through performance evaluations. The information gained through these interactions can
provide us with knowledge about how we are perceived by others and, therefore,
offer opportunities for improvement. For example, we might find that others perceive us as concentrating so strongly on the details that we Jose sight of the overall
mission with which we have been charged. Or our lack of participation in the organization's activities might be viewed as a lack of interest in others. We might not
always like the information that we learn through feedback and self-discovery, but
that information can be quite valuable. The key is to use the newly acquired information to enhance our personal growth and competence.
Whatever its source, self-knowledge is essential to your productive personal
and interpersonal functioning, especially understanding and empathizing with
others. Based on your experiences, feedback from others, information from the
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inventories, and your personal vision, are there skills and competencies that you
would like to enhance? Did you gain knowledge that you will draw on in making
important career decisions? What changes in your life do you want to make as a
result of your increased knowledge?

Ways of Acting
Although strategies for learning about yourself and enhancing self-knowledge
remain somewhat less fully developed than strategies for building cognitive knowledge and behavioral skills, there are several suggestions that you might consider.
1. Focus on learning from your administrative experience. To learn from your experience, you must engage in self-reflection and self-critique. Your past experiences must be translated into an action agenda for personal development.
Annual evaluations at work may be a good place to begin the journey, but other
means also are available. These include asking or surveying others about your
work performance as well as the attitudes and values you express. Schon's
( 1983) classic term refkctive practitioner nicely sums up what your aspirations
should be as you learn about yourself from your administrative experience.

2. Keep a journal. A journal allows you the opportunity to engage in selfreflection and self-critique over a sustained period of time. Writing in a
journal also gives structure to your examination of events. See Denhardt
(2000) for a suggested format for the administrative journal.
3. Talk regularly with people you trust. In addition to self-reflection and selfcritique, the insights and support of trusted friends can be a great boost to
developing your confidence and self-esteem.
4. Watch and read how others handle change. Learning from the experiences of
respected managers and leaders also is helpful. In the rapidly changing world
in which we live, it is important to be able to handle change. Others who have
been successful before us provide important lessons toward this end.
5. Strive for balance and insight. As we will see in Chapter 4, although the pressure to perform might seem overwhelming, effective performance can be
undermined by excessive "Type /\' behavior. It also can be harmful to your
health. Take time to relax and to participate in activities that are not work
related. Relaxation will provide for renewed energy with which to improve
productivity and creativity.
6. Set an example. As a manager, you should not only be concerned with developing your own maturity and self-confidence; you should also encourage
and energize others to develop theirs. Such an understanding of yourself not
only helps you as an employee but also can help the organization.
7. Carefully examine the explanations that you give. You might refuse an assignment by saying, "I am too busy to take on this assignment," when, in fact,
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the assignment simply might not be of interest to you. Recall Reddin's
{1978) Personal Values Inventory and Schein's {1978) career anchors.
Although we all have aspects of our jobs that are less enjoyable, knowing our
values and preferences can help us to make prudent job choices.
8. Look for several causes. When attempting to interpret behavior, look for
various causes that might have triggered the behavior. For example, if someone takes too long to complete an assignment, do not be too quick to determine that the person was uninterested in completing the assignment in a
timely manner. Perhaps the delay was due to faulty equipment, pressures
from peers to complete other assignments, or other external forces.
9. Account for individual differences. Try to account for individual differences
and do not overgeneralize or project your own preferences onto others. For
example, you might like to be publicly recognized for your achievements, but
a highly introverted employee might be quite embarrassed by such public
recognition.
10. Use past behavior as an indicator, but not necessarily a predictor, of future

behavior. How someone behaved in the past might indicate how he or she
will behave in the future, but you should not ignore the possibility of
change. For example, if someone has not been timely in producing necessary work, then you might assume that he or she will continue to delay the
process. But the person might decide that it is in the best interest of everyone concerned to turn in the next assignment on time.
11. Recognize personality differences. Consider personality differences when
selecting assignments. For example, recall the Locus of Control inventory.
There are some people who will be much more internally motivated than
others. If you are one of these individuals, then you might prefer to work in
autonomous situations. On the other hand, if you are an externally motivated individual, then you might function best in team assignments.
12. Celebrate diversity and what contributions diversity brings to the organization.

We are working in an environment with increasing differences in age,
race, gender, nationality, political views, and religion. Rather than fearing
or judging differences, evaluate how those differences may add to the
organization.

Thinking in Action
In this section, we make use of what we have learned through exercises and case studies.

Increasing Self-Knowledge
This is an exercise that may be used as a class assignment or project paper. The
focus of the exercise is to increase self-knowledge using self-reported instruments and feedback from others. Students will increase their self-knowledge by
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answering the following questions with the support of methods and instruments
in this chapter.
Where have I been? The timeline described earlier in the chapter will help in
answering this question. Develop a 5- to 10-page autobiographical sketch that
will assist you in improving your sense of self by reflecting on the past and how
it will influence the future.
Where am I going? Develop interview guides and interview several individuals
in positions to which you might aspire. Following are some examples of questions to include:
- How would you describe your typical day at work?
- What are the most critical skills you draw on during a typical workday?
- What qualities do you see as necessary for your line of work?
- If you had to find someone to replace you, on what key abilities would you
focus?
Do I have what it takes in terms of ability, motivation, and personal traits to get
there? This question may be answered through inventories or evaluations or
through questioning others who are familiar with your abilities.
Do not be afraid to engage in self-disclosure. "Several studies have shown that
low self-disclosers are less healthy and more self-alienated than high self-disclosers.
College students give the highest ratings for interpersonal competence to high selfdisclosers" (Whetten & Cameron, 1998, p. 51).
Write out an action plan for implementation to help you accomplish your
vision.

A Vision Statement
Work with dose friends and colleagues to determine what your personal lifetime vision might look like. Try to focus on what you believe an ideal future
would look like, or consider looking back on your life and career at an advanced
age. What are the things that you would like to have done? Write your vision
statement:
Write down a set of values that are important to you. Ask family members and
friends to encourage you to live according to your values.
Describe key areas of your life that are important to you, and write down one or
two goals in each major area.
Select one or two goals and imagine the goal(s) being achieved to your full
satisfaction. How does this goal, or how do these goals, relate to your vision?
Experience the achievement of your vision in every way possible.
Develop a detailed action plan to achieve this vision, and make commitments for
particular actions necessary to bring your vision to fruition.
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Valuing Diversity
In managing a diverse workforce, it is important that we understand our own feelings and the messages that we convey about our value of diversity. Reflect on how
you and the organization that you work for react in terms of accepting differences
and otherness (adapted from Deep & Sussman, 2000):
1. Do others see you acting comfortable around colleagues with nontraditional demographics (examples include others of a different age, education,
ethnicity, gender, race)?
2. Do colleagues of nontraditional demographics provide evidence that they
feel comfortable around you?
3. Do these same employees report that their differences are respected?
4. Do you actively solicit the opinions, feelings, and suggestions of all colleagues, regardless of demographics?
5. Do you receive a relatively equal amount of opinions, feelings, and suggestions from all employees?
6. Does the organization that you work for hire and promote in such a way
that employee diversity reflects the diversity of society?
7. Do the organization's social activities reflect diversity?
8. Do the organization's fringe benefits reflect diversity?
9. Are there consequences for colleagues who engage in demeaning or prejudicial behavior toward others?
10. Does your organization maintain a committee charged with improving the
working climate for all employees?

Cases
Privatizing the Cafeteria
Ramon Smith is city manager of a midsize town in Louisiana. The city that he is
managing has run its own cafeteria for many years. The staff has been with the
city for 20 to 30 years and is in their forties and fifties. The city's evaluation unit,
at Ramon's request, has conducted a study showing that great saving would be
available to the city by privatizing the cafeteria services. Ramon knows the staff
well, and their level of skill would make it very difficult for them to attain jobs in
the same industry with the pay and benefits that the city currently pays them.
Employing Kohlberg's model of moral development, answer the following
questions:
1. What decisions would a city manager at the preconventional level be
expected to make?
2. What reaction would you expect of employees at the preconventional
level?
(Continued)
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(Continued)
3. What decisions would a city manager at the conventional level be
expected to make?

4. What reaction would ~ expect of empb/ees at the c:onwntional lewl?
5. What decisions would a city manager at the postconventional level be
expected to make?
6. What reaction would you expect of employees at the postconventional
level?
7. What reaction will you make as the city manager?
8. How will you explain your decision to the city council?

Laura's Employment Dilemma
Laura Gomez just completed her MPA program at the University of Southern
California. She entered the program as a midcareer student after spending
12 years as a state employee in Sacramento. During those 12 years, she
worked in a budget office, where she found the work to be tedious and
routine. She wanted a change and thought that the best way of going into
the job market was to have an MPA in hand. During her academic program,
she concentrated on public management. At home, she is a single parent
with two children, 8 and 10 years of age. She feels a great deal of responsibility for these children and wants to be available to participate in their lives
on a daily basis.
Laura has been interviewing, and with her experience and education she
has had several job offers. The first came from a management consulting firm
in the Midwest. The management consulting firm is interested in more work
in the public sector, and Laura's experience in a state budget office was
viewed as highly valuable. The salary is higher than she had been expecting
to receive as an entry-level MPA graduate. She would be expected to travel
the Midwest approximately 80 percent of the time.
The second job offer came from a nonprofit organization in Los Angeles.
This nonprofit has been in existence for about 5 years and now is in the position of hiring someone to handle all aspects of its finances, including fundraising. Laura does not have experience in fundraising but has been
recommended to the organization as a quick learner. The salary is lower than
what she was making before she returned to school 2 years prior. There are
expectations that, with successful fundraising, her salary would increase. The
office location is 3 miles from her current residence. The job would require
very little traveling.
The third job offer came from the federal government in Washington, DC.
In this position, Laura would be fully trained to work in evaluation for the
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Department of Health and Human Services. This is not an area in which she
has worked before, but she is known to pay a great deal of attention to
detail, to have good interpersonal skills, and to be a fast learner. The salary
is higher than what she was making prior to entering the MPA program but
not as high as that offered by the consulting firm in the Midwest.
You are Laura Gomez. Given what you know about yourself from information in this chapter, respond to the following questions:
1. Which position would you take?
2. Why?
3. How does this fit with your preferences, career anchors, and values?
4. Is your choice different from that which you would recommend to
Laura?
5. If yes, then why?

Some Career Advice
Samuel Jones is a bright, charismatic, African American male, whose career
goal is to become a city manager in a large urban area. While attending the
MPA program at the University of Delaware, he interned in a small town at the
city manager's office. He enjoyed the experience and upon graduating, he
sought a similar job in a large urban area, specifically Baltimore and
Philadelphia. The jobs in these urban areas in city management are much more
specialized and to have the level of responsibility he had in the small town, he
would need many years of experience in an urban area. There are positions
available in a number of departments in both of these cities. He accepts a position as a budget analyst in Baltimore upon your recommendation.
1. What do you know about Samuel's career anchors that would make

this a good choice for Samuel?
2. What potential barriers would you encourage Samuel to avoid?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles
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APPENDIX 2.A
Reddin's Personal Values Inventory
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANSWERING
Read the first set of three statements (A, B, C) and decide to what extent you agree
with each. Assign exactly three points among the three statements. The more points
you give a statement, the more you agree with it.
EXAMPLE l: Suppose that you agree with Statement A but not at all with any of
the others; then, you would distribute your points in this way:
STATEMENT A
STATEMENTB
STATEMENTC

co

BO

A3

EXAMPLE 2: Suppose that in another group of statements, you agree somewhat
with Statement B, disagree with Statement C, and do not totally disagree with
Statement A; then, you would distribute the three points this way:
STATEMENT A
STATEMENTB
STATEMENTC

co

B2

Al

SURVEY
I . A. Examples and events of history press down on the mind the weight of truth.
B. As wealth is power, so all power will draw wealth to itself.
C. Success is always achievement.
A

B

c

2. A. By what means can the man please who has no power to confer benefits?
B. A manager's only job is to be effective.
C. What will money not do?
A

c

B

3. A. The worst of faces is still human.
B. Never put off to tomorrow what you can do today.
C. Money answers all things.
A

B

c
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4. A. Everything includes itself in power.
B. Life teaches us to be less severe with ourselves and others.
C. It is pretty to see what money will do.

c

B

A

5. A. Truth is always strange-stranger than fiction.
B. It is not enough to do good; one must do it well.
C. Work keeps at bay three great evils: boredom, vice, and need.

c

B

A

6. A. The smallest atom of truth represents some man's bitter toil and agony.
B. We never do anything well till we cease to think about the manner of doing it.
C. All work is noble; work alone is noble.
A

c

B

7. A. The father aims at power, the son at independence.
B. The only way to have a friend is to be one.
C. Money is indeed the most important thing in the world.
A

c

B

8. A. All truths begin as blasphemies.
B. The ornament of a house is the friend who frequents it.
C. There are few sorrows in which good income is of no avail.
A

c

B

9. A. Disinterested intellectual curiosity is the lifeblood of real civilization.
B. Labor conquers everything.
C. Money is like a sixth sense-and you cannot make use of the other five without it.
A

B

c

I0. A. God gives to some men despotic power over other men.
B. He who attempts to do all will waste his life doing little.
C. Instead of loving your enemies, treat your friends a little better.
A

B

c

11. A. A man of words and not of deeds is like a garden full of weeds.
B. Man's happiness is to do a man's true work.
C. If you mean to profit, you are wise.
A

B

c
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12. A. The only means of strengthening one's intellect is to make up one's
mind about nothing.
B. To know the pains of power, we must go to those who have it.
C. If you have one true friend, you have more than your share.
A

c

8

13. A. The prize of the general is not a bigger tent but command.
8. The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable man
tries to adapt the world to himself.
C. No man is born into the world whose work is not born with him.
A

c

8

14. A. The highest intellects, like the tops of mountains, are the first to catch
and reflect the dawn.
8. A man should keep his friendship in constant repair.
C. Work brings its own relief; he who is most idle has most of the grief.

8

A

c

15. A. Man is a social animal.
8. Actions speak louder than words.
C. Wherever I found a living creature, there I found the will to power.
A

8

c

16. A. There are many wonderful things in nature, but the most wonderful of
all is man.
B. The shortest answer is doing.
C. Irrationally held truths may be more harmful than reasoned errors.
A

c

8

17. A. Every man's work is always a portrait of himself.
8. To know the pleasure of power, we must go to those who are seeking it.
C. To think is to live.

8

A

c

18. A. Go to your work and be strong.
8. The great end in life is not knowledge but action.
C. Guns will make us powerful; butter will only make us fat.
A

8

c
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19. A. The mind of a man is cheered and refreshed by profiting in small things.
B. All work is as seed sown; it grows and spreads, and it sows itself anew.
C. Life is not long, and too much of it must not pass in idle deliberation
over how it shall be spent.

A

c

B

20. A. There is no substitute for hard work.
B. The highest duty is to respect authority.
C. Knowledge is capable of being its own end.

A

c

B

21. A. Ill blows the wind that profits nobody.
B. Genius is l percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration.
C. Logical consequences are the scarecrows of fools and the beacons of
wise men.

A

c

B

22. A. Time is money.
B. The true science and study of mankind is man.
C. Bustle is not industry.
A

B

c

23. A. In all labor, there is profit.
B. Human existence always is irrational and often painful, but in the last
analysis it remains interesting.
C. He who has the longest sword is the leader.

A

c

B

24. A. Money speaks in a language that all nations understand.
B. To cultivate kindness is a valuable part of life.
C. A good catchword can obscure analysis for 50 years.
A

c

B

25. A. They say that knowledge is power, but they meant money.
B. Every man is the architect of his own fortune.
C. Make a model before building.
A

B

c
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26. A. It is a bad bargain where nobody gains.
B. In the country of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.
c. It requires a very unusual mind to undertake the analysis of the
obvious.
A

B

c

27. A. What we have to learn to do, we learn by doing.
B. It is more blessed to give than to receive.
c. Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well.
A

B

c

28. A. Doubt can be ended by work alone.
B. To err is human, to forgive is divine.
c. Power is a grand objective.
A

B

c

VALUES INVENTORY: SCORING
A•
81
c.

o.
E•
F•

Ai
B2
c2
02
E2
F2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

IA
IB
IC
3A
38
2C

24C
23C
22C
228
27A
22A

+SA
+
+2A
+
+2B
+
+48
+
+SC
+
+3C
+

+6A
+
+4A
+
+SB
+
+78
+
+6C
+
+4C
+

+2SC
+
+268
+
+2SB
+
+238
+
+28A
+
+23A
+

+26C
+
+28C
+
+27C
+
+248
+

= __ =A1
+7A
+
+6B
+

-B
- --I
= __ =C.
= __ =D1
= __ =E1

+7C
+

= __ =F1

-

-Ai
-

- ---B2
= __ =C2
+278
+

+288
+

= __ =D2
= __ =E2

+24A
+

+2SA
+

+26A
+

= __ =F2
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AJ
BJ
C3
D3
E3
F3

A•
B4
C4
D4
E4
F4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

SA

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

16C

IOA
IOB
SB
9B

BC

ISC
ISB
ISA
17A
19A

+9A
+
+ 12B
+
+ llA
+
+ IOC
+
+ llB
+
+9C
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+20C
+
+ 18C
+
+ 18B
+

17C
17B
16B

12A

+ 14A
+
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= _ _ =AJ

13A
= _ _ =BJ
13B

- - - --c3
12C
13C

+ 14B
+
+ 14C
+

= _ _ =D3
= _ _ =E3

llC
= _ _ =F3
+ 21C
+
20B
+
19C
+

- ---A4
= __ =B4
= __ =C4

16A
-D4
- --18A

+ 19B
+

+20A
+

+21B
+

= _ _ =E4

21A
-F4
- ---

NOTE: The scoring sheet was developed by Donald Coons.

WHAT DO THE ANSWERS MEAN?
Add up your subtotals for all of the factors, and your score should equal 84. The
highest single factor is your preferred value:
Factor A
Factor B
Factor C
Factor D
Factor E
Factor F

Theoretical: Interested in ordering and systemizing knowledge, likes
to reason and think, and is rational and analytical
Power oriented: Interested in the use, implications, and manifestations of power
Achievement oriented: Practical, efficient, and concerned with
obtaining results
Human oriented: Views people and relationships in a positive manner; a humanitarian
Industry oriented: Likes to work and sees work as an end in itself
Financial oriented: Interested in the power of money and in rewards
for effort and personal gain

SOURCE: From Values Inventory, by W. J. Reddin, 1978, La Jolla, CA: Learning Resources.
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APPENDIX 2.B
Fundamental Interpersonal Relations
Orientation (FIRO )-Behavior
Instructions. For each statement below, decide which of the following answers best
applies to you. Place the number of the answer to the left of the statement. When
you have finished, turn to the scoring key.

Rating Scale
1-Usually
2-0ften
3-Sometimes

4-0ccasionally
5-Rarely
6--Never

1. _

I try to be with people.

2. _

I let other people decide what to do.

3. _

I join social groups.

4. _

I try to have close relationships with people.

5. _

I tend to join social organizations when I have an opportunity.

6. _

I let other people strongly influence my actions.

7. _ I try to be included in informal social activities.
8. _ I try to have close, personal relationships with people.
9. _

I try to include other people in my plans.

10. _ I let other people control my actions.
11. _

I try to have people around me.

12. _

I try to get close and personal with people.

13. _When people are doing things together, I tend to join them.
14. _

I am easily led by people.

15. _

I try to avoid being alone.

16. _

I try to participate in group activities.

Instructions. For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following
answers:

Rating Scale
1-Most people 4--A few people
2-Many people 5-0ne or two people
3-Some people 6--Nobody
17. _ I try to be friendly to people.
18. _

I let other people decide what to do.

19. _My personal relations with people are cool and distant.
20. _

I let other people take charge of things.
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21. _

I try to have close relationships with people.

22. _

I let other people strongly influence my actions.

23. _

I try to get close and personal with people.

24. _

I let other people control my actions.

25. _

I act cool and distant with people.

26. _

I am easily led by people.
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27. _ I try to have close, personal relationships with people.
28. _

I like people to invite me to things.

29. _

I like people to act close and personal with me.

30. _

I try to strongly influence other people's actions.

31. _

I like people who invite me to join in their activities.

32. _

I like people to act close toward me.

33. _

I try to take charge of things when I am with people.

34. _

I like people to include me in their activities.

35. _

I like people to act cool and distant toward me.

36. _

I try to have other people do things the way I want them done.

37. _ I like people to ask me to participate in their decisions.
38. _

I like people to act friendly toward me.

39. _

I like people to invite me to participate in their activities.

40. _

I like people to act distant toward me.

Instructions. For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following
answers:
Rating Scale
I-Usually
2-0ften
3-Sometimes

4-0ccasionally
5-Rarely
&-Never

41. _

I try to be the dominant person when I am with people.

42. _

I like people to invite me to things.

43. _

I like people to act close toward me.

44. _

I try to have other people do things I want done.

45. _

I like people to invite me to join their activities.

46. _

I like people to act cool and distant toward me.

47. _ I try to strongly influence other people's actions.
48. _

I like people to include me in their activities.

49. _

I like people to act close and personal with me.

50. _

I try to take charge of things when I am with people.
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51. _

I like people to invite me to participate in their activities.

52. _

I like people to act distant toward me.

53. _

I try to have other people do things the way I want them done.

54. _

I take charge of things when I am with people.

SCORING KEY
To derive your interpersonal orientation scores, refer to the following table. Note
that there are six major columns, each with separate columns for items and keys.
Each column refers to an interpersonal need. Items in the column refer to question
numbers on the questionnaire; keys refer to answers on each of those items. If you
answered an item using any of the alternatives in the corresponding key column,
circle the item number on this sheet.

Expressed Inclusion
Item

Key

Wanted Inclusion
Item

Key

1

1-2-3

28

1-2

3

1-2-3-4

31

1-2

5

1-2-3-4

34

1-2

7

1-2-3

37

1

9

1-2

39

1

11

1-2

42

1-2

13

1-2

45

1-2

15

1

48

1-2

16

1

51

1-2

Expressed Control
Item

Key

Wanted Control
Item

Key

30

1-2-3

2

1-2-3-4

33

1-2-3

6

1-2-3-4

36

1-2

10

1-2-3

41

1-2-3-4

14

1-2-3

44

1-2-3

18

1-2-3

47

1-2-3

20

1-2-3

50

1-2

22

1-2-3-4

53

1-2

24

1-2-3

54

1-2

26

1-2-3
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Key

Item
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Wanted Affection
Item

Key

4

1-2

29

1-2

8

1-2

32

1-2

12

1

35

5-6

17

1-2

38

1-2

19

4-5-6

40

5-6

21

1-2

43

1

23

1-2

46

5-6

25

4-5-6

49

1-2

27

1-2

52

5-6

49
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TABLE FOR SUMMARY SCORES
When you have checked all of the items for a single column, count up the number
of circled items and place that number in the corresponding box in the chart. These
numbers will give you your strength of interpersonal need in each of the six areas.
The highest possible score is 9; the lowest possible score is 0. Refer to the explanations in the chapter to interpret your scores and for some comparison data.

Inclusion

Control

Affection

Expressed
Wanted
SOURCE: Schutz, W. C. (1958). FIRO: A Three-Dimensional Theory of Interpersonal Behavior (3rd
ed.). New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

INTERPRETING RESULTS
Schutz's ( 1958) classic theory of interpersonal orientation states that three interpersonal needs exist that must be satisfied if the individual is to function effectively
and avoid unsatisfactory relationships: the need for inclusion, the need for control,
and the need for affection. Each of these needs has two aspects: the desire to express
the behavior and the desire to receive the behavior from others. It is healthy to have
consistency in what we desire in terms of expressed and received behavior. The
closer the scores in each of the need areas, the greater the consistency. If you add up
all of the scores, then you will come up with your social interaction index representing your interpersonal need level. The highest possible score is 54; the higher the
score, the greater the need for interaction. The opposite also is true; the lower the
score, the lesser the need for interaction. Interpersonal compatibility is determined
by comparing your score with the scores of others.

SOURCE: Schutz, W. C. (1958). FIRO: A Three-Dimensional Theory of Interpersonal Behavior (3rd
ed.). New York: Holt. Rinehart & Winston.
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APPENDIX 2.C
Locus of Control
Instructions. This questionnaire assesses your opinions about certain issues. Each
item consists of a pair of alternatives (a orb). Select the alternative with which you
most agree. If you believe both alternatives to some extent, then select the one with
which you agree most strongly. If you do not believe either alternative, then mark
the one with which you disagree least strongly. Because this is an assessment of
opinions, there obviously are no right or wrong answers. When you have finished
all of the items, turn to the scoring key for instructions on how to tabulate the
results and for comparison data.
1. a. Leaders are born, not made.
b. Leaders are made, not born.
2. a. People often succeed because they are in the right place at the right time.
b. Success is mostly dependent on hard work and ability.
3. a. When things go wrong in my life, it is generally because I have made
mistakes.
b. Misfortunes occur in my life regardless of what I do.
4. a. Wherever there is war or not depends on the actions of certain world

leaders.
b. It is inevitable that the world will continue to experience wars.
5. a. Good children are mainly the products of good parents.
b. Some children turn out bad no matter how their parents behave.
6. a. My future success depends mainly on circumstances I cannot control.
b. I am the master of my fate.
7. a. History judges certain people to have been effective leaders mainly because
circumstances made them visible and successful.
b. Effective leaders are those who have made decisions or taken actions that
resulted in significant contributions.
8. a. To avoid punishing children guarantees that they will grow up irresponsible.
b. Spanking children is never appropriate.
9. a. I often feel that I have little influence over the direction my life is taking.
b. It is unreasonable to believe that fate or luck plays a crucial part in how my
life turns out.
10. a. Some customers will never be satisfied no matter what you do.
b. You can satisfy customers by giving them what they want when they want it.
11. a. Anyone can get good grades in school if he or she works hard enough.
b. Some people are never going to excel in school no matter how hard they try.
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12. a. Good marriages result when both partners continuously work on the
relationship.
b. Some marriages are going to fail because the partners are just incompatible.
13. a. I am confident that I can improve my basic management skills through
learning and practice.
b. It is a waste of time to try to improve management skills in a classroom.
14. a. More management skill courses should be taught in business schools.
b. Less emphasis should be placed on skills in business schools.
15. a. When I think back on the good things that happened to me, I believe that
they happened mainly because of something I did.
b. The bad things that have happened in my life have resulted mainly from
circumstances beyond my control.
16. a. Many exams I took in school were unconnected to the material I had studied,
so studying hard did not help at all.
b. When I prepared well for exams in school, I generally did quite well.
17. a. I sometimes am influenced by what my astrological chart says.
b. No matter how the stars are lined up, I can determine my own destiny.
18. a. Government is so big and bureaucratic that it is very difficult for any one
person to have any impact on what happens.
b. Single individuals can have a real influence on politics if they will speak up
and let their wishes be known.
19. a. People seek responsibility in work.
b. People try to get away with doing as little as they can.
20. a. The most popular people seem to have a special inherent charisma that
attracts people to them.
b. People become popular because of how they behave.
21. a. Things over which I have little control just seem to occur in my life.
b. Most of the time, I feel responsible for the outcomes I produce.
22. a. Managers who improve their personal competence will succeed more than
those who do not improve.
b. Management success has very little to do with the competence possessed by
the individual manager.
23. a. Teams that win championships in most sports usually are the teams that, in
the end, have the most luck.
b. More often than not, teams that win championships are those with the most
talented players and the best preparation.
24. a. Teamwork in business is a prerequisite to success.
b. Individual effort is the best hope for success.
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25. a. Some workers are just lazy and cannot be motivated to work hard no matter
what you do.
b. If you are a skillful manager, you can motivate almost any worker to put
forth more effort.

26. a. In the long run, people can improve this country's economic strength
through responsible action.
b. The economic health of this country is largely beyond the control of
individuals.
27. a. I am persuasive when I know I am right.

b. I can persuade most people even when I am not sure I am right.
28. a. I tend to plan ahead and generate steps to accomplish the goals that I have set.
b. I seldom plan ahead because things generally turn out okay anyway.
29. a. Some things are just meant to be.
b. We can change anything in our lives by hard work, persistence, and ability.

SCORING KEY
Count up the number of items you selected of those listed below:
2a

Sb

9a

12b

3b

6a
7a

lOa

13b

llb

!Sb

4b

16a
17a
18a

20a

23a

28b

2la

25a

29a

22b

26b

Total Score _ _ _ _ __
SOURCE: Whetten, David A.; Cameron, Kim s.. Developing Management Skills, 8th Edition, C 2011,
pp. 53, 54, 101. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ.

INTERPRETING RESULTS
The higher the score, the more the external locus of control. The lower the score,
the more the internal locus of control. An internal locus of control reflects the
belief that the reinforcements one receives are the result of one's own actions
(e.g., "I am personally responsible for the grade that I receive in this class"). An
external locus of control reflects the belief that reinforcement is the product of
outside forces( e.g., "The poor grade on the exam was the result of the teacher not
explaining the material.")
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APPENDIX 2.D
Career Orientation Inventory
The purpose of this questionnaire is to stimulate your thoughts about your own
areas of competence, your motives, and your values. This questionnaire alone will
not reveal your career anchor because it is too easy to bias your answers. However,
it will activate your thinking and prepare you for the discussion with your partner.
Try to answer the questions as honestly as you can and to work quickly. Avoid
extreme ratings except in situations where you clearly have strong feelings in one
direction or the other.

HOW TO RATE THE ITEMS
For each of the next 40 items, rate how true that item is for you in general by assigning a number from 1 to 6. The higher the number, the more that item is true for
you. For example, if the item says "I dream of being the president of a company,"
then you would rate that as follows:
if the statement is never true for you
2 or 3 if the statement is occasionally true for you
4 or 5 if the statement is often true for you
6 if the statement is always true for you
Please begin your self-report by writing the appropriate rating in the blank to
the left of each item.
1. I dream of being so good at what I do that my expert advice will be

sought continually.
2. I am most fulfilled in my work when I have been able to integrate and
manage the efforts of others.
3. I dream of having a career that will allow me the freedom to do a job
my own way and on my own schedule.
4. Security and stability are more important to me than freedom and
autonomy.
5. I am always on the lookout for ideas that would permit me to start my
own enterprise.
6. I will feel successful in my career only if I have a feeling of having
made a real contribution to the welfare of society.
7. I dream of a career in which I can solve problems or win out in situations that are extremely challenging.
8. I would rather leave my organization than to be put into a job that
would compromise my ability to pursue personal and family concerns.
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9. I will feel successful in my career only if I can develop my technical or
functional skills to a very high level of competence.
10. I dream of being in charge of a complex organization and making
decisions that affect many people.
11. I am most fulfilled in my work when I am completely free to define
my own tasks, schedules, and procedures.
12. I would rather leave my organization altogether than accept an
assignment that would jeopardize my security in that organization.
13. Building my own business is more important to me than achieving a
high-level managerial position in someone else's organization.
14. I am most fulfilled in my career when I have been able to use my talents in the service of others.
15. I will feel successful in my career only if I face and overcome very difficult challenges.
16. I dream of a career that will permit me to integrate my personal family
and work needs.
17. Becoming a senior functional manager in my area of expertise is more
attractive to me than becoming a general manager.
18. I will feel successful in my career only if I become a general manager
in some organization.
19. I will feel successful in my career only if I achieve complete autonomy
and freedom.
20. I seek jobs in organizations that will give me a sense of security and
stability.
21. I am most fulfilled in my career when I have been able to build something that is entirely the result of my own ideas and efforts.
22. Using my skills to make the world a better place to live and work
is more important to me than achieving a high-level managerial
position.
23. I have been most fulfilled in my career when I have solved seemingly
unsolvable problems or won out over seemingly impossible odds.
24. I feel successful in life only if I have been able to balance my personal,
family, and career requirements.
25. I would rather leave my organization than accept a rotational assignment that would take me out of my area of expertise.
26. Becoming a general manager is more attractive to me than becoming
a senior functional manager in my current area of expertise.
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27. The chance to do a job my own way, free of rules and constraints, is
more important to me than security.
28. I am most fulfilled in my work when I feel that I have complete financial and employment security.
29. I will feel successful in my career only if I have succeeded in creating
or building something that is entirely my own product or idea.
30. I dream of having a career that makes a real contribution to humanity
and society.
31. I seek out work opportunities that strongly challenge my problemsolving and/or competitive skills.
32. Balancing the demands of personal and professional life is more
important to me than achieving a high-level managerial position.
33. I am most fulfilled in my work when I have been able to use my special skills and talents.
34. I would rather leave my organization than accept a job that would
take me away from the general managerial track.
35. I would rather leave my organization than accept a job that would
reduce my autonomy and freedom.
36. I dream of having a career that will allow me to feel a sense of security
and stability.
37. I dream of starting up and building my own business.
38. I would rather leave my organization than accept an assignment that
would undermine my ability to be of service to others.
39. Working on problems that are almost unsolvable is more important
to me than achieving a high-level managerial position.
40. I have always sought out work opportunities that would minimize
interference with personal or family concerns.
At this point, look over your answers and locate all of the items that you rated
highest. Pick out the three items that seem most true for you and give each of those
items an additional four points. You now can score your questionnaire, but the scales
will not have a real meaning for you until you have read the text in the next sections.

SCORING INSTRUCTIONS
In the next section, you will find blank spaces for all 40 items, arranged in order so
that you can easily transfer the numbers from your rating sheets onto the scoring
sheet. After you have transferred all of the numbers, add up the columns and divide
by five (the number of items) to get your average score for each of the eight career
anchor dimensions. Do not forget to add the extra four points for each of your
three key items before you total and average your scores.
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SCORING SHEET
The following blanks represent the items you have just rated. Transfer your previous answers to these blanks. Do not forget to add the four points for the three items
that were most true for you. Total the numbers in each column and then divide that
total by five (the number of items in the column). The resulting average is your
self-assessment of how true the items in that scale are for you.
Explanations of the columns are provided on the next page [in the original
source].
TF

1- 9- 17- 25- 33- -

GM

AU

2- - 3- - 4-10__ 11
12- 19
_
_
20_
18- 26_ _ 27
- - 28- 36__
34
35

--

--

EC

sv

CH

LS

5_

6_

7- -

8- -

SE

13- - 14- - 15- - 16- 21
29-37- -

22- - 23-- 24-30_ _ 31
32- 40
__
38
39

--

--

Total:
(divide
by 5)
Average:
SOURCE: From Career Anchors, 3rd Ed., by E. H. Schein, 2006, San Francisco, CA: pfeiffer/Wiley.
This material is reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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APPENDIX 2.E
Emotional Intelligence
Instructions: Ask yourself how often you respond in a healthy way when severely
disappointed, verbally attacked, or treated unfairly by analyzing these attitudes and
behaviors:
1. When I am upset, I respond rationally, so that I can remain analytical and
solve the problem or otherwise make the best of the situation.
2. I reject the harm than can result from reacting emotionally when I am upset
and getting angry or feeling battered.
3. When verbally attacked, I allow for the likelihood that the attackers might
never have learned how to respond when their needs aren't met.
4. When verbally attacked, I allow for the probability that the attack is prompted
by pain or fear.
5. When verbally attacked, I keep my role as a manager separate from my identity as a person.
6. I resist the temptation to feel entitled to better treatment and to lose emotional control.
7. I understand that victims of my outbursts will remember my accusatory
statements and name-calling long after I have calmed down.
8. I accept that others cannot make me angry without my full cooperation. In
other words, I control my anger.
9. When I get angry, I talk about my feelings to calm myself down, rather than
focus on what the other person did.

INTERPRETING RESULTS
The first two behaviors lay a firm foundation for emotional intelligence. Behaviors
3-5 are proven strategies for staying in control when under attack. Regardless of the
root of your anger, deal with it as suggested in 6-9.
These prescriptions will take practice, and it will help to have a positive role
model share how they deal with these difficult situations.
SOURCE: Adapted from Act on It! Solving 101 of the Toughest Management Challenges (p. 33),
by S. Deep and L. Sussman, 2000, Cambridge, MA: Perseus Publishing. Reprinted with permission.

CHAPTER

3

Fostering Creativity

Creativity is perhaps the most important concept in public administration.
-Marshall Dimock ( 1986, p. 3)

C

reativity is one of the hallmarks of leadership and is a central component
in the science and, most particularly, the art of public administration. For
example, the 2010 IBM Global CEO Study, based on face-to-face interviews with 1,541 CEOs, general managers and senior public sector leaders around
the world, concluded that global complexity will only increase in the future
and that more effective leadership will be needed to steer tomorrow's organizations
through a more complex world. The study found that the biggest challenge facing
public and private enterprises in the future will be the accelerating pace and complexity of a global society operating as a massively interconnected system. According
to those surveyed, in order to cope with global complexity, the single most important attribute of future leaders will be creativity. The notion of creativity suggests
innovation and originality-the ability to see old problems in novel ways and to
devise new ways of thinking, analyzing, and doing. Creativity is critical to organizational success as it helps people and organizations to respond to new challenges
and opportunities for change. How can we foster creativity in ourselves and others?
How can we manage people in public organizations in a manner that enhances and
encourages their creativity consistent with public values and accountability?
The creative process is intuitive, is fluid, and thrives on the freedom to think
and act outside of normal procedures. For these reasons, some may suggest that
creativity is antithetical to government. Certainly, some of the common stereotypes concerning the so-called creative types as artistic, eccentric, and unpredictable stand in stark contrast to the stereotypes of government bureaucrats as rule
bound, inflexible, and rigidly unchanging. But both stereotypes are wrong. It is not
necessary to be artistic, eccentric, or mentally unusual to be creative. We all have
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the capacity to be creative, so in a sense we all are the creative type (Rawlinson, 1981;
West, 1997). As we explore in this chapter, there are different types of creativity, all
of which can help organizations to solve problems and work better. Furthermore,
creativity and innovation are alive and well in the public sector (West & Berman,
1997). For example, Denhardt and Denhardt (1999) found in their case studies of
leading change in Fairfax, Virginia; Altamonte Springs, Florida; and Fremont,
California, that city managers and their teams of executives had successfully developed a culture of creativity and innovation with tremendous benefits for the cities
and citizens they serve. It is important to build on and enhance this creativity if
public organizations are to meet their goals and serve the public well.

Where Do We Begin?
Rate yourself on a scale of I to IO (1
following dimensions of creativity:

= not skilled at all,

IO

Perceiving problems
Thinking intuitively
Developing lots of ideas
Being imaginative
Visualizing my thoughts
Creating new combinations of ideas
Communicating ideas
Reconceptualizing problems
Relaxing and allowing my mind to wander
Discovering new ways of doing things
Seeing things from multiple perspectives
Based on this inventory, think about the following questions:
I. What are your creative strengths?

2. What are your challenges in the creative process?

= very skilled) on the
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3. What do you do to stimulate and support the creativity in others?

Ways of Thinking
What is creativity? There is no single, commonly accepted definition of creativity.
Perhaps this lack of agreement on a single definition is appropriate given the
nature of creativity, but it is nonetheless useful to look at what various writers
and scholars have written about the concept. Creativity has been described as
"any form of action that leads to results that are novel, useful, and predictable"
(Boone & Hollingsworth, 1990, p. 3); as "seeing things that everyone around us
sees while making connections that no one else has made" (Wycoff, 1995, p. 21);
as "a process or change from what is and has been to what might be" (Singh, 1985,
p. 108); and as "the entire process by which ideas are generated, developed, and
transformed into value" (Kao, 1996, p. xvii). Definitions and interpretations of
creativity differ, in part, because they emphasize different aspects of creativity in
different settings. As shown in Figure 3.1, these varying perspectives can be

Perspective
on Creativity Main Points

Practical Implications

Creativity as
a trait

People have innate
characteristics that predispose
them to be creative.

Some people have traits that make
them naturally creative; such people
probably will be creative wherever they
are situated.

Creativity as
cognitive
skills and
abilities

Creativity is based on conceptual
skills and abilities such as
divergent and abstract thinking.

Creativity can be enhanced by learning
and improving certain cognitive skills.

Creativity as
behavior

Creativity is whatever results in
the formation of new ideas or
solutions that are useful.

The value of the creativity lies in what
useful outcomes are produced.

Creativity as
a process

Creativity is a process of
generating and testing ideas.

The creative process may or may not
yield a new product or process;
individuals can play different roles in the
process.

Integrated
views of
creativity

Creativity is a function of the
interaction among the person,
the environment, and the task.

Some types of tasks and organizational
environments can be more or less
conducive to creativity.

Figure 3.1

Alternative Views of Creativity
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grouped according to whether they focus on the personal characteristics or attributes of individuals, the possession of a group of conceptual abilities, the demonstration of particular behaviors, or creativity as an integrated process (Gundry,
Kickul, & Prather, 1994). As discussed in what follows, each of these perspectives
provides insights and has practical implications for how we view creativity in
ourselves and others.

Characteristics of Creative Individuals
One way to look at creativity is in terms of the traits, attributes, or characteristics
that predispose a person to be considered "creative." In this view, if a person possesses these traits, then this person is deemed to be creative. The trait perspective
also assumes that personal characteristics are more important than the nature of
the organizational environment in which the person works. In other words, creative people probably will be creative wherever they are situated. Conversely, in
this view, people who do not have these characteristics will not be creative, regardless of where they are situated. For example, some people are said to be naturally
intuitive in that they do not amass facts and test theories; they simply "sense"
things and therefore are thought of as creative. Creativity also has been described
as synonymous with originality. People who demonstrate originality also have
been found to be more intelligent and to have a preference for complexity-traits
that also are associated with creativity (Foundation for Research on Human
Behavior, 1958; Gundry et al., 1994).
This trait approach to creativity also has included attention to the personalities
of creative people. For example, Gough (1979) developed and tested a creative
personality scale based on the types of adjectives that people used to describe creative individuals. Some of the adjectives used that were positively correlated with
creativity were capable, clever, confident, humorous, original, reflective, resourceful,
and self-confident. Some of the adjectives used that were negatively associated with
creativity were affected, commonplace, conventional, submissive, and suspicious.
Others have emphasized personality characteristics of creative people, such as
sensitivity, high energy, independent judgment, tolerance for ambiguity, selfconfidence, and broad interests (Barron & Harrington, 1981). Traits such as persistence, curiosity, energy, intellectual honesty, and internal locus of control also
have been suggested (Amabile, 1988).
Those who see creativity as residing in the personal characteristics of the individual would not deny that we all have some creative potential. This view of creativity suggests that although we all can exercise a certain degree of creativity,
some of us simply have greater innate creative potential, in the same way as we all
can learn to express ourselves artistically even though only some of us will become
artists. But there are limits to this approach. As with trait theories of leadership
(which we examine in Chapter 7), trait theories of creativity give us only part of
the picture. Creativity involves more than simply the presence of certain traits; it
also involves certain skills, motivations, behaviors, and environmental factors.
Nonetheless, an understanding of the traits associated with creativity provides a
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partial explanation for why some of us feel more comfortable expressing ourselves creatively and why others of us might have to exert more effort to access
our creative potential.

Conceptual Skills and Abilities
Creativity also has been described as involving the use of a particular set of conceptual skills and abilities. This perspective differs from trait approaches in that it
focuses more on cognition than on personality characteristics. Koestler (1964), for
example, suggested that creativity is based on the ability to think on more than one
plane or more than one level at a time. As Dimock (1986) characterized it, "The
more adept a person is at rising from lower applied areas to higher intellectual and
imaginative planes, the more creative such a fortunate individual is likely to become"
(p. 5). This manifestation of creativity can take many forms. For example, a creative
person such as Jan Perkins, former city manager of Fremont, California, might liken
organizational change to successive waves of the ocean, drawing from that metaphor
to better understand the ebb and flow of the change process (see the case study in
Chapter 12). Creative people are said to possess cognitive skills in divergent thinking
and ideational fluency (the ability to generate alternatives or a stream of ideas), linguistic ability, and a strong ability to find associations between things or ideas
(Barron & Harrington, 1981).
Although there is a degree of overlap between views of creativity that rely on
personal characteristics and those that emphasize conceptual and cognitive skills,
there is an important distinction. Skills can be learned, whereas characteristics cannot. Accordingly, in this view, we all can learn to be more creative by expanding and
enhancing our conceptual and cognitive abilities.

Creativity as Behavior
The behavioral view of creativity focuses on actions and activities that result in the
development of something new. Thus, creativity is something a person does rather
than what the person is. Amabile ( 1983), for example, suggested that creativity is
behavior that results in a novel and useful response to a problem or situation.
Amabile (1997) also stated, "The ideas must be novel-different from what's been
done before-but they can't be simply bizarre; they must be appropriate to the
problem or opportunity presented" (p. 40). But the emphasis is on the behavior, not
on the innate characteristics or cognitions of the individual. So, a person who
designs an innovative and useful new approach to neighborhood crime prevention
is creative because he or she has engaged in behavior that resulted in a creative
response to a problem. Here, the focus is on the creative product rather than on the
personality or skills of the person who developed it.
This view of creativity focuses on the outward behavioral manifestations of
creativity and places them in context. Importantly, this view of creativity adds the
element of usefulness, thereby distinguishing creativity from simply bizarre, erratic,
or unusual behavior. Accordingly, creativity not only brings forward new ideas; it is
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a process that results in actions or behaviors that are functional and useful in a
given situation. In that sense, it is not nonconformity for its own sake but rather
nonconformity with a purpose.

Creativity as a Process
Creativity also can be seen as a process. In this view, creativity is a highly complex
phenomenon involving multiple phases and stages. Torrance (1988), for example,
described creativity as a process of sensing problems, making guesses, formulating
hypotheses, and communicating ideas. Drazin, Glynn, and Kazanjian (1999)
defined creativity as the engagement of a person in a creative process where the
person "behaviorally, cognitively, and emotionally attempts to produce creative
outcomes" (p. 290). The emphasis here is on the process rather than on the outcome. The creative process involves both the generation of ideas and the testing of
ideas. As such, creativity in the generation of ideas may or may not result in creative
outcomes. This process perspective on creativity is useful for thinking about the
stages in the creative process and about the roles that different individuals might
play in each of these stages.

An Integrated Perspective on Creativity
Finally, some have suggested that creativity is best viewed as encompassing all of
these views. For example, Amabile ( 1997) offered what she called a componential
theory of creativity that takes into account expertise in a particular domain, creative thinking ability, and the intrinsic motivation of the individual in a particular
work or social environment. Similarly, Woodman, Sawyer, and Griffin ( 1993)
linked individual, group, and organizational factors to creative outcomes. They
indicated that creativity can be viewed as the development of a valuable and useful
new product, service, process, or procedure by people working together in a complex social system.
This integrated perspective is illustrated in Figure 3.2, which indicates the mutual
influence of personal factors, environmental characteristics, and the nature of the
task. Some integrated perspectives, in particular, emphasize the intrinsic motivation
of an individual in a particular context. In this case, the focus shifts from what levels
and types of creativity people are capable of to what they are willing to do. That is,
people are most likely to be creative when they love what they do and do what they
love (Amabile, 1997; Drazin et al., 1999). Intrinsic motivation is included as part of
an integrated perspective because it involves not only the personal interests and
personalities of individuals but also how interesting the problems or tasks are.
This approach is a useful one for public administrators and students of organizational behavior. It recognizes that we all are potentially creative, although some of us
might be more naturally suited to some parts of the creative process than others. It
suggests that we can learn skills that will enhance our own creativity and that we can
support creativity in others. It recognizes that creativity takes place in context and
that creativity must be useful and appropriate to the setting or problem at hand. It
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Person

Environment

Figure 3.2

Task

An Integrated View of Creativity

leads us to think about ways in which the organizational environment may enhance
or impede the development of creative ideas and solutions to problems. Finally, it
suggests that creativity is an important component of a larger process of change and
innovation (a subject that is dealt with in more depth in Chapter 12).

Why Do We Need Creativity in Public Organizations?
Before continuing our examination of creativity, it is important to first ask some
fundamental questions. What are the consequences of creativity for public organizations? Why should public servants strive to be creative and to support the creativity of others? How do individuals respond to opportunities to be creative in the
workplace? The answers to these questions provide insights about both the nature
of creativity and the importance of creativity to the public service.
For public organizations to be effective, they must craft and facilitate creative
responses to increasingly complex societal problems. Organizations and the individuals who work in them must innovate and change as community needs and demands
shift. Meeting these challenges requires the full use of all human and mental resources
available. Among the most important of those resources is creativity-the capacity to
think of old problems in new ways, to change our perspectives, or to create novel and
useful approaches to making our organizations work better and serve the needs of
citizens. To fail to do so is wasteful to individuals and organizations and is inconsistent with the values of public service. It is incumbent on all of us, then, to use our
imaginations and expertise as we work to achieve public goals.
Creativity is directly and positively linked to organizational effectiveness and
to improvements in quality and productivity. It increases the quality of solutions
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to organizational problems, helps to stimulate innovation, revitalizes motivation,
and promotes team performance (Raudsepp, 1987). Creativity helps organizations respond to challenges, demands, and opportunities for change.
There are other benefits to creativity as well. There is evidence that the opportunity to be creative is important for employee motivation and retention. There is
evidence that employees and potential employees strongly value the chance to
use their creativity. For example, in a poll conducted by Louis Harris and Associates
of the class of 2001, the top-ranked qualities desired in a job were committed
coworkers, creativity, responsibility, and the ability to work independently
("Committed Co-workers;' 1998, p. 14). It also has been found that managers who
are creative and have opportunities to use their creativity on the job are less likely
to want to leave their organizations (Koberg & Chusmir, 1987). It even has been
demonstrated that innovation and creativity can reduce workplace stress. Helping
people to become more innovative and creative "not only makes the work environment less stressful but also leads to the introduction of procedures which enhance
productivity and quality of work" (Bunce & West, 1996, p. 210).
Creativity allows public organizations to be responsive and to develop new and
better ways of serving citizens and using resources wisely. The opportunity to be
creative can help to motivate people, keep them interested in and committed to their
work, and reduce stress. So, creativity is not just something for "creative types" or a
matter of a "flight of fancy" if people happen to have some extra time. It is a critical
component of managing organizational behavior and achieving public service goals.

The Creative Process
Creativity is more than a flash of insight. Instead, creativity can be thought of as
a process with five identifiable steps or stages: (1) preparation, (2) concentration,
(3) incubation, (4) illumination, and (5) verification (Boone & Hollingsworth,
1990). These stages are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Preparation is the first step in the creative process. In the preparation stage, all
parts of the problems are thoroughly investigated. This includes consciously gathering and examining information, defining the problem, and generating alternative
ideas for addressing the problem. The purpose is to ensure that all parts of the
problem are fully understood. In the preparation stage, a person not only searches
for facts but also searches for ideas and alternative perspectives. Preparation is a
conscious mental activity. Therefore, most efforts at enhancing creativity are
focused on this stage of the creative process.
In the concentration stage, the energy and resources of the person (or of the
organization) are focused on solving the problem. The individual, in essence, concentrates his or her efforts on the problem or situation. There is a choice to engage
with the process and a commitment to find a solution. This stage is not so much a
matter of mental activity as it is a matter of choice.
The incubation stage is a largely unconscious phase of the creative process. It is,
in essence, the "black box" of creativity. There is an internalization and subconscious ordering and reordering of information gathered in the preparation stage.
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Verification
"It really works!"
"How can I get people
interested?"
lllumlnatlon
"I've got it!"
Incubation
"I'll relax and let my subconscious
mind work."
Concentration
"I will focus on and solve
this problem.•
Preparation
"What is the problem?"
"What has been done?"
"What are the alternatives?"
"Who can I discuss them with?"

Figure 3.3

Steps in the Creative Process

The person cannot force this process; the best that the individual can do is attempt
to relax and allow the subconscious to work and ideas to surface. This may involve
the combination of previously unrelated thoughts and a subconscious struggle
between what is and what might be. Conscious thought and effort probably interfere, rather than help, in this stage.
Illumination is the "Eureka!" of the creative process. This is the moment of
insight or discovery when the answer simply seems to arrive in the person's conscious mind from his or her subconscious mind. It has been called an epiphany, a
revelation, or a brainstorm-a sudden realization of something new or novel. But
when viewed as part of the creative process, such insights actually occur after the
individual has gathered information and gone through a period of subconscious
mental activity during which the brain has "worked on" the problem.
The final stage of the creative process is verification. This involves testing and
verifying the idea or insight as viable. In other words, the creative solution is evaluated against some standard of appropriateness or acceptability, and the creator
seeks corroboration and acceptance of the idea.
In addition to these identifiable stages, Foster ( 1995) provided a useful summary
of the characteristics of the creative process, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long rather than short in duration
Ambiguous rather than certain and concrete
Information rich rather than based on "existing" information
Involving multiple mental models rather than a particular point of view
Oriented to defining problems rather than finding short-term fixes
A continuing process rather than a one-time event
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It is also important to remember that the creative process may unfold in a much
less linear, orderly fashion than we might expect or prefer. Based on what has been
called "chaordic systems thinking" (CST), we can see the creative process as marked
by the coexistence of both chaos and order (van Eijnatten, 2004). Put simply, the
process may look chaotic because it so dynamic and complex, but there are actual
patterns and order in the process that can be recognized. Rather than being fearful
of or distrusting the chaos and uncertainty, this perspective suggests that we recognize that creativity and new ways of thinking are often found at the edge of chaos
(Overman, 1996). Efforts to force order and control into a process that is, by its
nature, a bit messy can be counterproductive.
Recognition of the steps in and characteristics of the creative process is important from several perspectives. First, creativity does not just "happen:' It is a process
that can be observed, nurtured, and supported over time. It is a process that
requires an investment in time, a search for information, a commitment to openness, and a tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity. Second, we do not all have to
be highly skilled at all stages of the creative process; some of us might be better at
generating ideas, others might be skilled at synthesizing concepts, some might be
good information gatherers, and still others might be excellent "validators" of
others' insights. Thus, we can play different roles in the creative process-an idea
that is elaborated in the sections that follow. Third, not all of the stages of the creative process are amenable to conscious mental effort. As a result, most techniques
and training to improve creativity focus on the preparation stage when conscious
mental activity is dominant. Such techniques and training activities, which have
been shown to be highly effective, are described in later sections of this chapter.
Finally, the creative requires not only to tolerate uncertainty and unpredictability,
but to embrace the idea that creativity can be to some extent "chaordic"-chaotic
and orderly at the same time.

Roles in the Creative Process
Because there are different stages in the creative process, and because we differ from
one another in terms of personality and preferences, it can be useful to think of the
different roles that people can play in the various stages of creativity. As Filipczak
(1997) pointed out, "Once you understand that all employees are creative, the next
step is finding out which part of the creativity spectrum each employee occupies"
(p. 34). One way of thinking about roles in the creative process is to consider the
different types of creativity. Hollingsworth (1989} defined four types:
1. Innovation sees the obvious before anyone else does. (e.g., Some states have

innovated by offering multiple services at one site such as offering kiosks in
shopping malls or one-stop service centers.)
2. Synthesis combines ideas from various sources into a new whole. (e.g., A city
police department, a state social service agency, and the courts might create
a multi-agency approach to dealing with child sexual abuse investigations
and prosecutions.)
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3. Extension expands an idea to a new application. (e.g., Many jurisdictions have taken
the fast-food idea and created drive-through services such as book drops in hbraries.)
4. Duplication copies a good idea from others. (e.g., As cities have experimented
and had success with photo-radar technologies in traffic control, other cities
have learned from those experiences and followed suit.)
SOURCE: Nonprofit World. www.snpo.org.

Although these are organizational-level examples, all of these types of creativity ultimately stem from the work and insights of individuals. But as we saw in our disawion of
the Jungian psychological types in Chapter 2, there are different types of individuals.
Similarly, different individuals might be more or less adept at various types of creativity or
might play varying roles in the creative process. Kirton's ( 1976) Adaptation/Innovation
Inventory helps us to understand where different individuals might fall on the creativity
spectrum. Kirton described adaptors as the type of people who try to find better ways of
doing their work. These are the people who make improvements in existing practices,
devise ways of cutting costs, and develop approaches to modify programs so as to better
meet citii.ens' needs. Goldsmith (1989) found that adaptors prefer short-term efficiency,
seek consensus, and value conformity to rules and group norms. Innovators, on the other
hand, are the dreamers and big thinkers. They have an ability to take two previously unrelated ideas of things and combine them in a new way. Innovators seek change-oriented
solutions, look for new paradigms, are less tolerant of rules, and prefer big changes over
small ones. In simple terms, adaptors do things better and innovators do things differently.
Obviously, organizations need multiple types of creativity and people who fall on
both ends of Kirton's ( 1976) adaptor/innovator scale. The key is to find a balance. Too
much innovation can result in organizations being in constant flux, thereby failing to
secure and perfect improvements before changing to something else. The goal may be
creativity, but too much innovation can lead to chaos. On the other hand, if creative
efforts are limited to making only small improvements and changes to the status quo
(as preferred by adaptors), then organizations might stagnate. Sometimes incremental improvements simply are not enough; in all organizations, there are times when
quantum change is needed. According to Kirton ( 1989), when innovators and adaptors collaborate, adaptors provide stability, order, and continuity; are sensitive to
people; help to maintain cooperation; and provide a safe foundation for the innovators' riskier ideas. Innovators, on the other hand, bring to such collaborations the task
orientation and dynamics needed to bring about change.

Social and Structural Connections
Perry-Smith and Shalley (2003) related creativity with the social connections
within and outside the organization. "Communication with others in the domain
should enhance one's understanding of the area and facilitate the generation of
approaches that are feasible and appropriate, but also unique" (p. 91). When individuals connect with other people, they exchange information and ideas, increasing
the likelihood that new approaches and solutions will be created.
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The degree of creativity these social connections foster, according Perry-Smith
and Shalley (2003), will depend on the "strength and the position" of the relationship. Under some circumstances, weak ties can actually facilitate creativity more
than strong ties. When the relationship is strong, the "parties truly like each other
and are concerned about one another, see each other relatively frequently, and have
similar perspectives and outlooks on the importance of their relationship" (p. 92).
Since the parties involved in a close relationship often share very similar points of
view, they may be less likely to challenge ideas. Weak ties, on the other hand, may
give individuals more information and "the exposure to different approaches and
perspectives" (p. 94).
There is a limit, however, to how many of these social connections a person can
effectively and productively handle. When an individual has too many weak ties, he
or she may spend too much time exchanging and processing information. This can
result in higher levels of stress and conflict rather than in higher levels of creativity.
So, weak relationships may foster creativity up to a point, beyond which the number of ties may even constrain creativity at work. The position of the person in the
relationship is also very important. The people who have the greatest potential for
creativity are those who occupy what the authors call "peripheral network positions." People in these positions have enough connections within the organizations
to stay informed and gain organizational knowledge, but their outside connections
give them the opportunity to hear something new.

Impediments to Creativity
There are a number of common impediments or barriers to creativity (Gundry et al.,
1994). Removing these barriers can be the first step in fostering creativity in ourselves
and others. Each of these impediments is considered in the following subsections.

Defining the Problem Incorrectly
If the problem is defined incorrectly, incompletely, or inappropriately, then
creative approaches to solving it will be misplaced. One of the ways in which this
can occur is when individuals engage in what de Bono (1992) called vertical
thinking. Vertical thinking occurs when a problem is defined in a single way and
there are no deviations or alternative definitions considered until the solution is
reached. For example, an organizational problem might be defined as one of
excessive costs in a particular service unit. If there are no challenges to this definition of the problem, then people will logically pursue cost-cutting efforts such as
reducing hours of service, laying off staff, decreasing the variety of services, and
postponing purchases of equipment and supplies. But such approaches might
make the problem worse if it is later discovered that the real problem was failure
to understand and respond to changes in citizens' needs (which had reduced the
effectiveness of existing approaches and caused unproductive uses of staff time).
The cost-cutting measures might even result in the development of new and
more serious problems. If the problem were redefined, then it might be possible
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to come up with new approaches that would not only reduce costs but also provide services better tailored to citizens' needs.
Ironically, language also can be a barrier to problem definition. If people are
accustomed to, and limited by, using only certain terms and language in defining a
problem, then they will think about that problem only in a manner that the terms
will allow. In this way, language actually can serve as a barrier between the thinker
and reality (Koestler, 1964). In addition to verbal language, there are other languages, such as symbolic, emotional, sensory, and visual languages. In other words,
sometimes it is useful to represent problems or ideas using symbols or drawings (to
consider their emotional aspects) or even to express them in terms of touch, smell,
or sensation. In some cases, people can seem stuck not only with verbal language
but also with a particular set of organizationally sanctioned terms. For example, if
people in police organizations were to consistently and exclusively use the language
of "crime" and "criminals" to understand their roles and responsibilities, then they
might be less likely to consider factors such as citizens' perceptions of safety; a sense
of neighborhood and community; the roles of other institutions such as schools,
churches, and social services; the physical environment; and aesthetic and qualityof-life issues-all of which might influence the roles of police officers and the
nature of their relationship with community members. For example, it might lead
them to ask what citizens would like their neighborhoods to look like or to feel like.

Judging Ideas Too Quickly
People often reject ideas that are inconsistent with their current thinking. We all
have heard people defend current practices by saying, for example, "We've always
done it that way." Although constancy and consistency might be a human need and
a virtue in certain circumstances, blind adherence to the status quo in organizations
is not. As Allison ( 1971) argued in his analysis of the Cuban missile crisis, sometimes
organizations (and the people in them) try to fit problems into particular organizational routines, whether or not the situation really calls for a novel response.

Stopping at the First Acceptable Idea
Because people often are under pressure to come up with solutions to problems,
sometimes the response is to accept the first good idea that comes along. Time pressures, different problems competing for our attention, or simply lack of recognition
that other ideas might be better can lead us to choose alternatives too quickly.
Obviously, this can result in forgoing what might have been a later-but better-idea.

Lack of Support
Creative ideas can wither on the vine. If someone comes up with an interesting
and original idea but no one listens or considers it, then the idea probably will not
go anywhere. We might learn over time that curiosity and questioning are not welcome in our work environment. Sometimes we are not creative because it takes a
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great deal of mental energy, and the demands of our daily jobs simply consume all
of our reserves. Moreover, thinking does not look like working. We might be concerned with appearing busy and engaged with our work and, as a result, become
mentally and creatively lazy. The truth is that it often is easier and less demanding
to keep doing things and thinking about things in the way we always have.

Hostility to Sharing Knowledge
In some organizations, there is not only a lack of support, but also an outright
hostility to creativity and the sharing of ideas. In such cases, Michailova and Husted
(2003) suggested that "it is unrealistic to expect or assume that individuals are basically willing to share knowledge even when incentives are introduced" (p. 60). For
example, if there is an organizational norm that employees should not know more
than their managers, it is unreasonable to expect any initiative from the lower levels.
If managers believe that they are solely responsible for innovation, "competition"
from someone who is at a lower level in the organizational hierarchy may be unwelcome. Creativity is also thwarted in organizations where mistakes are taboo. When
mistakes are punished, employees will avoid risk and are often scared to admit
when they make a mistake. Finally, Michailova and Husted proposed that what they
call the "NIH syndrome" (Not-Invented-Here Syndrome) can be deleterious to
creativity. In organizations with the NIH syndrome, things that come from outside
the organization are considered less valuable than the things that come from the
inside. This obviously limits a potentially important source of information and
inspiration for creativity.

Other Ways of Thwarting Creativity
Morgan (1968) suggested 12 tongue-in-cheek "rules" for killing creativity that we
have adapted and reduced to 9 rules for the public sector manager:
1. Drag your feet. Just keep going through the idea over and over until people
lose interest.
2. Say yes, but do not act on the idea. That way, people will be momentarily
pleased and will leave you alone.
3. Wait for full analysis. Who can argue with this logic? This will give you lots
of time because public sector problems rarely can be fully analyzed.
4. Do not follow up. Drop the idea on your associates and see whether anything
happens.
5. Call many meetings. This will kill time and interest.
6. Put the idea into channels and forget about it. Anything novel or original will
not go far.
7. Boost the cost estimates. Public organizations never have much money, and
you will be the hero for saving some by vetoing the idea.
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8. Wait for someone else to try the idea first. Why put yourself out in front?
9. Stick to standard operating procedures and rules. They still will be there long
after the idea has died.
Although these "rules" are, of course, written with a humorous edge, they
remind us of how easy it can be to stifle creativity. Public organizations often are
underfunded and overextended while being asked to simultaneously meet multiple and conflicting goals. It is not all that surprising that we sometimes can lose
track of the importance of creativity, imagination, innovation, and renewal to
organizational success. Fortunately, there are a number of things we can do to
foster such efforts.

Fostering Creativity in Organizations
If people choose to exercise their creative abilities, then they have to be motivated
to do so. Amabile (1999) suggested that an individual's intrinsic or inner motivations are essential to creativity. She argued that extrinsic motivations (those coming
from outside a person), like money, are much less effective: "Money doesn't necessarily stop people from being creative, but in many situations, it doesn't help" (p. 6).
Instead, not interfering, and trying to build on people's natural interests and passions, most effectively fosters creativity.
The motivation to be creative resides in part within individuals, but people's
social environment also influences creativity. A positive climate can create an
atmosphere in which creativity and innovation flourish, whereas a negative one
can squash such efforts. Scott ( 1965) stated, "Creative behavior, a product of the
creative individual in a specifiable contemporary environment, will not occur
until both conditions are met .... An unfavorable contemporary environment will
inhibit creative behavior no matter how talented the individual" (p. 213). It is also
necessary to have the capacity to adapt and use innovations developed elsewhere
(Chesbrough, 2003). Innovation requires resources and time, and organizations
do not possess limitless amounts of either. This does not suggest deemphasizing
internal innovations but creating an organization that can benefit from a combination of internal and external innovations.
What can we do to create a climate that encourages creativity? Three organizational factors seem particularly important: (1) challenging work, (2) supportive
supervision, and (3) an organizational and work group culture that supports and
encourages creativity.

Challenging Work
As suggested previously, intrinsic task motivation is an important component of
creativity. Intrinsic task motivation is driven by "deep interest and involvement in
the work, by curiosity, enjoyment, or a personal sense of challenge" (Amabile, 1997,
p. 44). Intrinsic motivation is the motivation to work on something because a person
wants to-because it is exciting, satisfying, involving, challenging, and personally
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interesting. A key factor in this regard is choice. Research has shown that if a person chooses to do something just because he or she wants to, then that person will
approach the task more creatively than if given external incentives or rewards
(Amabile, 1997; Kruglanski, Friedman, & Zeevi, 1971). Obviously, then, intrinsic
motivation is heavily influenced by an individual's preferences, values, interests,
and attributes. But it also has to do with the nature of the task. Even the most curious, committed, and creative individual might not exhibit these talents if placed in
a repetitive, rigid, and uninteresting job. Moreover, the individual probably will be
miserable. With a high level of intrinsic motivation, on the other hand, the individual will be more likely to fully engage his or her expertise and creative thinking
abilities. Intrinsic motivation can be so powerful that it even can make up for
deficiencies in expertise, knowledge, and creative thinking skills because it drives
people to look to other domains or to exert the effort to acquire those skills
(Dweck, 1986; Harter, 1978).
Job design is critical in this respect. Amabile ( 1997), one of the leading researchers on creativity in organizations, stated,
Because a positive sense of challenge in the work is one of the most important
predictors of creativity, it is imperative to match people to work that utilizes
their skills, stretches their skills, and is clearly valued by the organization. As
much as possible, all work should be designed to maximize intrinsically motivating aspects. (p. SS)
Challenging jobs with complex tasks, high levels of autonomy, skill variety, significance, and feedback are associated with higher levels of motivation and creativity
than are jobs that are simple and routine (Deci, Connell, & Ryan, 1989; Hackman &
Oldham, 1980). When jobs are designed to be interesting and challenging, people are
more likely to be excited about and willing to invest themselves in their work in the
absence of external controls and constraints (Oldham & Cummings, 1996). It also has
been found that intrinsic interest and creativity can be enhanced by designing jobs
in a way that gives people choices about how to perform their job tasks (Woodman
et al., 1993). Intrinsically creative jobs, then, are jobs in which there is a measure of
worker control and freedom in deciding what work to do and how to do it.

Supportive Supervision
How you interact with your employees can have a significant effect on their
creativity at work. Supervision that is supportive of employees fosters their creative
achievement, whereas supervision that is controlling usually diminishes it
(Cummings & Oldham, 1997). Supervisors can be supportive by demonstrating
concern for employees' feelings, encouraging employees to voice their concerns and
needs, providing positive and information-rich feedback, and facilitating worker
skill development (Deci & Ryan, 1987). Doing so can bolster workers' feelings of
self-determination and control, which in tum can positively influence intrinsic
motivation and creativity.
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Because offering people more choices in what they do can enhance intrinsic motivation, participative decision making also is important in creating an organizational
climate supportive of creativity. Plunkett ( 1990), for example, found that workers
who believed that they had meaningful input into organizational decision making
were more creative than those who did not. Thus, management and supervisory
approaches that increase opportunities for participation can enhance creativity.
Conversely, supervision that is controlling and limiting, sometimes called
micromanagin~where employees are closely monitored, allowed few choices,
denied opportunities to participate in decisions, and pressured to think, act, or
behave in particular ways-can easily thwart creativity. Supervision that is overly
controlling undermines intrinsic motivation and shifts workers' attention away
from the job itself and toward external concerns (Deci & Ryan, 1987).

Organizational and Work Group Culture
In addition to supervision, creativity is influenced by overall organizational culture and climate. Hollingsworth ( 1989) identified the following key elements of a
creative organizational climate:

Trust-People are allowed to suggest and try new things without fear of reprisal.
Open communication-Everyone in the organization feels free to put forward
ideas and is kept informed of needs and goals.
Diversity-The organization provides for the presence of different personalities and recognition of the varying contributions that each can make to the
creative process.
Change-The organization values innovation and change, and it recognizes
their importance to organizational success.
Rewards-The organization rewards creativity including both the development
and the implementation of new and useful ideas.
SOURCE: Nonprofit World. www.snpo.org.

Similarly, Amabile ( 1997) described creative cultures as those in which there is
fair and constructive evaluation of ideas, reward and recognition for creativity,
mechanisms for developing new ideas, and a shared vision. An organization with a
climate or culture that supports and enhances creativity might express these values
in a number of ways. In addition to supervisory attitudes and practices discussed in
the preceding subsection, organizations can cultivate these values, for example, by
talking about the values of creativity, developing a shared sense of organizational
vision, providing time and opportunities to develop new ideas, offering special
recognition and rewards for creative solutions to problems, providing creativity
training and education, and other activities and actions that reflect an attitude or
mind-set that is receptive to creative efforts. The climate of an individual's work
group also can have a positive effect. When group leadership is democratic and
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collaborative, the structure is flexible, and the group is composed of people with
diverse backgrounds, creativity is enhanced (King & Anderson, 1990).
Cultural artifacts are also important in communicating and reinforcing a culture
of innovation. Higgins and McAllaster (2002) have suggested that cultural artifacts
"shape the attitudes and behavior of new as well as veteran employees" (p. 77). In
order to create a culture of innovation, organizations often have to modify or even
create new myths and stories, language, and metaphors. Telling success stories about
innovation can reinforce those cultural values and make the employees feel free to
express their ideas. Value systems and behavioral norms are also powerful tools that
can enhance innovation. If innovation is rewarded over time, employees can become
more aware that the organization values such behavior. Physical artifacts and surroundings can be important in fostering creativity as well. Higgins and McAllaster
also explained that the shape and the size of the office, the building itself, the amenities around the building-sport courts, parks, and so forth-not only encourage
creativity but also can increase overall productivity of the organization (2002).

Workload Pressures and Resources
The effect of workload pressure on creativity is difficult to gauge. On the one
hand, excessive workload demands can undermine creative efforts. On the other
hand, some degree of pressure or urgency can have a positive influence, particularly
when it arises out of the nature of the problem itself (Amabile, 1988). Similarly,
some time pressure can enhance creativity, but too much can stifle it (Andrews &
Farris, 1967). Part of the issue seems to be whether the time and workload pressure
is externally imposed as a form of control (in which case it would tend to hamper
creativity) or the urgency and challenge come from the person's perception of the
problem or the work itself (in which case creativity can be enhanced).
The resources allocated to a project also can affect creativity. The obvious effect
of extreme resource restriction is to limit what people can accomplish. However, if
an organization does not commit adequate resources to a particular project or task
relative to others, then that also can have a psychological effect in that it may lead
to the belief that the work is not valued or considered important by the organization (Damanpour, 1991). Of course, money is not the only resource that can be
invested in creative efforts. Another way in which organizations can emphasize
creativity is to provide the time needed to think about problems and to develop
innovative solutions (Redmond, Mumford, & Teach, 1993).

Positive Emotions
Emotions also play an important role in creativity. Put simply, positive emotions
foster creativity and creativity fosters positive emotions. Amabile, Barsade, Mueller,
and Staw (2005) have found that "creative activity appears to be an affectively
charged event, one in which complex cognitive processes are shaped by, co-occur
with, and shape emotional experience" (p. 367). Their research showed that positive
emotions can lead people to discard time-tested ideas and think in novel ways. They
also found that individuals who are successful with creative problem solving often
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experience positive emotions as a result. Conversely, individuals who could not
develop appropriate solutions often had negative feelings (anger, dissatisfaction,
etc.). In fact, positive affect and creativity can happen at the same time. Individuals
may start some process of solving a problem, and as they feel satisfied or pleased
with the progress, their creativity may increase even more. This can produce an
"organizational affect-creativity cycle ... whereby influences at any point can begin
a dynamic pattern of increasing or decreasing positive affect and creativity"
(Amabile et al., 2005, p. 386). This suggests that when people have opportunities to
exercise creative problem solving, and have success in doing so, they can experience
positive emotions, which can lead to more creativity.

Fostering Creativity-Putting It All Together
Taken together, job design, supervision, organizational climate, and the allocation of adequate time and resources can have a potent and synergistic effect on
individual and organizational creativity. When people have interesting and challenging jobs, when they are supervised in an open and supportive manner, and
when they work in an environment that encourages and rewards creativity, they are
more likely to respond with creativity and enthusiasm (Amabile, 1987; Gundry
et al., 1994; Oldham & Cummings, 1996).
But it should be remembered, as we will see in Chapter 6, that motivationincluding the motivation to be creative-resides within the individual. Although it
can be influenced, it cannot be directly controlled. In other words, despite environmental conditions designed to promote creativity, different individuals will respond
in varying ways. Furthermore, we can unintentionally and unwittingly contribute to
inhibiting our own creativity by blaming others or by blaming the organization for
producing conditions that discourage creativity (Wesenberg, 1994). In this case, our
own defense mechanisms might lead us to blame the organization for our lack of
creativity, to avoid change, and to deny the importance and intrinsic value of public
service work. It is important to remember that just as all of us are products of our
work environments, we also contribute to shaping those environments. So, as we
work to foster creativity in others, we also need to be self-reflective and take responsibility for the levels of enthusiasm, creativity, and energy that we invest in our work.

Techniques for Improving Creativity
Creative skills can be enhanced by learning and practicing. Both business and government organizations use creativity training to build and foster creativity approaches
and skills. The following subsections offer a sampling of some of the tools used in
organizations to enhance creativity.

The Idea Box or Matrix Analysis
In matrix analysis, a two-dimensional "idea box" is used to explore new ideas or
alternatives (Miller, 1987). There are four steps to generating an idea box: ( 1) specifying
your purpose or what you are trying to accomplish, (2) identifying the parameters of
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the problem, (3) listing variations, and (4) trying different combinations. Consider a
situation in which your purpose is to gain citizen input and involvement in the city's
recreation department, but you are not sure how to do it and resource limitations are
such that you will be limited in the number of approaches you can use. You could
begin by asking yourself what the parameters of the problem might be. For example,
perhaps you could consider methods of input, timing or frequency, subjects, and
target groups as your parameters. For each of those parameters, you would develop
options. Methods of input might include citywide open meetings, neighborhood
forums, mailed questionnaires, or suggestion boxes. For target groups, you might
think about seniors, teenagers, preschool children, and businesspeople. The resulting
table might look something like this:

l.

Input

Timing

Subject

Target Group

Meeting

Once

Programming

Seniors

Quarterly

Facilities

Teenagers

2. Forum
3.

Questionnaire

Semiannually

Access and hours

Preschoolers

4.

E-mail

Ongoing

Volunteering

Business

Using the idea box, you then would randomly combine one item from each
column (e.g., a forum held semiannually on volunteering for seniors, a questionnaire mailed quarterly on facility construction to businesspeople). The matrix, or
idea box, provides a structure to combine and recombine ideas to develop new
alternatives. The 4 x 4 box depicted yields 1,024 different combinations-a far
greater number than you are likely to generate without the aid of such a structure.
Of course, it is not necessary to consider all of these combinations. The purpose of
the idea box is simply to get you to start thinking about multiple options.

Synectics
Synectics is a technique developed by Gordon (1961) for improving creative
problem solving. The word synectics means joining together different and apparently unconnected or irrelevant elements. In synectics, problems are defined by
"making the strange familiar;' and ideas are sought by "making the familiar strange"
(p. 33). In the former case, the aim is to understand or define the problem using
terms that are familiar to you. In the latter case, the purpose is to make the familiar
strange by purposely distorting, inverting, or transposing the problem to something unfamiliar. This can "transpose both our usual ways of perceiving and our
usual expectations about how we or the world will behave" (p. 36). Synectics uses
four types of metaphors in this process: (l) the personal analogy, (2) the direct
analogy, (3) the symbolic analogy, and (4) the fantasy analogy.
In using a personal analogy, you actually imagine yourself as the object or problem. For example, if the purpose is to reduce the incidence of panhandling on city
streets, then you might want to imagine yourself as a panhandler. Or if the purpose
is to reduce pollution in a lake, then you might want to imagine yourself as the
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water. This might sound far-fetched, but such an exercise probably will increase the
number of ways that you think about the problem. As Gordon pointed out, even
Einstein used visual and muscular analogies in understanding mathematical constructs. The direct analogy is similar to the problem or issue in terms of facts,
knowledge, or technology. For example, in organizational theory, we often talk
about organizations functioning as organic systems, using a biological metaphor
where there are inputs, a conversion process, outputs, and a feedback loop. The
symbolic analogy uses an image or symbol to represent the problem. For example,
developing a work team might be thought of as analogous to creating a collage with
a common theme, or your role as a supervisor might be thought of as analogous to
the role of a conductor, a coach, a gardener, a teacher, or a tugboat. Finally, in a
fantasy analogy, you might ask yourself, "What is my wildest fantasy about how to
make this work?" The purpose is to imagine the best of all possible worlds or outcomes. This frees you to think about problems without becoming prematurely
limited by present constraints and limitations.
Playing with analogies as a means to making the familiar strange and the strange
familiar can lead us to think about problems and solutions in new ways. By thinking
about the problem in the form of a metaphor, new insights about the nature of the
problem and possible solutions can emerge. For example, imagine that the problem
is a work group with low levels of creativity and innovation. You might ask yourself
what this problem reminds you of or how it makes you feel:
Is it like working underwater? If so, then how can you create bubbles that will
allow ideas to float to the surface? Ensure that people have flippers and oxygen
tanks? Build islands of dry land? Drain the pool?
Is it like trying to open a rusted lid on a jar? If so, then how can you loosen the
lid? Remove the rust? Prevent rust? Break the jar?
Is it like going to the mall but finding that all the stores are closed? Where else
can you go to get what you need? Plan ahead and time your trips differently? Get
the shopkeepers to open their stores? Make the items yourself? Use what you
already have? Shop on the Internet instead?
Does it look like a bleak winter landscape? How can you add color? Change the
season? Get yourself out of hibernation?
What if our work group became the nationally recognized model for creativity?
Business experts and public executives from all over the world would visit us and
seek our advice. What would they see when they arrived? What would we tell
them? What would we do that is unique? How would we be organized? How
would people behave? How would they feel?

Mindmapping
Mindmapping is a technique designed to help us think visually and spatially about
issues and problems. Mindmaps help to guide us through mental explorations in
much the same way as ordinary maps help us in our travels (Rickards, 1988).
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Mindmapping uses pictures and images to define a vision, a problem, or a situation.
It can be a simple representation intended to be used as a memory trigger or as a
detailed representation of a situation, process, or "territory." Wycoff ( 1995) suggested
that a mindmap should begin with a central image in the middle of the page. Then
colors, pictures, and symbols should be used to map the situation, using only one key
word per image. All lines branch from the central image. Mindmapping can be done
individually or in a group. One possibility is to draw individual maps and then pair
people off to explain their maps to each other and create a shared map. The map can
be a depiction of a process, a goal, an interaction, or the multiple facets of a complex
problem. Wycoff suggested the following questions to get the process going:
How can we visually describe our goals?
What metaphors might describe how we work together?
How would we like to see ourselves?
What is the environment we are trying to create?
What are some of the possible scenes from our future?
Figure 3.4 contains a mindmap created at a policy retreat in 1994, when Wycoff
worked with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Figure 3.4

U.S. Department of Agriculture Mindmap

SOURCE : From Transformation Thinking, by J. Wycoff, 1995, New York: Berkley. Copyright C
1995 by Joyce Wycoff.
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Mindmapping can be a highly useful tool for organizing information, generating and communicating ideas, and creating a framework for solving problems.
There are a number of variations, such as a tree and a fish bone map. Using a tree,
some dominant idea or problem is linked to a set of its components or branches. In
fish boning (a technique popular in Japan), problems are diagrammed in terms of
cause and effect. The head of the fish is the problem, and the fish bones are labeled
as the various causes of the problem. Whatever type of picture or representation is
used, a map does not need to stand alone. It can be used as a supplement to other
forms of idea generation, communication, and presentation.

Design Thinking
Design thinking is an approach to using creativity to solve problems that incorporates graphic and industrial designers' original methods to "engage people, communicate information, generate ideas, or inquire into a design problem" (Junginger,
2006, p. 2). This process, based on the process used in the physical design of objects
(e.g., chairs, computers, and bicycles), is being applied to organizational problems
as well. It offers a way to approach issues and problems that is directed at "inventing" ways of doing things that make sense to the humans who use them in a particular context. Some see design thinking as a complement to scientific thinking. In
scientific thinking, the scientist analyzes facts to find patterns and insights. In
design thinking, the designer "invents new patterns and concepts to address facts
and possibilities" (Owen, 2006, p. 17; 2007). Others see design thinking as a combination of analytical and intuitive thinking (Martin, 2009). Miller ( 1987) suggested
that even organizations deeply ingrained in traditional analysis can develop and use
innovative and intuitive skills by focusing less on what has been reliable in the past,
and focus more on what will be valid in the future. The goal is to create "useful,
usable, and desirable" outcomes for the people who will use or benefit from the
design (Junginger, 2006, p. 4). Accordingly, the process actively engages the people
who will ultimately use the design at all stages of the design process (p. 3).
The process can be taught to nondesigners using relatively simple, hands-on
workshops. For example, a team from the School of Design at Carnegie Mellon
University worked with the United States Postal Service as part of a project to transform its cumbersome and difficult to use Domestic Mail Manual into a highly
usable and useful guide. The process of design thinking was introduced to the
Postal Service using an exercise in organizing objects. In one of the first meetings,
each of three teams were given a pile of random "stuff" and told they had 15 minutes to organize it. The three teams used very different approaches--one team created a sculpture, one sorted according to the potential use of the objects, and
another categorized the objects by the material they were made from. The various
approaches were used as the basis for a dialogue about the human experience of
organizing and design. Over the course of the project, research was conducted on
each of four customer groups-( 1) household mailers, (2) small business mailers,
(3) large and online businesses, and (4) specialty or "exceptional" mailers-to
create focused, easy-to-use guides for each group (Junginger, p. 8).
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The Transportation Security Administration has also used design thinking to
create a calmer, less stressful environment for passengers and employees, to more
easily spot abnormal behaviors or people with "hostile intent." Rather than focusing
on the detection of objects, the process focused on making the process less adversarial, more pleasant, and safer. Using ethnographic research, the interactions and
behaviors of passengers and transportation security officers were carefully observed
to answer the design question: "How might we instill a feeling of empathy on both
sides of the X-ray machine" (Brown, 2009, p. 186). Two major changes resulted
from the project. First, the physical layout of the checkpoints was redesigned to
provide more information to travelers about what to expect. Second, new training
programs were developed for officers that encourage both "a broadening out from
rote-based procedures to a more flexible yet rigorous reliance on critical thinking"
and skills in understanding behavior and instilling confidence among fellow officers and passengers (p. 187).

Enhancing Your Personal Creativity
In our efforts to create a positive climate for others to be creative, it also is important to think about how to support our own creativity. Miller ( 1987) made a number of suggestions, summarized and adapted in the following paragraphs, for
individuals to improve their own creative process. Many are analogous to the types
of things that help to foster creativity in others, but it also is worthwhile to think
about them as things that we can do for ourselves.

Be aware. To be creative, it often is necessary to have an understanding of the
current situation. What are the facts? What information is available? In the
public sector, this means not only being well-versed in current practices in
our own and other jurisdictions, but also being knowledgeable about the
legal parameters, community concerns, political considerations, and other
factors that might be important in our understanding of the issue. By
immersing ourselves in a particular subject, we ground our creativity in reality.
After all, as noted earlier, creativity is the development of novel and useful
ideas. How can we know what is novel or useful if we do not know how things
work at present?
Be persistent in your vision and values. Applying consistent energy in a particular direction increases the probability of realizing your goals. A vision, or
purpose or goal, guides our efforts and motivates us to be persistent.
Creativity is, at its core, a personal enterprise in that it brings forth something
that you, as an individual, value. Maintaining a vision requires self-reflection,
the creation of a clear idea or picture of what you want to accomplish, and a
conscious investment of energy.
Consider all of your alternatives. Dream up as many ideas as you can. Do not
rush to find a solution. Avoid mental idea killers such as when we say to ourselves, "Oh, that will never work;' "That's dumb;' or "We already tried that
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and it didn't work." Keep your evaluation of alternatives separate from your
development of ideas and alternatives.

Entertain your intuition. Allow your intuition to give the answers that you are
seeking. Relax and allow your mind to work. Creativity involves hard work,
but the importance of the intuitive part of the creative process cannot be
overlooked. Your intuitive self compiles information and creates new images
and symbols that can lead to new inspirations.
Assess your alternatives. In evaluating your alternatives, two factors are critical.
First, be open to the best solution. Let go of your ego, hidden agendas, desire
for a convenient solution, and even self-interest in considering what the best
solution might be. Second, use not only your analytical abilities but also your
intuition (or "gut feelings") in evaluating alternatives. Are you excited about
the idea? Does it feel right?
Be realistic in your actions. If your creation is to be realized, then it usually
requires you to take action. Even the greatest idea will be unlikely to go
anywhere unless someone sells it, works out the details, and implements it.
Even Einstein had to defend his data and ideas. New ideas have to be supported within formation and then effectively communicated to others.
Once you are committed to an idea, share that commitment with others
and figure out how to accomplish, or put into practice, what you have
envisioned.
Evaluate your results. Many of us want external praise and rewards for our
creative efforts. It also is important to set up constructive feedback for
yourself. For most of us, the creative process needs a point of completion
when we acknowledge what we have accomplished and the results we have
achieved. Even if things do not turn out as we hoped they might, selfreflection allows us to evaluate the parts of the process that did and did not
work well.

Ways of Acting
Everyone has creative potential. Creativity is more than simply novelty; it involves
the development of new, useful, imaginative, and appropriate approaches to meeting challenges and solving problems. Because creativity is one of the greatest and
most important personal and organizational resources, it should be nurtured, supported, and encouraged. There are a number of practical steps that can be taken to
bolster your own creativity as well as to encourage the creativity of others in organizations. These methods are highlighted in what follows.
1. Debunk the myths of creativity. All people have creative potential; it is not
limited to the artistic, eccentric, or unusual among us. Moreover, different people
can contribute to the creative process in different ways, all of which are important
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and constructive for organizations and the people who work in them. Moreover,
creativity need not be feared as too risky for public service. Creativity involves the
development of novel and useful or appropriate ideas. To be creative in organizations, we need not embrace or implement the bizarre or unusual for its own sake.
Rather, creativity is about using imagination to make things work better.
2. Change your vocabulary. Nothing squashes creativity faster than a negative
response. Killer phrases such as "Yes, but ... ," "We already tried that and it didn't
work," and "We can't do that" can be substituted with phrases such as "Yes, and ... ,"
"How could we ... ?;' "What could we ... ?," and "Let's build on that to ... "
Remember that it is important not only to use these creativity-building phrases
with others but also to use them in our "self-talk." Do not fall into the trap of being
overly critical of your own ideas. Instead, consciously invite yourself to suspend
judgment and be mentally receptive to your own ideas.
3. Use participatory management approaches. Using these approaches can
increase intrinsic motivation and allow you to actively encourage creative thinking
as part of the decision-making process. Creative collaboration is enhanced when
everyone understands that a democratic process for generating ideas can lead to
something unexpected and valuable. This means that the contributions of people
at all levels of the organization can be useful, regardless of rank, seniority, or position. Overcontrolling supervisory approaches have been shown to hamper creativity. Open participatory approaches can encourage creativity and a willingness to
try new things.
4. Make time and information available for creative efforts. Information fuels
creativity by triggering the imagination and providing the foundations of innovation. Make sure that people have the information they need to think creatively, but
also realistically, about finding new and better ways of doing their jobs and meeting
organizational and community challenges. Individuals and groups also need time
to be creative. Time pressures are undeniable and often unavoidable. But unless it
is absolutely necessary, demanding that a task be done or a problem be solved
immediately might cost time and money in the long run if it hampers the development of more creative and effective approaches. When possible, give yourself and
others some time and room to think about new and appropriate ideas.
5. Analyze your organizational climate. Ask yourself the following questions.
Does your organizational climate encourage or hinder creativity? Are interactions
between people characterized by trust and respect? Are new ideas welcomed and
encouraged? Do people feel safe in asking questions and making suggestions? Are
they treated as capable and competent adults? Is supervision characterized by
control and micromanagement or by guidance, support, and openness? Are
people allowed to follow their interests? Does the organization provide enough
flexibility to take advantage of differing talents, abilities, and interests? Within a
framework of a shared vision and organizational goals, are people encouraged to
do what they love and to love what they do? Are you doing what you can to create
an environment that is conducive to creativity?
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6. Relax and let your mind work. There is a point in the creative process
when you just need to allow the mind to work, letting your subconscious make
new connections and recombinations of ideas. This means that taking a short
walk, doodling, or simply taking a "breather" or mental break can be important
in allowing creative ideas to emerge in your mind. Laughter also can be a good
way of breaking down barriers and relaxing your mind. It is not only okay to
laugh and have fun at work; it actually can help you to work more effectively
and creatively.
7. Use techniques and tools to foster creativity. Use techniques and tools to
foster your own creativity as well as that of others. A sampling of techniques discussed earlier in this chapter included idea boxes, mindmapping, and synectics.
These and other tools can help you and others to stimulate your creativity.
Training programs also are available to build creative thinking skills. When using
these techniques and tools, do so within the overall framework of fostering trust,
mutual respect, collaboration, and support for the creative process.
8. Identify problems that need creative solutions. Identify problems that need
creative solutions, and challenge yourself and others to find answers. Creativity
requires a willingness to look at what is and consider what might be. This willingness can be encouraged by explicitly identifying issues and problems and by asking
people to contribute creative energy to addressing them. If your behavior and language convey the idea that the current way is the best way, then people might be
hesitant to make suggestions or ask questions. So, ask people to be creative and to
imagine what could be new solutions to existing problems or how to make a good
process or service better.
9. Make work interesting and do not oversupervise. Ask yourself what you can
do to make your work and your employees' work more complex, challenging,
and interesting. Creativity is enhanced when people have choices in their work
and when they feel challenged to do complex and important tasks. Allowing
workers to have some flexibility and discretion in how they will accomplish work
tasks creates situations that invite innovation, experimentation, and creative
approaches. Too much routine and repetition can drive the creative impulse
underground. So, try to avoid unnecessarily controlling or overspecifying how
someone must accomplish a particular objective. Leave room for innovation and
improvement.
lO. Challenge yourself and others to be creative. Public service demands and challenges us to be creative. It is important to periodically remind yourself and others
of the significance of what public servants do for their communities, their states,
and their country. Public sector organizations are not charged with solving easy
problems. Rather, public service is focused on addressing some of the messiest,
most difficult, and most complicated problems that society faces. We would suggest
that, despite their complexity and difficulty, these problems are the most important
ones. In the middle of work demands, deadlines, and routines, it is important not
to lose sight of the fact that public service is intrinsically valuable and important to
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making our communities and world a better place in which to live. In other words,
what we do matters-and it deserves and demands our most creative, energetic,
and imaginative efforts to do it well.

Thinking in Action
Go back and review your answers to the questions in the section titled "Where Do
We Begin?" at the beginning of the chapter. Do you have any new ideas about what
you might do to enhance or develop your creativity? How might you help others to
be more creative? Try the following exercises.

Mindmapping Exercise
Think about a goal that you have for your career or education. Spend a few
minutes visualizing the goal. Then create a mindmap that represents how you
see the process for achieving that goal. Be attentive to choosing a central image
that you think best captures your goal. What has to occur for you to reach that
goal? Who and what is involved? What is the nature of the goal? What are the
consequences of achieving it? What are the barriers and obstacles? How do you
view the future? What factors will influence your efforts? Include pictures,
images, and symbols for as many facets of the process and the goal as you think
are important.
Sometime after completing your mindmap, go back and look at it again. What
can you see that might help you to think differently about your approach to the goal?
What does the map tell you about the key factors involved? What are the barriers to
reaching the goal? What are the things that might contribute to its attainment? What
do you want to change? Does the map satisfy you as a depiction of how to reach the
goal? What would you like to add? What would you like to erase? What can you learn
from the process?

Using Analogies
Think about your present role in an organization. It can be work, school, family, or
any other organization or group with which you are involved. Identify a problem
that you encounter in this role that you would like to resolve. Using the following
as a guide, take a piece of paper and write down some ideas and create some doodles using four types of analogies:
I . Personal analogy. If you were this problem, what would you look like? How
would you feel?
2. Direct analogy. What is the problem like? What metaphors could you use to
describe it?
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3. Symbolic analogy. What symbol or image best captures what this problem
looks like? Feels like? Sounds like?
4. Fantasy analogy. What is your wildest fantasy about how to solve this problem? How would solving the problem change the future? What is the best
possible outcome?
Now go back and think about your analogies and their implications. If the problem you are trying to resolve actually was one of these analogies, then what would
you do? For example, if you compared the problem with your present organizational role to a flower that was not blooming, then how could you actually make a
flower bloom? Fertilizer? Water? Sunshine? What ideas does that give you for
addressing the problem?

A Creativity Challenge
You have just received a promotion to become the supervisor of the public
information office for your agency. You are thrilled about your new job and
anxiously await the opportunity to work with your staff of seven people both
to improve how your agency responds to requests for information and to
create new avenues for communication between your agency and citizens.
At the conclusion of your first staff meeting, you ask your staff to help
you begin identifying what they think are some of the problem areas and
opportunities that the unit can and should address. The silence that follows
is very unsettling to you. Nonetheless, you wait for someone to speak.
Finally, the most senior staff member says, "There is never any money
around here to try anything new." Another comments, "What's the point?
Our unit isn't a priority. Everything we've tried has been shot down."
Another adds, "Citizens don't respond to our efforts to communicate with
them. They are completely apathetic." After a few more similar comments,
you conclude the meeting by expressing appreciation for their comments
and your hope and vision that things will change for the better. Still, you feel
rather discouraged.
Later, in private meetings, you talk with your staff about your desire to
approach problems creatively and to come up with some new and innovative
approaches to achieving the unit's mission. In the course of these discussions,
you learn that the prior supervisor not only did not solicit ideas but also routinely shot them down if they were raised. His favorite response to suggested
innovations was, "We tried that once and it didn't work." Staff confided that
they had learned a long time ago that they just needed to keep their heads
down and do their jobs. One commented, "Besides, it's enough to just keep
up with all the requests we get. We don't have staff to do anything else!"
What are some of the characteristics of the past management practices
and organizational climate that are thwarting creativity? What are some
measures that you can take to begin to foster creativity in the individuals you
work with and in your unit as a whole? What tools might be helpful?
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Adapting Innovations
One of the best ways to fuel your creativity is to seek out ideas from other individuals and organizations. For example, the Alliance for Innovation has a website
that describes innovative practices in local governments. Go to www.transform
gov.org/govnews.asp and choose one of the examples that you think might or
should be adapted and adopted in your community. Then answer the following
questions:
1. What particularly intrigues you about this innovation? Why do you think it

is needed and might or might not work in your community?
2. In what ways might the innovation be adapted to your particular community
characteristics or needs? How can you build from or depart from what is
already being done in another community?
3. Where and how would you begin to work toward getting such an innovation
implemented? What factors do you think will support its adoption? What
might be the significant barriers?

Involving the Community
The city of Decatur, Georgia, involves the whole community in creative pursuits.
Based on Ernest Hemingway's challenge to write a story in six words or less (He
wrote, "For sale: baby shoes, never worn."), the city planners decided to sponsor
their own six-word story and video contest. They invited residents and visitors to
say what they enjoy about Decatur. Some of the submissions, which are now displayed on the city of Decatur website include:
Take a stroll, feed your soul • Decatur-what Atlanta wants to be • Slow down
and enjoy your town • Everyone wants to move back, Decatur • Decatur, Georgia's
peach of a city• Inside the perimeter, outside the box• Decatur: It just keeps getting better • We're busy redefining small town America • Decatur: trendy brews,
comfortable shoes, Subarus • Smaller than Atlanta, better for it • Expected a lot, but
got more • Decatur: we can walk to that • Waggy dogs, smiling people, welcoming
city • Decatur, where your neighbors are your friends • Decatur: there's a festival
for that • Blue dot in a red state • Southern charm, northern taxes, comfortably
conflicted • Decatur: we're Mother Goose's left wing • Where the bicycles flow like
wine • Four square miles of can do • It's a "Wonderful Life," all year 'round • Yard
sign wars, craft beer pours • Just like home without the relatives • Decatur, a squirrel in every attic (City of Decatur, 2011 ).
These stories and videos are used to promote tourism and a sense of community.
Some of the stories were printed on T-shirts. One of the selected stories read, "I am
a Decatur Georgia Fan." In a fun twist, that story was printed in big letters (along
with other winning stories) on a paper fan distributed to festival-goers at one of
Decatur's many community festivals.
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Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

4

Managing Stress
I just don't know if I can do the job.
-Anonymous and tearful city manager
at home the day before assuming
his very first city manager's position

J

ust a month ago, Susan was very excited about her appointment as assistant
city manager for South Suburbia. She had moved from a similar position in a
small town in a neighboring state, and although the move required her to
leave her family and friends, the new job was a terrific opportunity to use her
experience and learn new skills. But as she sat at her desk with her pounding head
in her hands, she wondered whether she had made the right decision. She was
deeply committed to public service, but there was so much to do. The city manager
was asking for her to present strategic plans within 2 weeks for the units that
reported to her. The previous night, she had managed to anger a member of the
city council by strongly recommending a project that, unbeknownst to her, he was
on record as firmly opposing. She glanced at her phone and saw the two lights that
still were blinking. Two citizens were on hold, both demanding that she immediately attend to their problems (a pothole in the street and an unspecified "police
incident") or else they would call the local newspaper. She already had a stack of
phone messages to return, four of which were from the mayor's office. On top of
all that, she was due at a public meeting in 15 minutes, where she was supposed to
facilitate a discussion about economic development and growth-a topic that
recently had triggered controversy and angry conflict in the community. The final
blow was the note she held in her hand; her boyfriend's mother was coming to
town and wanted to stay with her this weekend. Not only did she not know this
woman, but she had to work.
Anyone who has worked in the public service knows that it can be stressful for a
variety of reasons. As public servants, we tackle a broad range of difficult and
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important problems, often under less than ideal circumstances. Controlling crime,
educating children, protecting the environment, securing our national defense, and
delivering health care and myriad public programs and services create difficult
challenges for the public servants who are charged with their delivery. In working
to do so, for example, we sometimes are asked to achieve goals that are conflicting
or ambiguous. At the same time, we are responsible to elected officials, citizens, our
supervisors, and our peers-all of whom might expect different things from us.
There often is more to be accomplished than seems humanly possible. Our programs often are underfunded and understaffed. Working conditions for some
public sector jobs can be unpleasant, and sometimes they even can be dangerous.
And after all of that, the public we serve might not always appreciate us.
All of these stressors are, of course, compounded by the realities of everyday life
during the 21st century. Traffic, noise, family issues, health problems, time pressures, and all of the other everyday stresses and strains of living can take their toll.
Two-income families, changing role expectations, the divorce rate, and changing
demographics all challenge our sense of family, not to mention our free time. We
are bombarded with information and new technology demanding that we change
our ways of communicating and even our ways of thinking.
But before throwing up your hands in despair, you should recognize that stress
is a part of being human. You can experience stress anytime you are put in the position of having to adapt or change. Thought of in this way, it is difficult to imagine
a meaningful existence that does not include some level of stress. So, eliminating
stress is not only bad for you, but impossible; life requires that we adapt to changes
that occur and respond to demands that are encountered. To put it bluntly, to have
no stress, we probably would have to be dead.
In fact, the stress response can contribute to our sense of well-being, motivation,
and performance. As Vaillant ( 1977) put it, stress does not kill people; rather, it is
the capacity of people to adapt to the demands of life that enables them to live.
Stress that is too intense, too frequent, or poorly managed can be personally and
organizationally destructive (Quick, Quick, Nelson, & Hurrell, 1997). The key, of
course, is to manage stress both in our personal lives and in the public organizations where we work so that it is a mostly constructive force rather than a mostly
destructive one. Although we concentrate on organizational stress, it is important
to recognize from the outset that we cannot completely isolate work-related stressors from stresses arising from factors outside of the organization. The reality is that
we experience stress as individuals who must respond to demands that arise in both
our private and professional lives. In other words, we cannot seal off the workplace
from stresses that we experience from other aspects of our lives. For example, if we
have a sick relative or are going through a difficult divorce, then we probably will
not be able to entirely check those feelings at the workplace door. At a minimum,
during those types of life events, we might be more vulnerable to stressors at work.
And, of course, bringing those stresses to work might dramatically influence our
ability to perform at our best level. Fortunately, if we can understand stress, recognize its effect on us and those around us, and learn ways of coping with it, there will
then be both personal and organizational benefits.
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This chapter considers ways of meeting this challenge. It begins by considering
the consequences and costs of unchecked stress in the workplace. It then describes
the stress reaction and identifies some sources of work-related stress. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to strategies for increasing our resiliency to stress,
strategies for reducing unnecessary stress, and ways of coping with stress when it
occurs. The intent is to provide insights that will allow us to both manage our own
stress better and understand how our actions may cause stress in the work lives of
others. In addition, organizational-level issues with regard to workplace stress are
discussed so that we can become more aware of how organizations can modify their
practices to increase the likelihood that stress will be a productive, rather than a
destructive, force in public organizations.

Where Do We Begin?
Are you stressed? That might seem like a ridiculous question, particularly because
many of you are in school at the same time as you are working and handling family
and other responsibilities. Of course you are stressed, you might say. The truth,
again, is that all of us experience stress at some level. But it is important to know
when we might be exhibiting the symptoms of stress that is too frequent or too
intense. Such stress often is exhibited in physical symptoms. The items in the following subsection represent some of the most common symptoms associated with
stress (Smith, 1993). It is important to remember that there might be other causes
for such symptoms and that an extremely broad array of physical changes and
maladies can be stress related.

Symptoms of Stress
With the aforementioned caveats in mind, look at the following list and ask yourself
how often you feel or experience these symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry mouth
Heart beating too fast or irregularly
Feeling restless and fidgety
Backaches and tense muscles
Watery eyes
Hurried or shallow breathing
Perspiring heavily or feeling too warm
Headache
Stomach upset
Loss of appetite
Fatigue and exhaustion
Anxiety and tension
Cold or sweaty hands
Lump in throat
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Stress Inventory
If you are experiencing such symptoms on a regular basis, then do not panic.
Recognizing the symptoms of stress overload is the first step in finding ways of
coping with and managing stress more effectively. The next step is to figure out the
sources of stress. That can be a difficult task given that we can experience stress
arising from virtually any aspect of our lives or experiences. We can experience
stress while on vacation, in our homes, on the freeway, with our friends, in the
hospital, at the park, or anywhere else. Furthermore, as a practical matter, the
cumulative effects of stress cross the boundaries of all the personal and professional
aspects of our lives. What follows is a stress inventory originally developed by
Holmes and Rahe ( 1967). Next to the mean value, mark the life events that you have
experienced during the past year.

Rank

Life Event

Mean Value
100

l

Death of a spouse

2

Divorce

73

3

Marital separation

65

4

Jail term

63

5

Death of a close family member

63

6

Personal injury or illness

53

7

Marriage

50

8

Fired from job

47

9

Marital reconciliation

45

10

Retirement

45

ll

Change in health of family member

44

12

Pregnancy

40

13

Sex difficulties

39

14

Gain of a new family member

39

15

Business readjustment

39

16

Change in financial state

38

17

Death of a close friend

37

18

Change to a different line of work

36

19

Change in number of arguments with spouse

35

20

Mortgage more than $50,000

31

21

Foreclosure of mortgage or loan

30

22

Change in responsibilities at work

29

23

Son or daughter leaving home

29
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Mean Value

Rank

Life Event

24

Trouble with in-laws

29

25

Outstanding personal achievement

28

26

Spouse beginning or stopping work

26

27

Beginning or ending school

26

28

Change in living conditions

25

29

Revision in personal habits

24

30

Trouble with boss

23

31

Change in work hours or conditions

20

32

Change in residence

20

33

Change in schools

20

34

Change in recreation

19

35

Change in church activities

19

36

Change in social activities

18

37

Loan less than $50,000

17

38

Change in sleeping habits

16

39

Change in the number of family get-togethers

15

40

Change in eating habits

15

41

Vacation

13

42

Religious holiday (e.g., Christmas, Hanukkah)

12

43

Minor violations of the law

11

~URCE: Adapted from "The Social Readjustment Rating Scale," by T. H. Holmes and R. H. Rahe,
967, Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 11, pp. 213-218. 0 1967. Used with permission from
lsevier Science.

Holmes and Rahe ( 1967) suggested that the higher the mean score, the more
kely the individual is to experience major physical or mental health problems. But
>r our purposes, look at the life events you checked and evaluate for yourself how
1ey affected you, particularly looking at the year as a whole. Did you have some
high-scoring" events over the past year? Did you have a great many "low-scoring"
vents? Was it a fairly uneventful year? In any case, did you subjectively experience
1e year as stressful? How does stress tend to manifest itself in your life?

'ources of Stress
Jthough in this chapter we primarily concentrate on the sources of stress that are
•ork and job related, as you read, it is important to remember that all types of life
vents and changes can lead to stress. Furthermore, it is not only big changes and
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life events that cause stress. In addition to events such as major job moves, shifts in
responsibilities, and organizational changes, the day-to-day realities of work can
make you feel stressed. What ongoing stresses do you experience at work? Circle the
number that indicates the degree to which each item represents a source of stress
for you in your job (O =no stress, S =extremely stressful).

Too much work

0

2

3

4

Conflicts with coworkers

0

2

3

4

Too much e-mail

0

2

3

4

Irate citizens

0

2

3

4

Unreasonable demands

0

2

3

4

Travel or commuting problems

0

2

3

4

Telephone interruptions

0

2

3

4

Trouble with supervisor

0

2

3

4

Problems with employees

0

2

3

4

Unpleasant working conditions

0

2

3

4

Job interfering with family life

0

2

3

4

Not enough to do

0

2

3

4

Tasks are boring

0

2

3

4

Lack of resources to do job

0

2

3

4

Unproductive meetings

0

2

3

4

Goals not reachable

0

2

3

4

Too many objectives at once

0

2

3

4

Unclear guidance

0

2

3

4

Family life interfering with work

0

2

3

4

Deadlines

0

2

3

4

Difficult work

0

2

3

4

Lack of advancement

0

2

3

4

Not enough training

0

2

3

4

Lack of input on decisions

0

2

3

4

Too little autonomy

0

2

3

4

Too many hours

0

2

3

4

Unsatisfying work

0

2

3

4

1

1

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Your cumulative score is less important than any item that you scored at the
upper end of the stress scale. In looking at the things that stress you the most, can
you identify common themes?
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Coping With Stress
Now let us look at how you cope with stress. For each of the following items, circle
the number that indicates how often you respond to conditions of high stress in this
manner (0 = never, 5 =always).

1.

Skipping meals

0

2

3

4

5

2.

Talking with friends

0

2

3

4

5

3.

Setting priorities

0

2

3

4

5

4.

Sleeping less to work more

0

2

3

4

5

5.

Increasing alcohol consumption

0

2

3

4

5

6.

Getting angry

0

2

3

4

5

7.

Crying

0

2

3

4

5

8.

Eating healthy

0

2

3

4

5

9.

Exercising

0

2

3

4

5

10.

Deep breathing and relaxation

0

2

3

4

5

11.

Spending less time with family

0

2

3

4

5

12.

Distancing self from the stress

0

2

3

4

5

13.

Problem solving

0

2

3

4

5

14.

Smoking more

0

2

3

4

5

15.

Withdrawing from others

0

2

3

4

5

16.

Confronting those responsible

0

2

3

4

5

What are your preferred coping mechanisms? Note that Items 2, 6, 7, 12, and 15
may be considered primarily emotional coping strategies. Items 3, 13, and 16 may
be seen as focused on problem solving. Items l, 3, 4, and 11 may be viewed as
attempts to manage and control time. Attempts to cope with the physical symptoms
of stress may be manifested in the behaviors described in Items 5, 8, 9, 10, and 14.
Although all of these coping mechanisms are "normal" in the sense that they are
things that people do under conditions of stress, some are healthy and effective,
whereas others (e.g., skipping meals, smoking, drinking, cutting oneself off from
friends, getting insufficient sleep) most certainly are detrimental in the long term.
As you read this chapter, try to think about the things that cause you stress, reflect
on how you typically respond, and (if appropriate) consider how you might
respond more positively and effectively in the future.

Ways of Thinking
The word stress is an everyday part of our vocabulary. If you talk about being
"stressed out" at work, you are likely to elicit knowing nods and personal stories of
feeling overworked, overpressured, and overwhelmed. Everyone seems to know
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about stress and can relate their personal experiences with it at one time or another.
Some might claim to be immune to it, and others might claim to be almost paralyzed by it, but seemingly everyone knows what it is. To understand how to manage
stress constructively, it is helpful to begin by examining in more detail what exactly
happens to us when we become overly stressed. By doing so, it becomes clear that
stress is not just "all in our minds," as some people seem to suggest.
Hans Seyle (1974), the so-called father of stress research, defined stress as the
"nonspecific response of the body to any demand made upon it" (p. 27). So,
although many people consider stress to be a psychological or mental response,
Seyle's definition refers to the response of the body. That is not to say that there is
not a cognitive and psychological component to stress; rather, to understand stress,
it is necessary to understand its physiological basis. The word stress is derived from
the Latin word strictus, which means tight or narrow (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997).
Subjectively, stress sometimes can feel like being internally constricted. But the
actual physiological changes associated with stress are much more complex.
Smith ( 1993) explained that the stress response begins in the core of a person's
brain in the hypothalamus, sometimes called the "stress trigger." The hypothalamus
plays a regulatory function related to eating, drinking, sex, hormones, and the
coordination of activities among our various organs. Given its central role in our
physiology, it also is key in understanding the physical changes that occur because
of stress. When a person is stressed, the hypothalamus sets off a type of alarm to the
nervous and endocrine (hormonal) systems. This often is called the "flight or fight"
response. Heart rate and blood pressure go up as the body readies itself for an
emergency. Blood rushes to the heart, muscles, and brain while it rushes away from
the intestines, skin, and other organs. Stored fats are broken down, and the liver
produces more glucose to fuel the body's response. The breathing rate increases,
and bronchial tubes dilate to facilitate an increased flow of oxygen. The pupils of
the eyes enlarge to enhance vision. At the same time, the adrenal gland is stimulated
to produce adrenaline.
Seyle ( 1956) suggested that stress occurs in three major stages that, together, he
referred to as the general adaptation syndrome. After the alarm stage described
previously, there is a countershock phase in which the body's defenses are mobilized. Initially, the person might feel energized to find ways of dealing with the situation. Under ideal circumstances, the individual successfully adapts to the demand
and the body returns to normal functioning.
But if the stressors persist or the individual is unable to cope, then he or she
enters what Seyle called the resistance stage. In this stage, the signs of the alarm
reaction reappear and energy becomes depleted. Eventually, adaptive mechanisms
collapse and exhaustion occurs, as depicted in Figure 4.1.
While in the alarm stage, bodily changes enhance our capacity to fight or flee, but
there also are other physical consequences, particularly when stress becomes chronic
and exhaustion sets in. For example, under stress, the hypothalamus stimulates the
pituitary gland to produce corticoids that regulate metabolism and release fatty acids
in the bloodstream. Over time, these fatty acids can accumulate in the arteries and
ultimately compromise the body's ability to deal with injury and infections. Other
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Alarm
Physical Symptoms of Stress Appear

!
Resistance
Person Is Mobilized to Cope With Demands

!
Exhaustion
Continued Stress Causes Defenses to Fail

Figure 4.1

General Adaptation Syndrome

hormones are released that increase anxiety, feelings of fatigue, and other mental and
psychological responses to stress. As our bodies are bombarded with stress-related
chemicals over time, all types of health problems can emerge, ranging from
migraines to muscle tension, heartburn to rashes, and coughing to tremors.
You might be asking yourself why all of this physiological mayhem results from a
late report, an unexpected presentation, or a bad traffic jam. The reason, again going
back to Seyle's definition, is that stress is a nonspecific bodily response to anything that
places a demand on us. In other words, in terms of physical reaction, our bodies do
not distinguish between a crisis at work and a car accident, between being physically
assaulted and being verbally attacked, or between running from a wild animal and
trying to meet an impossible deadline. Even more surprising to some, stress can occur
with both happy and sad events. As indicated in the stress inventory at the beginning
of this chapter, both marriage and divorce, as well as both getting promoted and getting fired, can be stressful. As Seyle (1974) stated, "It is immaterial whether the agent
or situation we face is pleasant or unpleasant; all that counts is the intensity of the
demand for readjustment or adaptation" (pp. 28-29). In short, from a physical, biochemical, and medical standpoint, it is all the same.
Although the physical and chemical responses to stress are the same, there is
some evidence that men and women may behave differently in reaction to these
changes. For example, Taylor et al. (2000) found that the "fight-or-flight" response
described previously is the dominant behavioral response among males, but that
females are more likely to engage in what they called "tend and befriend" behaviors
in response to stress. Nurturing and befriending behaviors among females have
been beneficial under conditions of stress, and through the process of evolution
and natural selection, those responses have been reinforced. So, humans appear to
have a broader repertoire of responses to stress, including affiliative, protective, and
caretaking behaviors. Yet, research to date has focused almost exclusively on the
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fight-or-flight response among men. In this context, the authors point out that
"there may be value in thinking about the fight-or-flight response as only part of a
range of equally flexible male responses" (p. 423).

The Consequences and Costs of Stress
The consequences and costs of stress to individuals, to organizations, and to society
at large are nothing short of enormous. It has been estimated that more than 10 million American workers suffer from stress-related problems (West & West, 1989).
These stress-related problems can be behavioral, medical, or psychological. For
example, increased smoking and alcohol consumption have been associated with
stress. Job stress also has been linked to illicit drug use on the job as well as to absenteeism due to drug use (Beehr, 1995; Quick et al., 1997). Eating disorders also may
be a response to stress. Each of these behaviors has obvious health risks attached. For
example, smoking causes cancer, emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and a host of other
medical problems. Excessive alcohol use is a major factor contributing to motor
vehicle fatalities and homicides, suicides, liver disease, and birth defects. Eating disorders can lead to organ damage and, ultimately, to death.
Stress can lead to behavior that interferes with our relationships with others. We
might become irritable, less patient, angry, or withdrawn. We might lash out at others or react out of proportion to the situation. We are less able to deal with situations
calmly, effectively, and appropriately. Obviously, this can affect the nature of our
relationships with our supervisors, our employees, citizens, and our peers, families,
and friends. Ask yourself, would you rather work with someone who is constantly
stressed and "on edge" or with someone who manages his or her stress successfully?
In other words, being an effective manager or leader requires us to manage our own
stress, not only for our own benefit but also for the benefit of the people working
with us and the citizens we serve.
Stress also can make us accident-prone. Peterson (1984) suggested that high stress
levels are an important element in work-related accidents. The National Safety
Council ( 1990) estimated the annual cost of work accidents to be $48.5 billion. Stress
can make us hurry through tasks, making us more apt to make mistakes. Stress can
decrease our reaction time and attention and also can distort cognitive processes.
When applied to many public service occupations that involve caring for the sick,
apprehending criminals, driving cars and piloting planes, and responding to emergencies of every type, the implications are obvious and potentially very serious.
In extreme cases, stress also can lead to workplace violence. In the United States
in 1994, violence in the workplace resulted in the murders of 1,071 people and in
injuries to another 160,000 (Elias, 1996). Violence has been found to be the cause
of 12% of all occupational deaths. Between 1980 and 1989, it was the leading cause
of death in the workplace among women (Pastor, 1995).
Whereas these behavioral consequences of stress have serious implications for
our health, there also are other medical issues associated with stress. Stress compromises our immune systems, making us generally more vulnerable to illness and
disease. It disrupts our sleep patterns, leading to impaired concentration, memory,
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and alertness (Quick et al., 1997). Heart attacks, strokes, cancer, ulcers, hypertension, headaches, back troubles, and arthritis all have been linked to or found to be
worsened by stress.
Stress also affects us psychologically. Unchecked stress can lead to depression,
low self-esteem, and anxiety. Stress can provoke feelings of fear, frustration, conflict,
pressure, hurt, sadness, guilt, loneliness, or confusion (Cavanaugh, 1988). Job dissatisfaction is linked to stress as well (Crampton, Hodge, Mishra, & Price, 1995). Job
"burnout," characterized by exhaustion, cynicism, and disengagement, often is
related to stress (Beehr, 1995). Burnout among human service workers, police officers, and medical workers has been well documented but can affect individuals in
a wide variety of professions and job classes.
Obviously, the implications of poorly managed stress for organizations are profound. The financial costs of health care, lost time, and decreased productivity are
enormous. It has been estimated that more than 70% of absenteeism is stress
related (Adams, 1987). Rosch and Pelletier ( 1987) estimated that 1 million workers
are absent every day primarily due to stress disorders. Stress can lower productivity,
compromise effectiveness, deaden creativity, and decrease the quality of work life.

Stress: Good, Bad, and Ugly
So, why do we not avoid stress at all costs? There are two answers to this question.
The first is relatively simple: We cannot avoid stress while still living normal lives.
The second is that we would not want to do so even if we could. This second answer
is somewhat more complex and deserves more explanation. Despite all of its negative consequences and costs, some stress can be very beneficial. It can increase our
energy, motivation, and drive. Too little stress can lead to impaired attention, boredom, and apathy. The results of too much and poorly managed stress already have
been described. But appropriate levels of stress help us to focus our attention, make
our awareness more acute, and promote sound decision making.
What makes the situation even more complicated is the fact that individuals may
respond to the same set of circumstances differently. Stress is subjective, and people
respond to it in various ways. One person might see a situation as highly motivating
and energizing, whereas another might become quite distressed. It is important
to remember, then, that what causes stress for others might not be what causes you
to feel stress. Conversely, something that you find to be very stressful might be seen
as an invigorating challenge to others, or they might not notice it at all.
Seyle ( 1975) expressed this distinction between the positive and negative aspects
of stress as the difference between eustress (eu is the Greek root for "good") and
distress. Eustress is healthy stress that is experienced positively with constructive
outcomes. Rather than feeling overwhelmed, people feel challenged and motivated.
One way of looking at the variable effects of stress is expressed in what is known
as the Yerkes-Dodson law (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). The Yerkes-Dodson law suggests that the relationship between performance and arousal can be depicted as an
inverted U, as shown in Figure 4.2. This model suggests that when stress levels are
too low, performance will suffer. Too little stress leads to apathy, boredom, and
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The Relationship Between Performance and Stress

impaired attention. As stress (arousal) increases, performance improves. People
might feel challenged and exhilarated. Their attention becomes more focused, and
their senses become more acute. Decision-making capacity and judgment are
enhanced. But as stress continues to increase, performance declines. People might
withdraw, become overwhelmed, and experience the negative physical and mental
symptoms of stress. Although this model may provide a useful way of thinking
about the variable effects of stress, it is important to remember that the point at
which stress levels become a positive force varies from individual to individual
based on circumstances, personality, and other factors.

Sources of Stress on the Job
As explained previously, stress occurs in response to some demand or need to
adapt. There are a number of situations or conditions at work that can evoke a
stress response. Job stress occurs when job-related factors interact with the
worker's individual characteristics in a way that either enhances or disrupts the
worker's psychological or physiological functioning (West & West, 1989). There
are a variety of job-related factors that may play a role. Some of the most common ones are discussed in the following subsections. When reading about these
potential stressors, keep in mind that they are just that-potential. Not all people
will respond to these factors in the same way, and the existence of a stress
response does not necessarily mean that it is altogether negative. Remember that
some stress, when managed appropriately, is an important factor in professional
success. Many public servants have found ways of coping successfully and creatively
with the challenges they face, to their own and their organizations' advantage.
Some of those coping strategies are discussed in a later section of this chapter. But
for now, it is useful to explore some of the factors at work that may trigger the
stress response in the first place.
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Interpersonal Relationships
Although working with people can be a great source of satisfaction, work also
can become stressful when we encounter interpersonal conflicts. Both the quality
of relationships and the availability of support from peers, supervisors, and others in the organization can influence stress levels (Riley & Zaccaro, 1987). If
people believe that coworkers, supervisors, or others are treating them inappropriately or rudely, then interpersonal difficulties can arise. These conflicts can
manifest in a variety of ways. In any case, it is not uncommon for such conflicts
to cause stress for the people involved. Competitiveness may play a role in
encouraging such conflict. Forsyth (I 990) suggested that interpersonal conflict is
more likely to occur under competitive work conditions, whereas Swap and
Rubin (I 983) said that some people are just naturally more competitive and less
cooperative than others.
Workplace bullying can also be a very significant source of stress. Farrell (2002)
found, for example, that the cost of workplace bullying and harassment can be
estimated to be $180 million annually. Such behavior not only creates stress for
those individuals who are directly involved, but can also have repercussions for the
work group and the organization as a whole. Particularly if the behavior is tolerated, or the participants are simply separated, it can send a message both to the
perpetrator and the work group that bullying is part of the organizational culture
(Heames & Harvey, 2006). Instead, bullying should be confronted directly and a
clear message sent to the perpetrator and others that it will not be tolerated.

Role Ambiguity and Conflict
Role ambiguity and role conflict also can be work-related stressors. Organizational
roles can be thought of as a set of expectations about what an individual should do.
Role conflict occurs when compliance with one role makes it impossible to comply
with another role or when individual needs conflict with role demands (Vasu,
Stewart, & Garson, 1990). Role conflict has been found to be associated with tension, anxiety, and poor performance (Jackson & Schuler, 1985). When faced with
role conflict, individuals may withdraw, change their personal values, rationalize, or
become aggressive.
Given the nature of public sector work, with competing demands and multiple
lines of accountability, role conflict is not unusual. Vinzant (1998), for example,
found significant role conflict among child protective service workers. Because of
the origins of the social services and the training of many workers, the expectations
and roles of protective service workers are influenced, at least to some extent, by the
norms, values, and orientations of the social work profession. Many of the workers,
in fact, defined themselves as social workers, despite the fact that their jobs required
them to act as investigators. In addition, workers were expected to simultaneously
meet the competing expectations of parents, supervisors, the community, law and
regulation, their peers, and the children. As a result, they often felt pressured to play
the roles of counselor, enforcer, investigator, and social worker at the same time and
were frustrated that they could not do so.
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Workload
Workload, or (more accurately) perceptions of workload pressures, can cause
stress for people in the workplace. Workload demands can vary not only with the
amount of work but also with the difficulty of the work. Very low work complexity
can lead to boredom, and very high work complexity can lead to fatigue, anxiety,
and stress (Xie & Johns, 1995 ). At some point, you might have experienced the
stress that can occur when you believe that your talents and energies are being
wasted in a boring and repetitive job. On the other hand, stress also can result from
job requirements and demands that exceed people's abilities or skill levels. Or, as
sometimes occurs in the public sector, despite the fact that nobody knows how to
accomplish a particular public service goal, public servants might be asked to keep
trying anyway. Particularly stressful, of course, are those jobs in which both the
amount of work and the difficulty of the task become overwhelming. Numerous
public service jobs come to mind-police officers in high-crime areas, executives
in highly politicized positions, emergency room workers, and social workers with
heavy caseloads. But nearly all public service workers have experienced the pressure of not only having too much to do, but also feeling like they simply cannot
accomplish the tasks for which they are responsible. Particularly with the recent
financial strains and cutbacks in public and nonprofit organizations, employees
are not only being asked to do more, they are being asked to do a better job with
fewer resources in less time. Time stress can be related to work-life balance as well
as the characteristics and demands of the job itself, or organizational practices. For
example, Im (2009) found that although meetings are often an "essential part of
organizational life ... the more time employees spend in these meetings, the more
time stressed they are" (p. 112). Time stress is exacerbated when goals are unclear,
making it difficult for employees to determine priorities and to plan for particularly busy times.

Intrinsic Nature of the Work
Some public service jobs involve tasks that are inherently stressful. West and West
(1989), for example, studied nurses, police officers, and air traffic controllers. They
found that these workers, who have high levels of responsibility for life-and-death
consequences coupled with a variety of organizational constraints and environmental factors, exhibited significant physical, psychological, and behavioral symptoms of
stress. The occupation of local government manager also was found to be inherently
stressful because of the lack of job security, high level of public scrutiny, and conflict
and ambiguity that characterize the work (Green & Reed, 1989).
In general, the jobs that are perceived to be most stressful are those in which the
workers believe that they have the least amount of control (Jex, 1998). When workers
lack a sense of control, because of either the lack of autonomy or the lack of opportunity to participate in decisions that affect them, stress often results. It is not difficult
to imagine becoming stressed under conditions where you have important responsibilities, but lack the freedom to make choices or the opportunity to influence how the
work is done. Secretaries, for example, may exhibit stress symptoms when they have
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little or no control over their work, particularly if they perceive that they are expected
to do everything for everyone with no say in how or when it is to be done.

Working Conditions
Working conditions also can exacerbate stress. Noise, lighting, smells, temperature,
physical discomfort, and danger can influence our overall mental state (Cooper &
Smith, 1985). Long working hours also take their toll on worker stress levels. Some
jobs involve travel-either short or long distances-that can involve traffic jams,
frustration over incorrect addresses, and delayed flights, buses, or trains. Shift work
also has been connected with stress reactions due to the disruption of sleep patterns
and personal lives (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997; Riley & Zaccaro, 1987). Furthermore,
heat, the degree of danger, and even the design of the rooms in which individuals
work can be important variables (Riley & Zaccaro, 1987). Finally, physical danger is a
reality for some public servants, such as firefighters, police officers, and soldiers. Such
physical danger can, of course, make people feel threatened, anxious, or stressed.
As we discuss in Chapter 12, the need to adapt to organizational change is a key
characteristic of working conditions in many public and nonprofit organizations.
Particularly when change occurs simultaneously on multiple dimensions, it has
been linked to employee stress and health problems (Dahl, 2011). In fact, Kotter
and Cohen ( 2002) suggested the core problems of organizational change are not so
much about strategy or structure, but instead relate to helping employees cope with
the stress and adapt to the change.

Organizational Justice
The perception that we are being treated unfairly can also be a source of
stress. Greenberg (2004) suggested that people are attentive to multiple types of
justice: distributive justice (the fairness of the outcome or decision), procedural
justice (the fairness of the process used in making the decision), and interactional justice (the nature of communication and how a person is treated). With
regard to distributive justice, if employees feel that they do not receive what they
deserve, especially if they think that others in the organization receive more than
they do, this can lead to anxiety and stress. But if there are clear reasons and
procedures that justify the inequity, it will be less likely to provoke anxiety. What
is key here is whether the worker knows the procedures and the manager has
openly, fully, and respectfully communicated how the process works (interactional justice). So, it is not necessary to treat everyone exactly the same way, but
it is important that the reasons for the differences are clearly and respectfully
communicated and understood.

Organizational Environment
The organizational environment of work also can influence our stress levels. Office
politics, lack of participation or involvement in decisions, and poor communication
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can result in worker stress. Ferris and colleagues (1996), for example, found that
although politics may be an inherent part of organizational life, the higher the perceived level of politics, the higher the stress for employees. This may occur when
people experience politics as a threat to their positions, their resources, and their sense
of organizational security. Unfortunately, stress might make them even less able to
cope with organizational politics successfully (James & Arroba, 1990). Poor communication and low levels of participation can make people feel powerless, frustrated, and
stressed. For example, during times of significant organizational change, poor communication might cause increasing levels of uncertainty, fear, and stress. Moreover,
ineffective communication can exacerbate stress caused by role ambiguity and conflict.
When a job has some level of role conflict or ambiguity built into the nature of the
work, as many public service positions do, poor communication and a lack of guidance only make the problem worse by creating more uncertainty and conflict.

Home to Work and Back
The tensions and problems that workers bring home may affect their families
and associates, and the tensions and problems associated with workers' personal
lives can affect their work (Riley & Zaccaro, 1987). Child care, elder care, and the
everyday demands of living can place strains on workers, many of whom are in
dual-career relationships. Green and Reed's (1989) study oflocal government managers found that family-related issues, particularly those associated with mobility,
played a role in producing stress. The health, financial, and family repercussions of
substance abuse outside the workplace can also be a cause of stress at work. Worse,
individuals may increase substance abuse as a consequence of workplace stress.
The sources of stress related to home-work connections may vary, in part, based
on the life stages of individuals. Schott ( 1986) suggested that certain issues can be
expected to present themselves for resolution by employees at specific stages of life.
For example, the major issues facing employees during early adulthood are establishing careers and finding personal intimacy. During midlife years, employees may
encounter opportunities for growth and change including experiencing a shift from
a concentration on external concerns to a concentration on internal or self-oriented
ones. During later life, employees may be focused on the search for meaning and
ego integrity. This suggests that there are patterns of adult development that will
influence the psychological set that employees bring to the workplace. This psychological set will determine how central organizations are to the lives of the individuals.
Although there will be variations from individual to individual, the life cycle model
highlights the importance of personal growth and development in understanding
how people might react differently to work stresses at particular times and under
particular circumstances.
But just because employees place high importance on personal issues and interests outside of the job does not necessarily imply high stress levels. For example, a
study of female executives in the federal government found that the most stressed
were those who were focused solely on the job, whereas the least stressed were those
who placed a high priority on self-actualization and considerations outside of the
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job (Rogers, Li, & Ellis, 1994). On balance, then, it appears that the issues, tensions,
and stresses we bring to the job influence how we handle demands on the job. That
influence can be positive or negative, depending on the circumstances.

Coping With and Managing Stress
Recognizing and evaluating how stress is influencing both our own performance
and that of others is the first step in using stress constructively and avoiding its
destructive aspects. As a starting point, we need to be sufficiently self-aware to
know when we might be getting into the unproductive and destructive ends of
the stress curve. We also need to be aware of how stress may influence others. As
noted previously, if we have too little stress, then we might feel bored, apathetic,
or be unable to stay focused. But it seems that the more common situation in
public service jobs is that of too much stress. As described at the beginning of this
chapter, symptoms in these situations may include feeling anxious or irritable,
having difficulty in sleeping, being unable to concentrate, and overreacting to
everyday situations. From a physical standpoint, we might notice an increased
heart rate, increased perspiration, headaches and stomach troubles, dizziness and
blurred vision, aching and tight neck or shoulders, rashes, or more than the usual
number of illnesses.
The question, then, is how we can best use the constructive aspects of stress while
minimizing its negative physical and behavioral effects. From an organizational and
personal standpoint, managing stress has a lot in common with what we would consider to be some of the basics of good management practice-establishment of clear
goals, development of resources and support, effective communication, and selfawareness. In the following subsections, a variety of strategies that might be useful in
managing and controlling stress are discussed. As suggested previously, individuals
and organizations have at least two purposes in managing stress: ( I) preventing
unnecessary and destructive levels of stress and strain so that they are motivated and
equipped to meet the challenges they confront and (2) responding to and effectively
coping with stress as it occurs. To accomplish these purposes, individuals have to be
attentive to their responsibilities and capabilities for managing their own personal
stress and also be cognizant of the role of their organizations in effective stress management. In other words, individuals and organizations both play roles in creating
work environments characterized by eustress rather than distress.

Lifestyle Adjustments
Perhaps one of the most important things we can do for ourselves in managing
stress and enhancing our ability to deal with it constructively is to consider our
lifestyles. Lifestyle decisions play a significant role in influencing our physical health
and well-being as well as our ability to cope successfully with the demands, challenges, and stresses of our work. As explained earlier, stress is a nonspecific bodily
or physical response to demands. It only makes sense, then, that one of the most
important and effective ways in which we can manage stress is to maintain our
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physical health. To be effective public servants and leaders, we need to be healthy
enough to cope with the demands and challenges we face and to deal with the
physical manifestations of stress when we experience them.
So, although it might seem obvious, it is worth reminding ourselves in this context that it is important to eat a balanced diet, get enough sleep, and exercise regularly. As our mothers might have told us, moderation is the key. Following these
tried-and-true prescriptions for a healthy life helps to prevent some of the negative
manifestations of stress and to cope with stress-related symptoms. Exercise is particularly important, in part because of chemicals that are released in our bodies
during the fight-or-flight response that stress can evoke.
These chemicals are intended, from an evolutionary standpoint, to aid physical
strength and stamina so that we can either win a fight or successfully run away. By
physically fighting or running, the chemicals and hormones associated with a stress
response do their job and then recede to more normal levels. But in the contemporary world, physically running away from stress might be inappropriate, or at least
embarrassing. Certainly, engaging in a "fight" response by getting into a physical
altercation with someone in response to stress is not recommended.
More typically, when we feel that rush of adrenaline and hear our pounding
hearts, we try to hide, mask, or swallow these feelings. Although it might be perfectly appropriate to curb our desire to run, and although it certainly is appropriate
and necessary to avoid physical fights, the result often is that there is no release of
the physical energy for which our bodies are so well primed. Exercise provides that
outlet and counteracts the negative effects of the chemical changes associated with
stress. A regular exercise program, then, is a central component of stress management. Exercise also can be used as a more immediate antidote when we begin to feel
stressed. For example, by taking a brisk walk during our lunch hour, we might be
able to better handle a tense meeting or the pressures of a deadline.
In considering lifestyle questions, it also is constructive to evaluate and make
appropriate changes to maintain a balance between work and outside interests. As
noted previously, those whose whole lives revolve around work and work-related
issues seem to experience more stress. In this way, leisure and recreational time not
only is important to quality of life but also may contribute to enhanced work performance. By having outside interests and activities, we are better able to keep our
perspective and cope with the demands of our public service careers. Put more
bluntly, working "24/7" not only is bad for our physical and mental health as individuals but also is unlikely to be an effective or productive strategy for making
professional or organizational contributions. Although there might be times and
circumstances that demand extra hours and personal sacrifices, as a long-term
approach, such demands are not likely to be good for us or our organizations.
Leaming progressive relaxation, controlled breathing, biofeedback, and similar
approaches also may be helpful in coping with stress reactions. By consciously letting
go of physical tension and relaxing our muscles, we might be able to avoid some of
the uncomfortable and unhealthy consequences of stress. As an added benefit, such
approaches might teach us to be more aware of the early signs of stress, allowing us
to "short-circuit" these responses before we get overwhelmed by them.
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Attitude Adjustment
In a survey of human resources managers in 400 public and private organizations, 94% of the respondents said that "healthy attitudes" helped people to increase
their tolerance for stress. This might seem somewhat ironic given that stress is a
bodily response and not "all in your head." Although this is true, it also is the case
that our perceptions and attitudes can make a difference in how we respond to
potentially stressful situations as well as alter our subjective experiences of stress
when it occurs. This is not a matter of simply ordering ourselves or others to "pull
yourself together and get back to work." As suggested previously, individuals may
respond to the same demands in very different ways. Part of this difference lies in
the fact that some people might interpret a particular situation as threatening,
whereas others might see the same situation as an opportunity. Our cognitive
appraisal of a situation, then, influences whether or not we will experience it as
stressful (Lazarus, Delongis, Folkman, & Gruen, 1985).
Remember that depending on how we handle it, stress can be good for us and
make us better able to handle future challenges. In fact, developing psychological
resilience only occurs through having problems, challenges, and failures. In psychology,
the term resilience was first used to describe the qualities possessed by certain children, who, despite a number of serious risk factors that would have otherwise predicted significant problems, instead thrived and prospered. Studies of how to foster
resilience in children emphasize the importance of three characteristics: ( l) social
competence, including flexibility, empathy, communications skills, a sense of humor,
and the ability to elicit positive responses from others; (2) problem-solving skills,
including the ability to plan, be resourceful in seeking help, and think critically, creatively, and reflectively; and (3) development of a critical consciousness of sources of
oppression and strategies for overcoming them (Benard, 1995). Similarly, Wolin and
Wolin (l 993) described resilience in children and adolescents as involving insight,
independence, relationships, initiative, humor, creativity, and morality.
Resilience has also been used to describe the characteristics of certain adults in
work settings. Key to psychological resilience is the idea that individuals do not
simply survive or recover, but that they can actually adapt, learn and change, and as
a result, become more resilient over time. Coutu (2002) suggested several strategies
for developing resilience. First, people can become more resilient by facing the
realities of a particular situation or problem. Realistic optimism is better than misguided optimism. Only by honestly and pragmatically assessing what is happening
can we develop realistic and constructive responses. Second, having a strong value
system that helps us set priorities, and make sense of the challenges we face,
enhances resilience. Finally, Coutu suggested that ingenuity fosters resilience by
improvising and being creative with the resources that are available to us. At the
core, resilient people "turn challenges into opportunities" (Harland, Harrison,
Jones, & Reiter-Palmon, 2005, p. 4). Accordingly, it makes sense to become more
aware of our attitudes toward demands for change and adaptation in the work
environment. As we become more attentive, we might discover ways of thinking
that could use some reappraisal.
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How might we think about problems as challenges or about demands as opportunities? This cognitive reappraisal can be aided by self-talk. For example, we
might find it helpful to consciously ask ourselves how we might see a potentially
stressful situation in a more positive light. Or, we might find it useful to remind
ourselves of how we have handled such challenges successfully in the past. Some
people might even find it helpful to ask themselves what the worst outcome of a
stressful situation would likely be. After thinking through the worst-case scenario
of failure (loss of relationship, goal not met, loss of job, bypassed for promotion,
etc.), most people conclude that they could indeed survive it. Ironically, doing so
might even take away some of the fear and lead them to take constructive action
to avoid the worst outcome.
As with many areas of organizational behavior and leadership, self-knowledge
is critical (see Chapter 2). Knowing our strengths and weaknesses, and evaluating
our ambitions in light of them, helps to keep us focused on realistic goals. For
example, if you are a perfectionist, then you might have a number of unspoken
assumptions that cause stress. You might think, either consciously or unconsciously, that you must (a) do all things for all people at all times, (b) avoid failure
while trying new things, (c) always make everyone completely happy, and (d) do
more than is humanly possible. An acceptance of the fact that none of us can be
perfect can go a long way toward avoiding unnecessary levels of stress associated
with unrealistic self-expectations. If, on the other hand, you find on reflection that
you try to avoid having high expectations for yourself, avoid all risks, or find yourself bored and dissatisfied at work, then you might want to find ways of increasing
the demands and stresses of your job. You might try new things, seek out new
challenges, set goals, and take some measured risks. Remember that some stress is
a normal and beneficial part of life.

Social Support
People are social beings. From a medical standpoint, in fact, social isolation is a
major risk factor in human morbidity and mortality. For example, research has
shown that our personal relationships are linked to our immune function and our
ability to fight disease (Quick et al., 1997). Similarly, one of the key mediating factors in determining how well people cope with stress is the amount and quality of
social support that they receive. Positive relationships with and support from the
people we work with can act as a buffer or mediator to job-related stress.
Relationships with our supervisors, our employees, or our coworkers can provide
structural, functional, emotional, and tangible support, thereby enabling us to ameliorate the potentially harmful effects of stress in the workplace (Beehr, 1995 ).
Structural social support comes from being embedded in and connected to a network of people whom we know can potentially provide support. Social support also
can be advantageous in that it may serve a particular function in our lives, such as
self-esteem, companionship, information, or even humor that enables us to better
cope with the demands of our work. Emotional support can take the form of
understanding and sympathetic listening, which in turn can reduce anxiety.
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Tangible support might take the form of helping with a task or providing resources
or assistance to someone at a stressful time (Jex, 1998 ).
In fact, laughter and positive humor have been shown as a highly effective tool
to help people handle stress. In a study by Beckman, Regier, and Young (2007),
laughter in the workplace resulted in a significant and long lasting "increase in
several different aspects of self-efficacy, including self-regulation, optimism, positive emotions, and social identification" (p. 167). In order to be constructive, humor
needs to be positive, rather than a disguised attack or insult. Successful humor
accordingly increases positive emotions, lowers stress, and even increases productivity (Romero & Pescosolido, 2008). Furthermore, humor can "create psychological safety and higher levels of group cohesion, allowing members to see the group
as a 'safety net' that would enable them to focus on the task at hand, take necessary
risks, and experience less psychological and physical stress (p. 412).
The importance of structural, emotional, and functional social support has implications for both what we can do for ourselves as individuals and what we can do to
help others in our organizations. The evidence would suggest that making social connections with others at work can help us to do a better job and cope with stresses as
they arise. Accordingly, it makes sense to get to know the people we work with and to
be attentive to connecting with others. At the same time, it is important to understand
how our support-be it emotional, tangible, or functional-<:an strongly influence
other people's capacity to cope with the stresses and strains of organizational life.
Listening sympathetically to others, offering assistance, and reminding others of their
contributions and strengths helps them to become more resilient when faced with
organizational stressors at the same time as it benefits us by strengthening our connections to them. In short, everyone benefits when people in organizations are mutually supportive and helpful, particularly during times of stress. That is not to say that
social needs and contacts ought to take precedence over work tasks and goal accomplishment. Rather, it simply reinforces today what the researchers in the Hawthorne
experiments found during the l 940s--that people have social needs at work and
respond to their social environment. We all need a little help from our friends.

Emotional Regulation
All of us regulate our emotions to a greater or lesser extent under different kinds
of circumstances. Particularly at work, we may choose to conceal or alter the external
display of our emotions for our own reasons or because the employer has set up certain rules for behavior. While emotional regulation can cause stress, it can also be
important to smoothing the cycles of social interaction. It is not hard to imagine how
the lack of emotional regulation, resulting in all people expressing all their emotions
at all times, might make social interaction quite difficult. Accordingly, the assumption
may be that emotional regulation is bad for the person but good for the organization.
But Guy, Newman, and Mastracci (2007) and C6te (2005) have argued that the effects
of emotional regulation are actually quite complex, in part because emotional regulation occurs in a social context. If emotional regulation results in improved social
interaction, it is less likely to cause stress. If, for example, in an interaction a person
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conceals his or her frustration or stress and tries to appear relaxed, and the other
person responds pleasantly, this might reduce the level of stress. Performing work that
involves "emotional labor" in this context can actually be rewarding to the employee
and contribute to job satisfaction (Jin & Guy, 2009).
But not all emotional regulation evokes positive responses. Emotional work that
involves "false face" or "surface acting" (what is displayed compared to what is the
real emotion) increases strain when "inauthentic displays of emotion evoke adverse
responses from receivers" (Cote, 2005, p. 522). In fact, emotional labor of this type
contributes to worker burnout (Jin & Guy, 2009). Despite this, Cote's conclusion is
that while there are situations in which the workers feel stressed because of emotion
regulation, managers can still have an important role in reducing it. He points out
that training programs emphasizing the importance and quality of social interaction could significantly reduce workers' stress.

Taking Control of Your Time
Time pressures coupled with too much to do are a major source of stress. What
can you do to manage your time better and take control of how your time is spent?
At its core, effective time management involves establishing and reaffirming priorities, taking stock of how you spend your time, and then organizing your time to
better reflect your goals, plans, and commitments. It does not mean that you have
to become a slave to the clock or become compulsive about planning and consulting your calendar. Time management for some individuals might include detailed
scheduling, but for many others, a less-structured approach might work best.
Effective time management gives us a sense of control over our days. It is not just
a matter of completing all of the tasks presented to us. In fact, at the end of the day,
after we have done everything that everyone has asked and that we were expected
to do, we still might experience stress if we have not made time to do things that we
judge to be the most important. So, the first step is to determine what your priorities are. You might find it helpful to draw a pie chart and assign to the chart different-sized slices of your time that you think ought to be devoted to your various
roles and tasks. (Although this exercise is described here in terms of work tasks and
responsibilities, it also can be very useful as a "whole" life exercise.) Alternatively,
Lakein ( 1973) recommended listing all of your tasks and responsibilities and using
an "ABC" system in which high-priority items are assigned an A and moderate- or
low-priority items are assigned a B or C. Either way, after making your priorities
explicit, you evaluate how you actually spend your time. You might well discover
that the actual allocation of your time does not always match your priorities and
the degree of importance you assign to each of your responsibilities.
The next step is to plan your time accordingly. This is where the ubiquitous "to
do" list comes in. But according to Lakein's scheme, before plowing through the list,
you need to assign an A, B, or C priority to each item-reserving only the top two
or three items for an A categorization. Those are the tasks that should be tackled
and finished first. C items often can be postponed or ignored. If you have trouble
in giving any of the items less than an A, try asking yourself the following questions:
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What would happen if I did not do this task? Could or would someone else be able
to do this task? Could I do this task less often? What are the alternatives to doing
this task? You might be surprised by how often the truthful answer to the first question is "Nothing."
In planning your time, it also is very important to allocate some part of the day
for reflection, rest, creativity, and social contact. The first three of these (reflection,
rest, and creativity) might involve setting aside time when you will not be interrupted, whereas the last of these (social contact) might involve forcing yourself out
of your office. Although it might not be possible to "do it all" every day, it is possible to do the things that are most important. Doing so increases your feelings of
accomplishment and control and, as a result, reduces stress while increasing your
effectiveness.

Job Redesign
Some stress arises from the nature of the work itself. Modifying and redesigning
jobs can ameliorate some sources of work-related stress. Although this is largely an
organizational issue, it also might be possible for us to make some changes to our
own jobs-or how we approach them-that will make positive differences. As will
be suggested in Chapter 6, jobs that have skill variety, task identity, and task significance are intrinsically more motivating. Such jobs increase satisfaction, give a
sense of meaning to our work, and reduce stress (Quick et al., 1997, p. 165). As such,
we feel as though we are responsible for an identifiable and interrelated set of tasks
and that our work produces results.
On the other hand, jobs with great responsibility and little autonomy can cause
high levels of stress. Job redesign and enrichment-including efforts to increase
control and autonomy, participation in decision making, and feedback on outcomes--can help to reduce the stress associated with these jobs. The benefits of
participative management styles are discussed from a variety of perspectives in
this book. Here, it is important to note that allowing people to participate in the
decisions affecting their work gives them a greater sense of control. Quick and
colleagues {1997) stated, "Increasing participation and autonomy leads to greater
freedom of action, still within defined limits, which enables individuals to channel
and release stress-induced energy more naturally" (p. 173 ). A study by Bunce and
West ( 1996) demonstrated that, in the long term, providing opportunities for
employees to develop innovative responses to work stressors by changing work
methods and modifying working relationships was more effective than traditional
stress management interventions.
Although most of us are not free to redesign our jobs, there might be small
changes and adjustments made in our work to reduce stress. What are the major
stressors in your job? How might you increase your sense of control over the tasks
for which you are responsible? If goals are lacking, then can you talk with your
supervisor about the goals you would like to pursue? Perhaps making a schedule
of work in which you set some of the priorities could help. Ironically, sometimes
asking for more responsibility for the "whole job" actually can reduce stress.
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Although there are some constraints on the expansion of job responsibilities and
on the nature of tasks to be performed in public sector jobs, sometimes even modest changes can help a great deal.

Other Organizational Factors
In addition to what we can do for ourselves and others, there are a number of
organizational-level considerations related to stress management. As West and West
(1989) concluded based on their study of job stress in the public sector, organizations must be attentive to preventive strategies in recruiting, selecting, and socializing employees. They suggested that because stress is, in part, a consequence of the
"fit" between people and their organizational environment, recruitment and selection should be seen as an opportunity to ensure better person-organization
matches. For example, if people are given accurate and complete information about
the nature of the work prior to hiring, then they are more likely to have realistic
expectations and higher levels of job satisfaction. Taking time to carefully analyze
what the job requirements are and assessing candidates in light of those demands
also help to decrease the likelihood of mismatches between people and organizational environments.
Organizational actions also can help employees to deal with stress after the initial hiring period. Again emphasizing the person-organization match, West and
West ( 1989) pointed out that public organizations often are not involved in helping
their employees with career planning and development. Such programs can help
employees and their managers to identify needed skills, training, and development
opportunities so that the person-organization match can be enhanced as employees
grow and their abilities and goals change within their organizations.
Furthermore, organizations can consciously foster social support and connections
among employees. Organizations and their leaders should seek to build a culture
characterized by mutual respect, support, and courtesy among all employees. When
faced with high stress levels brought about by increased workload and fewer employees,
the Minnesota Department of Transportation used a team-building approach to
develop a code of personal conduct based on "how we treat each other on a daily
basis" (Armour, 1995, p. 127). Its purpose was to create a more positive work environment in which openness, encouragement, and cooperation were the norm. A survey
after the development and voluntary implementation of the code reported that half
of the respondents thought that the climate had improved "quite a bit;' whereas the
rest reported that it had improved "somewhat." Such changes can bring about positive
results in reducing stress and creating a positive climate for work.
Health promotion programs can encourage employees to engage in behaviors
promoting a healthy lifestyle, and employee assistance programs (EAPs) can provide assistance or refer employees to outside resources when troubles arise. Health
promotion programs can offer classes and information on diet, exercise, and a
variety of approaches to achieving and maintaining wellness. The scope and
responsibilities of EAPs can vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Some offer counseling and referral for drug and alcohol abuse and mental health problems, whereas
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others also deal with broader issues of career development, retirement, and relocation. In addition, EAPs can provide useful information on developing problems in
high-stress areas or offer stress management training to employees.
Wright and Cropanzano (2004) argued that workers' performance can be positively influenced by promoting their psychological well-being and happiness. Their
research suggested that happier workers cope with stress more efficiently than their
unhappy counterparts, and as a result they are more productive. Although a person's
psychological well-being remains relatively stable over time, managers can have a
positive influence. Wright and Cropanzano suggested training programs that will
help employees to cope with stress in a positive way, emphasizing the importance
of happiness. Happy workers not only are more pleasant companions, but also are
more willing to work and better motivated, and they usually outperform those who
feel unhappy and overly stressed. Particularly in times of organizational change,
stress management programs and strategies can help enhance employee trust,
reduce stress, and increase effectiveness (Yu, 2009). Specifically, cognitive-behavioral
approaches, designed to educate employees about stress as well as enhance their
coping skills, have been shown to be the most effective type of organizational intervention. "These interventions encourage individuals to take charge of their negative
thoughts, feelings, and resulting behavior by changing their cognition and emotions to more adaptive ones and by identifying and practicing more functional
behavior responses" (Richardson & Rothstein, 2008, p. 88).
As noted previously, good management is critical to the management of stress.
Anyone who has ever worked in a poorly managed organization knows how stressful such environments can be. Information is scarce, decisions are not made or are
made poorly, people are not valued, roles are unclear, and goals are lacking. People
might feel helpless, frustrated, uncertain, and distressed. On the other hand, management practices that make people feel valued, that provide clear goals, that communicate well, and that offer opportunities for workers to participate and grow
reduce feelings of anxiety, uncertainty, and role conflict; increase feelings of control
and responsibility; and increase the likelihood that employees will feel equipped
and confident that they can meet the challenges they confront.
All of these approaches and actions should be considered as part of a general
effort to value, support, and develop the people on which the public service
depends. Stress is a fact of organizational life. Although in moderation it has positive effects, it also can negatively affect employee health, well-being, and productivity,
thereby compromising both individual and organizational capacities for effective
public service. So, all of us, as well as the public organizations for which we work,
need to carefully consider how to develop our human resources and build our
capacity to constructively manage stress and meet the challenges we face.

Ways of Acting
Whereas a significant portion of the preceding section focused on action strategies, it is useful to review how we can use all of the information in this chapter to
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take action to prevent and cope with stress so as to improve personal and organizational effectiveness.
1. Take charge. Identify the major stresses in your life and evaluate which you
can control or influence and which you cannot. For those things that you cannot
change, accept them and use coping skills such as relaxation and exercise to counteract the negative effects of stress. For those things that you can change, think of
strategies for eliminating or reducing the stress that they cause. For example, if you
are experiencing stress because of a lack of clear objectives for your job, then
develop some of your own and propose them to your supervisor. Within your own
area of discretion, set personal goals for work accomplishment and then reward
yourself when you attain your goals. If you are stressed by the confusion at work,
then find ways of getting organized and find mental or physical places of clarity or
simplicity. If you are bothered by interruptions, then take charge by setting some
time aside each day when you will not be interrupted by phone calls or drop-by
visitors. The message: Do not wait for your life and work to become calmer or simpler; change the things you can to make things better.
2. Take care ofyourself. Keeping yourself healthy makes you more resilient in the
face of stress and stress-related health problems. Use relaxation techniques, eat well,
exercise, and get enough sleep. Remember that the stress response is physiological.
Fight back by being physically rested, well nourished, and healthy.
3. Reach out to others. Time with friends at work or outside of work will help
you to cope with stress and keep you mentally healthy. Do not forget to laugh and
enjoy yourself. It is hard to feel stress and tension when you are laughing and having
fun with your family or friends. When the pressure mounts and you find yourself
becoming stressed, find a trusted person with whom you can talk. Sometimes the
best person to talk with is a friend, sometimes it is a family member, and sometimes
the objectivity of a counselor might be what is needed. Whoever it is, ask for help
and support if you need it. Helping others also is a great stress reducer. Remember
that you are not the only one who experiences stress. Support others and offer
assistance when possible. A little encouragement, a favor, or an offer of assistance
can go a long way when someone is feeling overwhelmed. As an added bonus, it can
make you feel better about yourself. When you find yourself experiencing the
negative signs of excessive stress, such as depression, anger, anxiety, health problems, and excessive drinking, consult a professional. Seek out assistance through
your EAP, consult your doctor, or find an appropriate program or counselor on
your own. Do not be afraid to get help.
4. Find a balance. If work is your whole life, then you and your work probably
will suffer. Those who seem to handle stress best are those who have interests outside of work. It is possible and appropriate to be a dedicated, hardworking,
extremely effective public servant while still having other interests. Pursue a hobby,
nurture your family, or do something new. Find things that relax or distract you.
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Listen to music, get involved in sports, start a garden, take up photography---do
anything that gives you an opportunity to express yourself, relax, enjoy your time,
access your creativity, or learn new things.
5. Be prepared. It is helpful to try to be well organized so that you can keep up
with things. Planning ahead and setting priorities, thinking ahead, and gathering
needed information will help to give you a sense of control and avoid being caught
unprepared and ill equipped. Whereas many situations are difficult to predict,
many can be thought out in advance and allow for some preparation.
6. Build your competence. Feeling like you are not doing your job well can be
very stressful. Build your competence and confidence by enhancing your skills,
abilities, and knowledge. Honestly assess your strengths and weaknesses on the
job. Explore training and educational opportunities that can capitalize on your
assets and enhance your skills in areas that are weak. Find a mentor and seek his
or her advice and guidance. Learn all that you can about your job, your agency, and
your profession.
7. Get creative. Find ways of innovating on the job. What can you change to
make your work more manageable, more satisfying, and more interesting? What
can you reformulate? What can you delegate? How can you better use time? (See
Chapter 3.)
8. Adjust your attitude. Remember that although stress is not "all in your head;'
how you perceive situations affects how stressed you become. Pay particular attention to your self-talk. Aie you sabotaging yourself with negative messages? Do you
tell yourself that you are unable to cope and that you never will be able to solve the
problems you confront? Try telling yourself that problems can be seen as challenges
and that demands can offer opportunities. Then figure out some strategies for taking advantage of the challenges and opportunities that you encounter. Do you beat
yourself up for not being able to do it all and do it perfectly? Remind yourself that
being normal and happy is better than being perfect.

Thinking in Action
Now that you have read this chapter, go back to the self-assessment instruments in
the "Where Do We Begin?" section and respond to the following questions.
I. What are the major sources of stress in your life? What are the major sources
of stress at work? Write down three sources of stress for which you can take
some sort of action to change.
2. Review the material on coping mechanisms. How might you substitute positive coping strategies for negative ones? Aie your preferred coping strategies
of a particular type (e.g., emotional, physical)? How might you build a more
balanced and healthy repertoire of coping skills?
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Building Resilience
Look back at some of the major challenges and problems that you have faced in your
work and personal life. What have these experiences taught you? Identify a specific
instance in which you faced a challenge in a manner that left you stronger and better
able to handle such problems in the future. Then answer the following questions:
I. How do you think and feel about the challenge now, and how did you at the
time you faced it?
2. What did you do in response to the challenge? How did your responses
improve your ability to cope or make you stronger, more flexible, or capable?
3. How might you apply these learnings to the challenges you face currently?

Distress at DES
Your friend Diane works at the Department of Economic Security (DES) as a
child protective service worker. You have known Diane personally and professionally for a number of years, and she has asked you to advise her on
managing stress. She told you that she admires the way in which you seem
to handle stress in your own job at the Department of Motor Vehicles, and
she wants advice and counsel for reducing stress where possible and coping
with the rest.
Because you are such a good friend, you have decided to set aside an
afternoon to talk to Diane. You begin by asking her to simply talk about the
sources of stress in her life. She tells you the following:
"First let me say, I love my job. I really think I am making a difference in
the lives of children and their families. It's not that it isn't frustrating-it is.
Sometimes the system just won't let me do what I think is best. I do care
about my work and want to stay in the job, but I guess the stress is getting
to me. I can't figure out what the problem is. After all, I've been on the job
for 3 years. But I feel terrible, I can't sleep, I'm anxious, my stomach hurts,
and my blood pressure is up. I even have this annoying rash that seems to
appear on my neck when things get tense.
"I have a new supervisor. She's part of what is making me crazy.
According to my training and what I have been taught here, I am a social
worker. I am supposed to help families and kids the best I can. By law, my
first priority is preserving families, which means that sometimes I have to
make some pretty tough judgments between protecting the kids and keeping the family intact. This new supervisor says we're just supposed to investigate, not do social work. As she puts it, 'we don't have time to babysit or
be neighborhood do-gooders.' This, she says, will free us up to increase our
workload by a third.
"My husband has been so supportive. But he has gone back to school,
you know. That means I have to be at the day care at exactly 6 o'clock every
day of the week. Morgan, our 4-year-old, can't seem to shake the ear infections. The doctor has suggested surgery. I don't know when we're supposed
to fit that in, but I guess we have to get it done.
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"But back to the job. I am in the car half the day, going from case to case.
I can't even tell you how often I have incomplete information. Sometimes it's
a wrong address, but the bigger problem is that I just don't know what I'm
walking into. We don't routinely share information with the police.
Sometimes I walk into dangerous situations; sometimes it's just a nuisance
call from a crazy neighbor. But I can't predict. Three weeks ago, an angry
father threatened me. It normally wouldn't have bothered me so much, but
I just have felt vulnerable lately.
"When I get back to my office, I have a mountain of paperwork, and of
course the phone rings constantly. I used to try to have lunch sometimes with
some of the other workers-talk about cases and let off some steam-but I
have felt too pressured to do that in the last several months. I've got to catch
up on the paperwork!
"So, I've been doing this job for a while. Why am I feeling so stressed all of
a sudden? What's wrong with me? What should I do?"
Respond to the following questions.
1. What will you say to Diane? Are there additional questions you would
like to ask?
2. What advice will you give her? What do you think are some of the
sources of her stress? How will you work with her to develop strategies
for reducing her stress?
3. What are your recommendations for coping with the stress that Diane is
experiencing? What will you caution her not to do?
4. What actions have you taken in the past that have helped you to cope
successfully with stressful circumstances? Could any of these approaches
be useful to Diane?

Life Balance Exercise
I. Draw a circle on a sheet of paper. Then divide the circle into sections repre-

senting the importance of each of the following in your life:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work
Family and friends
Intellectual pursuits
Spiritual life
Recreation and physical exercise
Creative and cultural activities

2. Now draw another circle. Divide this circle into sections representing the
relative amount of time and energy you actually devote to each. Compare the
size of the sections in each circle. How does the relative importance of each
compare with the time that you actually spend?
3. If some adjustments are in order, then first consider how you might eliminate
some activities or time spent on doing things that are less important or out
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of balance. Then identify some specific activities that you can do to enhance
your growth and development in neglected areas. For example, if you find
yourself neglecting recreation and exercise, and if that is important to you,
then you might find that you can schedule a brisk walk at lunch if you batch
phone calls (and limit their duration) at work. Or you might find that reading a new and important book that you have been wanting to read, rather
than going to the gym for the fifth time this week, will make you feel less
pressured. The key is balance. What do you want your "life circle" to look like,
and what changes can you make to more closely align the activities in your
life with the values, priorities, and ideals it represents?

Having Fun at Work
Public Service Week (PSW) in British Columbia is held every year to recognize
and celebrate employees with barbecues, picnics, and a variety of other activities.
For PSW week in 2010, the British Columbia Ministry of the Environment made
a video of ministry employees at all levels of the organization lip-synching to the
Glee television show version of Journey's "Don't Stop Believin'." In the video,
employees incorporated a variety of educational posters and props to show the
ministry's work, goals, and priorities. It was a lighthearted and simple way for the
organization to reinforce a commitment to the public service mission and celebrate the hard work and dedication of their employees. The video was planned
and taped during lunch hours, and the participants reported the project to be a
great morale booster and highly successful in engaging a wide variety of employees in doing something both fun and inspirational (adapted from Denhardt &
Denhardt, 2011 ).
What might you do in your organization to encourage laughter and fun at
work in a way that contributes to stress reduction and increased effectiveness and
productivity?

Developing Your Own Stress
Management Program
Use the following steps as a guide to design your own personal stress management
program:
I. Identify the primary stressors in your life. It may be helpful to keep a "stress

journal" to write down those times and situations that make you feel the most
stressed.
2. Identify the thoughts and behaviors you engage in as a response to these
stressors. Are these thoughts and behaviors constructive or destructive?
3. What constructive coping skills do you want to develop or enhance? Do you
want to, for example, start exercising more, learn meditation, manage your
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time better, develop a new hobby or activity, spend more time with family or
friends? Do you need to get help in developing these skills? If so, what
resources can you identify or seek out?
4. What are the barriers to effective stress management in your life and how can
you overcome them? What specific action steps can you take in this regard?

Finding Happiness
Being happy helps us handle stress, stay healthy, and improve the quality of our lives
and the lives of others-including our coworkers and the people we serve.
Accordingly, being happier can help make us better public servants. Finding happiness can be thought of as a deep, philosophical life quest similar to finding "the
meaning of life." Or, it can be thought of as a simple practice of learning to enjoy
everyday things, people, situations, and activities. Think about simple things that
you do, or could do, to make yourself and others happy. Make a list, if that makes
you happy. In any case, do these things more often.

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

5

Decision Making
If you properly identify the problem and respond as the situation demands,
you are not making a decision. You are only making a decision when a
paucity of data ensures you have a good chance of being wrong. Therefore,
you must spend lots of energy determining the characteristics of the problem, the physical, bureaucratic, economic, and political environments in
which it exists, and the level of performance required for the response to
achieve an acceptable resolution. Through this mechanism, you can execute a rational response to the known situation. To do otherwise is to
chance your professional life-and sometimes more.
-Captain John R. Paron, former U.S. Navy fighter pilot

P

ublic administrators face numerous responsibilities and choices. Some of
their decisions have limited impact, primarily within their organizations.
But other decisions may affect the lives of thousands of people (or more) on
a daily basis, and they are decisions that just seem to cascade on one another.
Imagine the situation faced by transportation officials in the Northeast Corridor
when they discovered that a major section of Interstate 95 (1-95) between
Philadelphia and Wilmington, Delaware, had been undermined and that repairs
would require completely shutting down a IO-mile section of the highway for several months. The decision to do so was itself a major move, affecting not only the
incredibly high volume of traffic between New York and Washington, DC but also
those who commute from Wilmington to Philadelphia to work every day. And,
think of the decisions that flow from that. How do they reroute traffic? In so doing,
what impact will the action have on businesses and residential neighborhoods adjacent to the detour? How can they minimize the difficulty? Can they encourage
alternative modes of transportation, perhaps working with Amtrak to add additional commuter trains? What do they do with the cars that people would now want
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to park at the train station? And after all that, they discover that the parking lot
nearest to the station has just been converted to long-term parking only.
Of course, not all decisions are, or should be, treated alike. Some require quick
action, whereas others allow more time to decide. Imagine the difference in the 1-95
example if, instead of being able to plan several months for the shutdown, transportation officials were awakened in the middle of the night to learn that the highway was closed by a sudden gas explosion and needed to be shut down immediately
and for the next several months. Of course, as we saw in Chapter 4, adding time
pressures to already difficult situations makes them even more difficult. And as we
know, in an increasingly complex world with high-speed information systems,
decision makers must respond to events of enormous complexity within minutes
or even seconds. Whatever the size and shape of the required decision, it is naive to
think that time always is available for decision making to undergo a calculated
process. By the same token, it also is a mistake to think of decision making as simply
a random process (Hall, 1999).
Let's begin by defining organizational decision making as taking place when a
person in authority identifies an important issue and carries out a process to make
a choice that produces outcomes with consequences (Nutt, 2005). Earlier research
has found the process to unfold in a sequence of actions that includes intelligence
gathering, direction setting, the regeneration of alternatives, selection of a solution,
and solution implementation (Bryson, Brailey, & Jung, 1990; Eisenhardt &
Zbaracki, 1992; Mintzberg, Raisinghani, & Theoret, 1976; Witte, 1972).
There are several ways of thinking about the different types of decisions that
public administrators must make. Some researchers have divided decisions into
two types: ( 1) programmed decisions (which are repetitive and routine and for
which a procedure or decision rule has been established or may be easily specified)
and (2) nonprogrammed decisions (which occur infrequently and are poorly structured). For nonprogrammed decisions, there is no apparent decision rule, and
administrators are required to engage in difficult problem solving (Simon, 1977).
Risk may be viewed as an inescapable part of every decision (Buchanan &
O'Connell, 2006). For most of the decisions that people make, the risks are small.
But on a larger scale, the positive and negative implications can be enormous. At a
minimum, decisions entail opportunity costs for paths not taken.
Interestingly, decisions differ at different levels of the organization, leading to
another way of characterizing decisions. Decisions that take place at the top of the
organization typically are labeled strategic or high-risk decisions. Strategic decisions
may involve gathering intelligence, setting directions, uncovering alternatives,
assessing these alternatives to choose a plan of action, or implementing the plan
(Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992; Harrison & Phillips, 1991; March, 1994). In a public
or nonprofit organization, these decisions might involve starting a new program
(e.g., community policing) or a new service (e.g., an immunization program). High
levels of uncertainty and even the possibility of conflict often characterize these
decisions, and external events often shape choices.
On the other hand, low-risk decisions involve less uncertainty and occasionally permit a degree of delegation. For example, imagine that a change in an
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organization's benefits package seems advantageous. Such a change might come
about by asking the human resources department to research available benefits and
provide a recommendation to be approved by top management. Or there might
even be more delegation. The human resources department might gather information from representatives of various stakeholder groups (including employees)
invited to serve on a "benefits committee." The final recommendation might even
be left to the consensus reached by the committee. Figure 5.1 shows the types of
decisions that we might expect to be made at different levels of the organization.
From this figure, we may conclude that the more uncertain the conditions surrounding the required decision, the higher up in the organization the decision
making is likely to take place. Or, to put it differently, nonprogrammed decisions
are more likely to be found at the higher levels of the organization, and programmed decisions are more likely to be found at the lower levels.
Another issue is the relationship between decision making and problem solving.
As Captain Paron's quote at the beginning of this chapter reminds us, decisions
often can be avoided if problems are properly identified. In support of Paron's
point, Starling ( 1993) provided the following illustration: Effective decision makers
know that very few problems or events are unique. Most are manifestations of
underlying problems. Therefore, before attempting a quick fix on Problems A, B, C,
and D, they will try to find the basic problem, E. Once E is solved, A, B, C, D, and
any future problems stemming from E are eliminated. Thus, effective decision makers make few decisions (p. 245 ). Indeed, Starling indicated that administrators often
make more decisions than they need to make. Because the underlying causes of
problems are not always obvious, problems are treated as unique. This results in
administrators treating symptoms rather than identifying and treating the root
causes (Morehead & Griffin, 1992). It is important to remember that all problems
require decisions, but not all decisions will require problem solving.

Top Management
Nonprogrammed and
uncertain decisions

Mlddle Management
Nonprogrammed and
programmed decisions;
risky and certain decisions

Lower Management
Programmed and
certain decisions

Figure 5.1

Types of Decisions Made at Different Levels of
Organizations

SOURCE: From Barney. ManagementofOrganizatkJns: Strategx Structure, Behavior, 1E. C 1992 SouthWestern, a part of (engage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions
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Finally, we should note that public managers face a particular difficulty in that
their decisions often are (necessarily) made in clear public view. Certainly, the
prospect of scrutiny increases as decision making moves from private to public
organizations (Millett, 1966; Nutt, l 999a; Stahl, 1971 ). "Sunshine" laws often force
the conduct of the public's business into the open, requiring such organizations to
make decisions in front of interest groups, stakeholders, and the media. "Even
when sunshine laws do not apply, mechanisms of accountability and oversight
make all actions in public organizations, even contingency plans or hypothetical
scenarios, subject to review and interpretation by outsiders" (Nutt, 1999a, p. 313).
Blumenthal ( 1983) used the term "fishbowl management" to refer to the way in
which public organizations must make strategic decisions.
Business executive Chester Barnard is credited with importing the term decision
making from the lexicon of public administration into the business world
(Buchanan & O'Connell, 2006 ). According to Starbuck ( 1983 ), Barnard's introduction of decision making into the business world changed how managers thought
about what they did and spurred "a new crispness of action and a desire for conclusiveness" (p. 33). For Starbuck, policy making could go on and on, but decision
making refers to the end of deliberation and beginning of action.
However, even organizations known for their decisiveness may experience ambiguity over who is accountable for the decision and as a result, the decision making
process can stall. Rogers and Blenko (2006) identified four primary bottlenecks:
( 1) global versus local decision making, (2) center versus business unit, (3) function
versus cross-functional, and (4) inside versus outside partners. For the public manager, the last three are particularly relevant. In the case of the second bottleneck,
center versus business unit, think of where the policy decision lies: Should the decision to leave a package be made at the central post office, or by the delivery person
who knows the neighborhood? For the function versus cross-function, consider
who is responsible for identifying health care needs for the elderly: Are the needs
the responsibility of the heart surgeon alone, or are there partners that should be
brought to the decision making to provide for the comprehensive health and wellbeing of the patient? And finally, networks, collaborations, and contracting exemplify the accountability issues for decision making. For example, inside versus
outside accountability is questioned when garbage is not picked up in a neighborhood: Who will the residents call to report the problem- the city or the garbage
company that has been contracted for pick-up?
Nutt's (2001) work adds to our understanding of the issue of decision making by
introducing the concept of what he terms "decision debacles;' decisions that go so
wrong that they are reported by the media. In fact, he has found that half of all decisions fail (Nutt 1997, 1999b, 2002). Not all failed decisions lead to media attention,
but three common elements are found in debacles and failed decisions: ( 1) faulty
decision practices, (2) premature commitments, and (3) misallocation of resources
(such as time and money spent on analyses to justify the wrong problem). Nutt also
found that the context has less influence on the selection of decision-making practices than previously thought. In other words, best practices can be followed regardless of the decision to be made and the circumstances surrounding it. The prospects
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of success also improve when managers work to uncover hidden concerns, take steps
to manage the social and political forces, identify results, encourage innovation, and
estimate risk (Nutt, 2001 ).

Where Do We Begin?
Ethical Decision Making
Cognitive biases in decision making and the incentive systems they create can
negatively skew behavior. In order to make ethical decisions, one must understand
what is influencing the behavior. Bazerman and Tensbrusel (2011) identify five
such influences:
I. Goals that are ill conceived may lead to unethical behavior. In 2008, the

Business Week editor Peter Coy wrote:
Add President Clinton to the long list of people who deserve a share of the
blame for the housing bubble and bust. A recently re-exposed document
shows that his administration went to ridiculous lengths to increase the
national homeownership rate. It prompted paper thin down payments and
pushed for ways to get lenders to give mortgage loans to first time buyers
with shaky financing and incomes. It's clear now that the erosion of lending
standards pushed prices up by increasing demand, and later lead to waves of
default by people who never should have bought a home in the first place. (as
cited in Bazerman & Tensbrusel, 2011, pp. 60-61 )
2. Motivated blindness occurs when people may perceive that it is in their best
interest to remain ignorant. We need to be mindful of the conflicts of interest
not readily visible and work to remove them from the organization, including existing incentive systems.
3. Indirect blindness also occurs in organizations, but this time the manager
delegates the unethical behavior to others, not necessarily consciously. As
managers, we must take responsibility for an assignment's ethical implications
and be alert to the indirect blindness that may obscure unethical behavior.
4. Research suggests that we are likely to accept increasingly major infractions as long as each violation is only incrementally more serious than the
preceding one.
5. Rewarding unethical decisions because they have good outcomes is a recipe
for disaster over the long run.
In order for us to act on our values, we need skills with which to approach our
decisions. When faced with many activities and counter pressures, the public manager needs to be able to think through the problems at hand. This requires not only
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the use of decision tools, but also, the use of what Newell (2008} referred to as
moral imagination (p. 31 ). Moral imagination requires that we ask the right questions to act ethically.

Generating Alternatives
Think of a situation that you currently are experiencing at work, at home, or at
school. Or just use the following example. You have been offered a data-entry job
in a local bank. The job pays well; in fact, it might pay better than the social service
job you have been planning on for the past 3 years. You have been working hard to
complete your degree so as to pursue a career in social services. Going to work at
the bank would mean at least postponing graduation.
Why is a choice necessary? Needing to choose implies that a gap exists between
what is happening and what you would like to see occur. What alternatives exist in
the situation that you are experiencing? The variations to the decision gap might
look something like this:
Something is wrong and needs to be corrected.
Something is threatening and needs to be prevented.
Something is inviting and needs to be accepted.
Something is missing and needs to be provided.
Were you able to come up with an action that would close the gap? For example,
were you able to justify taking or not taking the job? Through this process, we can
say that the decision-making process begins with the perception of a gap and ends
with the action that will close or narrow the gap (adapted from Arnold, 1978).

The Horse Grooming Case
The city of Rochester recently created a mounted police unit within the city's police
department. The mounted police were to be used to patrol large gatherings, particularly in downtown areas. The city purchased the horses, trained the police
officers to patrol on the horses, and rented the stables in which to keep the three
newly acquired animals. One issue remained-how to groom the horses.
Andrea Alvarez, a management analyst from the police department's budget
office, was asked to look into the situation. She had no idea as to the type of care the
horses needed, and she knew that she must begin by learning what was required. She
visited stables where horses were kept and talked to their owners, who referred her
to the horse groomers. Horses require daily grooming, with several benefits (including the horses' health). Preferably, the grooming would take place in the stables
where the horses were housed. Andrea learned that horse groomers could be hired
full-time, part-time, or on an hourly basis, depending on the needs of the city.
The chief of police, Chief Lewis, asked Andrea for a recommendation to help him
make the hiring decision. He was concerned about the cost of these horses and did
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not want to add to it, but at the same time he understood the need for care of the
animals. After interviewing members of the mounted police, horse owners, and horse
groomers, learning the costs and benefits of horse grooming, and reviewing the needs
of the horses in the city, Andrea determined that there were four options available:
I. Hire a full-time horse groomer to care for the horses. This person would be fully
trained to meet the grooming needs of the horses and also would be able to
identify health needs when they arose. Of course, this would involve the highest
cost, as this person would be a full-time city employee with city benefits.
2. Hire a part-time horse groomer to care for the horses. There currently were
only three horses on the force. The horse groomer could be hired for 4 hours
a day to come in and groom the three horses. Additional grooming would
need to be done by the police officers, who also would be responsible for
identifying health needs. The cost of a part-time horse groomer would be
lower, but the officers might be taken away from patrol to groom the horses.
3. Contract a horse groomer on an hourly basis to care only for the city's horses.
This person would require an hourly rate but would not receive city benefits.
The availability of the horse groomer would have to be negotiated at the time
of the contract negotiations.
4. The horses were in rented stables with groomers available, and the groomers

could be added to the rent of the stables. Because some of the other horse
owners who used the stables had experience with the groomers, the quality
of the groomers' work could be checked. The cost would be expected to be
less than that of using a separately contracted horse groomer because these
people already were in the stables.
You are the management analyst who needs to make recommendations on the
alternatives to the chief of police. Based on your knowledge, which option would
you recommend? Why?

Package Delivery: Exercising Moral Imagination
You work for the postal service and have been delivering mail and packages to the
same urban neighborhood for the last 5 years. One of the older adult homeowners
where you deliver is not at home and she has asked you to leave packages on the
front step to avoid having to make a trip to the post office. This is the first package
that she has received while not at home. It is the policy of the post office in your
area to not leave packages unattended. Let's examine and answer questions you will
need to consider in exercising moral imagination:
I. What is the values dilemma presented in this short case study? What values
seem at issue as you define the problem?
2. Who are the stakeholders and how would they define the problem? What are
the values of greatest importance to these stakeholders?
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3. What is at stake for you? What are your values? Are there motives that may
be persuading you in one direction instead of another?
4. What are the facts that need to be considered? What assumptions are you
making?

s.

Are there values in conflict now that you have a better understanding of the
problem?

6. Are there assumptions that should be tested prior to making the decision?
7. How might you go about testing these assumptions?

Identify Options
l. Who is responsible for resolving this dilemma?
2. How would you define success in this situation? How would other stakeholders define success?
3. What are the options available to you? List the positive and negative for each
of these options.

Make and Implement a Decision
l. What options best satisfy your core values while acknowledging and faithfully considering the values of other stakeholders?
2. How will you implement your chosen option and mitigate negative impact?
SOURCE Adapted from Newell. 2008, p. 31.

Ways of Thinking
An effective public manager is one who is able to identify which problems are within
the scope of managerial decision making and then make an effective and responsible
decision. A good decision in terms of effectiveness is one that is high in quality, is
timely, and is both understandable and acceptable to those whose support is needed
for implementation (Schermerhorn, Hunt, & Osborn, 1994). A good decision in
terms of responsibility is one that is consistent with the public interest and offers the
greatest value for the public's money. In the public sector, good decision making
must meet both criteria. Time must be spent early in the decision-making process to
uncover hidden or ethical concerns (Nutt, 2002). Ethical dilemmas may go undetected while decisions are made and surface later. This can be avoided if the decision
maker takes steps to allow the exploration of ethical questions about a decision to be
voiced as the decision-making effort unfolds (Nutt, 2001).
The defining characteristic of a high-performing organization is its ability to make
good decisions in a timely manner. Rogers and Blenko (2006) found that these
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successful organizations tend to follow seven clear principles: ( 1) Some decisions
matter more than others. Being able to distinguish in your organization what truly
matters will be crucial to its success. (2) Action or implementation should be the goal.
An objective as consensus hinders implementation; for decision making, the term
buy-in will likely be more productive than consensus (p. 59). (3) Ambiguity is the
enemy for decisions, as clear accountability is desirable. The RAPID technique discussed later in this chapter, can help reduce ambiguity. (4) Timeliness is crucial for
effective decision making and adaptability is paramount during times of rapid
change. Creating an environment where groups are able to meet with short notice is
important in most organizations and critical during times of crisis. (5) The organization chart should not determine the decision roles, but rather the person in the applicable role at the right time should determine the roles. (6) Measures and incentives,
information flow, and culture reinforce decision-making roles. (7) The people that
will need to live with the new decisions should be involved in the decision making.
As a public or nonprofit manager, you must be aware of two initial steps in
the decision-making process. First, you must identify the problem and its elements.
In the problem-identification phase, you might ask questions such as the following.
Is the problem easy to deal with? Might the problem resolve itself? Is this your decision to make? Is this a solvable problem within the context of the organization? In
this process, you probably will want to keep in mind some appropriate models of
decision making. Second, you will need to manage the involvement of others in the
decision-making process, taking into account tradeoffs between quality and speed.
If quality is most important and you seek a decision that is accurate, creative, and
likely to be accepted by others, then you probably will want to engage various individuals and groups in the decision-making process. In this way, you can have more
people contributing ideas, you can divide up complex tasks, you can conduct a
more thorough search for alternatives, and you probably can generate more alternatives and stimulate greater interest. But if efficiency is paramount and defined in
terms of how quickly the decision is made, then you probably will have to resort to
making the decision on your own. In the following subsections, we examine three
aspects of the decision process: ( 1) models of decision making, (2) who should be
involved, and (3) what techniques are available.

Models of Decision Making
In 1971, Graham Allison published The Essence of Decision, in which he analyzed the
Cuban missile crisis that President Kennedy faced during the early 1960s. Although
Allison's specific example today is quite dated, the categories he developed to understand the decision process in this case remain extremely helpful and can be applied
to other situations. Essentially, Allison suggested that there are three perspectives
that one might use to analyze a major governmental decision: ( 1) the rational model,
(2) the organizational process model, and (3) the governmental politics model.
(These sometimes are identified as Model I, Model II, and Model III, respectively.)
Allison's basic argument was that, depending on which model or perspective you
employ to understand the decision process, you see different things.
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As an illustration, Allison described someone watching a chess match. Initially,

most observers would assume that the chess players move the pieces in a strategic
fashion toward the goal of winning the match. This way of understanding the
situation-focusing on the goal as well as strategies and tactics to reach that
goal-is consistent with the rational model. But someone else might look at the
same match and conclude that the players were not single individuals and that,
instead, the game was being carried out by a loose alliance of semi-independent
"organizations," each moving its pieces (e.g., rooks, bishops, pawns) according to
some standard operating procedures. This view would be consistent with the
assumptions of the organizational process model. Finally, still another observer
might watch the chess match and assume that the game was the result of a number
of distinct players, with separate objectives but with shared power over the individual pieces, operating through a process of collegial bargaining (Allison, 1971, p. 7).
This view would be consistent with the governmental politics model. In any case,
Allison described the three models as conceptual lenses that magnify, highlight,
and reveal but that also distort or blur our vision. He called for greater awareness
of our choices among the three approaches.
In the following subsections, we organize our discussion around these three
perspectives of decision making (the rational model, the organizational process
model, and the governmental politics model). In each case, we examine the basic
premises of Allison's approach as well as some of the prior thinking that led to
Allison's formulation. Then we note some more recent interpretations of decision
making that at least loosely correspond to Allison's three models.

The Rational Model
We begin with a general and familiar description of how decision making takes
place, either in organizations or for individuals. Within the organizational context,
decision making is the process by which "courses of action are chosen (from among
alternatives) in pursuit of organizational goals" (Murray, 1986, p. 10). From an
individual perspective, decision making can be expressed as a course of action chosen from among alternatives in pursuit of personal goals. Basically, when we think
of decision making, we tend to think of a process involving the following five phases
(Elbing, 1970; Harrison, 1975; Murray, 1986; Pressman, 1973):
I. Pre-analysis phase. Situations are defined.
2. Analytic phase. Situations that affect goals are perceived, and information
about them is gathered.
3. Design phase. Options are crystallized to deal with the situation.
4. Choice phase. Alternatives are evaluated, and the optimal choice is selected.
5. Implementation phase. The alternative that is chosen to meet the specific situation is implemented.
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Jn the rational model, these phases for decision making are performed deliberately and consciously, relying on the rationality of the decision maker's thoughts and
behaviors. Allison ( 1971) proposed the rational model as the classical and dominant
orientation to decision making. This model assumes "human purposeness both in
individual behavior and in the broader scope issues such as foreign policy" (p. 30).
Moreover, it assumes that individuals and groups behave rationally in decision making and when they take other actions. And to behave rationally generally is understood to mean that people try to maximize the value they receive in any situation.
That is, they make value-maximizing choices.
There actually are several variations on the theme of rationality. The classic
"economic man" argument suggests that people consider all available alternatives
and then make choices that maximize the values they receive. For example, if you
are buying a car, then you get complete information on all cars that meet certain
minimum criteria and then make the choice that provides the best value-the best
combination of price, features, and quality that you desire. But Herbert Simon
(1976), in his classic Administrative Behavior, argued that real people cannot quite
handle all of the information that is available and that they do not have the decision-making prowess required to fit the assumptions of economic man.
Instead, Simon (1976) suggested that, as humans, we have cognitive limits.
Because we cannot deal with all of the possible aspects of a problem or process all
of the information that might be available, we do the next best thing; we choose to
tackle meaningful subsets thereof and make decisions that might not maximize
value but are at least satisfactory. As Simon put it, we "satisfice." In the example of
buying a car, instead of searching out all of the information available and making a
purely rational decision, you are more likely to look at different cars until you find
one that meets your minimum criteria. Then you buy that car. However, note that
you still are seeking a rational decision; you just are limited in your capacity to
achieve such a decision in all cases. Although what Simon called "administrative
man" cannot attain the same degree of rationality as can economic man, administrative man does the best with what he has.
Allison also equated the "rational man" with the classical economic man or at
least with its variant, administrative man. In either case, our goal is to make valuemaximizing choices to the extent that we can. Also included in the rational model
are the assumptions that decisions are orderly (not disorderly), intentional (not
unintentional), purposeful (not random), deliberate (not chaotic), consistent (not
inconsistent), responsible (not irresponsible), accountable (not unaccountable),
explainable (not unexplainable), and rational (not irrational). The result is a decision model characterized by rational calculation of the costs and benefits of various
alternatives. Both Allison and Lindblom provided similar interpretations of the
rational decision-making model. Allison (1971) viewed the process as having the
following four steps:
I. Translate goals and objectives into payoffs and utility.
2. Choose among alternatives.
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3. Consider the consequences.
4. Select the alternative whose consequences have the greatest utility. (pp. 29-30)
Similarly, Lindblom (1959, 1979) suggested that the rational decision-making
process involves the following:
• All related values are prioritized (e.g., full employment, healthy children,
adults with health insurance).
• All possible policy outcomes are rated as more or less efficient in achieving
these goals.
• All possible alternatives are outlined and require a systematic comparison to
determine which one would result in the greatest value.
• The choice that maximizes values is chosen.
Regardless of whether the assumptions of the rational model actually are carried out in practice, the model is attractive as a way of thinking about problems.
Indeed, because it is so useful for explaining and predicting behavior, it is the
model most familiar to us. Allison and Zelikow (1999) illustrated the pervasiveness of the model by asking individuals to react to another nation's unexpected
behavior. They specified three occasions: ( l) the expansion into Eastern Europe by
Hitler, (2) the transfer of missiles into Cuba by the Soviet Union, and (3) the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq. The overwhelming response of those questioned was to
make sense of what happened, to develop reasons and motivations, to explore the
intentions of various actors, and to assume a careful and deliberate calculation of
the consequences of various outcomes. In other words, they tried to fit these
aggressive and risky situations into the rational model and assumed that the government action was primarily the result of a single actor behaving under the
assumptions of rational behavior. So, even when other models might be more
appropriate for explanation and prediction, we tend to rely on the rational model
to make sense out of decisions. In a recent study of almost 400 nonroutine organizational decisions, Nutt (2005) found that "a rational, goal-directed approach
was the most effective way to search" for solutions to problems. Setting goals clears
ambiguity and increases the decision makers' chance of success. Conversely,
"problem-directed searches were seldom successful, no matter what protocol was
used to uncover a solution" (p. 870).
The modern rational choice models introduce the element of self-interest, which
seeks to explain the inconsistencies between the rational goal of the organization
and the individual interests of the actor (Glaser, Aristigueta, & Payton, 2000). The
notion of self-interest acknowledges that rationality is just one of the many potential influences on the decision-making process. In the 2000 presidential election, a
very close race left the final count of votes in the state of Florida critical to the election of Al Gore or George W. Bush as president of the United States. Both the
Democrats and the Republicans made early accusations of self-interest. The
Democrats blamed the Republican secretary of state, Katherine Harris, for acting
out of self-interest in certifying the election before all avenues had been contested.
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The Republicans blamed the Democrats for not wanting to bring the election to
closure, which they considered to be in the best interest of the American people (in
this case, it also would be in the Republican candidate's favor). The secretary of
state, by imposing deadlines and requirements in the counties, believed that she was
acting rationally in ruling that the votes could be certified. Was the secretary of state
acting out of self-interest, or was she being rational? Or should we say that rationality and self-interest coexist?
Examples of other public decision debacles include the British Millennium Dome
and Euro Disney. The Dome, which opened on January l, 2000, was hyped as a futuristic, flashy, and high-tech project to usher in the new millennium. Within weeks of
opening, the project became a national embarrassment with high admission fees
and lower than forecast attendance. Politicians argued over who was to blame. The
government put 785 million pounds into the project and 175 million more to keep it
afloat. Now, bidders plan to bulldoze the building and use its picturesque location on
the river Thames to build something else (Nutt, 2001 ).
Euro Disney is another example of decision failure resulting from the building
of the Disney park in France without, among other things, taking culture into consideration. An American park in the United States made "Americana" accessible to
Europeans; yet in Europe it was less appealing. Disney applied its old formulas,
replete with historical and cultural assumptions. It limited its downside cost risk
but did not consider how to adapt to European culture to ensure revenues would
cover the cost. Warning signs were ignored, although expressed at the press conference. Estimates of park and hotel use were overoptimistic, which suppressed the
true risk of the project (Nutt, 2001 ).
How do decision debacles happen? Are they preventable? Can the risks and the
magnitude of the losses be foreseen? Can a debacle be headed off with a midcourse
correction? What lessons might we learn from experiences?
There is a growing wave of criticism of the rational model. One part of this
criticism is the recognition that values and feelings also play an important role in
decision making (Etzioni, 1988). In addition, habits, moral feelings, and values that
have nothing to do with rationality may guide our behavior (Camic, 1985). Finally,
Janis and Mann ( 1977) criticized the rational approach for its disregard of a holistic
picture of human nature, which for us would include culture. Assuming consistency, intentionality, purposefulness, and rationality on the part of individuals
invariably leads to misunderstanding and possibly false assumptions. Choosing
other models as alternative conceptual lenses avoids this trap and can offer different
insights by highlighting different aspects of the decision process.

The Organizational Process Model
An alternative to the rational model sees government as composed of many
loosely allied organizations, each with its own set of leaders. One individual leader
rarely can control the behavior of so many different organizations. To accomplish
the necessary complex tasks, the behavior of a large number of individuals must be
coordinated (Allison & Zelikow, 1999). According to Allison and Zelikow, Model I
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(the rational model) "examines the logic of consequences," whereas Model II (the
organizational behavior model) "explains the logic of the action" (p.146). The latter
model includes the possibility of multiple agents in the decision-making process.
But under this model, decision makers are constrained by standard operating procedures that tend to make decision outcomes somewhat predictable.
We can think of an organization as the pattern of communication and relationships in a group that provides each member with information and assumptions,
goals, and attitudes that enter into his or her decisions. These patterns mean that
individual members develop standard ways of reacting to situations they confront.
"A sales manager reacts like a sales manager because he occupies a particular organizational position, receives particular kinds of communications, is responsible for
particular sub-goals, and experiences particular kinds of pressure" (Simon, 1976,
p. xix). More generally, an organization's influence on decision making is exercised by (a) dividing tasks among its members, (b) establishing standard practices,
(c) transmitting objectives throughout the organization, (d) providing channels of
communication that run in all directions, and (e) training and indoctrinating its
members with the knowledge, skills, and values of the organization (Beach, 1990).
Allison and Zelikow (1999) outlined five characteristics of the organizational
behavior model:
I. Individuals must be organized in a structured way to achieve an objective.
2. Organizations create capabilities for performing tasks that otherwise would
be impossible.
3. Existing organizations and programs constrain behavior.
4. An organizational culture emerges that shapes the behavior of individuals
within organizations.
5. Organizations form a sort of technology in which groups of individuals work
together in developing procedures to complete designated tasks. (p. 145)
Incrementalism, an alternative to the rational model Lindblom offered, is the
key to the organizational process model. Lindblom rejected the notion that most
decisions are made by rational processes. Instead, he found that decisions are
dependent on small incremental choices made in response to short-term conditions. His theory suggests that decision making is "controlled infinitely more by
events and circumstances than by the will of those in policy-making positions" (as
cited in Shafritz & Russell, 2000, p. 52). According to Lindblom, the bargaining
process characteristic of government produces incremental "muddling through"
that is quite different from the comprehensive choices of a centralized authority
acting according to the dictates of rationality. Inevitably, the analysis of alternatives
for action and the choice of values and goals that inform the decision become so
intertwined that they are indistinguishable.
Criticisms of the organizational process model include the fact that decision
makers are prevented from forecasting the future and acting on the basis of a
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predetermined vision. Decision makers are forced to make incremental changes
based on standard operating procedures. Critics also point out that organizations
create their own institutionalized rationality (Fligstein, 1992). A study of hospitals
and their use of cesarean sections illustrates this point. In an empirical study,
Goodrich and Salancik ( 1996) found that the rates of cesarean sections for childbirth in hospitals were not related to best medical practice but rather were based
on organizational standards of procedure. This case provides a vivid illustration
of the concerns presented by using standard operating procedures instead of
what is in the best interest of the mother's health.
A related model emphasizes the legal aspects of decision making. In its most
simple and direct form, law is concerned with the conduct of individuals in the
context of the social, political, and economic order (Murray, 1986 ). The legal model
consists of the sum total of principles and procedures that a society has adopted
and relies on to function properly. In using this model for decision making, the law
is used as a guiding principle, requiring reasoned decisions and fundamental fairness. Legal models are viewed as administrative tools in that "they aid in decision
making, enhance efficiency, reduce arbitrariness, improve morale, and provide
defenses when agencies' actions are challenged" (Cooper, 1996, p. 134). The legal
model looks to the Constitution, laws, courts, and contractual obligations for
specificity on procedures, requirements, and responsibilities. Under this model, the
law is an essential device for accomplishing the responsibilities entrusted to public
and nonprofit administrators.

The Governmental Politics Model
This model acknowledges that decisions in government (and other institutions)
are made through a collaborative process that, in reality, bears little resemblance to
a single executive making a rational choice. Under the governmental politics model,
decisions are group efforts that involve bargaining among players with different
and competing interests. According to Allison {1971), "To explain why a particular
formal governmental process was made, or why one pattern of governmental
behavior emerged, it is necessary to identify the games and players; to display the
coalitions, bargains, and compromises; and to convey some feel for the confusion"
(p. 146). Similarly, Wilson (1989) emphasized the important role that constituents
play in government, referring to them as "the principal source of power" (p. 204).
The governmental politics model is most readily understood by defining what
it is not. First, it is not a model with a single unitary decision maker; rather, it
involves a number of actors with their own agendas, priorities, and timetables.
Second, this model does not focus on single strategic issues at stake in a decision
but rather recognizes complex multilevel issues being considered by groups of
actors with multiple interests and agendas and operating in different social
spheres simultaneously. For example, a cabinet secretary in a state department is
responsible to the governor, departmental staff, the various interests served by the
department, the public, and the secretary's own profession and career. The decisions that the secretary makes will affect and be affected by multiple stakeholders,
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as will the subsequent actions taken. Third, this model does not describe a single
rational choice; instead, it offers "the pulling and hauling that is politics" (Allison,
1971, p. 144). Bargaining actually is a collection of decisions that often is assembled
more haphazardly than logically. Most issues-for example, the Asian economic
meltdown, the proliferation of nuclear weapons, or trade with China-emerge
piecemeal over time, one lump in one context, a second in another (Allison &
Zelikow, 1999). Hundreds of issues compete for players' attention every day. Each
player is forced to fix on the relevant issues for that day, deal with each on its own
terms, and rush on to the next. Thus, the character of emerging issues and the
pace at which the game is played converge to yield government "decisions" and
"actions" as collages (p. 257).
According to Nutt (2005), political explanations have three premises. First,
important decisions are thought to stem from compromises a coalition makes.
Conflict of interests overrides bounded rationality. Furthermore, when feeling
pressure from stakeholders that have conflicting interests, "decision makers claimed
to seek a politically safe choice and adjust their preferences accordingly" (p. 872). In
a study of 343 decisions, Nutt found that only 14% involved delegation of the
choice to a coalition, suggesting that this is not the dominant means of decision
making in organizations.
The major contribution of the governmental politics model is that it places
the actor within a context. Each person is influenced by his or her position, perceptions, practices, and priorities. How problems are defined and how agendas
are set are critical considerations in explaining decisions and their results. Issues
originate from a variety of sources, ranging from pragmatic considerations to
strategic goals and values. For example, a potential increase in tuition at a state
university involves various actors-the board of regents, state legislators, perhaps even the governor. How the potential increase is received will vary among
the many actors affected by it-the parents or students paying tuition, employers
covering employees' educational expenses, and the faculty and administration of
the university. What would be the reaction of these actors? Can you think of
additional actors on both the decision-making and receiving ends of the decision process?
Another popular approach to decision making bearing some resemblance to the
governmental politics model is what has been called the "garbage can model."
Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972), whose original work focused on universities as a
form of "organized anarchy;' developed the garbage can model. "These organizations could then be viewed as having a collection of choice opportunities, solutions
looking for problems, and participants looking for work" (Takahashi, 1997, p. 92).
Choice opportunities are occasions when organizations are expected to produce
decisions. For example, in the university setting, the administration may ask a university program to decide whether it would like to implement a PhD program in
the School of Public Administration. Participants are characterized in terms of the
energy they have available for problem solving. The school director would determine which faculty members would be available to work on the issue and are interested in doing so. The faculty members would be asked to participate in the
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decision-making process. Problems are characterized by how much energy will be
required to make a choice. After selecting the faculty members, a committee chair
would be assigned. The committee would decide on the issues that must be
addressed, such as the curriculum, additional faculty, recruiting of students, and
the energy required to supervise doctoral students. Solutions recognize the potential
energy that is necessary to solve a problem. The committee would then make a decision, given to the department head, on whether or not to consider adding a doctoral
program based on the resources that are available.
Under this model, decision processes are affected by the timing of problems,
solutions, participants, and choice opportunities, all of which are assumed to be
independent. The choice opportunity is viewed as the garbage can in which the
participants dump problems, solutions, and energy. Once the garbage can is full,
or once all of the alternatives associated with it have been exhausted, it is removed
from the decision-making process. Each of the following three scenarios would
lead to a full garbage can in that a decision could be made (Takahashi, 1997, p. 92).

Decision making by resolution. The choice resolves problems after some period of
time working on them. In the university example just cited, we could say that the
decision was reached by resolution. The committee wrote an action plan to address
the proposal for the PhD program.

Decision making by flight. When the choice resolves no problems after some period
of time working on them, the decision can be made if the problems leave the choice
opportunity. The decision could have been made by flight if the committee had not
been able to reach consensus on the need or interest for a PhD program in public
administration.
Decision making by oversight. If there is effective energy available to make the new
decision before problems become activated, then the decision will be made with
minimal energy. On the other hand, the decision could have been made by oversight if the school director, after consulting with faculty, had decided that it was in
the best interest of the school to develop a proposal for a PhD program and took it
upon him- or herself to do so.
Takahashi's ( 1997) empirical research revealed that "decision making by flight is
a regular feature of the usual decision processes of white-collar workers in Japanese
firms" (p. 106). Takahashi found that an increase in workload increases the use of
flight when an organization has a high degree of anarchy. He was not surprised by
his findings and did not find the high flight ratio to mean failure in an organization
with competent organizational workers. "In fact, it is directly [the] responsible
managers for efficiency who have the high flight ratio in comparison with the others in Japanese firms" (p. 106). This is attributed to bounded rationality, where the
heavy workload makes it difficult for the organization to operate smoothly and
satisfactorily (March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1976).
In addition, critics have noted that because, in this model, managers make decisions in small increments that make sense to them, they may simply generate
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actions that will make them look good (Starbuck, 1983) or protect them from
looking bad. In fact, an analysis of decision making during the Cuban missile crisis led to the conclusion that decisions were made to avoid failure rather than to
achieve success (Anderson, 1983). Perhaps a similar statement could be made of
political decisions during the war in Vietnam.
Finally, Mintzberg and colleagues ( 1976) studied how people actually choose
from among alternatives by developing a content analysis of 25 strategic decisions.
They found that judgmental, bargaining, and analytical approaches were used to
evaluate alternatives. Judgment was evidenced by decision makers in applying their
intuition to select among courses of action without explaining the reasoning or
rationale. Bargaining was said to occur when parties to the decision negotiated to
reach an agreement. Analysis was used to produce factual evaluation. Mintzberg
and fellow researchers found that judgment was the method used most frequently
and that analysis was the method applied least frequently. Bargaining was used
when opposition arose.

Who Should Be Involved?
A second major area of decision making addresses the question of who should be
involved in the decision process. In this regard, there are three basic methods of
decision making: ( 1) Authoritative decisions are those an individual makes alone or
on behalf of the group. (2) Consultative decisions also are decisions an individual
makes, but in this case they are made after seeking input from or consulting with
members of the group. (3) Group decisions are those all members of the group
make, ideally through consensus. Naturally, there are advantages and disadvantages
to each approach. As noted earlier, involving many people in the process may result
in a better decision because many will have had the opportunity to think of the pros
and cons and therefore will be more likely to support a decision in which they have
been involved. On the other hand, involving many also may sacrifice efficiency
given that the more people who are involved, the more time-consuming the decision-making process becomes. In group decision making, the process is slower than
if an individual were to make the decision. Nutt (2005) found that in group decision making, goal setting was more important than selecting the team's members
or the solution protocol to be used. This has implications for teams and is discussed
further in Chapter 10.
Moreover, there is the possibility of groupthink, a mode of thinking that occurs
when people are deeply involved in a cohesive group and their desire for unanimity
offsets their motivation to appraise alternative courses of action. Janis ( 1971) wrote,
"My belief is that we can best understand the various symptoms of groupthink as a
mental effort among group members to maintain ... emotional equanimity by
providing social support to each other" (p. 174). For example, imagine a college
classroom near the end of the period. A couple of students still have questions, but
as they look around the room, they see their classmates packing to leave. Rather
than ask their questions, they conform to the class standard and head for the door.
The power of the group has displaced the goal of learning. Figure 5.2 provides a
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Leader
Assign everyone the role of critical evaluator.
Be impartial; do not state preferences.
Assign the devil's advocate role to at least one of the group members.

Organization
Set up several independent groups to study the same issue.
Train managers and group leaders in groupthink prevention techniques.

lndlvldual
Be a critical thinker.
Discuss group deliberations with a trusted outsider; report back to the group.

Process
Periodically break the group into subgroups to discuss the issues.
Take time to study external factors.
Hold second-chance meetings to rethink issues before making a
commitment.

Figure 5.2

Prescriptions for Prevention of Groupthink

SOURCE: From Janis. Groupthink, 2E. C> 1982 Wadsworth, a part of (engage Learning, Inc.
Reproduced by permission. www.cengage.com/permissions

prescription for the prevention of groupthink. That prescription requires critical
thinking on the part of individuals and groups to avoid contamination of the process or goal displacement. Contamination of the process or goal displacement is
encountered when the cohesion of the group overcomes the process for decision
making or the goal for the assignment.
Vroom and Yetton (1973) put forth an extremely detailed formulation of the
issue of participation, further developed by Vroom and Jago ( 1988). The VroomYetton model focuses on the question of when or under what circumstances managers should involve others in decision making. In this model, the matter of
participation is viewed as more complex than simply having subordinates participate or not. Rather, there are five different levels of participation that are included
in the model and listed in Figure 5.3. This leads to the question: Which of these
levels of participation is appropriate in any given situation? (Note that for some
situations, two or more participation levels are likely to produce decisions that lead
to successful results.)
To answer this question, the leader is advised to work through the decision tree
presented in Figure 5.4. The decision tree initially appears complex but, in fact, is
easy to use. One begins under Point A by asking Question A. (All questions must be
answered with a yes or no. No answers of maybe or sometimes are allowed.)
Depending on the answer, one proceeds to either Question B (for a yes response to
Question A) or Question D (for a no response to Question A). One continues
answering questions as indicated on the decision tree until reaching an endpoint.
Each endpoint is numbered and is followed by a listed set of participation levels.
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Symbol

Definition

Al

You solve the problem or make the decision yourself using the
information available to you at the time.

All

You obtain any necessary information from subordinates and then
decide on a solution to the problem yourself. You may or may not tell
subordinates the purpose of your questions or give information about
the problem or decision on which you are working. The input
provided by them clearly is in response to your request for specific
information. They do not play a role in the definition of the problem or
in generating or evaluating alternative solutions.

Cl

You share the problem with the relevant subordinates individually,
getting their ideas and suggestions without bringing them together as
a group. Then you make the decision. The decision may or may not
reflect your subordinates' influence.

Cll

You share the problem with your subordinates in a group meeting. In
this meeting, you obtain their ideas and suggestions. Then you make
the decision, which may or may not reflect your subordinates' influence.

Gii

You share the problem with your subordinates as a group. Together
you generate and evaluate alternatives and attempt to reach
agreement (consensus) on a solution. Your role is much like that of a
chairperson-coordinating the discussion, keeping it focused on the
problem, and making sure that the critical issues are discussed. You
can then provide the group with information or ideas that you have.
But you do not try to "press" group members to adopt "your"
solutions, and you are willing to accept and implement any solution
that has the support of the entire group.

Figure 5.3

Levels of Participation in Decision Making

SOURCE Adaptation of Figure 9.3 "Decision-Process Flow Chart for Both Individual and Group
Problems" from Leadership and Decision-Making, by Victor H. Vroom and Philip W. Yetton, © 1973.
Reprinted by permission of the University of Pittsburgh Press.

(These refer to the participation levels listed in Figure 5.3.) This is a "feasible set;'
meaning that each of the levels listed in the set is likely to result in a successful
outcome.
But this does not mean that there is no reason to pick one style over another
within the set, for the styles are ordered in terms of the amount of time it will take
to reach a decision. The fastest approach is listed first, then next fastest is listed
second, and so on. Again, the model takes into account the type of decision being
made (a process aided by the decision tree) and then offers a level of participation
that is most likely to be successful.
There is one more question to consider when reviewing who should be involved:
Are the decisions that we are making representative of the demographics of stakeholders? Let's examine why diversity should be considered in decision making.
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A.
B.
C.
0.
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Does the problem possess a quality requirement?

Do you have sufficient information to make a high-quality decision?

Is the problem structured?
Is acceptance of the decision by subordinates important to effective implementation?
E. If you were to make the decision by yourself, is it reasonably certain that it would be
accepted by your subordinates?
F. Do subordinates share the organizational goals to be attained in solving the problem?
G. Is there likely to be conflict among subordinates over preferred solutions?

1: Al, All, Cl, Cll, Gii

No
3: Al, All, Cl, Cll, Gii

State
the

Problem

68: Cl,Cll
8: All, Cl, Cll, Gii

12:Cll

Figure 5.4

Decision Tree for Determining Levels of Participation

SOURCE: Adaptation of Table 2.1, "Decision Methods for Group and Individual Problems" from Leadership

and Decision-Making, by Victor H. Vroom and Philip W. Yetton, C 1973. Reprinted by permission of the
University of Pittsburgh Press.

Diversity and Decision Making
The focus on diversity in the workplace results in part from demographic
shifts of racial and ethnic minorities, women, and older workers in the domestic
workforce, and pressures of globalization (Wentling & Palma-Rivas, 2000); but
more important, it is crucial for a representative democracy. As Mosher (1968)
argued, "representativeness concerns the origin of individuals and the degree to
which, collectively, they mirror the whole society" (p. 15). Mosher viewed diversity as being crucial for decision making and policy: "Persons drawn from diverse
groups ... will bring to bear upon decisions and activities different perspectives,
knowledge, values, and abilities. And the products of their interaction will very
likely differ from the products where they are all of a single genre" (p. 16). This
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enhances the organization, as a diverse work environment provides an increased
awareness of global opportunities, a more cogent approach to problem identification and solution, and a check on the insidious effects of groupthink (Dunphy,
2004; Esser, 1998; Larkey, 1996; Milliken & Martins, 1996; Morehead, Neck, &
West, 1998; Watson, Johnson, & Merritt, 1998).
Management of diversity may be seen as a new organizational paradigm where
differences are recognized, valued, and engaged (Gilbert, Stead, & Ivancevich, 1999;
Pless & Maak, 2004). The goal of managing diversity is to increase awareness of
ethical questions related to difference in the workplace and to help managers
engage in dialogue to solve complex moral issues (Kujala & Pietilainen, 2007).
Effectively managing diversity increases creativity in decision making, reduces
diversity-related conflict, improves cross-cultural understanding, and provides
more functional interpretation of pluralistic differences (Combs & Luthans, 2007;
Cox, 2000; Cox & Beale, 1997; Dass & Parker, 1996). Europeans, Africans, Native
Americans, Asians, and other racial groups possess unique cultural norms and
values that affect their decisions (White & Rice, 2005).

What Techniques Are Available to Assist You?
There are a variety of techniques to assist you in various aspects of the decisionmaking process. In this section, we examine two popular techniques for securing
more information and then discuss several others for choosing from among alternatives. Let's start by providing a framework for the process of decision making, or
assigning clear and specific roles for the decision maker(s).

The Decision-Making Primer
You may recall earlier in the chapter the bottlenecks that can occur when
employees do not feel accountable for the decision or many are involved in the
decision-making process. Rogers and Blenko (2006) have designed a process they
refer to as RAPID for assigning clear roles and responsibilities. The elements of the
process are as follows:

Recommend. The responsibility of the person in this role is to make a proposal
by gathering input and providing the right evidence and analysis to make a
timely decision. Recommenders must have analytical skills, common sense, and
organizational smarts.
Agree. The Recommender has veto power over recommendations. In the event
that agreement or consensus cannot be reached, the Recommender may need to
go to the Decider.
Input. People that are involved in the implementation are sought for recommendations. Successful implementation requires Input although the Recommender
is not bound by the recommendations.
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Decide. The Decider has responsibility for the ultimate decision and will ultimately be held accountable for the decision. The Decider may also resolve any
impasse and commit the organization to implementation.
Perform. A person or group of people, which may or may not include the decision makers, are now responsible for the implementation. (p. SS)

Focus Groups
Focus groups are a popular method for receiving input from a large number of
individuals, serving as "group interviews" (Morgan, 1997, p. 1). A typical focus
group consists of 10 to 12 people brought together to discuss a particular topic,
usually with the help of a trained facilitator. Focus groups may be used for problem
identification, planning, implementation, or assessment. Managers then use the
data gathered from these meetings to make decisions.
Focus groups require careful planning. Indeed, Morgan (1998) recommended
that the planning occur throughout the whole project. He described the focus
group process as consisting of four basic steps:
1. Planning. This step requires the anticipation of major decisions that will need

to be made.
2. Recruiting. Having well-targeted participants is as important as asking
good questions or using a skilled facilitator. "Problems with recruitment
are the single most common reason why things go wrong in focus group
projects" (p. 4).
3. Moderating. Effective recruiting and good questions will greatly aid the
facilitator or moderator in the focus group endeavor.
4. Analysis and reporting. The information gathered during the focus group is
finally analyzed and reported so that it can be used in the decision-making
process.
Focus groups can be used in many ways. For example, a federal agency wanted
to learn why its national health promotion campaign was having little effect.
Focus groups indicated that the message in the existing advertising was too complex and then considered simpler ways of expressing the same ideas. A large
nonprofit organization wanted to increase its activities in the African American
community. Through a nationwide series of focus groups, the organization
learned that it was virtually unknown, despite an advertising campaign that it
thought was geared to African Americans. A state agency that was facing major
cutbacks wanted to provide a job counseling program that would be of practical
use to its former employees. Focus groups revealed the need for different programs for those who wanted jobs that were similar to their old ones as opposed
to those who wanted to pursue new careers.
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Brainstorming
Originally developed during the 1930s in the advertising industry, brainstorming
is a method of generating a large number of ideas in a short period of time
(Rawlinson, 1981 ). More specifically, brainstorming typically is used to create ideas
and generate alternatives. Brainstorming is one of the most widely used and, unfortunately, misused techniques for fostering creativity. The key concept behind brainstorming is to increase thinking creatively and generating solutions by prohibiting
criticism. Its misuse most commonly takes the form of participants failing to
understand or adhere to its ground rules. Brainstorming works best when the following guidelines are followed:
1. State the problem clearly and neutrally. It can be helpful to restate the problem
using the phrase "How can I/we ... ?" Post the stated problem where it can
be easily seen.
2. Generate ideas using ground rules. Rules may include the following: There is
no judgment made about the ideas as they are being generated, the objective is to generate the greatest quantity (not quality) of ideas, all ideas (even
wild ones) are welcomed, and it is appropriate to embellish, or "piggyback,"
on ideas.
Group brainstorming sessions tend to work best when someone takes on the role
of facilitator. The facilitator reminds the group of the ground rules and helps the
group to enforce them, for example, by stopping participants who might begin
evaluating other people's ideas. Rawlinson ( 1981) suggested that these ground rules
are so important to successful brainstorming that they always should be put on
display during the brainstorming session. Wycoff ( 1995) suggested a number of
additional ways of enhancing group brainstorming sessions:
1. Allow time for individual idea generation. Allow 3 to 5 minutes of silent
individual brainstorming before beginning the group brainstorming session. This can reduce anxiety and prevent a "follow the leader" type of
thought process.
2. Alternate between small groups and large groups. Groups of three or four can
make it easier for people who are too shy or reticent to participate in larger
groups. Larger groups can provide greater diversity and generate more laughter, which can serve as a catalyst to creativity.
3. Realign groups frequently. This can help groups to equalize participation and
avoid the development of rigid roles.
4. Use activities and humor. Movement, participation, and humor can help to
break down barriers to communication and creativity. (p. 130)
When used appropriately, brainstorming can be a highly useful technique for
generating a large volume of ideas and triggering creative solutions to problems.
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Brainstorming also can be used effectively in conjunction with other techniques
such as focus groups.

Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
After gathering facts and suggestions, the decision maker should begin assessing
the various alternatives. A variety of analytical tools are available for decisions that
require this level of analysis. Because the cost of public programs usually is an issue
of major concern to the public administrator, here we provide a quick overview of
cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness techniques.

Cost-benefit analysis. Government agencies use this technique to plan programs,
allocate resources, evaluate outcomes, and assess the efficiency of organizational
processes. "The general approach is to identify and quantify both negative
impacts (costs) and positive impacts (benefits) of a proposed project and then to
subtract one from the other to determine the net benefit" (Sylvia, Sylvia, & Gunn,
1997, p. 145). All costs and benefits must be expressed in monetary terms, so this
technique is useful if we are interested in the efficiency of a program. However,
we also can consider tangible and intangible items as well as direct and indirect
benefits and costs.
These sometimes are fuzzy, requiring the analyst to pass judgment. Starling
(1993) provided an example of an indirect cost: "A frequent indirect cost in government programs is compliance costs or simply red tape. For example, a new federal
law designed to safeguard employee pension rights can cause small firms to terminate their plans because of paperwork requirements" (p. 253). An example of an
intangible benefit is the prestige that a neighborhood might gain by the addition of
a new city park. To measure the effectiveness of a program that includes nonmonetary items, the analyst must use cost-effectiveness analysis.
Cost-effectiveness analysis. This technique is used to compare the program's output
to the costs encountered. Costs consist of expenditures of money and other
resources (e.g., personnel, facilities, equipment) to maintain a program. (Again,
some of the "cost" measures might be qualitative.) The costs are then compared
with how the program is meeting the goals and objectives that have been established. The steps for cost-effectiveness analysis include the following (Hatry, Blair,
Fisk, & Kimmel, 1987):
I. Identify the objectives of the work activity and corresponding criteria to
assess whether the objectives are being met.
2. Examine the current cost and level of quality of the service activity.
3. Based on this evidence and on observations of the way in which the current
activity is performed, identify alternative ways of doing the activity. Consider
ways of eliminating unnecessary tasks and new procedures.
4. Assess the cost and service quality effects of each alternative.
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Nominal Group Technique
This technique was developed to ensure that every group member has equal
input in the process (Guzzo, 1982, pp. 95-126). The process for the nominal group
technique is as follows. First, each participant, working alone, writes down his or
her ideas on the problem to be discussed. These ideas usually are suggestions for a
solution. Second, the group conducts a round-robin in which each group member
presents his or her ideas to the group. A group member writes the ideas down on
a blackboard for all of the participants to see. No discussion of the ideas occurs
until every person's ideas have been presented and written down for general viewing. Third, after all ideas have been presented, there is an open discussion of the
ideas for the purpose of clarification only; evaluative comments are not allowed.
This part of the discussion tends to be spontaneous and unstructured. Fourth,
after the discussion, a secret ballot is taken in which each group member votes for
preferred solutions. This results in a rank ordering of alternatives in terms of priority. As desired, the third and fourth steps can be repeated to add further clarification to the process.

Logic Models
Increasingly, what are called logic models are being constructed and used to
explain program logic and assist with evaluation and decision making. Logic models require systematic thinking yet allow decision makers the flexibility to run
through many possible alternatives before determining what is best. The most basic
logic model is a picture of how the program is anticipated to work from initial
inputs through end outcomes.
The picture model typically consists of inputs and activities, intermediate outcomes, and end outcomes. Ha try ( 1999) suggested that users of logic models should
consider beginning from the desired outcome and work backward, something that
he believes will expand the decision makers' creativity and innovative thinking.
Hatry suggested that moving in the other direction-starting from existing activities and identifying outcomes that flow from those activities-might limit the user
to the existing activities.
To illustrate how a logic model might be used in decision making, consider
the problem of children's access to health care, with the end outcome of healthy
children. Intermediate outcomes may include immunization of children, medical treatment when necessary, and education for a healthier lifestyle. Activities
may include making sure that children have access to health insurance, health
centers, and health education. Figure 5.5 illustrates a logic model for this issue.
An extension of this model, or developing alternative models, could generate
and depict additional alternatives to this problem. Once the problem is depicted
in this way, decision makers might have a clearer picture of the relationship
among various elements of the problem and be able to arrive at a more well
thought out position.
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Performance Management
Performance management facilitates the use of performance information for decision making. Van Dooren, Bouckaert, and Halligan (2010) group performance management into three clusters for decision making: ( 1) learn what is happening in a
society, community, or program; (2) use the information to steer and control resource
allocation and policy decisions; and (3) attend to communication and accountability.
To learn, we ask the key question, how may this policy or program be improved or
how may we improve this management practice? These are key questions in program
evaluation when we want to learn what causes the issue or performance. For example,
why is a certain neighborhood reporting more tardiness in garbage collection than
others? There could be multiple reasons--more households on the route, residents
failing to put out the garbage until they see the truck, or a less experienced driver. A
comprehensive program evaluation would help identify the cause and work toward a
solution. Program evaluations are an important tool in a comprehensive performance
management plan. Other tools to help improve policy or management include:
I. Strategic planning is used to articulate the mission and plan for the preferred
future of the organization. This plan may be used to develop future-oriented
management and policy decisions including resource allocation.
2. Benchmarking is the process of comparing management processes and performance metrics to best practices. This information is then used to improve
the process currently utilized by the organization.
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3. Risk analysis is a technique to achieve a goal, or to identify and assess factors
that may jeopardize the success of a project. Computer-assisted software
packages are available to facilitate the application.
4. Business process reengineering involves the analysis of workflows and processes within an organization with the goal of redesigning or changing to best
meet the needs of the program. For example, one may want to look at the
hiring practices of a state government by flowcharting the process and then
asking the question of whether or not this is the most efficient way to implement the practice. Or more specifically, are there duplications or bottlenecks
in the current system?
Performance management is facilitated by the use of performance pay, performance budgeting, and performance contracts. Performance pay and performance
budgeting have been difficult to implement in the public sector, although examples
abound on where it has been tried (see Aristigueta & Zarook, 2011). Performance
contracts are established between the grantor (provider of funds) and the grantee
(receiver of funds), outlining the expected level of performance achievement during a specified time period. For example, a performance contract between the state
and the Salvation Army for job training and placement may specify how many
unemployed persons have been served in a 1-year period. A follow-up evaluation
may conclude with how many of those served are satisfactorily employed 1 year
later. The state may use this information to continue funding the nonprofit.
For purposes of accountability, performance management serves as a communication tool through annual reporting, which is commonplace in most government
websites. (See, for example, the city of Baltimore's CitiStat program at www.baltimo rec ity. gov I Government/Agencies Departments/ Ci ti Stat/Visible Results/).
Baltimore's CitiStat program has been duplicated in other municipalities as a
model for performance management, allowing the city administrators to make
decisions based on performance data and to communicate results to the public.
Another broadly used performance information system is CompStat, designed for
the collection and feedback of information on crime and related quality-of-life
issues. The CompStat process was first introduced by the New York City Police
Department in 1994 and Mayor Giuliani credited CompStat with helping to reduce
crime and provide better allocation of resources:
... we can make strategic decisions accordingly. If auto theft is up in some
parts of the city and down in others, we can ask why. And that will drive decisions about the allocation of police officers, about the kinds of police officers.
This is one the reasons why New York City has become city # 160 on the FBI's
list for crime. (as cited in O'Connell, 2001, p. 9)
A European example of a large data collection project is Prominstat, a comprehensive inventory of (national) datasets relevant for migration, integration, and
discrimination in countries that are members of the European Union. (Information
may be found at www.prominstat.eu/drupal/?q=node/64).
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Evidence-Based Management
When used systematically, a term close to performance management is evidencedbased management. The term is adopted from the health care industry and is gaining popularity in management decision making. With the use of evidence-based
management, practicing managers make organizational decisions informed by
organizational research and practice. Rousseau (2006) identified features characterizing evidence-based practice that include the following:
• Learning about cause-effect connections in professional practices-Using
the crime statistics, we would be able to tell where crime has increased or
decreased. We would then examine the data to see if arrest records have made
a difference in the increase or decrease of crime in the areas. If there is no
change, we may infer that arrests do not necessarily decrease crime rate and
move on to testing another theory.
• Isolating the variations that affect desired outcomes-Using the example
above and testing a variety of theories in crime prevention, we may be able to
isolate interventions that affect crime prevention.
• Creating a culture of evidence-based decision making and research
participation-In order to be effective, the organization needs to provide
opportunities for professional development.
• Using information-sharing communities to reduce overuse, underuse, and
misuse of specific practices-The best example of this is found in the
health care industry through the Cochrane Collaboration at www
.cochrane.org/.
• Building decision supports to promote practices the evidence validates,
along with techniques and artifacts that make the decision easier to execute
or perform (e.g., checklists, protocols, or policies)-As students, we may
have received checklists of what is necessary in order to complete our program of study. The provision of similar documents encourages and validates the process.
• Having individual, organizational, and institutional factors promote access to
knowledge and its use-It is important to create ways to make sure information is broadly distributed and employed in decision making.

Discretion in Decision Making
There are times when you will be asked to act without special decision-making
tools or normal operating procedures. These situations will call for reasonableness
in the application of administrative discretion. Discretion is part of the broad
continuum of decision-making processes that involve the act of making choices;
these choices may be made by bureaucrats at the street level or by managers exercising administrative discretion (Vaughn & Otenyo, 2007). Administrative discretion is "about judging about competing values, choosing a best possible solution,
and being free to extend the rights and duties of office" (Vaughn & Otenyo, p. xii).
This definition takes us beyond the street level and includes discretion at all levels
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of government involved in management of the public organization, or what will
be termed in this chapter managerial discretion.
Decision making by discretion requires caution and the inclusion of key
administrative values such as representation, economy, efficiency, effectiveness,
equity, fairness, and transparency. An ethically sound decision will require
evaluation on whether it is right and just (Burke, 1996). When discretion is at
odds with political accountability, democratic governance, especially the rule of
law, is jeopardized. Earlier we talked about street-level leadership (Vinzant &
Crothers, 1998). Related to that idea are street-level bureaucrats, a term Lipsky
coined in 1980. Whether called leaders or bureaucrats, these people make decisions as they implement policy. A study by Maynard-Moody and Musheno
(2003) reiterated the significance of street-level bureaucrats in the political process, asserting that street-level workers "actually make policy choices rather than
simply implement the decisions of elected officials" (p. 3 ). They also claim, based
on a study of 48 street-level state employees in two states, that "workers' beliefs
about the people they interact with continually rub against policies and rules"
and that the prejudices of the street-level bureaucrats influence their treatment
of stakeholders (p. 3).
Dillman (2002) contended that discretion is often necessary for things to get
done in emergency situations requiring efficiency and effectiveness. In disaster
management, the prevention of loss of life, recovery of life and property, security,
public safety, relief, and reconstruction, to name a few, become paramount in the
decision-making process, and unnecessary adherence to federal and state policies
may slow down the response, a criticism the governor of Louisiana encountered in
her response to the 2005 Hurricane Katrina ravaging of the Gulf Coast. Governors
of several affected states were viewed as more proactive by using managerial discretion to prepare and implement their states' relief and evacuation services. In
Tennessee, the governor issued an executive order to suspend certain laws and
rules in order to provide relief to victims of Hurricane Katrina as part of the state's
Emergency Management Plan. Under Tennessee's state law, the governor is authorized to "suspend the provisions of any law, order, rule, or regulations prescribing
the procedures for the conduct of state business or the orders or rules of any state
agency, if strict compliance with the provisions of any such law, order, rule or
regulations would in any way prevent, hinder, or delay necessary action in coping
with the emergency" (Vaughn & Otenyo, 2007, p. 67). This included pharmacists
assisting evacuees and certain kinds of restricted vehicles permitted to use interstate highways. Other examples of governors using managerial discretion include
Alabama, where the governor established an uncompensated care pool that
allowed state officials regulatory flexibility in providing medical care for Katrina
evacuees. In Arkansas, the governor issued a state of emergency order in specific
jurisdictions that permitted school and city buses to be moved into the disaster
areas. A Hurricane Recovery Fund was established by the governor of Mississippi
to serve as the state's central clearinghouse for corporations, organizations, and
individuals making donations for residents who were recovering and preparing to
rebuild (Vaughn & Otenyo, 2007).
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Summary
To summarize, we can think in terms of building blocks for effective decision
making (Arnold, 1978). Building Block 1 is to smoke out the issue. Ask yourself why
a decision is necessary. Recognizing and defining a problem is an important first
step in problem solving and decision making. The answer to this first step not only
provides you with a definition for the problem at hand but also clarifies whether
there is a problem at all. If there is a problem, then keep asking why until all issues
have been determined. It is possible to deceive yourself with superficial answers. By
asking why repeatedly and verifying the answers, you are able to expose the real
issue, which will aid in making the correct decision.
What is or is not the problem? This question helps to define the problem as precisely as possible by separating the mere symptoms from the root cause. Asking
what the problem is not, through the process of elimination, might help to uncover
a truth or eliminate barriers to a problem. For example, Bryson (2004), in reviewing
mandates for public and nonprofit organizations, recommended that the strategic
planner consider what is not limited by the mandates. Sometimes we believe that
the restraints are greater than they really are.
What is, should be, or could be happening? This question is a supplement or
may serve as a substitute to what is or is not the problem. Asking what is, what
should be, or what could be requires that we examine the differences among reality,
expectation, and desire or conceivability.
Building Block 2 is to state your purpose. The statement of purpose is the most
critical step in the decision-making process, yet it is a step that often is neglected.
The neglect comes from not wanting to waste time on examining purpose when
time could be spent on solutions. Unexamined statements of purpose frequently
mask the real problems. For example, a new assistant professor at a research institution might enjoy teaching so much that she neglects her requirements to contribute
to knowledge through research and publication. Examining her purpose at these
institutions, she might learn not only that research is a requirement of the position
but that it would enhance her teaching as well.
Building Block 3 is to set your criteria. Setting criteria requires answers to the
following three questions, which will be used to judge possible solutions: ( 1) What
do you want to achieve by any decision you make? (2) What do you want to preserve
by any decision you make? (3) What do you want to avoid by any decision you
make? To illustrate the point using the example discussed in the preceding paragraph, we could say that the assistant professor wants to achieve the following: to
provide the best education possible to students, to contribute to knowledge so as to
meet the tenure and promotion requirements, and to provide service to the community. She wants to preserve a job at a university she really likes and to remain in
a field for which she has prepared. And she wants to avoid having to look for
another position.
Building Block 4 is to establish your priorities. This step requires that you refine
your criteria by setting your priorities. In most decisions, not all criteria are of equal
importance. Starting with the list of things you want to achieve, preserve, and avoid,
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you begin by separating the items into categories of relative importance (e.g., very
high, high, medium, and low). This will help you to decide which ones are absolute
requirements and which ones are desirable objectives. Assigning the values to the
criteria is not easy. Some of the criteria might not be as important to you as you
originally had thought, or you might discover that you have not stated them correctly or completely. Now is the time to restate, refine, and reevaluate the criteria.
When restating the criteria, be as specific as possible.
Building Block 5 is to search for solutions. After determining your purpose and
defining your criteria and priorities, you begin your search for solutions by asking
the following questions: How can you meet the criteria you have set? What are the
possible courses of action? Answering these questions requires brainstorming. You
do not want to limit yourself to the obvious alternatives. Let your criteria generate
your alternatives; this will facilitate fresh solutions and provide several alternatives.
The alternatives might then need to be combined or modified to fit your criteria
and priorities.
Building Block 6 is to test the alternatives. Testing the alternatives requires
answering the question, how well do the alternatives meet each criterion? Each
alternative is matched against the criteria, and a choice is made.
Building Block 7 is to troubleshoot your decision. This final building block is
perhaps the most critical and the least practiced. This step helps you to take action
to prevent, minimize, or overcome the possible adverse consequences by asking the
question, what could go wrong with the solution that I have chosen? Make a list of
all the possible problems, and then make a rough calculation of the likelihood of
each problem occurring and the likely impact if it did occur. Finally, take preventive
action to cope with each potential problem.

Ways of Acting
In this chapter, we learned that there are different types of decisions that we will be
faced with in the workplace and that different decisions call for different strategies
and actors. We also discussed the difference between decision making and problem
solving and learned that there are times when we can rely on previous patterns for
decision making and other times when the problem requires new and perhaps
innovative solutions. In addition, we learned several models that may help us frame
the problems, develop alternatives, and ultimately formulate solutions. We also
looked at the question of who should be involved in organizational decisions.
Finally, we discussed techniques that are available to the decision maker in examining alternatives. The following behavioral guidelines might help in implementing
these various methods correctly.
l. Define and verify the problem fully and accurately. You must overcome the
temptation as a group or an individual to try to define the problem too
quickly. Problem definition is difficult. Problems are not always clear. For
example, you might initially attribute turnover in the workplace to a lack of
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opportunity for promotion. Interviews with those who have left the organization, and with those who have remained, might suggest instead that turnover is due to the lack of resources available to complete the work required.
2. Use the problem to generate solutions. You might find that well-defined
problems have implied solutions. For example, if the problem is dissatisfaction in the workplace and the problem includes inadequate facilities,
then the alternative solutions will begin with how to improve the inadequate facilities.
3. Prevent premature evaluations of solutions. Continue brainstorming until all
possible alternatives have been generated. When alternatives are evaluated,
the idea generation for possible solutions typically ceases.
4. Provide a climate that values disagreement. As we will see in Chapter 11,
healthy conflict is helpful in generating ideas. Make sure that you seek input
from those who disagree with you as well as those who agree with you.
Consider all alternatives equally.
5. Provide a climate that values diversity. Valued and well-managed diverse environments enhance creativity in decision making and divert groupthink.
6. When possible, gain consensus from all of those affected while avoiding premature
consensus building. Solutions will be much more likely to be accepted if all of
those affected have been involved in the decision-making process. For example,
you might find that the solution to the facilities problem requires moving to a
new location. Employees will be more satisfied with the move if they have been
kept informed of the options and have contributed to the decision.

Thinking in Action
A Decision-Making Framework
Using a community service project, an internship, or a work experience, use the
following framework adapted from Philip (1985, pp. 84-91) to analyze the process
of decision making.
I. Clarify your objectives.
Describe the situation on which you are working. State your precise objective.
2. Consider the factors that will influence your choice of action.
List the factors that are important to you and to those affected by the decision.
Extend the factors into statements that specify the results expected, resources
available, or constraints that might exist.
Classify the statements that will have to be regarded as essential.
Assess the importance of the remaining factors and list them in descending
order of importance.
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Generate the options that could be compared with your specifications. Do
not forget to include the status quo and inaction as options.
Compare your options with your essential factors.
3. Collect information with regard to the benefit and risk factors for the remaining options and assess the degree of satisfaction that each option provides.
Identify the benefit-risk area for each option to be considered.
Describe your best-balanced choice.

New Charter School
Jannell Adami is the new principal of a recently inaugurated charter school.
She has many challenges ahead of her given that she is working in a community with many needs. Her board has given her a series of priorities to
implement during her first year, and she has promised to make a difference
in the lives of as many children as possible. Her first priority is to address the
educational needs of the children in her community, but she recognizes that
she cannot address the educational needs without getting to know the community better. Because she has limited funds, she would like to maximize her
resources by determining the most critical and prevalent needs that affect the
children in this community. Before the beginning of the school year, she will
go to the community and ask what the critical needs are before making decisions on programs to implement. Through a variety of sources, she is able to
identify 20 individuals who would serve as a starting point for the discussion.
She likes the idea of using focus groups to generate ideas with the community groups. She has asked you for advice. What recommendations would
you provide her in setting up the focus groups?

Using the Decision Tree for Levels of
Participation
Max Herbert heads a unit of the state transportation department charged with
developing a new traffic flow design for the busiest intersection in the largest
city in the state. Max earned an MPA and had several years' experience in the
state's budget office before moving to the transportation department, where
he has worked for a year and a half. His staff consists primarily of traffic engineers and planners, most of whom are considerably older than Max and have
far more experience in transportation that he does. Max recognizes their expertise, although he believes that his staff members have become a bit tradition
bound, tending toward "safe" solutions to traffic problems. He recognizes that
different staff members are likely to have different approaches to solving the
problem they face, although he also believes that in the end they will arrive at
an acceptable compromise and probably one that is "safe."
Delays and bottlenecks caused by the current traffic pattern have made
the issue of a new design a fairly high-profile issue, so Max is concerned
about his group producing a high-quality product, one that will be technically
sound as well as politically acceptable. Although he is not a traffic engineer,
Max has done his homework and learned a lot about transportation issues
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during his time in the department. Following a recent conference in London,
Max went on a study tour of several European cities, during which he developed some ideas that he considers forward-looking and certainly workable in
this particular city. Although he is not prepared to do the technical details
and drawings necessary to support his idea, he has a concept in mind that
he thinks will work. At the same time, he is concerned that if he forces his
idea on his staff, they will "rebel" and not do as good a job as they might
otherwise do in completing the follow-up details and drawings.
Using the Vroom-Yetton diagram in Figure 5.4, discuss how Max should
approach the question of developing the overall concept for the city's new
traffic pattern.

Using Performance Information
for Decision Making
Mayor Giuliani has been quoted as crediting CompStat with helping to reduce aime
in New York City. Other examples, such as CitiStats in Baltimore, are available and
accessible to the public through websites. Access one of these databases on an
issue of interest to you. How might you use this information to inform decisions in your organization? How may this be used to make policy or management decisions? What information are you not able to acquire through this
website? How might you be able to get the information?

A Decision Diagnostic
Consider the last three meaningful decisions you have been involved in making and
ask yourself the following questions:
Did a decision need to be made?
Were the decisions made the right choices?
Were they made on a timely basis?
Were the right people involved in the decision-making process?
Was it clear to you: (a) who would make the recommendation, (b) who would
be asked to provide input, (c) who had the final say, and (d) who would be
responsible for implementation?
Were the roles, process, and timeline adhered to by all parties involved?
Were the decisions based on appropriate facts?
When there was controversy, was it clear who had the final say?
Were the right people brought in, and if not, who was left out and why?
Did the organization's culture and incentives encourage those involved to make
the right decision? Explain.
SOURCE: Adapted fron:i Rogers and Sienko, 2006.
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Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

6

Motivating Yourself
and Others

Relationships are the key to effectiveness.
-Jan Perkins, former city manager,
Fremont, California

P

eople who are motivated to consistently, creatively, and energetically work
toward the attainment of organizational goals are the key to organizational
success. Motivation also is critical to our own personal success. The more
motivated we feel to do our best, to accept new challenges, and to help others
accomplish their goals, the more satisfied and successful we will be in our work.
Whereas motivation is important in all types of organizations, it can be argued
that motivation is particularly important in governmental organizations. In fact,
Behn ( 1995) asserted that motivation is one of the three "big questions" of public
management. Behn asked, "How can public managers motivate public employees
(and citizens, too) to pursue important public purposes with intelligence and
energy?" (p. 319). Behn's question is important for two reasons. First, the fact that
motivation is one of only three issues in public management that he emphasized
highlights its significance in the field. But even more important is the acknowledgment that motivation in the public sector is aimed at the achievement of public
purposes. In other words, motivating ourselves and others in the public service is
critical if we are to fulfill our responsibilities to the citizens and communities we
serve. In a very literal sense, the quality of our neighborhoods, communities, and
world depends on it.
Despite its importance, the conventional wisdom is that it is difficult, and perhaps even impossible, to develop and maintain highly motivated government
employees. There is a persistent and widespread belief that people who work in the
public sector are fundamentally lazy and unmotivated. There are a number of
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reasons given for such a supposition. First, the rewards and incentives available for
use by public sector managers, particularly in terms of pay and promotion, might
be limited. Behn ( 1995) characterized public managers as frequently complaining
about "their inability to motivate their subordinates" and to "get anything done"
because of civil service rules that they believe prevent them from firing or rewarding anyone (p. 318). Second, many believe that people who pursue public sector
careers are less achievement oriented and are primarily attracted to public service
by job security. The assumption is that public employees are, by their very nature,
not a very highly motivated group. Third, motivation is said to be more complex
in public organizations because the goals often are more ambiguous than those in
the private sector, where the clear and fundamental goal is profit.
It turns out that these myths are just that: They are not true. The research on
public sector motivation generally suggests that public sector employees are, in fact,
no less motivated than their private sector counterparts. Baldwin {1984), for
example, found no significant differences in motivation between private and public
managers. Furthermore, Guyot ( 1960) reported that public managers had a significantly higher level of achievement motivation than did their business sector counterparts. Despite these research findings, the perception that public servants lack
motivation is persistent. This belief might be troubling in and of itself. Kilpatrick,
Cummings, and Jennings ( 1964), for example, interviewed students and government and nongovernment employees about their views on motivation in the public
and private sectors. The majority of those questioned reported that they thought
that government employees lacked drive and initiative.
As public servants, if we also believe that our fellow workers, our employees, and
we ourselves lack drive, ambition, and motivation, then we might be led to act and
think in ways that only exacerbate the challenges that face any manager in working
to motivate him- or herself and others. The belief that public employees lack motivation can become a self-fulfilling prophecy as people live up (or down) to their
expectations. As this chapter shows, public service offers distinct opportunities for
motivating people to do excellent and often extraordinary work. For example,
research suggests that public service motivations such as the desire to serve the
public, achieve societal goals, and make communities better places in which to live
can have a very positive and important role in creating and maintaining a vital and
productive public workforce and in enhancing personal motivation, commitment,
and satisfaction with public service work (Balfour & Weschler, 1990; Perry & Wise,
1990; Vinzant, 1998).
Beyond these public service motivations, there are many tools and perspectives
that are helpful to public sector managers in working to motivate themselves and
others. Many of the negative stereotypes about motivating themselves and others in
the public sector just do not make sense in light of what we have learned about what
does and does not motivate people at work. For example, during the era of scientific
management, it was assumed that people would not work unless managers made
them work. Accordingly, if managers could not at least maintain a threat of firing
them, then people would not be expected to work productively. Since that time, we
have learned that motivation is much more complex; people are motivated by a
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variety of factors having to do with the nature of the work, the quality of relationships, inner needs and drives, and a number of other factors. So, the idea that
managers cannot motivate public employees because they cannot fire them not
only is insulting but also is not supported by research.
But that does not make motivating yourself and others an easy task. In fact, it
remains one of the most challenging and important parts of managing and working
with people in organizations. For example, imagine yourself as the newly appointed
supervisor of a unit that interviews applicants and processes the paperwork for
unemployment applications. You have inherited eight employees whose experience
varies from 3 months to more than 40 years, each with his or her own strengths and
weaknesses:
Susan is extremely careful and rarely makes mistakes. She is courteous and professional but takes about twice as long as the average employee to interview an
applicant and process the paperwork.
Marilyn is much faster but is quite brusque with clients, sometimes resulting in
complaints.
Mark's work is average; he handles an appropriate number of cases and makes
few errors. But he has been having open, hostile, and time-consuming conflicts with his coworkers over seemingly small matters such as their fans blowing the papers on his desk and the odor of their lunch wrappings in the
wastebaskets.
Tom, the newest employee, is fresh out of college. He is young, energetic, and
eager to please but does not always use good judgment in handling clients. Last
week, he allowed someone who complained to move ahead in line, rightfully
angering the other people who were waiting. Still, he does excellent work and
seems willing and ready to learn from his mistakes.
Sheri is an outstanding employee. She is quick, efficient, and professional, and
she has excellent "people skills." She seems to be a natural leader among her
coworkers, and they often seek her advice on difficult matters. She has been
invaluable to you in providing constructive suggestions on how to make the
application process work more effectively.
Ralph is the most senior employee. Although he has an excellent record, he is
going through a very difficult divorce and is only 1 year away from retirement.
He has become increasingly preoccupied with these matters. As a result, his work
has suffered substantially in terms of both amount and quality.
Toni is the social organizer and spends much of her day planning potlucks and
bowling nights, gossiping with coworkers and clients, bringing in balloons and
donuts, and playing practical jokes on everyone. Although a little socializing is
good, you think that she crosses the line to the point where she spends more
time on those activities than on assigned tasks.
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Hank hates his job and you in equal measure. He complains constantly to all
who will listen. He pins up slogans in his office such as the one this week that
says, "Only insecure supervisors refuse to delegate." This followed a meeting in
which he presented you with a proposal that he be allowed to work from home
and that the other employees could handle all of the interviews. When you told
him that such an arrangement was not feasible, he accused you of not trusting
him. As he walked out of your office, he turned and asked snidely, "Haven't you
ever had any supervisory training?"
You have just received word from the central office that the geographic area your
office serves has doubled and that your office will need to serve the increased numbers of clients with no increase in staff. In addition, the central office has put you
on notice that the error rate in paperwork processing has increased 20% over the
past 6 months and that your new goal is to decrease it by I 0% per quarter for the
next three quarters. How will you motivate your staff to take on this new workload
and to do so while achieving a decrease in error rate? How can you motivate yourself and your employees to do their best in terms of serving the public?
As you can see, motivation is critically important in achieving organizational
success. It also is important to your own personal achievement and commitment
to organizational and public service values. What motivates you and others to
behave as you do at work? How can these motivations change? How can you
influence motivation in a way that is positive and constructive for you, your
coworkers and employees, the organization, and those you serve? This chapter
focuses on these types of questions and challenges, with an emphasis on some
particular opportunities for improving motivation in the public service. It begins
with some exercises to help you reflect on your own motivations and beliefs
about what motivates those around you. It then reviews what has been learned
about motivation in the workplace and competing models for understanding
what motivates employees. Finally, it provides practical action strategies for
enhancing motivation in yourself and others as well as cases and exercises to
practice your skills.

Where Do We Begin?
There are several reasons for beginning our discussion of motivation with ourselves. First, to enhance our own experience at work, it is important to understand
what motivates us. Second, if we are highly motivated, then that can influence
others in a constructive way. Conversely, working for or with someone who lacks
motivation can make it more difficult to maintain our own motivation. Third,
understanding what motivates us can help us to make prudent career choices that
allow us to work in organizational settings that keep us excited about and interested
in our work.
The final reason for beginning our examination of motivation with a look
inward requires a bit more explanation. Put simply, looking inward helps us to
resist the temptation to assume that what motivates us is what motivates others.
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Psychologists call this process projection. Projection is a mental process in which we
attribute or assign our own feelings, motives, or qualities to other people. We are
particularly likely to project those feelings that we are not conscious of or are not
comfortable with. For example, if one of your employees has not been completing
his or her assignments, then you might assume that this person has lost interest in
the job. This might be true, but it also might be true that you have lost interest in
your job and that you have not confronted those feelings. To deal with those feelings, you project them onto someone else.
Projection is a mental shortcut that makes it seem as though understanding
other people's behavior is much simpler than it actually is. It is natural for us, when
confronted with other people's behavior, to ask ourselves, "What would make us
behave in that way?" Although it might be natural, it also is generally a mistake. As
we become more self-reflective about our own motivations, it becomes easier to see
how and when we might be projecting those motives onto others. As we begin to
understand and separate our own needs and motives from those of others, it makes
us better employees, managers, and leaders.
The following are some exercises that can begin to help you think about your
motivations. Remember as you work through these exercises that motivation is
multifaceted; it is influenced by our work situations, our life stages, our personalities,
and many other factors. As a result, individual motivations change over time and
from situation to situation.

What Motivates You Now?
Read through the following statements. Then select those eight items that are
most important in terms of motivating you in your present (or most recent) work
environment.
1. A positive working relationship with my boss

2. Good pay
3. Lots of freedom on the job
4. Praise for a job well done
5. Interesting and challenging work
6. People with whom I enjoy working
7. Knowing that there will be consequences for poor performance
8. A clearly written job description
9. Chance for promotion
10. A nice office
11. Personal respect
12. A generous retirement program
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13. Performance evaluations
14. Doing important work
15. Time off from work
16. Serving the public and making the community a better place to live
17. Regular hours
18. Knowing "inside" information about what is going on at work
19. Opportunity for learning and growth
SOURCE: Herzberg, F. (1968, January-February). One more time: How do you motivate employees?
Harvard Business Review, 53--62.

Keep your answers. When we discuss need theories later in the chapter, we will
come back to score this instrument.

What Will Motivate You in the Future?
You have been invited to interview for your dream job. At the time the interview
was scheduled, you were asked to be ready to discuss what factors would be most
important in motivating you in this position. What will you say? Compare what
would motivate you in your dream job with what motivates you in your current job.
Are there differences? Why?

Ways of Thinking
What Is Motivation?
Before reviewing different perspectives on motivation, it is useful to consider what is
meant by the term motivation. Put simply, motivation is what causes people to behave
as they do. But different people use the term in different ways. In fact, Kleinginna and
Kleinginna (l 98 l) found 140 different definitions of motivation. Atkinson (l 964)
stated that "the study of motivation has to do with the analysis of the various factors
which incite and direct an individual's action" (p. I). Pinder (1998) described work
motivation as the set of internal and external forces that initiate behavior and determine its form, direction, intensity, and duration. If we were to review all of the available definitions, then we might conclude, as Brown (l 961 ) did, that the concept of
motivation is "scandalously vague." Although this probably is an overstatement, it is
important to remember as we review what has been learned about the topic of motivation that not all researchers define motivation in exactly the same way.
Despite the lack of a single commonly accepted meaning, there are some common themes across many of these definitions that prove to be useful from the
standpoint of managing organizational behavior. First, as Lawler ( 1973) suggested, motivated behavior is goal-directed behavior. This means that when we
are motivated to accomplish some purpose, we have made a voluntary choice to
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do so. It also means that motivation does not necessarily explain all behavior. For
example, some behavior might be better understood as a manifestation of
instinct or reflex. Second, motivation theories seek to explain the process through
which goals are pursued and achieved. In other words, the motivation process
includes more than just the initial spark or impetus for a particular behavior; it
also concerns how behavior or choices are sustained or altered as we seek goal
attainment. Third, motivation is "limited and directed by the situations and environments in which people find themselves" (Pettinger, 1996, p. 94). In other
words, motivation takes place in a particular context, and the characteristics of
that context influence motivation and behavior. Our context here, of course, is
the public sector.
In addition to thinking about what motivation is, it is important to talk about
what motivation is not. The following paragraphs give specific examples of what
motivation is not.
Directly observable-Motivation is an internal state that causes people to behave
in a particular way to accomplish particular goals and purposes. It is possible to
observe the outward manifestations of motivation but not motivation itself. As
Pinder {1998) put it so succinctly, motivation is invisible.
The same as satisfaction-It is possible to be very satisfied but not motivated
and to be very unsatisfied but highly motivated. As Lawler (1990) pointed out,
"Motivation is influenced by forward-looking perceptions concerning the relationship between performance and rewards, while satisfaction refers to people's
feelings about the rewards they have received" (p. 32). Put simply, satisfaction
is past oriented, whereas motivation is future oriented. Although the terms are
not synonymous, satisfaction is a concept that is closely related to motivation.
If motivation arises from a desire to meet a particular need or goal, then people
will engage in behavior that they think will satisfy that need or meet a particular objective in a given circumstance. So, motivation may involve people's
attempts to gain satisfaction of some need or desire.
Always conscious-People are not always aware of what is motivating them to
behave in a particular manner. They might do some things out of habit or be
motivated by subconscious needs. For example, if people have low self-esteem,
then they might subconsciously need to fail so as to reinforce their low opinions
of themselves.
Directly controllable-Motivation is not something that people do to others.
Motivation occurs within people's minds and hearts. Managers can influence the
motivational process, but they cannot control it.

Changing Perspectives on Motivation
As we saw in Chapter l, the study of motivation was not a central part of early
management theorizing in the United States. But during the decades following
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the Hawthorne experiments (published during the 1930s), a number of different
perspectives offered alternative views of motivation. Although these models do
not necessarily represent mutually exclusive views on motivation and the motivational process, it is useful to categorize them by which part of motivation they
emphasize--human needs, the goals people seek to attain, the factors people
consider in choosing behavior, the effect of cognition on motivation, the characteristics of people that may influence the motivational process, and the influence
of rewards. These perspectives are considered in the sections that follow.

Need Theories
Among the most influential and intuitively appealing approaches to understanding motivation are the theories that describe behavior as being directed
toward the satisfaction of human needs. The theoretical foundation for many of
these approaches is found in the works of Maslow. Maslow, a clinical psychologist,
published in 1943 "A Theory of Human Motivation," which remains one of the
best-known and most widely cited works on motivation. In simple terms, Maslow
argued that people are motivated to behave in ways that will satisfy their needs.
Maslow conceptualized human needs in an ascending hierarchy from lowest level
needs to highest level needs. In this model, different levels of human needs are
aroused in a specific sequence, and as each lower-level need is substantially satisfied,
the person is motivated to seek to satisfy the next higher level of need. This hierarchy of needs is depicted as a pyramid in Figure 6.1.

Esteem

Love

Safety

Physiological

Figure 6.1

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs
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Maslow ( 1943) suggested that the needs that motivate human behavior can be
categorized as follows, moving from the bottom (the most basic) to the top of the
pyramid:
Physiological needs-Called the most "prepotent" of needs, these address basic
biological drives for food, air, water, and shelter.
Safety needs-Once basic physical needs are met, humans seek to gratify their
needs for safety, security, and freedom from danger.
Love needs-If both physiological and safety needs are substantially satisfied,
then love, belongingness, and social needs will emerge.
Esteem needs-These needs speak to our desire to have the recognition and
attention from others that support positive self-esteem and a positive self-image.
Self-actualization-The highest level needs are those that cause us to seek selffulfillment and "to become everything that one is capable of becoming" (p. 382).
A basic assumption of this model, according to Maslow ( 1943), is that "man is a
perpetually wanting animal" (p. 395). In other words, as we satisfy one type of need,
other needs then occupy our attention. Furthermore, although Maslow argued that
most people tend to experience these needs in the order that he described, for some
people, the so-called higher-level needs will dominate lower-level needs. It also is
important to emphasize that Maslow did not suggest that each level of need has to
be fully satisfied, only that it must be partially and adequately satisfied. Maslow
stated, "Most members of our society who are normal are partially satisfied in all
their basic needs and partially unsatisfied in all their basic needs at the same time"
(p. 388). As we reach increasingly higher levels of satisfaction for a particular need,
that need decreases in potency as a motivator. Put simply, we no longer will seek
food when our hunger is adequately satisfied.
Maslow's work served as the point of departure for McGregor, another highly
influential management thinker. As we saw in Chapter 1, although McGregor was
not a motivation theorist, he used Maslow's hierarchy of needs to capture the dramatic shift in management thinking that was occurring based on changing conceptions of human motivation and the needs of people at work. In an article titled
"The Human Side of Enterprise," McGregor ( 1957) contrasted the conventional
view of"management's task in harnessing human energy" (which he called Theory X)
with a "new theory of management" (which he called Theory Y). Theory Xis based
on conventional assumptions about worker motivation such as those represented
in the works of Taylor. Conversely, Theory Y is based on the recognition that people
need opportunities at work to satisfy not only lower-level needs for wages and
decent working conditions but also higher-level social and ego needs. The Theory
X assumptions about workers can be summarized as follows:
People are naturally lazy and work as little as possible.
Workers lack ambition, avoid responsibility, and prefer to be led.
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Employees are interested only in their own needs, not the needs of the organization.
People are resistant to change.
Workers are basically gullible and not very bright.
By contrast, the Theory Y assumptions about workers can be summarized as
follows:
People are not passive by nature and are capable of self-control and self-direction.
Work is natural and pleasurable.
Workers are not resistant to change and will work toward organizational goals.
People seek and accept responsibility.
McGregor (1957) argued that the responsibilities of managers change as the
managers change their beliefs about workers. Theory Y assumptions require management to accept responsibility for arranging "organizational conditions and
methods of operation so that people can achieve their own goals best by directing
their own efforts toward organizational objectives" (pp. 88-89). McGregor suggested strategies such as delegation, job enlargement, and participative management as consistent with Theory Y assumptions. The implication is that if workers
are not motivated, then it is because of poor management practices that do not
allow people's natural positive attitudes toward work to emerge.
Two other theorists, Aldefer and Herzberg, later refined and built on Maslow's
hierarchy. Whereas Maslow's hierarchy of needs was based primarily on his observations in a clinical setting and analysis of biographies of self-actualized people, Aldefer
(1972) studied worker behavior in organizations. He suggested that Maslow's hierarchy be collapsed from five levels to three types of needs: ( 1) existence, (2) relatedness,
and (3) growth. He further argued that all three types of needs can motivate behavior
at the same time.
Herzberg (1968), who also studied motivation in work settings, took a different
approach. In his two-factor or motivation-hygiene theory, he suggested that the
factors that produce job satisfaction or motivation are different from the factors
that lead to dissatisfaction. Motivating or intrinsic factors are those associated with
the nature of the work itself-achievement, recognition, challenging work, responsibility, and growth. These are analogous to Maslow's higher-level needs. Herzberg
argued that the satisfaction of lower-level needs, which he called hygiene or extrinsic factors, does not lead to motivation; it only leads to the absence of dissatisfaction.
In other words, hygiene factors such as pay or working conditions, supervision,
interpersonal relations, status, and security can cause dissatisfaction. But satisfying
these needs will not lead to motivation. Only when the work itself is satisfying will
workers be motivated.
Now we can return to the self-assessment exercise presented earlier in the chapter
in the "Where Do We Begin?" section. Compare your questionnaire answers to
Herzberg's categories as shown here:
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Maintenance Factors

Motivating Factors

Items l, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 18

ltems3,4,5, 11, 16,and 19

What do your answers tell you about what motivates you? What do your answers tell
you about your levels of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and motivation in your present
work environment? Remember that, according to need theories of motivation, we
are most preoccupied with unmet needs. What do you need to be motivated?
Herzberg ( 1968) recommended that jobs be redesigned and enriched so as to
become more intrinsically motivating. Hackman and Oldham ( 1980) suggested that
the following elements contribute positively to the motivating potential of a job:
Skill variety-The job requires varying skills, activities, tasks, and talents.
Task identity-The job allows completion of a whole and identifiable piece of
work or work product.
Task significance- The work is important and has a positive impact on others in
the organization or outside of it.
Autonomy-The workers have a degree of discretion and control over their work.
Feedback-The work provides direct and clear information on the effectiveness
of performance.

Although there are important differences among these approaches, Maslow,
Aldefer, and Herzberg all emphasized the innate needs that people have in common. McClelland (1985), on the other hand, suggested that some important needs
in the workplace are learned and differ from individual to individual. Over the
course of his career, he looked at three learned needs: ( 1) the need for achievement, (2) the need for power, and (3) the need for affiliation. McClelland suggested that people have different motive dispositions that he defined as a "current
concern about a goal state that drives, orients, and selects behavior" (p. 183).
According to this model, the need for achievement drives some of us, whereas the
need for affiliation might be more important for others. As a result, the same set
of incentives or circumstances in a particular work environment may cause different people to react in different ways. McClelland found that those with high
achievement needs perform better when they work on moderately difficult tasks,
want feedback on how well they are doing, and take personal responsibility for
their performance. Because they seek challenges, they try new and more efficient
ways of doing things.
McClelland also found that individuals with high power needs, on the other
hand, are more sensitive to power-related stimuli, recall more "peak" experiences
in terms that involve power, strive to be assertive, are risk takers, and gravitate to
careers in which they can exercise power and influence. Such individuals tend to
be motivated by the symbols of power or the acquisition of"prestige possessions."
Still others, according to McClelland, seem to be motivated primarily by the desire
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to affiliate or be with other people. People with a strong affiliation motive will do
better on tasks if the incentives are social in nature. They want to please others,
learn social relationships more quickly, "read" people well, and tend to engage in
more dialogue with others. They prefer having friends rather than experts as work
partners, and they avoid conflict whenever possible.

Expectancy Theories
Instead of focusing on individual needs, expectancy theories suggest that people
will be motivated when they expect that their efforts will result in desirable outcomes. Expectancy theories hold that before people exert effort, they engage in a
rational calculation of expected performance and rewards and an assessment of
how much those outcomes matter to them.
According to Vroom (1964), there are three concepts important to understanding human motivation: (l) valence, (2) expectancy, and (3) force. Valence refers to
the strength of a person's desire for a particular outcome. Expectancy is the association that a person makes between actions and outcomes. As Vroom stated,
Whenever an individual chooses between alternatives which involve uncertain outcomes, it seems clear that his behavior is affected not only by his
preferences ... but also by the degree to which he believes these outcomes to
be probable. (p. 71)
The combination of valence and expectancy, according to Vroom ( 1964 ), results
in the motivational "force on a person to perform an act" (p. 71). The stronger the
valence or value of the reward, and the stronger the expectancy that a person's efforts
will be successful and result in the reward, the stronger the motivational force to
engage in the behavior.
Porter and Lawler {1968) refined Vroom's model to suggest that, although
employee effort is determined by both the value placed on certain outcomes and
the degree to which people believe that their efforts will lead to these rewards,
effort does not always lead to task accomplishment. They suggested that two other
factors need to be considered: employee ability and role clarity. A person might be
highly motivated, but if that person does not have the ability to perform the job or
task and a clear understanding of how to direct his or her efforts in a manner that
is appropriate to the person's organizational role, then the task might not be
accomplished.
Again, expectancy theories suggest that if people believe that they possess the
skills and abilities needed, that their hard work will result in good performance,
that their performance will be rewarded, and that they want that reward, then
they will be more likely to exert the required effort. If any one of these factors is
not present, then motivation will suffer. For example, if people believe in their
ability to get the job done but do not believe that the reward will be forthcoming
or do not want the reward, then they will be Jess likely to put forth much effort.
A number of researchers have found that expectancy theories do predict behavior
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(Burton, Chen, Grover, & Stewart, 1992-1993; Mastrofski, Ritti, & Snipes, 1994;
Smith, Hindman, & Havlovic, 1997).
Expectancy theories go beyond need-based theories of motivation in several
respects. First, they introduce a cognitive aspect to motivation-that people at
work think about the expected payoffs for their efforts. Second, they suggest that
motivation involves not just the individual but also opportunities, rewards, and
incentives in the work environment. Third, they remind us that different people
have different skills and abilities and that people will tend to exert more effort in
those areas where they believe they are more likely to perform well.
Expectancy theories suggest that motivations can be enhanced in three ways.
First, managers can choose rewards or outcomes that are of value to a particular
worker or group of workers. Second, managers can work to change the expectancy
of existing outcomes so that the link between hard work and rewards is strengthened. Third, managers can attempt to change the valence of existing outcomes. As
Hackman and Porter ( 1968) pointed out, the first two ways, which involve changing
the situation or organizational circumstances, probably are more amenable to
influence than the third way, which would require manipulating how much people
value a particular outcome.

Goal Theories
As was stated in Chapter l, much of the theoretical base of the field of organizational behavior assumes that behavior is purposeful or goal directed. As Locke
(1978) pointed out, "Goal setting is recognized, explicitly or implicitly, by virtually every major theory of work motivation" (p. 594). Locke and others also have
suggested that goal setting and the existence of goals, in and of themselves, can
motivate behavior. During the 1960s, Locke (1968) did a series of laboratory
experiments demonstrating that individuals who were assigned difficult goals
performed better than those who were assigned easy or moderately easy goals.
Latham and Baldes (1975) took Locke's findings and applied them to the logging
industry, where they found that
the setting of a goal that is both specific and challenging leads to an increase
in performance because it makes clear to the individual what he is supposed
to do. This in turn may provide the worker with a sense of achievement,
recognition, and commitment. (p. 124)
The idea behind goal-setting theories is that goals motivate people because they
compare people's current performance with the level of performance required to
meet the goal. If their current performance falls short, then people will feel dissatisfied and will work harder to achieve the goal. In a review of 87 studies on goal
setting as a motivational technique, there was strong empirical support for the
idea that difficult and specific goals work better than goals that are not challenging
and are stated in general terms (Tubbs, 1986). In other words, it is better to state a
specific goal than to simply urge workers to do their best.
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The research supports goal setting as a motivational technique (Locke &
Latham, 1990; Wofford, Goodwin, & Premack, 1992). In fact, goal setting has been
found to enhance performance about 90% of the time (Locke, Shaw, Saari, &
Latham, 1981). But for goal setting to be effective, people have to feel committed to
the goal. Goal setting is particularly effective when feedback is provided that allows
people to monitor their progress toward goal attainment.
Eden (1988) suggested that goal setting and expectancy theories are compatible
approaches to increasing motivation. He argued that goal setting raises expectations and enhances feelings of self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is defined as people's judgments of their capabilities. In other words, it is our assessment of what we can do
with the skills we possess (Bandura, 1986, p. 641 ). Positive self-efficacy translates
into a belief that we can do something-a belief that can become a self-fulfilling
prophecy (Eden, 1988). People with high self-efficacy tend to set high personal
goals and to perform well (Locke & Latham, 1990). Eden pointed out that because
goal setting can raise expectations and trigger productive self-fulfilling prophecies,
worker motivation will be enhanced. Put in the language of expectancy theories, as
workers' "expectancy;' or judgment that their efforts likely will pay off, is increased,
they will be more likely to choose to exert more effort toward goal attainment.

Equity Theories
Equity theories present another model of motivation based on the notion of
social exchange. They suggest that people make choices based on their assessments
of particular situations before exerting effort to achieve organizational goals. Equity
theories suggest that people evaluate this exchange based on what they perceive to
be fair or advantageous compared with what others receive or the effort required.
Adams (1965) argued that people's expectations about what is fair or equitable are
learned through a process of socialization and comparison of their experiences
with those of others. The "equity norm" suggests that those who contribute more
to an organization should receive more rewards (Goodman, 1977).
Motivation, according to this model, is a consequence of perceived inequity.
Adams also argued that perceived inequity creates tension in proportion to the
magnitude of the inequity. People can either feel guilty because they think they
are paid too much (overpayment inequity) or be angry because they believe they
are paid too little (underpayment inequity). Individuals will be motivated to reduce
this tension by either changing what they do or changing what they think. Adams
suggested six ways of reducing tension and achieving a sense of equity: ( 1) altering
effort, (2) altering outcomes, (3) changing how people think about effort or
outcomes, (4) leaving, (S) trying to affect the efforts or outcomes for others, and
(6) changing the standard of comparison.
The research evidence on equity theories generally is strong. Mowday ( 1993)
argued that, although equity theories have been used primarily to understand
employees' reactions to pay, they also have broader applications. Mowday suggested
that equity theories also can be applied to social exchange relationships in organizations and that the relationships between superiors and subordinates are characterized
by "reciprocal-influence processes" (p. 128). In other words, he urged us to think
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about interactions at work as a sort of bargaining process "in which the terms of
exchange are established to the satisfaction of each party" (p. 128).
Although it might be a mistake to reduce our understanding of all interpersonal
interactions at work to a type of social exchange or bargaining, equity theories may
provide important insights into understanding how people believe they are treated
at work. Research on equity theories also has provided important information on
the influence of pay on motivation and on how people look to others to evaluate
whether they think they are treated fairly.

Reinforcement, Reward, and Punishment
The literature on motivation is replete with references to rewards and reward
systems, particularly the use of money as a reward. Given the importance of
rewards in several of the perspectives already discussed, particularly expectancy and
equity theories of motivation, it is useful and important to enhance our understanding of how people respond to organizational incentives and inducements.
But at a more basic level, there is a model of human behavior suggesting that
behavior is learned and that manipulating rewards and punishments can change
our motivations and behavior. Skinner ( 1971) is perhaps the person most closely
identified with this idea. His work focused on what he called operant behavior, or
behavior that is controlled by the individual. The question that Skinner posed was
how operant behavior can be conditioned so that desired outcomes occur. He suggested four approaches. The first two types of operant conditioning involve reinforcement. Reinforcement refers to those consequences of a particular action that
either increase or decrease the likelihood of the behavior being repeated. For
example, receiving praise for good performance may increase the likelihood of
similar work being done in the future. Positive reinforcement involves a positive
reward, and negative reinforcement refers to the removal of a negative consequence.
For example, having an unpleasant assignment taken away might be considered a
negative reinforcement.
The third type of operant conditioning is punishment. Punishments are consequences that reduce the likelihood of a behavior being repeated. For example, a
stern lecture or reprimand may serve as a form of punishment for some workers.
The final type of operant conditioning suggested by Skinner is extinction.
Extinction involves the removal of a previously valued consequence. For example,
a manager can ignore a worker who previously had responded positively to personal attention. Punishment was found to be the least effective approach to operant
conditioning because it has undesirable side effects (e.g., resentment, anxiety) and
because it does not shape new desired behavior. Skinner also looked at reinforcement schedules and found that intermittent reinforcement works better than giving
reinforcement every time a positive behavior occurs.
This suggests that behavior followed by pleasant consequences is more likely
to be repeated, whereas actions followed by unpleasant consequences are less
likely to be repeated. The use of positive reinforcement has been shown to be
successful in a variety of organizational applications (Luthans & Kreitner, 1985).
But remember t~at rewards do not always (or even usually) have to be monetary.
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Other rewards such as recognition, access, more responsibility, awards, and praise
can be very important to employee motivation.
Financial rewards and incentives have been considered as a primary motivator
for a very long time. Depending solely on financial incentives, however, may be an
oversimplistic and even ineffective approach to motivation. Durant, Kramer, Perry,
Mesch, and Paarlberg (2006) argued that financial incentives can motivate employees, but their effect is limited and they only work when other organizational conditions are favorable. The authors found, in fact, that the typical individual financial
incentive programs, such as pay-for-performance, are usually unsuccessful. They
concluded that in order to motivate workers in a way that will improve performance and the quality of work, public managers must consider other motivational
factors such as attention to job design and work schedules, fostering participation,
and setting goals that are challenging and creative.
Although pay-for-performance programs continue to be popular in public organizations, "unlike private managers, public managers do not appear to be effectively
motivation by the pay expectancy" (Moon, 2000, p. 190). In fact, pay-for-performance
approaches may actually backfire in public organizational settings. In a study of nonprofit organizations, for example, Deckop and Cirka (2000) found that for those with
high levels of intrinsic motivation, implementing pay-for-performance programs
caused a decline in intrinsic motivation. But there was variation: Employees who
favored merit pay, and who felt that they were fairly evaluated, had increased motivation. Yet for those who did not believe their performance was evaluated fairly, there
was a sharp decline in motivation. Further, because public funding is limited and
becoming more so, the effect of small amounts of money on motivation also tends to
be small (Moon, 2000). This led Moon (2000) to conclude that focusing on the fairness of the evaluation system may be a more effective and less risky approach than the
implementation of pay-for-performance systems in the public sector. Also, the evaluation of performance in the public sector can be much more difficult than in the
private sector, because complex goals and services like "good health" or "good education" can be extraordinarily hard to measure (Weibel, Rost, & Osterloh, 2009, p. 404).
In analyzing the results of a number of existing experimental studies on the
effects of pay-for-performance in the public sector, Weibel, Rost, and Osterloh
(2009) concluded that there may be benefits, but also hidden costs in the use of
pay-for-performance or merit-pay approaches. Interestingly, they found that "pay
for performance has a strong, positive effect on performance in the case of noninteresting tasks. Pay for performance, however, tends to have a negative effect on
performance in the case of interesting tasks" (2009, p. 404). In other words, the
more intrinsically satisfying the work is, the more there is to lose. They concluded
that "pay for performance ... in the public sector might offer more disadvantages
than advantages" (p. 406).

Participation as a Motivator
Likert ( 1967) argued that an overall philosophy of management that emphasizes a
participative approach is positively related to employee motivation and performance.
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He characterized management approaches on a continuum from authoritarian
(System l) to democratic (System 4). In System 4, management has complete confidence and trust in workers. Workers are motivated by participating in goal setting and
the development of rewards, improving methods, and evaluating goal attainment.
Lawler ( 1990) is a well-known advocate of participative or "high involvement"
approaches to management. He found that participation influences motivation
because it increases the amount of information that people have on the expected
outcomes of performance, it helps to ensure that rewards have high valence for
workers, and it helps people to see the relationship between performance and outcomes. In similar work on goal-setting theories, Locke (1996) found that participation in setting individual goals enhanced goal commitment and, as a result,
increased motivation to achieve one's goals. (We return to this issue in Chapter 12.)

Motivation and Life Stages
Interest in adult life stages has been strong in studies of human behavior and
motivation during recent decades. Although life cycle theories are a relatively recent
development in terms of management theory, concern with adult developmental
psychology can be traced back much further. For example, during the 1950s,
Erikson (1959) argued that there are identifiable stages of adult psychological
development. In Erikson's view, each of these stages presents a crisis or choice that
must be dealt with before progressing to the next stage. If the crisis is not resolved,
then the individual might regress to an earlier stage.
Schott ( 1986) looked at the application of adult life-stage theories in public
organizations. Based on adult life-stage theories, certain issues can be expected to
present themselves for resolution during the different life stages of employees. For
example, the major issues facing employees during early adulthood are the establishment of careers and finding personal intimacy. During middle life, employees
encounter opportunities for growth and change, and they experience a shift from
concentration on external concerns to concentration on internal or self-oriented
concerns. During later life, employees search for meaning and integrity.
Schott ( 1986) argued that these findings are critical to an understanding of organizational behavior and motivation for a number of reasons. First, they suggest that
there will be predictable patterns of development, depending on age and stage in the
life cycle, that will largely determine the psychological set that employees bring to the
workplace. This psychological set will determine how central the organization is to
the lives of individuals. Second, the life stage of employees will have an effect on
satisfaction and morale. Particularly, satisfaction and morale will be lowest during
the beginning of people's careers, build until and then plummet during the midlifecrisis period, and build again and then fall during the preretirement period. Finally,
life-stage theories have important implications for the career development and job
design strategies that will be most effective for individual employees.
Schott (1986) noted that the entry phase and midlife stage are particularly
important and that organizations should offer support in the form of mentors and
staff psychologists to help employees during these transitions. He also suggested
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that using mentors who themselves have successfully passed the midlife crisis is
mutually beneficial to both mentors and young adults. He noted that, during stages
other than the entry and midlife stages, employees are likely to be more receptive to
rewards and to want challenging assignments.
Kanfer and Ackerman (2004) also argued that life stage influences an individual's
motives and cognitive and intellectual capabilities. In the early stages of their
careers, young adult individuals have fluid intellectual abilities, which are most
associated with "working memory, abstract reasoning, attention, and processing of
novel information" (p. 442). In middle age, they tend to suffer the loss of these
abilities. Instead, the authors point out, middle-aged workers gain occupational
and avocational (hobbies, music, art, culture) knowledge, which may be very useful for the organization. The authors suggested that not only do skills change, but
motives change as well. While in early career it is important for the individual to
look for future opportunities, to require novel information and promotion,
middle-aged workers have preferences for "job security, salary, and opportunities
for skill utilization" (p. 446).
Job satisfaction and overall motivation for both groups of employees will also
be influenced by factors not directly related to the work, such as educational
background and the position held by the employee. Kanfer and Ackerman (2004)
suggested that some types of job positions, such as air traffic controller, require
employees that have primarily fluid intellectual abilities, but others, such as those
for teachers and writers, require occupational knowledge. Kanfer and Ackerman
concluded that because going from one life stage to another changes abilities,
motivation, and to some degree the values of the individual, managers have to be
aware of these changes if they want to maintain and increase the motivation of
the people over time.
Life cycle theories have been criticized (Timney-Bailey, 1987) for being based on
false assumptions regarding lifetime tenure in organizations beginning at 20 years
of age and for enshrining ageism and sexism. Critics note that there are many different lifestyles and paths through life that do not conform to what they claim is a
lockstep deterministic model of adult psychological functioning. Furthermore, as
Zeitz (1990) noted, the effect of life stage on satisfaction can be situational. He
found, for example, that satisfaction varied with age according to situational factors
such as position in the organization, location in the organization, and perception
of organizational climate. He suggested that, in using life cycle theories to understand employee behavior, the emphasis be placed on providing informational cues
so as to create a positive climate for employee-organization relationships regardless
of life stage.
That said, sometimes awareness of generational differences can be helpful in
understanding needs and expectations of employees. We should not assume, for
example, that a 21-year-old employee necessarily wants the same things or has the
same values we did when we were 21-years-old. In today's organizations, there
may be at least three generational groups: baby boomers, Generation X, and millennials. Although researchers differ as to the exact dates, in general, baby boomers were born in the 1940s to 1960s, Generation X was born in 1970 to 1980, and
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millennials were born after 1980. While there are great individual differences,
researchers have found that growing up in different eras has resulted in generational shifts in values and needs that are relevant to the workplace. Baby boomers,
for example, grew up in the post-World War II era, with general prosperity. They
experienced marked social and technological changes ranging from the development of television in the 1950s to Vietnam and the civil rights movement in the
1960s. They represent the largest generational group in the workplace and have
been found to be more competitive and dedicated, as well as self-absorbed, than
other age cohorts. They tend to embrace change and personal growth and to
question rules. Baby boomers also may be more likely than other generations to
be motivated by praise, money, and position and to be loyal to their organization
(Gibson, Greenwood, & Murphy, 2009).
Generation X adults, on the other hand, matured in a very different world than
baby boomers. Many grew up in families when both parents worked or in singleparent households. They saw the beginning of the AIDs epidemic and the end of the
cold war, as well as numerous government and business scandals. As a group, they
tend to value independence and creativity, be somewhat cynical, distrust large corporations, and want fulfilling work (Gibson, Greenwood, & Murphy, 2009). Motivation
for this generation may revolve around allowing greater independence and involvement (Crampton & Hodge, 2007; Gibson, Greenwood, & Murphy, 2009).
Millennials (or Generation Y) are "the most educated, well-traveled, and technologically sophisticated generation" (p. 16). This is a generation that "works to live
rather than lives to work" (Crampton & Hodge, 2007, p. 16). This generation has
been found to place more emphasis on the meaning of their work and the feeling
that they are making a difference. While other generations may be willing to "pay
their dues" before finding meaning in their work, millennials tend to seek meaning
and fulfillment as the most important aspect of their jobs from the beginning
(Lancaster & Stillman, 2010). They want to know why before what. They want to
know why something is worth doing before doing it, not out of defiance, but out of
the value placed on making a meaningful contribution. In a sense, they can be said
to arrive at the workplace at the top levels of Maslow's hierarchy of needs between
the belongingness and esteem levels (Espinoza, Ukleja, & Rusch, 2010).
Again, these are broad generalizations that do not take into account individual
differences. At the same time, however, it is clear than we should not assume that
that what we want and value as motivators will be consistent across generations.
While it may be enough for you to simply be told what to do, for others, it may not
be enough. Each generation, of course, has a great deal to offer. The challenge is to
have the flexibility and willingness to understand that different people need different things in order to feel excited and motivated to do their best.

Public Service Motivation
As Perry and Wise ( 1990) described it, "Public service motivation may be understood as an individual's predisposition to respond to motives grounded primarily
or uniquely in public institutions and organizations" (p. 368). In other words, this
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model suggests that there are particular motives associated with the nature of public
service work. Perry and Wise suggested that public service motives fall into three
categories: (1) rational, (2) norm based, and (3) affective. These motives speak to
why individuals might be drawn to public service work and, once they are
employed, why they might find satisfaction in it. Rational public service motives
have to do with individual utility maximization. In other words, some individuals
seek public service as a means of satisfying their own needs. These needs might be
based on personal identification with a program, a desire to advocate for a special
interest, or a desire to participate in policy making because of the excitement or the
image of self-importance that it may reinforce (Perry & Wise, 1990).
But public service motivation is most commonly considered from a normative
standpoint. Norm-based public service motives are centered on the desire to serve
the public and the public interest. These motives are related to factors such as
loyalty, duty, citizenship, and values such as social equity. Finally, Perry and Wise
( 1990) suggested that affective public service motivation may arise from individuals'
personal convictions or commitment to the importance of a governmental program, policy, or function. In other words, affective public service motivation is
grounded in people's feelings, ideals, and emotions regarding the objectives of a
program and the notion of serving society. For example, Frederickson and Hart's
( 1985) "patriotism of benevolence," which they described as a combination of
the love of regime values and love for others, would be an affective-based publicservice motive.
In short, some literature suggests that there are rational, norm-based, and affective motives that are particular to public service. Balfour and Weschler (1990),
Perry and Wise (1990), and Vinzant (1998) suggested that there is support for the
idea that public service motivation will increase the likelihood that people will seek
public employment and that, once people are employed, public service values will
remain an important factor influencing organizational commitment, motivation,
and behavior. Further, Houston (2005) found that public employees don't only
"talk the talk" of public service motivation, they also "walk the walk," being more
likely to volunteer and become involved with charitable activities than their private
sector counterparts. The existence and importance of public service may explain
why "the motivational tools common in private management may not be as effective in public organizations" (p. 84). This also suggests that recognizing and building on public service motivation is vitally important. Reminding employees of the
importance and value of their role in serving citizens and communities can go a
long way in helping to keep them energized and excited about their work.
There is some evidence that public service motivation and goal theories of motivation (described previously) are interrelated. Wright (2007) found, for example,
that the extent to which employees believe the mission and goals of their organizations are intrinsically valuable also causes them to place more value on their own
work in contributing to that mission. Being able to contribute to the mission may
be more important to them than extrinsic rewards. This suggests that managers
"should take care to assign performance expectations in ways that not only clearly
explain what employees should do and how they should do it but also why they
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should do it" (p. 60). Similarly, Boardman and Sundquist (2009) concluded that
workers with higher levels of what they call "public service perceived efficacy" or
PPSE (which is a measure of an employee's perception of the benefits of their organization for society) have less role ambiguity, alongside higher job satisfaction and
organizational commitment.
Put simply, understanding how their work benefits the public they serve can
inspire public servants. This represents a lever for influencing motivation in that
it is both highly effective and more easily available than in some private sector
organizations. Failure to capitalize on the potential power of public service motivation, at the very least, seems to be a lost opportunity, or worse, potentially
damaging for those who come to public service with high ideals and beliefs in the
value of public service.

Other Motivation Theories
Steel and Konig (2006) have tried to integrate multiple perspectives into one
overarching motivation theory, which they call the temporal motivation theory
(TMT). These authors use the framework of time (or the temporal dimension) to
integrate four theories: (l) picoeconomics, ( 2) expectancy theory, (3) cumulative
prospect theory, and (4) need theory. At the most basic level, the TMT model
reminds us that not only do people have different needs and value expected rewards
differently, but they also may be more or less sensitive to time delays in meeting
those needs and receiving those rewards.
Picoeconomics, as the authors explain it, emphasizes the idea that when people
make decisions, they tend to underestimate the value of benefits that will occur in
the future. As already noted, in the expectancy theory of motivation, people engage
in behaviors that they think will lead to particular outcomes that they value. TMT
adds a time dimension. Put simply, how long people have to wait to receive a benefit matters to them. So, TMT relates the expectancy of a person that a particular
action will be rewarded, and the amount of the payout that will be received, with
how long that person is willing to wait to receive the expected payout.
The model also integrates cumulative prospect theory and need theories of motivation. Cumulative prospect theory differs from expectancy theory in the way that
an individual interprets values. It suggests that people value "losses and gains in
reference to some status quo or baseline" (Steel & Konig, p. 894). In other words,
expected consequences or benefits are not considered in the abstract. Rather, they are
considered based on what the person already has. Finally, need theory suggests that
different people will respond differently to the same set of circumstances based on
their individual needs such as safety needs, social needs, and self-esteem needs.
Taken together, TMT combines all of these elements to explain how individuals
make decisions and what affects their actions. The most important element of this
model is the effect of time, which includes a person's sensitivity to "the time
required to realize an outcome" and the anticipated losses and gains (Steel & Konig,
p. 899). Because people have differing sensitivities to time as well as different
desires and needs, they will not react the same way to a given set of circumstances.
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For example, all students from one class will have the same amount of homework
and assignments required to complete the class. But not all students will do their
work at the same time or in the same way. Those who value high grades are willing
to work toward such a reward in the future, and those who have high achievement
needs will likely begin working hard right away. For others, final grades may seem
less important or seem too far in the future to worry about. These people may not
begin their work until later in the semester, or they may work less intensely.
Locke and Latham (2004) have offered another integrative theory, and define
motivation as referring "to internal factors that impel action and to external factors that can act as inducements to action" (p. 388). Motivation in this sense
incorporates individual characteristics, the nature of the job, and organizational
factors. In testing this model, Moynihan and Pandey (2007) found that organizations and managers have varying amounts of influence over different aspects of
employee motivation. For example, managers seem to have more influence in
terms of employee job satisfaction and less influence in terms of job involvement,
because individual characteristics may play a larger role in the later. Job satisfaction can be best nurtured, they say, by "fostering a sense of belonging and shared
achievement in a hospitable social network" (p. 822). They also suggest that culture, the degree of public service motivation, age, promotional opportunities,
role clarity, and job routineness all play a role in motivation as well. These findings suggest a couple of things. First, managers have multiple levels to influence
employee motivation. Second, since personal characteristics play a role in motivation, it is important for managers to pay attention to the people they recruit
and promote in their organization in the first place, seeking out those with high
levels of public service motivation. Third, as noted before, because motivation is
a result of the complex set of factors, different strategies have differing effects on
individuals in particular organizational settings.
There are other motivation theories that focus on emotions in explaining what
motivates people to behave in ways that are not considered "rational." But as Seo,
Barrett, and Bartunek (2004) have reminded us, the effect of emotions on motivation are complex and situational. Their model is based on the idea of "core affect."
They define core affect "as momentary, elementary feelings of pleasure or displeasure and of activation or deactivation" (p. 446). Core affective feelings, according to
the authors, include two independent dimensions: degree of pleasantness and
degree of activation. Pleasantness refers to subjective experience (good/bad, pleasant/unpleasant, positive/negative), and activation refers to the energy expended in
order to achieve something. What Seo, Barrett, and Bartunek found is that pleasant
feelings do not always cause people to act and that unpleasant feelings do not
always deactivate the person. In fact, some level of unpleasant feelings, such as
being tense or nervous, tend to "move" the individual to act and react (often defensively), but also some pleasant feelings, such as being relaxed or calm, can make a
person less likely to act. Another interesting perspective on motivation looks at
whether people are motivated when they are "energized" or if they are surrounded
by people who have positive energy. Cross, Baker, and Parker (2003) asserted that
positive energy is a very important source for motivation. They categorized people
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as "energizers" who by their appearance, attitude, and actions increase the positive
attitude in the organization or as "de-energizers" who always have negative predictions about the possible outcomes. Energizers are people who see opportunities in
any situation, take into account others' opinions and ideas, have charisma that
attracts others, and, most important, show appreciation for others' efforts and stick
to what they say. In their study of seven large organizational networks, Cross, Baker,
and Parker found that people want to be around energizers and they usually feel
energized themselves by the enthusiasm of those people.

"Anti-Motivation" Theories
Some recent literature has suggested that when we ask how to motivate employees, we actually are asking the wrong question. Marcum ( 1999), for example, argued
that motivation theory is "a way of thinking that essentially amounts to manipulation"
(p. 43). Marcum suggested that motivation theory and practice is fundamentally
flawed for the following reasons:
It seeks to cause or stimulate action, assuming that there was none prior to the

initiative.
As a consequence, it is incidental, not continuous. Therefore, it must be reinitiated as often as action is desired.
It is founded on a paternalistic assumption-that a protagonist of greater status,
experience, intellect, or responsibility is seeking to motivate a second party, presumably of lesser status. The relationship between the two parties is unequal.
It can be critiqued as too narrow, piecemeal, and mechanistic in its assumptions.
It relies too heavily on rewards to achieve objectives. (p. 44)

Marcum also emphasized the idea that rewards actually might destroy people's
natural interest in work because people know that if they have to be rewarded to
do something, then the action must not be worth doing for its own sake. Marcum
suggested that we think in terms of voluntary engagement with work activities
rather than in terms of what he characterized as "carrot and stick" motivational
approaches. Two essential elements of engagement theory are learning and
involvement. The idea is that if people are allowed a degree of self-determination,
they will become voluntarily engaged in work that is interesting and enjoyable to
them. People will choose work that they are good at, and once they are engaged,
people will challenge themselves and be persistent. The acquisition of more and
better knowledge is a primary goal. The result, according to Marcum, is selfdetermination and continuous engagement with work activities rather than episodic motivation. According to this perspective, we should think about
partnerships rather than about subordinates, negotiate projects rather than give
assignments, and scan for interests and competencies rather than merely track
past performance.
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Although this might seem to be a rather radical approach, Marcum's (1999)
arguments challenge us to think about the nature of work and the assumptions
about workers that influence how we behave. In a sense, he asked us to return to the
notion of McGregor's Theory Y and to think critically about what those assumptions actually mean in terms of organizational behavior. Marcum also challenged
us to think about our own motivations and to reflect on those circumstances when
we felt most connected, excited, and enthusiastic about what we were doing. Was it
when we chose the activity and became voluntarily committed to it?

Ways of Acting
The preceding sections presented an almost dizzying array of perspectives on
motivation and behavior. The reader might be left wondering what might be the
best way of understanding behavior. Is it need satisfaction? Based on learning and
reinforcement? Shaped by our values and personality? Influenced by rewards?
Affected by different management approaches? Intrinsic in the nature of the job?
Based on a rational calculation of effort, performance, and expected outcomes?
Influenced by our life stages? Based on our assessments of fairness? Grounded in
public service values?
The short answer to all of these questions is yes. Depending on the situation,
it can be useful to think about motivation from all of these perspectives. As stated
at the beginning of the chapter, motivation is complex, and the models developed
to explain it represent a complicated and varied theoretical foundation on which
to base our attempts to influence our own motivation as well as that of others.
But as we also suggested, the various models presented here are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. Particularly when we think about the action orientations that
are suggested in looking across the varied perspectives, several commonalities
emerge. Although motivation is complicated, in general it may be useful to think
about the following.
l. Be self-reflective and proactive about your own motivation. It is difficult, if not
impossible, to motivate your employees if you lack motivation yourself.
Carefully consider the factors that motivate you and keep you motivated. Are
you motivated by challenging goals? A sense of serving others? Promotion?
Achievement? Whatever your answer, do what you can to create situations for
yourself that keep you excited and motivated about your work. Your attitudes
and behavior can be an important and positive contributing factor in the
overall motivational climate.
2. Be aware that what motivates you is not necessarily what will motivate others.

Talk with your employees and listen carefully to what they say about the
motivational factors that are important to them. Help them to clarify their
goals, desires, and needs. There is no "one size fits all" approach to motivating
people. Be cognizant of the differences among people in terms of what they
need from you and the organization to motivate them. People differ in terms
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of needs, personality, attitudes, and values. For example, some employees
might want a great deal of freedom and autonomy, whereas others might
respond better to closer supervision and feedback. Some might be motivated
by promotional opportunities, whereas others might value the opportunity
to continue to work with members of a work group that they enjoy.
3. Have realistic expectations about the extent to which you can influence the moti-

vation of others. Certainly, there were many things suggested in this chapter
that have been shown to positively influence motivation. But it also is important to remember that motivation is internal to the individual. As a manager,
you cannot motivate everyone. There might be people who, despite your best
efforts, simply are not motivated to work toward organizational goals. In those
cases, it might just be a poor fit between the organization and the individuals.
Likewise, if you find yourself in a position where your motivation is consistently lacking and, despite your best efforts, the situation does not appear
likely to change, then it might be best for you to find organizational circumstances in which your public service contribution will be more positive.
4. Participate in setting clear and challenging goals. Goal setting is important from
several perspectives. Particularly if established in a participative process, goal
setting clarifies shared objectives, provides an opportunity for communication, enhances self-efficacy and commitment, and provides the basis for tracking performance. It is particularly important in the public sector because
public organizations often do not have clearly defined and singular goals.
Public organizations often are charged with meeting multiple and conflicting
social goals, so spending time with employees establishing specific objectives
and relating those objectives to the personal goals of individuals is very useful.
It is not enough to simply establish goals. Once goals are established, you
should provide information so that people can track their progress and know
when and how well they have reached the goals. This information can be
motivating in and of itself for some people. Feedback is particularly important
to people with a high achievement need, but in general, people who participate in the formation of goals and become committed to them want information so that they can assess their progress in achieving the goals.
5. Think about the salience of various rewards. Because different people are motivated by different things, different rewards will have more or less value to
them. Do not assume that the rewards that would be meaningful for one
person (or for yourself) will be the same for everyone else. Ask people about
their plans, personal goals, and aspirations. Talk to them about what makes
their work rewarding for them. Ask them what they want from you so that they
will do their best. Listen to what they tell you about what makes them enthusiastic, discouraged, or energized. Then do what you can to provide rewards
that are valuable to them. Also make clear the connections between performance and rewards. Let people know what they will need to accomplish to
earn the rewards they desire. Talk with employees about their abilities and
interests, and jointly identify the resources, training, and experience they
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need to feel confident about meeting goals. Be generous in your positive
feedback when the situation calls for it. But also remember that your attention itself can be a reward. If you are giving a lot of attention to someone who
is performing poorly, then ask yourself whether it is possible that your continued attention actually reinforces the undesirable behavior.
6. Be honest with people about what rewards are possible and what rewards are
not. If you promise more than you actually can deliver, then you might end

up doing more damage than good. Particularly in the public sector, it is
critical to be clear about what you can and cannot do in terms of monetary
rewards, promotions, changes to assignments, and other matters over which
you might not have complete control. If there is something that is important
to a particular employee, then explain clearly what you can and cannot do in
that regard. For those things that you cannot control, try to work creatively
with the employee. For example, although an immediate promotion might
not be possible, it might be feasible to assign a person to manage a task force
or special committee so that this employee can gain supervisory experience.
If you work hard to help your employees secure the rewards they desire, then
they are more likely to work hard to achieve them. For many people in the
public sector, a strong self-expressed commitment to helping people and
serving the public seems to be an important and powerful motivator.
Recognize the contributions that various individuals make to the community
and help them to see how their jobs fit into the overall public service mission
of the organization. Some public employees do not receive a lot of appreciation from citizens, either because they do not have direct interaction or
because their interactions might not always be positive (e.g., police officers).
But it is clear that public service motivations are strong and important for
many people. Letting employees know that you appreciate their contributions in this regard can be very important.
7. Although people might be different in terms of personality, wants, goals, and
needs, realize that they also want to be treated fairly. Employees do not work

in a vacuum. They make comparisons. When employees think that there is
an inequity, they might well act to correct it. Rewards, consequences, and
outcomes need not be the same for everyone, but they should be perceived
by employees as fair and equitable relative to how their inputs compare with
the inputs of others. Listen to what people say in this regard. Do they believe
that they are being treated unfairly? Compared with what? Be open about the
variety of factors that can influence pay, working conditions, and other
rewards or factors that people might view as inequitable. It might not be possible to avoid all complaints of inequity, both because people value outcomes
differently and because of the variety of factors that influence compensation
and other rewards. But with these limitations, it is important to treat people
as fairly and equitably as possible.
8. Remember that motivation is not just about the characteristics of people; it also
is about the work that you ask them to do. To maintain motivation, the work
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itself needs to be satisfying and meaningful. Jobs that are repetitive, lack
variety, allow little autonomy, or have little effect on others are inherently
unsatisfying, not to mention boring. It makes sense, then, to work with
employees to make their work as interesting and satisfying as possible. But we
should mention a cautionary note: Make sure that people want to enrich
their jobs. Ask them what they would like to see changed. Cherrington and
England (1980) found that people who were asked and expressed an interest
in enriching their jobs were more likely to respond positively to such
approaches. If people are interested, then work with them to create "whole"
jobs so that they can use a variety of skills and abilities to accomplish something important and tangible. Where practical, create connections between
workers and their clients (be they citizens or other people in the organization) and open feedback channels so that people can see the results of their
efforts and the impact of their work on others.
9. Think about the life stages of the people you work with as a means of under-

standing the challenges they face and offering appropriate support. But as critics
note, life-stage theories cannot be applied unthinkingly or used as the only
means of understanding what motivates behavior. It is important to recognize the roles of other factors such as lifestyle, gender, cultural differences,
and changes in family structure as well as the influence of factors related to
the organizational context, such as perceptions of climate and the positions
and levels of employees. If used as one of several approaches to understanding employee motivation and behavior, with the intent of providing support
and help with those psychological issues employees face that may influence
their performance in the organization, life-stage theories can provide a relevant and useful perspective on needs and motivations.

Thinking in Action

SOS In DHS: A. Problem of Motivation
About 18 months ago, Jess Johnson was appointed to direct a newly authorized and funded unit in the state's Department of Human Services (OHS).
Shortly thereafter, she interviewed and hired six new employees to staff the
unit. The name of the unit is Service Outreach for Seniors (SOS). Its purpose
is to coordinate services for the vulnerable elderly. This is Jess's first supervisory position.
Susan Jones and Bob Martin were two of the new employees Jess hired.
Initially, both were very productive, enthusiastic, and industrious. Bob had
taken the initiative to work closely with several prominent private service
providers to ensure their cooperation and involvement in the new program.
(Continued)
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(Continued)
Susan had done a terrific job of producing publications and other materials
describing the goals of the unit and explaining SOS services to the elderly.
But since this initial spurt of activity and enthusiasm, both Susan and Bob
have become less-than-ideal employees in Jess's estimation.
Within 6 months of his hiring, Bob developed what Jess considers to be
poor work habits (e.g., very long lunches and coffee breaks, tardiness, absenteeism). Bob demonstrates little interest in or enthusiasm for his work.
Although he generally accomplishes, at least in a minimal manner, those tasks
that are directly assigned to him, he rarely volunteers ideas or takes the initiative. From Jess's perspective, employees who take initiative and demonstrate
creativity are critical in helping the unit to establish itself politically and to create
a service where none had existed before.
Susan, on the other hand, has become quite "creative" in the sense that
she has ceased to check with Jess (or anyone) on important policy matters
before speaking to external groups and individuals. On several occasions, she
has promised things to representatives of organizations and to elected officials
that the SOS program simply could not deliver. On other occasions, she has
misrepresented her role as a staff member, instead leaving the impression that
she was directing the unit. This has embarrassed Jess and her supervisors more
than once. Despite Susan's apparent desire to be "in the limelight" in the
political and community arena, she has developed an open disdain for the
regular workload in her area. She routinely misses deadlines and fails to complete important paperwork.
Jess has met with Bob and Susan separately to discuss her dissatisfaction
with their performance. Being a matter-of-fad person, Jess simply told them
that their work was not up to par and that she expected them to improve.
For a week or so, things seemed to get better. But the same problems quickly
resurfaced.
The other four employees Jess hired are doing well. They have what she
considers good work habits: They usually are on time and are willing to work
hard to help the new unit succeed. They seem to be eager to do well. She
can count on them to complete assigned tasks and meet deadlines. Each of
them, in his or her own way, also has demonstrated a willingness to go
"above and beyond" and to make positive suggestions for improving the
operations and services of the unit.
But the problems with Susan and Bob are beginning to drag down the
morale of the other employees and certainly are causing Jess's attitude
toward work to suffer. Jess has not talked to either of them about these
problems for several weeks because she has not been able to figure out what
to do or say. But at different times this morning, both Susan and Bob came
to Jess's office asking her to recommend them for promotion to a position
that opened up recently in the Child Welfare unit similar to SOS. Jess does
not know how to handle these requests. More troubling, she does not know
how to address the longer term problems of motivating all of her employees
to do well.
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1. Define the problem(s) in this case, using as many theories of motivation
from this chapter as you think might apply.
2. Discuss the practical implications for each of the models you use. In other
words, what do these models suggest the supervisor should do or say as
a consequence of defining the problem from that perspective?
3. What are some of the perspectives on organizational behavior that could
explain the apparently high levels of motivation among the four employees? What models might explain Jess's motivation?
4. Which of the theories or models do you think fit best with which employees and why?
5. What conclusions can you draw, or what observations can you make,
about motivation theory and research?

Staying Motivated
For this exercise, focus on some aspect of your job where you do not feel motivated.
Then go over the following steps.
I. Identify the barriers to motivation. Is the work challenging? Do you feel competent to perform the work? Are you getting needed feedback? Do you understand the expectations? Do you have the time and resources needed to perform
well? What other problems, obstacles, and unmet needs do you confront?
2. Formulate a plan, including action steps, for overcoming the barriers to motivation. Discuss the plan with affected parties and get commitments from them
(if appropriate).
3. Implement the action steps. After a reasonable time period, assess the results.
Has your motivation increased? Has your interest, satisfaction, or performance improved? What else might you do to stay motivated?

Being an Energizer
Recall that in this chapter we talked about how Cross and colleagues (2003) see
positive energy as a very important source for motivation. Over the next week,
observe people in your organization that act as "energizers" and "de-energizers."
How do you respond to these people? Then carefully observe how often you are an
energizer or a de-energizer at work and how people react to you. Over time, consciously and authentically adopt a more positive attitude and engage in energizing
behaviors such as seeing opportunities for positive action, taking into account others' opinions and ideas, and openly showing appreciation for others' efforts. As you
continue to practice this behavior, can you observe any changes in the behavior and
attitude of the people around you? How do those changes, if any, influence you?
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The Power of Public Service
As discussed in this chapter, public service values can be a powerful force in motivating public servants. When working in a stressful and high pressure job, with few
resources and often ambiguous and even conflicting goals and few resources, it can
be easy to lose sight of the importance of what public servants do. Ask yourself the
following questions:
1. What is the public service mission of your agency or organization (or the
organization that you hope to work for)? How does the organization benefit
the people it serves? Think of specific examples.
2. What is your role and contribution in this regard? How do you, or how could
you, help your organization to better achieve its public service mission?
Although it may be difficult to see and measure the results of the specific tasks
you perform or responsibilities you have, make an effort to think through how
you directly or indirectly contribute to making people's lives better.
3. What specific steps can you take to highlight and reinforce the public service
contributions of those around you, including your peers, your supervisor,
and your employees?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER
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Leadership in Public
Organizations
A leader is best when people barely know that he exists, Not so good when
people obey and acclaim him, Worst when they despise him. "Fail to honor
people, they fail to honor you"; But of a good leader, who talks little, When
his work is done, his aim fulfilled, They will all say, "We did this ourselves."
-Lao-tzu, circa 600

BC

L

eadership is becoming one of the most widely debated but least clearly
understood concepts in the study of public and private organizations these
days. There are frequent calls for enhanced leadership in organizations of all
types. Yet no one seems exactly sure what constitutes leadership, where it comes
from, or how it might be developed. Certainly, there is agreement that the traditional top-down models of leadership that we associate with groups such as the
military are outdated and unworkable in modern society--even in the military.
Today's society has been described as (a) highly turbulent, subject to sudden and
dramatic shifts; (b) highly interdependent, requiring cooperation across many sectors; and (c) greatly in need of creative and imaginative solutions to the problems
facing us. Under these conditions, public and private organizations need to be
considerably more adaptable and flexible than in the past. Yet the traditional command-and-control form of leadership does not encourage risk and innovation.
Quite to the contrary, it encourages uniformity and convention. For this reason,
many people now argue that a new approach to leadership is desirable. Under these
circumstances, as we think about leadership and how we might exercise it in groups
and organizations, there are several issues that we need to keep in mind.
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Certainly, we need to understand how leadership has been studied and practiced
in the past to understand the context in which modern discussions of leadership are
taking place. Studies of the lives and careers of outstanding leaders and related
efforts to draw up lists of the qualities or characteristics of those leaders that made
them successful provide an important backdrop to our study of leadership today.
Similarly, studies suggesting that different leaders exhibit different styles help us to
understand the range of options available to us. And those explorations of the
various contexts or situations in which leadership takes place, along with the suggestion that different approaches might be more effective in different circumstances, will help us to situate our own efforts to lead.
At the same time, we should understand that leadership is changing in many
ways, and we should be attentive to those changes. First, we should understand that,
in today's world and certainly in tomorrow's world, more and more people are
going to want to participate in the decisions that affect them. In the traditional topdown model of organizational leadership, the leader was the one who established
the vision of the group, designed ways of achieving that vision, and inspired or
coerced others into helping to achieve that vision. But increasingly, those in organizations want to be involved; they want a piece of the action. Moreover, clients or
citizens also want to participate, as well they should. As Bennis ( 1983) correctly
predicted many years ago, "Leadership ... will become an increasingly intricate
process of multilateral brokerage .... More and more decisions will be public decisions; that is, the people they affect will insist on being heard" (p. 16).
Second, leadership is increasingly being thought of not as a position in a hierarchy but rather as a process that occurs throughout organizations (and beyond). In
the past, a leader was considered the person who held a formal position of power
in an organization or a society. But increasingly, we are coming to think of leadership as a process occurring throughout organizations and societies. Leadership will
not just be something reserved for presidents, governors, mayors, and department
heads; instead, it will become something that everyone throughout our organizations and society will become involved in from time to time. Indeed, there are many
who argue that such a shift in the distribution of leadership will be necessary for
our survival. John Gardner ( 1987), the former cabinet secretary and founder of
Common Cause, stated,
In this country, leadership is dispersed among all elements of society and
down through all levels, and the system simply won't work as it should unless
large numbers of people throughout society are prepared to take leader-like
action to make things work at their level. (p. 1)
It is safe to predict that, over the coming years, we will see more and more
instances of what we term shared leadership in public organizations, both within the
organizations and as administrators relate to their many external constituencies. As
Helgesen ( 1996) put it, leaders in the future will be found "not only among those at
the top, the 'lead horses,' but also among those who constitute what in the industrial
era we called the rank and file" (p. 21). And, as we will see, the notion of shared
leadership is especially important in the public sector as administrators work with
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citizens and citizen groups of all types. In these efforts, public administrators will
need to develop and employ new leadership skills that include important elements
of empathy, consideration, facilitation, negotiation, and brokering.
Third, we should understand that leadership is not just about doing things right;
it is about doing the right things (Bennis & Nanus, 1985). In other words, leadership
inevitably is associated with important human values, including the most fundamental public values, such as freedom, equality, and justice. Through the process of
leadership, people working together make choices about the directions they want to
take; they make fundamental decisions about their futures. Such choices cannot be
made simply on the basis of a rational calculation of costs and benefits. They require
a careful balancing of human values, whether those reflected in the direction in
which an organization chooses to move or as citizens and governmental officials
work together in the development of public policies. Leadership, as we will see, can
play a "transformational" role in this process, helping people to confront important
values and, indeed, to grow and develop individually and collectively in the process
of such confrontations. Accordingly, a number of recent writers on leadership have
urged that we examine the "servant" role of leadership (Greenleaf, 2002) and that we
be attentive to "leading with soul" (Bolman & Deal, 1995).
In this chapter, we consider these important and evolving issues, but we also
consider how these considerations might affect the way in which you go about trying to improve your own leadership capabilities. We examine traditional approaches
to leadership, contemporary approaches to leadership, and some special considerations related to leadership in the public service. We then explore the implications
of these ideas for leadership development. We begin by examining the way in which
you think about leadership now.

Where Do We Begin?
The following exercises will help you think through your current ideas about leadership and the way in which you approach leadership situations.

What Makes a Good Leader?
Think of a person who you think is an excellent leader. This could be someone you
know personally, someone you have watched from afar, or someone you have only
read about or otherwise studied. It could be someone living today or someone from
another time and place. What are the 1Oqualities that make you think highly of that
person's leadership?
I.

2.

3.
4.
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5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

Consider a specific incident in which you thought this person exercised exceptional
leadership skills. Which of the preceding characteristics (or others) were most
important in this particular case of leadership? Why?

Your Experience as a Leader
Now consider your own experiences as a leader. Don't restrict yourself to times in
which you were in a position of formal leadership, such as president of a student
organization. Instead, consider leadership as something that everyone engages in
from time to time. Think of a situation in which you led, even if only for a short
period. Write down the circumstances in which you led?
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What was it you did in this situation that caused others to follow you?

What five characteristics do you consider your best leadership qualities or traits?

2.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

3.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

4.
5.

If we asked your friends to list your best leadership qualities, what do you think they
would say?
I.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

What Is Your Leadership Style?
The following questionnaire will help you to assess your leadership style. Read each
item and think about how often you engage in the described behavior. Indicate your
response to each item by circling one of the five numbers to the right of each item
(I =never, 2 = seldom, 3 = occasionally, 4 =often, 5 =always). We discuss the results
of the questionnaire later in the chapter.
I. Tells group members what they are supposed to do

2

3

4

5

2. Acts friendly with members of the group

2

3

4

5
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3. Sets standards of performance for group members

2

3

4

5

4. Helps others to feel comfortable in the group

2

3

4

5

5. Makes suggestions about how to solve problems

2

3

4

5

6. Responds favorably to suggestions made by others

2

3

4

5

7. Makes his or her perspective clear to others

2

3

4

5

8. Treats others fairly

2

3

4

5

9. Develops a plan of action for the group

2

3

4

5

10. Behaves in a predictable manner toward
group members

2

3

4

5

l l. Defines role responsibilities for each group member

2

3

4

5

12. Communicates actively with group members

2

3

4

5

13. Clarifies his or her own role within the group

2

3

4

5

14. Shows concern for the personal well-being of others

2

3

4

5

15. Provides a plan for how the work is to be done

2

3

4

5

16. Shows flexibility in making decisions

2

3

4

5

17. Provides criteria for what is expected of the group

2

3

4

5

18. Discloses thoughts and feelings to group members

2

3

4

5

19. Encourages group members to do quality work

2

3

4

5

20. Helps group members to get along

2

3

4

5

Scoring. The style questionnaire is designed to measure two major types of leadership behavior: task orientation and relationship orientation. Score the questionnaire by first summing the responses on the odd-numbered items; this is your task
score. Then sum the responses on the even-numbered items; this is your relationship score. We discuss the question of leadership style later in the chapter.
Total scores: Task
Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Interpretation.
40-50 =High
30-39 =Moderate
10-29 =Low
SOURCE: From Leadership: Theory and Practice (2nd ed.) (pp. 51-52), by P. G. Northouse, 2001,
Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE. Used by permission.

Ways of Thinking
While most of the knowledge we have concerning organizational leadership has
come from studies of business organizations, a great deal has been learned about
leadership more generally from the political and governmental realms. In this section, we examine both traditional and contemporary approaches to organizational
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leadership. Then we examine several important studies of leadership in the public
sector. What we find is that some of the most innovative approaches to leadership
today are, in fact, taking place within government organizations and specifically
within public organizations. This suggests the opportunity for students of public
administration to be at the forefront of leadership development during the coming decades.
But before reviewing what we know about leadership and leadership skills, think
for a moment about what we mean by the term leadership. One review of major
studies in leadership pointed out that there are nearly as many definitions of leadership as there are people trying to define it and that many of the definitions are
ambiguous (Bass, 1990, p. 11 ). Moreover, as we noted earlier, the way in which we
think about leadership is changing, meaning that the way in which we should
define leadership is changing as well (Northouse, 2012). In the past, students of
leadership focused most of their attention on the activities of formal leaders. For
the most part, leaders were people in formal positions of power and authority and
people who used their power and authority, as well as other forms of influence, to
direct others toward goals and objectives that they had established in advance.
Consequently, leadership was defined either in terms of the characteristics or traits
that leaders possess or in terms of the way in which leaders exert power in relation
to others in organizations. Put simply, the leader's role was to (a) come up with
good ideas about the direction that the group should take, (b) decide on a course
of action or a goal to be accomplished, and (c) exert his or her influence or control
in moving the group in that direction.
But as we have noted, the way in which we think about leadership is changing.
Leadership no longer is simply what those in leadership positions do. Rather, it
refers to a process by which one individual influences others to pursue a commonly
held objective. Where leadership is present, something occurs in the dynamics of a
group or organization that results in change. Whether leadership comes from
someone in a formal position of "leader'' or from someone else, we can say that
leadership has occurred only when the group has been stimulated to move in a new
direction. To move a group in this way, a person does not necessarily need to exercise power or control. Indeed, power actually can be destructive to leadership in the
long term. Rather, the potential leader must understand the group or organization
and find ways of stimulating or moving it. But the earliest studies of leadership
were quite different from this emerging view.

Traditional Approaches to Leadership
The Trait Approach
Leadership, of course, has been a subject of discussion for many centuries,
with most of that discussion focusing on the leadership of major public figuresfrom Julius Caesar, to Adolf Hitler, to John F. Kennedy. Originally, commentators
tried to address the question of what constitutes effective leadership and what
personal characteristics are associated with successful leaders through biographical studies of well-known leaders. The lives and careers of leaders were studied to
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try to determine what qualities set leaders apart from others. Are leaders smarter
than others? Do they have more highly developed verbal skills? Are they taller or
more masculine? (Note that most of the subjects of these discussions, as well as
the subjects of the earliest formal studies of leadership during the early 1900s,
were men, a fact that many have suggested might have biased the early study of
leadership toward a particular model of leadership behavior.)
In any case, Stogdill ( 1948) analyzed some 124 studies of leadership traits that
had been conducted between 1904 and 1947. His synthesis of these studies suggested that leaders are indeed different from others in a group or organization in
several ways. For example, most of the studies showed that leaders tended to be
more intelligent, more dependable or responsible, and more active in social situations than other group members. On the other hand, factors such as age, height,
weight, and appearance seemed to have little to do with leadership (as some had
thought earlier). Moreover, leaders had a strong capacity for organizing and generating cooperative behavior. Those traits that Stogdill ( 197 4) associated with this
capacity included "intelligence, alertness to the needs of others, [and) insight into
situations, further reinforced by such habits as responsibility, initiative, persistence, and self-confidence" (p. 65).
But Stogdill's (1948) study suggested that whatever characteristics might be
associated with leadership, simply possessing these qualities did not ensure that one
would become a leader. Rather, leaders stand in relation to a group, an organization,
or "followers;' and the nature of that relationship is more determining of the pattern of leadership than is the possession of certain traits. Moreover, leaders that
perform well in one situation might fail in another. Therefore, leadership is determined not by possession of certain traits but rather through a relationship between
the leader and members of a group "in which the leader acquires status through the
active participation and demonstration of his capacity for carrying tasks through
to completion" (1974, p. 65).
In the 1974 study, Stogdill reviewed another 163 studies completed after his
first study. Based on these studies, he suggested that leaders are characterized by
(a) a strong drive for responsibility and task completion, (b) considerable vigor
and persistence in the pursuit of goals, (c) creativity and originality in problem
solving, (d) the exercise of initiative in social situations, (e) self-confidence and a
strong sense of personal identity, (f) a willingness to accept the consequences of
their decisions and actions, (g) a capacity for absorbing stress, (h) a willingness to
tolerate frustration and delay, (i) the ability to influence the behavior of others,
and (j) a capacity to organize groups to achieve the purpose at hand (p. 81). These
characteristics were found to distinguish leaders from others, effective leaders
from ineffective leaders, and higher-level leaders from lower-level leaders. But
again, Stogdill pointed out that the possession of certain traits is not as determining of leadership as the interaction of personality and social situations. Moreover,
he noted, those traits that are associated with leadership may vary from culture to
culture and from time to time. But despite these reservations, Stogdill concluded
that personality is indeed a factor-although not the only factor-in differentiating
leaders from others.
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Leadership Styles
The suggestion that leadership is determined through the interaction of leaders
and situations led researchers to consider the behavior of leaders, not just their traits.
During the late 1940s, a group of researchers at The Ohio State University undertook
a series of studies of leadership behavior, largely basing their work on a questionnaire
that asked people in the military, in educational institutions, and in industrial settings
about the behavior that their leaders exhibited (Bass, 1990, pp. 511-543). (A short
version of this questionnaire appeared at the beginning of this chapter.) Two factors
emerged from the Ohio State studies: consideration and the initiation of structure.
Consideration describes the extent to which the leader is concerned for the welfare
of those in the group. A considerate leader might compliment people on their work,
emphasize the importance of job satisfaction, help to put employees at ease, and so
on. The idea of consideration is primarily focused on relationships. Initiation of structure, on the other hand, describes the extent to which the leader initiates activity in
the group, organizes the group, and defines the way in which the work is to be done.
A leader focusing on initiation of structure would be concerned with maintaining
standards, meeting deadlines, and securing compliance. The idea of initiation is primarily focused on tasks. (Note that the questionnaire at the beginning of this chapter
yielded a score for task and another score for relationship. Which one did you prefer?)
A similar set of ideas about leadership came from researchers at the University of
Michigan (Cartwright & Zander, 1960; Katz & Kahn, 1966; Likert, 1961). Cartwright
and Zander, for example, suggested that leaders help to guide two central group functions: contributing to the achievement of group goals and maintaining or strengthening the group itself. (Other studies used the terms employee orientation and job or
production orientation. But in all cases, the essential distinction was between tasks and
relationships.) Initially thinking that these were at odds with one another, the researchers
pointed out that some leaders are so attentive to maintaining the group that the focus
of the group on accomplishing its goals is undermined, whereas other leaders might
concentrate so much on task achievement that they destroy the group's morale. Later
studies suggested that leaders can be attentive to both tasks and relationships.

The Managerial Grid
One of the most recognizable of these approaches is the managerial (or leadership) grid, which first appeared during the 1960s but has been refined several times
since (Blake & McCanse, 1991; Blake & Mouton, 1964). The grid has two key dimensions: concern for production and concern for people (essentially the task and relationship distinction once again). Concern for production might be expressed in a
focus on results, performance, and the "bottom line;' whereas concern for people
might be expressed in a focus on job satisfaction, working conditions, and wages and
salary. Each of these concerns is found in differing degrees in different people, and
indeed these concerns are found to differ from time to time in the same person.
These degrees are represented on a scale from l to 9 and, when they are combined,
yield the grid shown in Figure 7.1.
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9
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2
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1, 1

Low
Low

1

9, 1

2

3
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5
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7

8

9 High

Concern for Production

Figure 7.1

The Managerial Grid

SOURCE: From leadership Dilemmas: Grid Solutions, by R. R. Blake and A. A. Mccanse, 1991,
Houston, TX: Gulf Publishing. Used with permission.

The various combinations of low and high concern for production and concern
for people generate five key leadership styles. The 9, 1 style might be characterized
by phrases such as "nice guys finish last," "produce or perish," and "results driven."
The 1, 9 style might be associated with phrases such as "don't worry, be happy,""see
no evil," and "can't say no." The 1, 1 style might be recognized in phrases such as
"sorry, but it's not my problem" and "hands off." The 5, 5 style might be characterized by phrases such as "I can live with that" and "that's acceptable progress." Finally,
the 9, 9 style might be associated with phrases such as "all for one, and one for all"
and "interdependence and shared values." Although there is some implication that
each style has a place, the obvious preference is the 9, 9 style. Blake and Mccanse
( 1991) wrote, "An organization can maximize its members' contributions by applying these principles daily, which in turn helps ensure relationships among members
based on mutual trust and respect. It then becomes possible to maximize the use of
financial, technical, natural, and other resources" (p. 265).
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Situational Leadership®
Several approaches to leadership relate leadership style and leadership behavior
to the context within which leadership occurs. One of the most widely known
approaches to leadership behavior is what is called situational leadershipe, an
approach developed by Hersey and Blanchard during the late I 960s and further
refined since that time (Hersey & Blanchard, I988, chap. 8). Basically, the idea of
situational leadershipe is that different situations require different styles of leadership and, correspondingly, that leaders need to be able to understand key characteristics of the organizations they lead and then adapt their own behavior to fit the
situation. The emphasis in situational leadershipe is on the relationship between
the leader and his or her followers. (Although Hersey and Blanchard used examples
drawn from hierarchical organizations, they claimed that the situational leadershipe approach will work no matter whether you are attempting to influence a
subordinate, a boss, a friend, or a group.)
According to the model, the leadership style that should be used by the potential
leader depends on the "readiness" level of the people whom the leader is attempting
to influence. The styles that are available to the leader again are based on the distinction between task behavior and relationship behavior. Task behavior is defined
as "the extent to which the leader engages in spelling out the duties and responsibilities of an individual or group. These behaviors include telling people what to do,
how to do it, when to do it, where to do it, and who is to do it" (Hersey & Blanchard,
I988, chap. 8). Relationship behavior, on the other hand, is defined as "the extent
to which the leader engages in two-way or multi-way communication" such as listening, facilitating, and supporting. Using a low-to-high difference in task behavior
on one dimension and a low-to-high difference in relationship behavior on
another, Hersey and Blanchard came up with four possible leadership styles: SI
(high task and low relationship), S2 (high task and high relationship), S3 (high
relationship and low task), and S4 (low relationship and low task) (Figure 7.2).
Again, the key to understanding the situation is understanding the followers,
given that whether someone leads is determined by whether anyone follows. At the
outset, the leader has to determine the objectives or task-specific outcomes that are
desired. Without knowing the objectives, the leader cannot determine the "readiness" of potential followers. The readiness of potential followers is not dependent
on their personal characteristics; rather, it has to do with how ready they are to
perform a particular task. In this view, a social worker might be very responsible in
interacting with clients but less interested in completing the paperwork needed for
keeping appropriate records. In such a case, the leader should take a somewhat
hands-off approach to the social worker's interactions with clients but should
supervise very closely the completion of the necessary paperwork.
The readiness of an individual or a group to perform a specific task depends
on the ability and willingness or confidence to perform the task. There can be
various combinations of ability and willingness: RI (unable and unwilling or
insecure}, R2 (unable but willing or confident}, R3 (able but unwilling or insecure), and R4 (able and willing or confident). Figure 7.2 shows the relationship
between follower readiness and the optimal leader behavior. To use the chart, the
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SOURCE: 0 Copyright 2006. Reprinted with permission of the Center for Leadership Studies.
Escondido. CA 92025. www.situational.com. All Rights Reserved.

leader would identify the follower's level of readiness on the continuum at the
bottom and then draw a perpendicular line up into the chart to the point where
it intersects with the curved line. This line represents the ideal combination of
task and relationship behavior that the leader should employ with this particular
individual or group-telling, selling, participating, or delegating. In any case, the
key to understanding situational leadership is to understand that different
approaches to leadership are appropriate in different situations.
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The Contingency Approach
This same basic premise underlies several other approaches. For example,
Fiedler's {1967) contingency model of leadership suggests that the effectiveness of
a group is contingent on the relationship between the style of leadership and the
degree to which the situation enables the leader to exert influence. That is, some
situations are more favorable for some leaders, and other situations are more
favorable for others. Based on extensive empirical research involving a scale called
the Least Preferred Coworker (LPC) scale, Fiedler identified two now familiar
leadership styles: the task-oriented leader (who is quite efficient and goal oriented)
and the relationship-oriented leader (who derives satisfaction from successful
interpersonal relationships). Both types of leaders are concerned with tasks and
engage in interpersonal relationships, but the task-oriented leader is concerned
with interpersonal relationships to complete the task at hand, whereas the relationshiporiented leader is concerned with tasks to have successful interpersonal relationships (p. 46).
The next question becomes how the group or organization affects the leader's
ability to lead, that is, to motivate others and coordinate their efforts. Three characteristics of groups or organizations are most important: (l) position power, (2)
task structure, and (3) the personal relationship between the leader and members
of the group. Position power refers to the degree to which the position enables the
leader to get others to comply with his or her directions. It is the power that the
group builds into the situation and is reflected in things such as having an official
title (and the perquisites of high office) and having the authority to hire and fire
or to give raises in rank and pay. The leader with great position power does not
have to spend time convincing others that they should follow; rather, there are
stable roles and expectations built into the situation. The leader with high position
power can get others to perform their tasks more readily than can a leader with
low position power.
Task structure refers to the degree to which the task undertaken by the leader and
group is structured or unstructured. Tasks that are highly structured give the leader
more control, whereas those that are less structured give the leader less control.
Precisely stated tasks allow followers little room for discretion, whereas more vague
tasks permit wide latitude on the part of followers. For example, processing driver's
license applications is a fairly structured job in which there are exact steps that must
be taken and little room for "creativity." Designing a new public park, on the other
hand, is a highly unstructured task and could be done in many ways. In very basic
terms, "the structured task is enforceable, while the unstructured ambiguous task is
difficult or impossible to enforce" (Fiedler, 1967, p. 28).
Position power and task structure are decided on by the organization, according
to Fiedler, but the leader's personal relationship with members of the group is something that the leader can influence through his or her own personality. Some leaders
will be respected and well liked, whereas others will not be. Some will gain that
respect through showing wisdom and making good decisions, whereas others will
be liked simply based on their charming or likable personalities. In either case, a
good relationship between the leader and members of the group will lead to a
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greater proportion of the leader's ideas being accepted. Of course, the group's effectiveness may or may not be improved simply by a more effective relationship
between the leader and the group. The leader still will need to have good ideas. But
the chances that the leader's ideas and directions will be accepted improve if the
relationship is a good one.
The contingency model, then, suggests that certain leadership styles are more
effective in certain situations. The three factors of group life just discussed can be put
into eight categories, ranging from those that are favorable to leaders to those that
are unfavorable to leaders. For example, the combination of good relationships with
the group, high task structure, and strong power would be most favorable. Situations
with poor relationships, low structure, and weak power would be most unfavorable.
Other combinations would fall in between these two extremes. Task-oriented leaders
will be most effective in highly favorable situations (i.e., where things are going along
smoothly) or in highly unfavorable situations (i.e., where things are completely out
of control). Relationship-oriented leaders will be most effective in moderately favorable situations. But whatever the leader's style, if it does not match the situation that
the leader is in, then this individual will not likely succeed as a leader.

Path-Goal Theory
Another approach suggesting that a leader needs to select a style meeting the
needs of subordinates is called path-goal theory (House & Mitchell, 1974). This
approach is based on expectancy theory, which was covered in Chapter 6 and, as
you might recall, suggests that people are satisfied with their work if they believe it
will lead to things that are highly valued and that they will work hard if they believe
their effort will lead to things that are valued. Somewhat like contingency theory,
the path-goal approach suggests combinations of leadership styles and subordinate
attitudes or expectations. The leadership styles are (a) directive leadership (much
like task-oriented leadership), (b) supportive leadership (much like relationshiporiented leadership), (c) participative leadership (a style that involves consultation
with subordinates and a serious consideration of their ideas before the leader makes
a decision), and (d) achievement-oriented leadership (where the leader sets challenging goals and high expectations, continually seeks improvements in performance, and expresses confidence that the group members will put forth the effort
required to succeed). These leadership styles contrast with three subordinate attitudes or expectations: (I) the attitudes or orientation of subordinates, (2) the subordinates' acceptance of the leader, and (3) the expectations of subordinates that
their efforts will result in achievement and that their achievements will be valued
(House & Mitchell, 1974, p. 83).
The theory, then, suggests that a directive leadership style will be most effective
in situations where employees themselves are somewhat dogmatic, where the
demands of the task are ambiguous, and where rules and procedures are unclear. In
these situations, the directive leader will provide the guidance and structure that the
subordinates want and expect. A supportive leadership style, on the other hand, will
be most effective in situations where subordinates are engaged in work that is
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stressful, frustrating, or unsatisfying. In these cases, the supportive leader can provide necessary encouragement and help to the subordinates. A participative leadership style seems to work best in situations where tasks are ambiguous and where
subordinates have a great sense of autonomy and need more control over their
work. The participatory leader will engage employees in working out the details of
the task and will allow subordinates to meet their need to be involved. Finally, the
achievement-oriented leadership style works best where subordinates perform
ambiguous nonrepetitive tasks. In these cases, the higher the achievement orientation of the leader, the more subordinates are confident that their efforts will pay off.
The bottom line is that the leader should help subordinates to establish goals and
set the appropriate paths to those goals, and then should work with employees to
encourage them in task completion and to remove obstacles that might stand in the
way of their success.

Contemporary Approaches to Leadership
From Traits, to Skills, to Strategies
Despite questions that were raised about the ability of trait theory to predict
leadership effectiveness, there continues to be considerable interest in defining the
traits or characteristics that are associated with successful leadership. Most contemporary works along these lines assume that there are traits that a leader possesses to
a greater degree than do others in the organization. Most also agree that these traits
can be developed if they are not initially present in the individual. In this sense, to
respond to the question of whether leaders are born or made, the contemporary
consensus seems to be that leaders may be born but that they also can be made-<>r
at least improved on.
But there also has been an interesting recent twist in this approach. Increasingly,
in addition to describing traits of leaders, scholars are focusing on the skills, competencies, and strategies associated with leadership. (Recall the Office of Personnd
Management study we examined in Chapter I.) Thinking in these terms allows us
to say that leadership initially builds on the skills of management-the ability to
use power and influence effectively, the ability to communicate with and motivate
others, and the ability to work in and among diverse groups. Leaders build on
these basic skills or competencies in important ways. For example, some have
argued that there are sharp distinctions between leaders and managers. In an
important article in the Harvard Business Review, Zaleznik (1977) arpd that
leaders and managers ultimately are different types of people. Whereas managers
adopt impersonal or even passive attitudes toward goals, leaders are more active or
even visionary with respect to the future. Whereas managers excel in problernsolving skills and in work design, leaders seek out opportunities and rewards even
if doing so involves risk. Managers prefer to work with people in carefully orchestrated and controlled ways, whereas leaders are much more passionate about what
they do and are likely to create more turbulence along the way. Finally, whereas
managers see themselves as conservators or regulaton of existing institutions,
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leaders seek to profoundly reorder human, economic, and political relationships;
leaders are concerned with vision and judgment, not just mastering routines. To
this list of distinctions, Bennis and Nanus (1985) added an important "value"
dimension: "Managers are people who do things right, and leaders are people who
do the right thing" (p. 21 ).
Various writers have developed different lists of traits, competencies, or skills
required of leaders (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Hitt, 1993; Northouse, 2001; Yuki,
1998). For example, Bennis (1997) offered 10 traits of "dynamic leaders,'' stating
that they ( l) possess self-knowledge, responsibility, and accountability; (2) are open
to feedback; ( 3) are eager to learn and improve; (4) are curious risk takers; ( 5) show
strong concentration at work; (6) learn from adversity; (7) balance tradition and
change; (8) have an open, approachable style; (9) work well with systems; and (IO)
serve as models and mentors (chap. 12). Similarly, Van Wart (2005; see also 2007)
talked about IO general leadership traits, which are either innate or learned early
in life, but which can be improved with training, education, and experience. Of
the 10, 6 characteristics are classified as "personality characteristics: self-confidence, decisiveness, resilience, energy, flexibility, and emotional maturity" (p. 93).
The willingness to assume responsibility and the need for achievement are classified as motivational drives; personal integrity and service mentality, as value orientations. Van Wart suggested that these traits should be balanced and that
excessiveness in any of these characteristics has negative aspects as well. For example,
self-confidence is very important for the leader in providing the "sense that the
things are under control" (p. 94). However, overconfidence, Van Wart argued, may
lead to "lack of caution, micromanagement, and arrogance" (p. 94).
Whereas others have offered other qualities, certain traits or competencies
seem to stand out in the literature. Among these, we would suggest the following
(Figure 7.3).

Intelligence and Self-Understanding
Self-Confidence and Self-Esteem
High Energy and Determination to Succeed
Creativity
Sociability (Interpersonal Awareness)
Integrity

Figure 7.3

Leadership Traits or Competencies

I. Intelligence and self-understanding. Intellectual ability seems to be positively
associated with leadership success, although substantial differences in the verbal or
conceptual ability of leaders and members of the organization might interfere with
effective communications. Leaders need a strong capacity for conceiving possibilities that might be hidden within a situation, the ability to articulate their ideas
clearly and persuasively, and the intelligence to understand the context in which
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those ideas are to be played out. Leaders must be intelligent with respect to the
outside world, but they also must be adept at self-understanding. Indeed, many see
the process of leadership development as merely one aspect of personal development. "The process of becoming a leader is much the same as the process of becoming an integrated human being" (Bennis, as cited in Hitt, 1993, p. iii).
2. Self-confidence and self-esteem. Obviously, those who aspire to leadership
must have a certain degree of confidence that they will succeed. They must feel
sure of their own abilities as well as the abilities of their followers. Indeed, leaders who have high expectations for themselves are likely to inspire high expectations for subordinates as well (Kouzes & Posner, 2007, chap. 9). The issue of
self-confidence is especially important during a time when we are experimenting
with new forms of organizational empowerment and shared leadership. Leaders
who engage in sharing power give up some control of the situation; they put
themselves at risk. Undertaking that risk requires a strong base of self-esteem.
Self-confidence is important, but it also is tricky. Too little self-confidence might
cause a potential leader to be indecisive and vague, whereas too much self-confidence might cause the person to be arrogant and intolerant of criticism. But
there is no question that the most effective leaders have a high level of maturity
and self-esteem.
3. High energy and determination to succeed. Leaders have been shown to have
greater energy, physical stamina, and tolerance for stress than do others. Leadership
is demanding hard work, so physical vitality and emotional resilience are quite
helpful characteristics for leaders to possess (Yukl, 1998, p. 244). In addition, leaders need to exhibit high degrees of initiative and drive to get things done. They not
only must be willing to commit to putting in long hours but also must make a deep
psychological commitment to the task at hand. Leaders also believe that they can
influence their own destinies, and they take greater responsibility for their actions
than do others. They show energy and enthusiasm for what they are doing, and
their energy and enthusiasm inspire others. For example, in his well-known book,
Good to Great (2001), Jim Collins described the "Level Five Leaders" as ambitious
for the cause and the work- but not ambitious themselves. "The Level Five Leader
displays a paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will" (Collins,
2005, p. 34).
4. Creativity. The 2010 IBM Global CEO Study, based on face-to-face interviews with 1,541 CEOs, general managers, and senior public sector leaders around
the world, concluded that global complexity will only increase in the future and
that more effective leadership will be needed to steer tomorrow's organizations
through a more complex world (IBM, 2010). The study found that the biggest
challenge facing public and private enterprises in the future will be the accelerating
pace and complexity of a global society operating as a massively interconnected
system. According to those surveyed, in order to cope with global complexity, the
single most important attribute of future leaders will be creativity. "Creative leaders invite disruptive innovation, encourage others to drop outdated approaches
and take balanced risks. They are open-minded and inventive in expanding their
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management and communication styles, particularly to engage with a new generation of employees, partners, and customers" (sec. 2).
5. Sociability (interpersonal awareness). Generally speaking, leaders like to interact with others and tend to be warm, friendly, outgoing, and diplomatic in their
relations with others. They have good interpersonal skills and generally are able to
achieve cooperative relationships with others. But we should note that there are
exceptions to this rule, often among leaders with strong task orientations. Again, this
issue cuts in different ways. Leaders who have a strong need to be liked by others
might not allow work to interfere with good interpersonal relationships. On the
other hand, those with low needs for affiliation might tend to spend too much time
by themselves and not engage with others. In any case, leaders need to be sensitive to
the social and psychological needs of those around them; they need to exhibit interpersonal awareness.
6. Integrity. Integrity refers not only to knowing the right course of action but
also to being able to pursue that course, even under pressure not to do so. Leaders
with integrity are honest, principled, and ethical in their dealings with others. They
are scrupulously honest and act on principle. They can be trusted to do what they
say they will do and to follow up on promises made. They can be trusted to keep
their commitments. In acting with integrity, they command the respect of others
who recognize the leaders' sense of responsibility. Most important, their actions will
match their words; they will act in accord with their principles and will "walk the
walk." Being a good leader requires not only excellent technical and professional
competence, but also an ethical orientation (including a sense of social responsibility) and a completely engaged personal sense of fulfillment and meaningfulness
(Barendsen & Gardner, 2007, p. 21).
Moving from a discussion of traits and skills to a discussion of what leaders do,
how they act, and what strategies they employ, we may examine one popular
approach to the question of leadership practices-an approach developed by
Kouzes and Posner (2007) in their book The Leadership Challenge. Kouzes and
Posner began their work by surveying thousands of managers in the United States,
asking the question, "What values (personal traits or characteristics) do you look
for and admire in your superiors?" The most frequent responses were that superiors
be honest, competent, forward-looking, and inspiring. Kouzes and Posner noted
that these categories were surprisingly similar to those communication experts use
in assessing the believability of sources of communications such as newscasters and
salespeople. In such studies, qualities such as trustworthiness, expertise, and dynamism were associated with greater credibility. Kouzes and Posner (2007) concluded
that, more than anything else, we want leaders who are credible:
Above all, we must be able to believe in our leaders. We must believe that
their word can be trusted, that they will do what they say, that they have the
knowledge and skill to lead, and that they are personally excited and enthusiastic about the direction in which we are headed. (p. 23)
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If credibility is the foundation of all leadership, then what are the things leaders
do that enhance their credibility? Kouzes and Posner (2007) answered that leaders
establish their credibility through their actions, specifically through five "practices"
that they engage in when they are at their best and that are available to anyone who
wishes to accept the leadership "challenge." These include the following.
l. Challenging the process. Leaders accept the challenge of change. The specific
challenge may come in a number of ways-from trying to introduce a new program of quality service to citizens, to implementing a new program, to turning a
decaying organization around. Leaders are willing to step out into the unknown
and explore new ideas and approaches. They encourage risk and innovationin themselves and in others. And they learn from both their successes and their
failures.
2. Inspiring a shared vision. Leaders look into the future, explore its possibilities,
and dream about what the future might be like. This vision or mission represents
an important change-a desire to make something happen that is new, different,
and hopefully better. But leaders not only have to articulate the vision; they also
have to inspire others to buy into that vision, something that is partly dependent on
leaders' own energy and enthusiasm in carrying the vision forward.
3. Enabling others to act. Leaders cannot carry forward important projects on
their own. They need the help and assistance of people throughout the organization. Successful leaders encourage, empower, and enable others to act. They promote teamwork and collaboration throughout the organization, and they model
the importance of teamwork in their own behavior. They want people throughout
the organization to buy into the vision, to feel a sense of ownership in what is happening, and to feel that their work is being fully supported.
4. Modeling the way. The most successful leaders are those who "practice what
they preach." These are the leaders who have a clear idea of their beliefs and values
and who constantly sharpen their understanding of those beliefs and values. They
are people who have a clear sense of their own behavior-what they are doing and
how it is affecting the group. And they are people who are able to make sure that
their behavior is consistent with their principles. These leaders are role models for
those in the organization. They are consistent and persistent-consistent with
their values and persistent in pursuit of their goals.
5. Encouraging the heart. The most successful leaders encourage others to do
their very best and to recognize and celebrate their successes. Leaders are in part
cheerleaders, boosting the spirits of those with whom they work and cheering them
on to greater accomplishments. The means of "encouraging the heart" may vary
widely, from establishing large-scale employee recognition systems or events to
simply stopping in the hall to tell employees that they are doing a good job. The best
leaders generally are quite enthusiastic about what they are doing, but they also
recognize that they cannot do the work on their own and that other people need to
know they are doing well and that their efforts are appreciated.
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Leadership theorists talk about the traits, skills, behaviors, and styles that make
for successful leadership. But who evaluates the leaders? Who can tell whether the
leader is good or bad? First, leaders can evaluate their own work through selfreflection and self-critique, or through evaluating short-term and long-term
improvements (Van Wart, 2005, p. 435). But leaders are also evaluated by their
subordinates, because they are directly affected by the leader's actions and behaviors. Leaders can also be evaluated by their superiors, the body to whom they
report, or, in the case of political leaders, even to the voters. The stakeholders
outside the organization (clients, vendors, partner agencies, indirect consumers of
services) may also evaluate the leader. And finally, time, Van Wart argued, is "the
toughest and subtlest evaluator of all" (p. 436). Time will say whether the contribution of a particular leader will be remembered by the group, the organization,
or the society.

The Transformational Approach
Whereas most of the material on leadership that we have covered to this point
has been largely drawn from studies of leadership in business organizations, it is
interesting that perhaps the most powerful formulation of leadership in the
modern era-the idea of transformational leadershi~has its roots in studies of
political and governmental leadership. Transformational leadership is the key
concept in a classic study by Harvard University political scientist James
MacGregor Burns titled simply Leadership (1978). In this monumental work,
Burns did not merely try to understand the dynamics of leadership in terms of
getting things done or meeting organizational objectives. Instead, he sought to
develop a theory of leadership that would extend across cultures and across time.
Specifically, Burns sought to understand leadership not as something that leaders
do to followers but rather as a relationship between leaders and followers-a
mutual interaction that ultimately changes both:
The process of leadership must be seen as part of the dynamics of conflict and
power; that leadership is nothing if not linked to collective purpose; that the
effectiveness of leaders must be judged not by their press clippings but by
actual social change ... ; that political leadership depends on a long chain of
biological and social processes, of interaction with structures of political
opportunity and closures, of interplay between the calls of moral principles
and the recognized necessities of power; that in placing these concepts of
political leadership centrally into a theory... , we will reaffirm the possibilities
of human volition and of common standards of justice in the conduct of
people's affairs. (p. 4)
Burns started by noting that although historically we have been preoccupied
with power in organizations and in society, there is an important difference
between power and leadership. Typically, power is thought of as carrying out one's
own will despite resistance. But such a conception of power neglects the important
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fact that power involves a relationship between leaders and followers and that a
central value in that relationship is purpose-what is being sought, or what is
intended, by both the one who is exercising power and the one who is on the receiving end. In most situations, the recipient has some flexibility in his or her response
to an attempted exercise of power, so the power that one can exercise is dependent
on the way in which both parties view the situation. Power wielders draw on their
own resources and motives, but these must be relevant to the resources and motivations of the recipient of power.
Leadership, according to Burns ( 1978), is an aspect of power, but it is a separate process. Power is exercised when potential power wielders, acting to achieve
goals of their own, gather resources that enable them to influence others. Power
is exercised to realize the purposes of the power wielders, whether or not those
purposes also are the purposes of the respondents. Leadership, on the other
hand, is exercised "when persons with certain motives and purposes mobilize, in
competition or conflict with others, institutional, political, psychological, and
other resources so as to arouse, engage, and satisfy the motives of the followers"
(p. 18). The difference between power and leadership is that power serves the
interests of the power wielder, whereas leadership serves both the leader's interests and those of the followers. The values, motivations, wants, needs, interests,
and expectations of both leaders and followers must be represented for leadership to occur.
There actually are two types of leadership, Burns argued. The first is transactional leadership, which involves an exchange of valued things (e.g., economic,
political, psychological) between initiators and respondents. For example, a political leader might agree to support a particular policy in exchange for votes in the
next election, or a student might write a superb paper in exchange for an A grade.
In the case of transactional leadership, the two parties come together in a relationship that advances the interests of both, but there is no deep or enduring link
between them. Transformational leadership, on the other hand, occurs when leaders
and followers engage with one another in such away that they raise one another to
higher levels of morality and motivation. Although the leaders and followers initially might come together out of the pursuit of their own interests or because the
leader recognized some special potential in the followers, as the relationship
evolves, their interests become fused into mutual support for common purposes.
The relationship between leaders and followers becomes one in which the purposes
of both elevate through the relationship; both parties become mobilized, inspired,
and uplifted. In some cases, transformational leadership even evolves into moral
leadership as leadership raises the level of moral aspiration and moral conduct of
both leaders and followers. Moral leadership results in actions that are consistent
with the needs, interests, and aspirations of the followers but that fund'\mentally
change moral understandings and social conditions.
Burns (1978) provided the most compelling moral interpretation of leadership
that we have encountered so far. In this view, leadership is not merely something
that occurs within the context of a particular group or organization seeking its own
interests. Rather, leadership (especially transformational or moral leadership) has
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the capacity to move groups, organizations, or even societies toward the pursuit of
higher purposes. Burns added an important element of change and transformation
to our understanding of leadership.
Unfortunately, some who have adopted the phrase transformational leadership
have used it for more narrowly defined purposes. Bernard Bass, for example, developed a model of transformational leadership more confined to the relationships of
superiors and subordinates in complex organizations (1985; Bass & Avolio, 1994).
Bass used the terms transactional and transformational as Burns did but in somewhat different ways. The transactional leader, according to Bass, exchanges rewards
for services rendered so as to improve subordinates' job performance. To accomplish this, the leader
1) recognizes what it is we want to get from our work and tries to see that we
get what we want if our performance warrants it, 2) exchanges reward and
promises of reward for our effort, [and] 3) is responsive to our immediate
self-interests if they can be met by getting the work done. (Bass, 1985, p. 11)
The transformational leader, rather than focusing on how the current needs of
subordinates might be met, concentrates on arousing or altering their needs. Such
a transformation can be achieved in one or more of three ways:
1) by raising our level of awareness, our level of consciousness about the
importance and value of designated outcomes, and ways of reaching them;
2) by getting us to transcend our own self-interest for the sake of the team,
organization, or larger polity; [and] 3) by altering our need levels ... or
expanding our portfolio of needs or wants. (Bass, 1985, p. 20)
In revising Burns's (1978) work in this way, Bass narrowed the moral basis on
which transformational leadership previously stood. Although Bass advised managers that it would be in their long-term interest to act according to moral principles, in his view, transformational leadership does not imply a moral element.
Indeed, to illustrate this point, Bass used a classic example-the leadership of
Adolf Hitler. Whereas Burns would say that Hitler's leadership was not transformational because it did not further good in the society, Bass contended that
Germany still was transformed by Hitler's leadership and, indeed, that Hitler's
influence still is felt today. Because Germany was transformed, according to Bass,
Hitler was a transformational leader.
In any case, transformational leaders, according to Bass, achieve good results by
employing one or more of four strategies: ( 1) idealized influence (transformational
leaders are admired and respected by their followers, and they act as role models or
positive influences), (2) inspirational motivation (transformational leaders communicate high expectations for subordinates and encourage them to aspire to high
performance), (3) intellectual stimulation (transformational leaders encourage
their followers to be creative and innovative and to try new solutions to old problems), and (4) individualized consideration (transformational leaders provide a
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supportive climate in which individuals are encouraged to grow and develop) (Bass
& Avolio, 1994, pp. 3-4). Generally speaking, according to this interpretation, transactional leaders achieve expected outcomes, whereas transformational leaders
move the organization beyond expectations. But clearly, the element of moral leadership so central to Burns's work is missing in this interpretation.

Transforming Organizations
The interest in transforming organizations, whether in the broader or narrower
sense, has led to increased attention on the part of scholars and practitioners to the
relationship between leadership and change. The question has two parts. First, how
can leaders stimulate specific policy and program changes? Second, how can they
help to develop a culture of change or innovation in their organizations? How can
leaders "transform" their organizations? How can they bring about change? How
can they encourage innovation, even if it involves risk?
Tichy and Devanna ( 1986) suggested that bringing about change in organizational settings is not something that happens randomly or something that requires
a charismatic leader. Rather, leaders can bring about change by engaging in specific
disciplined steps. These steps occur within the context of a drama that symbolizes
the many tensions and dilemmas involved in the change process. For example, there
typically is a tension between tradition and innovation. Although organizations
must adapt to new and changing conditions, they also must maintain some stability
so as not to "spin out of control." This tension is reflected in the way that some
individuals within organizations fear change, while others are more positive and
hopeful that the future will bring about improvements. Sometimes it also is
reflected in tension between managers (who typically are forces for stability in
organizations) and leaders (who are forces for change). During the change process,
leaders must present a positive and attractive view of the future of the organizations
while, at the same time, providing the emotional support for those who are most
affected (and perhaps most troubled) by the anticipated changes.
Tichy and Devanna ( 1986) portrayed the change process as a drama involving
three "acts," with each act affecting both the organization and individuals. Act I
involves "recognizing the need for revitalization." In this stage, events in the
environment trigger or signal a need for change, which the effective leader
accepts as an impetus for transition and begins to communicate throughout the
organization. Because many people will have difficulty in disengaging from past
patterns of behavior and will have emotional attachments to the old ways of
doing things, the leader in this stage will provide people with the support they
need for letting go of the past and grasping the future. In this stage, "Leaders
should encourage employees to accept the failures [of the past I without feeling
as if they had failed" (p. 32).
Act II involves "creating a new vision." In this stage, according to Tichy and
Devanna (1986), leaders will need to create a vision or a new way of thinking
about what the organization does and how it should go about its work. This vision
may be developed in a variety of ways---some fairly directive, others much more
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participatory-but in the end the vision will have to be appealing to a critical mass
of the organization's members. In this stage, individuals will continue to work
through their sense of loss with respect to the past but also will begin to understand and accept the new vision of the organization and how they might fit into
that vision.
Act III involves "institutionalizing change." In this stage, the new vision begins
to become reality as specific programs and policies are institutionalized throughout
the organization. Again, leaders have to be attentive not only to the design and
implementation of these new ideas but also to the psychological needs that must be
met during this period. "Change invokes simultaneous personal feelings of fear and
hope, anxiety and relief, pressure and stimulation, threats to self-esteem and challenges to master new situations" (Tichy & Devanna, 1986, p. 31 ). The most effective
leaders will provide support as individuals work through these difficult issues.
(Other writers interested in the process of leading change have elaborated on the
various stages of transformation. One popular version of leading change (Kotter,
1996, p. 21) suggests an eight-stage process: (I) establishing a sense of urgency, (2)
creating a guiding coalition, (3) developing a vision and strategy, (4) communicating the vision, (S) empowering broad-based action, (6) generating short-term wins,
(7) consolidating gains and producing more change, and (8) anchoring new
approaches in the culture. [See also Kotter & Cohen, 2002.])
Tichy and Devanna's approach stands out for its identification of the emotional and psychological forces at play during the process of leading change, a
theme that has been put forward by others. For example, Diamond ( 1993) argued
that unconscious expectations and desires affect organizational life in general and
alter the relation between leaders and followers in particular. Especially where
they are involved in change efforts, leaders and followers exhibit deep-seated
psychological needs that lead them into psychologically complex relationships.
First among the patterns examined by Diamond was recognition and approval, a
limiting type of "mirroring" relationship in which leaders require devotion and
honor, whereas followers wish to be led by individuals they can idealize. This pattern results in excessive dependency and tends to reinforce hierarchical systems
that are impervious to change. Second is membership and affiliation. Many people
enter organizations looking for friendship and collegiality or the company of
like-minded people. Such tendencies, when extended too far, limit organizations'
capacity to deal with novel or conflicting information, both of which are necessary for change to occur. Third, Diamond pointed to conflicting patterns of compassion, sympathy, and retribution. Many people enter organizations feeling
victimized by previous experiences and seek compassion and sympathy in their
organizational work, but they also desire to "get even" by projecting their previous experiences into their current organizational situations. Not only does this
complicate the leader-follower relationship, but it also may lead to either aggression or depression in these organizations.
In Diamond's ( 1993) view, dealing effectively with these and other defensive
reactions in organizations requires a mixture of collaborative and therapeutic
leadership styles. "The collaborative leadership of change requires a willingness to
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experiment with different ideas and feelings, a team player mentality, a sharing of
tasks between and among members, and a view of confronting conflict as an
opportunity for learning and enhancing organizational effectiveness" (p. 226).
Therapeutic leaders recognize that change often is experienced as loss and encourage followers to work through their feelings of grief and separation as a prelude to
learning new patterns of behavior. In either case, all members of organizations will
need to get past the view that those in authority by themselves can solve the problems we face and will need to select leaders who involve everyone in solving problems (Maccoby, 1981).
Similarly, Hirschorn ( 1997) described the changing psychodynamics of the
leader-follower relationship in contemporary society. Whereas leaders once could
"order" followers to do certain manual tasks, the types of activities required for
today's organizations to be successful-creativity, flexibility, commitment to the
organization, and a capacity for informed decision making--do not lend themselves to top-down authority. To the contrary, these demands cry out for a culture
of openness. But for people to be open with one another, they need a sense of
security, and in today's organizations (marked as they are by cutbacks and other
reconfigurations) there actually is less security for employees than ever before.
These contradictory positions mean that the psychological relationship between
leaders and followers is cut through by tension and the potential for great antagonism. How, then, can leaders create conditions in which employees can contribute
openly and still be assured that they will be protected? Hirschorn suggested building new organizations and new styles of leadership that enable people in organizations to connect with one another, to engage at a very personal level, and
(importantly) to be willing to forgive when things go wrong.

Values-Based Leadership
The importance of morality and values in defining leadership has been central
in several more recent studies. Robert K. Greenleaf {1998, 2002), a longtime AT&T
management development specialist turned consultant and writer, emphasized the
role of the spirit and the spiritual in his concept of servant leadership. The idea is
that leadership begins with a commitment on the part of the potential leader to
serve others. The leader does not pursue his or her own self-interest but rather is
primarily concerned with serving others.
The servant-leader is servant first .... It begins with the natural feeling that
one wants to serve, to serve first. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire
to lead .... The difference manifests itself in the care taken by the servantfirst to make sure that other people's highest priority needs are being served.
The best test, and the most difficult to administer, is: Do those served grow
as persons? Do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more
autonomous, more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the
effect on the least privileged in society? Will they benefit or, at least, not be
further deprived? (Greenleaf, as cited in Frick & Spears, 1996, pp. 1-2)
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In this view, the organizational "bottom line" is less important than the leader's
capacity for honesty, integrity, character, or spirit. Although there is the implication
that, in the long run, the servant-leader will help the organization accomplish its
work more effectively, the first priority is service to others--citizens, clients, customers, or the community.
Followers of Greenleaf's ideas have identified a number of characteristics that
are central to the development of servant-leaders. For example, servant-leaders are
admonished to listen carefully so as to understand the will of the group as well as
the leaders' own inner voices. They are urged to empathize with others and to
engage in healing broken relationships and broken spirits. Servant-leaders are
urged to assume stewardship, a term that Block ( 1993) defined as "to hold something in trust for another" (p. xx). Stewardship requires that we be accountable for
what our institutions do without defining goals and objectives for others, without
controlling others, and without even "taking care" of them. Consistent with this
view, Greenleaf argued that leaders hold institutions "in trust" for the greater good
of society. Their ultimate goal is the betterment of the human condition.
The idea of approaching leadership "from the inside" (i.e., by beginning with the
leader's own personal commitments and values) has been echoed in several other
works. O'Toole ( 1995) contrasted values-based leadership with contingency or situational approaches, arguing that all such approaches ultimately involve an effort on
the part of the leader to impose his or her will on followers without regard to their
own needs or interests and often without even consulting them, something that
O'Toole called "the ultimate in disrespect for individuals" (p. 12). By contrast, the
leader must understand why people resist change and make the personal investment required to overcome this resistance, typically by offering a new system of
beliefs that resonates with followers so that they come to adopt it as their own. A
part of this new belief system is to recognize that people do not follow leaders just
because they are right; rather, they follow leaders who act with integrity, listen to
the concerns of followers, show respect for and trust in others, and act with their
needs and interests in mind. O'Toole suggested that, to develop a theory of leadership that has more substance than "it depends;' values and morality need to be at
the center. "If the goal is to bring about constructive change, values-based leadership is, yes, always more effective" (p. 15). Leadership is built on the moral principle
of respect for followers.
Importantly, values-based leadership requires that leaders begin by changing
themselves-that is, by revising their own concept of leadership and the values that
support bringing about change. For example, Quinn ( 1996) held that leaders must
engage in an intensely personal struggle to sort out their own lives and commitments before undertaking the task of trying to lead others. Bolman and Deal ( 1995)
told the story of an executive who was led through a series of important self-discoveries to lead with "soul"-that is, to recognize that leadership must come not
only from the head but also from the heart. Covey (1991) described several principles on which "principle-centered leadership" might be built-trustworthiness,
character, competence, maturity, self-discipline, and integrity. As if to summarize,
Hesselbein ( 1996) wrote,
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Leadership is a matter of how to be, not how to do. We spend most of our
lives mastering how to do things, but in the end it is the quality and character
of the individual that distinguishes the great leaders.

Leadership: Shared, Positive, and Postmodern
For those seeking to assert leadership in situations involving many groups and
interests, the traditional skills of organizational management-motivating, delegating, and so on-are less applicable than is a new set of skills. This set includes
negotiating, brokering, and resolving conflict. These leadership skills will be particularly important in situations in which no one is in charge and leadership must
be shared (Crosby & Bryson, 2005). What has been called shared leadership moves
beyond the traditional model in which leadership is conceived around a single
individual wielding power and influence in a unilateral and largely downward fashion. Shared leadership instead connotes "a dynamic interactive influence process
among individuals in groups in which the objective is to lead one another to their
achievement of group or organizational goals" (Pearce & Conger, 2003, p. l ). As
such, shared leadership at some times involves peer or lateral influence, and at other
times involves upward or downward influence. In any case, leadership is broadly
distributed among members of the group, the organization, or the society (Bennis
& Townsend, 2005 ).
In Connective Leadership, Jean Lipman-Blumen (2000) takes into account the
need for greater collaboration in a diverse society, and arguing that the role of a
leader is to "transform interdependence and diversity from opposing into symbiotic
forces" (p. 107). She proposed three ways that people seek to achieve goalsthrough (l ) direct, (2) relational, and (3) instrumental achieving styles, styles that
must be reconciled for leadership to be most effective. People that possess direct
achieving styles-intrinsic, competitive, and power-oriented-are motivated to
master their own tasks. Those who exhibit relational achieving styles-Yicarious,
contributory, and collaborative-are motivated to help other people achieve.
Connective leaders embody the instrumental achieving style-entrusting, social,
and personal; they are motivated by maximizing the interaction and collaboration
among diverse people to achieve a particular end. The connective leader negotiates,
coordinates, and empowers the diverse styles in a manner that best directs people's
energy toward addressing their common problem, realizing their common goal,
and adaptively working toward their common vision. "Exploiting the strengths of
diversity, connective leaders build community and entrust a wide range of people,
many unlike themselves, to share the burdens ofleadership" (p. 240).
Similarly, Sally Helgesen argued in The Web ofInclusion (2005) that, since change
is the only constant in modern life and modern organiutions., leader5 must insist
on change at a manageable rate, provide an environment for adaptive work, and
empower the front-line employees with the capacity to innovate. She compared the
modem organization to a web: a flat, flexible structure with penneable edges susceptible to external influences and multiple lines of c.ommunication that weave
together and create an intricate network of interconnected and diverse people and
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organizations. The goal of the organization is to satisfy the needs of their constituency and this can only materialize if the constituents themselves are regarded as
participants in the evolution of the organization. Consequently, employees on the
periphery of the web serve as the portals through which information flows and
partnerships with consumers and external organizations are maintained; thus, they
are critical to the successful adaptation of organizations to change.
Writing from the perspective of positive organizational scholarship, Kim
Cameron (2008) has developed an approach he calls positive leadership. Positive
leadership is primarily concerned with facilitating extraordinary performance, with
affirming human potential, and facilitating the best of the human condition. It
focuses on how leaders can develop virtuousness and positive energy in their groups
and organizations:
In sum, positive leadership refers to an emphasis on what elevates individuals
and organizations (in addition to what challenges them), what goes right in
organizations (in addition to what goes wrong), what is life-giving (in addition to what is problematic or life-depleting), what is experienced as good (in
addition to what is objectionable), what is extraordinary (in addition to what
is merely effective), and what is inspiring (in addition to what is difficult or
arduous). (pp. 3-4)
Consistent with the positive psychology approach, positive leadership suggests
that we shift our focus away from weakness and problems in the organizations
(though it does not say they should be ignored), and instead focus on strengths
and opportunities. The result should be an improvement both in individual and
organizational performance and an improvement in personal and interpersonal
relationships.
While there is no clear postmodernist "school" of leadership-- indeed, for there
to be one would contradict a central notion of postmodernism-there are several
elements that would likely frame a postmodernist perspective. One would be the
importance of understanding leadership in terms of narratives developed through
the interaction of leaders and followers, as Harvey (2006) illustrated:
Leaders frame stories and events to help the group understand the world,
themselves, and other groups, as well as to identify or solve problems. But
followers are active in this process, contributing elements in an evolving,
negotiated narrative about group roles, group identity, group history, and the
world. In addition while leadership fashions an official story there are always
counter-stories, subversive and challenging authority to one degree or
another. Thus social reality is a contested terrain. (pp. 42-43)
A postmodern view would also likely emphasize the aesthetic nature of leadership and the way in which leaders contribute to the transformation of society
and the realization of human potential, even through imagination and playfulness. Again,
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Leadership can be considered as an arbitrary, joyful, and unjustifiable commitment. The pleasure of its gratuitousness must be appreciated, and leaders
must be distinguished by the elegance and enthusiasm with which they play
their role. In this case, they have the chance not only to contribute to the
beauty of the world by creating a reality that values individuals and the
human race as a whole, but also to discover themselves through action.
(March & Weil, 2005, p. 91)
But ultimately, the leader's role is to help clarify the human experience:
The primary job of leadership ... is to enhance the individual and systemic
capacity to see, to deeply attend to the reality that people face and enact. Thus
the leader's real work is to help people discover the power of seeing and seeing together. (Scharmer, 2007, p. 136)

Leadership and Emotions: The Art of Leadership
Complementary to this work is more recent work that focuses on the connection between leadership and the emotions and then suggests that there is indeed
an art of leadership. Daniel Goleman (1995 ), journalist and behavioral scientist, offered the phrase emotional intelligence to refer to "the sense in which
there is intelligence in the emotions and the sense in which intelligence can be
brought to emotions" (p. 40). The idea is that personal or emotional intelligence, understanding oneself and others, and acting wisely in social situations
based on clarity with respect to one's own emotions, has a great deal to do with
the ability to lead a successful life. Goleman explores five dimensions of emotional intelligence:
Knowing one's emotions-The ability to recognize one's own feelings or emotions is a keystone to self-understanding and gives us a better sense of how we
really feel.
Managing emotions-Handling feelings appropriately, that is, recognizing and
then doing something positive with one's emotions, is essential to effective interactions with other.
Motivating oneself-Emotional self-control, the capacity to use one's emotions
in a productive fashion, is related to one's effectiveness and productivity.
Recognizing emotions in others-People who are empathetic, that is, people who
understand the deep-seated, though rarely verbalized, needs and concerns of
others, have exceptional emotional intelligence.
Handling relationships-"The art of relationships is, in large part, skill in managing emotions in others. These are the abilities that undergird popularity, leadership, and interpersonal effectiveness" (pp. 43-44).
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In Primal Leadership, Goleman and his colleagues Richard Boyatzis and Annie
McKee (2002) applied the notion of emotional intelligence to the study of leadership, arguing that "great leadership works through the emotions" (p. 3). That is, a
leader needs to be fully attuned to the emotional as well as intellectual impact of
what he or she is saying and doing. People will react to the emotional "signals" the
leader gives off, and where those signals "connect," individuals resonate with the
leader. As opposed to dissonance, which is created when there is a lack of harmony
between potential leaders and followers, the successful leader stimulates resonance
among those who follow. The leader and the followers are on the same "wavelength:' they are "in sync," and there is less "noise" in the system. People get along
better and work together more effectively. Most of all, the leader's skill in understanding his or her own values and emotions as well as those of others leaves people
feeling encouraged, excited, and uplifted, even in difficult times (p. 20; see also
Pescosolido, 2002).
From recognition of leadership as connected to the emotions, recognition
that leadership is an art was not far behind. For example, Kouzes and Posner
(2007) wrote that "leadership is a performing art ... [in which leaders] enact the
meaning of the organization in every decision they make and in every step they
take toward the future they envision" (p. 84). Similarly, Bolman and Deal (1997)
argued that managers who would lead in the future will require high levels of
personal artistry to respond to the ambiguous and paradoxical changes they will
face. "Artists interpret experience and express it in forms that can be felt and
understood, and appreciated by others. Art allows for emotion, subtlety, ambiguity" (p. 17).
Other works have even more explicitly drawn parallels between leadership and
art, especially music. Max De Pree (1992), chairman emeritus of Herman Miller,
Inc., in Leadership Jazz, drew an analogy between the leader of a jazz group and
leaders in industry, an analogy that Robert Denhardt (2000) also explored in The
Pursuit of Significance. Denhardt argued that leaders are rarely able to write and
conduct a "symphony" that others play. More often, they are called on to be fully
integrated into the performance themselves, to play along with others, like the
leader of a jazz ensemble improvising a tune:
By establishing the theme, the leader of the ensemble ... can chart the basic
pattern and direction in which the performance will move. By setting the
tone and the tempo, the leader gives focus to the spirit and energy of the
group. By modeling effective and responsible performance in their own solos,
leaders can energize and articulate the performance of others. But it is the
performance of others that is critical. (pp. 180-181)
These are but a few of the allusions to the parallels between art and leadership
found in the literature. But even these are typically brief and passing metaphors,
acknowledgments that some leadership skills are extremely difficult to describe in
rational terms. And while each of these authors proceeds to examine certain
approaches or behaviors that are rightfully described as artful, at least in the sense that
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they can't be explained scientifically, the art of leadership is not developed in any
detail. Moreover, these works fall short of suggesting that leadership may in fact share
even more with art than the simple metaphor of leadership as an art might suggest.
Mary Jo Hatch and her colleagues (Hatch, Kostera, & Kozminski, 2005) addressed
this shortcoming, arguing that while leaders necessarily are engaged in the rational
and mechanical, to the world of the manager, they also participate in the aesthetic,
the world of the artist or priest. In contrast to what they saw when they looked into
the face of the leader as manager, "When we looked into the artist's face, we saw
creativity play out in organizational dramas and heard its voice in managerial storytelling. When we looked into the face of the priest, we saw ancient myths inspiring
business leaders with the virtues that shaped the roles they played (p. 4). Taking an
aesthetic approach to leadership engages aspects of creativity and values that dramatically shape the experience of leaders and followers (see also Jones, 2007).
Robert and Janet Denhardt (200Sa) took the idea of leadership as an art in a
more practical direction in their book The Dance of Leadership. Since most leaders
would say that leadership is an art rather than a science, Denhardt and Denhardt
decided to take seriously the notion that leadership is an art. They began by interviewing artists, musicians, and especially dancers-not about their leadership, but
about how they approach their art. Armed with lessons about how people approach
art, the authors then interviewed prominent leaders in the world of business, politics, the military, higher education, and even sports to see if they approach leadership in the same way. From these interviews they confirmed that leaders do in fact
approach their work using categories very similar to those in art-rhythm and
timing; communicating in images, symbols, and metaphors; improvisation; and
focus and concentration.
Based on this work, Denhardt and Denhardt (200Sa) asked what it is that leaders
do that causes others to follow. The answer: Leaders connect with others emotionally in a way that energizes them and causes them to act, and leaders provide the
assurance that we need to pursue important values. Leadership is about action and
leadership is about change. People must be stimulated to act, and they must be
comfortable that the changes they are making are okay.
According to Denhardt and Denhardt (200Sa), developing an artistic approach
to leadership simply involves looking at the work of leaders through a different
lens, an artistic lens. It requires building a new vocabulary, an artistic vocabulary.
But once you understand that leadership is an art, it's not hard to see how your
artistry can be built. For example, while rhythm is typically associated with dance
or music, leaders work with the rhythms of groups and organizations to move them
forward. "Rhythm ... extends throughout the human experience, connecting the
vital aspects of that experience in meaningful and recognizable ways" (p. 49). Not
only individuals, but also groups and organizations have their own rhythm. Good
leaders intuitively understand or learn the dynamics or the rhythm of their group
and organization and are able to "play" with it. "Leading involves drawing energy
forward, organizing that energy, and stimulating its movement through time and
space in a rhythmic way-that is, in a smooth and coordinated fashion characterized by ease and efficiency" (p. 77).
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Leadership in Culturally Diverse Organizations
The question of what traits, qualities, and behaviors are most important for leaders
to be effective will have different answers in different countries and different cultures. A leader who is effective in Japan might not fit well in an American organization. Indeed, according to some of the most highly respected students of cultural
difference, "Asking people to describe the qualities of a good leader is a way of
asking them to describe their culture" (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005, p. 268).
With the increased trend toward globalization, leaders and managers have to
learn how to lead people from different cultures, handling and appreciating diversity in the organizations. They have to possess attributes acceptable to people who
come from myriad cultures, but they also have to know how to understand the
behavior of these people. Understanding cultural differences and managing conflicts that arise from cultural diversity are very important for contemporary leaders
in today's globalized world. Leaders in different cultures are not immune to the
predominant values and practices of their cultures, so their characteristics and
behavior will be dependent on these values and practices.
In an early, indeed classic study, Geert Hofstede developed a model for intercultural communication that takes into account five dimensions: ( 1) power distance,
(2) individualism/collectivism, (3) masculinity/femininity, (4) uncertainty avoidance, and (5) time orientation (long and short term orientation). Of most relevance
to our interests, power distance is "the extent to which the less powerful members
of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is
distributed unequally." (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005, p. 46). In the countries which
score low on power distance (United States, Canada, Netherlands, Great Britain,
Australia, Luxemburg, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Costa Rica), subordinates are
more likely to disagree with their leaders and desire a "consultative style" of management. In other countries, the expectation is that the wishes of the leader will be
carried out without protest by the subordinates. The idea of power distance goes
directly to the relationship between leaders and followers, what we term the foundational question of ethical leadership in the next subsection.
In related work, Harry Triandis ( 1995) argued that individualism/collectivism is
the most important dimension of cultural variation. Since leadership involves a
relationship between leaders and followers, we might expect that leadership would
vary depending on a particular culture's perspective on individualism/collectivism:
For collectivist cultures, successful leaders should be supportive and paternalistic (i.e., maintaining the harmony of the workgroup, solving workers'
personal problems, being generally helpful and considerate). For individualist cultures, support might be valued when needed, but achievement-oriented
and participative leadership would be key leader behaviors. (Scandura &
Dorfman, 2004, p. 285)
Similarly, Triandis ( 1995) argued that by adding a vertical/horizontal dimension,
one based on an emphasis on hierarchy versus an emphasis on equality, we can add
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even more subtlety to the classification of leadership cultures. For example, both
the United States and Sweden are individualist cultures, valuing the uniqueness of
the individual, but Swedes are more horiwntal in perspective, recognizing the individual not only as unique but equal to others, not superior to them.
One of the most recent and most extensive studies of leadership is the Global
Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) study, which is
based on completed questionnaires from approximately 17,000 middle-level managers and 951 organizations in 62 nations (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, &
Gupt~, 2005 ). This worldwide project was designed to provide answers to many
questions related to leadership and leadership practices in different cultures. The
researchers were interested in whether there are some leadership characteristics
and behaviors that are accepted or rejected universally, in every culture. The
authors developed nine cultural dimensions and identified several they call "global
leader behaviors (leadership dimensions);' which are more or less common to
every culture.
The nine cultural dimensions comprising GLOBE's model are ( 1) performance
orientation, ( 2) power distance, (3) future orientation, (4) gender egalitarianism,
(5) assertiveness, (6) institutional collectivism, (7) in-group collectivism, (8) uncertainty avoidance, and (9) human orientation. How one's culture is scored on each
of these dimensions determines the specific behaviors that people from that culture
prefer and also determines how the leaders from that culture act.
For example, members of cultures that score high on performance orientation,
such as the United States, Singapore, and Japan, as well as their leaders, expect more
demanding targets, give emphasis to results, value initiative, believe that education
and hard work are crucial for success, are more direct and explicit in communication, and value people for what they do, not for who they are (House et al., 2005,
p. 245). Similarly, in cultures that have high scores on human orientation, people
(and their leaders) value kindness, generosity, and personal and family relationships, and they have a greater need for belonging and affiliation (p. 570).
Although there are great differences among the traits and practices preferred by
the world's cultures, GLOBE's researchers contended that there are certain leader
behaviors that are universally endorsed by every culture. Charismatic/value-based
leadership, according to the authors, is one of the "global leadership behaviors"
that is desired by almost every culture, and it "reflects the ability to inspire, to
motivate, and to expect high performance outcomes from others on the basis of
firmly held core values" (House et al., 2005, p. 675). The other five global leader
behaviors, defined by GLOBE researchers, are (1) team-oriented, (2) participative,
(3) human-oriented, (4) autonomous, and (5) self-protective leadership. These
types ofleadership, or leadership dimensions, GLOBE authors argued, are more or
less desirable and acceptable universally.
Trompenaars and Wooliams (2003) offered practical guidelines for the leaders
and managers who work with and across different cultures. They suggested that
leaders have to recognize, respect, and reconcile cultural differences. "Different
cultural orientations and views of the world are not right or wrong-they are just
different" (p. 28). Leaders have to be able to reconcile cultural dilemmas, defined
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as "two propositions in apparent conflict," or "a situation whereby one has to
choose between two good or desirable options" (p. 30). The ability for reconciliation of cultural dilemmas helps leaders to avoid unwelcome behaviors such as
ignoring other cultures, abandoning their own orientation, or even compromising. The capacity to reconcile cultural dilemmas within varying cultures is the key
to "transcultural competence" or what we might call transcultural leadership.
Many of these same lessons apply interestingly to the way in which different
generations approach and react to leadership. Bennis and Thomas (2002) have
explored this topic in their book, Geeks and Geezers. They found that since
younger leaders and older leaders grew up in quite different eras, their formative
experiences with respect to leadership vary accordingly. The different generations had different cultural experiences, they had different models for leadership, and they had different resources available to them. One of the most
dramatic differences, as we would expect, was that "geezers" grew up in an "analog" era, characterized by linearity, command and control, mechanical systems,
and specialization. "Geeks," on the other hand, grew up in a digital world, characterized by nonlinearity, management through creativity and empowerment, an
emphasis on living systems, and a commitment to generalist models (p. 11).
Consequently, geeks tend to have more ambitious goals, such as changing the
world, than geezers, whose initial goals were just to make a living. Geeks also are
more concerned with balance in their work and personal lives than geezers. But
geeks also have a greater capacity for realistically dealing with change. These
tendencies, along with other multigenerational differences, are significant for
leadership. For example, how does a geek lead a group of geezers? Or vice versa?
(We return to the topic of multigenerational differences in Chapter 9, our chapter on communications, but it is important to note the importance of these differences on leadership.)

The Ethics of Leadership
Parker Palmer (2002) has written,
A leader is someone with the power to project either shadow or light upon
some part of the world, and upon the lives of the people who dwell there. A
leader shapes the ethos in which others must live, an ethos as light-filled as
heaven or as shadowy as hell. A good leader has high awareness of the interplay of inner shadow and light, lest the act of leadership do more harm than
good. (sec. 2, para. 1)
Leadership involves changing values and changing values is hard, both for the
leader and for the follower. Yet change involves moving away from the past and the
present, both of which are at least comfortable in their familiarity. Consequently,
when people consider possible changes in their work or their organizations, they
bring with them certain deep-seated, almost primal fears. There is the fear of the
unknown, the fear of ambiguity and uncertainty; there is the fear of failure, that we
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won't be up to the challenges the future will bring; there is the fear of abandonment,
of being stranded and alone; and there is the fear of losing control, wanting to stay
in our comfort wne.
Part of the role of leader is to provide the assurance that we need to face the
future. The leader is the one who says, "It's okay. We'll be fine. What we're doing is
the right thing." The leader relieves the followers from the sense of loss, or the guilt
they might otherwise feel in moving away from long-standing patterns and preferences. But doing so requires the leader to assume a certain responsibility, the
responsibility to make sure that the process of moving forward is undertaken with
care and sensitivity.
Certainly James MacGregor Burns (1978) made just that point in his classic
Leadership. As we noted earlier, Burns argued that leadership involves a relationship between leaders and followers, who engage with one another in a process of
determining what is to be sought. Leaders act on their own motives and interests,
but these must be connected to the motives and interests of followers. In order
for moral leadership to occur, the values of both the leader and the followers must
be represented. As Burns has said, "Leaders and followers are engaged in a common enterprise; they are dependent on each other, their fortunes rise and fall
together" (p. 426).
That relationship has been explored more carefully in a series of more recent
publications arguing that studies of the leader-follower relationship traditionally
have tended to put too much emphasis on the leader and not enough on the follower (Kellerman, 2008; Maccoby, 2007; Riggio, Chaleff, & Lipman-Blumen,
2008 ). For some, studies of followership seek to identify the circumstances under
which the follower might be most readily convinced to comply with the wishes of
the leader, but for others the follower is seen as possessing power and resources
that can be judiciously used to help guide the organization in new directionsthe follower can lead! In any case, the leader-follower relationship is best viewed
as reciprocal.
Other scholars have focused even more specifically on the relationship between
leaders and followers as the key to understanding leadership. (In some variations,
this view is called "leader-member exchange theory.") This approach does not use
the terms manager and leaders interchangeably, but focuses specifically on acts of
leading that can occur in many directions. It also moves well beyond hierarchical
forms of leader domination. In relational leadership, it is not the attributes or
behaviors of either leaders or followers that are most important, but what happens
between leaders and followers-how the exchange between the two produces social
order or interpersonal relationships that can lead to change. The focus is not on
either party to the exchange but on the "space" between leaders and followers and
how shared meaning is constructed in that space (Uhl-Bien, 2006, p. 671; see also
Ladkin, 2010). The leadership relation is seen as a dynamic process based on the
interactions of leaders and followers and how they negotiate or create a social
order. The key for the aspiring leader is to focus not on driving the organization
toward production targets but on understanding how relationships are developed
or structured.
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In such a relationship, the views of the followers should be freely expressed and
fully entertained. Leaders and followers should engage in a dialogue, not a monologue, and it should be structured so that fundamentally new ideas and relationships emerge. This suggests that the leader should above all aid in creating an open
and visible process through which members of the group can express their needs
and interests. Lacking that orientation, the leader may be tempted not only to rule
with excessive power, but also to make decisions based on his or her personal
interests rather than those of the group. And, the leader may be tempted to lie to
followers to protect the organization, or at least "spin" the truth to conceal what is
actually happening.
We are familiar with the idea of charisma, which some might say can be used for
good or evil (as in the case of Hitler). In any case, charismatic leadership in whatever its form constitutes a moral "slippery slope." On the one hand, the leader may
be tempted to use his or her allure for personal gain or to make decisions based on
conceit rather than reason. On the other, the followers may be put in the position
of unwittingly and uncritically accepting the values of the leader; they may be too
easily subject to manipulation. Indeed, several recent works have examined in detail
some of the reasons we are attracted to "toxic" leaders and how we might escape
their spell (Kellerman, 2004; Kets de Vries, 2004). After all, "These intriguing leaders
first charm but then manipulate, mistreat, undermine, and ultimately leave their
followers worse off than they found them. Yet many of these followers hang on"
(Lipman-Blumen, 2005, p. 4).
The ethical issues are significant, but there are no easy guides for the leader.
Moral leadership is not based on a set of moral principles or rules that a leader can
choose to follow or ignore. As much as we have tried over the past several hundred
years to construct rules or codes of conduct, the ethical choices we face are always
too difficult for those to readily fit all situations and all circumstances. And, besides,
most moral lapses are not based on a conscious choice to "break a rule" or, more
generally, to promote evil rather than good. As Aristotle said, often the doer of evil
does not know at the time that he is doing evil. Most leaders don't make ethical
mistakes based solely on greed or callousness--though some do. Rather, most fail
to see moral issues that are inherent in a situation but lie just beneath the surface.
Unfortunately, many leaders uncritically accept an organization's culture and fail
to recognize the ethical traps it holds for them. They neglect low-probability events,
they miscalculate risks, they fail to consider all the parties that might be involved,
and they downplay long-term consequences. They allow themselves to be blinded
by opportunity and don't see the negatives. They arrive at a point when they say,
we've gotten ourselves into a situation that we can't get out of. We have to do whatever we can to save the organization-and save ourselves (Ciulla, 2004; Johnson,
2005; Price, 2009; Rhode, 2006).
Identifying and resolving moral issues requires moral imagination-a good
sense of ethical awareness but also the imagination to promote a moral process and
result. Moral imagination involves not just heightening attention to moral concerns, but rather carefully and thoughtfully understanding and evaluating various
options from a moral point of view. Acting with moral imagination requires
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expanding our capacity for moral reasoning and charting new directions for moral
action. Having that kind of vision today is a moral imperative.
Howard Gardner, whose early work on multiple intelligences underlies more
recent work on emotional intelligence, reinforces this view. In Five Minds for the
Future, Gardner (2006) speculated that the changes in our world today and into the
future will require five specific "kinds of minds" in order to cope and to thrive.
( 1) The disciplined mind is that which has mastered a single discipline, craft, or profession. It provides a foundation for the work of other minds. (2) The synthesizing mind
is able to bring together information and ideas from many different sources in a way
that makes sense, "new" sense. This mind is especially valuable to leaders of the future
who must sort through amazingly complex information to make decisions. (3) The
crMting mind comes up with new ideas and concepts and is helpful in breaking new
ground. (4) The respectful mind recognizes and celebrates the differences among individuals. And ( 5) the ethical mind moves beyond self-interest to make decisions based on
a sense of social responsibility. All of these minds, Gardner argued, are important to
people throughout society, but especially to those who would lead (Chapter 1).

Leadership in the Public Service
Although most of the social scientific research on organizational leadership has
focused on private organizations, students of leadership have been attentive to the
special demands ofleadership in the public service as well (Tucker, 1995). Certainly,
the American presidency has proved to be a major focus for studies of political
leadership (Burns, 1984; Edwards & Wayne, 2005; Greenstein, 1988; Lowi, 1985;
Neustadt, 1960, 1990; Pfiffner & Davidson, 2006), although studies also have
focused on governors (Beyle & Williams, 1972), mayors (Holli, 1999; Svara, 2008),
city managers (Caro, 1974; Watson & Watson, 2006), and a variety of other public
administrators (Doig & Hargrove, 1987). In general, these studies have examined
both the personalities of leaders and the ways in which they engaged their particular historical situations. As Neustadt ( 1987) wrote, "Leadership in one context
becomes frustration in another" (p. viii). With that advice in mind, we should ask
whether leadership in the public sector (i.e., leadership in the policy process or in
public agencies) is different from leadership elsewhere.

Leadership in the Policy Process
Leadership in the public realm is concerned not only with the conduct of organizations, but also with establishing policies on a variety of important social, economic,
and political issues. Public leaders help to create a vision for their community, state,
or country; help to build the public policy agenda; mobilize public opinion with
respect to policy proposals; and play an important role in shaping and implementing those programs and policies that government undertakes. Recent studies of
political leadership have shown some of the ways in which leaders in the public
sector go about their work. These studies also have demonstrated the importance
of involving communities in collaborative decision-making processes.
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Recall Burns's (1978) analysis of transformational leadership, largely based on
his studies of political leaders. Burns argued that leaders must be sensitive to the
needs and aspirations of followers so that both leaders and followers can grow and
develop. Such a view not only moved those who studied organizational leadership
away from their standard approaches; it also represented a move away from the
traditional "power" orientation that political scientists had long employed. That is,
it suggested that politics is not just about power but also about leadership. And the
two are different (Tucker, 1995, chap. l).
This theme was developed in Heifetz's (1994) Leadership Without Easy Answers,
largely based on his examination of both elected and appointed leaders in the public service. Heifetz noted that people sometimes are described as leaders just
because they are able to gather followers or exert influence on a group or an organization. But such a values-free notion of leadership, according to Heifetz, fails to
recognize that when we talk about leadership, we inevitably talk about the roles and
responsibilities that members of a community hold. Because these basic human
values always are at play in the relationship between leaders and followers, to speak
of a values-neutral approach to leadership simply would not make sense. Heifetz
pointed out the difference between saying "leadership means influencing the community to follow the leader's vision" and saying "leadership means influencing the
community to face its problems" (p. 14). Leaders challenge and mobilize communities to face problems and tackle tough issues. For this reason, values are at the core
of the exercise of leadership.
Many scholars and practitioners now define leadership not as a position but as
an activity. The president can lead, but as we will see, so can a frontline social
worker. What is critical is not their offices but rather the types of work that people
do. For Heifetz ( 1994), the notion of service is important, but it is a particular type
of service that the leader offers. The notion of"adaptive work" is central. Leadership
as adaptive work consists of learning how to "address conflicts in the values people
hold or to diminish the gap between the values people stand for and the reality they
face" (p. 22). Adaptive work involves changes in values, attitudes, and beliefs, and
such basic changes are as difficult for communities or organizations as they are for
individuals. The leader's role is to employ various resources to help individuals and
groups test reality and confront value conflicts that need to be resolved.
In a more recent work, Leadership on the Line, Heifetz and Linsky (2002) made
a useful distinction between technical work and adaptive work (see also Heifetz,
Linsky, & Grashow, 2009). In technical work, the approach is for authorities to
apply current know-how to the problem at hand. In adaptive work, the people with
the problem have to learn new ways of operating. Technical work is the work of
routine management, whereas adaptive work is the work of leadership. Heifetz and
Linsky commented, "Indeed, the single most common source of leadership failure
we've been able to identify-in politics, community life, business, or the nonprofit
sector-is that people, especially those in positions of authority, treat adaptive challenges like technical problems" (p. 14).
In adaptive work, influence and authority are helpful but do not define leadership. Like Burns, Heifetz ( 1994) argued that Hitler did not really exercise leadership
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in Germany during World War 11. He pointed out that Hitler held a position of
authority and exercised influence in German society. Hitler even acted in a way that
was consistent with the needs and interests of many Germans. But Hitler's work did
not elevate his society, as Burns's (1978) notion of transformational leadership
would require. Nor did it help Germany in adapting to the social and political
realities of the time. Instead, Hitler avoided tough realities and relied on illusions of
grandeur and the creation of various internal and external scapegoats to get around
the hard work of adaptation. The work of adaptation instead requires several conditions that we tend to associate more with democratic rule. Heifetz (1994)
observed, "In addition to reality testing, these include respecting conflict, negotiation, and a diversity of views within a community; increasing community cohesion;
developing norms of responsibility taking, learning, and innovation; and keeping
social distress within a bearable range" (p. 26).
Although leadership in the private sector involves values, the dramatic interplay
of values that is so much a part of today's leadership is even more apparent in the
public sector. In addition, public sector leadership must take into account the fact
that public problems today do not easily confine themselves to one organization.
Policy issues such as building the local economy and protecting the welfare of children and youth involve many different government agencies as well as many groups
outside of government. They cross organizational boundaries and even jurisdictional boundaries. No one group or organization can exercise power unilaterally;
indeed, the interconnected nature of most public problems means that coordinating
many different groups and interests is the main task of policy leadership today.
Those who Luke ( 1998) called catalytic leaders will need to be able to think and
act strategically and to stimulate others to do the same. They need to be able to
encourage productive interactions among many different players (something
requiring excellent skills in facilitation, negotiation, and mediation). And, they
must develop strength of character, a passion for results, and immense personal
integrity. Especially in the public sector, but throughout society, we must pay
greater attention to "the ethics of leadership-that is, the obligations of leaders to
promote justice, fairness, trust, and the conditions necessary for people to live well
in communities that flourish" (Knapp, 2007, p. xii).

Leadership in Public Agencies
Whereas much of the material about organizational leadership already covered
applies to the public sector, there are several important studies that show how leadership in the public service is different. Terry (2002), for example, suggested that leaders
in public bureaucracies watch over institutions that embody important social ideals
and, for that reason, bear a special responsibility to maintain the integrity of those
institutions. The leader's role is, in large part, to "conserve" the public service values
that are part of the public organization. The "administrative conservator" may be
called on to play different roles at different times, sometimes engaging in "initiating
leadership" (pursuing innovative courses of action) and, at the other end of the continuum, sometimes engaging in "protecting leadership" (maintaining the strength,
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identity, and traditions of the organization). Specifically, the administrative conservator, in Terry's (2002) view, is called on to conserve or protect the mission and goals of
the organization, to protect the values that give the organization its distinctiveness,
and to maintain both external and internal support:
The conservator not only should be responsive to the various constitutional
matters but also [should] preserve the executive and non-executive authority
invested in public bureaucracies, maintain commitment among the executive
cadre to core agency values, and sustain support among key external constituents and internal interest groups. (p. 172)
Ultimately, Terry argued, administrative conservatorship actually is a form of
statesmanship balancing professional expertise, political skills, and the values of
democratic governance.
Whereas others have focused on executive-level leadership in public organizations, Vinzant and Crothers ( 1998) argued in Street-Level Leadership that leadership
occurs throughout public agencies, even at the front line. At this level, public servants such as police officers and social service workers engage in extremely difficult
and unpredictable tasks, and they often have considerable discretion in how they
act. They may be called on to apprehend violent criminals, to determine how to
deal with questions of domestic violence, to decide when to reunite troubled families, to curb gang activity, or to assist victims of child abuse. In carrying out these
tasks, frontline public servants have to make choices, and they eventually are evaluated with respect to the appropriateness of their choices. Their exercise of discretion or power must be found to be legitimate.
Based on the direct observation of about 100 street-level public servants (mostly
police officers and social workers), Vinzant and Crothers ( 1998) argued that these
frontline workers exercise leadership in their relationships with clients and others.
As the situational model of leadership would suggest, street-level public servants
make choices within the context of the particular situations in which they find
themselves. As the transformational model would suggest, they exercise influence
but also are influenced by and accountable to others. In either case, the legitimacy
of their exercise of power and discretion can be better understood by using a leadership model. "Such workers are, or at least can be, leaders as they do their jobs, and
the legitimacy of their actions can be evaluated through standards expressed in the
concept of leadership" (p. 142).

Some Concluding Notes
Increasingly, the skills needed for leadership in the public service will be the
skills of shared leadership. Shared leadership focuses not on the leader but rather
on clusters of individuals working and growing together. Leadership is seen as a
function that operates within a grouir-not the property of a single individual but
rather an activity in which many can participate. Leadership refers to the actions of
an individual only as he or she interacts with others in a group, an organization, or
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a society. We can define this new approach to leadership in the following way:
Leadership occurs where the action of one member of a group or an organization
stimulates others to recognize more clearly their previously latent needs, desires,
and potentialities and to work together toward their fulfillment. In other words,
leadership energizes. Leadership is exercised by the person in the group who energizes the group, whether or not he or she carries the title of"leader."
As we have seen, leadership is not power. Although it is obviously the case that
many leaders exercise power, it is not their exercise of power that makes them leaders. Rather, there is something in the way that leaders relate to the groups, organizations, or societies of which they are a part that distinguishes their actions from the
actions of others. Where leadership occurs, something occurs in the dynamics of
the group that leads to change. That something need not be a display of power.
Indeed, there are reasons to believe that continued efforts by leaders to control
actually are destructive of leadership. As Burns (1978) wrote, "Leadership mobilizes, naked power coerces" (p. 439).
But when the direction of the group, organization, or society is selected through
a process that gives priority to the needs and desires of its members, leadership is
much more likely to be constructive and enduring. Therefore, an argument for
improved leadership is not an argument for improved rulership; instead, it is an argument for an expanded notion of leadership and for the extension of leadership-its
skills, capacities, and responsibilities-to all levels of the group, organization, or
even society.
In the traditional view of leadership, a particular person holds the position of leader
and wields the power associated with that position to bring about change. The traditional leader was expected to (a) come up with good ideas about the direction that the
group should take, (b) decide on a course of action or a goal to be accomplished, and
(c) exert his or her influence or control in moving the group in that direction. The new
leadership is exercised by a person who (a) helps the group, organization, or society to
understand its needs and potential; (b) integrates and articulates the vision of the
group, organization, or society; and (c) acts as a "trigger" or stimulus for group action.
Leadership today is viewed quite differently from how it used to be viewed.
Leadership must develop through an open and evolving process in which the
values and interests of all members of the group are equally valued. For the energizing effect of leadership to be felt most strongly, leadership must reflect the
interests of many in the group. This way of thinking about leadership suggests a
reciprocal relationship through which members of the group express, in word or
deed, the shared interests of all in an open and visible process. As opposed to a
leader who pursues private interests, this type of leadership is quite public, involving many and open to all. Consider the way in which city manager Camille Cates
Barnett ( 1984) described shared leadership:
We must use our power to empower others; we must change behaviors while
staying in tune with existing values; we must act as though we are in charge and
be aware that we are not; our logic must be guided by our intuition; we must
create a vision of the future that already exists in the minds of others. (p. 526)
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Ways of Acting
One remaining question is how leadership skills can be developed. Although there is
general agreement that leadership skills can be built or at least improved on, there are
differences in how one might seek improvements. We offer the following suggestions.
1. Examine the traits, skills, and commitments associated with leadership and try
to assess your own strengths and weaknesses. As we have seen, the lists of traits and
skills vary, but there are some areas of agreement (see Figure 7.3). There also are a
variety of assessment surveys (a couple of which are included at the end of this
chapter) that will give you some idea of the traits and skills that you value most. You
also might ask others who know you and perhaps work with you to complete an
assessment form about you. This will give you some extra feedback and might point
to some areas that you did not recognize as areas in need of work. With this information about your leadership style and your skill levels, you can then begin a program to develop those areas that seem most important.
2. Learn about leadership by observation; study examples of leadership excellence.

Identify people whom you think are excellent leaders. Talk with them about how
they approach their leadership activities or simply watch them carefully as they
interact with others. How do their actions reflect some of the ideas that we have
talked about in this chapter? How would you describe their leadership styles? Look
especially carefully for the role of values in their leadership activities. What are the
deep-seated commitments that seem to underlie their work? Look also for the way
in which these leaders enter into psychological or emotional relationships with followers. What can you say about the complex dynamics that might underlie the
leader-follower relationship? In addition to identifying leaders whom you actually
can observe, you might read the biographies or autobiographies of well-known
leaders. Look especially for information about those influences that shaped their
approaches to leadership. What is it about their backgrounds or experiences that
might help to explain their approaches? Novels are another good source of leadership lessons. You also might watch films such as Patton, The Caine Mutiny, Norma
Rae, Twelve Angry Men, and Bagger Vance and look for leadership lessons. Take
notes as you watch the films and then discuss the leadership lessons they contain.
3. Experiment with your own behavior. As in other areas discussed in this
book, such as motivation and communication, you should use the classroom to
try out alternative ways of approaching leadership situations. Some students
already will have had extensive leadership experience in schools, in churches, on
sports teams, and so on. Others will have had relatively little. In either case, the
classroom provides a "safe" place in which you can try out various approaches to
leadership. Perhaps you would like to see what would happen if you were a little
more assertive (or even more aggressive) than usual, or perhaps you would like to
see what would happen if you were less demanding and more supportive.
Classroom exercises can give you an opportunity to try out different behaviors
and practice those that are most effective.
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4. Model important values. As we have seen, values play an important role in
leadership in any organization. But values are especially important in the public
service. Public leadership activities, whether at the executive level or at the street
level, affect people's lives in important ways. As we develop policies, programs, or
organizations to pursue public purposes, we inevitably encounter difficult moral
and value choices, both for leaders and for followers. Those in the public service
have a special responsibility to maintain and extend democratic principles throughout society and to deal with citizens and other public servants with dignity and
respect. Those who exercise leadership in the public service typically do so because
they want to make a difference in society, and that is a noble purpose. But because
their acts of leadership do change lives, they must be especially sensitive to issues of
trust and confidence, justice and equity, and fairness and due process in all that they
do. Consider carefully the personal commitments that you are willing to stand by
as a public servant and leader.
5. Assume leadership. One of the best ways in which to develop as a leader is
through engaging in leadership experience. You can gain leadership experience by
becoming involved in clubs and other organizations, by engaging in service projects in your community, by accepting internships or other related experiences, or
simply by doing your job. The experience itself will teach you important lessons
about leadership, but you will get much more out of your experience if you take
time to reflect critically on what occurs in your group or organization. For
example, you might want to keep a journal of leadership experiences-your own
as well as those of others. What seemed to make a difference in your capacity to
energize others? What approaches to persuasion or communication did you use
in conjunction with your efforts to lead? When were you most successful? When
were you least successful? What specific lessons about leadership can you use in
future situations?

Thinking in Action
The following cases and exercises will help you to develop your leadership skills.

Developing a Leadership Autobiography
Trace the history of your personal development as a leader. In a 10-page essay,
consider the major influences on your understanding of what it means to be a
leader and those that helped to shape the development of your particular leadership style. You might consider questions such as the following to guide your writing. What were your most influential models of leadership? What were your
earliest leadership experiences like? What qualities of leadership do you find most
attractive? Why do you think you chose these particular qualities? How would
you rate yourself in terms of these qualities? What other leadership traits might
you develop? What leadership styles or strategies do you employ most frequently?
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What were the influences that led you to use these approaches as opposed toothers? How would you like to grow in terms of your capacity for leadership? How
do you think you will? What will be necessary for this to occur? What are the
issues that you believe leaders of the future will have to confront? What is your
philosophy of leadership?

A Debate Topic
Earlier, we wrote,
Whereas Burns would say that Hitler's leadership was not transformational
because it did not further good in the society, Bass contended that Germany
still was transformed by Hitler's leadership and, indeed, that Hitler's influence still is felt today. Because Germany was transformed, according to Bass,
Hitler was a transformational leader.
In your view, would it be proper to call Hitler a transformational leader?
Would it even be proper to call Hitler a leader? Develop a classroom debate on
this question, with half of the class taking one position and the other half taking
the other.

Transactional Versus Transformational Leadership
Instructions. For each of the following I 0 pairs of statements, divide 5 points
between the two according to your beliefs and perceptions of yourself or according to which of the two statements characterizes you better. The 5 points may be
divided between the a and b statements in any one of the following ways: 5 for
a, 0 for b; 4 for a, I for b; 3 for a, 2 for b; I for a, 4 for b; and 0 for a, 5 for b.
They cannot be divided equally (2.5 for each) between the two. Weigh your
choices between the two according to the one that better characterizes you or
your beliefs.
I. a. As a leader, I have a primary mission of maintaining stability.
b. As a leader, I have a primary mission of change.
2. a. As a leader, I must cause events.
b. As a leader, I must facilitate events.
3. a. I am concerned that my followers are rewarded equitably for their work.
b. I am concerned about what my followers want in life.
4. a. My preference is to think long range-what might be.
b. My preference is to think short range-what is realistic.
5. a. As a leader, I spend considerable energy in managing separate but
related goals.
b. As a leader, I spend considerable energy in arousing hopes, expectations,
and aspirations among my followers.
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6. a. Although not in a formal classroom sense, I believe that a significant
part of my leadership is that of teacher.
b. I believe that a significant part of my leadership is that of facilitator.
7. a. As a leader, I must engage with followers at an equal level of morality.
b. As a leader, I must represent a higher morality.

s.

a. I enjoy stimulating followers to want to do more.
b. I enjoy rewarding followers for a job well done.

9. a. Leadership should be practical.
b. Leadership should be inspirational.
I 0. a. What power I have to influence others comes primarily from my ability
to get people to identify with me and my ideas.
b. What power I have to influence others comes primarily from my status
and position.

Scoring. Circle your points for Items lb, 2a, 3b, 4a, Sb, 6a, 7b, Sa, 9b, and lOa and
add up the total points you allocated to these items; enter the score here: Tf =
___ . Next, add up the total points given to the uncircled Items la, 2b, 3a, 4b, Sa,
6b, 7a, Sb, 9a, and lOb; enter the score here: Ta=---·
Interpretation. This instrument gives an impression of your tendencies toward
transformational leadership (your Tf score) and transactional leadership (your Ta
score). Refer to the chapter's discussion of transactional and transformational leadership to interpret your scores.

Assessing Your Leadership Style
David Campbell (n.d.), the H. Smith Richardson Senior Fellow at the Center for
Creative Leadership (CCL), produced an interesting assessment device. CCL, a
nonprofit educational institution founded in 1970, develops models of effective
managerial practice and applies them as guides for assessment and development.
Following are the categories that Campbell uses for assessing leadership capacities, categories that you can use in your own informal examination of your
leadership capacities. Rate yourself, and have others rate you, on a scale of 1 to S
for each category. Try to think of specific examples of how you have displayed
each characteristic.
• Leadership
Ambitious: Determined to make progress, likes to compete
Daring: Willing to try new experiences, is risk oriented
Dynamic: Takes charge, inspires others, is seen as a leader
Enterprising: Works well with the complexities of change
Experienced: Has a good background
Farsighted: Looks ahead, plans, is a visionary
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Original: Sees the world differently, has many new ideas
Persuasive: Articulate and persuasive in influencing others
• Energy/ Affability
Affectionate: Acts close, warm, and nurturing
Considerate: Thoughtful, is willing to work with others
Empowering: Motivates others and helps them to achieve
Entertaining: Clever and amusing, enjoys people
Friendly: Pleasant to be around, smiles easily
• Dependability
Credible: Open and honest, inspires trust
Organized: Plans ahead and follows through
Productive: Uses time and resources well
Thrifty: Uses and manages money wisely
• Resilience
Calm: Has an unhurried and unruffled manner
Flexible: Easily adjusts to changes
Optimistic: Positive, handles personal challenges well
Trusting: Trusts and believes in others
SOURCE: Reprinted by permission of NCS London House.

Leadership When No One Is in Charge
Read and discuss the following case:

A small work team consisting of Eddie, Cyndi, Gina, Jennifer, and Ralph
was asked to meet after work to come up with a theme for the company
picnic, to be held the third of July at a park on the outskirts of town. No one
had a great deal of enthusiasm for this project-or the idea of staying after
work.
All were silent for the first few minutes, each probably hoping someone
else would come up with an idea that would make this chore go away. When
it was apparent that no one was going to take the lead, Gina said, "None of
us wants to be here. Let's just make it a Fourth of July party and be done
with it."
A couple of heads nodded, but Ralph responded, "I'd love to get out of
here, too, but couldn't we come up with something a little more inventive
than that? You know, the boss will be paying attention to this."
"Well, Mr. Brown-nose," Cyndi laughed, "still after that raise you didn't
get last quarter?" Several members of the group smiled, although they could
sense an underlying tension between Ralph and Cyndi.
Eddie came to the rescue: "We'd all like that raise, wouldn't we? What
about giving this just a few more minutes and see if we can come up with
something?"
Jennifer stood up, opened her cell phone, and walked out of the room.
Gina mumbled, "Fourth of July."
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"Let me try once again," Ralph said. "What about a Fourth of July party?"
"That was Gina's idea," Cyndi reminded the group, unnecessarily.
"And it was a good idea, too," said Eddie. "But what about building on
that idea by thinking about a different kind of celebration-maybe something like a circus?"
"That's not bad," said Gina. "We could do costumes and have a parade... "
"I like clowns," said Ralph.
"You are a clown," said Cyndi.
"No, really," Ralph said. "We could have a parade with clowns, and animals, and all that stuff."
"Sure," said Eddie, "circus in July!"
Suddenly energized, the group started making plans in earnest and even
assigned responsibilities for carrying the idea forward.
Analysis. Think through the pattern of leadership exhibited in this case. There
was no formal leader, but several people exercised leadership-some effectively, some not so effectively. Who was the leader of the group? What made
this person the leader? What behaviors were most helpful to the group?
Which were least helpful? In the context of "leadership energizes,· what
happened to energize this group? How much involved rational intelligence?
How much involved emotional intelligence? What does your experience tell
you about leadership in groups when no one is in charge?

Practicing the Ethics of Leadership
As a topic for discussion, consider instances in which you have seen leaders act in a
way you consider unethical. What about those situations made them unethical?
What choices did the leader have that might have led in a different direction? And
what about you? As a leader, how can you break out of your standard ways of thinking to be sure to consider the ethical implications of your actions? How can you
bring the same creativity to addressing moral questions that you bring to addressing questions of cost, performance, or results? How can you expose your own faulty
assumptions about yourself, about other people, and about the world in general,
assumptions that may lead you to minimize the moral consequences of your
actions? How can you be creative in your leadership, yet at the same time be sure
that your creativity is not used to develop faulty justifications for your actions?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

8

Power and
Organizational Politics

Power is America's last dirty word. It is easier to talk about money-and
much easier to talk about sex-than it is to talk about power.

-Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1979, p. 65)

M

ost students of public administration will readily recognize the importance of politics in the practice of public management. After all, it is
through the political process that public organizations are created and
funded. Political institutions enact the laws that we are charged with implementing,
establish missions, and express the values and norms that guide our behavior as
public administrators. But we also need to recognize that public organizations
themselves are political entities as well. As Pfeffer ( 1992) put it, to understand organizations, "one needs to understand organizational politics, just as to understand
governments one needs to understand governmental politics" (p. 29).
But for most of us, our feelings about and reactions to power politics in organizations are ambivalent. Certainly, we do not want to be powerless. Yet, we are
equally uncomfortable with the idea of becoming unwitting victims of other people's power plays. We recognize the need to influence others to work positively
toward organizational objectives, to successfully defend our programs, and to
obtain opportunities and recognition for our employees. We also recognize that
power can be used to hurt others, to pursue goals not sanctioned by the organization, and to fulfill personal needs for control and even retribution.
Although many people are uncomfortable talking about power, and although there
certainly are disagreements about the moral and practical implications of the use of
power, power politics are, at least to some extent, inescapable in organizations. All
types of organizations, from churches to professional associations, small companies to
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large corporations, elementary schools to private universities, and families to large
social groups, as well as governmental organizations at all levels, involve people
using power and politics in attempts to influence others. People form coalitions and
alliances, bargain and strategize, and engage in other forms of organizational politics to influence decision making and organizational outcomes. The problem, of
course, is that sometimes politics and power are used for things that organizations
(or we as individuals) support or need, whereas other times they are used for things
that we judge to be less desirable. Nonetheless, we must recognize that organizational politics, in all of its forms, can and will occur in organizations.
Accordingly, an awareness and understanding of power politics helps us to
understand some important facets of organizational behavior and can contribute
to our success in groups and organizations. People who acquire and use power
appropriately and well are persuasive, have a positive influence on others, and are
better able to obtain necessary support and resources for programs, people, and
priorities. So, although there might be a seamy side to power, it can be a positive
and necessary force as well. As Coates (1994) stated, "Education in the politics of
organizations in the positive sense of the word, reciprocal obligations, is crucial to
the personal development of any successful manager and absolutely central to the
long-term success of any senior executive" (p. 261).

Where Do We Begin?
How do you currently think about and use power? Indicate for each of the following whether you think the statement is true or false.
l. It is important to get along with everyone in organizations, even people you
do not like.
2. Organizational politics should have no role in the administration of public
programs.
3. You can gain power by making others feel important.
4. The simplest and best long-term strategy for getting others to do what you
want is to let them know that you are the boss.
5. It often is a good idea to make others dependent on you for your expertise
and knowledge.
6. To maintain power, you should not compromise, even when an issue is of
minor importance to you.
7. It is advisable to do favors for people whenever possible.
8. Empowerment requires delegation; if your boss does not give it to you, then
it is not possible to make it happen.
9. Power and politics can be destructive forces in organizations.
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10. If you have good relationships with the people in your unit, then it is not
necessary to have good relationships with people in other parts and levels of
the organization.
11. As a manager, it is necessary to have organizational power just to do a good
job with the tasks assigned to you.
12. It is advisable to always tell people everything you know about a situation.
13. You always should try to make a good first impression.

14. Reaching organizational goals requires that organizational politics and power
be avoided whenever possible.
15. On very controversial issues, it often is best to delay or avoid your involvement as long as possible.
16. If you have very little power in an organization, then there is basically nothing you can or should do about it.
17. Gaining power often involves making friends rather than making enemies
in the organization.

18. If you have power, then people will dislike and fear you.
19. It is not a good idea to become dependent on one person in an organization.
20. The best way of handling power and organizational politics is to stay away
from it.

Scoring. Give yourself 1 point for every odd-numbered statement you marked true
and every even-numbered statement you marked false. You can interpret your
scores based on the following scale:
17-20: You have an excellent grasp on power and politics in organizations. You
appreciate that power and politics can be both constructive and destructive.
You have a strong grasp of some of the tactics and strategies of politics, and you
understand how they can be used in a positive manner.
13-16: You have a good sense of power and politics. You have an appreciation for
some of the aspects of power and politics in organizations but perhaps do not
yet fully understand some of its manifestations.

9-12: Your success in organizations might be enhanced by gaining a greater
appreciation for power and organizational politics in its many forms. You might
want to think about how your power can be enhanced and used constructively
in organizations.
8 or less: You might be uncomfortable with notions of power and politics.
Enhancing your understanding of how power and politics work in organizations
might be important in your career development, and it might give you some
important insights into organizational behavior.
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Regardless of your score, as you read this chapter, think about your own experiences with power and organizational politics. How can you gain and use power in
your organization in a manner that benefits you, the people you work with, your
organization, and the people you serve? How can you respond to organizational
politics constructively? How can you become an organizational politician in the
best sense of the word?

Ways of Thinking
Power and organizational politics are closely related concepts, and for the purposes
of this chapter, they are considered together. Power has been defined as "the latent
ability to influence others' actions, thoughts, or emotions" (Ott, 1989a, p. 420).
Politics, on the other hand, generally refers to the use of power and authority to
influence organizational outcomes. In simple terms, power is the potential for
influence, whereas politics is the exercise or use of that power.
These appear to be relatively straightforward definitions of organizational phenomena that all of us have encountered at one time or another. But the nature,
sources, desirability, and conditions for the exercise of power have been the subject
of debate for many hundreds of years. This debate forms the foundations not only
for how we think about power and organizational politics but also for how we feel
about it (at least in some sense).
So, our examination of power and organizational politics leads us to first look at
how societal attitudes about the nature of power have changed over time. Although
at one time workers might have willingly accepted the use of power and force by
their supervisors, our society has undergone a significant change in how we view
power. Ideas about who has a right to power and how that power should be used
have shifted as we have changed our ideas about organizations, the nature of people, and authority. In today's organizations, rarely is it the best strategy to simply
order or openly coerce someone to do something. Power and organizational politics
in the contemporary environment often are more subtle and are exercised in relationships that are more egalitarian and involve the use of shared power. The following subsections trace these changes, beginning with three early voices.

Early Voices
Much of our understanding about the nature of power and politics in organizations is derived, to a greater or lesser extent, from the early literature on governmental politics and political rulers. Although these writings did not speak directly
to the power and politics in organizational behavior, they nonetheless formed
many of the foundations of current perspectives. For that reason, it is useful to
begin our examination of power with Machiavelli's The Prince, written during the
early 16th century (Machiavelli, 1947). There are three basic themes in this oftencited and well-known book. First, Machiavelli considered people to be "ungrateful, fickle, and deceitful" (p. 48). Second, he argued that the state and patriotism
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come before all else. Third, he asserted that the purpose of political leadership
must be to gain and maintain power.
In Machiavelli's view, the strength of a leader's power is measured by the degree
to which he or she is independent of others and maintains domination over the
people. Machiavelli also stated that politics and power are human enterprises and
not in the hands of God or fate, as was commonly believed at the time. Machiavelli
argued that because the state is paramount, whatever means are necessary to perpetuate the power of the state must be undertaken by the leader. The leader should
be ruthless if necessary. "A prince should care nothing for the accusation of cruelty
so long as he keeps his subjects united and loyal" (1947, p. 47). Accordingly,
Machiavelli's work is perhaps most commonly known for the philosophy of "the
end justifies the means."
Machiavelli's legacy with regard to his notions of power in politics, but also in
organizations, is pronounced. We still talk of some people who use power in organizations as being "Machiavellian;' meaning that they are power hungry and selfserving or, as Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary defined it, "characterized by
cunning, duplicity, or bad faith" (Merriam-Webster, 1987). But Machiavelli's influence can be seen in other ways as well. He introduced the notion of power as a
function of dependency and independence and of politics as a natural human
enterprise. He articulated a view of power as a desirable and necessary end, an idea
Bertrand Russell and others later denounced, but nonetheless generally recognized
as one manifestation of power through history and in contemporary settings.
It also is interesting to see how Machiavelli's view of power hinges on the
assumption that people are ungrateful, fickle, and deceitful-assumptions that
most students of organizational behavior would reject. Yet, Machiavelli might have
some useful lessons for us, particularly the idea that leaders often need power to do
their jobs. He pointed out that during his day (as well as now), powerless leaders
could do little to ensure the protection and well-being of the people for whom they
were responsible.
But what type of power is needed, and how should it be used? Many key writers
and thinkers explored this question. For example, most students of public administration know Max Weber from his writings on bureaucracy, but he struggled
with fundamental questions about power as well. Weber wrote broadly about
society, government, and organizations but was particularly concerned about the
nature of power and the question of why people obey others or are willing to be
controlled by them. He suggested that there are three types of power or domination: ( 1) charismatic (where power and control are derived from the personal
magnetism of the power wielder), (2) traditional (where power is granted through
family lineage from one generation to the next), and (3) legal-rational (where laws
and constitutional processes create legitimate authority). Weber argued that the
last of these, the legal-rational form of authority, was superior to other forms of
power. It was superior, he said, because in this form authority and power were
institutionalized and depersonalized in bureaucratic organizations where their
exercise was controlled by rules, hierarchy, and reporting relationships (as cited in
Gerth & Mills, 1946).
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Although Weber argued that organizations founded on legal-rational grounds
were technically superior, his writings also suggested a pessimism about the effect
of their power over the behavior of humans. He predicted that people would
become trapped by the legalistic and rule-bound structure. Furthermore, he predicted that because the power of bureaucratic organizations derived from their
expertise and efficiency, they would conflict with, and possibly prevail against, the
power of politicians. Yet, his writing suggested that bureaucratic forms of power, or
power based on formal grants of authority, remained superior to alternative forms
and sources of power.
Certainly, we still can see the influence of Weber's perspectives today. Many of us
might believe that power in organizations ought to reside with the position held,
rather than with the person, and that the power that is exercised should be within
that person's official authority to act. In other words, we may readily accept the
power and influence of the director of an agency, but we question or feel uncomfortable with power derived from personal magnetism, deal making, or family position. So, we are ambivalent. When people in particular positions use power, it may
be seen as good and necessary; when others exercise power, it may be viewed as
unfair and inappropriate.
During the 1930s, Russell clearly expressed this American ambivalence toward
power. Russell introduced the idea that power as a means to an end can be virtuous,
but that power as an end (as the goal itself) is inherently undesirable. His writing
reflected a concern for the control of power in organizations, particularly government, as a protection against its arbitrary use for personal gain. Russell argued that
one of the characteristics that separates humans from animals is the insatiability of
some human needs. Chief among those needs is the desire for power and glory.
Whereas for some the need for power is suppressed because of inherent timidity or
personality, for others the quest for power is all-important.
Russell (1938) defined power as "the production of intended effects" (p. 35) and
suggested that it takes several forms. Traditional power is that which is characterized by habit, mostly passive assent to institutional authority such as with priests
and kings. Power that is not based on assent or agreement is called "naked power"
or coercion. Revolutionary power is based on active dissent so as to unseat traditional power. Russell also considered a number of secondary or derivative forms of
power. His distinctions among different types and forms of power are something
that contemporary authors have continued to explore.
In examining the organizational framework through which power is exercised,
Russell asserted that an organization has power over the individual but that it still
is in the individual's interest to be a part of an organization. In other words, for an
individual to gain the advantages of joining an organization, he or she submits to
the power of that organization. Russell was particularly concerned about the ethics
of power. He pointed out that although power can be used for the collective good,
it also can be used for evil. He claimed that the difference is the purpose for which
power is used. When gaining and using power becomes the end or the goal in itself,
it is wrong. When power is used as a means to accomplish something desirable, it
can be a positive force.
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Again, the influence of Russell's work can be seen today. He provided a framework for understanding both the positive and negative sides of power and our
continuing ambivalence toward it. He suggested that the use of power as a means
of accomplishing a desirable end can be a good thing-a distinction that remains
in our minds as a guide to appropriate and ethical behavior.

Changing Perspectives on
Workers and Organizations
Our perspectives on power and organizational politics continued to evolve.
Whereas early voices such as those of Machiavelli, Weber, and Russell were focused
principally on power as exercised by a single executive or official over members of
an organization, by the 1950s power had become a subject of interest in social psychology, where it was recognized as a phenomenon found throughout organizations. Building on earlier works, writers during this era refined and reevaluated how
power worked. For example, Bierstedt (1950) viewed power as a sociological phenomenon, not just a political or economic one. Bierstedt argued that, when viewed
from a sociological standpoint, the concepts of force and authority were useful in
defining power as follows: "l) power is a latent force; 2) force is manifest power;
and 3) authority is institutionalized power" (p. 733 ). Put simply, Bierstedt was suggesting that power is the potential to influence or control, that power can be exercised through the use of force, and that power can be formalized by granting
someone the authority for its exercise.
The idea that power always is latent is particularly important. In this view, when
power is used, it becomes something else, such as authority, force, or coercion. So,
power is not necessarily open coercion, influence, or control; more accurately, it is
the perception of others that the power wielder could exercise coercion, influence,
or control if he or she chose to do so. In a very real sense, how much power a person
has depends in large measure on how much power people think the person has.
Writing during the same era, Dahl ( 1957) suggested that most people have an
intuitive sense of power as based in a relationship between people such that "A has
power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that B would not
otherwise do" (pp. 202-203). Dahl said that power can be compared between
actors but that the comparison must be based on the "responses they are capable
of evoking ... rather than on the attributes of the actors" (p. 206). Again, the idea
is that power is a latent potential or capacity, not an action or attribute.

Questioning Power and Authority
The 1960s were not only a period of political unrest in the United States but also
an era that called into question the nature of power and authority and who
should have the "right" to tell people what they could or could not do. In organizations, attitudes about the types of power that individuals were willing to grant
their "superiors" underwent a marked shift. The human relations movement during the 1960s and 1970s challenged the idea that the job of management was to
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manipulate workers for the benefit of organizations and promoted the idea that
organizations should meet both individual and collective needs. During the early
stages of the organization development movement (see Chapter 12), the nature
and desirability of traditional hierarchical authority relationships came under
particularly heavy fire. In short, people began to openly question authority and
the power that accompanied it.
When writers during the 1960s asked the same question that Weber had asked
decades earlier-"Why do people do what they are told?"-they came up with very
different answers. For example, Haire (1962/1989) argued that traditional conceptions of authority had become outmoded and counterproductive. He suggested that
executive authority traditionally had been based on ownership; the owners of factories had the right to use power to control the people who worked in them. As a result,
authority became "grounded in the process of managing itself" (p. 456). Later, ownership became separate from organizational management. Still, the assumption that
power and authority are an inherent right of management remained.
But Haire argued that our conceptions about management and the nature of
people must change. He pointed out that much of classic organizational theory
has a pessimistic view of people as lazy, shortsighted, selfish, and stupid. He suggested that people might exhibit these behaviors because of outmoded organizational forms and authority relationships. Haire concluded by suggesting that we
embrace a more optimistic view of people, that authority in organizations be
made more participative, and that power be equalized consistent with this
enlightened view.
It is important to recognize, however, that people of different cultures may view
power and authority differently. In Chapter 7, we examined differences in national
culture. Among those differences was what Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) call
"power distance." Power distance is "the extent to which the less powerful members
of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is
distributed unequally" (p. 46). In countries that score low on power distance (the
United States, Canada, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Australia, Luxembourg,
Germany, Norway, Sweden, Costa Rica), subordinates are more likely to disagree
with their bosses and desire a "consultative style" of management. Employees in the
countries which score high on power distance (Malaysia, Venezuela, Guatemala,
Arab countries, Russia, Romania, Panama, Serbia, Slovenia) are willing to accept
more autocratic bosses, and they rarely disagree with their managers.
With this cultural context in mind, it is also important to recognize the evolution in theory about the nature of organizations themselves. The work of Cyert and
March ( 1963 ), for example, discredited the then prevailing view of organizations as
economically rational in their decision-making process and promoted the idea that
organizations were political entities. Likewise, Thompson ( 1967) saw organizations, and the people in them, as acting politically. One of his basic premises was
that organizations seek to reduce uncertainty and dependency. Thompson suggested that because power is the opposite of dependency, organizations will seek to
minimize dependency arising from the environment by maintaining alternatives,
seeking prestige, engaging in cooperative strategies, contracting, and co-opting
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those who impose environmental threats. He then applied these propositions to the
behavior of people in organizations and argued that individuals behave in much
the same way as organizations by seeking to minimize dependence, forming coalitions, and attempting to acquire power. Like others, Thompson suggested that the
traditional idea that one person could hold absolute authority had ceased to make
a lot of sense. "An individual can be powerful ... and can exercise significant leadership ... only with the consent and approval of the dominant coalition" (p. 142). In
this view, the power of individuals is not derived, nor should it be derived, solely
from their positions.
In a particularly compelling look at the political nature of organizational decision making, Allison ( 1971) used the Cuban missile crisis to demonstrate how an
overreliance on rational theories could lead to distortion and incomplete understanding of the way in which organizations actually operate. He did so by explaining the crisis using three alternative models or lenses: ( 1) the rational actor model,
(2) the organizational process model, and (3) the governmental politics model. It is
the third model that is of particular interest in exploring the subject of power in
organizations.
The governmental politics model conceptualizes governmental behavior as a
result of numerous political actors engaging in a bargaining game. It assumes no
single strategic goal; rather, it assumes differing perceptions on the part of the players, who engage in a struggle for preferred outcomes. Under this model, "it is necessary to identify the game and players [and] to display the coalitions, bargains, and
compromises" (Allison, 1971, p. 146). Allison described and demonstrated the use
of this model in explaining organizational behavior as the outcome of power
struggles between key actors over preferred outcomes.
So, by the 1970s, writers were suggesting that we should hold a more egalitarian
and optimistic view of people when we consider questions of power and organizational politics and that we should recognize organizations as political entities. Yet
then and now, most of us remain ambivalent about power and organizational politics. In examining a survey of managers by Gandz and Murray ( 1980), this ambivalence is clear. Note in Figure 8.1 that although nearly 90% of respondents thought
that politics are common and that successful executives must be good politicians,
and although only 16% agreed that powerful executives do not act politically, more
than half also thought that politics in organizations are detrimental to efficiency and
that organizations free of politics are happier. Nearly half thought that management
ought to get rid of politics, whereas more than 40% thought that politics help organizations to function effectively. Apparently, we admit that politics are a part of
organizational life, but we still do not always like it very much.
So, although we might prefer to think that organizations should not be political
and that we should not have to deal with political issues, such issues are, in large
measure, unavoidable. Organizations are, by their nature, political entities, and to
be successful in them we must become politically aware. To do so, we need to
understand the sources of power, recognize when and how power is exercised, gain
an appreciation for the tools and strategies of politics, and understand the positive
and negative effects of power and politics on people and organizations.
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Percentage
Expressing Strong or
Moderate Agreement

Statement

The existence of workplace politics is common to most
organizations.

93.2

Successful executives must be good politicians.

89.0

The higher you go in organizations, the more political the
climate becomes.

76.2

Powerful executives do not act politically.

15.7

You have to be political to get ahead in organizations.

69.8

Top management should try to get rid of politics within
the organization.

48.6

Politics help organizations to function effectively.

42.1

Organizations free of politics are happier than those in
which there is a lot of politics.

59.1

Politics in organizations are detrimental to efficiency.

55.1

Figure 8.1

Managers' Feelings About Workplace Politics

SOURCE: "The Experience of Workplace Politics," by J. Gandz and V. Murray, June 1980,
Academy of Management Journal, p. 244. Copyright © 1980 by Academy of Management.
Reproduced with permission of Academy of Management via Copyright Clearance Center.

Sources of Power
How do people in organizations acquire power? One of the best known and most
cited attempts to understand the sources of power is French and Raven's (1959/1989)
"The Bases of Social Power." These authors defined power from a psychological
standpoint, emphasizing power as a means of influencing or causing psychological
change in others. As such, they were primarily concerned with explaining power in
terms of its effect on people. Influence on a person is measured as the amount of
change that occurs as the result of a social agent, which could be "a person, a role, a
group, or a part of a group" (p. 441 ). The amount of power correlates with the persistence of change. But like Bierstedt and Dahl, French and Raven argued that power
has the property of potentiality. That is, it does not have to be used in full capacity
under all circumstances. Within this general framework, they proposed a five-category
classification of the sources or bases of power: (1) legitimate power, (2) reward
power, (3) coercive power, (4) referent power, and (5) expert power.

Legitimate Power
Legitimate power arises from people's values and beliefs that someone has the
right to exert influence over them and that they have an obligation to comply.
These values and beliefs may be culturally instilled, reinforced by social or organizational structure (e.g., hierarchy), or designated by a legitimating agent or process
(e.g., elections). In public organizations, this type of power often is derived from
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people's positions or job titles. Although most organizations use position titles to
designate levels of authority, some organizations rely on position power more
than do others.
For example, military and police organizations use symbols (e.g., uniforms) to
convey differences in position. But even in these organizations, power is derived
from other sources as well. Not all people with the title of"director" have the same
amount of power---even within the same organization. This is so because, in most
organizations, a reliance solely on position power is inadequate and inadvisable.
Positively influencing others usually requires drawing on other sources of power as
well such as those described in the subsections that follow.
Nonetheless, legitimate power is important. We are influenced by the positions
or titles that people hold in organizations, particularly with regard to the legitimacy
that others will be likely to accord those people in the use of power. As a practical
matter, then, it makes sense to pay attention not only to other people's titles, but to
our own as well. Although in government there can be limited flexibility in changing position titles, it is worthwhile to consider the title of your position as one of
the factors that can influence how others will respond to you. For example, if you
take on project responsibilities, then it might be possible to negotiate a "working"
title that will communicate to others the authority and responsibility you hold in
relation to the project.

Reward Power
Reward power is just what the label implies-power arising from our ability to
reward other people for behaving as we want them to. Reward power involves influencing others by providing positive outcomes and preventing negative ones.
Reward power is similar to positive reinforcement. When managers recommend
promotions, give positive performance evaluations, give desirable assignments,
provide recognition, offer support, and so on, they gain power. Effective managers
use reward power to highlight good work and to reinforce behavior that reflects and
advances organizational values. We might not think of rewarding others as giving
us power. But if we provide rewards that people want, then it makes sense that we
can influence their behavior. If used appropriately, this can help employees to learn
and grow and can help organizations to attain their objectives.
It is not necessary to be a manager to use reward power. By sincerely praising
others, bringing the good work of coworkers to your supervisor's attention, or providing positive feedback to others, you not only are being a "good person" but also
are creating a situation in which you are likely to be able to influence those people
in the future. The use of reward power typically engenders cooperation and minimizes resistance. Furthermore, its use can support others, enhance the organizational environment, and reflect positively on you.

Coercive Power
Coercive power is the opposite of reward power. Coercive power is based on our
ability to apply sanctions or punishments for the failure to behave as we desire.
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Using coercive power involves exerting influence through the use of punishments
or the threat of punishments. Punishments, of course, can take many forms. They
can be as subtle as ignoring others or as open as blocking pay raises. Supervisors
can use coercive power by controlling assignments, initiating transfers, giving poor
performance evaluations, oversupervising, or providing criticism. Punishments can
go in the other direction as well. Employees can punish supervisors by refusing to
work hard, ignoring them, or making them look bad by withholding information
or embarrassing them.
It is easy to see how using coercive power can have its pitfalls. Particularly if
punishments are dispensed without also offering rewards, negative consequences
can result. For example, coercive power typically produces more resistance than
does reward power. Nonetheless, coercive power has its place in organizations. If
a public employee is not performing, is behaving inappropriately with coworkers
or citizens, or has engaged in wrongdoing, then negative consequences are appropriate. If other employees see negative behavior as having no consequences, then
this can, in turn, affect their behavior in an undesirable manner. But again, the
use of coercive behavior by itself as the sole means of influencing others is not
recommended.

Referent Power
Referent power is based on the psychological identification between people. Its
strength depends on the degree to which others desire to have a relationship or
identify with us. Put simply, we are influenced by people we like or admire. When
we admire other people, we are apt to see what they do in a favorable light, deemphasize their mistakes, and seek their approval. We want to do what they want
us to do because we want to please them and have them continue to like us. Simply
having the positive regard and respect of others, then, is a potential source of power.
It is interesting to note that French and Raven (1959/1989), in distinguishing
between reward power and coercive power, pointed out that the use of reward
power tends to increase referent power, whereas the use of coercive power tends to
diminish referent power. Although this might appear to be just good sense, it is
important to remember that rewarding people will increase their positive regard for
us, thereby giving us more capacity to positively influence them in the future.
Conversely, if we coerce others to comply, then our referent power will diminish,
leaving us with fewer tools for positive influence.
In practical terms, we gain influence through referent power by being liked,
admired, and respected. The best way of doing that is by being genuinely likable,
admirable, and respectable. In other words, being nice to gain power generally is
pretty transparent. These are not just attitudes to try on when it is convenient to
do so. We have to actually earn people's respect and admiration the hard way-by
consistently treating them well. Behaving in a manner that is professional, kind,
respectful, caring, and interested is desirable in its own right. It also gives us the
power to influence others to our own benefit, to their benefit, and to the organization's benefit.
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Expert Power
French and Raven (1959/1989) defined expert power as power based on our
knowledge and expertise, in the opinion of others, thereby giving us credibility.
Expert power is drawn from having a special expertise that is needed or valued in
an organization. This may take the form of technical expertise (e.g., computer
skills), may be grounded in a person's insights with regard to the legislative process,
or may even be based on someone's connection with and knowledge of an influential person. If you know or understand something important that other people in
the organization do not, then this gives you expert power.
This suggests, from a practical standpoint, that you should "do your homework,"
so to speak. Whether you are a line-level staff member or an executive, being an
"expert" in your area of work gives you an edge. If you work in the budget office,
then learn all you can about the budget. If you work in personnel, then study personnel systems and become knowledgeable about innovative practices. If you are
involved with issuing building permits, then talk to contractors, builders, homeowners, and developers to learn what their needs and concerns are. Becoming
knowledgeable in a manner that helps your organization to function better and to
serve the public more effectively makes you more valuable, more persuasive, and
more powerful.
Kotter (1977) expressed similar ideas about how managers, in particular, can
gain power positively and successfully. He suggested that effective managers create
and maintain power in four different ways. The first way is by doing favors for
people, thereby creating a sense of obligation or a perception that these people owe
return courtesies. The second way is by building reputations as experts in given
areas, resulting in the deferral of others on matters relating to those areas. The third
way is by using their images and reputations to foster psychological identification,
thereby encouraging others to emulate and defer to managers. The fourth way is by
creating and reinforcing the perceived dependency of others on managers for
rewards, assistance, and protection. Kotter saw formal authority as a tool that managers use to strengthen and develop each of these four types of power.

Recognizing Power and Organizational Politics
Recognizing the exercise of power and politics in an organization is important to
understanding its influence on organizational behavior and in protecting ourselves
from some of its negative consequences. But this can be difficult. Just as power comes
from a variety of sources, its exercise can take a number of forms. Pfeffer's (1981)
analysis of the conditions for the use of power and its sources suggested that the use
of power increases when there are high levels of decentralization and interdependence among subunits, a scarcity of resources, disagreement on goals, and uncertainty about technologies. Similarly, Salancik and Pfeffer (1977/1989) suggested that
power is most likely used to influence organizational decisions under conditions of
scarcity, criticality, and uncertainty. So, when the stakes are high, resources are limited,
or goals and processes are unclear, power politics can be quite likely.
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Sometimes power still can be difficult to recognize because it is not always overt
or directly observable. How can we recognize and, consequently, better respond to
the use of power? How can we evaluate whether it is legitimate? These questions are
important not only to the power wielder but also to the observer or "recipient" of
power politics. Because the use of power is not always easy to recognize, our evaluation and reaction to it might be inaccurate and inappropriate. So, how do we
become better observers and interpreters of organizational politics?
It is helpful to think about the different forms that power can take. On the one
hand, overt power is easily observed. In this first face of power (Lukes, 1974), power
is a direct exchange between actors in which one of the actors exerts more control
over the outcome than does the other actor. This type of power is easy to recognize
in that it involves a relationship in which one person has potential control over
another person because of dependency, knowledge, skill, or some other source of
power. Individuals with more power, whatever its sources, can be expected to be
relatively more successful in achieving their goals than those with less power. The
use of power in this case is overt. For example, imagine that you want a promotion
and that your boss controls the promotion. She assigns you a project that you disagree with and do not want to do, but she makes the promotion contingent on you
doing the project. You might be angry and resentful, but because you want the
promotion, you do it.
But the use of power often is more subtle and complicated than that. For
example, it is not always in the interest of those with power to engage in an open
struggle. When individuals engage in a power struggle, one side typically loses.
From the perspective of those with established positions, any visible losses erode
their latent power or their ability to prevail in future struggles. So, logically, it
makes sense for those with relatively established power to work to systematically
avoid or exclude challenges. These exclusionary actions have been termed power's
second face (Lukes, 197 4).
For example, imagine that you are one of three assistant directors. One of the
other assistant directors is making a proposal for something you think is inadvisable, unnecessarily costly, and potentially damaging to the organization. You have
tried to talk with her about it, to no avail. Rather than openly challenging and fighting against a fellow supervisor's proposal (the first face of power), you might
choose to speak privately with the director and other key decision makers, providing information and background that will make them less likely to support the
proposal. Alternatively, consider a hypothetical situation in which an employee
openly challenges you and refuses to cooperate on a group project. Rather than
responding in a coercive manner, the second face of power might suggest that you
simply isolate that person from the group or reassign him or her. Better yet, you
might choose project participants more carefully in the first place.
There also is a third face of power in which the power wielder convinces others
that what they really want is what the power wielder wants. As Lukes ( 1974) put it,
A may exercise power over B by getting him to do what he does not want
to do, but he also exercises power over him by influencing, shaping, or
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determining his very wants.... This may happen in the absence of observable
conflict, which may have been successfully averted. (p. 23)
The successful use of power's third face, then, might insulate the powerful from
challenge simply because the powerful are able to convince potential challengers
that there is no reason to challenge them in the first place.
In its positive form, the third face of power might be evidenced in a situation
where the manager designs a necessary, but potentially difficult or controversial,
project so that the project goals and the goals of individuals working on that project are compatible. The manager does so primarily by convincing the workers
through incentives, persuasive communication, or other strategies that it is in their
interest for the project to be successful. A less positive use of the third face of
power would be misinforming an employee who comes to you for career advice.
To keep this individual in your unit, you might intentionally mislead him or her
about what might in fact be a great opportunity for the individual to advance.
Thus, you do not force the person to stay; you create a situation where he or she
no longer wants to leave.
In short, power in organizations can take many forms, some overt and others
much more subtle. The advantages of the more subtle forms are that they are less
likely to be met with open resistance. People tend to balk at open power plays. So,
using these cons and third faces of power can help you to accomplish organizational objectives without coercing people to cooperate. Unfortunately, when power
becomes covert and less visible, it also is somewhat easier to hide its potentially
destructive aspects. Being sensitive to the multiple faces of power can help you to
better understand and respond to organizational situations.

Balancing Power
In addition to having many forms, power in today's organizations is not unidirectional. Most people in contemporary settings do not unquestioningly accept the
power of their "superiors." Although this does not always take the form of open
rebellion, people often will attempt to balance power relationships. That is, individuals' power may be confined to certain spheres and balanced by the influence of
others in different spheres (Wrong, 1968). Politics, then, involves efforts both to
gain power and to limit or balance the power of others.
There are four styles or ways in which people with less power can act to equalize
or balance power in a relationship, all based on the idea that dependence reduces
power and independence increases it. To increase power, people can ( 1) decrease
their needs or demands (need less or be less dependent); (2) increase their alternative sources of getting what they want, thereby gaining independence; (3) increase
other people's needs or demands for us, thereby making them more dependent; or
(4) decrease other people's alternative sources, again making them more dependent
(Emerson, 1962).
These power-balancing operations, then, either decrease dependence (Styles 1
and 2) or increase the dependence of other people (Styles 3 and 4). Because Styles
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I and 2 decrease our dependence on the organization, they can be less desirable
for the organization. Because Styles 3 and 4 increase the dependence of other
people while not decreasing our dependence on the organization, they can result
in increasing our involvement in the organization and, at the same time, making
us more valuable to it.
For example, consider this hypothetical situation. You very much want praise
and positive feedback from your supervisor, but it is not forthcoming. As a result,
she has potential power over you by denying something that you want. If you do
nothing, then you might end up being resentful, unhappy, and unproductive.
There are several ways to change or balance the effect of this potential power. First,
you could decide to rely on your own self-assessment of your performance and not
to make your professional self-image so dependent on feedback from your boss.
This decreases your dependence by changing what you want from her. Second, you
could look for other sources of positive feedback, thereby increasing your alternatives and decreasing your dependency. Third, you could work to make your work
more central to the unit's success, thereby increasing your boss's dependence on
you. When you ask for more positive feedback, her dependency on your performance would make her more likely to provide it. Fourth, you could gain special
expertise that no one else in the unit has, again making yourself less dependent on
the supervisor and making her more dependent on you. The first and second
options might result in a sort of psychological distancing from your supervisor
and the organization, whereas the third and fourth options might result in a stronger commitment on your part.
You might ask yourself, isn't what has been described really just a matter of
manipulating your supervisor to get something you want? The answer is yes, it is,
at least in some sense. But it is important to remember three things. First, relationships are becoming more egalitarian in organizations, with positive consequences
for individuals and the organizations themselves. You are more valuable to your
organization if you have the power to influence others, act independently, and be
self-reliant than if you are powerless and dependent. But at the same time, creating
psychological distance between yourself and your organization might be detrimental to both. Second, gaining expertise and knowledge that are critical to organizational success not only is helpful to you but also can help the organization to better
accomplish its public service mission. Third, as a public manager, it is important for
you to recognize that although you might have organizational authority and other
sources of power at your disposal, your employees have a number of sources of
power as well. This is an appropriate and positive situation in which cognition of
your mutual dependency with others can foster mutual respect and cooperation.
Wrong (1968) pointed out that all social interaction, by definition, involves a
measure of mutual influence and control. In relationships involving power, this
influence is "asymmetrical in that the power holder exercises greater control over
the behavior of the power subject than the reverse" (p. 673). But the mutuality of
the influence is not necessarily destroyed given that power can be exercised in different spheres. Thus, you might have power in relation to another person regarding
certain situations, whereas the other person might have power over you in other
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situations. Therefore, power relationships need not be hierarchical and unilateral,
even if one person has more power in a particular area.
But there is another way to look at mutual dependency and power relationships.
Wrong (1968) called unilateral power "integral;' whereas "intercursive" power
occurs where there are differing spheres of influence between parties. Wrong suggested that integral, or "one-way;' power often causes people to attempt to limit or
resist it. These attempts can take the form of creating countervailing power (thereby
transforming it to an intercursive power relationship); setting limits on the extent,
comprehensiveness, and intensity of power; destroying the power altogether; or
taking measure to supplant the power wielder by self-regulation. Wrong argued that
the idea that politics is a struggle for power is incomplete because it does not consider efforts to limit or resist the power of others.
While the subject of negotiation is considered more fully in Chapter 11, it is
important to note here that negotiation involves this type of power dependency
and balancing. In negotiations, it is important that we accurately assess our power
potential in order to either effectively use the power we have or work to balance
power, if necessary. Kim, Pinkley, and Fragale (2005) have reminded us that many
times we will have a different perception about our own power position than will
others. If we have the perception that our power position is higher or lower than
what others perceive it to be, our actions will depend on our perceptions, not the
perceptions of others. If we have the perception that our power position is lower
than our counterpart's, we are more likely to use power-balancing tactics such as
described above. If, on the other hand, you believe that you are more powerful in
the negotiation process than the other person, Kim and colleagues suggested that
you are more likely to use "power-use" tactics such as consultation, personal
appeal, or rational persuasion, for example. This suggests that it is very important
to carefully and accurately assess our power position, keeping in mind that it may
be less important how we perceive our power than it is to understand how other
people perceive us.

Structural Aspects of Power
Power and organizational politics are, at least in part, a function of organizational
structure (Pfeffer, 1981). There is a degree of power that goes along with one's position in the organizational structure. But beyond this position power, the farther up
the organizational ladder you go, the better access you have to information, people,
and resources. Once this structure is established, it becomes resistant to change
because it is in the interest of those in power to keep the structure that gave them
power in the first place. After all, why change a structure that reinforces your power
and political influence?
The structure of power touches many aspects of organizational life. One of the
major issues of the past several decades has been the representativeness of the
workplace and the assimilation of new groups into organizational life. This assimilation can be seen, at least in part, as an issue of structural power. Kanter (1977),
for example, argued that the behavior of members of certain groups (particularly
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women and minorities) can be explained by structural factors in the organization
rather than by the stereotypical attributes of those groups. More specifically, she
suggested that powerlessness, and structural characteristics of organizations that
perpetuate such powerlessness, result in counterproductive behavior. She indicated that by changing the structure of rewards and opportunities, feelings of
powerlessness will diminish and the negative behavior associated with these
groups will decrease.
Kanter also argued that men and women behave differently in organizations not
because of gender differences but rather because of the structural characteristics of
their roles. Women tend to be clustered in low-power, dependent, and low-mobility
positions. Furthermore, those women and minorities who are placed in other roles
find that their lack of numerical representation and their inability to command
resources make them powerless tokens. This powerlessness leads to ineffective management behavior (e.g., refusal to delegate, lack of concern for tasks and goals).
Kanter suggested that white men behave similarly when placed in low-power,
dependent, and low-mobility jobs.
In short, Kanter argued that structural determinants-opportunity, mobility,
perceived political power, dependency, influence in garnering resources and
rewards for subordinates, and numerical representation-are critical to understanding the influence of power in organizational behavior. She concluded that, to
correct this, organizations must seek to expand opportunity and mobility, empower
people, and balance numerical representation.

Is Power a Positive Force or a Destructive Force?
So far, we have talked about changing attitudes toward power and authority, sources
of power, balancing power and empowerment, the structural aspects of power, and
power and organizational learning, but we have not fully explored the question of
whether power is a positive and constructive force in organizations or a negative
and destructive one. Unfortunately, as with many other facets of human behavior,
there is not a clear yes/no answer. Power and organizational politics can be a positive and constructive force or a negative factor in organizations.
First, on the positive side, Salancik and Pfeffer (1977/1989) pointed out that,
although political power in organizations often is considered an unfair, unjust, and
generally undesirable phenomenon, political processes "tend toward the realistic
resolution of conflicts among interests" (p. 470). In their view, power is not only
necessary for positive organizational functioning but also a vital and critical force
in ensuring organizational survival. They argued that power and political processes
in organizations help organizations to adapt to and interact with their environments appropriately. Effective managers must recognize, acquire, and use power to
achieve organizational ends.
Salancik and Pfeffer (1977/1989) suggested that power also is a positive force
because those organizational subunits "most able to cope with the organization's
critical problems and uncertainties acquire power" (l 977/1989, p. 471). This
"strategic-contingency" theory of power suggests a positive and desirable picture of
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power in organizations. The reason subunits or persons who deal with critical
problems acquire power is because these subunits or persons play a critical role in
organizational success. Accordingly, the power of these units is functional and
positive in terms of organizational goal attainment. Moreover, power appropriately
plays a role in the selection of executives. Power, in this view, helps to ensure that
organizations will protect the survival of their most critical components and select
executives best able to deal with environmental contingencies.
Kotter (1977) suggested that power and politics are a positive and necessary
force in organizations. He argued that dependency is an inherent part of a manager's job because of the division of labor (creating dependence on others for the
completion of tasks) and limited resources (creating dependence for financial and
other types of support). Furthermore, according to Kotter, "All the people on whom
a manager is dependent have limited time, energy, and talent, for which there are
competing demands" (p. 127). As a result, he argued, using power to manage these
dependencies is a critical part of the managerial process.
Wilson ( 1995) stated that, in the public sector, "to successfully implement policy
which serves [the] public interest ... requires power" (p.102). In her studyoffederal
executives, Wilson found that when leaders use power in a positive manner, it
enhances organizational commitment. Managers who use power in this way are
focused on building and supporting the confidence and skills of followers. They use
their power and "clout" to provide employees with needed information, to obtain
necessary resources, to bargain with other organizational actors, and to deal with
other impediments to goal attainment. Such managers delegate authority, share
information, and promote employee involvement in decision making. Wilson found
that managers who use power in this way "uplift" their employees and enhance the
motivation, self-control, and commitment of those employees.
Power, according to Pfeffer (1992), is a necessary and healthy aspect of organizational functioning and, in fact, is a critical component of leadership. The problem
in most situations is not the use of power but rather powerlessness. Powerlessness
leads us to say "I don't know what to do," "I don't have the power to get it done;' or
"I can't really stomach the struggle that might be involved:' As such, it is "a prescription for both organizational and personal failure" (p. 49). Without power, we are
forced to rely on solely hierarchical authority, an approach that is fraught with difficulties. Not only are people likely to resist it, but it also ignores the need for cooperation, participation, persuasion, and other influence processes. Pfeffer argued
that managing with power is absolutely necessary for effective implementation.
Attention to the question of power is needed to establish and get buy-in on goals,
to identify dependencies and strengths, to identify key actors who support or
oppose implementation, and to choose approaches and strategies that will increase
one's influence over the outcome.
It has also been suggested that power and organizational politics are necessary
components of organizational learning. "Organizational learning is a multilevel
process that begins with individual learning, that leads to group learning, and that
then leads to organizational learning" (Lawrence, Mauws, Dyck, & Kleysen, 2005,
p. 181 ), and this sequence involves the use of different types of power. Organizational
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learning involves four processes, or 4ls: "intuiting, interpreting, integrating, and
institutionalizing" (p. 181). Intuiting happens when individuals develop new ideas,
and interpreting occurs when these ideas are communicated or explained to others.
Integrating involves translating the new ideas into coordinated actions. The last
phase, institutionalizing, refers to the incorporation of new ideas and insights into
organizational practice.
Lawrence and colleagues (2005) argued that organizational learning requires the
effective use of power. They further suggest that the types of power and tactics used
will vary based on the phase of organizational learning: Intuition is linked with
discipline, interpretation with influence, integration with force, and institutionalization with domination. For instance, in the interpreting phase, an individual's
actions to influence or persuade others will affect how an idea is received.
Integration, on the other hand, may involve the use of force more than persuasion.
"This might involve restricting the consideration of alternative practices, restricting
issues for discussion on formal and informal agendas, and removing/transferring
opponents of the innovation" (p. 186). The politics of institutionalization most
often involves the use of systemic power, such as changing procedures or rules, to
overcome resistance (p. 186). Most important, the authors conclude that "having
smart employees with great ideas is not enough. Managers who want to foster
learning require a slate of employees with appropriate political skills and resources."
Without political behavior, "new ideas may be generated by individuals, but organizations will never learn" (p. 190).
In contrast to these positive views on the role of power in organizations, others
urge caution in advocating power politics in organizations. For example,
Vrendenburgh and Maurer ( 1984) cautioned that to exclude the dark or selfish side
of power is an overcompensation. They suggested that political activities are, by
definition, not formally sanctioned by organizations. In short, they suggested that
in the rush to recognize the positive role of political processes in organizations,
power politics in organizations is, by nature, a self-serving process. They categorized definitions of power as falling into one of two categories: those focused on
using power to affect organizational decision making and those emphasizing power
as self-serving or nonsanctioned by the organizations. They suggested that power
in organizations includes the attributes of both categories. Organizational politics
is both an individual phenomenon and a group phenomenon that is undertaken to
influence others in the direction of the actor's or group's goals. In political situations, these goals are either not sanctioned or unofficially sanctioned by the organization. "A group's or [an] individual's goals or means are political to the extent
that they are not positively sanctioned by an organization's formal design or to the
degree [that] they are positively sanctioned by unofficial political norms"
(Vrendenburgh & Maurer, 1984, p. 50). This makes organizational politics more
likely to result in destructive outcomes than in positive ones.
We also need to remember that power can be abused in organizations.
Vrendenburgh and Brender ( 1998) cautioned that hierarchical, interpersonal abuse
of power is a danger in organizations. Power can be used in a manner that negatively affects others' sense of dignity and self-respect in both style and substance.
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Such abusive power interferes with employee job performance and might block
deserved rewards. Certainly, it is easy to see that power used in this manner is
destructive to both individuals and organizations.
Milgrom and Roberts ( 1988) suggested that members of organizations invest a
significant amount of time in trying to influence decisions in which they have personal stakes. Whereas this is rational for individuals, these attempts to influence
impose costs on organizations. For example, because individuals might find it in
their interest to manipulate or distort information so as to influence decision makers in a manner that benefits their interests, organizations must make decisions
based on imperfect and incomplete information. This decreases the quality of the
resulting decisions and diverts time and energy away from more productive pursuits. Therefore, Milgrom and Roberts suggested that organizations employ strategies to discourage organizational members from engaging in such influence
activities. They described three such methods: ( 1) limiting participation and access
to decision makers, (2) altering the decision criteria to favor good performers, and
(3) offering financial incentives to discourage political activity.
Further, the perception of workplace politics has been shown to have negative
consequences for employees, including decreases in job involvement, commitment,
and satisfaction, and increases in stress, turnover, absenteeism, and perceived inequity (Ferris et al., 1996; Kacmar, Bozeman, Carlson, & Anthony, 1999; Miller,
Rutherford, & Kolodinsky, 2008; Vigoda, 2002). While there are various factors that
may mediate these negative effects-including age, culture, emotional intelligence,
and supervisor communication-it is clear that many people are troubled when
they perceive high levels of political behavior in their organization (Harris &
Harris, 2009; Miller, Rutherford, & Kolodinsky, 2008). This may be particularly true
for those who have few political skills themselves and feel victimized.
So, we are left with no clear answer. Politics and power are an organizational fact
of life, and they can have both positive and negative consequences. If we manage
our dependencies and are sensitive to political issues, then we can go a long way
toward avoiding the negative aspects of power. But there are other things we can do
as well. There are a number of tools and approaches for managing power to which
we now turn our attention.

Managing Power and Organizational Politics
Remember that organizational politics are most likely to occur when the stakes are
high, resources are limited, or goals and processes are unclear. Although there
might be relatively few things that we can do to change the importance of an issue,
or the uncertainty and resource scarcity that might surround it, goal ambiguity is
something that we can influence. By seeking clarification of goals, or by developing
a shared sense of direction and purpose through dialogue and interaction, some of
the negative consequences of power politics can be moderated. At a minimum,
when there is greater agreement on goals, it is easier to distinguish organizational
politics that are primarily focused on organizational and shared goal achievement
from organizational politics that are largely self-serving. When goals are unclear
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and conflicting, it is much easier for individuals to claim and convince others that
their agenda is the "right" one for the organization.
In addition to clarifying goals, people who are successful and influential in organizations use various tactics and strategies to gain power, exercise influence, and
balance the power of others. Fairholm (1993) listed a number of such tactics commonly used in organizations, a sampling of which are summarized in what follows.
As you read them, remember that each of these tactics can be used ethically and
appropriately as well as unethically and inappropriately, depending on the means
employed and the goals being sought.
• Controlling the agenda-determining in advance what issues will and will not
be discussed or decided on
• Controlling information and using ambiguity-keeping communications and
meanings unclear so that others will be less able to act; not divulging all information, particularly information that can be used against you
• Forming coalitions-securing alliances with people who are willing to support or agree with you
• Co-optation--involving those who potentially oppose you in the decision
making, thereby attempting to secure their commitment to the outcome
• Using outside experts-using an outsider's expertise or reputation to legitimize a
position or to avoid having to take a potentially controversial position yourself
• Developing others-increasing the capacity of those around you, thereby
increasing overall power
• Deal making-securing quid pro quo agreements or tradeoffs with others
• Incurring obligations-doing things for people knowing that such favors will
create an obligation for them to repay the favors
• Selecting decision criteria-controlling the criteria by which decisions are
made, allowing you to influence the outcome without personally deciding
Another tactic that is used is "impression management:' which is an attempt to
influence how others perceive us. Zivnuska, Kacmar, Witt, Carlson, and Bratton
(2004) found that when employees perceive a high level of uncertainty in a highly
political organization, they will not expect rewards to be based on an actual performance. In such situations, employees will have lower expectations for rewards
and will adjust their behavior accordingly, with obvious negative consequences for
the organization. Rather than being motivated to work toward rewards based on
performance, employees are apt to rely on impression management tactics and
self-promotion. The challenge in managing politics, of course, is to choose strategies and tactics that are both legitimate and effective in a given circumstance. Yates
(1985), for example, took a contingency approach to the management of politics
in organizations. He advised, "The manager of political conflict will be more effective if his or her responses and strategies fit the problems in his or her environment" (p. 91). Yates recommended that managers assess their resources, diagnose
the situation, and find the desired fit between strategies and the environment. He
pointed out that managers possess a range of resources including "authority, force,
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persuasion, symbolic rewards, personal style, bargaining techniques, negotiating
and mediating skills, coalition-building approaches, and allocations of benefits"
(p. 91 ). He suggested that, in choosing the appropriate approach, managers consider the nature of the problem and the organizational environment. For example,
if there is conflict between two people with equal power, then negotiating makes
more sense than using force. Conversely, if there is a yes/no conflict between you
and someone who works for you, then the use of authority might be more effective
than engaging in a long negotiation. Power is a scarce resource. The use of power
involves time, energy, and the depletion of the amount of power available over
time. In other words, we need to choose our battles.
Kotter ( 1977) argued that managers should use power to influence the behavior of others in a manner that will allow managers to get things done. Power is a
quick and efficient means of influencing others. Kotter suggested that effective
managers use all of the different methods of acquiring and using power in both
direct and indirect ways. He said that effective managers recognize the role of
power in the managerial process, are sensitive to organizational norms concerning what is legitimate in terms of the acquisition and use of power, and are
responsible in its exercise.
It also should be remembered that positive and constructive political behavior is
possible. Gotsis and Kortezi (2009} suggested that fostering a positive organizational climate requires not only eliminating negative political behavior, but also
developing positive ethical political behavior such as collaboration and constructive conflict management. Organizations can foster a positive organizational climate by focusing on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A shared view of power based on partnership, collaboration, and empowerment
Inclusiveness based on respect and dignity
Connectedness based on valuing differences and communication
Excellence based on ideals, goals, and values
An encompassing value system grounded in kindness, humility, and trust
Participation, accountability, and fairness (adapted from Gotsis and Kortezi,
2009,p.509}

Gaining Positive Political Skills
Most of us are not born with the skills necessary to manage and use politics in a
positive manner in organizations, but those skills can be developed through
training, mentoring, and practice (Ferris, Treadway, Perrewe, Brouer, & Douglas,
2007). Political skill can be defined as "the ability to effectively understand others
at work, and to use such knowledge to influence others to act in ways that
enhance one's personal and/or organizational goals" (Perrewe, Ferris, Stoner, &
Brouer, 2007). Having political skills, particularly networking skills, is very
important to professional success. Political skills have been shown to be associated with getting more promotions, higher perceived career success, and perceived organizational mobility (Todd, Harris, Harris, & Wheeler, 2009).
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While we may think of someone having well-developed political skills in a negative light, positive organizational scholars highlight the constructive and useful
skills involved in successfully navigating organizational politics. A big part of being
politically skilled is to be an emotionally healthy, likeable person. As Levine (2005)
stated, "It is not sufficient to know a lot, work hard ... you have to make yourself
liked" (p. 118). While this may be a little simplistic, politically skilled people have
shown well-developed social skills, and the ability to adjust their behavior to different situations and act in way that others perceive as sincere and trustworthy. This
could cause us to think that our "real" motives are less important than what others
believe them to be, and all we have to do is appear to be sincere. But the converse is
also true; it doesn't matter if your intentions are good if your behavior is not perceived to be well intentioned.
Perrewe and coresearchers (2007) have identified four dimensions of political
skill: (1) social astuteness, ( 2) interpersonal influence, ( 3) networking ability, and
(4) apparent or perceived sincerity. Social astuteness, or emotional intelligence,
helps people to understand and manage their own emotional responses as well as
understand and positively influence the emotions of others. In fact, while the perception of organizational politics (POPs) has been found to have a negative effect
on commitment to public service, emotional intelligence minimizes this negative
effect (Vigoda-Gadot & Meisler, 2010). Emotional intelligence can be seen as a way
to personally gain perspective on and manage the emotional effects of organizational politics; it can also be considered a political skill in and of itself. Interpersonal
influence requires the ability to read and respond to changing situations, and also
communicating this ability to others as sincere and genuine, which results in trust.
Seen in this way, political skills actually lead to the development of other positive
characteristics such as "a calm sense of self-confidence, personal security and control" (Perrewe et al., 2007, p. 120). Political skills also positively relate to job performance and leadership effectiveness, serve as an antidote to stress, and enhance
career success and reputation (Perrewe et al., 2007). Positive organizational politics,
then, is less about self-interest and manipulation, and more about authenticity,
sincerity, and emotional health and intelligence.

Empowerment: More Than Delegation
There is a significant amount of recent literature suggesting that the issue of power
in organizations should focus on creating conditions that foster the development of
personal power and the empowerment of others to accomplish their goals. Conger
and Kanungo (1988) suggested that although the concept of empowerment has
been popular in recent management literature, there is some confusion and lack of
clarity regarding what empowerment actually is. They argued that empowerment
often is oversimplified and treated primarily as a management technique. But these
authors viewed the root construct of empowerment as based on a different view of
power than is suggested in most of the literature on organizational politics. Conger
and Kanungo grouped existing views on power into two categories: relational constructs (where power is a function of the relative dependence or interdependence
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of the actors, a view reflected in much of the literature reviewed in this chapter)
and motivational constructs (which are found primarily in the psychology literature and based in the idea that "power and control are used as motivational and/
or expectancy belief states that are internal to individuals" [p. 473 ]). In relational
constructs, the empowerment process becomes one of delegation or sharing of
power. In other words, managers empower workers by delegating to them. By
contrast, in motivational constructs, empowerment is an enabling process aimed at
creating conditions that increase motivation and the development of feeling or
personal efficacy.
Conger and Kanungo ( 1988) suggested that the motivational view of power is
superior to the relational view because the process of delegating power is only one
means by which empowerment may (or may not) result. They described the process of moving from powerlessness to empowerment as consisting of five stages:
( 1) conditions leading to feelings of powerlessness, (2) the use of managerial strategies to increase personal efficacy and motivation (e.g., participative management,
modeling, job enrichment), (3) feedback and the removal of conditions found in
Stage 1, (4) reinforcement of the empowerment experience, and ( 5) persistence of
new behavior.
Creating conditions that foster empowerment requires us to consider our
assumptions about power in organizations and the behavioral consequences of
these assumptions. Tjosvold and Sun (2006) suggested that managers can view
power in organizations as either "fixed sum" or "expandable." If power is perceived
as "fixed sum;' managers will believe that when employees gain power, they do so
at the manager's expense. Managers will likely behave in ways that thwart the
empowerment of others, because they believe that doing so protects their own
power. In more empowering environments, power is viewed as "expandable."
Managers that view power as expandable will act on the belief that their power will
increase if their employees' performance is high, or in other words, "the success of
employees can make them successful" (Tjosvold & Sun, p. 219). These managers are
more apt to empower, encourage, help, and support their employees. There are a
number of things that we can do to foster people's willingness to empower themselves. When we encourage workers to participate in decision making, treat workers
with respect, provide opportunities for growth and development, and reward initiative and responsibility, we can foster empowerment. Equally important is how we
treat mistakes and failure. If someone who works for us takes appropriate responsibility and initiative to solve a problem or address an issue and it does not work,
then we need to gauge our response carefully. (It might be helpful to first ask ourselves whether anything we have ever tried has failed to work out as planned.) Some
of the key questions we should ask ourselves in responding to mistakes or even
flat-out failures include the following:
Did the person take the initiative to understand the issue and gather needed
information?
Was the person thoughtful about the alternatives, and did he or she make a reasonable and appropriate choice given the information available?
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Was there an effort to involve the appropriate people?
Is the person willing to deal with the consequences?
Are there lessons that can be learned from the experience that will inform future
practice in a positive manner?

If the answer to most of these questions is yes, then it would be a mistake to
respond punitively by seizing control of the situation. It would be more constructive to sit down with the person and try to understand what went wrong and determine how you will proceed, both individually and collectively. Imagine, for
example, that an employee identified a problem with gaining citizen input on a
particular program. With your buy-in, this employee looked into options by examining practices in other cities and consulting with other staff in your organization.
When this employee came to you with a proposal to have rotating neighborhood
meetings, the proposal seemed well thought out, and the potential benefits seemed
worth the risk and expense. You told the employee to implement the idea.
Unfortunately, no one came to the first meeting.
What will happen if you respond in a manner that communicates that the
employee has done a bad thing, that you no longer trust him or her, and that you
will now take over? The most likely result will be that the person will be less likely
to take responsibility and initiative in the future. On the other hand, if you provide
support and allow the person to learn from the experience, then everyone concerned is likely to benefit.
If we do not foster empowerment, then it can lead to feelings of powerlessness
and a dampening of initiative. In his book The Empowered Manager, Block ( 1987)
reminded us of the negative consequences of powerlessness and suggested that the
answer is an individual and largely psychological remedy rather than a change in
management behavior or organizational structure. According to Block, although
empowerment can be fostered by organizational conditions, it is primarily achieved
through the decisions of individuals to change their self-images and belief systems.
Empowerment, in this view, is not something granted from the outside but rather
something we give ourselves.
In fact, Block suggested that "the process of organizational politics as we know
it works against people taking responsibility" (1987, p. xiii). He said that traditional
organizations have fostered the development of a bureaucratic management mentality that emphasizes caution, compliance, patriarchal supervisory styles, and narrow self-interest. Block argued that a more desirable management style, which he
called entrepreneurial, can be fostered through the use of political processes in
organizations. Through empowerment, Block called for enlightened self-interest
based on service and contribution to organizations. The empowered manager is a
"Theory Y" individual-creative, committed to organizational goals, and willing to
take risks and shoulder the responsibility for consequences. Power, in this view, is
acquired through the alteration of a person's state of mind.
As a part of this self-empowerment process, Block (1987) urged managers to
model this behavior for others. He considered such modeling to be political in that
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it is intended to create, and therefore redistribute, power in organizations. He suggested that, in this modeling, managers adopt the belief that they are their own
authority (rather than looking to their superiors), engage in and encourage selfexpression in others, and make personal commitments to achieving results.
To make this empowerment and enlightened self-interest possible, organizations must reflect and express values about work, achievement, and community
that organizational members can affirm. This sense of organizational values is
expressed as visions for the future. Once managers work with others to create these
visions, they must then engage in political processes, such as negotiating for support and building coalitions. From there, they must recognize and build on
healthy interdependencies balanced with autonomy. In short, they need to avoid
sticking their heads in the proverbial sand about organizational politics.
Understanding the need for power and influence, and taking action based on that
knowledge, is a path that sometimes requires courage and conviction. But the
alternative--to use their dependence on others as a manipulative tool or to simply
throw their hands in the air and claim to be powerless to make things bettermight be worse.
Empowerment also extends to the public. Citizen engagement is, in an important sense, an effort by public servants to empower the public to actively participate
in all phases of governance: defining problems, developing alternative solutions,
and implementing policies and programs. Citizen engagement can be an effective
tool for fostering citizenship, developing better solutions to complex challenges,
and fostering a sense of community and connectedness (Denhardt & Denhardt,
2011). By empowering citizens to participate with them, public servants can find
greater meaning and intrinsic value in their work, leading to higher levels of motivation and commitment (Feldman & Khademian, 2003).

Power and the Public Service
As the subject of power has been debated throughout history, notions of the role
and rightness of power have evolved and changed. In general, although there has
been a growing acceptance and recognition of power as a facet of organizational
behavior, Americans are ambivalent about its exercise in the absence of authority
and standards oflegitimacy. As Burns (1978) asserted, the world lacks moral leaders, not power holders. Power alone, without moral purpose and reasoned values,
will not satisfy the need for compelling and creative leadership. In short, whereas
power can be explored empirically and debated pragmatically, it appropriately
remains a philosophical and moral issue as well.
Public leadership can involve the exercise of power, but it must be used appropriately and legitimated in reference to some larger set of values or purposes. As Russell
(1938) argued, power as an end is inherently undesirable, but power as a means can
be desirable. The problem, of course, is determining when power as a means is
appropriate. This is a particularly problematic issue in the case of public servants
because they are, and should be, accountable to a broad array of organizational rules,
laws, norms, and values.
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Power is pervasive and multifaceted. Effective and appropriate public service
involves the use of power, but it must be a legitimate use. In other words, power
must be legitimated through reference to external standards, norms, and values
before its use can be considered to be a dimension of public service and leadership.
If it is not, then it is simply manipulation, coercion, or something else.
Because power can take so many forms, and because its use by public servants
can profoundly influence the meaning of law, justice, and governance in everyday
life, it is important to focus on the legitimacy of its use in that context. Particularly
in the public sector, Friedrich ( 1963) argued that the authoritative exercise of power
must be based on legitimacy and grounded in reason and values. "Power thus reinforced by authority acquires the capacity to create law that is right and just by making it legitimate" (p. 204). In the same way, our use of power in public organizations
should be based on the achievement of shared goals and legitimate purposes.
Clearly, public servants at all levels exercise power in and outside of their organizations. The public service ethic demands that in political situations we ask ourselves
the question: What are we trying to accomplish and for whose benefit?

Ways of Acting
l. Enhance your personal power by considering all of its possible sources. Just
because you lack the title of a person in authority does not mean that you do not
need or cannot gain power and influence. Power is derived from many sources-expertise, admiration and respect for others, doing things for other people, giving
rewards and recognition, and so on. Anything that makes people more dependent on
you, or that makes you less dependent on them, increases your capacity to influence
people. Such dependencies can be highly positive for both parties and the organization. Even if you are in a position of authority, relying solely on position power is not
advisable. To get things done in an organization, you need to be able to engender
cooperation, persuade others, and negotiate solutions to problems. These are political skills that are needed at all levels of the organization, regardless of position.
2. Make yourself visible and indispensable. It is important to remember that being
highly skilled and competent in your job and taking on responsibilities that are critical to your unit make for a positive political strategy. Again, power is in part a matter
of dependency. If the people at work learn that you are knowledgeable about and
skilled in matters that are critical to your organization's success, then they are more
likely to listen to and be influenced by you. But in addition to being an expert on key
matters, you must make yourself visible enough so that people know that to be the
case. This suggests that taking on visible assignments, speaking at meetings, and being
dear and accurate about your contributions to key projects not only can help you
career-wise but also can help you to be more influential in your present position.
3. Take charge of your own empowerment. Claiming to be powerless sometimes
is an excuse for not taking responsibility. Empowerment is more about changing
the way in which you think than a formal delegation of authority from your boss.
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Although empowerment can be fostered by management behavior or organizational conditions, it is primarily a matter of deciding to change your self-image and
belief system. You can empower yourself to be creative, be committed to organizational goals, take calculated risks, and shoulder the responsibility for consequences.
Doing so requires that you ask yourself how you can take initiative and responsibility when confronted with problems. For example, when you encounter a difficulty
or problem, do not simply take it to your supervisor for his or her resolution.
Instead, take responsibility for formulating some potential strategies for solution.
When you see your supervisor, explain the problem, briefly describe the alternative
solutions, and recommend the one you judge to be the best. Or, if you have the
authority to act, simply solve the problem.
4. Use power constructively and effectively. Remember that not all sources of
power and political strategies are created equal in terms of their effect on individuals and the organization. Leadership at all levels of the organization should be
fundamentally based on respecting the dignity and worth of people, a commitment
to organizational goals, and an ethic of public service. When you acquire power and
use it to serve your own needs and agendas, or simply for the "thrill" of feeling as
though you are in control, you are not using power constructively. Doing so is
destructive to the organization, the people you interact with, and ultimately yourself. Power and political acumen are necessary ingredients for personal and organizational success. But each of us needs to be self-aware and self-reflective about how
we are using power and for what purpose. It also is important to remember that
some political strategies are more consistent with humanistic and democratic values than others. Developing your employees, or what Wilson (1995) called "uplifting" others (i.e., fostering their participation, listening carefully to their values and
interests, and building and supporting their confidence and skills), is a constructive
use of power. Doing so also enhances your reserve of referent power. In using that
power to secure needed information, to obtain necessary resources, or to bargain
with other organizational actors, you increase the likelihood of being successful in
attaining organizational goals. That is not to say that other strategies such as using
hierarchical authority, punishment, secrecy, and so on are not sometimes appropriate. But they often are less effective in the long run because they tend to result in
resistance and do not build the positive regard of others.
5. Devote time and energy to clarifying goals. In one sense, political behavior
occurs because different people have different goals. People try to gain power and
use their influence to have their goals take precedence over competing goals. In the
public sector, this can be particularly problematic because our mandated goals can
be ambiguous and sometimes conflicting. Remember that political behavior is most
likely to occur when goals are unclear and resources are scarce--conditions that are
common in the public sector. It also should be kept in mind that one of the key
differences between the constructive and destructive aspects of power in organizations is whether the power is used in pursuit of organizational or personal goals.
Accordingly, clarifying and building shared goals reduces the likelihood of political
behavior that does not positively contribute to the organization or, at a minimum,
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makes that political behavior easier to recognize as negative. If no one agrees on the
goals, then it is difficult (if not impossible) to sort out what is positive influence and
what is self-serving manipulation.
6. Support and foster the empowerment of others. Although empowerment is
principally something you can do for yourself, there are several things that management and the organization can do to foster people's willingness to empower others.
By providing opportunities to become involved in decision making, showing
respect, giving trust, and allowing people to grow, you can enhance people's development and reward their efforts in taking responsibility. Equally important to these
steps is how you treat mistakes and failure. If someone who works for you takes
appropriate responsibility and initiative to solve a problem or address an issue and
their approach does not work, then you need to gauge your response carefully.
7. Think about, plan for, and maintain your awareness of political issues in management and in the implementation process. Being successful in organizations is not

always about being "right." Effective public service is accomplished through the
dedication, hard work, and cooperation of people. It is a difficult thing to accept
sometimes that your perception of what is right is not going to be the same as everyone else's. So, the idea that effective organizational politics is about forcing others to
conform and bend to your will is both ineffective and inconsistent with the values of
the public service, even if you are absolutely convinced that you have discovered the
"one best way." In the public sector, there always are many competing values and
interests, both within and outside of the organization, that successful public administrators must navigate to accomplish organizational objectives. Democratic values
demand that you allow people's voices and perspectives to be heard and that public
interest values be paramount. As a practical matter, public organizations cannot
operate successfully in any other way. There are too many opportunities in the public sector to stop or impede successful implementation of policy. Employees not only
must understand but also must internalize public service values and support organizational goals if they are to be effective in accomplishing public purposes. This
cannot be accomplished by coercing and overcontrolling people, nor can it be
accomplished by naked power plays that undermine trust. But public purposes can
be accomplished and, in fact, must be accomplished through compromise, persuasion, and positive influence. (Incidentally, such approaches do not make you less
powerful; rather, they make you more powerful and influential.) Serving the public
requires that you be attentive to, and plan for, the political aspects of your job.
Consulting others, building alliances, persuading others, and providing information
often are essential to accomplishing your objectives. Put simply, you not only need
power to get things done, but must also devote the time and energy to use that power
and influence in an appropriate and timely fashion.
8. Whenever possible, be nice. This final way of acting flows from everything else
that we have discussed. Being nice is not about being mealy-mouthed, weak, or ineffectual. In fact, when we talk about being nice, we are trying to reinforce the idea that
being kind, considerate, and respectful toward others builds mutual trust and respect.
It enhances your influence, power, and persuasiveness. It helps you to accomplish your
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objectives. It models the sort of treatment that you want public servants to emulate
in their dealings with citizens. It fosters the empowerment of others. And it makes
organizational life a more pleasant experience for everyone involved. Being nice not
only is the good and right thing to do for its own sake but also is a good political
strategy.

Thinking in Action
The following exercises will help you to think through some of the questions we
have raised concerning power and politics.

Politics and MIO: A Case Study
John was thrilled when, after completing his MPA degree, he was hired to
work as a management analyst in the state office of management and budget. During his first year on the job, John impressed his supervisor and
coworkers with his excellent analytical and writing skills. Even though his
time on the job was short, he had proved himself to be an intelligent, hardworking, and reliable employee. At his 1-year performance review, he
received an "excellent" overall rating.
Shortly after his 1-year anniversary on the job, a new governor was sworn
into office. She had many innovative ideas and changes that she wanted
implemented to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of state government. One of the vehicles she instituted to achieve these changes was the
introduction of a statewide "management by objectives" (MBO) program to
be administered out of John's office. Although John was relatively inexperienced, the unit director believed that his excellent work qualified him to serve
as the coordinator for the MBO program for all social service and education
programs. Two other staff members were assigned to split the remaining
functional areas of state government including transportation, natural
resources, staff departments (e.g., purchasing, personnel), and so on. But
social service and education programs were the new governor's top priority
and were expected to receive the most attention.
It was John's job to help the agencies to develop goals and objectives and
set up data collection strategies to obtain information on performance
against those goals. He was to personally advise the governor on the progress of the MBO program on a periodic basis and to make a formal presentation with agency officials to the governor's office four times a year. John
quickly learned that achieving agency cooperation was going to be very difficult. The agency representatives he worked with were openly hostile to the
ideas of measurable objectives, did not get reports completed on time, and
were generally uncooperative with the effort. These agency staff viewed
John as an inexperienced, naive, and intense young man who presented an
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(Continued)
organizational annoyance that probably would disappear in time. Although
the agency heads were publicly supportive of the program, John was finding
it nearly impossible to work with agency staff to complete his tasks.
In response, John attempted to coerce the agency staff to cooperate,
threatening to "expose" them and punish them (and their agency) for their
lack of support and involvement. When he had his first meeting about the
MBO program with his supervisor, he expressed his outrage at how difficult
and obstinate the agency representatives were as well as anger at his mistreatment and the lack of respect he was being shown. He dismissed his
supervisor's suggestions about how he might develop a more cooperative
positive working relationship with the agency representatives, saying that
they were simply "dead-wood" in the bureaucracy and should be fired. "The
governor wants this, this is the right approach to take, and if they aren't
going to cooperate, I say they should be fired," he said. Shortly thereafter,
John was reassigned to an internal, lower priority project.
Respond to the following questions.
1. What do you think has happened here? Who, and in what way, are the various
participants responsible for the outcome? How does John's experience relate
to questions of organizational power and politics?
2. Assuming that, after his reassignment, John might have become more open to
suggestions on his behavior, how might you advise him?
3. If you were John and had the benefit of hindsight, how might you have
handled the situation differently? How could you use power and organizational politics to gain the respect and cooperation you need to accomplish the governor's objectives?

Observing Organizational Politics
I. Think of the most effective and successful organizational politician you

know. From what sources of power does this person draw?
2. What strategies does this person employ? What strategies have been the most
effective and why?
3. Are these strategies used constructively to enhance organizational goal
attainment? Are these strategies used for self-serving purposes? Explain.
4. Do you have power relative to this person? Why or why not? Do you need or
want more power in this case? If yes, then what are some of the ways in which
you might increase your influence and power?
5. What can you learn from this person that will help you to gain power and use
it constructively for your own benefit and for the organization's benefit? (In
some cases, this might involve learning from behavior and strategies that you
want to avoid rather than emulate.)

Chapter 8 Power and Organizational Politics

It's Not What You Know; It's Who You Know?
We have all heard the cliche, "It's not what you know; it's who you know." While
most of us would argue that both are important, networking and building relationships are an important part of organizational and career success. Some people may
have more networking "savvy" than others, and there may be ethical issues involved
as well. Consider the following questions:
l. On balance, do you think networking is best thought of as a way to meet
interesting people or a way of using people to get what you want?
2. Have you ever been offended by someone seeking to network with you? If so,
what was it about the interaction that bothered you?
3. Have you ever felt good or been flattered by someone seeking to network with
you? What did the person do to make you feel good about the interaction?
4. How comfortable are you with introducing yourself to people? What kind
of impression do you think you give others? (You may want to check your
self-assessment by asking a trusted source what kind of first impression you
made on them.)
5. Under what circumstances is introducing yourself to someone you don't
know a good idea? When is introducing yourself not such a good idea?
6. What are some of the ethical principles that ought to guide your efforts in
networking with others?

Annie's Dilemma
Annie has worked in the State Department of Wildlife Purchasing Office for
6 years. One year ago, when Annie completed her master's degree in public
administration, she was thrilled when the director of purchasing, Esther,
offered her a promotion to one of four supervisor positions in the agency.
Esther had told Annie, "You have really proved yourself to be invaluable to
our organization, and I hope this promotion signals our belief in your leadership potential." Annie was understandably flattered, and despite other
opportunities, accepted the new position.
A few months later, Annie was wondering if she had done the right thing.
While Esther was the director of the agency, her assistant director, Peter,
managed day-to-day operations. When Annie had first joined the organization, Peter had been her mentor, helping her learn the policies and routines,
and kindly encouraging her when her confidence flagged.
Unfortunately, now that Annie was a supervisor, Peter was continuing to
treat her as his young protege, and markedly different than the other three
supervisors in the office. He would routinely go to other supervisors, even
when the issue at hand primarily involved Annie's area of responsibility. 'When
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(Continued)
she made recommendations and suggestions in meetings, he would smile at
her, but only engage in serious discussion with others who were present.
When she tried to get an entirely justifiable pay increase for one of her employees, Peter dismissed her without listening to her argument. Her employees
have started to increasingly question her effectiveness, and have largely
stopped coming to her with issues, choosing instead to go to people outside
the unit with their problems and questions, or even directly to Peter. Yesterday,
Peter reassigned one of her employees to a project without consulting her.
Now, Annie is angry, frustrated, and very much wanting to be treated
equally to others at her rank. She is concerned that, as the situation stands,
she lacks the power and political clout to accomplish her new responsibilities
effectively and well.
l. What do you think is going on here? What are the elements of organiza-

tional politics that may be operating here? Power dynamics?
2. While this case clearly involves power relationships, is there anything else
that might be going on? If you think other factors are contributing to
Annie's problems, which of these factors can Annie successfully change
or influence? Which cannot?
3. How would you advise Annie to proceed if she wants to stay in the organization and be successful? How can she increase her influence and
power in the organization?

Assessing Your Power Potential
How powerful and influential are you? Think about the sources of power outlined
by French and Raven and the power-balancing techniques described in this chapter.
Are there specific areas where you feel less powerful than you would like to be? What
specifically might you do to increase your capacity to influence others and create
more balanced power relationships in your relationships at work? Most important,
how will you use that power constructively and in the public interest?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

9

Communicating
Effectively With Others

Three Englishmen were riding on a bus. At the first stop, one man says, "Is
this Wembley?" "No," says the second man, "this is Thursday." "So am /,"says
the third man. "Let's have a drink."
What we have here is a failure to communicate.
-Cool Hand Luke (film)

M

ary Lou Cooper, head of an internal audit agency in state government,
sees signs of fatigue in John Carter, one of her best employees. Being
concerned about his health, she suggests that he take some time off.
John, on edge because of an illness in his family, already is worried that he is not
doing his job as well as he can and takes Mary's suggestion as an effort to get him
out of the way. Concerned that he might lose his job, he does not follow Mary's
advice and instead works even harder-at some risk to his health and psychological well-being. Meanwhile, Steve Jackson and Phil Dexter, two very close friends,
hear rumors of a new and very attractive management position for which they
both would be eligible. In a lunchroom conversation, Steve happens to comment
on a recent mistake Phil made in an important project. Phil hears of the comment
from someone else, takes offense at Steve's "negative campaigning" for the new job,
and isolates himself from Steve. The two friends soon become intense rivals or
even enemies. Then they hear that John has been working especially hard recently.
They assume that he also wants the new job, so they both begin to shape their
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conversations to disparage John. Suddenly the organization is in chaos. People are
hurt, friendships are damaged, and the actual work of the organization is pushed
to a back burner.
Obviously, clear and constructive communication within public organizations is
essential not only for the organizations to accomplish their tasks most effectively
and responsibly but also for people in the organizations to live happier and more
satisfying lives. But communicating effectively with others is not easy. What would
seem to be a simple process of speaking, listening, and understanding actually is
enormously complex. Moreover, there are a number of important barriers to effective communication in organizations, many of which we examine in this chapter.
But there also are some lessons we can learn about communication that will enable
us to communicate more effectively with others, and we examine several of these
techniques as well. Finally, there are some special communication issues that those
in public organizations often face-how to counsel employees in a supportive fashion, how to conduct meetings, and how to write good memos, reports, and proposals. These demand our attention as well.
It is helpful to begin by thinking through what is involved in the communication
process. Communication can be defined most simply as the transmission of information from one party to another. In its classic formulation, communication
appears to be quite straightforward. First, there is the sender, or the one who initiates the communication by sending some type of message. That message is transmitted through various channels or medi~speech, body language, e-mail, and so
on. The message goes to the receiver, who then may or may not provide feedback. In
this formulation, communication is successful when the receiver understands what
the sender intended (Figure 9.1).
In practice, communication is much more complicated than this simple model
implies. Imagine that Anne, the dean of the School of Public Affairs at a major
midwestern university, wants to encourage faculty to contribute to the college's
endowment fund, especially because this would provide a model for those outside
who might be asked to give. The first problem that Anne faces is how to formulate
the message. Anne knows what she wants and what she means to communicate, but
she also knows that faculty might resent her request. For this reason, she wants to
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choose just the right words to express her meaning clearly and carefully. She also
must make a decision about what channel to use to communicate her message. In
the best of all possible worlds, she would like to talk with each faculty member
individually so that she could gauge the individual's response and shape her message to that reaction. But time limitations make that impossible. So, she is left with
other alternatives, such as making an announcement in a meeting of the school
faculty and sending a memo or an e-mail to everyone in the school. Whatever her
choice, when the message is received it will be interpreted differently by different
faculty members. Some might recognize the importance of having solid internal
contributions from those in the organization prior to undertaking an external fundraising campaign. Others might believe that the university's recent raises have been
so small that for someone to ask for money is simply ludicrous. In response to
Anne's message, some faculty members might send contributions. Others might
send back sharply worded letters complaining about the dean's cruel and ruthless
arm-twisting tactics.
As our example shows, what is critical in any communication is what the sender
meant and what the receiver understood. When Anne began to think about her
communication problem, she knew what she meant, but she also recognized the
difficulty of putting that meaning into words. Similarly, the receivers of the message
will interpret the message differently based on their own perceptions (of the situation, of the dean, and even of themselves). They need to translate the message into
terms meaningful to them. Communication, then, not only is concerned with
transmitting information but also is concerned with establishing common meanings. (After all, the root of the word communication is derived from the Latin word
communis, meaning "common.")
But the process of establishing common meaning raises several other issues.
First, as we already have seen, the sender has to encode the intended meaning, and
the receiver has to decode the meaning. Communication involves creating meaning, transmitting meaning, and deciphering meaning. But the different parties
involved in the process do so in terms of their own particular circumstances. We
view the world through different lenses shaped by our accumulated perceptions,
attitudes, beliefs, and interpretations. Using different lenses, we see (or hear)
different things.
The classic illustration of this point is the image presented in Figure 9.2. As you
look at this picture, what do you see first-a well-dressed young woman or an old
woman with a scarf over her head? Some will see the former, and others will see the
latter. Actually, both are present. The young woman is facing left and slightly away
from you; you can barely see her nose at the left of the picture. The old woman also
is facing left, almost in profile, with her left eye fully showing just below her hair.
Which figure you see first obviously is a result of your perceptions, and people differ with respect to their perceptions.
If we are to fully understand the communication process, we need to understand
the enormous complexity of what is involved in communicating human meaning.
A more complete understanding of the communication process recognizes that
communication is not merely a mechanical exercise in transmitting information
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Figure 9.2

What Do You See 7

but also an effort to establish shared meaning. This raises a number of important
issues for us to keep in mind as we explore the communication process.
l. Some messages are unintentionally ambiguous with respect to their meaning.
The sender believes that the appropriate meaning has been expressed, and the
receiver thinks that he or she understands what has been said, but both of them are
wrong. The sender meant one thing, and the receiver heard another. For example,
Ronald Reagan was reported to have decided to offer George Schultz the position
of secretary of state, but in his call to Schultz, Reagan said, 'Td be interested in having you join my cabinet." Schultz, who wanted to be secretary of state but had heard
that he was being considered for the treasury secretary position (which did not
interest him), thought that Reagan was talking about the treasury position and
turned the president down.

2. Other messages, especially in organizations, are intentionally ambiguous.
Eisenberg ( 1984) laid out several conditions under which people are likely to use
strategic ambiguity. These include situations in which (a) people are faced with
multiple and possibly conflicting goals, (b) conditions are volatile and likely to
change, (c) relationships are tenuous, and (d) elite positions are threatened. A
delightful example of the latter was contained in Whyte's ( 1952) ls Any/Jody
Listening?: "All you have to remember is ... let the language be ambiguous enough
that if the job is successfully carried out, all credit can be claimed, and if not, a
technical alibi can be found" (p. 52). More seriously, some degree of ambiguity
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might be necessary because of the particular circumstances of the communicator.
For example, listen to the White House press secretary briefing the press. Listen for
potentially ambiguous statements (and recognize that they often will not appear
ambiguous at all on the surface).
3. Meaningful communication, or communication that carries meaning, is not
merely rational; it also is laden with emotions. We often ask about a person's intentions in his or her communication: "What did you mean by that?" Or we sometimes
believe that it is important to explain our own intentions to others: "That's really
not what I meant to say." Although our intentions are important, communication
does not operate only at that rational level. We communicate emotions as well as
words, and often the emotions that others perceive in our communications are not
those that we intend. Yet they have an impact, one that might not later be corrected
as we try to explain what we really meant. In this sense, communication is not
always just a rational or technical matter; it often is highly emotional, often more
symbolic than "real," and subject to widely varying interpretations.
4. Communication depends on one's frame of reference. It is difficult enough
to communicate what we intend, but in fact, many of the messages that we send we
do not even know we are sending. Others perceive that we are trying to communicate something completely different from what we intend. For example, wearing
formal clothes on a "casual Friday" might be taken as a sign of protest or an effort
to intimidate others (when in fact the person simply realized that he or she would
not have time to change before the opera after work). If your frame of reference
places high value on organizational rules and conventions, then you might see this
as a sign of protest. If your primary value is getting to the opera quickly after work,
then wearing more formal clothes to work makes perfectly good sense. Recognizing
and clarifying unintended communications is quite difficult but often necessary.
5. Messages serve different functions. We all are familiar with the examples of
extreme bureaucratic language that occasionally are paraded by the popular press.
The public typically sees these examples of "bureaucratic gobbledygook" as either
humorous or outlandish. And that certainly is understandable if the intent of the
communication is to inform an audience. But in many cases, the intent of the
language is to regulate behavior, and that must be done with the utmost attention
to precision and detail. Although such messages might seem excessively detailed
and even convoluted to those on the outside, their language often is necessary to
state positions thoroughly and correctly. Again, to understand the meaningfulness
of communications, we need to understand the context within which the communications occur.
6. Communication is shaped by relationships of power in organizations as elsewhere. That is, we tend to shape our conversations depending on the people with
whom we are talking. That shaping of conversations is particularly evident in situations where there is an imbalance of power between those involved in the communication. Stohl (1995) described four levels of communication: ( 1) what you
would really like to say if you were completely free to do so (e.g., "Boss, you really
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don't know what you are talking about."), (2) what you decide you should say
("There might be some flaws in that plan."), (3) what you actually do say ("That's
an interesting possibility."), and (4) what the message means to the receiver
("Possibility? I would have expected a little more support than that. I'll remember
that when it comes to giving raises.") (p. 54). The power relationship involved in
this example is perhaps too obvious, but the same shaping of conversations occurs
much more subtly.
7. Some of the more elementary explanations of the process of communication,
such as the sender/channel/receiver/feedback model presented earlier, make that
process seem rather mechanical; communication becomes merely transmitting
information from one person to another. But as we noted earlier, a more contemporary perspective would recognize the role of meaning in communication and the
resulting complexity that it engenders. In this view, communicating always
expresses a certain tension that exists in all human relationships but that is especially apparent in complex organizations-a tension between creativity and constraint (Eisenberg & Goodall, 1993, pp. 29-40).
In this view, communication does not merely take place in organizations; rather,
communication creates and sustains organizations. Individuals within organizations are constantly trying to work out satisfactory interpretations of their lives and
their work. It is through the process of communication that they are able to arrive
at and maintain particular ways of looking at the world. Those versions of reality
are seen in the norms, attitudes, and beliefs that constitute organizations and constrain the behavior of people within organizations. These people's "social construction of reality" provides a certain amount of security because it lets people know
where they stand, but it also restricts the range of actions in which they engage. But
just as realities are socially constructed, they also can be changed through social
interaction. Any effort to change the way in which organizations and the people
within them act must necessarily start with changing the beliefs and attitudes of
organizations' members. That involves an element of creativity, and it is through
the process of communication that new realities are constructed. It is the constant
interaction of creativity and constraint that makes organizations what they areand what makes the people within them who they are. The process of communication, for this reason, cannot be viewed merely as an instrument for achieving
organizational goals; communication also must be seen as an avenue to organizational learning, growth, and development.

Where Do We Begin?
How would you respond to the following statements? Choose one of the alternative
responses or just fill in the blanks. Then discuss your responses with classmates.
l. [From the head of your agency] "I've heard some disturbing rumors about

the way you treat our clients."
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a. "That's ridiculous."
b. "You can't believe everything you hear."
c. "Could you please be more specific?"

d. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2. [From a coworker] "I'm terribly afraid that the mistake I made in the Harris
confirmation hearing means that the boss is going to transfer me to the end
of the world."
a. "That's stupid. He hates Harris."
b. "You shouldn't be so worried. He'll get over it."
c. "So you're worried that your position may be in jeopardy?"

d. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3. [From your subordinates] "We really think that we deserve more money for
doing this job."
a. "That's silly. You're really not worth what we're paying you now."
b. "You know that the legislature won't give us any more money."
c. "Why don't we sit down and think through our salary structure together?"

d.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4. [From a legislator or a member of the city council] "I want to see all the
information we have on the new construction project, and I want it in my
office in one hour."
a. "That's none of your business."
b. "That's impossible. I'll need at least 3 hours to get it together."
c. "It will be very difficult for me to get it together that quickly. But could we
set an appointment for later this afternoon?"

5. [From a citizen] "Can you tell me who to talk with about a junk car that I'd
like to have removed from the vacant lot next door?"
a. "That's not my department."
b. "Ask the secretary over there."
c. "That would be the public works department. Let me show you where
they are located."

d.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Ways of Thinking
Studies have shown that people generally spend some 70% to 80% of their waking
hours engaged in communication, with about 40% of that time spent speaking and
writing (i.e., sending messages) and about 60% of the time spent reading and listening
(i.e., receiving messages). For managers, the percentage spent in the latta" c.ategoryreceiving messages-is even higher (Tracey, 1988). If communication plays such an
important role in public organizations, then it is important to understand ways in
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which communication can be improved. Fortunately, there are some specific guidelines that can be employed to help considerably in the transmission not only of
information, but also of meaning among those in public organizations.

Improving Interpersonal Communication
As we know too well, even though we spend so much time "practicing" communication, there often are breakdowns that threaten the work of the organization
and even endanger people's lives. In this section, we examine the various ways in
which communication fails as well as some specific ways in which we can improve
our capacity for effective and responsible communication, both in speaking and
in listening. (Some examples of breakdowns are provided in Figure 9.3.) We then
examine several "special" communication issues in contemporary public organizations such as nonverbal communication and the effect of electronic media on
communication.

Barriers to Effective Communication
In the simple model of communication that we present in Figure 9.1, there are
several obvious places where communication might break down and distortion
might occur. (Distortion refers to the difference between the meaning that the

What the Manager Said

What the Manager Meant

What the
Employee Heard

This would be a good
There's a position open in
the budget office that might opportunity for someone
give you valuable
from our office to learn
experience in understanding budgeting and then come
the budget process.
back and really help us out.

I'm being pushed
out.

You've met the standards
for satisfactory work
performance this year.

You are barely getting by,
and you really need to
improve your work.

Wow! I'm doing
great!

I'd like for you to have the
new personnel classification
report ready as soon as
possible.

I need the report for a
meeting in 10 days.

I'd better drop
everything and get
that report
completed today.

You sure have been putting
in a lot of hours lately.

I'm worried about your
health; you might be getting
overloaded.

Sounds like a hint.
I'd better get to
work.

The legislature is
considering a bill that would
eliminate our division.

I think we can counter this
move if we build an effective
case for our division to be
continued.

I'd better polish my
resume.

Figure 9.3

Examples of Communication Failures
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sender intends and the meaning that the receiver decodes.) First, the sender must
express the intended meaning in symbols, usually words. There are many words
available, but only a few of these words can be used in any statement, meaning
that almost any communication is incomplete. For example, think of a 10-second
segment of a television show that you recently watched. Chances are good that
you could describe that segment in 25 words or less. But a skilled novelist, intent
on conveying the incident as completely as possible, might write several pages. In
many conversations, listeners might think that they heard what was intended, but
they actually "hear" only an abbreviated version of the meaning that was
intended.
And there always is the question of semantics. The sender must encode the message in words. But most words mean many different things. For example, any fairly
comprehensive dictionary will list dozens of meanings for the word round. Indeed,
according to a study of word meanings, the Oxford English Dictionary gives an average of 28 different definitions for each of the 500 most used words in the English
language (David & Newstrom, 1985, p. 431 ). In addition, all organizations, and
especially public organizations, seem to depend heavily on jargon, a specialized
"shorthand" language often composed of specialized terminology and acronyms
known to insiders but often mystifying to others. Relying excessively on jargon may
serve to further obscure one's language. In any case, a poor choice of symbols or
words can distort the intended message.
One's intended meaning also can be subject to filtering. Filtering involves manipulating the information that is being sent so that it will be received more favorably
by the receiver. Earlier, we noted the relationship between power and communication. Filtering is especially prevalent where one party to the conversation has more
power than the other, as in cases where lower-level employees send information to
upper-level employees. Many executives have complained that they often receive
the answers that people think they want rather than the answers that are most honest and, typically, most helpful.
Second, the sender must choose the correct channel or medium to send the
message. Although oral communication allows the possibility for feedback and
interaction, a message transmitted orally also might be misinterpreted as words
pass by quickly and soon are forgotten as people move on to other things. Oral
communication also is particularly susceptible to "noise"--either actual noise or
social noise. The possible interference from actual noise is obvious. If you are trying to talk with someone while others are talking nearby or while a fire engine is
passing by outside, then both you and the other person might be distracted and
the message might not be heard clearly. Social noise refers to the way in which
individuals involved in more complex communications may alter their messages
as they transmit them to others. Remember the old game in which one person
starts a message by telling one person in a group, that person passes it on to someone else, and so on around the circle. At the end, the message almost always is
quite different from the original message.
Written communication, on the other hand, has the advantage of permanence
(and you can come back to it later for possible clarification). But the formal character
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of written communication might be considered inappropriate for many types of messages. One way of deciding whether to use written communication is to think about
the purpose of the communication. A formal memo might be necessary if the purpose is to establish procedures or regulations. But if the purpose is merely to inform
people of new developments, then conversations, staff meetings, or even e-mail might
provide a better mode of communicating. Of course, as we note later in this chapter,
electronic communication is rapidly changing the way in which we communicate in
organizations. One of the biggest challenges for managers is to know when to employ
e-mail and other electronic forms of communication and when to rely on more traditional channels of communication.
Third, as the receiver decodes the message, there is an additional possibility for
breakdown. As we noted earlier, the receiver will understand, or at least seek to
understand, the message through the lens of his or her biases and perceptions.
Different people perceive the world in different ways, and the differences in their
perceptions make an important difference in the ways in which they interpret messages that they receive. For example, people with different backgrounds, experiences, interests, preferences, and motivations are likely to hear messages differently.
This phenomenon often occurs in problem-solving situations, where the accountant will see the problem as an accounting problem, the economist will see it as an
economic problem, and so on. Those who receive messages also might project
their expectations of others into what they hear, as in stereotyping. If an interviewer expects a female applicant to put family before work, then that interviewer
might hear such a preference even if the interviewee tries very hard to communicate the opposite.
But the way in which the receiver decodes the message may be affected by even
more mundane circumstances. Certainly, the emotional state of the receiver may
affect the communication. For example, if you are particularly angry or upset
when you hear a message, then your emotions probably will affect the way in
which you hear the message. Rather than hearing the message rationally and
objectively, you are likely to read considerable emotion into the message. There
also are personal characteristics that affect the way in which the receiver decodes
messages that he or she receives. For example, the receiver might have poor listening habits-something we explore later in the chapter. Or the receiver might have
a short attention span and be unable to absorb lengthy or complex messages. Or
the receiver might simply not have certain information that would be necessary to
understand the message. For example, if you are told that "the data previously
entered on Line 17 no longer are necessary," then it would be helpful to know what
previously was entered on Line 17. And of course, decoding a message, especially
a complicated one, requires careful thought. But in the rush of day-to-day work,
individuals sometimes do not give sufficient attention to incoming communications and miss the messages.
Finally, the psychological state of the recipient of the message will affect what is
heard and what is missed. Well-known psychologist Carl Rogers {1991) argued that
the main obstacle to effective communication is people's tendency to evaluate.
People have a natural urge to judge-to approve or disapprove of-what others say.
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If someone says that your state would be better off with a governor from the other
political party, then your first reaction probably will be evaluative. You will find
yourself either agreeing or disagreeing. You might find yourself making some judgment about the person speaking-for example, "She has really good judgment" or
"How absurd!" Rogers argued that avoiding the tendency to evaluate can enhance
the effectiveness of communication.
A variation of the tendency to evaluate, and one of the psychological conditions
most affecting organizational communication, is defensiveness. Defensive behavior
occurs when a person feels or anticipates some sort of threat (Gibb, 1961). The
character of the message itself can stimulate defensiveness, or the message can
touch a particularly sensitive area in the receiver and trigger a reaction. For example, messages that appear to "judge" other people, those that are used to "control"
others, those that appear to be based on "hidden agendas," those that convey an
attitude of superiority or disdain, and those that seem lacking in concern for others
might provoke defensiveness on the part of recipients. On the other hand, messages
might simply "strike a nerve" in receivers, and those people might react defensively.
For example, a person receiving a performance evaluation that is generally quite
positive might "hear" the one negative part of the message as the most important,
dwell on that single part of the message, and react quite defensively to the entire
evaluation. As we see in Chapter 12, dealing with defensiveness often is a central
issue as managers try to change their organizations.
In sum, even though we all speak the same language-English-we often do
not really speak the same "language." Our use of certain words varies, we filter
what we say based on what we think others want to hear, we use the wrong channels of communication, and we misinterpret the intent of others (for a variety of
reasons). Although we tend to assume that all of our communications are clear
and effective, this assumption is not always correct. But there are ways in which
we can improve the process of communication so that, as individuals and as
members of public and nonprofit organizations, we can be more effective and
more responsible.

Supportive Communication
Effective communication in public organizations, as elsewhere, aims at transmitting information accurately, honestly, and in such away that the receiver will
understand, accept, and use that information. But effective communication also
must help to develop and maintain interpersonal relationships, specifically by
enabling people to express and accept differences in how they feel. Supportive
communication refers to an approach to communicating with others that recognizes both of these purposes of communication: to convey needed information
and to enhance interpersonal relationships in the group or organization.
Engaging in supportive communication probably will engender a happier and
more pleasant work environment, and it also probably will lead to greater productivity. Research has shown that organizations that foster positive interpersonal relationships among their members are more productive, are more effective
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1. Problem oriented, not person oriented
2. Descriptive, not evaluative
3. Specific, not general
4. Conjunctive, not disjunctive
5. Validating, not demeaning
6. Owned, not disowned
7. Two-way, not one-way

Figure 9.4

Attributes of Supportive Communication

at problem solving, produce higher quality outcomes, and have fewer conflicts
than organizations that do not. Supportive communication has the characteristics shown in Figure 9.4.
I. Supportive communication is problem oriented, not person oriented. Supportive
communication focuses on problems and their solutions rather than on the individual. For example, a manager practicing supportive communication would say,
"Let's work together to improve our work" rather than "Your laziness is really the
problem." The reason for this approach is that people rarely can change their personalities, but they can change their behavior. Focusing on the problem rather than
on the person opens opportunities for positive and constructive change. Imputing
motives to others or criticizing them directly is likely to bring about defensive reactions and very little change. Connecting the conversation to specific behaviors and
to expected standards of behavior not only acknowledges the other individual
personally but also gives the person receiving the message more to work with.

2. Supportive communication encourages being descriptive, not evaluative.
Similarly, providing information that is descriptive rather than evaluative avoids
making a judgment or placing a "label" on the other person and is, therefore, less
likely to be met with a defensive reaction. For example, a manager practicing supportive communication might say, "You have been late to work three days this
week" rather than "You really messed up this time." To engage in descriptive communication does not mean that you ignore the issue at hand; rather, it means that
you approach it in a more positive, action-oriented way. For example, a manager
engaging in descriptive communication might work through the following stages
in a discussion with an employee. First, the manager should describe the event or
behavior in objective and verifiable terms (e.g., "We have received two complaints
from prominent legislators that your report was late."). Second, the manager
should focus on the specific behavior and his or her own reaction, as opposed to
attributes of the other person (e.g., "I'm concerned that our credibility with the
legislature may be called into question."). Third, the manager should talk about
solutions (e.g., "Could you please talk with the two legislators and see exactly what
information they need and how we can provide it in a timely manner?") (Whetten
& Cameron, 1998, p. 203).
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3. Supportive communication is specific, not general. The more specific a statement is, the more helpful it will be. For example, a manager practicing supportive
communication might say, "There were three factual errors and five grammatical
mistakes in your report" rather than "You are really sloppy." General statements
often are extreme and might make the person feel incompetent or insignificant.
Under these conditions, there is little reason to expect anything to change. Similarly,
it is important to avoid either/or statements (e.g., "Either improve your writing or
you'll be assigned less important work."). Both extreme statements and either/or
statements reduce the range of possible actions that might be taken to correct the
problem and, therefore, reduce the likelihood that anything positive will be done.
4. Supportive communication is conjunctive, not disjunctive. Conjunctive statements clearly relate to what was said previously and move the conversation forward. Disjunctive statements are not connected and often create a roadblock
interfering with effective communication. They tend to be final. For example, a
manager practicing supportive communication might say, "Let me try to build on
what you just said" rather than "That's not important. Let's move on." Effective
communicators recognize that it is important for people to take turns speaking and
do not dominate conversations; they want to listen to others, not just to themselves.
They also recognize that they need to connect to what was said immediately before
or at least to something said earlier in the conversation; they need to maintain a
sense of context for their comments. And they recognize that all parties must agree
to move to a new topic (at least implicitly) or else someone might get lost. The shift
should not occur too abruptly or appear to be an exercise of control.
5. Supportive communication is validating, not demeaning. Supportive communication helps people to feel recognized, understood, accepted, and valued, whereas
negative or demeaning comments make people feel inadequate, incompetent, and
insecure. A demeaning message or a message expressed in a demeaning tone, even if
unintended, can cause serious damage to effective interpersonal relationships. It creates a barrier between people that might remain in place for a long period of time.
A supportive communicator might say something like, "I understand your position
even if mine is slightly different" rather than "You simply aren't making any sense."
There are various types of communications that people consider demeaning. One is
taking a superior attitude or giving others the impression that you think you know
everything and that they know very little. This may occur through "put-downs"
(where the communicator tries to make himself or herself look good by making others look bad) or through "one-upmanship" (where the communicator tries to elevate
him- or herself in the eyes of others). But invalidation also can be expressed through
rigid communications (i.e., communications that are not open to question), communications that express indifference toward others, or communications that do not
acknowledge the feelings and values of others. Validating communication, on the
other hand, acknowledges the importance of others, including their feelings and
values, and is characterized by respect and flexibility.
6. Supportive communication is owned, not disowned. Supportive communication
also is owned in the sense that the speaker takes responsibility for what is being said.
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Someone communicating supportively might say, "I have decided to deny your
application" rather than "They have decided to deny your application." Communication
that is not owned puts the person receiving the message at a psychological distance
from the speaker and inhibits building a strong interpersonal relationship.
Communication that is attributed to another person or that is ambiguous with
respect to the source of the information also makes it difficult for the receiver to
pursue the issue further, and that can be very frustrating.
7. Supportive communication is two-way, not one-way. Supportive communication also involves listening carefully and receiving feedback from the other person.
A manager practicing supportive communication might say, "That's my understanding of the issue. What's yours?" rather than "Here's my position." Whereas we
discuss specific listening techniques later in this chapter, we should note here that
effective listening is essential to receiving accurate feedback, which in turn is essential to supportive communication.

Speaking
Despite the recent dramatic increase in electronic communication, much of the
public manager's communication time is spent in face-to-face oral communication,
either one-on-one, in relatively small groups, or in presentations to larger audiences.
We address the question of formal presentations in Chapter 13, yet there are several
helpful guidelines to keep in mind when you speak with others. Conversational
speaking is particularly useful in situations where immediate feedback is important
or where those engaged in the conversation need to "brainstorm" or build on the
ideas of others. But where the content of the communication is very lengthy, technical, or complex, using written communication or at least following up a conversation
by putting matters in writing may be helpful.
In thinking about oral communication, remember that when you speak, you
transmit both rational and emotional messages. For example, regardless of the
substance of your message, your tone of voice will send an emotional message to
the receiver. If you speak loudly or with the slightest hint of sarcasm, then your
message might seem to be angry, regardless of how neutral the actual words you use
might be. Similarly, a highly formal or stilted tone will convey a far different emotional message from one delivered in a friendly and good-natured way. Of course,
there may be situations in which either of these tones could be appropriate. The
trick is to pick the right tone of voice to communicate what you wish to communicate in that particular situation.
Obviously, a great deal of the public manager's communication time is spent
imparting information to others or giving directions to others. The key to effective
speaking in either case is the ability to put yourself in the position of the person
who will receive the information or instructions. Ideally, you want to give exactly
the right amount and type of information-neither too much nor too little--but if
you depart from the ideal, then giving more information rather than less obviously
is more desirable. There are two questions that you can ask in situations such as
these. First, what does the other person need to know? Second, what does the other
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person want to know? (Incidentally, the capacity to put yourself in the position of
the other person is an argument for promoting from within. Those who have held
lower positions in an organization might have a better understanding of exactly
what information is needed by subordinates than those who have not.)
Making sure that your content, tone, and approach fit the situation is aided by
being fully attentive to yourself and to others. Often, and especially when we are
very busy, we speak carelessly, with little concern for the context of the communication. But to the extent to which we can become sensitive to the thoughts and
feelings of others, as well as to our own thoughts and feelings, we will communicate more effectively. Sensitivity to others involves understanding "where they are
coming from"; it requires empathy, or the capacity to put yourself in the place of
others. But it is difficult to be sensitive to others if you are not sensitive to your
own needs and desires.
One way in which you can contribute to an organizational culture where people
are more willing to reveal their deeper feelings and emotions is through self-disclosure. Disclosing to others what you think and how you feel about deep-seated personal matters-those things you like and those you hate, those things that appeal
to you and those that scare you, and so on-may help to establish a situation in
which others are willing to do the same, thereby making communication easier for
all. But there are dangers in self-disclosure. If you try to engage in self-disclosure in
a hostile work environment, then your efforts might be seen as inappropriate or
even manipulative, causing others to react defensively. Self-disclosure is far easier in
a trusting work environment, where it may act to extend trust even further.

Persuasive Communication
A public manager might wish to persuade an audience to accept a particular
point of view. A policy analyst might want to persuade a decision-making group,
either within the agency or in the legislature, of the soundness of a particular proposal. Or an agency's executive might want to persuade the budget office that a
particular item is necessary for the agency to do its job. In any case, the ability to
move others to one's position can be tremendously helpful. Again, we may think
about persuasive communications in terms of the sender, the character of the message, and the receiver.
Research clearly has shown that the key to effective persuasion is the credibility of
the source. (Recall from Chapter 7 that a key component of effective leadership is
credibility; we suspect that there is a connection.) A sender with strong credibility is
more effective in changing the beliefs and attitudes of others than a sender with low
credibility (Cherrington, 1994, pp. 537-542; see also Kouzes & Posner, 2003).
Credibility, in tum, is aided by two characteristics: expertise and trustworthiness.
Someone who is considered an expert will be taken more seriously than someone
who is thought to know little about a subject. For example, a research scientist who
has extensively studied the effects of tobacco on smokers' health is preswned to know
more about that issue than the average person on the street. But the question of trustworthiness may cut in a different direction. In some situations, a person who actually
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has experienced lung cancer as the result of smoking might be far more persuasive. In
general, if the issue is one of facts (e.g., how many smokers die from lung cancer each
year}, then expertise will be the more important factor in persuasion; if the issue is
one of values (e.g., whether people feel better after they stop smoking or even whether
they should stop smoking), then the most effective communicator might be one who
shares characteristics or experiences with the intended audience.
The character of the message also can affect how persuasive it is. Kipnis and
Schmidt ( 1985) argued that, although we think of persuasive messages as involving
rationality and objectivity, there also are emotional elements that enter into the
process of persuasion, and these elements can be addressed through either a "hard
sell" approach or a "soft sell" approach. The approach that is chosen may depend
on several factors. For example, people frequently rely on soft tactics-flattery,
praise, acting humble, and so on-when they want something (e.g., time off) from
another person, especially from a supervisor. But when they want to persuade the
supervisor or to endorse a request for a new piece of equipment, then they are likely
to be more rational. In some cases, they might even resort to hard tactics such as
going over the supervisor's head. Similarly, tactics depend on the relative power
positions of those involved. Kipnis and Schmidt explained,
The greater the discrepancy in clout between the influencer and the target,
the greater the likelihood that hard tactics will be used. At first, most simply
request and explain. They turn to demands and threats (the iron fist lurking
under the velvet glove of reason) only when someone seems reluctant or
refuses to comply. (pp. 45-46)
Finally, people use different approaches based on their expectations about
whether they will be successful. When they believe that their requests will be
granted, they are likely to use softer tactics; when they anticipate resistance (and
when they have power), they use hard tactics. But Kipnis and Schmidt (1985)
made one other interesting point: The use of hard tactics might indicate a lack of
confidence or low self-esteem on the part of the individuals involved. Such people
might believe that others will not listen unless they are treated harshly, an assumption that often is self-defeating.
Finally, the effectiveness of an effort at persuasion is affected by characteristics
of the receiver. People seem to have a range of acceptance-that is, a range within
which they are willing to entertain beliefs or attitudes different from their own.
Arguments falling in that range often are accepted, but when arguments fall outside
of that range, people may well react by moving even further from that position.
Similarly, the way in which people process information affects their willingness to
accept attempts to persuade. For example, a highly educated audience would be
expected to respond to attempts at persuasion in a different manner than would a
group with less education. But the results are mixed. Highly intelligent people are
more receptive to communications, perhaps because they have a greater range of
comprehension. But they also are more resistant to influence, perhaps because they
recognize a wide range of counterarguments (Larson, 1992).
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Active Listening
Listening is the single most important communication skill, consuming more
time than any other aspect of communication. Indeed, as we saw earlier, managers spend as much as 30% to 40% of their time listening. Moreover, listening
clearly affects the success of managers. Not only are managers who listen well able
to pick up more and better information; they are also likely to encourage and
motivate employees, most of whom appreciate managers "who really listen." Yet
despite the obvious benefits of listening more carefully, listening has been called
the "neglected skill" of management because it is the least practiced and least
understood. But studies have shown that managers differ widely in their listening
abilities (Brownell, 1990). For example, women are perceived as better listeners
than men, younger managers are considered better listeners than older managers,
and managers who are new to their current positions are perceived to be better
listeners than managers who have been in their positions for longer periods of
time. Most important for our purposes, managers who have had training in listening skills and managers who try harder to listen well seem to be perceived as
better listeners. This means that there is a good chance that you can improve your
listening skills by learning new techniques of listening and by consciously practicing these skills from day to day.
You certainly can improve your listening capacity by being conscious of the barriers to effective communications that we discussed earlier. Beyond that, the conversational role you play can be a much more active one than just hearing what is
said. Active listening is an approach to listening that involves the one who is on the
receiving end of a communication engaging in a series of conscious actions
intended to clarify and confirm the meaning of the message being received (Rogers
& Farson, 1976). The active listener shows empathy and understanding for the
other person and confirms his or her own comprehension of the message by restating what has been said, summarizing major points, and listening not only to the
words being said but also to the emotional tone and the accompanying nonverbal
cues being transmitted (Knippen & Green, 1994). Active listening can be a central
element in an effort to improve your listening skills, an effort that might include the
basics shown in Figure 9.5.
.

1. Have a reason or purpose for listening.
2. Suspend judgment initially.
3. Resist distractions.
4. Wait before responding.
5. Rephrase what you hear in your own words.
6. Seek important themes.
7. Use the thinking-speaking differential.

Figure 9.5

Principles of Effective Listening
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Have a reason or purpose for listening. To listen most effectively, you must be motivated to listen. Having a reason or purpose to listen increases your motivation to
listen well. One must be motivated to listen; it does not just happen. Think carefully about why it is important that you listen effectively in a particular situation.
Is it because this is material that will be on the next test? Because this is material
that will help you on the job? At first, the reason or purpose might not be at all
clear. If you cannot immediately think of a reason to listen, then search for one.
Ask yourself, "How can this information help me do my job better?" or "How can
I use this information in some way, either on the job or elsewhere?" Finding a
reason or purpose to listen will help you to focus on all of the other principles and
techniques listed here.
Suspend judgment initially. Earlier, we noted Rogers's suggestion that communication can be improved by avoiding our natural tendency to evaluate. Rogers (1991)
counseled that we should try to listen with empathetic understanding-that is,
understanding with a person rather than about the person. "This means seeing the
expressed idea and attitude from the other person's point of view, sensing how it
feels to the other person, [and] achieving his or her frame of reference about the
subject being discussed" (p. 106). Of course, at some point, you might need to
evaluate the material that you listen to, but you should first be clear about the complete message. Obviously, this can be very difficult, especially in the public arena,
where policies and positions are hotly debated. For example, during an election year,
if we know a candidate's party, then we are likely to evaluate what the candidate is
going to say before he or she even begins speaking. But effective communication
requires listening to the message fully and completely before judging or responding.
Resist distractions. As we noted earlier, there are many things that can distract us as we
try to communicate with others, but those distractions can be resisted. Some distractions are a part of the environment. For example, a noise outside the window, such as
a fire truck or an ambulance going by, or simply the voices of others talking in the
same room, may well interfere with effective communications. But the distraction
might be closer to home, as in the case of trying to listen to someone who has mustard
on his or her coat; seeing the mustard might draw our attention away from what is
being said. Similarly, there might be something unusual about the way in which the
speaker talks; the speaker might have a particularly raspy voice or speak with an unfamiliar accent. Regardless of the source of the distraction, the answer is to try to
increase your concentration. By increasing your concentration, you can resist distractions that you would have thought were impossible to overcome. This principle is
especially important as people from different cultures and even different countries are
brought together in work situations. Even if everyone in a group speaks English, there
likely will be variations in accents and figures of speech that make some speech difficult to follow. In effect, hearing an unfamiliar accent becomes a distraction. But
simply concentrating harder on what is being said often will help considerably. In
addition, using the speaking-thinking differential (discussed later) may permit you to
recognize unusual figures of speech. But the key is concentration.
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Wait before responding. There is a strong tendency to respond to someone's statement before he or she is finished, especially if you believe that you already have
received the gist of the person's message. This can occur in a couple of ways. First,
even while the person is still talking, you begin to formulate your response, and if
the person continues talking long enough, then you may begin to practice your
response in your head. Second, you may simply interrupt the other person and
state your opinion. The "response" principle suggests that, in either case, you relax
and wait for the natural opportunity to speak instead of jumping into the conversation immediately. When you are overly eager to contribute to a conversation, you
become so excited about your own anticipated contribution that you tune out the
other person. You stop concentrating on what the other person is saying. The
response principle suggests that you wait for an appropriate opportunity to
respond. Try to flow with the conversation as an event rather than disrupting it by
speaking prematurely.
Rephrase what you listen to in your own words. This is a key principle of active listeningthat you occasionally take time to restate or paraphrase what you understand the
other person to have said before making your own contribution. You might say,
"What I understand you to be saying is that the budget projections are incorrect
because the initial information was compromised." By restating the other person's
comments without evaluation, you almost have to enter into the person's frame of
reference and to understand the context of his or her comments. Moreover, if your
understanding of these comments is inconsistent with the person's intended meaning, then he or she will have a chance to try to clarify that meaning. Finally, taking
time to clarify the meaning of communication in this way tends to reduce the emotional level of the conversation and allows more reasoned communication. Obviously,
to restate or paraphrase every statement in a conversation produces a very stilted and
awkward conversation, although it is an extremely good exercise. Moreover, this type
of immediate feedback to another person can be threatening to both parties because
what they hear might make them change. But if used judiciously and accompanied by
comments that let the other person know exactly what you are doing (e.g., "Just so
I'm sure I understand your position, let me try to state my understanding."), this
aspect of active listening can be extremely helpful. A variation of this approach is to use
a third party who can listen with understanding to each party to the communicationeach person or group-and then clarify the views and attitudes of each. Rogers ( 1991)
summarized the benefits of this approach in this way:
Gradually, communication grows. It leads to a situation in which I see how
the problem appears to you as well as to me, and you see how it appears to
me as well as to you. Thus accurately and realistically defined, the problem is
almost certain to yield to intelligent attack, or if it is in part insoluble, it will
be comfortably accepted as such. (p. 107)

Seek the important themes. This principle suggests that listening for the main ideas
in a message is more important than listening for specific facts. Understanding the
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major themes of the message gives you a framework for organizing the facts,
thereby making the facts themselves easier to remember. For example, research has
shown that students who listen for the main ideas in a lecture are more likely to
receive better grades than those who merely listen for the facts. Apparently, it is
much easier to fit specifics into the "big picture" than to construct the big picture
based only on a few facts.

Use the thinking-speaking differential. People think much faster than they speak.
Although the rates vary by region, people in the United States speak at a rate of
about 150 words per minute. But they think at a rate of about 500 words a minute,
more than three times as fast as they speak. This differential can offer a temptation
to do things that interfere with effective listening, such as daydreaming, thinking
about something completely apart from the conversation, and practicing your
response in advance. But it also can provide an opportunity to listen more effectively. Most important, it provides the opportunity to reflect on what the other
person is saying and to try to find the major themes or meanings in his or her comments. Although the speaking-thinking differential can be used improperly to
prepare for your own speaking, when it is used for more careful listening, it can be
a great help in understanding what others are saying.

Nonverbal Communication
Nonverbal communication, or body language, sends messages that are every bit
as important as those transmitted orally or in writing. Any movement of your body
can communicate something to the outside world and may do so more honestly
than your spoken words. For example, a person frowning might be displaying disapproval, and someone folding his or her arms might be indicating withdrawal.
Obviously, someone who is good at reading body language receives a more complete message than someone who is not. But you have to be careful not to react to
just a single clue or to read too much into someone's body language. For example,
the frown might just mean that the person has a headache, and some people do just
like to fold their arms.
Nonverbal communication is becoming an especially important topic as people
from different cultures interact more frequently and have different culturally
approved ways of expressing themselves nonverbally (Nahavandi & Malekzadeh,
1999, pp. 421-425). For example, facial expressions and eye contact (occulesics) and
body language (kinesics) vary widely from culture to culture. People from North
America and Europe tend to maintain eye contact when speaking with others,
whereas people from Asia avoid eye contact (especially if they are speaking with
people of higher status). People in the West consider eye contact a sign of honesty
and openness, whereas people in the East consider it a lack of respect. Similarly,
animated hand gestures are commonplace in more emotionally expressive cultures,
whereas they are considered overly emotional or even disrespectful in more
restrained cultures. And, of course, specific gestures might mean quite different
things in different places. For example, for many people, holding two fingers upright
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symbolizes "victory" or "peace;' whereas in England and Australia doing so with the
palm and fingers facing inward means "up yours!" (Axtell, 1991, pp. 51-52).
Similarly, variations in the ways in which we speak (paralinguistics)-in our tone
of voice or in its pitch, expression, or rate of speed-have an effect on our credibility.
We tend to respond more positively when someone speaks in a dear and confident
tone and at a moderate speed. But again, there are cultural differences affecting the
use of paralinguistics. For example, North Americans and Australians tend to talk
more loudly and with greater apparent confidence than the more quiet and selfeffacing Thai or Japanese. Similar differences might exist between men and women.
For example, Tannen (2001) argued that "women speak and hear a language of connection and intimacy, while men speak and hear a language of status and independence" (p. 42), and this leads to different conversational styles or dialects.
Proxemics refers to the use of space and distance between people; the type of
relationship we have with others determines to what extent we let them encroach on
our personal space. According to Hall ( 1966), in the United States, the intimate zone
extends out almost 2 feet and is reserved for dose family and friends. The personal
zone goes out to about 4 feet and is accessible to other friends and more distant family members. Social distance extends 7 to 12 feet and is where most social interaction
takes place. Public distance, or the distance we tend to maintain in the presence of
major public figures, is somewhere between 12 and 30 feet (pp. 108-122). In any of
these cases, if you stand too dose you might be considered intrusive or rude; if you
stand too far away, you might be considered distant or shy.
Again, there are important cultural differences. In general, people from Latin
America, the Middle East, and southern Europe tolerate dose social distances more
than do people from North America and Asia. For example, if a Saudi talking with
a German starts inching closer, then the German will tend to back away (Nahavandi
& Malekzadeh, 1999, pp. 422-423). Similar cross-cultural differences are found
with respect to timing and scheduling. For example, Europeans will schedule fewer
events in the same time period and will reserve more time for interpersonal relationships than will Americans (Hall, 1966, p. 124).
Finally, touching behaviors (tactiles) are an important part of communication.
But the social and cultural rules governing when touching is considered appropriate are extremely complex. "The basic meaning of touch is that an interpersonal
bond is being offered or established .... However, touch also carries the implication of invasion of privacy" (Argyle, 1988, p. 226). Touch can express warmth, but
touch also can express dominance. In fact, in many organizations, those with power
are more likely to touch than those with less power. More generally, touching dearly
is permitted, or even encouraged, in greetings and farewells, in congratulations, and
in certain ceremonies. But touch that implies sexual intimacy is entirely inappropriate in the workplace and may lead to charges of sexual harassment. Once again,
there also are cultural differences. Those from Latin America and the Middle East
seem more comfortable touching others than do the English and the Japanese. But
even here, touching typically occurs between those of the same gender and social
status (Nahavandi & Malekzadeh, 1999, p. 425). Clearly, touch must be initiated
with great care and very dear meaning.
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Electronic Communication
Obviously, forms of electronic communication have dramatically affected communication in public organizations (as elsewhere). Electronic mail (e-mail), voice
mail, facsimile (fax), computer conferencing, audio- and videoconferencing, management information systems, group decisions support systems, local and widearea networks, and the Internet revolutionized organizational communication.
These forms of communication have certain advantages over older forms. They
typically are much faster. They allow communication among geographically dispersed people and permit information to be "broadcast" to many people at once.
They have much greater capacities for memory, storage, and retrieval. And they
permit asynchronous communication-that is, communication that occurs at different points in time.
There are, however, a number of questions that have been raised about how
these technologies affect human communication in organizations. These questions
arose over 20 years ago. For example, in 1988, O'Connell (1988) developed the following six hypotheses about the influence of electronic technology on communication in organizations (we return to these in an exercise at the end of this chapter):
I. Opportunities for face-to-face contact will be diminished, and information
from nonverbal cues will be reduced. Consequently, opportunities for random spontaneous information sharing will be reduced.
2. More informal messages and "short-circuiting of the hierarchy will occur ...."
Organization structure and formal information flow will be redefined.
3. Messages of affect and value will decrease. Ambiguity in interpreting information will increase. Managers will have to seek new ways of communicating
the affective component of messages.
4. Trust develops with shared experience, values, give-and-take, and the result
of human communication. Satellites, electronic mail, and networks could
reduce the dimensions of trust to which we are accustomed.
5. The computer imposes a discipline of linear thinking. Organizations will need
to find ways to encourage and protect nonlinear thinking and communicating.
6. Expectations of work performance may be machine driven. Employees in some
organizations will perceive this as dehumanizing and coercive. (pp. 480-48 l)
SOURCE: From "Human Communication in the High Tech Office," by S. E. O'Connell, in
Handbook of Organizational Communication (pp. 480--481), by G. M. Goldhaber and G. A.
Barnett (Eds.), Norwood, NJ: Ablex Publishing. C 1988 by Ablex Publishing. Reprinted with permission of Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc., Westport, CT.

Certainly, electronic forms of communication create the possibility of flattening
organizations. In the past, a line employee wishing to make a proposal to his or her
city manager would have to go through several levels of the organization (and
numerous secretaries and administrative assistants) just to get an appointment.
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Today, that same employee can simply send an e-mail to the city manager and
attach the proposal. Not only does this process avoid the delays and confusion of
messages that move up the hierarchy, but it also establishes a record of accountability. Use of e-mail in this way is changing organizational structures, reporting
relationships, and communication with clients and citizens.
One other question that continues to arise about electronic communication is
where such communication fits into the array of channels available to managers to
communicate with their employees. That is, which channel of communication is
best for reminding employees of a meeting as opposed to, say, settling a dispute
between members of a group? To address this question, Daft and Lengel (1984)
suggested that organizational communication tasks vary in their levels of ambiguity
(i.e., the existence of multiple or conflicting interpretations) and that communication channels vary in terms of (a) the availability of instant feedback, (b) the use of
multiple cues, (c) the use of natural language, and (d) the personal focus on the
medium. Those communication channels that have all or many of these attributes
are called rich media, whereas those that have few are called lean media. On a continuum of media richness, face-to-face communication would be considered most
rich, and impersonal media (e.g., flyers, computer-generated reports) would be
considered most lean. Between these endpoints, from rich to lean, would be telephone, e-mail, and text messages. Daft and Lengel claimed that managers who are
able to match the level of ambiguity with the right type of communication channel
will be most successful. So, when facing a highly ambiguous issue, the manager
would choose the richest possible medium.
But other theorists have pointed out that messages contain both data and symbols, and managers must consider both aspects in selecting communication channels. For example, the manager who needs to remind employees of a meeting faces
a relatively unambiguous task and might choose e-mail for the reminder. But the
manager might believe that daily interpersonal contact is important because of the
strong symbolic value of face-to-face communication and might, therefore, choose
to visit each employee to remind him or her of the meeting (Miller, 1999, p. 285).
At this point, it appears that managers must not simply choose electronic media
because they carry information quickly and easily; managers need to keep the symbolic importance of other, more traditional forms of communication in mind.

Specialized Forms of Communication
There are several specialized forms of communication that those entering the public service will do well to consider. In this section, we review several of these: personal counseling, helping relationships, dialogue, conducting effective meetings,
and writing memos, reports, and proposals.

Personal Counseling
Occasionally, you might find it necessary to discuss work problems with individual employees. You might notice a decrease in an employee's performance or
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productivity. The employee might be in violation of a rule or policy. There might
be conflict with other employees. Or you might just suspect that personal problems are negatively affecting the employee's work. For example, the employee
might be exhibiting increased tardiness, absenteeism, increased use of sick days,
irritability, increased or decreased talkativeness, depression, or signs of substance
abuse (DeVoe, 1999b, p. 92). These types of cases call for employee counseling.
"Counseling is the continuous process of monitoring employee performance and
behavior and of identifying and addressing problems by determining and implementing courses of action through one-to-one communication with affected
employees" (McConnell, 1997, p. 77).
The primary purpose of counseling is to address work-related issues at an early
stage so as to prevent their growing and further affecting the work of the organization, although occasionally counseling may involve assisting an employee in
addressing outside problems that might be affecting his or her work. In any case,
the hope is that through counseling the employee's behavior will be changed so that
he or she once again becomes a productive member of the organization. There can
be several objectives of counseling: (a) to correct performance problems before they
escalate, (b) to motivate employees toward more effective performance, (c) to provide
guidance in areas such as career counseling and retirement planning, and (d) to provide assistance or, better yet, referrals to employees who reveal personal concerns
affecting their work. Importantly, counseling should address problems as early as
possible. "Employee counseling should he considered primarily preventive in nature.
Its primary purpose is to identify and correct problems before they reach crisis proportions and require possible drastic action" (McConnell, 1997, p. 82).
Before conducting the counseling session with the employee, collect all the facts
so that you are clear on the specific problem, who is involved, when, where, and so
on. You may even want to prepare notes so that you can keep the details straight and
keep the conversation focused. You should meet with the employee as soon as possible after the problem has been identified, but do not rush through the meeting
and do not hold the meeting if you are angry. Take time to calm down before starting the conversation. During the conversation, try to keep the discussion focused
on the specific problem with which you are concerned. The employee, quite naturally, might want to deflect the blame or shift the focus of attention to someone else.
If a personal problem is revealed, then do not let it shift the focus of the meeting.
Stay work centered.
What an employee does or is involved in outside of work is-legally-none
of the supervisor's business. The only aspect that does become the supervisor's business is the effect the outside circumstances have on performance;
that is, the supervisor must deal exclusively with the job performance issues
and stay clear of inquiring into whatever difficulty the employee may be
experiencing external to the organization. (McConnell, 1997, p. 80)
In dealing with personal concerns that do arise, you certainly should be sympathetic, but not so sympathetic that the work issues are ignored. Where it is necessary
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and appropriate, you should provide referrals to the employee assistance program or
other sources of help. But remember that it is the employee's responsibility to take care
of whatever personal issues are affecting his or her performance (Cook, 1989, p. 5).
In any case, be as specific and clear as possible. For example, state the problem in
explicit and factual terms. Instead of just saying, "You've been abusing the sick leave
policy;' you might say, "You left work early last Monday because you said you hurt
your back, but you were later seen dancing at Club Tango." Specify exactly what is
expected of the employee and what actions will result if the employee does not meet
expectations. Naturally, you should be consistent, applying the same approach and
expectations to each employee. Establish a follow-up meeting or plan, and then summarize what was accomplished and agreed on. After the meeting, you might want to
document in writing what occurred in the meeting and what was agreed on.
"Properly written counseling ensures a supervisor strong grounds if it becomes necessary to fend off a union grievance or court case" (Cook, 1989, p. 4). And remember
to follow through with what was agreed on. Following these guidelines will make
your counseling sessions much more productive-and comfortable.

Helping Relationships
The dynamics of helping relationships have been explored in great detail by
Edgar Schein in his book, Helping (2009). A helping relationship can be informal
(as when we seek help from a friend, a spouse, or a coworker), semiformal (as when
we go to a computer consultant), or formal (as when we hire a management consultant), but all of these involvements bear certain features in common. Most
important, helping involves a relationship between people and that relationship
must be understood for effective helping to occur.
Initially, the helping relationship must be based on conditions of mutual trust.
"Trusting another person means, in this context, that no matter what we choose to
reveal about our thoughts, feelings, or intentions, the other person will not belittle
us, make us look bad, or take advantage of what we have said in confidence"
(Schein, 2009, p. 18). Trust equates to emotional safety. Beyond that, we understand
certain rules that govern our behavior and our relationships. For example, building
an effective relationship requires that both parties get something out of it and it
feels "fair." Over time, we learn the different roles we play and the expectations
associated with those roles. But we also recognize that confusing roles can be detrimental to an effective relationship. For example, though we may be a parent, if we
act in a parental way toward others at work, we may appear patronizing, and trust
in the relationship will be undermined.
The helping relationship, while potentially beneficial for both parties, can also
be riddled with tension and ambiguity. When someone asks for help, they expose
a certain dependency, which in many cultures and in many situations is seen as
self-degrading. (That's why men don't ask for driving directions!) On the other
hand, the person being asked for help is elevated in the relationship. But if that
person is in any way dismissive, the status difference is accentuated and trust is
eroded. And if, after help has been given, the one being helped doesn't express
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appreciation, another type of tension arises. In either case, the tension in the
relationship must be dealt with.
Anyone attempting to help another must be mindful of the emotional state of
the "client." For example, the client may be cautious about initially stating the full
problem. The helper, in this case, must be careful not to jump too quickly to presenting advice or possible solutions. There may be more to the story than is being
initially revealed. Similarly, the client may ask for help but really be seeking attention or recognition for what he or she has already done. The helper who provides a
quick solution may be missing the point. In any case, the helper must be sensitive
to the emotional state of the client.
There are three roles that the helper can choose: "I) An expert resource who
provides information or services, 2) A doctor who diagnoses and prescribes, and
3) A process consultant who focuses on building an equitable relationship and
clarifies what kind of help in needed" (Schein, 2009, p. 54). (A process consultant
is someone who places emphasis not just on what is happening but how it is happening, an emphasis on communications and social dynamics.) Schein argued that
we have somewhat "over-learned" the first two roles and may be drawn to them
too quickly. But the third, process consultation, opens greater possibilities for
building trust and, in turn, effective relationships that will be valuable and indeed
satisfying to both parties (p. 54).
This latter role may sound familiar when we are talking about a priest, a therapist, or a management consultant, but, Schein (2009) argued that the same dynamics are at play when we enter into a helping relationship with a spouse, a friend, or
a coworker. Importantly, the helper needs to understand exactly what is going on
with the client and in the relationship, because, ultimately, the success of the relationship depends on the client. "Unless clients learn to see problems for themselves
and think through their own remedies, they will be less likely to implement the
solution and less likely to fix such problems should they recur" (p. 64).

The Power of Dialogue
A great deal of attention has been given to the idea of dialogue as a special case
of group and intergroup communications. Dialogic processes have been tried in
a variety of settings, from schools to businesses to public and nonprofit organizations. Dialogue has examined natural resources issues, development assistance,
border concerns, multiethnic conflicts, and community development plans,
among other topics. The idea of dialogue is often contrasted with other forms of
communications. To get a clearer understanding of what makes dialogue special,
Daniel Yankelovich (as cited in Roberts, 2002, p. 7) contrasted dialogue with
debate and discussion. In debate, people counter arguments with other arguments in order to win "points." Each claims their view of the world is right and
the other is wrong. In dialogue, participants work toward a mutual understanding. They listen carefully and try to explore the special meanings that others bring
to the table. Similarly, discussion tends to emphasize differences rather than
commonalities. Yankelovich suggested that true dialogue can only occur where
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participants feel equal and not coerced, where they listen empathetically, and
where they probe assumptions.
Roberts (2002) has made a similar distinction among solving problems by competitive strategies, authoritative strategies, or collaborative strategies. The most complex problems we face today are characterized by the fact that we not only can't agree
on a solution. We can't even agree on what the problem is. Subsequently, we can
compete, we can submit to authority, or we can collaborate. The process of dialogue
is intended to achieve collaboration. Through a series of carefully guided (facilitated)
phases, participants in the dialogue are encouraged to listen and really hear, to try to
understand differences rather than magnify them, and to build relationships of trust
and respect. Dialogue, then, is "the co-creation of new meaning through mutual
understanding and reciprocal communications between two or more parties" (p. 6).
While there are many ways in which dialogues can be structured, ranging from
small to very large groups, from situations that are strictly conversational to those
mediated by technology, there are some typical patterns to dialogues:
1. Dialogue is a process, not an event.
2. Dialogue is about relationship building and thoughtful engagement about
difficult issues.
3. Dialogue requires an extensive commitment.
4. Dialogue takes place face-to-face.
5. Dialogue takes place best in an atmosphere of confidentiality, and issues of
sponsorship and context are important to its success.
6. Dialogues often focus on race, but they also address multiple issues of social
identity that extend beyond race.
7. Dialogue focuses on both intergroup conflict and community building.
8. Dialogue is led by a skilled facilitator.
9. Dialogue is about inquiry and understanding and the integration of content
and process.
10. Dialogue involves talking, but taking actions often leads to good talking, and dialogue often leads to action (Schoem, Sevis, Chester, & Sumida, 2001, pp. 6-14).
SOURCE: Schoem, D .. Hurtado, S., Sevis, T., Chester, M., and Sumida, Stephen H. (2001).
Intergroup Dialogue: Democracy at Work in Theory and Practice. C University of Michigan Press.

Conducting Effective Meetings
Meetings have developed an awful reputation. People see most meetings as dragging on endlessly and accomplishing little (if anything). By some recent estimates,
the average manager spends the equivalent of about 20 weeks a year in meetings-and 6 weeks worth are a complete waste oftime (Sandwith, 1992, p. 29). Think about
the typical meeting. The meeting is set for 9 A.M., but people drift in slowly and
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nothing begins until about 10 or 15 minutes later. The person conducting the meeting, who we will call Belinda, makes a short speech about how she knows that everyone is busy but reminds everyone that having meetings like this is very important.
Then she starts through a list of loosely connected bits and pieces of information,
often interrupted by silly questions and unrelated comments. Soon the conversation
begins to drift as people try to work their own "agendas." There are frequent disagreements, some of which get a little personal, but nothing ever seems to be
resolved. Finally, Belinda gets a message from her secretary and leaves the room to
return a call. By the time she returns, most of those in attendance have slipped away,
and most who have remained are deeply involved in conversations about topics
ranging from the lottery, to cable television, to the latest online auction. Belinda,
feeling frustrated about the whole thing, throws up her hands and says, "Well, that's
all for today." Those in the room think to themselves, "It's about time."
Fortunately, meetings actually can be productive, or even inspiring, although it
takes a person with great skills to move a group successfully through the many
pitfalls of "meeting behavior." It helps, at the outset, to have a good idea of what
meetings actually are all about. Most meetings, of course, have goals or objectivesinformation to be transmitted, problems to be solved, assignments to be worked
out, and so on. Meeting these functional purposes can build the competence of the
group and move the larger organization in a positive direction. But meetings also
serve symbolic purposes. The purposes to be achieved and the way in which the
meetings are run both send messages to employees. They help to establish norms
and values, as well as communication patterns, that continue to develop even after
the meetings are over (Sandwith, 1992, p. 30). If the people conducting meetings
are attentive to both the functional and symbolic purposes of the meetings, then
great things can be accomplished and people can leave with an even greater commitment to the organization and its work.
There actually are some specific steps that you can take to make a meeting both
more productive and more meaningful. First, you should decide whether the meeting is even necessary. If a memo or an e-mail would accomplish the same or better
results, then you should choose one of those avenues. Second, if you decide to hold
the meeting, then develop a clear purpose for the meeting and communicate that
purpose to those who will attend. Keep the purpose of the meeting clear and do not
try to accomplish more than should be expected in the time allocated for the meeting. Keep the meeting focused on a few key objectives and be clear in advance about
how long the meeting will take or, better yet, exactly when it will end. Third,
develop an agenda, seeking suggestions from others about what should be on the
agenda. (Sometimes it is helpful to rank items in terms of importance so that you
are sure you will have time for the most important items.) Distribute the agenda in
advance so that participants can think about the topics, form their own ideas, and
prepare for any material they will be expected to present or comment on. Be clear
with individuals about what they will be expected to bring to the meeting or to do
in the meeting.
When the meeting time arrives, you already should be there and should start on
time. "Waiting for latecomers only communicates to those who are punctual that
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you don't value their time and that it doesn't pay to be punctual" (Group, 1997,
p. 77). As you go through the meeting, you should stick carefully to the agenda and
keep the focus of the conversations on the topics at hand. Try to control interruptions and "side conversations." You should try to prevent one or two people from
monopolizing the meeting time and instead should attempt to solicit comments
from everyone in attendance. Remember that people who are asked to participate
in decision making are likely to feel better about the meeting and also are more
likely to help implement the resulting decisions. Although meetings often must
focus on very serious topics, if the situation allows, try to maintain some informality. Some social conversations and informal discussions can be helpful in building
the spirit of the group. And, of course, give people the chance to be funny. "The
ability to identify the humor or absurdity of a situation is a wonderful way to maintain energy and build group camaraderie. Sharing funny stories and anecdotes
about work-related subjects is a terrific way to build bridges of understanding
among meeting participants" (Hawkins, 1999, p. 57).
When you have accomplished the objectives of the meeting, it is time to end the
meeting. On the other hand, if the time you told people the meeting would end gets
close, then you should either poll the attendees to see whether they can continue for
a few more minutes or adjust the agenda to end at the time you said. At the end of
the meeting, it might be helpful to summarize what has been accomplished and
exactly what the next steps will be. (This also can be done at the end of each individual item on the agenda.) "A truly effective meeting ends conclusively. Progress
has been made on some issues; other issues have been completely resolved"
(Sandwith, 1992, p. 31). Summarize the progress you have made, remind participants of assignments they have received, and (if appropriate) tell people when the
next meeting will be. After the meeting, prepare and distribute the minutes as soon
as possible so that people will be reminded of what they are supposed to do next.
Hopefully, people will look back on the meeting with a feeling of accomplishment
and pride and will give you credit for conducting a good meeting.

Writing Memos, Reports, and Proposals
Public administrators often are called on to produce memos, reports, and other
forms of written communication ranging from proposals to personnel evaluations.
You might be called on to develop a written analysis of a policy proposal. You might
be asked to write a grant proposal. Or you might be asked to develop a lengthy
memo laying out the circumstances under which an employee received disciplinary
action. In any of these cases, your ability to write clearly and communicate effectively will be tested.
Writing memos or reports is different from giving oral communications for
several reasons. Obviously, in written communications, you cannot use gestures or
a special tone of voice to convey your intent, and the audience cannot ask questions
of you (at least initially). For these reasons, written communication may be more
difficult. On the other hand, as we noted earlier, written communication has the
advantage of greater permanence. What you write will remain "on the record" for a
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longer period of time than oral comments, so people can come back to your writing
to check what you said. Written documents can be saved, duplicated, distributed,
filed, retained, and referred to later. But your audience is likely to have higher standards for written communication.
When you speak, the people around you know the circumstances and take
them into account. They know you don't have the time to organize what you
want to say, to choose the right words. When you write, you've got the time---or
at least people around you assume you've got more time. (Sparks, 1999, p. x)
Others will expect better organization, more accurate information, and clearer
expression. These considerations make style and clarity especially important in
report writing or any other form of written communication.
Writing requires several basic steps. You must know exactly who your audience
is and be clear about the purpose of what you are writing. Are you trying to communicate the facts in an objective fashion, or are you trying to persuade someone
to adopt your position? Also, you must research the topic thoroughly and gather all
of the information needed to meet your purpose. What do you need to know to
communicate your message? Then you must organize your material into an outline.
"A fragmented approach results in a disjointed report; you may be in danger of
emphasizing the areas you found most interesting while neglecting other, equally
important issues" (Hearty & Oakes, 1986, p. 87). Once you have carefully organized
your material, you are ready to begin writing.
Effective writing takes years of study and practice, but there are a number of
guidelines that you can follow to improve your writing. For example, Sussman and
Depp ( 1984) offered six rules for effective managerial writing, what they called the
"six Cs." The six Cs provide a useful way of organizing our discussion of guidelines
for good writing.
l. Clarity. To be clear, you must put yourself in the reader's position. Write in
the active voice (e.g., "Dave painted the house") rather than the passive voice
(e.g., "The house was painted by Dave"), and use the positive form rather than the
negative form (e.g., "Lucy is happy" rather than "Lucy isn't sad"). Avoid jargon, and
use simple words wherever possible. "Avoid the four- or five-syllable word when
one or two syllables convey the idea just as well" (Venolia, 1998, p. 86). On the other
hand, be sure to use the most precise word available to convey your meaning.
Remember that government memos are noted for their jargon and obfuscation; do
not contribute to that impression.
2. Courtesy. Courtesy involves knowing your readers, adapting to their mood,
and writing at their level, providing neither too much nor too little information.
3. Conciseness. This is the rule of brevity; be short and to the point. For example, be specific by saying "pizza" rather than "food" or by saying "golden retriever"
instead of"pet." Be concrete by saying "Absenteeism was reduced by 40% when the
company built an employee gym and offered child care services" rather than "The
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new health and family programs improved employee performance" (Venolia, 1998,
p. 8S). Sometimes you might want to repeat something for emphasis, but remember
the following general rule: the shorter, the better. Think of it this way: Which are
you more likely to read, a SO-word memo or a IO-page report? You are likely to read
the SO-word memo on the spot, whereas the IO-page report will go into the pile that
you will "get to when you can."
4. Confidence. Always write with confidence. Confidence really is a matter of
judgment on the writer's part, based on the writer's knowledge of his or her readers.
Judgment is especially important in avoiding two extremes: being overbearing (too
confident) or being wishy-washy (not confident enough).
S. Correctness. You must be correct in grammar and composition-the technical
rules of writing that include spelling and punctuation. Inaccurate spelling is especially conspicuous. Proofread carefully for proper spelling, grammar, and punctuation. These technical details can completely obscure your meaning so that your
message is lost. (And remember that your computer's spell-checker does not know,
for example, whether you meant "their" or "there." You might have correctly
spelled the wrong word.) If possible, ask someone else to look over the report
before submitting it.
6. Conversational tone. To achieve a conversational tone, try to write in the same
way as you talk, and try to imagine one specific person to whom you are writing.
As Strunk and White ( 1979) advised, "Write in a way that comes naturally" (p. 70).
Thinking of a specific individual rather than an abstract category makes it much
easier to write. It is much easier to write to John Jones than to "all economics professors." Occasionally, conversational writing calls for violating some formal rules
of grammar, but this breach often makes things smoother and, therefore, more
understandable and easier to follow.
You also should be attentive to creating a neat and orderly final product. No
matter how well your report or proposal is written, if it is presented in a sloppy
manner, then it will not communicate effectively. Keep your paragraphs relatively
short, typically between four and eight sentences. Avoid excessive use of italics and
capital letters that may clutter your presentation. And be careful in your use of
graphics and visuals. Use visuals only when they will enhance readers' understanding of the material. Choose the appropriate visual (e.g., graph, table) and place it
close to the text that corresponds to it.
One final consideration is to avoid bias in the language that you are using.
Venolia (1998) suggested four guidelines in this regard. First, do not mention race,
gender, age, or disability unless it is pertinent. Second, avoid stereotypes and labels
that reveal bias. Third, give parallel treatment (e.g., "Mr. Waxman and Ms. Stone,"
not "Mr. Waxman and Linda"). Fourth, find substitutes for words that may be considered insensitive or confusing, such as masculine pronouns (p. 92). Again, asking
someone else to review your work will help to catch errors that might creep into
your writing. In all cases, being sensitive to the needs and concerns of those who
constitute your audience is the key to effective writing.
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Exploring Diversity and
lntercultural Communication
One of the clear trends in today's public organizations is the increasing diversity of
the workplace. The emergence of a global society augments that trend, and the
capacity for cross-cultural communications is greater than ever. In this section, we
explore both of these trends and then suggest some ways in which individuals can
become more culturally aware and organizations can more effectively serve people
from different cultural backgrounds. (See Estlund, 2003; Konrad, Prasad, & Pringle,
2006; and Mor Barak, 2005)
Clearly, the demographics of the workforce are rapidly changing and altering the
labor market and the pool of employees for the public and private sectors. Workforce
2000 (Johnston & Packer, 1987), a report commissioned by the U.S. Department of
Labor, outlined anticipated changes in the work environment such as the globalization of markets, the growth of the service sector, technological advances, and demographic shifts in the labor force. This report projected that minorities and
immigrants would become an ever larger share of the labor force, which indeed has
happened. Today the workplace includes a diverse group of individuals differing in
gender, age, race, religion, and ethnicity.
Somewhat to their surprise, managers are finding that increasing diversity is a
quite positive development.
A Harvard Business Review article on diversity was specific in addressing the question of why organizations should encourage greater diversity. The article pointed out
that, until recently, the answer to that question was simply that discrimination is
wrong, both legally and morally. Today's managers are voicing a second notion-that
a more diverse workforce will increase their organizations' effectiveness.
It will lift morale, bring greater access to new segments of the marketplace,
and enhance productivity. It is our belief that there is a distinct way to
unleash the powerful benefits of a diverse workforce. Although these benefits
include increased profitability, they go beyond financial measures to encompass learning, creativity, flexibility, organizational and individual growth, and
the ability of a company to adjust rapidly and successfully to market changes.
(Thomas & Ely, 1996, p. 79)

We also are experiencing the effects of globalization as we have greater and more
significant interactions with people from all around the world. The emerging global
economy, as well as the increasing interdependencies among nations with respect to
issues such as environmental quality, means that public administrators increasingly
will engage with those from other cultures. In so doing, they will need to be sensitive
to the important cultural differences among nations. Famed anthropologist Edward
Hall (1959, 1976) said that "culture is communication and communication is culture," so a multicultural world requires better understanding among the individuals
and the groups who nurture different "symbols, heroes, rituals, and values"
(Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005, p. 6). "The main problem is not the presence of these
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cultural diversities, but the way to deal with them in intercultural communication"
(Baraldi, 2006, p. 65). Intercultural communication is complex because it includes
learning new and "different kinds of human activity" (Hall, 1976, p. 61).
An important part of understanding a different culture is learning how things
are organized and how one goes about learning them in that culture. But intercultural communication also requires unlearning. "As soon as certain patterns of
thinking, feeling, and acting have established themselves within a person's mind, he
or she must unlearn these before being able to learn something different, and
unlearning is more difficult than learning for the first time" (Hofstede & Hofstede,
2005, p. 3). As public administrators, we will need to interact effectively with people
from many different places and do so in a manner that respects their cultures as
well as our own. That will require learning and unlearning.

Learning Cultural Awareness
Given these trends, public managers would be well advised to increase their
cultural awareness and sensitivity. Learning about culture begins with cultural
self-awareness. Yet according to Stewart and Bennett (1991, p. x), cultural selfawareness is not always easy since culture is internalized patterns of thinking and
behaving that are believed to be natural (or simply the way things are). Awareness
of their subjective culture is particularly difficult for Americans since they often
interpret cultural factors as characteristics of individual personality. This view of
internalized cultural patterns, disregarding their social origins, is a characteristic
of American culture. It is not a universal point of view.
Bennett ( 1993) described the cognitive changes that occur as we change our
frame of reference by distinguishing between ethnocentric thinking and ethnorelative thinking (Figure 9.6). In typical ethnocentric thinking, culturally different

Ethnocentric Characteristic

Ethnorelative Characteristic

Denial: Individual denies that a
cultural difference exists.

Acceptance: Individual recognizes and
values cultural differences without
evaluating them as positive or negative.

Defense: Individual acknowledges the Adaptation: Individual develops and
existence of certain cultural difference improves skills for interacting and
communicating with people from other
as threatening to his or her reality.
cultures.
Minimization: Individual acknowledges Integration: Individual not only values a
variety of cultures but constantly defines
cultural differences but trivializes
them, believing that human similarities his or her own identity and evaluates
far outweigh any differences.
behavior.

Figure 9.6

Characteristics of Ethnocentrism Versus Ethnorelativism

SOURCE: Adapted from "Towards Ethnorelativism: A Developmental Model of lntercultural
Sensitivity," by M. Bennett, in Education for the lntercultural Experience (pp. 21-71), by R. M.
Paige (Ed.), 1993, Yarmouth, ME: lntercultural Press. Used with permission.
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behavior is assessed in relation to one's own cultural standards. In ethnorelative
thinking, "cultures can only be understood relative to one another, and particular
behavior can only be understood within a cultural context. Cultural difference is
neither good nor bad; it is just different" (Bennett, 1993, p. 26). People who are able
to make this shift increase their ability to empathize and experience greater ease in
adapting to changes in organizations and in dealing with those from other cultures.
Realizing that behavior, values, and identity are not absolute but rather constructed
by culture frees one to more fully appreciate the ongoing process of living life
(Diller, 1999). These skills not only transform how we think but also prepare us for
working more effectively with our culturally different colleagues.

Increasing Cultural Competence
Public managers increasingly are engaging with people from many different
cultures, both in this country and abroad. In so doing, these managers are coming
to recognize that they need to make important adjustments in their normal way
of doing things so as to operate effectively in a cross-cultural context. The capacity for doing so sometimes is called cultural competence, a "set of congruent
behaviors, attitudes, and policies that come together in a system, [in an] agency,
or among professionals and enable that system, [that) agency, or those professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations" (Cross, Bazron, Dennis, &
Isaacs, 1989, p. 13). Moving to cultural competence is hard emotional work that
involves shifts in awareness and attitudes as well as the development of new skills.
Cross and colleagues identified five basic skills areas necessary for effective crosscultural service delivery.

Awareness and acceptance of differences. Cultural differences exist in values, styles of
communication, the perception of time, the meaning of health, community, and so
on, and managers must become aware of those differences. But equally critical is to
be accepting of those differences (Diller, 1999). It is no surprise that cultural values
that are at odds with our own will be the most difficult to accept. For example,
punctual northern Europeans might have difficulty in accepting the tardiness of
more flexible and inexact cultures. Accepting individuals are able to broaden their
perspective so as to understand that the simultaneous existence of differing realities
requires neither comparison nor judgment. Further along the continuum, one is
able not only to accept differences but also to value them for the richness, perspective, and complexity they offer.
For example, Hall (1976) described high-context and low-context cultures,
based on the way in which information is perceived and transmitted by those from
different cultures. In Hall's model, people from high-context cultures rely on nonverbal communication more than on verbal or written communication.
A high-context communication or message is one in which most of the
information is either in the physical context, or internalized in the person,
while very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message.
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A low-context communication is just the opposite; i.e., the mass of the information is vested in the explicit code. (p. 79)
Moreover, people from high-context cultures do not speak openly, but they
expect to be understood. They would not tell directly what bothers them, but when
talking they would still expect their peers to realize what the problem is. Obviously,
those from different cultural orientations would have difficulty communicating
effectively. Imagine the problems as people from Western cultures, such as the
United States, Germany, and Scandinavia, which are predominantly low context,
attempt to communicate with those from Eastern cultures such as China, Japan, or
Turkey, which are high context.
Further, Hall (1976) extended his model to difference in the temporal orientation of different cultures, distinguishing monochronic time, or M-time, and polychronic time, or P-time. P-people (polychronic), who tend to belong to high-context
cultures, are almost never alone, and they prefer to do more than one activity at a
certain point in time. M-people, most likely to be found in low-context cultures, are
individualists, appreciate punctuality, exactness, and scheduling, and prefer to do
only one activity at a time. Again, imagine the difficulties as those from different
cultural orientations attempt to communicate.

Self-awareness. It is necessary to be in touch with one's own culture to appreciate the
impact of culture on the lives of others. Culture is the glue that gives shape to life
experience, promoting certain values and experiences as optimal and defining what
is possible (Diller, 1999, p. 14). Yet according to Cross (1988), many people never
acknowledge how their day-to-day behaviors have been shaped by cultural norms
and values and reinforced by families, peers, and social institutions. How one defines
family, identifies desirable life goals, views problems, and even says hello are all influenced by the culture in which one functions (p. 2). For example, have you ever noticed
the differences between the ways in which Latinos and Anglos greet each other?
Dynamics of differences. This notion requires knowing what can go wrong in crosscultural communication and how to get it right. Cultural miscommunication has
two general sources. The first is related to past experiences that we have had with
members of a group or the nature of current political relations between the two
groups. The second involves differences in cultural style. The latter may be illustrated by the example of the professor who interprets direct eye contact as a sign of
respect when, in fact, the student might be from a culture that teaches its members
to avert eye contact as a sign of deference.
Knowledge of the client's culture. Interpreting the behavior of someone who is culturally different without considering cultural context is fraught with danger, as is
demonstrated by the following incident:
Several years ago, during a period of particularly heavy immigration from
Southeast Asia, Children's Protective Services received a rash of abuse reports
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on Vietnamese parents whose children had come to school with red marks all
over their bodies. A bit of cultural detective work quickly turned up the fact
that the children had been given an ancient remedy for colds called "cupping;' which involves placing heated glass cups on the skin, leaving harmless
red marks for about a day. The resulting fallout was a group of irate
Vietnamese parents, always hyperattentive to the needs of their children,
deeply insulted by accusations of bad parenting. And several workers feeling
rather foolish about their cultural ignorance. (Diller, 1999, pp. 15-16)
Novinger (2001) suggested that we be attentive to (a) differences in perception,
(b) differences in verbal behavior, and (c) differences in nonverbal behavior.
Perceptions might include broad cultural considerations (see Figure 9.7) and personal traits specific to a given culture--for example, one's adaptability or attitudes
toward uncertainty. Verbal processes might include one's accent, cadence, or use or
tolerance of silence. Nonverbal processes might include eye contact, appearance, or
attitudes toward interpersonal space (pp. 23-24).
It might not be reasonable to expect individuals to be knowledgeable of all cultures and subcultures, particularly as diversity and cultural interaction increase.
Nonetheless, it is possible to learn to identify the type of information that is
required or at least to be able to identify the cultural experts with whom to consult.
Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) provided us with a checklist to begin looking at
characteristics of culture (Figure 9.7). As we saw in the previous chapter, people
from different cultures have different expectations with regard to power, and obviously those with different perspectives would have difficulty communicating. The
same would be true of differences in individualism-collectivism, masculinityfemininity, uncertainty avoidance, and temporal orientation.

Power Distance: This is the extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is
distributed unequally.
lndMdualism-CollectMsm: Individualism denotes that the individual is not
integrated into strong cohesive groups, as would be the case in a collective
society.
Masculinity-Femininity: Masculinity pertains to societies in which social gender
roles are distinct. In feminine societies, social gender roles overlap (e.g., both
men and women are supposed to be modest and caring).
Uncertainty Avoidance: This is the extent to which members of a culture feel
threatened by uncertain or unknown situations.
Long-Term/Short-Term Orientation: Members of a culture emphasize values
associated with the future versus values focusing on the past or present.

Figure 9.7

Dimensions of National Cultures

SOURCE: From Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, by G. Hofstede, and G. J. Hofstede,
2005, London and New York: McGraw-Hill. Used with permission.
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Adaptation of skills. The final skill area involves adapting and adjusting generic
service practices that, in reality, have their roots in the dominant cultural paradigm.
For example, the definition of a family member can vary greatly from culture to
culture. African Americans might include multiple generations as well as nonbiological family members, such as good friends and neighbors, as members of their
families. As organizations hold functions for employees and "their families," adjustments may be made to accommodate the expanded group.
In conclusion, greater sensitivity to cultural differences is increasingly important
to those in public organizations. Not only are the workforce trends such that this
issue cannot be ignored, but greater cultural (and other forms of) diversity
enhances the productivity and achievements of the group. We have learned that,
once again, we must begin with self-awareness. We must learn about our culture
and how our culture influences us before we can attempt to learn about someone
else's culture. As a public manager, you will have opportunities to improve the
working conditions and living conditions of all, regardless of sex, race, ethnicity, or
cultural heritage. Opportunities for inclusion of all in formal and informal activities will increase the success of your organization. Remember that this might not
come naturally and might require learning how to initiate and develop effective
communications with people who are different from you.

Generational Diversity
Zemke, Raines, and Filipczak (2000) pointed out over a decade ago that there
is a new problem in the workplace, the problem of generational conflict. "At no
previous time in our history have so many in such different generations with such
diversity been asked to work together shoulder to shoulder, side-by-side, cubicle to
cubicle" (pp. 9-10). As discussed in Chapter 6, these different generations bring
with them different values and ambitions, based on their different experiences
growing up, a different way of viewing the world. And these views can be divisive.
Espinoza and coresearchers (2010) reported that 70% of older employees are dismissive of younger workers' abilities, while 50% of younger employees are dismissive of the abilities of their older coworkers (p. 11 ). Obviously, this is a situation in
which communications problems may abound. The different orientations that
different generations bring to the workplace means that effective managers need
to communicate differently with each group, as well as to manage the potential
conflict between and among groups.
What are the significant differences and how can they be managed? First,
there are differences according to one's place in the workforce. According to
Dychtwald, Erickson, and Morison (2006), "Mature workers are least likely to
describe themselves as ambitious, but most likely ... to consider themselves reliable, are hard working, confident, optimistic, sociable, spiritual or religious, high
achieving, and-breaking a stereotype--open to new ideas" (p. 40). Many of
these workers expect to level off their contributions nearing retirement through
part-time work and job sharing. On the other hand, these workers still have a
great deal of knowledge and the capacity to learn new things. Consequently,
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managers interested in maintaining a highly productive workforce will seek to
engage these workers and implement flexible strategies through which they can stay
engaged and eventually transition to retirement.
Midcareer workers find themselves in a career bottleneck in which too many
people are competing for too few positions, especially positions of leadership. They
also find themselves sandwiched between children and parents, often at the same
time that clear work responsibilities are heaviest. This group, more than others,
struggles to maintain the necessary skills needed for their jobs and many become
disillusioned with their prospects for the future (Dychtwald et al., 2006, p. 68). The
resulting crisis of confidence that characterizes many of these employees can be
damaging not only to them personally but also damaging to the organization.
Managers wishing to effectively engage this group must find a way to rekindle their
passion for work and provide them with opportunities for personal and professional development that are satisfying and indeed exciting.
Younger workers grew up with technology and constitute a far more diverse
demographic. They also were the first latchkey generation and consequently they are
highly independent and networked. They expect greater flexibility in their work
assignments, they place a greater emphasis on social interactions within the workplace, and especially appreciate opportunities to learn and grow and to contribute. At
the same time, they are more likely than other groups to "break the rules;' especially
those that they see as being especially restrictive, and they are the most likely to move
quickly from one job to another. Managers wishing to connect with this group should
be especially attentive to quickly incorporating them into the organization, providing
flexible work assignments and extensive learning opportunities, and maintaining
contact with employees who leave, but may someday return (Chapter 8).
Second, there are differences based on life experiences. Lancaster and Stillman
(2002) described four generations (which overlap with the three described in
Chapter 6): (l) the traditionalists (roughly those born between 1900 and 1945), (2)
the baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964), (3) the Generation Xers (born
between 1965 and 1980), and (4) the millennials (born between 1981 and 1999).
Because the circumstances in which each group grew up were different from that of
the other groups, each seems to have particular tendencies or "generational personalities" that distinguish them from the others. The clash of these generations in the
workplace can be disruptive and most effective managers will understand the differences and communicate accordingly.
For example, as touched upon in Chapter 6 in the context of motivation, each
group has a distinctive orientation toward career goals that may affect communication. The traditionalists expected to be working with one company or at least in one
field throughout their careers, and hope to leave a legacy based on that work. Baby
boomers, on the other hand, seek excellence in their careers and want to make the
most of what remains in their work life. Generation Xers are more interested in
establishing careers rather than working with one organization; they value a diverse
portfolio of experiences. Millennials are centered around establishing "parallel
careers;' enjoying a variety of employment opportunities while balancing career
challenges with other experiences.
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The communication strategies that managers employ need to take into account
the generations that are involved. For example, the traditionalists expect relatively
little feedback and assume that "no news is good news." The millennials, on the other
hand, expect instantaneous feedback, often targeted to specific work that they are
doing and conveyed technologically. The baby boomers and the Generation Xers fall
somewhere between. Similarly, there are differences in the formality that is expected
in terms of organizational communications and it's no wonder that the younger
groups often react to communications they receive from older coworkers by saying
"lighten up." In these situations and many others, the best advice may be to recognize
that each generation may have to bend a little in communicating with others.
Several recent books have given special attention to managing the millennials.
Lancaster and Stillman (2010), for example, pointed out that millennials typically
see themselves as highly valuable and expect appropriate recognition and promotions, often in a way that others don't see as appropriate. Similarly, millennials have
high expectations for work that they find meaningful, but this view can sometimes
cause communications problems with others. And, speaking of communications,
millennials have grown up with information technology that provides not only
quick access to information, but also a variety of social networking possibilities that
other generations are just catching on to. Finally, there's the matter of collaboration.
As they have grown up, "Millennials have been given the floor to express their opinions. It shouldn't surprise employers that Millennials are going to show up on the
job expecting to have a voice. Giving orders is out; candid conversations and giveand-take negotiations are in" (p. 8).

Ways of Acting
We have discussed a variety of approaches to communicating more effectively. But
remember that understanding communication skills and putting them into practice
are two different things. It is easy enough to learn the skills of effective communication intellectually, but under the pressures of the moment in the "real world:' it also
is easy to revert to old and less effective communication techniques. As in many areas
of organizational behavior, it is not just what you know that counts but also what you
can do. In any case, the following guidelines might be helpful as you seek to improve
your communication skills.
I. Remember that effective communication involves creating meaning, transmitting meaning, and deciphering meaning. At any of these points, the communication

process can break down. We see the world in different ways, and we shape our own
communication and respond to the communication of others based on the way in
which we see the world. Many messages are ambiguous, in part because some communication serves different functions. But we are human in what we try to communicate; we communicate both our ideas and our feelings, and both must be
appreciated for others to fully understand our meanings.
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2. Recognize the many barriers that inhibit effective communication. There are

obvious distortions through semantic differences and through mechanisms such as
filtering. But there also is the question of which medium or channel of communication is the best for a particular situation. For various reasons, some may be "noisier"
than others. Finally, the psychological state of the recipient of any message will
affect what is heard.
3. Practice supportive communication. Strive to focus on problems and solutions rather than people. Try to resist immediate evaluation. Be as specific as possible. Try to relate to what has been said before. Help others feel accepted and validated
through your communication. Take responsibility for what you are saying. Finally,
listen carefully to the other person and encourage feedback in both directions.
4. When speaking, consider your audience and make sure that your content, tone,
and approach fit the situation. Think about what other people need to know and

what they want to know. Be empathetic to the feelings and dispositions of others.
Engage in appropriate self-disclosure.
5. When you wish to persuade someone to accept your position, consider your
credibility and work to improve it. If the issue is one of facts, then expertise will be

important; if the issue is one of values, then you will be more effective if you share
similar experiences with those you are trying to persuade. Choose the communication strategy that best fits the situation.
6. Listen, listen, listen! Practice active listening. Have a reason or purpose for
listening. Suspend immediate judgments or evaluations. Resist distractions, whether
the distraction is a part of the environment or a characteristic of the one with whom
you are talking. Wait before responding; let the other person finish before you start
making your response. Rephrase what you hear in your own words; let the other
person know you understand, and if you do not, then give him or her a chance to
clarify. Listen for themes rather than details or specifics. Use the thinking-speaking
differential to reflect on what the other person is saying and to look for themes.
7. Remember that body language communicates as much as, or more than, what
we actually say. Be especially sensitive to the differences that exist across various
cultures in nonverbal communication. Know your audience and consider any differences that might affect your message.

8. Take advantage of electronic communication, but use electronic channels only
when they are appropriate. When the issue is clear and straightforward, you can use
a lean medium such as e-mail. But when the issue is complex or ambiguous, use a
richer medium such as face-to-face conversation. This will increase the opportunities for feedback and clarification.
9. In specialized forms of communication, always consider the receiver or audience
and the norms and expectations embedded in the situation. In counseling employees,
be specific and stay on target. Do not advise with respect to personal problems, but
do refer employees to other sources of help. In conducting meetings, clarify your
purposes and keep the meetings on track with respect to those purposes. In preparing
written reports, know your topics, know your audiences, plan your papers, and then
be attentive to the six Cs of effective writing.
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10. Remember to consider the ethics of communication. Your ethics and integrity
are most clearly on display when you communicate with others. The truth of what
you say obviously is important, but the way in which you communicate is important as well. Many people will measure your credibility by how you communicate.
An honest, open, and straightforward way of communicating will significantly
enhance your credibility. A devious and cunning way of communicating eventually
will destroy it.

Thinking in Action
An Exercise in Supportive Communication
Read the following portion of a conversation between Frank Banks, head of a small
internal audit unit in a state department of social services, and Mary Ann Burke,
one of his employees.

Frank:

I've asked you to come in because we've had some serious complaints about your work from some of the division directors. Generally, they say that you are rude and
abrasive in your conversations with them. I'd like an
explanation.

Mary Ann:

I really don't know what you are talking about, but it
sounds like the old rumor mill has been working overtime and that you've gotten caught up in it.

Frank:

Don't try to deny that there's a problem. You can't get
out of it that easily.

Mary Ann:

There's not a problem-except that you don't trust your
employees. And you're too blind to see the way some of
the division directors perceive our office-and your leadership-or rather the lack thereof.

Frank:

Mary Ann, you won't get anywhere with personal
attacks on me. I'm not the one who's on trial here.

Mary Ann:

Frank, give me a break. This isn't a trial. Except that
you're really trying my patience. Good-bye.

Analyze this conversation in terms of the principles of supportive communication presented in this chapter. Show examples of how Frank and
Mary Ann violated each of the principles. Then create groups of three individuals. Let one person play Frank and another play Mary Ann, with the third
person acting as an observer. Try to demonstrate how the same conversation might go if both Frank and Mary Ann made an effort to use supportive
communication. How would the conversation differ? How might the outcome differ?
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Turmoil in the Community Development Department
Read the following conversation fragments, and then pick up and role-play th
conversation that is beginning between Bob and Patti. Try to use the principles o
effective communication discussed in this chapter.
Robert Gentry is director of the planning department in a large metropolita1
community. Patti Lazard recently joined the department as associate directo1
Freddie King and Linda Graham both are planners in the lab.
One day, as Robert is walking down the hall, Freddie and Linda pull him aside
Freddie begins the conversation:

Bob, we've been wanting to talk with you about your new assistant. I know she has some impressive degrees and all, but I'm not
sure she really knows what we're all about in this lab. You know,
this is hard work, and we have to be very careful to get everything
just right. We also have to make sure that our clients are being
brought along. But Patti seems to be concerned that we are moving
too slow. In fact, a couple of times, she's actually come into my
work area and pushed me out so she could show me how to do the
job faster. Frankly, it's really getting on my nerves.
Linda continues the conversation: There's no question that Patti
knows what she's talking about technically, but she just doesn't
understand the culture of this organization. Maybe it's because she
previously worked in the private sector where it didn't matter
whether she talked with anyone else. But if we get too far out in
front of our clients, we're in big trouble. Sometimes we have to sacrifice a little efficiency in order to be responsive to what citizens in the
neighborhoods are saying. And that takes time. Bob, I really think you
need to rein her in--0r maybe just put her out. She's trouble.
Robert is taken aback by the conversation. He was terribly impressed with
Patti when she was hired and has not heard anything negative about her
prior to this conversation. After giving the matter some thought, he walks
over to Patti's office and asks to come in. He closes the door behind him and
begins to speak:
Patti, I've heard a couple of concerns expressed about your
approach to the work we're doing and wanted to talk about it a
little. Specifically, some people seem to feel that you want to
move too fast and are neglecting the time it takes to work with
clients. Also, there seems to be some concern that you are pushing them aside and showing them how to do their work.
Patti replies as follows:
That's silly. We have some people in this office who just don't
understand what efficiency means. They take forever doing things
that can be done in a matter of a few hours. When I've been asked
how the job could be done more quickly, I've shown them. But I
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certainly haven't pushed anyone aside to do that. I'm afraid there
are just some people working here who are too lazy even for
government work.
SOURCE: From "Intergroup Dialogue: Democracy at Work in Theory and Practice,• by
S. H. Schoem, T. Sevis, M. Chester, and S. H. Sumida, in Intergroup Dialogue
(pp. 1-21), by D. Schoem and S. H. Schoem (Eds.), 2001, Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.

One-Way Communication Versus
Two-Way Communication
In this exercise, one student (in communication terms, the sender) is given a complex
figure such as the combination of rectangles shown in Figure 9.8. The other students
(the receivers) stand at the front of the room and try to reproduce the figure on the
board, according to the sender's instructions. (Your instructor may also give the figure
to the rest of the class, with a request that the students stay quiet during the exercise.)
In the first case, the sender faces the class and those who are drawing stand at
the board, listening to the sender's oral instructions and trying to draw the figure
as accurately as possible. Except for the sender's directions, there are no communications between the sender and those doing the drawing. This is an example of
one-way communication. In a second case, using a different but comparable drawing, the sender continues to face away from those who are doing the drawing, but
they may ask questions of the sender. This is an example of two-way communication. In a third case, using still another comparable drawing, the sender faces the
board and is able to watch the students doing the drawings as well as to hear the
questions and comments from those who are drawing. This is a case of enhanced
two-way communication.
After the exercise is over, the senders and receivers should talk about how they
experienced the exercise. What pattern was most effective in accurately reproducing

Figure 9.8

Figure for One-Wayffwo-Way Communication Exercise
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the drawings? (This answer should be obvious.) But those involved in the exercise
also should be asked about how they felt during the exercise. What was most frustrating? What was most helpful? What was most awkward? Under what circumstances is one-way communication necessary? Under what circumstances is
two-way communication possible? (Typically, class members not directly involved
in the exercise will have suggestions about how the instructions should have been
given to communicate most effectively. Let them try.)
A variation of this exercise is to have pairs of students seated back-to-back. The
first student is given a figure and asked to give the other student instructions as to
how to draw the figure. Then the second student, with a new diagram, gives instructions to the first student. Typically, the second student will be more successful,
demonstrating that those who previously have been on the "receiving" end and have
a better idea of the receiver's situation can give more effective directions.

A Strange Meeting: A Case Study
Sergey Vladimirovich, formerly a Russian budget analyst, was in the United
States only 6 months when he got a job with the department of budget planning and analysis in a large American city. His work duties were similar to
those he had been performing in Russia. Still, he was experiencing some
"strange" situations. One of the strangest happened at a meeting his boss
conducted the week before.
Sergey had earlier received an e-mail from the head of the department,
Laura White, informing him about the meeting. There was an agenda
attached. They were going to discuss the possibility of making changes in the
current strategic plan. Instead of a 3-year plan, Laura wanted people to think
about an alternative 5-year plan that would include some performance indicators and be monitored in order to control the efficiency and the effectiveness of the city's departments.
When the meeting started, Laura told the group that the council wanted
the department to review the strategic plan. She favored the idea of
extending the planning period and felt that the plans should include performance indicators for all departments. Her argument was that this
department should have a clear picture of how and why money was spent
by city agencies.
Although Sergey thought that the department should have more control
over spending, he was not convinced that the department should be
responsible for performance indicators for programs that other agencies
were performing. And, he was not sure whether a 5-year plan, no matter
how carefully prepared, would be accurate.
While he was thinking about Laura's proposal, another employee, Ben
Hall, started arguing with Laura, pointing out the same concerns with which
Sergey was preoccupied. And Ben was not only talking about his concerns
openly; he was suggesting that the department should continue with 3-year
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planning, with the same indicators. He was even suggesting that they
should be more flexible and only be reviewed annually.
Sergey thought Ben was right, but how could he oppose his boss so
openly and in front of all these people? Employees are not supposed to do
that! And Laura surprised Sergey, too. Instead of being offended, she said
that Ben made a very good point and that at the next meeting they would
discuss both alternatives and see what to accept. Americans are so strange,
Sergey thought!

Questions.
Why couldn't Sergey understand the behavior of his fellow workers?
What, according to Sergey, was Hstrange" at this meeting?
Are our bosses always right? If not, what should we do?
SOURCE: This case was contributed by Ljubinka Andonoska.

Trends in Electronic Communication
Earlier in this chapter, we listed the following hypotheses about the influence of
electronic technology on organizational communication that were developed by
O'Connell ( 1988) two decades ago. Review the list and then develop a discussion of
which of these hypotheses have proved to be true during the intervening time.
I. Opportunities for face-to-face contact will be diminished, and information

from nonverbal cues will be reduced. Consequently, opportunities for random spontaneous information sharing will be reduced.
2. More informal messages and "short-circuiting of the hierarchy will occur...."
Organization structure and formal information flow will be redefined.
3. Messages of affect and value will decrease. Ambiguity in interpreting information will increase. Managers will have to seek new ways of communicating
the affective component of messages.
4. Trust develops with shared experience, values, give-and-take, and the result
of human communication. Satellites, electronic mail, and networks could
reduce the dimensions of trust to which we are accustomed.
5. The computer imposes a discipline of linear thinking. Organizations ... will
need to find ways to encourage and protect nonlinear thinking and
communicating.
6. Expectations of work performance may be machine driven. Employees in some
organizations will perceive this as dehumanizing and coercive. (pp. 480--481)
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A Dispersed Workplace: A Case Study
Your nonprofit organization, one concerned with stimulating and communicating innovations in local government, is headquartered in the western
United States. But you have long recognized the importance of having a
number of regional representatives in various parts of the country, people
who can help identify innovations, share information about local government
practices, and, perhaps most important. stimulate new memberships among
local governments in their areas. While you communicate with the regional
representatives regularly by phone and e-mail, and see them in person two
or three times a year. for the most part they are out there "on their own."
Your board is highly supportive of the idea of having regional representatives, but wants to be sure (1) that the regional representatives are getting
what they need from the organization in terms of support, encouragement,
and a sense of belonging to the organization, and (2) that the regional representatives are being properly "managed" and held accountable for their
work. What considerations would you take into account in developing a
strategy for managing these remote employees? How would you take lessons from the literature on leadership and management, such as the importance of involving employees in organizational decision making, and apply
them in this kind of situation? How. for example, can you incorporate dialogue into your communications and be effective in supportive communications? How would the fad that your organization is multigenerational be
likely to affect its operation?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

10

Working in
Groups and Teams
You have a bond. You have a bond that's so thick that it is unbelievable!
It's the pull, it's the team, the work as a team, the team spirit! You'll do it
because of the team, for the team, with the team, and because the team has
the same focus.
-A Canadian soldier, as cited in
Harrison & Laliberte (1994, p. 28)

Q

uestions related to teams and teamwork seem to permeate our lives these
days. No matter where you are (e.g., on the athletic field, in a classroom,
in other settings), and no matter who you are (e.g., a public manager, a
nonprofit employee, a student), it is almost impossible to avoid being part of a team.
Increasingly, and for various reasons, organizations are moving to team-based
operations. That is, they are organizing around various types of teams as opposed to
organizing around the traditional organizational hierarchy and horizontal division of
labor. Our discussion of teamwork in this chapter is applicable to many settings
outside of the workplace. However, the focus here is on teams and teamwork in
public and nonprofit organizations. In this chapter, we see how teams are formed,
what types of teams there are, how teams can be implemented in work settings, how
teams develop over time, and how the effectiveness of teams can be measured.
We define a team as a group of people with a high degree of interdependence
geared toward the achievement of a goal or the completion of a task. According to
Smith and Katzenbach ( 1993 ), all teams must have "a meaningful purpose, specific
performance goals, common approaches, complementary skills, and mutual
accountability to work" (p. 45). Typically, teams are considered different from
groups. Basically, without a commitment to achieving a goal or completing a task,
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a group is not a team. Kinlaw {1998) further distinguished between work groups
and teams in terms of their functional and qualitative characteristics. Work groups
typically have single supervisors or leaders and are best described by what they
produce. On the other hand, teams have a considerable degree of self-management,
share responsibility, and have authority for assessing their own performance. In
general, work groups lack the level of consistency, intensity, and restless dissatisfaction found in teams. Functionally, work teams manage more of their own work
processes and performance, undertake more systematically the ongoing tasks of
team development, and (as a result) usually produce superior results.
The current interest in teams and teamwork began during the 1980s with the
idea of quality circles and a growing interest in the effectiveness of well-trained
teams. More recently, the idea of total quality management has raised the awareness
of managers and executives about the strategic value of teams in continuous
improvement. Consequently, Lawler, Mohrman, and Ledford ( 1995) found a welldocumented growth rate in the number of teams in organizations as early as the
mid-1990s. W. Edward Deming, one of the founders of the quality movement,
stated, "Isn't it logical? If you work together, you should end up with something
better than if you work apart" (as cited in Koehler & Pankowski, 1996, p. 17).
It is becoming clear that, with the increasing influence of technology, the importance of innovation, and the new focus on the stakeholders, teams are becoming
more and more popular. Be that as it may, there still is some resistance to moving
beyond individual roles and individual accountability in our culture. Studies have
demonstrated that in individual cultures such as the United States, perceptions of
individual efficacy are higher than perceptions of collective efficacy (Earley, 1993,
1994; Lawson & Ventriss, 1992). This mind-set presents a challenge during an era
when team building, diversity, and use of teams have escalated to meet new
demands on public (and other) organizations (Guzzo & Dickson, 1996; Katzenbach
& Smith, 1993; Lawson & Shen, 1998; Marks & Mirvis, 1992). As the workplace
becomes more diverse, so do work groups and teams. A "culturally heterogeneous"
work group is a group that comprises members who are different on the basis of
ethnicity, race, value, and cultural backgrounds (Ayoko & Hartel, 2006).
Indeed, the failure to engage in team-based solutions to problems can be disastrous. Straus {1986), then president of the American Arbitration Association,
illustrated that point in telling of his involvement in the acid rain controversy. In
this case, individuals developing their own agendas rather than a collective
agenda obviously would impede progress in this area. Straus believed that our
ability to collaborate effectively in developing and implementing concrete
responses to the problems of acid rain lagged far behind our technical ability to
detect the environmental damage and document the increasing severity of the
problem (Larson & LaFasto, 1989). In other words, technical solutions might
mean little if we lack the capacity to act together, in teams and other organized
groups, to implement those solutions.
Teams are used in public organizations for a variety of reasons, not the least of
which is that teams outperform individuals acting alone or in larger organizational
groupings, particularly when performance requires multiple skills, judgments, and
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experiences. Maier (1967) argued that teams are more effective than individuals for
five reasons. First, teams produce a greater number of ideas and pieces of information than individuals acting alone. Therefore, decision making and problem solving
are more fully informed. Second, teams improve understanding and acceptance
among individuals involved in problem solving and decision making due to the
participation of each team member in the process. Third, teams have higher levels
of motivation and performance than individuals acting alone due to the effects of
"social facilitation"-that is, the reinforcing effect of each member "pushing" the
others in the groups. Fourth, teams offset personal biases and blind spots that
inhibit effective problem analysis and implementation but that individuals might
overlook. Fifth, team members are more likely to entertain risky alternatives and
take innovative action than individuals working alone. In general, team judgments
are superior to those of individuals working alone. Team members tend to be more
motivated and creative, make more risky decisions, and learn faster.
Teams also seem to perform better under some circumstances than larger organizational groupings. For example, studies have found that schools that have teambased management outperform schools that have hierarchical management
(Chubb, 1988). Teamwork also has proved to be a powerful tool for shifting social
values, including racism. During the 1970s, several research projects demonstrated
that the least prejudiced students were those who participated in sports teams and
school bands with members of other races (Parker, 1990). In summary, teams represent the simplest change process an organization can make to improve its productivity, reduce duplication, and raise performance (Katzenbach & Smith, 2005).
Examples of effective teamwork may be found at all levels of government and in
the nonprofit sector. For example, the Chicago Community Trust's Government
Assistance Project provided models of excellence (MOEs) to the city of Chicago's
administrative agencies. The MOE project cultivated employee participation at
every level by creating agency-wide problem-solving teams. The teams were purposely "multirank" and brought in members to represent the city's diversity in all
areas. Rategan and O'Hare (1996) found that problems were solved faster, better,
and with more creativity than when they were solved by a more homogeneous
group of managers. In keeping with the team tradition in the city of Chicago, the
director of the children's services division began a practice of empowering employees to make their own decisions about the agency. This led to their feeling like
responsible members of the team instead of responsive members of a hierarchy.
Another example is the Sacramento Animal Control Center, which responded
to the budget cutbacks of 1996 by implementing change through a team-based
approach for maximizing the efficiency of the organization while experiencing a
tighter budget. By making employees an integral part of the plan, the Sacramento
Animal Control Center was able to find new ways of improving operations (Lee &
Caughran, 1996 ). Finally, Coleman (l 996) noted that the various components of
public safety (police, fire, and emergency medical professionals) increasingly are
forming cross-functional teams. During times of crisis, the citizens they serve rely
on them interchangeably. With this in mind, consider countless situations and
structures throughout government that would benefit from greater or more
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efficient use of teams and teamwork: the response to Hurricane Katrina at all levels of government, strategies for managing base realignment and closure (BRAC),
the development of Homeland Security, and others that you may have encountered personally. The fact that public organizations today require more and more
cooperation suggests that those organizations should be more attentive to developing teams and teamwork.

Where Do We Begin?
The best way to understand teams is to look at teams themselves and determine what
makes them successful. But before we get into that discussion, you should begin by
examining your own experience with teamwork.

Assessing Team Performance
Think of a group of which you are (or were) a part, whether in a classroom, personal, or workplace setting. How do (or did) members of your team address the
following issues?
1. Purpose of team

a. What is the purpose of the team?
b. What are its goals and objectives?
2. How does the team fit into the overall management structure of the organization, classroom, and so on?

3. Membership
a. How were members selected to join the team?
b. Will new members be welcomed?
c. How will members be allowed to rotate out of the team if they so desire?
4. What is the role of the leader?
a. How will the leader be selected?
b. Will there be one assigned leader?
c. Will leaders rotate periodically?
5. How will the members be held accountable?
6. Do you currently have a "team agreement"?
7. Do you generate agendas with the dates, places, and times for the next meetings?
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8. Trust
a.
b.
c.
d.

Do team members trust each other?
Does senior management trust the team?
How is trust demonstrated?
How will lack of trust be handled?

Getting to Know Your Team
Use the following exercise, adapted from Arnachi and Wade (1996), to get to know
your team better and to assess your team's development.

Assess the Team
How effective is the current team?

Interview Team Members
What is the perception that members have of the team?

Gather feedback from the team's designated leaders. Do their views differ from
those of the team members?

Interview any other key members of the organization. For example, who organized the team originally? Who is getting feedback on the team's work? How are
the team's recommendations being used in the organization?
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Help the Team Define Its Mission, Values, and Roles
How do members envision the "ideal team"?

Compare the current team to the "ideal team."

Have ground rules been established for the team?

Are these written ground rules?

Are the rules readily available?

Have issues been prioritized?

Has the team been empowered to prioritize the issues?
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Has the priority order been provided by someone else?

Have roles been defined and assigned?

How are members held accountable for serving in the assigned roles?

Communication and Conflict Management
Is "how things are said" consistent with "what is said"?

Is what is spoken or communicated in writing consistent with the actions of
the team?

Are conflict management processes implemented in the event of conflict among
members?

Analysis and Feedback
After completing this chapter, design an effective and specific action plan for use
by individual team members to improve overall team performance.
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Team Agreements
If you do not currently have a "team agreement," then you might want to create one.
Team agreements are formulated around the issues of values, norms, and team
processes. These should be developed early in the process of team development. For
example, the Internal Revenue Service virtual team that we discuss later in this
chapter agreed on the following values, norms, and processes for operating as a
team (Ferrero & Lewis, 1998, p. 183). Look at each set and then ask which values,
norms, and processes you would like to see as part of your team's agreement.
• Values
Integrity
Trust/respect
Freedom/autonomy
Challenging/stimulating work
Professional/personal balance
Personal/team excellence
Experiment/risk taking
What values would you include in your team agreement?

• Norms
Work as partners together
Own our perspectives
Take personal responsibility
Provide feedback on task/behavior
Practice respectful confrontation
Expect contributions by everyone
Have fun
What norms would you include in your team agreement?

• Process approach
Collaborative teamwork
Building on past successes
Participative decision making
Mutual agreement and discussion
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What am I supposed to do?
Self/peer assessment
Learning organization-on the leading edge
What process approach would you include in your team agreement?

Ways of Thinking
Teams have been used to perform work for thousands of years, even before the Great
Pyramid at Giza was built. However, not until the 20th century were work teams
studied by behavioral scientists, and our understanding of team behavior has
increased (Guest, 1986). As we saw in Chapter 1, the Hawthorne studies uncovered
the importance of teams and the power of the informal system in the workplace.
Elton Mayo concluded from these experiments that it was a major responsibility of
management to foster the conditions that promote effective teams. Extending from
his conclusions, the fields of group dynamics and laboratory education next contributed toward building theories and methods for using groups as a basis for organizational change. Schein and Bennis ( 1965 ), for example, outlined procedures for using
groups successfully to introduce changes at both the individual and organizational
levels. Especially since World War II, there has been a tremendous increase in the
attention paid to groups and group members. McGrath and Altman (1966) conducted a synthesis and critique of the literature on small groups, and their bibliography contained 2,699 entries. Certainly, this burgeoning research on group
dynamics, group processes, and the conditions for effective teamwork has had a
considerable impact on the design of team development programs (Dyer, 1977).
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, not all groups should be considered
teams. Hackman ( 1990), for example, studied a variety of teams-top management teams, task forces, professional support groups, performing groups, human
service teams, customer service teams, and production teams-to specify the
notion of teams. He concluded that teams could be defined through the following
three characteristics:
Teams are intact social systems, complete with boundaries, interdependence
among members, and differentiated member roles.
Teams produce some outcomes for which members have collective responsibility
and whose acceptability is potentially assessable.
Teams operate in an organizational context.
In a similar way, Katzenbach and Smith ( 1993 ), after talking with more than 50
teams in 30 public and private companies, defined a team as "a small number of
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people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, set of
performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually
accountable" (p. 112). Katzenbach and Smith concluded with the following differentiating characteristics found in groups versus teams:

Work Groups

Teams

Strong and clearly focused leader

Shared leadership role

Individual accountability

Individual and mutual accountability

Group's purpose the same as the
organizational mission

Specific team purpose that the team itself
delivers

Individual work products

Collective work products

Runs efficient meetings

Encourages open-ended discussions and
active problem-solving meetings

Measures its effectiveness
indirectly by assessing its
influence on others

Measures performance directly by collective
work products

Discusses, decides, and delegates

Discusses, decides, and does real work
together

--

-·

SOURCE: From The Wisdom of Teams: Creating the High-Performance Organization, by
J. R. Katzenbach and D. K. Smith, 1993, Boston: Harvard Business School Press. Copyright© 1993
by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. Reprinted with permission. All rights reserved.

Benefits of teams include the ability to select appropriate skills for a particular
project; the creativity and synergy they create, particularly in the handling of nonroutine work; flexibility of structure; and the ability to disband or reorganize the
team (Van Wart, 2005).

Types of Teams
Now that we have established the difference between teams and groups, what do
we need to know before we implement a team in our organization? First, we
should recognize that there are many different types of teams that may operate
even within one organization. Indeed, in organizations that emphasize the team
concept, we might find up to six different types of teams: ( 1) top management
teams, (2) project teams, (3) cross-functional teams, (4) process-improvement
teams, (5) self-directed work teams, and (6) virtual teams. Even though we make
a distinction among these types of teams, all teams use similar approaches for
organizing, decision making, and continual improvements. Each team distinguishes itself by fulfilling a specific purpose.

Top management teams. A top management team is responsible for establishing the
overall mission of the organization and for selecting the overall management system.
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The top management team sets the course for the organization, but it rarely is involved
in the day-to-day operations of the organization. Members of this type of team tend
to be visionaries and try to keep their eyes on the "big picture." In team-based organizations, the top management team becomes a process-improvement team concentrating on the needs of the whole system as opposed to a particular process.

Project teams. A project team typically is formed by management and given a specific
mission. Membership on the team is based on individual expertise and experience.
A project team functions only so long as is needed to solve the assigned problem and
is discontinued once the problem is resolved. As opposed to process teams that do
not have deadlines, project teams often must work within a time frame. "Management
reserves the right to approve or disapprove [project teams'] recommendations"
(Koehler & Pankowski, 1996, p. 32). The project team's role is to advise, not to implement. Typically, the project team will make a recommendation to top management,
which may or may not decide to implement the recommendation.
Cross-functional teams. A cross-functional team serves the purpose of breaking
down the barriers that exist in a hierarchical organization with a long history of
division of labor and division of tasks. The cross-functional team may bring
together representatives from several divisions "to improve the hiring process," or it
may be as complex as a cross-functional team whose mission is to develop a single
process for administering unemployment benefits and securing employment
(Koehler & Pankowski, 1996, p. 35).
Process-improvement teams. A process-improvement team is a small group of individuals who interact with each other for the purpose of improving those work
processes in which they engage. For example, a process-improvement team might
explore the way in which checks sent to a state government are processed and
deposited. By speeding up that process, the team might significantly increase the
interest that the state earns on those funds. Koehler and Pankowski suggested the
following principles for a process improvement team.
Organize the team around organizational processes. To increase effectiveness, organizational processes must be improved. Koehler and Pankowski (1996) recommended that the team be structured around processes by those who are most
familiar with the process. Examples of processes that the team can improve
within government might include job placement, financial reporting, vendor
payment, leasing, or records management (p. 20). The team is formed around the
organizational processes, keeping in mind that many of these processes will
include members from several programs. Changes made in work processes may
substantially improve services for a variety of internal and external stakeholders.
Control the process, not the team. Once the process is clearly defined, it should be
the responsibility of the team to control the process. If the system is producing
desired goals and is continuously improving, then the team should be empowered to take the initiative to improve the process.
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Maintain process partnerships. It is the responsibility of the team to develop and
maintain partnerships with those affected by the process.
Continually improve the process. The focus of each team meeting should be to
improve the process that the team has been charged with examining.
Require team participation. To achieve quality in a team-based organization,

everyone must participate.
Data-driven team decisions. Data are collected and analyzed to improve the process.
Empower teams. Empowerment refers to the authority that the team is provided

to make the changes necessary to improve the process.
Develop and train team members. Each employee should be trained and educated
for the betterment of the organization.
Self-directed teams. Organizations are increasingly using self-directed or selfmanaged teams. In fact, any of the previously mentioned teams may function as
a self-directed team. The notion of the self-directed team was promoted by
Hammer and Champy {1993), who indicated that a team performing processoriented work inevitably is self-directing. Within the boundaries of its obligations to the organization, including agreed-on deadlines, productivity goals, and
quality standards, the self-directed team itself decides how and when work is
going to be done. If the team has to wait for supervisory direction of its tasks,
then it is not a self-directed team. There are several misconceptions about selfdirected teams (Caudron, 1993). The first is that self-directed teams do not need
leaders. There is a definite need for leaders to serve the function of coaches or
facilitators so as to transfer what traditionally has been left to management to
these team members. The second misconception is that leaders lose power in the
transition to teams. Power is not a zero-sum game; rather, it is an expandable and
flexible resource. The third misconception is that newly formed teams are automatically self-directing. As we have seen, team development is an evolutionary
process that takes considerable time and effort. Describing new teams as selfdirected might establish unrealistic expectations. The fourth misconception is
that employees are waiting for the opportunity to be empowered. Not everyone will
welcome the empowering effect of self-directed teams. With empowerment
comes responsibility, and some will not want more responsibility than they
already have. The fifth misconception is that if employees are grouped in a team
structure, then they will function as a team, and the organization will reap the benefit of teamwork. As discussed earlier, a team must go through a developmental

process. In addition, team members will need training in areas such as group
problem solving, goal setting, and conflict resolution.
Although self-directed teams have a leader, they do not receive direct supervision. These teams are trained and provided expectations for the quality and quantity of their work. Several conditions have been found to be crucial to the success
of self-directed teams (adapted from Deep & Sussman, 2000):
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1. Management wants to give employees greater emotional ownership for the
tasks they perform.
2. Management is willing to relinquish control and to trust the team to make
decisions.
3. The team is provided with the resources it needs to meet expectations.
4. The team is trained to function without direct supervision.
5. Members are highly motivated to take control of their work.
6. Team members respect and trust each other.
7. Team members are equally committed to the success of the team and to the
success of the larger organization. (p. 123)

Virtual teams. Virtual teams are a recent phenomenon aiming to deal with the issue
of communicating with team members who might be a distance away. Alternative
worksites, long distance work, telecommuting, and regional or branch offices are
now mainstream arrangements. The virtual team makes use of ever increasing information technology including videoconferencing, satellite television, and the Internet.
Four key factors make these teams unique (Gibson, 2005; Gibson & Gibbs, 2005):
l. Electronic dependence. Technology alone does not make a virtual team. It is

the degree of reliance on electronic communication that increases virtuality.
Technology continues to improve with the availability of chat rooms, private
websites, virtual team buildings, and video teleconferences.
2. Geographic dispersion. Members must not take for granted that other members share their contextual knowledge, culture, and common values. Cramton
and Orvis (2003) found that virtual team members need to share more information about context and in much greater detail than they would if working
in the same location.
3. Cultural diversity. In highly virtual teams, it is often necessary to create a
hybrid culture, structure, and set of operating policies that represent a compromise among the various alternatives preferred by different team members.
4. Dynamic structure. Due to the nature of the teams, the team structure is
dynamic and evolving.
Kennedy, Vozdolska, and McComb (2010) compared virtual teams to face-to-face
teams and found that, over time, processes and outputs of virtual teams lag behind
face-to-face. Pure virtual teams develop lower levels of participative decision making
and higher levels of conflict than their face-to-face counterparts. While virtual teams
evolved better processes over time, teams reported lower level of participation, lower
satisfaction, and worse cost performance. These findings suggest that mixed-media,
or teams that include both face-to-face meeting and computer-mediated teams,
report similar participative decision making, performance, and satisfaction to pure
face-to-face team meetings. The conclusions drawn from this research indicate
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that ( l) teams set the stage for future processes and outputs at their first session;
(2) processes evolve over time, so a shorter time frame results from participants
knowing each other; and (3) beginning with a face-to-face meeting before a computermediated session can lead to better processes and outputs over time.

Implementing Teams
Implementing a team concept in a public organization requires careful advance
planning, starting with a clear commitment to the team concept on the part of
senior management. In considering the implementation of work teams, managers
should consider the long-term needs and goals that they wish to achieve through
the use of teams and carefully determine the role and importance of the teams
within the larger organization. Wellins, Byham, and Wilson ( 1991) recommended
an organizational culture readiness assessment prior to implementing teams. Such
an assessment can help in predicting the possibility of success in using teams.
According to Jones and Beyerlein ( 1998), the following conditions must be met for
a productive team:
• A clearly articulated need for change in the organization
• Interdependence among individuals as necessary to perform the work or
provide the service
• Clarity of goals as provided or developed by the team
• Commitment to goals on the part of the team and senior management
• A shared mental model or conceptual model of how things work among team
members
• Similar values, including those that are compatible with work teams; valuing
what others have to offer, possibility thinking, involvement, fairness, equality,
responsibility, and accountability
• Opportunity for teamwork as created by senior management or other individuals
• Protected space and time free from interference so that the team can do its work
• Norms of self-regulation, with the team being allowed to create its own
mechanism to manage its own behavior
• Established boundary management, with clarification of the boundaries for
membership and the limits on the types of decisions the team can make
• Feedback based on strategy and performance measurement to keep the team
on target
• Challenges from customers, competition, and changing work requirements
used to galvanize the team into action
• Support systems aligned with the needs of the team including evaluation,
training and development, and other personnel issues
A good balance between managerial and team authority is necessary but difficult.
"Managers should be unapologetic about the direction-the end state the team is to
pursue-and about outer limits constraints on team behavior-the things the team
must always do or never do" (Hackman, 1990, p. 496). Katzenbach and Smith ( 1993)
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found that "most successful teams shape their purposes in response to a demand or
[an) opportunity put in their path, usually by higher management" (p. 112). This
advice is consistent with other findings suggesting that teams benefit from carefully
interacting with their environment so that the greatest number of demands and
opportunities will be recognized. Research conducted by Katz and Allen (1988) on
team development and performance found that the higher performing teams were
the ones that had significantly more communications with people outside their labs.
The lower performing teams isolated themselves from information (see also Kouzes
& Posner, 1995).

Team Effectiveness
How can a manager be sure that implementing a team concept will be successful?
As we already have seen, a team is more effective if it is well designed and if the
organization is designed to support it (Mohrman, Cohen, & Mohrman, 1995).
Successfully implementing a team requires keeping the focus on the larger organization, obtaining buy-in at all levels, developing a solid team structure, establishing
ground rules, and fostering team bonding (Magee, 1997). In addition, research has
found that the success of the self-managing team greatly depends on its external
leader. (Conditions necessary for success were outlined earlier in this chapter.)
Multiple case studies have found that external leaders who struggle with their role
usually exert too much control, undermining the ability of the team to do its work
(Urch Druskat & Wheeler, 2007).
Other issues to consider include performance evaluations, the structure of the
team, the size and life expectancy of the team, the diversity of the team, and the training of team members. We discuss each of these issues in terms of its contribution to
team effectiveness.
One important issue for managers introducing the team concept in the workplace is how to evaluate the performance of a team. Obviously, reward systems that
are based on individual performance will work against the goals of the team. For
this reason, the traditional style of performance evaluations, which focuses on the
individual, is not well suited to the evaluation of a team. Although it is difficult to
implement, finding a way of focusing on the team's performance is important. One
way of doing this is to involve the team itself in establishing the performance
appraisal system that eventually will be used to evaluate its work. Involving the
team in the performance appraisal not only can lead to effective ways of measuring
team performance but also models the value of teamwork in the organization.
Another way of developing an evaluation system is to create circumstances in which
various teams participate in evaluating each other's work. Such peer evaluation
means that those doing the evaluating understand some of the special circumstances faced by teams and team members and that they can take those special
circumstances into account in their evaluation.
Another factor differentiating between high- and low-performing teams is the
structure of the team, especially the relationship between the team's structure and
its overall purpose. But a key point is that one structure is not necessarily better
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than another in all cases. What is important is "identifying the appropriate structure for the achievement of a specific performance objective" (Larson & LaFasto,
1989, p. 40). Indeed, Larson and LaFasto found that different structural designs
could support the same performance objectives so long as the designs provided
adequate support for the team in moving toward a desired objective. Three designs
are commonly found: (l) problem resolution, (2) creativity, and (3) tactical execution. A problem-solving team would be set up to solve a specific problem statement.
For example, how can we provide the most nutritional and cost-effective food to
inmates? A creativity team would be established to come up with more innovative
ideas. For example, how can we vary the menu for inmates and make use of their
services to cut costs? A tactical team would be set up to deal with specific problems
of implementation. For example, how do we schedule the inmates on a regular basis
to work the three meals of the day on a 7-day-per-week basis?
The size of the team also influences team effectiveness. A team can be too small
or too large. A small team does not have sufficient breadth and variety to see all
sides of an issue. A large team often is unwieldy and ineffective. Parker ( 1994) found
that this fundamental principle for team effectiveness often is violated. He recommended 4 to 6 members, with no more than 10, for an effective team. Along the
same lines, Gardenswartz and Rowe (1994) recommended 7 to 12 members. We
recommend about 7 members to a team.
The duration of the team, or how long the team is expected to be "in business," is
important in deciding on the amount of time and energy that the organization will
invest in team development. A team can vary along a continuum, from permanent
to temporary. A permanent team will have sufficient time to work out its own leadership patterns. But during the early stages of team implementation, short-duration
teams might need more formal leadership. Of course, people who have been team
members in one place will adapt more quickly to a new team. For these reasons, as
the organization becomes more proficient in the team process, it is easier to establish a self-managing, short-duration team (Parker, 1994).
Team diversity, and how differences are managed, also will influence the effectiveness of a team. Diversity in teams has "the potential to increase the creative
power of teams, one of their most valuable features, as well as ensure adequate
representation and fairness" (Van Wart, 2005, p. 217).
Gardenswartz and Rowe ( 1994) suggested four layers for examining the diversity
that individuals bring to the organization. The first layer is personality, permeating
the other layers. Teams have used the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory, mentioned in
Chapter 2, as a way of understanding the preferences of other team members.
Another helpful source is Parker's (1990) Team Player Survey, which identifies the
team members' preferred roles and the impact of these roles during the various
stages of team development, a topic we return to later in this chapter. The second
layer is the group's internal dimensions, including age, gender, sexual orientation,
physical ability, ethnicity, and race. The third layer is the external dimensions.
including geographic location, income, personal habits, recreational habits, religion, educational background, work experience, appearance, and parental and
marital status. The fourth layer is organizational dimensions, including functional
leveVclassification, work content/field, division/department/unit/group, seniority.
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in communication skills, meeting management, listening, assertiveness, conflict
resolution, goal setting, and other topics that provide the skills necessary to be an
effective team player. These skills, which may be taught either in-house or by a
trained consultant, should emphasize developing interpersonal skills and team
cohesion. The last skill set, quality/action skills, requires that the team learn how to
identify opportunities for improvement and be able to make recommendations to
team members. For example, in the case study of a Florida county corrections division discussed later in this chapter, eight dimensions were used to evaluate team
performance: ( 1) encouragement of risk taking; (2) interaction as equals and sharing leadership; (3) use of verbal and nonverbal listening skills; (4) adherence to the
mission, vision, and values of the division; (S) engaging in team building or the
development of the team; (6) use of formal decision making and consensus building; (7) use of formal conflict resolution to resolve issues; and (8) accountability
by holding team members responsible.
To summarize the attributes of successful teams, we can examine research on
effective teams and their defining characteristics. Hackman ( 1990) listed as "process criteria" for team performance the requirements that team members devote
sufficient effort to accomplish the task at an acceptable level of performance, that
team members bring adequate knowledge to bear on the task, and that the team
employ performance strategies that are appropriate to the work and to the setting
in which the work is being performed (p. 13). Similarly, Kinlaw {1992) found the
following four sets of characteristics distinguishing superior teams, characteristics that may be used to rate team development and to identify opportunities for
improvement:
Team results-Superior teams are productive and achievement oriented.
Informal process-Superior teams are successful in communication and contacting, responding and adapting, influencing and improving, and appreciating and
celebrating.
Positive team feelings-Members of superior teams share feelings of inclusion,
commitment, loyalty, pride, and trust.
Leadershi~The roles of leaders of superior teams include those of initiator,
model, and coach. As initiators, leaders might propose procedures, tasks, goals,
or actions. As models, leaders might need to model appropriate behavior for
team members by inviting participation and by being friendly and warm,
responsive to others, and accountable to team members. As coaches, leaders
might need to reduce tension in conflict situations, keep communication channels open, provide training and encouragement to participants of the team
process, and (most important) help teams to solve their own problems.

Katzenbach and Smith {1993) found that, for success, the team requires technical and functional expertise, problem-solving and decision-making skills, and
interpersonal skills. Interestingly, Katzenbach and Smith's research concluded
that teams are powerful vehicles for developing the skills needed to meet teams'
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performance challenges. Therefore, they encouraged the selection of team members as much on potential as on proven skills.
Finally, Jehn and Mannix (2001) discovered that most high-performing teams have
low level of task conflict at the beginning and end of the project, with a moderate level
of conflict in the middle. Levasseur (2011) interpreted this as high degree of agreement
on the group goal at the outset, a healthy disagreement over the pros and cons of alternatives for achieving the goal in the middle phase, and a high degree of agreement on
the team's output and its implementation at the conclusion of the project. In an effective team, the behavior of team members is interdependent and personal goals are
subservient to the accomplishments of the team goals. The team has a clear understanding of the goal to be achieved and a belief that the goal embodies a worthwhile or
important result (Larson & LaFasto, 1989). A commitment to, and a desire for, team
membership is present. Even though individuals might be formally designated as a
team, if they do not have the commitment to team membership and are unwilling to
forgo personal objectives and exclusive credit, then they will not function as a team
regardless of what they are called. For this reason, managers and team members should
be aware of how team members take responsibility for the work of the team.
Figure 10.l shows Magin's (1994) set of indicators and experiences that will
make the difference between positive and negative team experiences.
Levasseur (2011) has found the following seven steps most helpful in optimizing
team performance:
I. Acknowledge the importance of the task work and required teamwork from
the beginning. You may recall that this is based on Blake and Mouton's (1964)
early work that suggested that the ideal management would have a "high concern for production" and at the same time a "high concern" for people (p. 142).
2. Create ground rules as a way to minimize the storming stage. Levasseur
(2000) developed a list of ground rules:
a. We will encourage open and honest discussion.
b. We will show respect for one another and not engage in personal attacks.
c. We will participate actively.
d. We will listen attentively to what others have to say.
e. We will start and stop on time.
f. We will take frequent, short breaks.
g. We will manage group conflicts openly and actively. (p. 4)
The ground rules should serve as a precursor to team agreements discussed in
this chapter.
3. Develop a shared vision among team members for the team's goal.
4. Use collaborative processes for each stage of team development for high
performance.
5. Use action research for data collection. This requires not only the data, but
also the subjective opinions of those that will be affected by the change.
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6. Manage conflict when it arises. Low performing teams are known for conflict
avoidance. "Let's stick to the agenda" is not an appropriate response if the
goal is to develop a high-performing team (Levasseur, 2011, p. 207). The key
to resolving group conflict is to identify the cause prior to taking action.
Three potential causes may be (a) the natural evolution of the team (refer
back to the stages of team development) (b)personality differences (start by
looking at Parker's materials later in this chapter; materials in Chapter 2 may
also help identify these differences), or (c) disruptive team members (identifying the cause for the disruption is required before it can be addressed).
7. Involve those that will be affected by the change in the team.

Indicator

Good Team Experience

Not So Good Team Experience

Members arrive
on time?

Members are prompt because
they know others will be.

Members drift in sporadically, and
some leave early.

Members are
prepared?

Members are prepared and
know what to expect.

Members are unclear of
the agenda.

Members are
organized?

Members follow a planned
agenda.

The agenda is tossed aside, and
freewheeling discussion ensues.

Members
contribute
equally?

Members give each other a
chance to speak. Quiet
members are encouraged.

Some members always dominate the
discussion. Some are reluctant to
speak their minds.

Discussions help Members learn from others'
points of view, new facts are
members
to make
discussed, creative ideas
decisions?
evolve, and alternatives
emerge.

Members reinforce their beliefs in
their own points of view, or their
decisions were made long before the
meeting.

Any
disagreement?

Members follow a conflict
resolution process established
as part of the team's policies.

Conflict turns to argument, angry
words, emotion, and blaming.

More
cooperation or
more conflict?

Cooperation clearly is an
important ingredient.

Conflict flares openly and also
simmers below the surface.

Commitment to
decisions?

Members reach consensus
before leaving.

Compromise is the best outcome
possible. Some members do not
care about the result.

Members'
feelings after
team decision?

Members are satisfied and are
valued for their ideas.

Members are glad it is over and are
not sure of the results or the
outcome.

Members
support decision
afterward?

Members are committed to
implementation.

Some members second-guess or
undermine the team's decision.

Figure 10.1

Indicators of Positive and Negative Experiences in Teamwork

SOURCE: From Effective Teamwork, by M. 0. Magin, 1994, Chicago: Irwin.© 1994 Irwin Professionals, Inc.
Reproduced with permission of the McGraw-Hill Companies.
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Measuring Team Effectiveness
In implementing a team concept in a public organization, it is helpful to have some
idea of how to measure the effectiveness of the various teams. There are several criteria that may be used to judge a team's effectiveness (Hackman, 1990). The first is
the degree to which the team's "productive output (product, service, or decision)
meets the standards of quality, quantity, and timeliness of those who receive, review,
and/or use the output" (p. 6). The second is the degree to which the "process of carrying out the work enhances the capability of members to work together interdependently in the future" (p. 6). The third is the degree to which the team experiences
"contribute to the growth and personal well-being of team members" (p. 6).
A comprehensive framework for team effectiveness must include both process
and personnel outcomes (Gibson, 2005). Possible process outcomes are goal
achievement, productivity, timeliness, customer satisfaction, organization learning,
innovation, and cycle time. Personnel outcomes include team member attitudes (an
example would be commitment to the team as demonstrated through performance), cohesion and longevity, and the capacity to work together in the future.
In addition, team-building exercises may be initiated to help a team develop.
Hirsh and Kise (2006) defined team building as a process to facilitate and make
possible an "enhancement in their working relationship" which they describe as:
• A one-time or an ongoing process
• Occurring when a team forms or any other point in the team's life (p. 225)
Furthermore, Hirsh and Kise explained that team building may occur when a team
is in conflict or working well. Or, it may be part of a culture change effort (p. 225).
Team-building exercises may be facilitated by a consultant or by trained employees.
Examples of team building exercises are found later in the chapter.
As an example of how one organization dealt with the question of measuring
team effectiveness, we examine how teams in the Division of Corrections in one
Florida county developed a team concept that measured the performance of the
teams so as to increase their effectiveness. The division formed teams as an integral
part of the move toward participatory management during the late 1980s. Each
level of management in the organization was grouped as a team, and other teams
(both cross-functional and self-directed) were organized throughout the organization. Each team received training on team building from a consultant. Part of the
training involved team agreements that defined behavior for the group and its
members. The agreements of teams throughout the organization contained similar
elements. A small evaluation committee then used the team agreements to define
broad goals (called "dimensions") and specific behaviors related to each of those.
This information ultimately was used to measure performance. Eight dimensions
were identified to be of critical importance for the performance of teams:
l. Encouraging risk taking among members

2. Interacting as equals and sharing leadership
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3. Using verbal and nonverbal listening skills
4. Adhering to the mission, vision, and values of the division
5. Engaging in team building or the development of the team
6. Using formal decision making and consensus building

7. Using formal conflict resolution to resolve issues
8. Holding team members accountable or responsible
For each of these dimensions, the evaluation group developed descriptive
behaviors that were measured using a Likert-type scale. These scales were then
used to measure the performance of 14 teams: 11 departmental teams (some were
cross-functional by design) and 3 management teams. The purpose of the measurement was as follows:
• To determine the effectiveness of the team as defined by the dimensions and
descriptive behavior
• To use the results of the study to establish action plans for team improvements
The instrument was designed, pretested, and used for interviews and observations. The results of the interviews and observations varied greatly. Although the
dimensions and behaviors were those reached through the team agreement, the
results of the measurement demonstrated that the teams were at different levels of
development and that some had not made the transition from group to team.
In keeping with Katzenbach and Smith's (1993) observations, the most successful teams were those that exhibited high levels of trust and commitment. The highly
effective teams also were observed encouraging risk taking and valuing members'
opinions. Team members in these groups interacted as equals and shared leadership
among various members. Conflict itself was not viewed as a problem in the effective
groups, and formal conflict resolution was included in later training as needed. On
the other hand, those scoring lower in the evaluation process tended to exhibit a
lack of commitment and involvement in team building and also did not hold themselves or individuals in the group accountable for the performance of the group.
We can learn the following lessons from this experience:
• Trust and commitment are necessary for effective teams.
• Training is not a substitute for commitment or an assurance of learning.
Perhaps Senge's (1990) description of the learning organization is the best
description of the learning necessary for team performance:
At the heart of a learning organization is a shift of mind-from seeing
ourselves as separate from the world to connected to the world, from
seeing our problems as caused by someone or something "out there" to
seeing how our actions create the problems that we experience. A learning
organization is a place where people are continually discovering how
they create reality. And how they can change it. (pp. 12-13)
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• Decisions made within the team matter. Acknowledgments and celebrations
of success are necessary components of team performance and accountability.
• Commitment to the team process requires team building. Some of the more
effective team building occurs on an informal basis.
• Trust is more difficult with a large group, particularly one with an influx of
new members. Nonetheless, trust is necessary for team effectiveness.
• Performance measures may be used as a tool for continuous improvement of
teams. The overwhelming success of the performance measures in this organization was that by defining behaviors, the teams began dialogue toward
continuous improvement in processes.
Commitment from top management is imperative. The director of this organization strongly supported the team activities and measurement process, viewing
the measurement activity as a learning opportunity for the teams and as a tool to
improve communications and performance.

Individual Styles and Team Development
To effectively build, lead, or participate in a team, one must understand the stages of
development that teams undergo in coming together and carrying out their assigned
responsibilities. Interestingly, there are certain fairly predictable stages in the development of teams, whatever the setting. Understanding these stages and the way in which
different types of people act during the different stages can be very helpful in understanding the dynamics of team development. Research has shown that teams tend to
develop through four separate states or stages that were first labeled by Tuckman
(l 965) as (I ) forming, (2) storming, (3) conforming, and (4) performing. Later research
by Greiner ( 1972) and Cameron and Whetten ( 1981) reversed the order of the second
and third stages so that the stages became (1) forming, (2) conforming, (3) storming,
and (4) performing.
It also is important to understand that individuals bring their own personality
styles to the team. That is, different people react to and engage in the team experience in different ways. Parker's (1990} research indicated that there are four primary styles of team players:
1. Contributor. This is a task-oriented member who enjoys providing the team
with good technical information and data, does his or her homework, and
pushes the team to set high performance standards and to use its resources
wisely. As a team member, the contributor is viewed as dependable.
2. Collaborator. This is a flexible, goal-oriented member who sees the vision,
mission, or goal of the team as paramount but who is flexible and open to
new ideas. He or she is willing to share the limelight with others and is viewed
as a person who sees the big picture.
3. Communicator. This is a process-oriented individual with good listening and
facilitative skills. He or she is viewed as a good people person who is able to
resolve conflict and build informal relaxed relationships.
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4. Challenger. This person openly questions the goals and methods of the team
and is willing to disagree with the leader. This person encourages risk taking
and is appreciated for his or her candor and openness.
Each style contributes in different ways to the success of the team, and the
unique contributions that each type makes to the development of the team should
be acknowledged. But the orientation and behavior of each type will vary by the
different stages of team development. We can examine what happens in each of the
different stages.

The Forming Stage
You might recall that on first entering a team as a potential member, you asked
questions such as the following. Who are these people? What are their expectations
of me? How do I fit in? Will everyone be a "team player"? How much work will this
involve? If one or all of these questions surfaced in your mind, then you are not
alone. Our first questions on forming a team have to do with establishing a sense
of security and direction, getting oriented, and becoming comfortable with the
new situation. Sometimes team members articulate these questions, and other
times team members fail to articulate these feelings but still experience them as a
vague sense of discomfort and disconnectedness. How a person reacts during this
stage is a reflection of his or her style. Refer to Figure 10.2 for a short description
of the concerns and positive actions of the different styles during the forming stage
of team development.

Concerns

Contributor

Collaborator

Communicator

My role

Mission of
team Goals

Membership

Is the team serious?

Acceptance

Openness

Inclusion

Receptivity of leader

Expectations of
me
Time
commitment

Leader's
vision

Challenger

Resources of
members

My tasks
Positive
Actions

Discuss tasks
and roles.

Ask the
Ask how members
leader's view. were selected.

Ask leader for
direction.

Discuss
Ask that members
team mission introduce
and goals.
themselves.

Offer to take on
an assignment.

Figure 10.2

Suggest a team
i&lent bank."

Ask if team is
satisfied with
mission.
Express
reservations.
Suggest a
discussion of
member concerns.

Forming Stage and Reaction Among Team Members by Style

SOURCE: From Team Players and Teamwork, by G. M. Parker, 1990, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Copyright©
1990, Jossey-Bass. Reprinted by permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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The Conforming Stage
Once the issues of the forming stage have been resolved, team members enter a
new stage of development, the conforming stage (Figure 10.3). When a team begins
to function as a unit and team members become comfortable in their setting, team
members experience pressure to conform to the emerging norms. The concern of
team members shifts from overcoming uncertainty and increasing clarity during
the forming stage to becoming unified and identifying roles that can be played by
each member during the conforming stage. Typical questions in the minds of team
members during this stage include the following. What role will I be allowed to
perform? Will I have the support of my team members and management? How
much time and commitment should I give to this team? What are the norms and
expectations of team members? During the conforming stage, team members
become content with team membership and begin to value the team's goals more
than their personal goals. This is facilitated if the team has reached a team agreement during the forming stage. But as we saw, the reactions of different types of
individuals will vary during the forming stage.

The Storming Stage
The differentiation that begins to occur during the conforming stage leads to
conflict and counterdependence in the team (Figure 10.4). During this stage, members question the legitimacy of the team, the leader, the roles and actions of the other

Concerns

Positive
Action

Contributor

Collaborator

Communicator

Challenger

Will the
standards be
maintained?

Will the team
stay focused
on goals?

Is drive for
consensus masking
real disagreement?

Will tough
questions continue
to be asked?

Will all resources
be used?

Will we
continue to
make
progress?

Will emphasis on
process go too far?

Will risk taking be
reduced?

Insist on highquality work.

Keep the team Remind the team
that consensus
focused on
the big picture. does not eliminate
disagreement.
Ask the team

Push for priority
setting.
Take
responsibility; do
not wait to be
asked.

Figure 10.3

to revisit goals
periodically.

Suggest an
assessment of
team process.
Use feedback skills.

Ask tough
questions and
encourage others
to do the same.
Confront
groupthink.
Encourage risk
taking.

Conforming Stage and Reaction Among Team Members
by Style

SOURCE: From Team Players and Teamwork, by G. M. Parker, 1990, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Copyright©
1990, Jossey:Bass. Reprinted by permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Concerns
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Ask how
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Figure 10.4

Model good
listening.
Suggest norms for
resolving conflict.
Encourage the
expression of all
views.

Will leader allow
differences to surface?
Will team be open to
revising its mission?

Model positive
confrontational
behavior.
Be willing to back off
when a consensus
emerges.
Push the team to take
well-conceived risks.

Storming Stage and Reaction Among Team Members by Style

SOURCE: From Team Players and Teamwork, by G. M. Parker, 1990, San Francisco: Jessey-Bass. Copyright©
1990, Jessey-Bass. Reprinted by permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

members, and the team's objectives. The long-term success of the team will depend
on how well it manages this storming stage of development. During this stage, the
team must learn to cope with conflict, differences, and disruptions. If it does not,
then the team might disintegrate. Typical questions that arise during this stage
include the following. Do I want to remain a team member? How can we make decisions amid disagreements? Is there someone else who would be a better leader? Can
this team make the necessary changes? During this stage, the team must learn to deal
with adversity, especially adversity produced by its own members. If it is to be effective, then the team's focus must not be simply on maintaining harmony at all costs.
Rather, the differences that emerge must be confronted directly and openly. Team
members must make efforts to solve problems and accomplish tasks so as to be effective in the long run. This is a natural phase of development in the team, and again,
team members play different roles and develop different perspectives.

The Performing Stage
When the team reaches the performing stage of development, it is able to function as a highly effective and efficient unit. It has been able to work through issues
of lack of trust, uncertainty, unclear expectations, lack of participation, and selfcenteredness-issues characteristic of the forming stage. It has clarified a mission,
team members' roles, the degree of personal commitment to the team, and the
leader's direction-questions characteristic of the conforming stage. The team also
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has overcome tendencies toward counterdependence, conflict, polarization, and
disharmony-questions typical of the storming stage. It now has the attributes
necessary to become a high-performing team. The questions that team members
have at this stage include the following. What further improvement may be made
to our processes? How can we continuously improve? What do we need to do to
continue to be creative and innovative? How do we maintain this level of energy? A
team during this stage of development relies less on strong directive leadership and
begins to function more like a self-managing team, and once again, the team members make different contributions, as shown in Figure 10.5.

Concerns

Contributor
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Will team slip on
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Is it time for a
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quickly?
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Actions
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Figure 10.5
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the future.
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poorly to changes?
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celebrations of
accomplishments.

Confront the team
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Challenge the
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Initiate discussion
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changes.

Give feedback to
members.

Question the
assumption of
success.

Performing Stage and Reaction Among Team Members by Style

SOURCE: From Team Players and Teamwork, by G. M. Parker, 1990, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Copyright©
1990, Jossey-Bass. Reprinted by permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Team Conflict
At any stage in the development of teams, conflict may occur, and the causes of the
conflict must be known before it can be resolved. The sources of team conflict
might include the following (Topchik, 2007):
• Intrapersonal, or conflict from within oneself-In this case, the team member's
internal conflicts often influence his or her working relationships with other
team members. For example, consider the young employee who does not feel
that he is in the right profession and participates without interest in the team

assignments.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Interpersona~

or conflicts that occur between two or more people on the teamFor example, consider a team of six where five of the six team members work
hard to collect data for their assigned project by conducting interviews, yet one
fails to do any of the interviews assigned, reducing the sample size considerably.
Structura~ or conflicts that are innate to the organizational structure or the workFor example, consider a team at a school who is told that they are not to addres.s
curriculum issues because those can only be handled at the district level.
Values/beliefs, or differences attached to deep-seated emotions-Consider a
team member who values collectivism and is explicit about this being a priority in his decision-making style. However, this person is in a team with members who value individualism and do not believe that the good of the whole
should be prioritized over the good of the individual.
Personality differences in style and behavior-For example, consider the team
member who always completes assignments on a timely basis and has a colleague on the team who treats deadlines as a suggestion, and on time is when
she gets around to it.
Perceptions or differences in view or perspective of the situation or issueConsider the team that attributes a lack of time for the project as the reason
for delay when the leader views the lack of progress as a lack of dedication on
the part of the team members.
Work methods or disagreements about solving problems-For example, consider the team member who believes the best solution to the problem will
require a systematic evaluation, yet another team member believes that an
intuitive solution will suffice.

Solutions to the conflict include "creative collaboration, giving in, controlling,
workable compromise, and avoiding" (Topchik, 2007, p. 107). All are valuable and
can be highly effective depending on the situation. More may be found on conflict
resolution in Chapter 11.

Building a Collaborative Environment
As we increase the use of teams in work environments, we must create a culture of
trust and teamwork or what Adler, Heckscher, and Prusak (2011) have referred to as
a "collaborative community." In these communities, people are encouraged to continually apply their unique talents to group projects-"and to become motivated by
collective mission, not just personal gain or the intrinsic pleasures of autonomous
creativity" (p. 96). These authors have found effective use of collaborative communities in organizations such as IBM, NASA, Citibank, and Kaiser Permanente, and have
identified what they refer to as four new organizational efforts:
1. Define and build a shared purpose through trust and organizational cohesion.

Adler, Heckscher, and Prusak ( 2011) provided the example of e-Solutions
where they asked managers why they worked on a given project: "They did not
answer because that's my job or that's where the money is. They talked instead
about how the project would advance the shared purpose" (p. 97).
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2. Cultivate an "ethic of contribution," which means going beyond one's formal

responsibilities to solve broader problems, not just apply greater effort or do a
good job (p. 98). An analogy that may be considered is that of street ball versus professional football. In playing street football, you play for yourself, for
the love of the game, rather than the team. In professional football, you're
part of a team that practices and plays together. You are not playing just for
yourself or even the team, as there are others involved-managers, agents,
advertisers, lawyers.
3. Develop scalable processes for coordinating people's efforts. Interdependent process management needs to be explicit, flexible, and interactive. It has the potential to intrude on employee's autonomy and requires people to adapt to others'
needs. For example, employees at Johnson and Johnson found that the key was
to review and update their process document as they had conversations.
4. Create an infrastructure that values and rewards collaboration. "If work is
organized in teams and workers increasingly serve on more than one team,
the need for a new type of authority structure arises-one that involves
overlapping sphere of influence. We call this participative centralization"
(p. 100). The infrastructure resembles what others have referred to as the
matrix organization.

Developing a collaborative community is a long-term investment. Yet it provides
opportunity to be innovative and efficient, agile and scalable, all of which are necessary in a service, knowledge-based economy.

Ways of Acting
In this chapter, we have learned that teams often are used in public organizations to
achieve important assignments. The performance of a team typically is greater than
what an individual can accomplish. Individuals bring different personalities to the
group, and those personality differences will affect their concerns during different
stages of team development, and conflicts may occur at any of the stages. When
they work at their best, teams can add significantly to the quality and productivity
of the organization. And, of course, the team experience can create positive bonds
among individuals. (Recall how the Canadian soldier quoted at the beginning of
this chapter felt about the bond that is created through teamwork.)
We also have seen that a successful team needs the commitment of the organization as reflected in a culture that allows for interdependence, allows for group decision making, and rewards teamwork. Other measures of success such as establishing
goals are contingent on factors that are within the control of the team. Overall, this
chapter should help you in determining a team's stage of development, in becoming
familiar with the attributes of high-performing teams and incorporating these into
your own team, in understanding the different roles that team members play during
each stage of team development, and in helping your team to progress through the
different stages of development by managing challenges and issues that predominate
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at particular stages. As a review, it might be useful to return to the exercise that you
completed in the "Where Do We Begin?" section. You might then try to design an
effective and specific action plan for use by the individual members of your team to
improve the team's overall performance.
We have discussed a variety of issues regarding teamwork. The success of the
team will depend on skills, practice, and management commitment. You might find
the following recipe proposed by the U.S. Department of Labor ( 1996) to be helpful
in improving your team's effectiveness.
I. Have clarity on the goals of the team. You should seek agreement on the team's
mission, see the mission as workable, have a clear vision, progress steadily toward
its goals, and be clear about the larger project goals and the purpose of individual
steps, meetings, discussion, and decisions.

2. Develop an improvement plan. You should create a work plan, have a flowchart or similar document describing the steps you will take, refer to these documents when discussing what directions to take next, and know what resources and
training are needed to support your work on the team.
3. Clearly define roles. Start by having formally designated roles so that each team
member knows what is expected. When roles are shared, be clear about how the
shared roles are assigned and used. Use each member's talents and involve everyone
in the team's activities so that no one feels underused, left out, or taken advantage of.
4. Communicate clearly. Team members should speak with clarity and directness. They should be succinct, avoiding long anecdotes and examples. They should
listen actively, exploring rather than debating each speaker's ideas. They should
avoid interrupting and talking when others are speaking. They should share information on many levels.
5. Keep in mind these beneficial team behaviors. There always is a need to initiate
discussions, to seek information and opinions, to suggest procedures for reaching a
goal, to clarify or elaborate on ideas, and to summarize and test for consensus. One
or more team members should act as gatekeepers or conversational traffic cops. They
should try to prevent simultaneous conversation and should throttle dominant talkers, make room for reserved talkers, keep the discussion from digressing, try to ease
tension in the group and work through difficult matters, get the group to agree on
standards, refer to documentation and data, praise and correct others with equal fairness, and allow both praise and constructive complaints. The group should seek a
standard that allows members to compromise and be creative in resolving differences.
In some cases, the team will not be able to reach a satisfactory decision and will
look to the chief administrator to make the decision. This may result in what Frisch
(2008) referred to as the "dictator by default syndrome" (p. 121). This is likely to
occur when the team looks to the boss to make the final decision; yet, when it is
made, few are satisfied with the decision. The boss blames the team for being indecisive and the team blames the boss for acting like a dictator. To combat this outcome, companies use team-building and communication exercises, focusing on the
people as opposed to the process.
Frisch (2008) suggested, however, that this may be the wrong emphasis,
as reaching collective decisions based on individual preferences is an imperfect science.
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Although team members are asked to look at the organization holistically, the team
members find it difficult to divorce themselves from their functional responsibility or
self-interest. In order to avoid the potential dysfunction, Frisch proposed the following
five steps: As manager, ( 1) articulate what outcomes you are seeking and make sure
there is team agreement, (2) provide a range of options for achieving outcomes and let
the team test their feasibility, (3) surface preferences early, (4) state the options pros and
cons, and (5) devise new options while preserving the best features of existing ones.

Thinking in Action
The following three exercises, used to improve the relationships among team members, have been adapted from Koehler and Pankowski (1996, pp. 70-71).

A Team-Building Exercise
Divide into teams of seven or eight that eventually will be asked to make recommendations to the dean of your college about improving student services. In your teams,
1. Come up with a team name and perhaps even a song or logo that represents
you as a team.
2. Take time to understand the jobs of all team members. The team also might wish
to discuss life outside of the workplace. You may share what you do for entertainment, information about your families, and so on with the goal of getting to
know each other better and helping all members to feel part of the team.
3. For the assignment, come up with three major recommendations to improve
the services offered to the students in your college. Each team member should
take a few minutes and list what he or she would do. Then each member should
read his or her top three recommendations to the group. One team member
should list all the recommendations on an easel pad or whiteboard. The team's
charge is to develop one list with consensus reached on the recommendations.

The Case of Guard Uniforms
The guards of a jail in a southwest Texas county decided that the uniforms
they had used for years were grossly inadequate for the environment in
which they currently worked. The guards had brought up the issue to their
respective supervisors. Prior to the request, the jail had gone through a major
leadership transformation, changing from a paramilitary facility to one that
advocated empowerment and participatory decision making. Crossfunctional, self-directed teams were found throughout the department.
These cross-functional teams often were named to deal with issues that
might be affecting specific stakeholders.
It is Monday morning and you, Pat Reynolds, assistant director of the jail,
are having your weekly meeting with the division directors. The issue of guard

(Continued)
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(Continued)
uniforms is brought up. Apparently, the guards are interested in something
more casual and cooler for the Texas heat. John James, the division director
from food services, suggests that a team be named to look into the issue. The
group decides that it would be best to name a new team from the various
divisions (a cross-functional team) to look into the issue. The new team is
named, and you are part of the team. The team's first meeting is scheduled
for the following Monday.
Respond to the following questions:
1. What will need to be included in the agenda for the first meeting?
2. How will the team select a leader?
3. What may be the goal of the team?
4. What will the "team agreement" contain?

Relocating a State Reformatory School
The department of education in a northeastern state has decided that the
state boys' school is grossly inadequate and a dangerous firetrap. After
some struggle, the state legislature has appropriated $8 million for a new
reformatory.
The department wishes to build the reformatory in a state forest. Such a
location would provide attractive surroundings, isolation from cities, and
constructive work for the boys. Besides, the property already is owned by the
state.
Recently, conservation groups have issued vehement protests and threatened court action to block the move. They also have started a public campaign to force the governor and the state department of education to reverse
the decision. The community where the present reformatory is located has
organized a committee to keep it in their community.
The secretary of education wants to form a team within the department
to study the situation and make recommendations. She has asked for your
recommendations on what type of team to use and how to organize it.
Respond to the following questions:
1. What factors would determine what type of team is appropriate to
look into the situation?
2. What type of team would you recommend?
3. Who would the members be?
4. Who would lead the group?
5. What information would the team members need?
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A Team Exercise on Gender and Pay
Scenario. The state government's office of personnel management has informed the
governor of a gender gap in salaries of professional state employees. The governor
thanks the office of personnel management for bringing this to her attention and
calls a meeting with department heads to inform them that she will be establishing
self-directed, cross-functional teams to study and define the issue and provide recommendations. The governor asks each team to make a presentation to a committee of legislators addressing state compensation.
Individual salary adjustments will be beyond the scope of the teams. The office
of management and budget offers to provide research to the teams on women's
earnings, occupation, and the labor market.
Assignment. Five cross-functional teams have been assigned; please make sure that
you represent different interests and occupations in the state. The team of legislators will also serve the role of experts on teams, assist with team protocol, and
evaluate the team on its performance. As legislators, they will be asked to establish
criteria to select the team whose recommendations they would like to pursue.
(Preparation for this exercise requires time out of class to research gender and
salary issues.)

Instructions
Team members: Drawing on discussion and reading materials on communication,
decision making, interpersonal skills, and teams: (a) Establish an agenda for the meeting, (b) select a team leader, (c) discuss team agreement, (d) establish a goal for the
team, and (e) prepare your findings to be presented to the legislators and the governor.
Experts: Please use the form for "Assessing Team Performance" in this text to evaluate the performance and be ready to assist the team as needed.
Legislators: Establish the criteria that you will use to evaluate the work of the teams.
Please work with the other legislators to reach consensus on the criteria.
Cross-functional, self-directed teams will meet. Experts will work with the teams
to offer advice and evaluate their team's performance. At the end of the time allotted, the legislators will come together to reach agreement on the criteria that they
will use to evaluate the proposals.
Each team will have 10 minutes to define the issue and provide possible solutions to the legislators. Then, legislators, the governor, and the audience will ask
specific teams for clarification and further discussion. Finally, the legislators will
decide which team solutions they would like to pursue and why. The team of
experts will discuss the readings and their evaluations of the teams.

Discussion Questions
What were the issues and solutions proposed by each team?
Which team solution is more likely to be pursued and why?
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Did the groups function as a team?
Were members encouraged to participate?
What was the role of the team leader? How was he or she selected?

Emotional Intelligence in Teams
Jordan and Lawrence (2009) developed and validated a short version of the
Workgroup Emotional Intelligence Profile, which contains the following subscale
labels and items (p. 269). Examine the statements to determine your own selfawareness as a team member, management of your own emotions, awareness of
others, and management of their emotions.
Awareness of own emotions
l. I can explain the emotions I feel to team members.
2. I can discuss the emotions I feel with other team members.
3. If I feel down, I can tell team members what will make me feel better.
4. I can talk to other members of the team about the emotions I experience.
Management of own emotions
l. I respect the opinion of team members even if I think they are wrong.
2. When frustrated with fellow team members, I can overcome my frustration.
3. When deciding on a dispute, I try to see all sides of a disagreement before I
come to a conclusion.
4. I give a fair hearing to fellow members' ideas.
Awareness of others' emotions
l. I can read fellow team members "true" feelings, even if they try to hide them.
2. I am able to describe accurately the way others in the team are feeling.
3. When I talk to a team member, I can gauge their true feelings from their body
language.
4. I can tell when team members don't mean what they say.
Management of others' emotions
l. My enthusiasm can be contagious for members of a team.
2. I am able to cheer up team members when they are feeling down.
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3. I can get fellow team members to share my keenness for a project.
4. I can provide the "spark" to get a fellow team member enthusiastic.
SOURCE: From "Emotional Intelligence in Teams: Development and Initial Validation of Short Version
of the Workgroup Emotional Intelligence Profile (WEIP-S)," by P. J. Jordan and S. A. Lawrence, 2009,
Copyright eContent Management Pty Ltd. Journal of Management & Organization, 5, 452-469.

How Well Does Your Team Deal With Conflict?
I. Have two observers witness the team in action as members debate important
agenda items or strategies.
Write detailed notes on who said what, to whom, what was the reaction, and
so forth.
Once you have enough information, discuss between the two of you, in front
of the group, what you observed.
Mention contributions, strengths, and weaknesses of team members, including the leader.
Keep comments as factual as possible, quoting team members and reporting
specific reactions from the group.
2. Have the team members identify the potential sources for the conflict.
3. What are potential solutions?
4. Do the observers agree or disagree with the potential sources and solutions
identified by the team members? Why or why not?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER
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Managing Conflict

We often hear that conflicts can be mitigated by "walking a mile" in the
shoes of another. I offer that it's decidedly more complicated. The entire
picture must be understood. What needs are answered, and what needs
will be left unsatisfied if resolution occurs? From what source has the conflict grown and created such passion? ls the conflict minor or fundamentally intractable? Can a resolution be reached, or will judicial intervention
be required? These questions demonstrate the inextricable link between
conflict and psychological intent, motivation, interpersonal relationships,
the nature of perceptions, and justice.
-Barbara Male, previous director,
Office of Management and Information,
U.S. Department of Energy

C

onflict management is an important part of any relationship, any group,
or any organization. You may experience conflict with a friend, a classmate, a coworker, a supervisor, or a subordinate. Conflict may be about
personal preferences, political differences, or organizational policies and procedures. Conflict may reside largely below the surface, but it also may break into the
open-sometimes at the oddest times-and, on occasion, latent conflict may
explode into sheer nastiness. In interpersonal conflict (the type that we are primarily concerned with),
the people are interdependent; the people perceive that they seek different outcomes or they favor different means to the same ends; the conflict has the potential to negatively affect the relationship if not addressed; and there is a sense of
urgency about the need to resolve the issue. (Lulofs & Cahn, 2000, p. 5)
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In any case, as Barbara Male reminded us in the introductory quote to this chapter, conflict always is more complicated than it may appear.
Most students of organization view conflict as inevitable (DeVoe, 1999a). They
argue that so long as there are humans, deadlines, and things that do not work,
there is going to be conflict. Public administrators are especially open to conflict
because they are, by the very nature of their work, required to deal with uncertainty,
ambiguity, and differences of opinions. In addition, the current trends toward
workforce diversity, globalization, and partnerships with other organizations are
making the way in which managers from different organizations and cultures deal
with conflict increasingly important (Seybolt, Derr, & Nielson, 1996). In a nutshell,
conflict arises whenever interests collide, and the public sector is one place where
interests inevitably collide.
Many people think that conflict is a negative force and dysfunctional-that it
makes people feel uncomfortable and, consequently, makes them less productive.
Yet, when conflict is properly managed, it can be extremely beneficial to the workplace (Caudron, 1999). Based on work in the private sector, Joni and Beyer (2009)
have written that "a peaceful, harmonious workplace can be the worst thing possible for a business" as complacency has been found as an initial predictor of poor
performance, followed by an environment where employees feel overwhelmed
(p. 50). Under complacency, employees are reluctant to rock the boat. When
employees are overwhelmed, morale tends to be low and the amount of conflict
increases. In both situations, low energy levels and fear of political fallout prevent
action that may address a crisis.
We already have noted that the environment in which public organizations
operate is highly turbulent and often chaotic. Organizations in which there is little
disagreement are less likely to do well in such environments. Members are either so
homogeneous that they are ill equipped to adapt to changing environmental conditions or so complacent that they see no need to improve the status quo. Indeed,
some argue that conflict is the very lifeblood of vibrant, progressive, and stimulating organizations because it sparks creativity, fosters innovation, and encourages
personal improvement (Gruber, 2006; Pascale, 1990; Wanous & Youtz, 1986).
Drucker ( 1967) went so far as to advise his readers to create conflict in their decision-making process if it does not already exist. Drucker claimed that the most
effective American presidents would cultivate disagreement among their advisers to
gain a better understanding of the issues involved (pp. 148-149). The ability to
generate disagreement might be a hallmark of the effective decision maker, but we
should note that generating conflict requires considerable maturity and selfconfidence on the part of the manager; many managers feel too insecure to stir up
conflict among their subordinates.
By managing conflict properly, an administrator can mobilize disparate pieces of
information and diverse perspectives into productive solutions. For this reason,
conflict presents opportunities for mobilizing ideas and approaches in the organization and can promote increased creativity, innovation, flexibility, and responsiveness as well as generally improve the overall effectiveness of the organization.
Conflict forces a person to test and assess him- or herself and, as a result, stimulates
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interest and curiosity in others, promoting productive change. External conflict
helps to generate internal cohesion and group loyalty.
Whereas conflict is inevitable and desirable in organizations, a high level of unresolved conflict can be destructive. Ideally, managers are proactive in creating an environment in which the likelihood of dysfunctional conflicts is minimized as diversity
of contributions and talents of others are appreciated (Van Wart, 2005). When conflict is not resolved, administrators risk letting differing perspectives go undirected,
often resulting in tension and dysfunction rather than creative and progressive
change. Kaatz, French, and Prentiss-Cooper (1999), for example, found that conflict
among city councils was the primary cause of burnout and turnover among city
managers. High levels of conflict on city councils were associated with stress, diminished performance, and ultimately failure on the part of the managers. When city
managers became discouraged by poorly managed conflict, many quit, forcing their
cities to find new managers willing to tolerate the struggle until they too burned out.
Administrators interested in effectively managing conflict would do well to focus
on the closely related issues of communications and trust. According to experts, the
most common source of internal conflict in an organization is insufficient or unsatisfactory communication (DeVoe, 1999a). As we saw in Chapter 9, effective interpersonal communication is based on trust. Thus, it should come as no surprise that
the variable with the greatest impact on other conditions of conflict is the amount
of trust we have in other people. The more we trust other people, the more certain
we will be of their motives in conflicts. When there is trust, we are more likely to
think that other people have our best interests at heart and will not use power to
hurt us (Lulofs & Cahn, 2000).
An important step in moving from theories of conflict to better conflict management is to adopt a mind-set that embraces conflict as an opportunity while recognizing the risks involved in it. Wagner and Hollenbeck (1998) listed the following
benefits to conflict:
•
•
•
•

It lessens social tensions and helps to stabilize and integrate relationships.
It provides opportunities to readjust valued resources.
It helps to stimulate innovation and serves as a motivation for change.
It supplies feedback regarding the state of interdependencies and power distributions within an organization.
• It provides a sense of identity and purpose as differences and boundaries are
clarified within groups.
Furthermore, to achieve these benefits, Joni and Beyer (2009) identify these
principles for healthy conflict:
• Make it material. Conflict is material "if it creates lasting value, leads to
noticeable and sustainable improvement, and addresses a complex challenge
that has no easy answer" (p. SO).
• Focus on the future. Conflict that is focused on the future has three qualities:
( 1) it speaks to what is possible, shifting the debate from what happened to
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what could happen; (2) it is compelling by focusing participants on achievable benefits as a reward for the costs and controversies; and (3) it involves
uncertainty as a necessity for conflict.
• Pursue a noble purpose. Issues that are worth conflict connect people with a
sense of purpose beyond self-interest, unleashing profound collective imagination and abilities.
So, public managers need to understand both the positive and the negative aspects
of conflict. By using strategies that aim to enforce an environment without conflict,
an administrator is shutting off valuable channels of communication. According to
Weiss and Hughes (2005), "Clashes between parties are the crucibles in which creative
solutions are developed and wise trade-offs among competing objectives are made"
(p. 93). On the other hand, if administrators can learn to mobilize seemingly opposing points of view, then they can increase the effectiveness of the organization. But
learning to manage conflict starts with the way in which people think about conflict.

Where Do We Begin?
We all learn different ways of responding to and handling conflict. Most of this
learned behavior comes from observing others around us. These observations lead
us to deal with conflict by fighting back, running, yelling, or simply remaining
quiet. Some of us have more than one style and have the ability to use different
styles depending on the situation. Others tend to rely on one style and might have
trouble practicing another style; they choose one style over the others because it
tends to work for them.

How Do You Behave During Conflict?
The following questions provide additional insight on how you behave in conflict
situations (Lulofs & Cahn, 2000, p. 36). Answer each question as to the extent that
you think or believe that the statement is true--always, usually, occasionally, seldom,
or never true.
I. Do you believe that in every conflict situation, mutually acceptable solutions

exist or are available?
_ always _ usually_ occasionally _ seldom _ never true
2. Do you believe that in each conflict situation, mutually acceptable solutions
are a desirable thing?
_ always _ usually _ occasionally _ seldom _ never true
3. Do you favor cooperation with all others in your everyday activities and disfavor competition with them?
_ always _ usually_ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
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4. Do you believe that all people are of equal value regardless of age, race, reli-

gion, culture, or gender?
_ always _ usually _ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
5. Do you believe that the views of others are legitimate (i.e., genuine, accurate,
true) expressions of their positions?
_ always _ usually_ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
6. Do you believe that differences of opinion are helpful and beneficial?
_ always _ usually _ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
7. Do you believe that others are worthy of your trust?
_ always _ usually_ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
8. Do you believe that others can compete but that they also can choose to
cooperate?
_ always _ usually_ occasionally _ seldom _ never true
9. Do you believe that how one thinks and how one feels are factors in deciding
how one behaves?
_ always _ usually _ occasionally_ seldom _ never true
After answering these questions, go back and reflect on your answers. For
example, are you more likely to accommodate or avoid confrontations? What else
did you learn? (You might want to revisit these questions after you have finished
reading this chapter.)

How Do Relationships Affect Conflict?
Think back over the past 5 years and recall conflicts that you had with three different people: (1) a personal friend, (2) a coworker, and (3) a roommate. Respond to
the following questions.
l. What happens to conflicts as relationships become closer, more personal, and

more interdependent?
2. Did you find that as relationships become closer and more interdependent,
there are more opportunities for conflict, the more trivial complaints become
significant ones, and feelings become more intense?
What type of resistance are you encountering during conflict or have you experienced in the past?
l. "I don't get it."
a. Do you see people's eyes glaze over, eyebrows furrow, or head tip slightly

to one side when you are proposing an idea?
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2. "I don't like it."
a. Does someone encounter fear of, for example, a loss of job with your idea?
These fears are not always aired, so it may require that you ask questions.
3. "I don't like you."
a. Are ideas that you propose shut down simply because you proposed them?
Adapted from Maurer, 2002

Ways of Thinking
As the industrial revolution brought about significant changes to the workplace, the
question of how to manage conflict began to receive attention (Gleason, 1997). But
from that time until the 1940s, a fairly harsh and "traditionalist" view of conflict
held sway. During this period, conflict was viewed as destructive and a result of
flaws in individuals' personalities. The role of the manager was to eliminate conflict
in the workplace, usually by punishing the perceived initiators.
During the 1950s, the disciplines of sociology and hnman relations began to
influence the way in which conflict was perceived. During this period, known as
the "behaviorist period" in conflict resolution, managers began to view organizational conflict as inevitable. No longer were they interested in eliminating
conflict completely. Instead, they were interested in finding ways of managing
conflict effectively. Strategies were developed to train employees and managers
to reduce conflict where possible and to deal with the inevitable conflict they
would encounter.
Thomas (1976) built on these ideas by describing two behavioral dimensions
that determine how an individual approaches conflict. The first is assertiveness,
which is defined as taking action to satisfy one's own needs and concerns. The second is cooperativeness, which is defined as taking action to satisfy the other party's
needs and concerns. Based on varying combinations of these factors, Thomas
( 1977) went further and presented five approaches that the individual may take
(although we should note that different approaches may be more or less appropriate depending on the circumstances).
l. Competition. This approach is high on assertiveness and low on cooperation.
Individuals who consistently use this approach are interested in their own positions
and view the world as a zero-sum game with winners and losers. The reason for
engaging in conflict is to win. Although this is a common approach for handling
conflict, it is not viewed as beneficial to individuals or groups that have repeated
interaction. But it might be appropriate when an unpopular action needs to be
implemented for the greater good of the organization (Faerman, 1996).
2. Collaboration. This approach is high on assertiveness and high on cooperation. The assumption is made that most conflicts emerge as a result of interdependence, not incompatible goals. The reason for engaging in conflict is to find a
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solution that is in both parties' best interests. Collaboration normally takes more
time than the other approaches, but the long-term gains of a collaborative solution may well be worth the extra time. This approach is discussed further later in
this chapter.
3. Compromise. This approach is characterized by a moderate amount of
assertiveness and a moderate amount of cooperation. As in competition, conflict
is viewed as a zero-sum game where, through compromise, each party gets some
benefit but also must give up something. Although this approach allows parties
to work together, in the long run they will focus on what they have given up
rather than on what has been gained. Still, compromise might be the only solution when there truly are not enough resources to provide for another solution
(Faerman, 1996).
4. Avoidance. This approach is low on assertiveness and low on cooperation. It
is used when individuals do not want to explore the issues behind the conflict.
Individuals avoid conflict by withdrawing or creating a physical separation to avoid
discussing the issues. This approach may be useful in the short run in that it allows
individuals time to cool off and regain perspective, but it can be quite harmful in
the long run. For example, individuals might resent having to suppress their feelings about the conflict, and they might find other dysfunctional ways of dealing
with the issues.
4. Accommodation. This approach is low on assertiveness but high on cooperation. It is used when one or more of the parties do not wish to confront or explore
the issues behind a conflict. In this approach, one of the individuals decides that the
issue at hand is not as important to him or her as it is to the other person. The
individual doing the accommodating is able to build credibility for the next conflict. Accommodation may be useful in the short run but harmful in the long run.
If one party continuously accommodates while the other party has its needs and
concerns met, then the accommodating party eventually will begin to resent the
other party (Faerman, 1996).

Theories of Conflict
Before we continue our discussion of sources of conflict and techniques that may
be used to deal with conflict, we should take a look at some of the theories that have
been developed to explain conflict.

Systems Theory
Systems theory, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 12, urges that conflict be viewed as one aspect of a larger system of interactions. Assessing conflict
may be accomplished by (a) assessing the working of the overall system, (b) determining recurring patterns inside the system, and (c) identifying individual contributions to the overall functioning of the system. Systems theory urges that we
understand conflict by looking for patterns, interlocking sequences, the role and
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function of the various parties, and typical methods of processing information
(Hocker & Wilmot, 1995).
In the view of systems theory, conflict and adaptation are inseparable concepts.
Conflict is essential for growth, change, and the evolution of living things. It also
is a system's primary defense against stagnation, detachment, entropy, and eventual extinction (Ruben, 1978). Three assumptions guide our thinking about conflict within systems. First, we expect that organizations will experience growth and
decay and, by the same token, will experience other aspects of the growth cycle
such as cooperation and conflict. Second, conflict is predominantly viewed as a
process of reducing alternatives (or limiting options) as one adapts to the environment. This adaptation can be the result of expected behaviors that may or may not
reduce the conflict.
Third, processes within a system are interrelated and interconnected. Therefore,
decisions that are made to alter one part of the system will affect other parts as well
(Lulofs & Cahn, 2000).

Attribution Theory
Attribution theory assumes that the way in which people act in conflict situations is due, in large part, to their individual dispositions and ways of thinking. In
other words, the individual in a conflict plays a major role in determining the direction that the conflict will take. For example, the literature shows that dissatisfied
individuals are more likely to attribute the causes of their problems to flaws in other
parties or in their situations. As opposed to evaluating events objectively, actors
attribute negative characteristics to the other actors. For example, an actor might
claim that the other person involved in the conflict is "mean-spirited" by nature. In
the event of a conflict, an actor also might make attributions about the ability of the
other person to handle conflict. For example, if a person leaves the room during the
conflict, then he or she might be labeled as unable to handle conflict when, in fact,
the person left to simply collect his or her thoughts.
Most of us consider ourselves to be reasonable individuals. Yet it is not uncommon for us to think of other people as unreasonable in conflict situations.
Understanding others' points of view requires time, patience, compassion, and
skills. Sillers ( 1981) indicated that "actors tend to over-attribute responsibility for
conflict to the intentions and personality characteristics of their partners or
adversar[ies]" (p. 280). But when attributing their own behavior, actors tend to give
reasons such as unstable causes, judgments, and environmental conditions rather
than recognize that their own behavior is contributing to the conflicts. Therefore,
an actor might attribute his or her own behavior in a conflict to stress because of a
pressing deadline, whereas the behavior of a colleague might be attributed to irrationality. In more theoretical terms, one actor engaged in conflict with another may
interpret the other actor's behavior in the situation based on the assumption that
(a) something is wrong with the other's personality, (b) the behavior would occur
in any situation, or (c) the behavior has been in place since childhood and cannot
be changed (Lulofs & Cahn, 2000).
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Social Exchange Theory
Social exchange theory, developed by Thibaut and Kelley (1959), holds that
people evaluate their interpersonal relationships in terms of their value, which is
based on the costs and rewards associated with the relationships. In other words, a
relationship is assessed in terms of the amount of effort put into the relationship
(costs) compared with what is received as a result of the relationship (rewards).
Conflict occurs when the rewards received are perceived to be small compared with
the costs of the relationship. Conflict occurs in close relationships because interdependent parties share outcomes and depend on the actions of others to achieve
valued resources. According to social exchange theory, conflict will occur most
frequently in relationships that lack personal reward or in those that are characterized by inequity. On the other hand, conflict is least likely to occur in relationships
that are both rewarding and equitable.

Sources of Conflict
Whetten and Cameron (1998) suggested four sources of interpersonal conflict
(shown in Figure 11.1 ): (I) personal differences, (2) information deficiencies, (3)
role incompatibility, and (4) environmental stress (p. 323).
Personal differences are influenced by the personality and culture of the individual. Conflicts based on personal differences tend to be highly emotional and
difficult to resolve. For example, a devout Catholic might have difficulties recommending funding for a Planned Parenthood clinic where abortions are performed.
A disagreement about funding may turn into a bitter argument about who is morally correct. Perception may also lead to personal differences. Wilmot and Hocker
(2011) define conflict as" ... an expressed struggle between at least two independent parties who perceive incompatible goals, scarce rewards, and interference from
the other party in achieving those goals" (p. 11 ). With perception, the role of
incompatibility or the incompatible goals, the rewards or the scarcity, or the interference have to be objectively present; the perception alone is enough to invite conflict. An employee may perceive that he is not a valued employee to his supervisor
because he does not receive regular praise for his efforts. The supervisor values his

Sources of Conflict

Focus of Conflict

Personal differences

Perceptions and expectations

Informational deficiency

Misinformation and misrepresentation

Role incompatibility

Goals and responsibilities

Environmental stress

Resource scarcity and uncertainty

Figure 11.1

Sources and Focus of Conflict

SOURCE: From Developing Management Skills (4th ed.), by D. A. Whetten and K. S. Cameron,
C 1998. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc .. Upper Saddle River, NJ.
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work and believes he is making excellent contributions in a tough financial environment. However, she is internally motivated and does not herself have the need
for constant praise. This situation will benefit from the manager explaining her
appreciation for his work and how her not praising regularly does not mean that he
is not doing a good job.
Personal differences also may arise from information deficiencies in the organization's communications pattern. This type of conflict is common in organizations
and is relatively easy to resolve. As an example, employees in a local government
garbage collection unit believed that promotions were given only to those who
belonged to the after-hours bowling team. A management audit revealed that there
was absolutely no correlation between promotion and bowling, but that there definitely was a problem with communication from supervisors. To remedy this information deficiency, work teams were organized and weekly meetings were scheduled
to delve into the situation.
Role incompatibility also may lead to conflict and, in turn, to poor performance. Employees not comfortable with their assigned roles and responsibilities
are less likely to be productive. A manager might remedy this problem by reassigning these employees to areas for which they are better suited and where they
are more comfortable.
Environmental stress also may create conflict. For example, social service organizations where workers carry heavy caseloads have unusually high turnover rates.
The stress of the nature of the work and the heavy caseloads and limited resources
are ideal conditions for incubating interpersonal conflict. Uncertainty in the workplace also may lead to environmental stress. In today's public organizations, downsizing, or "right-sizing" (as it sometimes is called), is causing some of this stress as
employees feel anxious about the specter of unemployment. But even when the
downsizing has occurred, those left in the organization might suffer as they feel
guilt in having jobs while others do not. This type of "frustration conflict" often
stems from rapid repeated change (see Chapter 12). Although this type of conflict
generally is intense, it dissipates once the new way of doing things becomes routinized and individuals' stress levels are lowered.
From an organizational perspective, Katz (1964) identified three organizational
bases of conflict. The first is "functional conflict induced by various subsystems
within the organizations" (pp. 105-106). In the public sector, conflict among subsystems can occur not only within the organization but, with the increasing movement toward privatization, contracting out to nonprofit and for-profit organizations,
and devolving responsibility from federal, to state, to local government, also among
the government organizations and other groups interacting with the agency. A second basis for conflict occurs when different units have similar functions that may
result in "hostile rivalry or good-natured competition" (p. 106). Organizations
often set up boundaries to avoid this conflict. For example, in local government,
internal audit departments might conduct financial audits, whereas management
audits are conducted out of an office of management and budget. Unhealthy conflict can easily arise out of "forced" competition. The third basis for conflict in
organizations is "hierarchical conflict stemming from interest group struggles over
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the organizational rewards of status, prestige, and monetary reward" (p. I06). Here
the conflict may involve equity issues (e.g., an unfair distribution of rewards) and
equality issues regarding basic status differences (Kabanoff, I99l). In the public
sector, this sometimes is witnessed in the allocation of merit raises.
Public and nonprofit organizations may suffer from mission mirroring, a term
Allyn (20 I I) coined to describe a phenomenon that occurs when an organization
becomes enmeshed internally in the same conflicts it was founded to address. For
example, an organization committed to fighting ageism is accused of age discrimination, a conflict resolutions unit has internal conflict, or an organization's human
resource department is accused of racial discrimination. Each of these cases of mission mirroring involve internal conflict reflecting the organization's purpose.
Stakeholders will hold the same organizations charged with addressing the issue to
higher standards, causing emotions to run high when the conflict is discovered.
Public and nonprofit leaders must be especially vigilant when it comes to upholding the values of the organizations they represent.
Today's rapidly changing work environment is also contributing to conflict
(Susskind & Cruikshank, 2006). Let's examine some of the changes we are experiencing: First, organizations are flatter and more networked than ever before. For
example, consider the way that social services are provided by your state government. If your state is like most, it is increasingly devolving its social service delivery
to nonprofit organizations. This creates a situation in which state officials are ultimately responsible for social services that they fund nonprofits to provide, creating
conflict as responsibility is extended well beyond the authority of the state. Second,
organizations are organized as matrix- and team-based. Consider, for example, the
breaking down of silos as university academic programs are being asked to work
together across disciplines to contribute to degree programs. Third, organizations
are increasingly forced to adapt to rapidly shifting environmental constraints. For
example, consider the school principal struggling to meet the No Child Left Behind
Act requirements while addressing the needs of a more diverse student body.
Fourth, organizations are under pressure to "do more with less;' contributing to
conflict as subunits compete for scarce resources. For example, consider the community where small nonprofit organizations provide transportation services to an
increasing elderly population while energy costs continue to rise and funding is not
raised to cover increases in population or expenses. Fifth, organizations are struggling to manage increasing diversity, as their workforces incorporate staff with
unfamiliar cultural norms. For example, consider the teacher from a culture that
values punctuality working with one that has little regard for time.

Diversity and Conflict
Despite progress over the past several decades, issues of diversity in the workplace continue to pose challenges and conflicts in today's organizations (Combs &
Luthans, 2007). In previous research we find evidence that (a) conflicts continue in
interactions among various demographic groups; (b) policies and procedures promoting a more diverse workforce continue to generate opposition from traditional
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employees (Kidder, Lankau, Chrobot-Mason, Mollica, & Friedman, 2005; Plantenga,
2004); (c) diversity programs continue to be criticized with perceptions of preferential treatment (Combs & Nadkarni, 2005; Kravitz & Klineberg, 2000); (d) minorities and women continue to have lower job involvement and satisfaction (Roberson
& Block, 2001 ); and (e) covert, subtle, aversive discrimination continues to stigmatize groups (Brief et al., 2002).
Findings also include organizations fostering a positive diversity climate by
selecting, developing, and promoting talent regardless of origin, ensuring that pluralistic perspectives are welcomed and heard; demonstrating improved understanding of diverse stakeholders; emphasizing and creating an organizational
culture that avoids stereotypes, biases, and prejudices that hinder the individual's
development and achievement of organizational goals; and making a conscious
effort by formulating strategic organizational goals to successfully manage diversity
(Bell, 2006; Combs & Luthans, 2007; Cox, 2000; Kidder et al., 2005; Wentling &
Palma-Rivas, 2000; Wiethoff, 2004).
Globalization has had a significant impact on international companies,
national private companies, and public organizations as the migration of people
brings different cultures to one organization. Differences in cultural beliefs and
practices provide examples of how people rely on assumptions and misperceptions as interaction takes place. Baraldi (2006) stated that "when diversity becomes
a primary value ... the problem is through which form of communication to
coordinate incommensurate cultural forms" (p. 66). Yet, knowing how to manage
the conflict in these organizations is the first step for coordinating "incommensurate cultural forms." Diversity requires comparative and nonjudgmental management, where a true/false approach will be replaced with appreciation of dialogue
and increased participation. "Dialogue creates communicative conditions of welfare and safety for participants" (p. 67).
Culture represents the normative and expected ways of thinking and ways of
behaving that are passed on from generation to generation within a given group
(Axelrod & Johnson, 2005). Axelrod and Johnson view all communications, and
therefore all conflicts, as taking place within the context of culture and define culture
as it relates to conflict: "Culture is the way in which a group of people perceives and
responds to conflict" (p. 114). Yet, culture is not a stagnant concept; it evolves over
time as we gain knowledge and abilities and as environments influence individuals.
The social identity theory postulates that group members establish a positive
social identity and confirm affiliation by feeling more comfortable around and
identifying with members of their social category (Billig & Tajfel, 1973; Tajfel &
Turner, 1986). This is often reinforced in a fundamental principle emphasized in
North America known as the "golden rule," where one would treat others as one
would wish to be treated. The application of this rule can lead to discrimination
and self-segregation (Ayoko & Hartel, 2006; Jehn, Northcraft, & Neale, 1999). In
diverse societies, a more applicable response may be the "platinum rule": "Treat
others as they wish to be treated" (Axelrod & Johnson, 2005, p. 133). This rule
allows for differences in beliefs, desires, interests, and needs and requires an understanding of these differences.
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Individuals' dispositions are rooted in their early social and cultural experiences,
and, because conflict is an interpretive behavior, culture shapes people's interpretation of behavior and their style of interaction with others. Therefore, cultural values
create a social environment that encourages members to select some behaviors over
others. Social status and gender will also influence individuals' choice of conflict
management strategies (Tinsley, 2001). For example, avoiding disputes or refraining from direct confrontation with conflict issues in a formal or public sphere has
been found to be a prevailing mode of conflict management by low-status individuals and members of minorities (Desivilya & Yagil, 2005 ). Korabik's ( 1992) work
on gender and conflict resolution found that femininity was significantly related to
the use of an accommodative style in conflict resolution, while masculinity was
related to the competitive style.
It thus is not surprising that previous research has also found that modal practices relating to strategies for negotiating conflict vary according to one's cultural
background and cultural values (Tinsley, 2001; Triandis, 1994). Collectivist cultures
such as those of Asian, Middle Eastern, and Latin American countries tend to adopt
a harmony perspective of conflict (Kamil, 1997); individualistic cultures in Englishspeaking countries are more likely to use a confrontational approach (Ayoko &
Hartel, 2006); eastern European and Iberic countries are likely to adopt a regulative
model of conflict, which relies on bureaucracy and organizational structure to contain conflict (Kamil, 1997).
In a study of 104 businesspeople in Japan, Germany, and the United States,
Tinsley (2001) examined values that created observed differences in behaviors
within these cultures. What she found was that individualism, egalitarianism, and
polychronicity encourage parties to use interest strategies; values for explicit contracting encourage parties to use regulation strategies; and values for collectivist,
hierarchy, and low explicit contracting encourage parties to use power strategies.
More specifically, Tinsley's findings include the following:
• Japanese used power strategies more than Germans, who used more power
than Americans.
• Americans and Germans used interest strategies more than Japanese, but
Americans did not use interests more than Germans.
• Germans used regulations more than Americans and Japanese, but Americans
did not use regulations more than Japanese. (p. 590)
A word of caution is found in Tinsley's research as she concludes that "each
culture uses a variety of strategies to avoid stereotypic models of conflict management behavior" (p. 592).

Stages of Conflict
Thomas ( 1976) described four stages of conflict: ( 1) frustration, (2) conceptualization,
(3) behavior, and (4) outcome. During the frustration stage, one or both parties
believe or perceive that their goals or plans have been (or will be) interrupted or
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frustrated in some way. As the parties become aware of their frustration, they
move to the conceptualization stage. During this stage, each party attributes
intentional and unjustifiable acts to the other party. This may lead to an emotional reaction such as anger, hostility, frustration, pain, or anxiety. During the
behavior stage, parties are likely to take action. This is when a person's style of
conflict resolution-competition, collaboration, compromise, avoidance, or
accommodation-will be exhibited. Parties might even escalate the conflict to get
others to take sides. The actions taken during the behavior stage will determine
whether the outcome is positive or negative. Positive outcomes might include a
better understanding of the issues underlying the conflict as well as improved
relationships among individuals and work groups. Negative outcomes might
include resentment, reduced communication, possible withdrawal, and (in
extreme cases) exit from the organization. They also might provide the basis for
conflict in the future.
Obviously, in many cases, conflict that starts with minor disagreements can
build into much more significant difficulties. What has been called the escalation
model (Jordan, 2000), a model emphasizing the situational pressures acting on
people in a conflict situation, is a way of sensitizing people to how this occurs.
Understanding the mechanisms of conflict escalation may lead to a greater awareness of the steps that one should take to avoid a conflict spinning out of control.
Stage I: Hardening. The first stage of conflict escalation develops when a difference
over some issue or frustration in a relationship proves to be difficult to resolve.
Relationship-related conflict is emotional in nature and may include tension,
annoyance, and animosity (Rogers et al., 2011). When progress fails, individuals
sometimes cannot just walk away from the situation. Although hostility is created
between the parties, they remain committed to finding a solution. The threshold to
Stage 2 is crossed when one or both parties lose faith in arriving at a resolution
through straight and fair discussions.
Stage 2: Debates and polemics. Discussions tend to develop into verbal confrontations. The dispute no longer is confined to a well-defined issue, and the parties start
to believe that their general well-being is at stake. Attention is now diverted to
appearances; parties are interested in being perceived as successful, strong, and
skillful rather than compliant, insecure, and incompetent. The threshold to Stage 3
surfaces when either party feels that further discussion is useless and starts acting
without consulting the other party.
Stage 3: Actions rather than words. Common interests and the prospect of resuming

cooperation recede into the background, and each party views the other as a competitor. The most important goal now becomes to gain one's own interests. The
parties lose trust in what is being said verbally; action and nonverbal communication now dominate the course of events. The threshold to Stage 4 occurs when
attacks are made on the other party's social reputation, general attitude, position,
or relationships with others.
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Stage 4: Images and coalitions. The conflict no longer is about concrete issues;
instead, it is about victory or defeat and defending one's reputation. The parties
actively try to enlist support from bystanders and make their confrontations public
so as to recruit supporters. The causes of the conflict are now viewed by each party
as being rooted in the very character of the other party. The threshold to Stage S
results from public loss of face on the part of one or both parties.
Stage 5: Loss offace. The transition to this stage is particularly dramatic as the basic
status of a person in a community is threatened. During this stage, the counterpart
is viewed not only as annoying but as an incarnation of moral corruption. Incidents
leading to loss of face usually are followed by the parties' dedicated attempts to
rehabilitate their public reputations. When the parties start to issue ultimate and
strategic threats, the conflict enters Stage 6.
Stage 6: Strategies of threats. Because all alternatives are viewed as dosed, each party
to the conflict will resort to threats of damaging actions so as to force the other
party in the desired direction. One would expect the other party to yield to the
pressure, but instead the threatened party usually sees the damaging consequences
of the threat and rallies to issue a counterthreat. The media may be used as an outlet during this stage. Feelings of powerlessness might lead to fear and possibly rage.
When each party actively seeks to harm the other side's ability to impose sanctions,
the conflict enters Stage 7. The threshold to Stage 7 usually arises from fear of the
consequences that might ensue if the threats are carried out.
Stage 7: Limited destructive blows. No longer is it possible to see a solution that
includes the counterpart. The other party is now a pure enemy with no human
qualities. There no longer is any communication, and each party is concerned only
with expressing his or her own message. There is no concern for how the message
is received or the response it elicits. The main goals of this stage are surviving and
suffering less damage than the other party suffers. The threshold to Stage 8 is
reached when attacks are directed at the core of the counterpart. These attacks are
intended to shatter the enemy or destroy his or her vital systems.
Stage 8: Fragmentation of the enemy. The main goal of this stage is to destroy the
very existence of the adversary and to maintain one's own survival. The threshold
to Stage 9 is reached when the self-preservation drive is forfeited. At this point,
there is no check on further destruction.
Stage 9: Together into the abyss. At this point, not even self-preservation counts.
The enemy must be destroyed even at the price of one's own very existence as an
organization, group, or individual. The only remaining concern is that the enemy
be destroyed.
In general, this model suggests that there is an internal logic to conflict that
transcends individual differences. Instead of seeking to blame the individuals
involved, participants in the conflict might recognize the pattern in which they are
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engaging and therefore be able to design interventions that would prevent further
escalation. Conscious efforts are needed to resist the escalation mechanisms, which
are viewed as having momentum of their own. Note that the stages of escalation
can be easily seen in a conflict between two individuals, but they apply to groups
and organizations as well. Fortunately, there are a variety of strategies that can aid
in resolving conflicts, but before we discuss strategies, let us consider another theory to help us understand the adoption of conflict management style.
The dual concern model (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Desivilya & Yagi!, 2005; Pruitt
& Rubin, 1986; Rahim, 1983) helps us to understand our reaction, and that of others,
to conflict. The basic tenet of this model is that the conflict-management mode
adopted by the individual stems from two underlying motives, concern for self and
concern for the other party, and the dominance of the underlying motive will have
a bearing on the style that is adopted:
• We will most likely adopt a dominating style if we have high concern for self
and low concern for the other(s) in the situation causing the conflict.
• We will opt for an obliging style if we have a low concern for self and high
concern for the other(s).
• We will resort to an avoiding style if there is low concern for self and low
concern for the other( s).
• And finally, we will engage in a compromising style if there is moderate concern for self and moderate concern for the other(s) in the conflict.

Strategies for Negotiation
and Conflict Management
There is a wide variety of approaches that are used to manage conflict in the workplace. "Thousands of businesses and government agencies have appointed ombudspersons, people whose full-time job is to help employees, sometimes on a
confidential basis, [to] resolve their disputes with management and one another"
(Ury, 2000, p. 9). Similarly, mediation, once confined to settling union-management
contractual disputes, is increasingly used to resolve employee and citizen grievances. And inside the organization, of course, trained facilitators work with individuals and teams to overcome interdepartmental and interpersonal conflicts.
Even more important, managers throughout organizations are learning the skills
these conflict "professionals" employ. Public and nonprofit managers are learning
to mediate among their teammates, employees, and (often) stakeholders. The success of an organization often is dependent on its ability to handle those conflicts
that do arise.
A first step in managing conflict is understanding the strategies that the parties
are employing. A number of organizational scholars have noted the similarities
between conflict management and negotiation strategies (Smith, 1987). Negotiation
strategies are commonly divided into three types: (1) integrative, (2) distributive,
and ( 3) avoidance. Negotiations that focus on dividing up a "fixed pie" typically use
distributive bargaining techniques, whereas parties interested in integrative outcomes
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search for collaborative ways of expanding the pie by avoiding fixed incompatible
positions (Bazerman & Neale, 1992). Others might simply prefer conflict avoidance.
We should note that culture also biases alternative conflict resolution styles. For
example, the Japanese seek to avoid conflict, withdraw when confronted by conflict,
or accommodate when unable to withdraw. The American approach to conflict
typically is competitive in nature, resulting in either winning or losing. Certain
European cultures tend to favor compromise. The strategies and tactics most frequently identified for conflict management are provided in Figure 11.2.
Another question that scholars have addressed is when various strategies are most
likely to be employed. Again, using essentially the same three conflict strategies-collaborative/integrative, competitive/distributive, and avoidance--we can examine
the possible reasons to employ one strategy rather than another (Canary & Cupach,
1988; Witteman, 1988).
A collaborative/integrative strategy is more feasible if the person making the conflict choice perceives a common ground between the parties and, therefore, believes
that there is a likelihood of finding an alternative that suits both individuals.
A belief in one's ability to solve problems, success in using problem solving, and
a perception that the other party is ready to focus on problem solving contribute to
the selection of a collaborative style.
A competitive/distributive strategy is more likely if the other person shows some
resistance to the situation or "if the other's aspirations (however high they may be)
seem relatively easy to dislodge" (Pruitt & Rubin, 1986, p. 39).
An avoidance strategy is
preferred when the problem of confronting the issue outweighs the problem
of avoidance; when it is simply not worth the effort to engage the other in
conflict; when postponement to another time would be more advantageous;
when one's communication skills are not equal to the task of confronting the
other person; or when there will be sufficient time to deal with [the] problem
later, when conditions are more conducive. (Lulofs & Cahn, 2000, p. 105)

Conflict Strategy

Conflict Tactics

Collaborative/
Involves a cooperative mutual orientation, seeking areas of
integrative strategy agreement, expressing trust, seeking mutually beneficial
solutions, showing concern
Competitive/
distributive
strategy

Involves competing, insulting, threatening, using sarcasm,
shouting, demanding

Avoidance strategy Involves minimizing discussion, avoiding issues, shying
away from a topic

Figure 11.2

Conflict Strategies and Tactics

SOURCE: From Conflict: From Theory to Action (2nd ed.), by R. S. Lulofs and D. D. Cahn, 2000, Boston:
Allyn & Bacon. C 2000. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc .. Upper Saddle River. NJ.
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Pruitt and Rubin ( 1986) argued that people use these various styles based on a
"perceived feasibility or the extent to which the strategy seems capable of achieving
the concerns that give rise to it and the cost that is anticipated from enacting each
strategy" (p. 35). In other words, we try what we think will work.
Blake and Mouton ( 1973 ), among others, favor a collaborative style of conflict
resolution. This model is chosen when both parties view their relationship and the
goal of the conflict as equally important. Again, a collaborative approach is one that
seeks a win-win solution for all parties. This is achieved through the skillful use of a
process that affirms all parties and allows their interests to be met. Among the advantages of this model are that (a) all parties have a say in the outcome, (b) the parties
are empowered to make decisions for themselves, (c) each person gains a better
understanding of the other's needs and point of view, and (d) each person is building
confidence in him- or herself to handle future conflicts.
Faerman ( 1996) suggested several specific steps to take in conflict situations that
call for collaboration:

Face the conflict. Do not allow yourself to become overwhelmed by the situation.
Get the other party to face the conflict. Do not assume that the other individual
will be as ready to collaborate as you are.
Schedule a meeting in a neutral environment. Neither party should feel trapped
or threatened by the location.
Establish a collaborative context. Reinforce the notion that you and the other
party are there to learn and that you both need each other to come up with a
solution. Establish ground rules that will foster positive communication (e.g., no
personal attacks, no interrupting, active [reflective) listening).
Discuss your position until you reach a mutual definition of the conflict. Make sure
that you and the other individual understand each other's position. Provide
relevant facts, information, and theories to support your position. Ask questions
about each other's position until it is clearly understood.
1. Discuss the nature of your interdependence, and identify your mutual goals.

Some direction for generating potential solutions might readily emerge.
2. Try to think "outside the box" to develop several potential solutions. Doing
so requires that you turn off the natural evaluator in you and engage in divergent thinking. You need to reserve judgment and eliminate any other barriers
to creative thinking.
3. Integrate several solutions to create a mutually beneficial solution. This
might require that you return to the evaluator in you. Examine all of the
proposed solutions and find the best elements of each. Discuss how the various solutions complement each other and how they may be designed to meet
multiple needs. Keep in mind the overarching goals and the longer term.
4. Make a commitment to this solution. Sometimes a handshake might be all
that is necessary, whereas other times a written agreement outlining the specific terms as agreed on might be needed. (pp. 639-640)
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Perhaps the most sophisticated contemporary approach to conflict resolution is
that developed by the Harvard Negotiation Project during the 1990s. Leaders in
that project inspired the development of a new theory of conflict resolution
referred to as the "principled" approach (Gleason, 1997). This approach views conflict as essential in keeping an organization competitive but as being beneficial only
if it is managed correctly. The principled approach to bargaining and negotiation is
contrasted with what the negotiation project's leaders call the "positional"
approach. That approach is a familiar one. Whether the negotiation concerns a
contract, a family quarrel, or a peace settlement among nations, people routinely
begin their negotiations by taking positions. In this approach, each side comes up
with his or her own desired solution, argues for it, and ultimately makes concessions to reach a compromise. Fisher, Ury, and Patton ( 1991) contended that arguing
over positions is inefficient, endangers ongoing relationships, and produces unwise
agreements. They offered an alternative-principled negotiation or negotiation on
the merits. There are four points to their alternative.
1. People. Separate the people from the problem. A basic fact about negotiations,
yet not one easily remembered, is that we are dealing with humans who have emotions, deeply held values, and different backgrounds and viewpoints. "A working
relationship where trust, understanding, respect, and friendship are built up over
time can make each new negotiation smoother and more efficient" (Fisher et al.,
1991, p. 19). The opposite, which is failing to deal with others sensitively as humans
prone to human reactions, can be disastrous for negotiations. We suggest the guidelines of (a) trying to understand how the other party perceives the dispute and how
he or she might feel about it, (b) suspending judgment, (c) recognizing and legitimizing the emotions at work (yours as well as the other person's), (d) allowing
people to let off steam without reacting to emotional outbursts, and (e) building a
relationship with an adversary by getting to know the person's interests, likes, and
dislikes and by not characterizing the other party.
2. Interests. Focus on interests, not positions. The basic problem in a negotiation lies not in conflicting positions but rather in the conflict between each side's
needs, desires, concerns, and fears. At this stage, you need to ask the why and why
not questions. In addition to eliciting information about the other party's interests,
you need to communicate information about your own. By identifying where these
interests overlap or are compatible, you can begin to move to the next stage.
3. Options. Generate a variety of possibilities before deciding what to do.
Brainstorming (discussed in Chapter 9) is a good technique to arrive at as many
options as possible. Decisions should not be made until all options have been
exhausted. Fisher and colleagues suggested that you can convert ideas into options
by using different perspectives or "invent[ing] agreement of different strengths"
(Fisher et al., 1991, p. 70). Look for mutual gains in the options.
4. Criteria. Insist that the result be based on some objective standard. Once the
objective criteria and procedures have been identified, frame each issue as a joint
search for objective criteria. Ask others what objective standards would be most
appropriate for dealing with the issue. Reason, and be open to reason, as to which
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standards are most appropriate and how they should be applied. If you need to
yield in the negotiation process, then choose to yield to principle, not to pressure.
By accurately identifying individual needs as well as the sources of conflict, the
principled approach can result in positive growth of the individuals involved and
the organization as a whole.
The method of principled negotiation ... is to decide issues on their merits
rather than through a haggling process focused on what each side says it will
and won't do. It suggests that you look for mutual gains wherever possible
and that, where your interests conflict, you should insist that the result be
based on some fair standards independent of the will of either side. The
method of principled negotiation is hard on the merits [and I soft on the
people. It employs no tricks and no posturing. Principled negotiation shows
you how to obtain what you are entitled to and still be decent. It enables you
to be fair while protecting [yourself] against those who would take advantage
of your fairness. (Fisher et al., 1991, p. xviii)
The Program on Negotiation (PON) at Harvard Law School and the Consensus
Building Institute (CBI) offer a workshop for managing conflict inside the organization that replaces the emphasis on top management as the problem solver
(which they believe only treats the symptoms) for what is referred to as the
Consensus Building Approach (CBA), seeking to involve all stakeholders. This
integrated model stresses "(I) diagnosing the source of conflict, (2) building consensus from differences, ( 3) selling agreements and overcoming resistance, and
(4) pushing back on the organization (to encourage institutional learning)"
(Susskind & Cruikshank, 2006, p. 207). The CBA model has been found to provide
longer lasting solutions and to build more lasting organizational capabilities than
the traditional top-down methods.

Conflict and the Public Sector
Conflict certainly is not a foreign notion in public administration. The fact that
public organizations are part of a governance system that in part plays an important role in mediating conflicts in society means that those organizations often are
caught between competing values. For example, one might find conflicting views
on how public services are to be defined and a lack of agreement on who is entitled
to such services. This typically is compounded by the fact that resources are scarce
and, for that reason, choices have to be made as to which programs are funded and
which are not. The public administrator often is placed in the role of deciding
among conflicting priorities. In this process, legislation is not always helpful, given
that it tends to be vague and conflicting in and of itself. The administrator is drawn
into the center of the conflict.
Other factors also contribute to conflict. According to Rourke (1992), matters
that traditionally were considered internal issues facing public bureaucracies have
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been opened to much greater outside scrutiny since the 1960s. In the wake of
these developments, the political environment of the agencies has become less
supportive and more adversarial. The number of groups interested in what the
agencies do has multiplied, while the information available to these people about
the agencies has increased. Rourke viewed this situation as creating an increasingly hostile environment for administrators. These changes in public scrutiny
combined with an increasingly diverse constituency breed a very complex and
conflicting environment.
Consider these examples. The National Park Service deals with contradictory
policy objectives on a daily basis. On the one hand, the agency must promote public
use of parks; on the other, it must preserve and protect the national parks. Often
these values collide, as when traffic in national parks becomes excessive and begins
to spoil the natural beauty of the area. Other situations that may lead to conflict in
public management include issues such as economic development versus environmental protection, increased social wealth versus problems with poverty and crime,
low compensation versus the requirement for high-quality public service personnel,
democratic demands for responsiveness versus efficiency and effectiveness, special
interests versus the public interest, national homogeneity versus cultural diversity,
and nationalism versus internationalism. Lan (1997), in fact, viewed these opportunities for conflict in public administration as the rule rather than the exception.
Recent trends in the public sector also have increased the points of contact and
potential conflict among the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. Government
agencies are having to forge new partnerships with nonprofit organizations and
private entities (Frederickson, 1996). The new players have provided a newfound
flexibility for the provision of services that are provided by government and may
provide greater efficiency and responsiveness (Pynes, 1997). But the increased contacts also provide opportunities for potential conflict. This conflict may provide
vibrancy and positive change if managed properly, but it also may result in dysfunction and disruption of services if not managed properly.
Conflicts also arise among different agencies within government. For example,
many environmental disputes involve not only a variety of interest groups but also
multiple government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels. Consider the
controversy over water pollution problems in the Patuxent River in Maryland
(Bingham, 1986). At the heart of this dispute was a disagreement over whether the
pollution control strategy for the river should emphasize the reduction of phosphorus or nitrogen in the river. The dispute not only pitted upstream counties against
downstream counties but also angered fishermen, farmers, environmental groups,
and other civic associations. The controversy involved seven counties through which
the river flows, three Maryland state agencies, and one federal agency. Each had
overlapping jurisdiction over the Patuxent River, and numerous private parties were
interested in either the river itself or the use of adjacent lands. Initial meetings to
handle the dispute involved 18 scientists and engineers whose differing studies had
been used as evidence by both sides of the controversy. The mediators were able to
develop consensus on a nutrient control strategy on the river by bringing together
approximately 40 people representing all the stakeholders in this controversy.
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We cannot begin to provide "one size fits all" solutions to conflict management.
It is imperative that we be cognizant of sources of conflict, different styles for

responding to conflict, and various conflict resolution strategies. Conflict not only
is inevitable in public organizations but also may be necessary for their success. As
Barbara Male reminded us at the opening of this chapter, conflict involves a variety
of challenges as well as motives. Besides the typical interpersonal and interorganizational conflicts such as personal grievances and labor disputes, public agencies
are being challenged by privatization, technological advancement, diversity, and
globalization. Any or all of the latter may serve as a source of conflict. For public
agencies to remain competitive and function effectively, they must incorporate new
approaches to solving conflicts in a cooperative and creative way.

Ways of Acting
In this section, we review some strategies for conflict resolution and discuss the
skills necessary to turn strategies into action. We begin by reemphasizing the
importance of viewing conflict as a natural part of life for individuals and organizations. Conflict, when properly managed, can provide an opportunity for positive
change. But remember that understanding someone else's point of view requires
time, patience, compassion, and skills in negotiation and conflict resolution. Ury
(2000) provided us with 10 possible problems for conflict and 10 practical roles we
can play at home, at work, and in the world.

First Ask Why Conflict Escalates

Then Use This Role to Transform Conflict

l. Frustrated needs

Act as provider.

2. Poor skills

Act as teacher.

3. Weak relationships

Become the bridge builder.

4. Conflicting interests

Resolve through mediation.

5. Disputed rights

Resolve through arbitration.

6. Unequal power

Act as equalizer.

7. Injured relationship

Become the healer.

8. No attention

Act as the witness.

9. No limitation

Become the referee.

10. No protection

Act as the peacekeeper.

SOURCE: "Chart: Ten Roles forThirdsiders," from The Third Side by William L. Ury. Copyright C 1999.
2000 by William L. Ury. Used by permission of Penguin, a division of Penguin Group (USA) Inc.

This process may be used by individuals seeking to resolve problems or by
mediators assisting others. The process requires that at least one person have the
necessary skills to execute each step. This person may serve as a model and teacher
and help others to attain the same skills. In addition, we suggest the following.
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Air all viewpoints. Each party should have uninterrupted time to describe the problem.
This might involve some history, but the goal of the process should be to maintain a
future-oriented view. While the first party is speaking, the other party is playing the
role of active listener (see Chapter 9). This requires maintaining good eye contact and
body language, showing respect, and not interrupting. The listener may take notes if
there is something that he or she would like to come back to and comment on later.
Depending on the intensity of the situation, this step might prove to be difficult. It will
require that the listener keep his or her emotions in check and focus on the other person. Next the parties are asked to exchange roles. The listener now has the opportunity
to tell the story of the conflict from his or her point of view during an uninterrupted
time. The first speaker must assume the role of active listener as just described. During
this stage, it is very important not to jump to firm positions prematurely.
Clarify the problem and the interests involved. Once all the views have been heard, the
parties may start an "exchange." Emphasis should be placed on separating the people
from the problem (Strom-Gottfried, 1998) and on formulating a problem statement.
You also should try to clarify the interests that the parties bring to the table. In any
case, agreement must be reached on the problem before looking for solutions.
Brainstorm solutions. Brainstorming includes four basic rules. First, set a time limit.
Second, no idea is too crazy. Third, everyone participates. Fourth, no one evaluates
or comments on any suggestions during the brainstorming process. Premature
criticism and closure must be avoided because "judgment hinders imagination"
(Fisher et al., 1991, p. 58). When the ideas have been generated and listed, establish
some criteria for evaluating solutions. For example, there may be limits on time,
money, personnel, and so on. All constraints should be identified. The next step will
require eliminating the solutions that will be impossible to fulfill. The remaining
ideas that are viable should then be evaluated.

Reach agreement. Once solutions have been agreed on, they should be written down
in as detailed a manner as possible. Questions such as who, what, when, and where
should be included in the agreement. All parties need to understand what they are
agreeing to. There also should be agreement on how the parties will notify each
other of problems and how they will behave if there is another problem.
Be aware of your own biases. In addition to the skills and methods just described,
you need to be aware of your biases. You might be biased against certain people and
biased in favor of others. In recognizing your biases, you need to be aware of the
assumptions that you make, often subconsciously, and you need to check these
assumptions with the other party before you act.

Thinking in Action
Asking Questions
The most basic method for promoting mutual understanding is to ask questions.
Sometimes others are hesitant to ask questions because they might be perceived as
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criticism. By providing structure, this exercise will help you to understand that
questions are not intended as attacks (adapted from Kaner, 1996, pp. 173, 175).
I. Ask for a volunteer to be the "focus person" and another to be the facilitator.

The focus person in the group is invited to speak on any controversial problem facing the country. This person starts with "Here is the point I want to
make" and is given 3 minutes to speak.
2. When the speaker is done, the facilitator asks the group, "Can you explain
why?" or "What did he or she mean by that?"
3. The group answers the questions.
4. If the answers are clear to all participants, then go to Step 5. If they are not,
then ask those who are unclear about what was said exactly what they still
find to be unclear. For example, someone might say, "I heard the person say
that we should all share the assignment equally. But I am not sure why he
feels so strongly about it. In my view, if we divide up the tasks according to
skill, the work may not be equally divided, but the product may be more
effective." Give the focus person a chance to respond.
5. When both the group and the speaker feel understood, ask for someone else
in the group to take a turn as the focus person.
The goal of this exercise is to promote understanding, not to resolve differences.
This should be emphasized beforehand and throughout the activity.

Individual Needs
Have you ever been in a situation where the arguing just kept going around in
circles? It will be helpful if the parties can stop arguing over the proposed solution
and start talking about their individual interests instead. For an example of a possible situation that might cause this type of discussion, look at the budget surplus
case study in the next section, where two parties are interested in the same pot of
money. It will become easier to develop proposals that meet a broader range of
needs when those needs have been made explicit and understandable to all.
Assume the roles of the two parties vying for the funds. Allow each group to make
a case for its viewpoint.
I. Make sure that group members understand the difference between their proposed solutions and what they need. For example, beautifying downtown is
a proposed solution, whereas honoring a prior commitment for safe sidewalks for pedestrians is a need or an interest. Take time, if necessary, to
clarify this distinction among group members.
2. Ask everyone to answer the question, "What are the needs and interests in
this situation?"
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3. Continue until everyone is satisfied that his or her own needs and interests
have been stated clearly, then ask the group to generate new proposals that
seek to incorporate a broader range of everyone's needs.

Budget Surplus Case Study
A small midwestern city has a $1 million budget surplus. Two groups immediately begin vying for the funds. One of the requests comes from downtown businesses requesting to use the money to beautify downtown by
adding brick sidewalks and planting areas with the goal of attracting customers. As city manager, you are aware that the downtown area has not
been doing as well as predicted and that the small businesses are necessary
for the development of a "vibrant downtown" as stated in the city's goals.
The other request comes from the city's police department wanting to
begin a unit to pursue "career criminals." You are familiar with the statistics
and know that repeat offenders commit an overwhelming number of
crimes. There is an apparent trend in police departments to address this
issue separately.
The two groups are competing for limited resources. Both causes are
considered worthy of city funding, but decisions must be made given that $1
million will not fully fund both requests. Both crime control and economic
development are of vital interest to your community, and both have active
constituents who will come to the city council meetings with their requests.
Respond to the following questions:
How will you, as city manager, handle these requests?
What recommendations will you make to the city council?
What role will you play with the constituents of both groups to satisfy
their requests?

Parks and Recreation Case Study
Pace is a beautiful, peaceful, and rapidly growing county in the heart of the
Sunbelt. One winter day, Joseph Andraseli, MPA, an assistant city manager in
a northeastern town, decided that he would answer an ad for a new county
manager in Pace. The county commission liked him, and he liked what he
saw of the area.

(Continued)
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(Continued)
At 9 a.m. on his 10th day on the job, his secretary, Meg, came into the
office and said,
"Mr. Andraseli, there are five park employees here waiting to see you.
They seem angry." Andraseli had a busy schedule, and besides, he was six
organizational levels removed from the park employees. But he reconsidered,
as he had interviewed on the notion that he had an "open door" policy. He
asked Meg to send them in.
Parks and recreation workers were among the lowest paid and least skilled
workers on the county's payroll. Their occupation most of the time involved
working outdoors. These five workers, all of whom were older employees,
wished to complain that their supervisor, who was much younger, always
assigned them to the worst parks in the county. The younger employees, who
also were "friends" with the supervisor, were able to choose the parks in
which they worked. The older employees never were given any say on their
assignments, and they wanted this changed.
Andraseli obviously was in a tough position. The grievance had clear overtones of discrimination and had the potential to escalate. Yet he did not want
to undermine the authority of the managers and supervisors that stood
between him and the five angry men seated across from him. He had not met
the supervisor and had only had a limited introduction to the department
director.
The union that represented the parks and recreation workers also was a
possibility for these employees, but Andraseli did not want the union to represent these workers if he could solve the problem. These workers obviously
had not gone through the chain of command, but what could he do to keep
this from escalating?
You are Andraseli. What will you do next?

Bayshore Child Development Center
Tanya R. Li has been promoted to director of the Bayshore Child Development
Center. The children serviced by the center are racially and ethnically diverse
and from low-income families. The white teachers are in the minority and feel
isolated. The teachers of color feel that the white teachers do not understand
the children. In addition, James, a veteran teacher, has been discovered to
have had a criminal record prior to employment at the center. The state that
funds the nonprofit center does not allow anyone with a criminal record to
work in direct contact with children, but he was employed prior to the law
going into effect.
Tanya has identified three problems: (1) How can she make the teachers
gain better understanding of each other's cultures? (2) How can she help
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the teachers gain better understanding of the children's culture? (3) How does
she deal with James, whose performance has been stellar since he joined
the center 15 years ago? She also understands the shortage of preschool
teachers in her area and is interested in creating a more satisfying work
environment.
How would you advise Tanya to prioritize the problems that need to be
addressed?
What do you believe is at the root of the problem?
How would you address the problems that make up the situation?
What methods would you find most useful in trying to deal with the
conflict?

Conflict in an Emergency Situation
You are the director of Public Health Preparedness in the sate of New Jersey.
In 2011, the Northeast was hit by Hurricane Irene. The Northeast has had
very little experience with hurricanes, and this one promised to hit the most
highly populated areas. In order to evacuate nursing homes on the beaches,
state public health was coordinating with the National Guard, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, and local governments. They had planned
and scheduled all nursing home evacuation to occur before the storm hit on
Saturday evening. On Saturday morning, a head nurse calls you to inform
that one of the nursing home clients, along with his family, has decided that
he would not be evacuated. The nursing staff knew that if this client, Mr.
Ortega, stayed behind he would be alone and his family was willing to take
him to their home on the Jersey shore (also under evacuation orders). The
governor of New Jersey had stated the evening before that if anyone stayed
behind in the areas under evacuation, they would not be receiving services.
The nurse encouraged the family to let him go with the group since they
would continue medical care and this client was in need of 24-hour care. The
family refused. The nurse had called on the state social worker to speak with
the family. The family was infuriated that the state would impose their values
on their family. This family had weathered many storms as they had moved
to the northeast from Puerto Rico. Their feeling was that they should be
together as a family and protect their property. If Irene was to take them, at
least they would be together. As the director of Public Health Preparedness,
The National Guard calls you later in the morning and tells you that they are
not wasting their time with Mr. Ortega and the family can do with him what
they choose. The head nurse is terribly upset, as she believes that his life is
being placed at risk and refuses to let the National Guard go without Mr.
Ortega. Identify the sources for this conflict? How will you, as director of
Public Health Preparedness, resolve this situation?
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When Is Conflict Healthy?
Not all issues in organizations are worth conflict. Use any of the four earlier case
studies, and apply the following three principles to decide if the issue merits conflict:
l. Are the stakes high enough to motivate employees? If so, what is at stake?
2. Does the challenge reflect a larger cause that is central to the program or
organization's mission? Explain.
3. Is there opportunity to improve current circumstances? How so?
4. If the situation merits the conflict, what would need to change to avoid the
conflict?

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the following
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles

CHAPTER

12

Organizational Change

Change is bad.
-Contemporary management aphorism

Change is good.
-Contemporary management aphorism

I

f there is one constant in public organizations today, it is change. The environment of public and nonprofit organizations, as well as those in the private sector,
is rapidly changing, bringing new requirements and demands almost daily.
Citizens are becoming more vocal with respect to what they expect from public
organizations, especially with respect to the quality of service they receive.
Moreover, technology is moving so quickly that today's work practices may become
outdated almost overnight. Similarly, there are changes in the workforce and the
expectations of workers, leading to thoughtful consideration of previously "radical"
ideas such as family medical leave, telecommuting, and job sharing. There is the
impact of the new global economy and the constant pressure on public institutions
to do more with less. Finally, especially in the public sector, there are increasingly
complex demands for ethics and accountability as government is called on to
respond to a wider range of interests in soci~ty. As one county government department head told his staff,

If you are aware at all of those changes that are going on, how could you not
expect that those would impact your workplace? You are going to be constantly buffeted by a changing world. So, you might as well prepare yourself
to embrace change because change is going to be part of your life. (as cited in
Denhardt & Denhardt, 1999, p. 20)
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Those organizations that develop the creativity and flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances will be those that will thrive during the coming decades. However,
studies have shown that most change efforts are reactive and ad hoc, and that 70%
fail (By, 2005, p. 10).
As much as we recognize the importance of change in public organizations, we
also have to recognize that change is very difficult for most people, whether in their
personal lives or in their work lives. When new ideas come forward about how the
organization might improve, especially when those ideas fundamentally challenge
the existing organization, people might very naturally be apprehensive and cling to
the status quo. Some of this resistance to change might be based on objective reasoning. That is, people might truly believe that the proposed changes will not work
or that they will undermine an important part of the organization's mission or
philosophy. But much of the resistance will be based on more emotional and psychological reactions. People develop standard ways of coping with their environments, and proposed changes may be seen as undermining the security that their
past practices afforded. That which is well known and comfortable will be seen as
giving way to something that is less clear and therefore a little scary. People also may
experience change in terms of personal or psychological loss. As familiar surroundings and ways of acting are replaced by new ones, people may long for times past
and experience great sadness at what they have lost. Under these circumstances,
people might formally challenge the new system or might engage in less formal
objections, often through increased "hall talk" and rumors. In either case, their
productivity might drop and the organization might suffer.
As we will see in this chapter, there are several ways in which people's normal
resistance to change may be overcome and in which change may be implemented
more successfully (Nadler, Shaw, Walton, & Associates, 1995, pp. 51-54). Three
ideas seem central to bringing about change effectively. First, managers or other
"change agents" need to clarify and communicate the problems inherent in the current situation. The goal here is to have people recognize that the existing way of
doing things is flawed and, consequently, to open their eyes to the possibility of
change. In some cases, public dissatisfaction with the organization's operations will
make the need for change abundantly clear. For example, those in organizations
that experience massive fiscal crises or even crises in public confidence likely will
understand the problem. In other cases, especially those in which change is needed
to keep pace with an environment that is changing in subtle but significant ways,
specific data or other information might need to be provided to demonstrate the
difficulties with current operations.
Second, managers should involve people throughout the organization in the
change process. Having people participate in diagnosing the existing situation, in
planning new strategies and approaches, and in implementing the changes typically
facilitates communication and builds ownership in the change process. Those who
are part of the change process usually feel more comfortable with that process.
Third, managers must recognize that people involved in change simply need time.
They need an opportunity to disengage from the current state, they need a period of
adjustment, and they need to become accustomed to a new way of working. As noted
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earlier, change involves loss, and people need time to let go of the past and embrace
the future. Change often leads to feelings of stress and insecurity, problems that must
be recognized and addressed before the organization can move on.
We should recognize that there are several different types of change that occur in
public organizations. For example, we can distinguish between incremental change
and discontinuous change. Even during periods of relative calm, a public organization
is constantly changing. Managers and others make improvements in work processes,
they experiment with new reporting relationships, and they modify the organization's
strategies and approaches to meet changing demands. But these changes take place
within the context of the organization's existing framework and orientation; they
involve solving problems or tinkering or fine-tuning ongoing operations. Each effort
builds on the existing work of the organization and occurs in relatively small increments. These changes might be called incremental (Nadler et al., 1995, p. 22).
On the other hand, public managers increasingly are finding it necessary to make
more fundamental and dramatic changes in their organizations. For example, a city
government facing major increases in population might find it necessary to completely rethink how it operates. Similarly, a state agency whose mission has been
completely revised by the legislature might have to make equally dramatic changes
in its work. In cases such as these, the organization will not just be trying to adjust
its relation to the environment; it also will be seeking a whole new strategy or configuration. Changes of this type will involve almost a complete break with the past
and a major reconstruction of every element of the organization's work. These
changes might be called discontinuous (Nadler et al., 1995, pp. 22-23). Obviously,
discontinuous change is far more difficult for those in the organization than is incremental change. Discontinuous change will involve a shock to the system; people will
have to learn new ways of thinking and acting, and they will have to "unlearn" past
approaches. But given the dramatic changes in the environment of public organizations, such fundamental changes are more and more likely to be required.
Similarly, we might differentiate between strategic change and grassroots
change (Galpin, 1996, pp. 1-13). Strategic change refers to those choices made by
executives, senior managers, consultants, and others whom they involve in planning activities leading to changes that are both broad range (typically organization-wide) and long term. Strategic changes often are developed in the course of
a strategic planning process that considers the mission, vision, and values of the
organization; those forces acting on the organization from the environment; the
strengths and weaknesses of the existing organization; desired future states or
"scenarios of the future"; and tactics that might be employed to move the organization in the desired direction. Although this phase of the change effort is
highly analytical and often quite technical, it also begins to establish the momentum for change. Grassroots changes, on the other hand, are those that take place
at the local or street level and involve middle-level and supervisory-level managers as well as workers on the front line of the organization. These changes are
concerned with implementing and sustaining the changes envisioned at the
strategic level. Obviously, for comprehensive change to occur in any organization,
attention must be given to both strategic change and grassroots change.
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A final way to look at change in organizations is to consider the dynamic rhythm
of organizational change. For example, Huy and Mintzberg (2003) talked about
dramatic, systematic, and organic change in the organization. Dramatic change is
initiated in times of crisis, systematic change is slower and less ambitious (and is
often promoted by staff groups and consultants), and organic change usually arises
from the ranks without being formally managed. While they argued that each
change considered separately can be chaotic, they suggested an advantage in creating a rhythm of change, where these three changes are functioning in a "dynamic
symbiosis" (p. 80), something that requires managing change with an appreciation
for continuity. In other words, at any particular time, there are a variety of changes
occurring in the organization, stimulated by quite different forces. The trick for the
manager is to be able to comprehend and manage the complexity of these forces for
change in a positive way.

Where Do We Begin?
Work through the following two cases and the questionnaire that follows to assess
your orientation to change.

To Change or Not to Change?
Read each of the following cases and then write a two-page essay responding to the
question at the end of each case.

Case 1. You have just been appointed city manager in a suburban community of
about 20,000 people. (The previous manager was fired after questions were raised
about his handling of the city's finances.) Although the community is fairly affluent
overall, there are significant pockets of poverty and growing concerns among the
minority community about the lack of responsiveness of local government. The
main issues in the rest of the community seem to be continued economic growth,
expansion of city services into newly annexed parts of the city, and how to receive
a proportionate share of state funding for education and transportation. How will
you spend your first 6 months on the job?
Case 2. You have worked in state government for a number of years, rising steadily
to the position of deputy director of the Office of Budget and Management, where
you developed a reputation as a strong and diligent manager. Somewhat to your
surprise, you were asked to become secretary of the Department of Youth Services.
After a long series of conversations with people in the governor's office, with legislators (who urged you to take the position), and with friends in state agencies
(many of whom said, "Don't go near that job"), you have decided to accept the
position. The Department of Youth Services, originally designed to focus on the
problems of troubled youth, has been racked with turmoil over the past several
years. There are questions about what the department is supposed to do, how it
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relates to the Department of Social Services, how it handles federal money, and how
it is managed in general. Indeed, if there is agreement on anything having to do
with the department, that agreement is that the department is the worst managed
in state government. How will you spend your first 6 months on the job?

Your Orientation Toward Change
Choose which endings to the following questions best represent your preferences.
1. Do you prefer
a. doing a job that you are comfortable with and know well?
b. doing a job that presents a new challenge every day? _ __
2. Do you find change
a. invigorating?
b. stressful? _ __
3. In terms of your career, do you think you are or will mostly be
a. fixed in place?
b. always moving? _ __
4. Do you consider yourself
a. mostly focused on the future?
b. mostly focused on the present? _ __
5. Would you prefer a job that
a. is pretty much the same from day to day?
b. changes constantly? _ __
6. When change occurs, are you
a. typically out in front leading the way?
b. typically holding back and waiting to see what will happen? _ __
7. Do you like to
a. go with the flow?
b. make things happen? _ __
8. Do you tend to see
a. the possibilities in a situation?
b. the realities of a situation? _ __
9. In terms of style, are you
a. solid and mainstream?
b. always on the cutting edge? _ __
10. Are you
a. a leader?
b. a follower? _ __
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Total your scores by giving yourself one point for each "a" answer on questions
2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 and for each "b" answer on questions l, 3, 5, 7, and 9. The total
score represents your orientation toward change. Discuss the results with others in
your class. Does the result sound like you? Are there particular questions that you
found troublesome? Does this scale really measure an orientation toward change,
or is it just a trigger for discussion?

Discussing Your Experiences With Change
Be prepared to talk about your answers to the following questions. Think of a specific change, preferably in a group or organization of which you are a part; if necessary, it can be a change in your personal life. How did the change come about? Who
were the people that triggered the change? How did they bring the change forward?
What did they do? What did they say? Did they force the change on others, or were
others involved in the change and agreeable to it? How did others in the group or
organization react to the proposed change? Which members of the group or organization were most resistant to the change? What were the reasons for their resistance? How was their resistance overcome? How did you feel about the change?
Were you an early convert to the new way of operating or one of the last to give in?
What were the reasons for your conversion or resistance? Was your reaction in this
case typical of your reactions in situations involving change? If the change has been
in place for a while, how is it working out? If you had been the one managing the
change process, how would you have done things differently?

Ways of Thinking
Approaches to Understanding Change
The first step in bringing about organizational changes is for the manager to understand something about the process of change. Over the years, there have been a
number of different efforts to conceptualize change and to suggest strategies for
change based on these basic ideas. We begin with a discussion of some of the classic
approaches to change and then discuss some of those that are more recent.

Classic Approaches
Most contemporary approaches to understanding organizational change have
their roots in the early work of social psychologist Kurt Lewin. Lewin ( 1951) wrote,
"Group life is never without change, merely differences in the amount and type of
change exist" (p. 199). If this is the case, then one way of understanding the dynamics of organizational behavior is to examine the interplay of forces affecting social
change. In any given field of human endeavor, whether in an organization, a social
group, or a family, there are both forces trying to bring about change and forces
trying to resist change. To use a football analogy, at any given point in the game, the
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position of the ball on the field actually is the result of many plays by each team and
many moves by individual players. There is an offensive team, whose players
employ force to try to bring about change in the position of the ball, and there is a
defensive team, whose members try to resist or restrict change. Although at any
point prior to a new play the ball appears to be at rest, its resting place really is the
balance of fiercely contending forces moving back and forth on the field.
Think about an organization facing a question about moving to a new accounting system. The situation "on the field" at any time (with respect to this issue) is
determined by some forces that seek to bring about change and others that resist or
restrict change. Lewin ( 1951) called these "driving" and "restraining" forces. For
example, one force driving change might be the additional information that will
become available if the new system is implemented. On the other hand, a restraining force might be that conversion to the new system will be costly. Similarly,
another driving force might be that the new system will be easier to use. On the
other hand, another restraining force might be that people understand the old system and are accustomed to using it. At any given point, the driving and restraining
forces may appear to be in equilibrium, although in actuality there are a variety of
contending forces for change and stability that balance themselves from moment to
moment. One way of using this understanding in real-life situations is to conduct
a "force field analysis"-that is, listing in one column the driving forces at play in a
particular change opportunity and in a second column the restraining forces. Once
these are apparent, it might be easier to see what strategies, affecting what forces,
are most likely to be successful. Used in this way, force field analysis becomes a useful tool for evaluating a large number of interrelated forces and tracking their likely
effects in the future (Bruce & Wyman, 1998, p. 125).
In any case, for change to occur, there must be a shift in the balance of forces at
play in any given organizational "field." Either those forces propelling change must
be increased or those forces restricting change must be lessened. (Interestingly, in
many cases, the latter is easier to accomplish than the former.) In either case,
according to Lewin ( 1951 ), the first step is unfreezing the existing situation or shaking loose the current condition of equilibrium. For example, people must come to
recognize the need for change and begin to loosen their normal resistance to
change. The second step is the change itself. The new program-say, the new
accounting system-is implemented, and the new knowledge and behaviors that
are required to make it work are learned. The third step is refreezing the situation.
Here an effort is made to "institutionalize" the change, or make it part of the organization's routine way of operating, something that may be accomplished through
training, encouragement, and new reward systems.
One stream of theory and practice closely related to Lewin's model, a stream that
undergirds much contemporary work on organizational change, is the action
research model. The action research model involves a cyclical process in which initial
research in the organization provides information to guide further action and eventually evaluation. In the action research model, there usually is significant collaboration between group members and an external consultant, with the role of the latter
primarily focused on helping members to uncover the most important information
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and to design strategies for change based on that information. As such, action
research itself models the importance of involving organizational members in the
change process. As we will see, many of the more contemporary ways of understanding and bringing about organizational change rest on the assumptions of early force
field analysis and action research.

Organizational Culture
One more contemporary way of understanding organizational change relies on
a concept borrowed from anthropology-the concept of culture. Although anthropologists themselves disagree on the exact meaning of culture, the term generally is
taken to embrace those norms, beliefs, and values expressed by members of a particular culture and manifest in their typical behaviors and in the artifacts they
produce. The term is used in a similar fashion in studies of complex organizations.
The idea is that members of an organization share certain ideas about everything
from the appearance of their offices, to the overall values they hold, to the basic
assumptions they have about the work they do.
Edgar Schein (1985), whose early work on organizational culture was
groundbreaking, actually distinguished among three levels of organizational culture (pp. 14-21). First, there are artifacts and creations of the culture, the social and
physical environment, things such as physical layout, technological preferences,
typical language patterns, and the day-to-day operating routines that guide people's
behavior. Second, there are the values of the organization, ideas about the way in
which the organization ought to be. Presumably, if the values of the organization
are fully accepted by the organization's members, then their behavior will reflect
those values. But as Argyris and Sch~n (1974) pointed out, many times certain
values will be "espoused" by those in the organization but will not actually guide
the behavior of members in real-life situations. Third, there are the basic underlying
assumptions of the organization, those patterns of believing or acting that are taken
for granted to the point where they are not even questioned. For example, someone
from a Western culture might place an emphasis on problem solving, whereas
someone from an Eastern culture might emphasize saving face. In either case, the
belief is so basic that, although it affects behavior daily, it is not even a subject of
conscious discussion. Schein ( 1985) ultimately took this latter category to be the
core definition of culture: a pattern of basic assumptions--invented, discovered, or
developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its problems--that has worked
well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as
the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems (p. 9).
In a somewhat more direct fashion, Ott ( l 989b) outlined six elements of the
notion of organizational culture on which he found general consensus:
l . Organizational culture is the culture that exists in an organization, something akin to a societal culture.
2. It is made up of such things as values, beliefs, assumptions, perceptions,
behavioral norms, artifacts, and patterns of behavior.
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3. It is a socially constructed, unseen, and unobservable force behind organizational activities.
4. It is a social energy that moves organization members to act.
5. It is a unifying theme that provides meaning, direction, and mobilization for
organization members.
6. It functions as an organizational control mechanism, informally approving
or prohibiting behaviors. (p. SO)
As we will see, the last three features of organizational culture tie directly to the
question of organization change, suggesting that culture plays an important role in
either bringing about change or preventing change.
But before we explore that issue, we should say a word about how organizational
culture comes into being and is transmitted throughout organizations. Within
public organizations, many important aspects of a specific organization's culture
are derived from the larger societal culture, specifically its standards and expectations concerning the role of public organizations in the governance system and the
desired behavior of those engaged in public service. But in addition, the cultures of
public organizations are likely to be affected by their founding legislation, by
political sentiment concerning their work, and by the imprint of early and important leaders within the organizations. Whatever their derivation, the cultures of
public organizations, like those of other organizations, are likely to be transmitted
overtly to members through the processes of hiring, orientation, performance
appraisal, and promotion as well as more subtly through conversations and communications concerning "the way things are done around here." The result may be
organizations with widely varying norms, beliefs, and values. For example, some
public organizations place a high value on stability and permanence, whereas others emphasize change and innovation.
With respect to organizational change, of course, the key idea is that the culture
of an organization will shape the values and attitudes and, in turn, the actions of the
organization's members. If this is the case, then changing the organization's culture
may be a key step in changing the behavior of the organization's employees. For
example, many public organizations recently have sought, with considerable success, to create a "culture of innovation" in which members will discard their traditional aversion to risk and innovation in favor of experimentation and change.
When asked about their new orientation, they might respond, "That's just the way
we do things around here"-a sure indicator that new beliefs and assumptions have
become fully embedded in the culture of the organization.
Various agencies and jurisdictions have created statements that articulate the
vision and values of the organization. These can help frame change in an organizational culture. For example, the city of Williamsburg, Virginia has a statement of
vision that has been in place for over a decade. It reads: "Williamsburg will become
an evermore safe, beautiful, livable city of historic and academic renown, served by a
city government-cohesively led, financially strong, always improving-in full partnership with the people who live, work, and visit here" (personal communication,
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Jack Tuttle, 2011 ). In 2007, Jack Tuttle, the city manger, had a team of city employees
assess the organization's culture, articulate a revised set of ethical standards, and educate the city staff through ongoing training/awareness programs. The group produced five core values that were then transmitted throughout the organization:
1. Integrity. Act with honor, courage, honesty, and sincerity so as to inspire
public trust and confidence in city government.
2. Caring. Pursue passionately the well-being of the people and the community
we serve as good stewards of a self-governing democratic society.
3. Accountability. Accept responsibility for our actions and decisions, pursuing
excellence in our work.
4. Respect. Treat all with dignity, courtesy, and tolerance as we would wish to be
treated even when others act without the same consideration.
5. Equity. Promote fairness and openness, opposing favoritism or prejudice, in
governmental processes.
Latham (2003) has focused on some practical issues in achieving cultural change
by focusing on behavior, then identifying a five-step approach to behavior change.
The first step is establishing a superordinate goal, the purpose of which is "to capture the imagination, hence to galvanize people to take action" (p. 309). Latham
argued that the primary effect of the superordinate goal is affecting people's emotion (e.g., Martin Luther King: "I have a dream" [p. 309]). The second phase is goal
setting, establishing goals, which will make the superordinate goal concrete. Latham
pointed out that the goal must be SMART: "specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and have a time-frame" (p. 311 ). The importance of the SMART goal for the
organization is to "obtain goal commitment" by the employees (p. 311 ). The next
two steps, ensuring integrity and accessibility of the managers in the organization,
are especially important for overall performance and reaching goals as a result.
Latham argued that leaders have to make sure that their words match the organizational superordinate and SMART goals. "Leaders need to take a look in the mirror
to see whether their words are consistent with the superordinate and SMART goals"
(p. 314). And, he also pointed out that leaders' accessibility is a key for achieving the
goals successfully. "It is difficult to be an effective leader when you are inaccessible
to the people who are on your team" (p. 314).
But at best an organization's culture is far from simple, and there are disagreements in the literature on organizational change about how successful managers can
be in employing a cultural approach to change. Because the organization's culture is
socially constituted (i.e., the result of a constant stream of interactions and negotiations among people at all levels), there might be actors scattered throughout the
organization who are strong enough to resist the planned changes that management would like to see in the organization's culture. On the other hand, situations
do occur in which managers can decisively influence the core beliefs and values of
organizational members and, consequently, reorient the entire organization.
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When thinking about seeking cultural change, managers should at least recognize
several possible limitations to this approach. First, cultural norms are deep-seated
and people may be quite resistant to change. Second, successful changes in an organization's culture typically occur over a long period-5 to 15 years, according to
some estimates (Bluedorn & Lundgren, 1993). Third, important ethical questions
may arise as managers attempt to "manipulate" the norms and values of those in the
organization. Schein ( 1997) recognized the limitations of efforts to change culture
in writing that managers seeking to change an organization's culture must "build on
and evolve the culture one has rather than wishing for some dramatic changes or
some other cultural forms" (p. 243).
In any case, the cultural perspective provides important insights into the operation of complex organizations, as illustrated in an extended public sector case study
of the Washington State ferry system by Ingersoll and Adams (1992). The ferry
system began as a private family-owned business but eventually fell on hard times
and was bought by the state of Washington and assigned to the highways department and eventually the Department of Transportation (DOT). During its early
days, the culture of the ferry system was much like that of a large, extended, and
quite happy family. People joked, socialized, and celebrated together. Their interactions were guided by friendship and family ties as much as by managerial systems
and detailed accounting standards.
But the DOT prided itself on the strength of its management systems and eventually found it necessary to recommend "the establishment of a mission statement,
development of means to measure the achievement of objectives consonant with
the mission, and the creation of a performance monitoring and reporting system"
as well as to move toward more automated technical systems (Ingersoll & Adams,
1992, p. 228 ). Although the approaches the DOT put forth certainly were consistent
with images of high-performing public organizations held by the larger culture,
they clearly were at odds with the traditional culture of the ferry system, and
indeed, much of Ingersoll and Adams's account detailed the difficulties brought
about by the resulting clash of cultures. Certainly, the meanings that people hold,
or those beliefs and values that are deeply embedded in their ideals and practices,
constitute important sources of stability and resistance to change. But acknowledging their importance may cause managers to recognize the need to take culture into
account in attempting to bring about organizational changes.

Open Systems and Organizational Learning
Another way of viewing organizational change, one closely related to and often
overlapping with the cultural approach, is sometimes called organizational learning
and is sometimes described as building a learning organization. In either case, organizational learning starts with individual learning; organizations cannot really
learn, but individuals within them can. Public organizations clearly have an interest
in encouraging individuals to learn as much as they can about their work, the
political context within which it occurs, and their own energies and ambitions. But
although individual learning is essential, it is not enough. "An organization may be
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staffed by authentic, well-informed, capable, self-knowing, and self-developing
individuals. But unless it takes steps to allow individual insights and perceptions to
blossom outward into a greater whole, no true organizational learning may emerge"
(Canadian Centre for Management Development, 1994, p. 58). Contemporary
approaches to organizational learning derive from several sources, but most notably early work on organizational learning, particularly the work of Chris Argyris
and Donald Schon and what is called open systems theory.
Argyris and Schon (1974) began by noting how the theories that people hold
shape the way in which they actually behave. In terms of guiding action, a theory
offers a set of guidelines for practice that will lead to the results the person desires.
But there are different types of theories of action. For example, Argyris and Schon
pointed to a distinction, which we already have noted, between espoused theories
and theories-in-use. An espoused theory is one to which we give conscious allegiance; it is the one we describe when people ask us what ideas govern our actions.
But the theory that actually governs our actions is called the theory-in-use (chap. 1).
Obviously, there may be differences between those ideas or approaches we espouse
and those we actually follow. We might not do what we say; we might not "walk the
walk."
In either case, there are two ways in which we can learn. We can first learn new
strategies that will lead to our desired goals, whether those goals are objective and
achievable (e.g., greater productivity) or more personal (e.g., achieving a more
integrated personality). Or we can learn to change our goals, or whatArgyris ( 1999)
more formally called "governing variables;' the preferred states that individuals
strive to attain when they are acting (p. 68). Learning new strategies is called singleloop learning; learning new governing variables is called double-loop learning. (The
single-loop/double-loop terminology is borrowed from engineering. A thermostat
can be set at a particular desired temperature, programmed to detect temperatures
that are too hot or too cold and then to turn the heat on or off to correct the situation. This is single-loop learning. If the thermostat were able to ask why it was set
to a certain temperature or why it was programmed as it was, then it would be able
to engage in double-loop learning.)
Both types of learning are required in organizations, although single-loop learning is by far the more common type. Where organizational members face routine
or repetitive issues, and where the desired end states are clear, single-loop learning
is appropriate. Where members face decisions that are more complex and "nonprogrammable;' double-loop learning is more appropriate. But these issues themselves
never are completely clear. For example, there is the danger that issues will be taken
as routine or that end states will be taken as clear, when in fact neither is the case.
There also is the possibility of differences between an espoused theory and a theory-in-use, as in the case where a person says that the goals are clear but acts as if
they are not. Or, there may be conflicts between those theories one person or group
holds and those another person or group holds, something that can easily lead to
defensive behavior and even outright conflict. Sorting out any of these potential
confusions requires double-loop learning, examining the assumptions that underlie our actions, and changing the governing variables that guide them.
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As we will see, contemporary approaches to the issue of organizational learning
build on the Argyris and Schon approach by exploring conditions under which
more effective learning might take place. But before moving to that material, we
should note the parallel contribution of open systems theory to recent ideas about
organizational learning. Systems theory emerged in the social and organizational
sciences during the 1960s and 1970s after enjoying success in areas such as biology
and cybernetics before that. In all cases, the basic systems model showed the system
(whether biological, political, or organizational) first receiving various inputs from
the environment either in the form of resources (e.g., human or financial resources,
information, technology) or demands (e.g., legal or political mandates, customer or
citizen expectations). These inputs pass through the system and are converted into
outputs (e.g., products, services, regulations, ideas). These outputs flow into the
environment, where they may affect customers, clients, citizens, political leaders,
families, other organizations, or society in general. The response of these individuals and groups to the organization's outputs becomes feedback to the organization
(e.g., requesting more or fewer services, requesting more or fewer regulations). The
system then takes this information into account along with other new inputs, and
the cycle begins again (Figure 12.1).
Basically, systems theory (as applied to an organization) emphasizes (a) the relation between an organization and its environment and (b) the interdependence of
all elements of the organization. In this way, systems theory guards against our
natural tendency to see immediate problems as being independent of the setting in
which they reside and largely unaffected by (and not affecting) other parts of the
system. The systems approach can be applied to a wide variety of focal organizations, including organizations, subunits, or sets of organizations, any one of which
can be analyzed in terms of the flow of inputs, the processing of these, and the
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production of goods or services that are the outputs of the system. This approach
also helps to clarify the relationships between the focal organization and actors in
the environment as well as the relationships among various organizational components such as technology, structure, behavior, and culture. The systems approach is
therefore seen as a way of ensuring attention to the "big picture."
Earlier work on organization change and open systems theory has been brought
together in ideas about organization learning. Most notably, Senge's (1990) book
The Fifth Discipline brought the idea of learning organizations to prominence.
Senge suggested five "disciplines" in which individuals can engage to build a learning organization.
1. Personal mastery. This discipline focuses on our sense of self and basic capacity to focus on what is most important while ensuring that our view of reality
remains clear and truthful. This discipline connects personal skills-especially
skills of individual learning, spiritual growth, and self-mastery-with organizational learning (Senge, 1990, pp. 141-143).

2. Mental models. This discipline focuses on the way in which we see the world,
including our assumptions of how things work, with innovation and learning. Our
mental models may pose substantial barriers to new ideas, especially when those
ideas conflict with our existing version of"reality." However, mental models also may
become sources of new knowledge and creative learning (Senge, 1990, pp. 174-178).

3. Shared vision. This discipline is concerned with how a compelling vision or
ideal becomes part of the whole organization's culture. The organization that has
such a shared vision is "connected [and] bound together by a common aspiration"
(Senge, 1990, pp. 206).
4. Team learning. This discipline is concerned with the capacity of a collection
of individuals to come together and combine their individual energies in an integrated team effort. The team remains connected primarily because members hold
a shared vision of their work, thereby ensuring that individual learning is translated
into group and organizational learning (Senge, 1990, pp. 234-235).
5. Systems thinking. This discipline enables people to see how human actions
are connected through a system of interrelated events. Following the systems view
outlined previously, this discipline is focused on recognizing the interconnectedness of our actions and their consequences for broader systems. Those who are able
to evidence this type of thinking embody the notion of individual and organizational learning. Because it is built on the preceding four disciplines, Senge called
this the fifth (and key) discipline.
How these ideas about organizational culture and organizational learning might
guide the work of public managers interested in bringing about substantial changes
in the quality and productivity of their organizations is explored in Denhardt's
(2000) book The Pursuit of Significance. Based on interviews and conversations with
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highly regarded public managers in Australia, Canada, Great Britain, and the
United States, his study examined the way in which managers approach the question of change in their organizations, particularly the values that they wish to instill
as a matter of culture. Among the themes that emerged in the work of the various
managers are the following.*

A commitment to values. The manager seeks organizational change less by attention
to structure than by developing a pervasive commitment to the mission and values
of the organization, especially the values of professionalism, integrity, service, and
quality. Values are clearly articulated by the chief executive and shared throughout
the organization.

Serving the public. The manager gives priority to service to both clients and citizens.
That priority is supported by high standards of performance and accountability
and by a constant emphasis on quality. Most important, the manager recognizes
that technical efforts alone will fail unless equal or greater attention is given to the
human side, especially to building a sense of community within the organization
and a sense of cooperation outside of the organization.
Empowerment and shared leadership. The manager encourages a high level of participation and involvement on the part of all members of the organization in efforts
to improve the quality and productivity of the organization. Leadership from the
top is complemented by empowering individuals throughout the organization to
assume leadership within their own realms.

Pragmatic incrementalism. Change occurs through a free-flowing process in which
the manager pursues a wide variety of often unexpected opportunities to move the
organization in the desired direction. The manager views change as a natural and
appropriate feature of organizational life and employs a creative and humane
approach to change, taking into account the personal concerns and interests of
members, clients, and others.
A dedication to public service. People throughout the organization understand and
appreciate the special character of public service, especially the role of public organizations in the process of democratic governance. The manager insists that members of the organization maintain high ethical standards and encourages them to
make the organization a model of integrity for similarly situated groups.
*From The Pursuit of Significance, by R. B. Denhardt, 1993 (reissued 2000), Prospect Heights, IL:
Waveland Press. Reprinted with permission of Waveland Press, Inc. All rights reserved.

In a similar but more recent set of books, Jim Collins, an author well known
in the business management field, first explored in Good to Great (2001) why
some companies are only good, while others, similarly situated, achieve levels of
greatness. In his subsequent book, Good to Great and the Social Sector (2005), he
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clarified that public organizations are different and that they should not blindly
follow business practices for a simple reason: The achievements of public and
nonprofit organizations cannot be measured though earned profit. While for the
"great" private companies, it is perfectly legitimate to measure the input and the
output in monetary terms, for the "great" public organizations, money is a measure of input, but delivering "superior performance" and "a distinctive impact
over a long period of time" are better measures for assessing output (p. 5).
Collins ( 2005) offered five essential elements for building "great" public
organizations:
1. Defining "great"-calibrating success without business metrics (p. 4).

Public organizations should strive for excellence in delivering services. "What
matters is not finding the perfect indicator, but settling upon a consistent and
intelligent method of assessing your output results, and then tracking your trajectory with rigor" (p. 8). Organizations in the social sector should concentrate
on great outputs.
2. Level 5 leadership-getting things done within a diffuse power structure (p. 9).
The Level 5 leader is the leader able to "build enduring greatness through a paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will" (p. 12). True leaders are
those who empower people. These leaders are followed by the people when people
have the freedom not to follow them (p. 13).

3. First considering wh~etting the right people on the bus, within social sector
constraints (p. 13). True leaders also know who should be "on the bus" and how to
attract the right people to "get on the bus"-that is, they know how to overcome
social sector constraints and recruit motivated and competent "great" (not good or
average) people.
4. The hedgehog concept-rethinking the economic engine without a profit motive
(p. 17). In order to be effective with all the constraints in the social sector, social
sector managers should concentrate on three elements: "passion," "best at," and
"resource engine" (p. 19). Passion refers to the organization's values and core mission; best at refers to the activities that are unique to the organization; resource
engine refers to the appropriate combination of time, money, and brand.
5. Turning the flywheel-building momentum by building the brand (p. 23).
Organizations in the social sector should build a brand by which they are recognized in a positive manner. In other words, while the sector itself may face huge
challenges, social sector organizations should recognize that which is their particular advantage and work on building and advancing their "pocket of greatness"
(pp. 28-31).

Large Systems Change
More recently, Peter Senge and his colleagues ( 2005) have explored large systems
change from the perspective of learning and what they call presence (see also
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Jaworski & Flowers, 1996). The notion is that change doesn't come about
through the accumulation of individually controlled changes, but systemically
through a focus on the whole. For example, no single individual or group could
have created global warming, yet globalized institutions have made possible a
worldwide phenomenon seemingly beyond the reach of individuals to affect in
any significant way. If this is the case, then it makes more sense to speak of
change not in terms of what one individual or leader can do, but rather how the
species can learn and grow. The authors explain some of the constraints in current systems as follows:
As long as our thinking is governed by habit-notably by industrial, "machine
age" concepts such as control, predictability, standardization, and "faster is
better"-we will continue to re-create institutions as they have been, despite
their disharmony with the larger world, and the need of all living systems to
evolve. (p. 9)
Deeper levels of learning can occur, Senge and others argue, as we develop the
capacity to increase our awareness of the whole and to develop actions that are part
of creating a future. The core capacity to create large systems change comes from
within and is captured presence. Presence starts with being immediately and fully
aware of one's circumstances, but there is more:
We began to appreciate presence as deep listening, of being open beyond
one's preconceptions and historical ways of making sense. We came to see the
importance ofletting go of old identities and the need to control and ... making choices to serve the evolution of life. (p. 13)
In this way, the field of engagement with the world shifts and large-scale change
is possible. But change comes first from within, with how we see ourselves and our
relation to the larger community-the larger world.
Otto Scharmer (2007) has elaborated on this perspective in Theory U. Scharmer,
using the notion of presence as a way of understanding learning and change,
argued that the key task of anyone bringing about change is to enable others
to see the whole. "The primary job of leadership ... is to enhance the individual
and systemic capacity to see, to deeply attend to the reality that people face and
enact. Thus the leader's real work is to help people discover the power of seeing
and seeing together" (p. 136). The key ingredient in successful change is to shift
the way in which people see the field in which they operate, moving away from
the world of habits and routines to enter contexts that matter, then connecting
with the source of the highest future possibilities and bringing them into the
present. Only at this point is where we begin to undertake actions that will allow
us to connect with the future and the new institutional ecologies. Scharmer
described seven inflection points that are arrayed in a U pattern: ( 1) downloading,
(2) saying, (3) sensing, (4) presence, (S) crystallizing, (6) prototyping, and
(7) performing. In order to reach our essential core and make transformative
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change possible, we must move through a threshold at the bottom of the U. As we
move through this threshold, we encounter our best future selves, either as individuals or as a collective. To do so we need not only an open mind to envision
new possibilities, but an open heart to embrace them, and an open will to move
them forward.
Margaret Wheatley and Deborah Frieze (2008) explored a similar approach to
large systems change using the concept of emergence. Wheatley and Frieze, like
Senge and Scharmer, argued that large systems change rarely comes about as a
result of top-down or control strategies. It is rarely the result of one person or one
dominant group imposing will on others. Instead, change in social organizations,
and social systems, follows a pattern similar to that of change in nature, where several small actions come together to create a new dynamic.
Change begins when active and thoughtful people start to connect with one
another in networks where knowledge and practices can be exchanged and
improved upon. (There is a tendency to think of networks in terms of how they
might be used or controlled; however, much more important, the networks enable
creative communication in the generation of innovative ideas.) At some point,
networks evolve into communities of practice (CoPs). In communities of practice,
individuals realize the benefit that they and others can receive through their interaction and make a commitment "to share what they know, to support one another,
and to intentionally create new knowledge for their field of practice" (Wheatley &
Frieze, 2008, p. 5).
From these communities of practice, new patterns of thinking and new systems
of influence can emerge. These systems represent a fundamental departure from
previous patterns; they actually come into being through the interaction of individuals with others, representing something new and fundamentally different.
"When separate, local efforts connect with each other as networks, then strengthen
as communities of practice, suddenly and surprisingly a new system emerges at a
greater level of scale. This system of influence possesses qualities and capacities that
were unknown in the individuals" (Wheatley & Frieze, 2008, p. 1). In human systems, as in natural systems, this is the process of emergence. In the next section, we
examine some of the ways in which the cultural perspective, the idea of learning
organizations, and the large system change notion translate into specific strategies
and techniques for change. For now, the important lesson is that thinking about
organizations in terms of paying attention to organizational culture-the norms,
beliefs, and values of organizations-and to building the learning capabilities of
their members and the learning organizations provides a useful way of envisioning
organizational change.

Approaches to Bringing About Change
Whether we conceive of organizational change in terms of an interplay of driving
and restraining forces, building or remodeling an organization's culture, or building a capacity for organizational learning, there are several specific strategies or
techniques that may be helpful in bringing about organizational change.
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Change Through Management
Action or Reorganization
Historically, most organizational changes have been brought about by fairly
unilateral action on the part of the managers, and indeed, many organizational
changes continue to occur in this way. Certainly, such an approach is consistent
with centuries of organizational practice, especially the hierarchical practices of
traditional military and industrial organizations. In this view, the person holding a
higher position in the organizational system is assumed to have the prerogative of
basically "telling" others what to do. In this model, orders contained in memos,
policy declarations, or verbal commands flow downward through the hierarchy,
and the expectation is that they will be obeyed. Change of this type tends to be
formal, impersonal, and task oriented. Although contemporary management
thinking has cast doubt on this approach to organizational change in favor of
approaches that are characterized by openness, involvement, and shared decision
making, many managers continue to use this approach, especially in situations
where tasks are somewhat routine, highly structured, and easily programmed.
Many managers also seek to bring about changes in their organizations through
restructuring or redesigning their organizations' structures, their basic work processes, and their core systems. Such efforts are deeply rooted in the history of organizational change; reorganization is a familiar refrain in most public organizations.
But there are more contemporary approaches that suggest greater flexibility on the
one hand and greater attention to detail on the other. In either case, organizational
structure-the arrangement of the organization's human resources so as to best
meet its objectives--is considered closely connected to the behavior of individuals
within the organization. Presumably, all else being equal, people operating under
one structure will behave differently from those operating under a different structure. Moreover, many believe that changes in the basic strategy of the organization
must be reflected in the structure of the organization.
Traditionally, discussions of organizational structure have centered on several
key questions. The most important of these is how various functions and the
employees associated with those functions should be grouped in units such as
departments, divisions, and sections. Early on, Mooney and Reiley (1939), two
former General Motors executives, suggested several types of organizational
groupings, including what they termed the "scalar" principle (the vertical division
of labor such as that between a general and a private in the military), the "functional" principle (the horizontal division of labor such as that between infantry
and artillery), and a distinction between "line and staff" (with line offices representing a direct chain of command or the structure through which authority flows,
and staff offices serving as advisers to the chief executive but holding no direct
authority over line offices).
Early writers on public administration were similarly preoccupied with questions of organizational design. Luther Gulick (1937), the first city administrator of
New York and a founder of the American Society for Public Administration, offered
four steps that should be taken in creating a new agency: ( l) defining the job to be
carried out, ( 2) selecting a director, (3) determining the nature and number of units
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required, and (4) establishing a structure of authority through which the director
can coordinate and control the activities of the unit (p. 7). In turn, Gulick suggested
that work can be divided (or functions grouped) on the basis of the following:

Purpose-Work may be divided on the basis of the major purpose being served
by an agency, such as issuing food stamps or providing indigent health care.
Process-Work also may be organized around the major process employed by
the agency, such as engineering, law, or medicine.
Persons or things-Work may be divided on the basis of those persons or things
dealt with by the unit. For example, the Veterans Administration deals with all
problems of veterans, including financial, medical, and legal problems.
Place-Work may be organized according to the geographic location of
those being served, such as in regions or districts with defined boundaries.
(pp. 21-29)
In addition to answering the central question of how organizational units are to
be organized, those interested in structural change must ask other questions such as
the following. Who will report to whom? What is the appropriate span of control
(i.e., how many people can reasonably report to one manager)? How will the assignment of duties and responsibilities for each task or functional area be determined?
How will the various units of the organization interact with one another?
Most managers seeking structural change even today answer these questions
merely on the basis of the advice of other practitioners and on sheer intuition. But
recently scholars and practitioners have begun to investigate the question of organizational structure more systematically and have identified a much wider range of
structural possibilities. For example, a distinction sometimes is made between
mechanistic and organic structures. Mechanistic structures are highly formalized,
specialized, standardized, and centralized. They rely primarily on traditional topdown hierarchical authority. Organic structures, on the other hand, emphasize
horiwntal rather than vertical relationships and are much "looser"-more flexible,
adaptable, and responsive. Such organizations, which are becoming more and more
common, are especially well suited to dealing with rapidly changing environments
and to promoting change and innovation.
There are a variety of other organizational approaches that are being tried today
as organizations seek greater flexibility and adaptiveness. Certainly, many organizations are becoming "flatter"-that is, having fewer levels from top to bottom. Many
organizations are seeking to overlay the traditional organizational structure with
self-managed work teams or other such groups that are empowered to come up
with solutions to organizational problems independent of their place in the organizational hierarchy. As one example, the "matrix" organization superimposes a
project structure on a traditional functional structure, in some cases establishing
permanent project teams but, in the public sector, more often depending on task
forces or interdepartmental teams brought together for a specific purpose. For
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example, at the local level, employees from a neighborhood services department, a
housing department, a police department, and an economic development department might come together in seeking to expand youth services. As more and more
governmental activities require the participation of many different agencies, this
form of interdepartmental coordination transcending the traditional "silos" represented by parallel agencies probably will be more and more frequent. And, of
course, advanced information technology makes it considerably easier for people
throughout the organization to communicate with one another regardless of their
positions in the formal structure.
Many managers believe that they can come up with plans for reorganization by
locking themselves in their offices and experimenting with assorted organizational
charts drawn on their walls. Unfortunately, that approach often spells disaster.
More recent explorations of how to bring about organizational change through
organizational redesign recognize the greater complexity of the issue. Nadler and
Tushman (1997), for example, used an open systems approach to suggest that a key
to organizational success will be the extent to which the various components of the
organization "fit" together. That is, the degree to which the organization's strategy,
its work processes, its people (and their capabilities), its structure, and its culture
are aligned will determine the organization's effectiveness (p. 34). The key is to
engage in a careful and systematic analysis of these various components with an eye
toward their "congruence."
Interestingly, Nadler and Tushman ( 1997) argued that the design of organizational "arrangements" should not be limited to questions of organizational structure-those decisions reflected in that standard organizational chart. Rather, there
are three categories: ( 1) structures (the formal patterns of relationships between
groups and individuals), (2) processes (specifically designed sequences of steps,
activities, and operational methods), and (3) systems (applications of either physical or social technologies that enable the performance of work such as human
resources systems or information systems) (p. 47-48). Nadler and Tushman's
approach to organizational design, then, is comprehensive:
Organization design involves decisions about the configuration of the formal
organizational arrangements including the formal structure, processes, and
systems that make up an organization. The goal is to develop and implement
a set of formal organizational arrangements that will, over time, lead to congruence, or good fit, among all the components of the organization: strategy,
work, people, the informal organization, and the formal organizational
arrangements. (pp. 48)
Those undertaking organizational design efforts would be well advised to think
systematically about how all of the different elements of the organization might fit
together in the future.
Despite these advancements, we should note that more recent writers have called
into question changes in the organizational structure as a way to improve performance (Oxman & Smith, 2003). Although they confirmed the ameliorative effects
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structural change can have on cost efficiencies, they argued that organizational
communication and performance management no longer depend heavily on the
organizational hierarchy. They emphasized that the new technologies (e-mail, voice
mail, text messages) "prevent the miscommunications associated with the handoff
of messages from person to person across the levels" (p. 78). They further pointed
out that the increasing knowledge and competitiveness of the employees together
with project-by-project evaluations and individual project consolidation make less
significant the levels in the organizational hierarchy. They suggested focusing on
what they call "nonstructural issues such as people, process, and rewards" in order to
achieve flexibility in the organization (p. 79). "Flexibility is trumping structure as
the governing principle behind organization design" (p. 80).

Change Through Organization Development
Another approach to organizational change that has received widespread attention and application over the past several decades is organization development
(OD). This is an approach to planned change in the organization that is (a) based
in the behavioral sciences; (b) aimed at systemwide improvements in the functioning of the organization; (c) conducted primarily with a focus on improving individual human capabilities, especially "process" skills-that is, how things are done
as opposed to what is being done (typically issues such as communications, power
and authority, and motivation); and (d) guided by an external consultant or interventionist hired to "facilitate" the group's development. In each case, the goal of an
OD intervention is to help members of the organization themselves to bring about
needed organizational changes. (A variety of different definitions of OD are discussed in French and Bell [ 1999].)
The role of the OD consultant is quite different from other consulting roles.
A consultant, for example, may be hired to provide expertise to the organization.
That is, a manager may identify a need for competencies, such as skills in survey
research or financial analysis, not contained in the organization or already
assigned to other tasks. Although the manager and consultant may work
together to define or diagnose the problem, in the end the consultant basically
tells the manager what should be done. A consultant also may be hired into a
doctor-patient relationship. That is, the consultant is brought into the organization to figure out what is wrong with the patient and then to prescribe a course
of action for the patient to follow. Here both the diagnostic role and the prescriptive role lie largely with the consultant, making the relationship particularly
dependent on a complete and accurate flow of information between the consultant and the client and on the accuracy of the consultant's recommendation and
the ability (and willingness) of the client to follow that recommendation. OD
relies instead on what sometimes is called process consultation, an approach that
assumes that "the client must learn to see the problem for himself and be actively
involved in generating a remedy" (Schein, 1988, p. 9). The OD consultant neither
tells the client what to do nor prescribes a remedy. Rather, the consultant recognizes the client's autonomy by working with the manager and those throughout
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the organization in identifying issues, developing solutions, and implementing
those that are proposed.
In a classic portrayal of the interventionist's role in OD, Argyris (1970) suggested the importance of having solutions generated from within the organization
rather than imposed from outside of the organization. In keeping with this
approach, he recommended that the consultant's role be to generate valid and useful information, to promote free and informed choice on the part of the client
group, and to help build internal commitment to the choice that is made. Argyris
explained each point as follows.
Valid and useful information. "Valid information is that which describes the factors,
plus their interrelationships, that create the problem for the client system" ( 1970,
p. 17). Such information not only must be valid but also the client group must be
able to use it to change the system.
Free choice. "Free choice places the focus of decision making in the client
system .... Through free choice, the clients can maintain the autonomy of their
system" (1970, p. 19).
Internal commitment. "Internal commitment means the course of action or choice
that has been internalized by each member so that he experiences a high degree of
ownership and has a feeling of responsibility about the choice and its implications" ( 1970, p. 20).
Whereas the OD consultant aids the client system in exploring problems and in
designing solutions to those problems, the interventionist is, in this view, largely
neutral with respect to the solutions chosen so long as the group is committed to
those solutions.
But other OD consultants bring a set of fairly explicit values to their consultation. Robert Golembiewski (1972), probably the leading OD theorist in public
administration, suggested that OD represents a particular philosophy at odds with
traditional top-down tendencies. According to Golembiewski, this philosophy
includes the following values:

• Mutual accessibility and open communications
• A willingness to experiment with new behaviors and to choose those that
seem most effective
• A collaborative concept of authority that emphasizes cooperation and willingness to examine conflicts openly
• Creation of a mutual helping relationship involving a sense of community
and acceptance of responsibility for others
• Authenticity in interpersonal relationships (pp. 60--66)
In this less neutral view, the bias clearly is toward democratic approaches as
opposed to authoritarian ones. The interventionist comes into the organization
believing that certain behaviors are more likely to produce positive results than are
others (Figure 12.2).
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To create an open problem-solving climate through the organization so that
members can confront problems rather than fight about or flee from them
To build trust among individuals and groups throughout the organization
To supplement or even replace the authority of role or status with the authority
of knowledge and competence
To locate decision-making and problem-solving responsibilities as close as
possible to information sources
To make competition, where it exists, contribute to meeting work goals as
opposed to win-lose competition
To maximize collaboration between individuals and units whose work is
interdependent
To develop a reward system that recognizes both the achievement of the
organization's mission and the growth and development of the organization's
members
To increase self-control and self-direction for people within the organization
To create conditions where conflict is surfaced and managed appropriately and
positively
To increase awareness of group process and its consequences for performance

Figure 12.2

Major Objectives of Typical Organization Development
Programs

SOURCE: Adapted from Denhardt & Denhardt, 2005b.

Whatever their philosophies, OD practitioners typically employ a variety of
strategies and techniques to help facilitate organizational change. These include
the following.

T-groups. The earliest (and still most controversial) OD interventions evolved from
the T-group (with T standing for training) or sensitivity group movement of the
1960s. T-groups involve 10 to 12 members and a facilitator brought together for an
extended period in an unstructured group situation where the group must create
its own agenda, its own norms and expectations, and its own models for appropriate behavior. Advocates of T-group training suggest that such training can increase
members' sensitivity to and competence in dealing with behavioral issues, their
understanding of group and intergroup dynamics, and their skills in dealing with
uncertainty and ambiguity.
Process consultation. As mentioned earlier, process consultation is concerned with
helping a client or client group understand more clearly and act on those process
issues that arise in organizational settings. These process issues include but are not
limited to communications, the roles and functions of group members, group
problem solving and decision making, the development and maintenance of group
norms and expectations, and the role of leadership, power, and authority in groups
and organizations.
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Third-party interventions. Conflict or competition occasionally arises in groups and
organizations. Third-party interventions are designed to bring the parties together
in the presence of a facilitator to identify problems and begin to develop ways of
dealing with them in a constructive way, often reaching solutions that are consistent
with the basic interests of both parties to the conflict.
Survey feedback. Perhaps the most widely used OD technique, survey feedback
involves the consultant collecting data from a broad cross-section of the organization (or its entire population) through questionnaires, interviews, or focus groups
and then analyzing the resulting data and feeding back the data to the members so
that they can work together to interpret the information and design corrective
actions. Typically, members of the organization hold a great deal more information
about the organization and its problems than is apparent in their day-to-day interactions. Having such information collected and presented to them often helps
members to assume ownership not only for existing problems but for their solutions as well.
Quality of work life. Traditionally, quality of work life programs alternated between
improving the social and psychological conditions of work for individuals and
involving lower-level participants in organizational decision making, both of which
seem to contribute at least indirectly to enhanced organizational performance
(Cummings & Huse, 1989, chap. 11 ). Among the approaches that might be undertaken in a quality of work life intervention are creating flatter and leaner organizational structures emphasizing employee involvement, developing job designs that
provide employees with high levels of discretion and involve them in a variety of
tasks, and opening communications throughout the organizations horiwntally,
vertically, and diagonally.
Team building. Much of the work of the modern organization is done in groups or
teams, so it is not surprising that OD practitioners have been especially attentive to
building effective teams. Again, a facilitator may work with a specific team to identify elements of individual behavior and group dynamics that might impede the
group's functioning and then to develop strategies for overcoming those problems.
The content of such sessions probably will include attention to the purpose of the
group, how comfortable members are with one another, how open the pattern of
communication within the group is, how various members play different and
important roles in the group, and how leadership in the group is shared among
members (Parker, 1990, p. 33).
We should note that although OD in its classic sense involves the use of external
consultants, many elements of the OD philosophy and even the techniques used by
OD practitioners have been appropriated by managers for their own use in the
workplace. Certainly, the central OD commitment-that of involving people
throughout the organization in the analysis, interpretation, and solution of organizational problems--has become a key tenet in contemporary management. Largely
because of OD theory and practice, managers today agree that involving employees
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in organizational change is an essential contributor to success in bringing about
change and that improving the social and psychological circumstances of work life
can have enormous benefits in terms of organizational productivity.

Change Through Appreciative Inquiry
A more recent variant of the organization development approach is called appreciative inquiry, sometimes abbreviated AI (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005; Whitney
& Trosten-Bloom, 2003). This approach, consistent with the positive organizational
behavior movement, focuses on emphasizing the strengths in an organization
rather than focusing on weaknesses or "deficits." Proponents of this approach feel
that traditional approaches to change management place too much emphasis on
the weaknesses of the organization. They focus too much on solving problems and
not enough on building upon positive things that are happening in an organization.
AI seeks to reverse this process and emphasize the organization's strengths in meeting the needs of customers and citizens, building resilience and adaptive management, enhancing revenue and productivity, and fully engaging those throughout
the organization. "Appreciative Inquiry is the cooperative, co-evolutionary search
for the best in people, their organizations, and the world around them. It involves
systematic discovery of what gives life to an organization or community when it is
most effective and most capable in economic, ecological, and human terms" (p. 8).
The idea of AI is to create conversations within an organization about what the
organization does best and how it might build on its successes to better meet the
future. Conversations are stimulated that focus on key organizational issues, not
from the perspective of what is wrong, but from the perspective of what the organization is doing right. This enables members of the organization to share best
practices (sometimes called the "positive core") and to develop a shared commitment to excellence across the board. This new knowledge and commitment is then
linked to the strategic direction of the organization in a comprehensive way.
Underlying this approach is a belief that positive organizational change requires
positive affect and social bonding, and that these features are prerequisites for generative or emergent change (as discus5ed earlier in this chapter).
Cooperrider and Whitney (2005) outline four phases in the process of appreciative inquiry:
l. Discovery. This phase mobilizes the whole system by engaging all stakeholders in the articulation of strengths and best practices. It entails identifying
"the best of what has been and what is:'
2. Dream. This phase creates a clear results-oriented vision in relation to discovered potential and in relation to questions of higher purpose, such as, "What
is the world calling us to become?"
3. Design. This phase creates possibility propositions of the ideal organization,
articulating an organization design that people feel is capable of drawing
upon and magnifying the positive core to realize the newly expressed dream.
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4. Destiny. This phase strengthens the affirmative capability of the whole system, enabling it to build and sustain momentum for ongoing positive change
and high performance. (p. 16)
While each application of AI will differ according to the specific circumstances
of the organization, a leadership advisory team is typically selected to work with the
AI consultant, after which a core group is selected to plan and design the entire
process. These groups then engage all or most participants in the organization to
generate the best ideas and most positive experiences that the group can build on.
Proponents of AI argue that the best results are achieved when everybody is "in the
room." But again, the basis of this approach to changing management focuses on
what is positive in the organization and builds on the strengths of the organization.

Change Through Six Sigma
A dramatically different, but also popular approach to change management is
called Six Sigma. Six Sigma is a system for organizations to measure, achieve, and
sustain success. More specifically, Six Sigma begins by employing statistical analysis
to locate process errors that produce defects in a product line. A "sigma rating" is
then determined, based on the number of defects per million products. Strategies
are developed for correcting errors and in turn improving quality and reducing
cost. Six Sigma itself performs at the level of 99.9997% perfection, meaning that the
organization delivers its services with only 0.0003% defects among a million transactions. This means that only three to four customers are not satisfied by the service
(or they receive services with defects). For example, a state-level Office of Cash and
Debt Management could decide to implement Six Sigma methodology and establish a goal of achieving 99.9997% perfection with domestic cash transactions. That
would mean that the Office of Cash and Debt Management would allow only three
to four defective transactions out of a million total. On the one hand, this will
reduce the extra costs that the unit is paying because of the errors that occur while
making the payments, and on the other it will increase the satisfaction of the customers because they would be paid on time and without any inconvenience.
Implementing Six Sigma starts with a management decision on what the organization needs to achieve: a full-scale change (business transformation), strategic
improvements limited to one or two critical needs, or solving persistent problems
within the organization. Once this decision is made, many employees and managers
in the organization train for different roles: Black Belt, Green Belt, Master Black
Belt, Champion, and Implementation Leader. The people in these roles have specific tasks that should be successfully implemented. The Black Belt works with a
team on a specific Six Sigma project and is "responsible for getting the team started,
building their confidence, observing and participating in training, managing team
dynamics, and bringing the project to successful results" (Pande & Holpp, p. 25).
The Green Belt brings the new Six Sigma tools into day-to-day activities. Most
employees in the organization are trained to perform this role. The Master Black
Belt is an expert in Six Sigma analytical tools, who trains Black Belts and their
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teams. The Champion is the person in the organization who provides the resources,
informs the management on the Six Sigma progress, and makes sure that ongoing
projects align with organizational goals. "The ultimate goal of the Implementation
Leader is to drive Six Sigma thinking, tools, and habits across the organization and
to help the effort reap financial and customer benefits" (p. 25).
Proponents of this approach argue that Six Sigma, if appropriately established
and implemented, can be a powerful tool to motivate employees. "When the company is committed to improving its processes, to meeting customer expectations,
to cutting cost, employees will naturally feel motivated to do better" (Brue, 2002,
p. 30). The fact that they actively participate in the implementation of the changes
and ultimately in achieving the goals of the organization motivates the employees
to give their best to the organization.
Organizations that decide to use Six Sigma methodology face great challenges.
They have to be prepared to implement all necessary steps properly, they have to
train their employees in how to perform new roles, and they have to be persistent
with the established goals if they want to enjoy the benefits. Producing and delivering goods and services with the greatest customer satisfaction, avoiding the defects,
and saving money are goals of both private companies and public organizations.

Change Through the Arts*
To again emphasize the variety of approaches to planned change, we should note
that recently both public and private organizations have employed the arts as a way
of bringing about exploration, change, and transformation (Austin, Devin, &
Schmidt, 2003; VanGundy & Naiman, 2003). The 1990s saw the emergence of a
handful of practitioners from several artistic disciplines doing new and experimental work in organizations. For example, percussionists gathered executives in drum
circles to experience synchrony, collaboration, and listening. Stan Gryskiewicz, at
the Center for Creative Leadership, brought in jazz musicians to demonstrate
improvisation in communities of practice. Consultants such as Michael Jones and
John Kao sat down at the piano and merged their speaking careers with spontaneous performances from the keyboard. Acting companies brought Shakespeare into
the boardroom, and visual artists, including Cheryl De Ciantis, developed activity
modules for executives working with day and other sculpted materials to create
tangible expressions of their personal missions. Creative Leaps International
entered the scene with Concerts of Ideas, a program designed to spark new thinking
and accelerate discussion of leadership and change.
In the decade that followed, the practice proliferated rapidly across the United
States and Europe. Violinist Miha Pogacnik from Slovenia convened the first
European Arts and Business Summit at Castle Borlin his home country. Conductors
Benjamin Zander and Roger Nierenberg began their extraordinary work from the
podium, inviting corporate groups right into the orchestra to witness the dynamics
of precision teamwork in a mighty symphony. The Orpheus Chamber Ensemble, a
conductorless orchestra, turned the leadership model on its head, demonstrating
leadership as something that could emerge spontaneously.
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As an example of how the arts might be employed in organizational change,
consider this case. Two years after Katrina, the Southeast Louisiana Chapter (SELA)
of the American Red Cross was dispirited. It had itself been decimated, members
losing their own homes and loved ones to the storm. They had pushed themselves
beyond the breaking point-working for others and neglecting themselves.
Three groups were brought in to help SELA and its people put itself back
together: (1) The George Washington University (GWU) Institute for Crisis,
Disaster and Risk Management; (2) the James MacGregor Burns Center for
Leadership atthe University of Maryland (UM); and (3) Creative Leaps International,
a nonprofit educational and consulting group headquartered in the Hudson Valley
of New York. The teams from GWU and UM led the way with painstaking research,
interviews, and interventions pointing the way to recovery. Significant progress was
made, enhancing self-knowledge and reframing the realities that had defeated the
Red Cross workers. Yet, somehow, hope continued to be elusive.
The team from Creative Leaps was called in and helped to design a culminating
Resilience Retreat for the SELA participants, rich in arts-inflected workshops and
activities. Chief among them was the Concert of Ideas, a lively interactive performance designed, in this instance, to honor heroic service; catalyze new thinking;
and gently, but surely, resurface the emotional trauma of SELA's Katrina experience.
The Concert of Ideas is a trademarked invention of Creative Leaps International
with a very particular architecture and style of interaction. From the very beginning, it takes its listeners by surprise with dynamic, energizing, and very thoughtfully selected music, largely classical and theatrical with a blend of spirituals and
original compositions. In addition, the session includes poetry, stories, listening
games, and conversation across the footlights-an engaging mix of ideas and
activities drawn from the arts, sciences, philosophy, and cultures of many lands.
Each of the performance elements is keyed to the central theme, issue, or questions of the day. But no answers are offered, only directions of exploration and
openings to alternative perspectives. For the Red Cross workers, there was hesitation at first even to sit down and give the performance a chance. People wondered,
"What could this possibly do for us? We've got mountains of work to do." But as the
music washed over them and the performers reached out heart to heart, person to
person, something began to happen. The music entered and loosened that which
was locked away. Tears flowed, glances raced from one to another, and smiles began
to break out from tightly clasped lips. Within minutes, the room came alive and the
journey with Creative Leaps International began.
Over the next two days, discussion circles and workshops took the explorations
deeper. The five workshops Creative Leaps offered were repeated three times, due
to popular demand. Running concurrently, sessions spanned titles including
Leadership and Perception, Mind-Body Stress Management, Risk Taking and
Habits of Excellence, Lessons of Courage and Adversity, and The Hero's Journey.
The participants absorbed the messages and used these safe, personal gatherings to

voice their own closely held truths.
Finally, on the afternoon of the last day, the Creative Leaps team recruited
15 volunteers to partner with them in the creation of Harvest of Learnings, a
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performance event for the SELA participants themselves to author and perform, with
a bit of musical and theatrical assistance from their Creative Leaps colleagues.
Through two dynamic hours of meetings, interviews, and quick-fire rehearsals, the
Harvest was prepared. The performance that followed was part celebration, part solemn ceremony, and moved through everyone forcefully--every hard-won truth,
every personal victory uplifted. Through tears of joy and gestures of triumph, the
SELA participants exclaimed, "We're back!"
*This section is adapted from Cimino and Denhardt, forthcoming.

The Management of Change
Public managers often are called on to bring about substantial change in their agencies. Some managers are specifically hired to "fix" existing agencies. But even for
managers who have been in place for some time, new legislative mandates, a public
crisis of confidence, dramatic changes in the environment, or a vague feeling that
things could be working much better might lead managers to think in terms of a
systemwide organizational transformation. We already have examined some of the
approaches and strategies that managers might employ in specific situations, but
we also should ask how managers might bring about systemwide improvements in
quality and productivity in their organizations.

Steps in Organizational Transformations
Studies have shown some agreement concerning the steps that managers
should take to bring about organizational change. For example, a study by
Denhardt and Denhardt (1999) explored the question of how local government
managers bring about change, based on case studies of three highly regarded local
government leaders. Briefly, Robert O'Neill's approach in Fairfax County,
Virginia, has been to emphasize open communications throughout the organization, significant involvement of county employees in major decisions, and the
building of more effective linkages with the community. Descriptions of Phil
Penland's work in Altamonte Springs, Florida, tend to center on two or three
especially important or signal efforts that helped to set a tone or establish the
culture of change and innovation that characterizes Altamonte Springs today. But
what is most striking is the way in which Penland has encouraged a culture in
which change is seen as a positive value rather than as something to be feared and
in which all employees are actively involved in pursuing innovations that make
the city work better. Jan Perkins in Fremont, California, has led a transformation
that has centered on building more effective customer service, working internally
and externally through the use of interest-based bargaining, and significantly
involving citizens in every aspect of the city's governance (see the case study later
in this chapter).
Based on these case studies, Denhardt and Denhardt (1999) developed a
model of leadership for change that posits a series of five steps that those wishing
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to successfully bring about change in their communities completed. Successful
public managers hoping to lead change must ( l) assess the organizations' environments and the need for change, (2) plan for change both strategically and pragmatically, (3) build support for the change process both through conversation and
through modeling the change process in the managers' own behavior, (4) implement
specific changes while at the same time encouraging a broader positive attitude
toward change and innovation, and (5) institutionalize the changes. Cutting across
these issues, Denhardt and Denhardt also pointed out the importance of managers'
learning capacities, especially with respect to knowing themselves and their values,
knowing their communities, knowing their organizations, and knowing their governing bodies. Finally, the authors suggested that the form of leadership these
managers exhibited differs significantly from the traditional top-down, internally
focused approach frequently employed in public administration; the former is
much more open, free-flowing, engaging, and collaborative than the latter, yet it is
firmly committed to the ideal of service to the community.
Although public sector change activities are likely to be considerably more
attuned to public engagement than those in the private sector, these findings are
consistent with those of scholars examining change in the private sector. Nadler and
colleagues ( 1995, chap. 6 ), for example, suggested five phases in the change process.
l. Diagnosis. This is a thoughtful assessment of the current state-its strengths,

weaknesses, and embedded aspirations. Diagnosis should not be complex or
cumbersome; its primary purpose is to identify the resources available for
developing the new organization. Therefore, the focus is on clarity, simplicity,
and communicability.
2. Clarification and coalition building. The objectives during this phase are to
refine and clarify the vision of the future state and to recruit key change agents
and interventions. Here activity picks up; staff members are involved in
articulating the future state and describing the specific changes to take place.
3. Action. The major changes are launched, and the organizational identity and
architecture are communicated. At the end of this phase, the major pillars of
the new organization should be in place.
4. Consolidation and refinement. During this phase, there are several activities
ranging from assessment and checking to moving people who are not working out. The key output at the end of this phase is the broad-based implementation and acceptance of change.
5. Sustainability. During this phase, the challenge is to reflect on how the organization is working and what refinements, if any, are required to achieve the
original design intent. Typically, the executive team collects data and uses
them to evaluate the new organization's strengths and weaknesses. In fact,
one of the outputs of this phase might be to launch incremental change or
refinements to the now current state. The purpose is to build the new organization into a high-performance mode.
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Kotter's (1996) work Leading Change added an interesting dimension to the
transformational process, suggesting that too much complacency is the death knell
of organizational change. He argued that managers often overestimate their own
influence in organizations and underestimate how difficult it is to get people to
change. According to Kotter, "Without a sense of urgency, people won't give that
extra effort that is often essential" (p. 5). He even recommended that managers create crises by allowing financial losses to occur or allowing errors to blow up instead
of being corrected. Although such tactics seem especially questionable in public
organizations, they at least emphasize Kotter's recommendation that managers
begin the change process by creating (or at least communicating) a sense of urgency.

Change and Innovation in Public Organizations
Public organizations present unique problems and opportunities for managers
seeking organizational changes. For example, although politics plays a role in all
organizational changes, the politics of change are considerably more complex in
public organizations than in private ones. In a democratic political system, power
is widely shared, meaning that many constituencies will need to be involved and
many approvals might be required. As noted earlier, this aspect of change in public
organizations is likely to become even more important in the future as the most
pressing problems cut across agency and jurisdictional boundaries. Under these
circumstances, Popovich ( 1998) and his writing team colleagues recommended
that public managers be especially attentive to the politics of change. Among other
things, the contributors to that volume noted that nearly every move public managers make will have political implications. Political leaders will want to know what is
going on and will resent surprises. Moreover, managers should remember that
government agencies are the way they are because somebody at some time wanted
them to be that way. Nearly all barriers to effective agency performance (i.e., those
burdensome rules and regulations) started out as reforms, and this political history
is important to consider. For example, the state of Maryland has particularly rigid
procurement rules that one might be inclined to change except that those rules are
the result of a series of scandals that became important politically. So, any changeoriented public manager, in Maryland or anywhere else, needs to consider how
proposed changes will be viewed by elected officials, citizens, and others.
Another important concern is that leadership in political offices and appointed
offices can turn over quite rapidly. This means that changes that appear extremely
important to one group might, for political or other reasons, appear quite "out of
touch" to another group. Numerous changes in public organizations have garnered
enthusiasm and support when they were introduced, only to be quickly discarded
as the next administration came on board. But this is not always the case. The state
of Oregon, for example, began a broad-based strategic planning process in 1988
that established several hundred benchmarks for assessing the progress of state
government. Three consecutive gubernatorial administrations have embraced
those benchmarks and maintained the momentum set two decades ago. (One
variation of this issue is, of course, that organizational changes are influenced by
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political cycles, especially the calendar of elections. Beginning major changes during the final year of a particular administration is not likely to receive strong support. Instead, this is the time to secure and institutionalize those changes that
already have been made.)
Whether because of political constraints or because of other considerations,
public managers seeking change in their organizations often make progress only
through what Behn (1988) called "groping along" and what Denhardt (2000) called
"pragmatic incrementalism." Behn (1988) argued that change in public organizations often is not so much a matter of rational planning in which a manager considers all courses of action and then settles on a strategy that guides all of his or her
future actions. Instead, "an excellent manager has a very good sense of his objectives
but lacks a precise idea about how to realize them" (p. 645). But Denhardt pointed
out that these managers are not moving forward randomly or without insight.
Rather, they have a very clear idea of where they want to go, even though they might
lack specific steps to reach those places. They do not have step-by-step plans, but
they do have strategies, and from day to day and from moment to moment, they
take advantage of opportunities to move in the desired directions. They might talk
with citizen groups, encounter legislators in restaurants, or hold formal staff meetings. But in all of these settings, their messages remain much the same and fully
consistent with the directions in which they want to move their organizations
(Denhardt, 2000, chap. 5).
Another issue that has received increasing attention in the literature on public
administration is how to create organizational norms where experimentation and
innovation are not feared but rather valued. Light (1998) studied 26 public and
nonprofit organizations in which innovation had become a way of life. Light found
that these organizations followed many of the same prescriptions for organizational
change that we already have discussed but that they were particularly adept at
encouraging creativity. Among Light's recommendations for creating "the freedom
to imagine" were to stay "thin" (minimize organizational layering), create room to
experiment (by granting groups the freedom to think "beyond the box"), push
authority downward, lower the barriers to internal collaboration, democratize (by
shifting from centralized rule to a more participatory style), prime organizations
for innovation (by creating separate funding to implement creative new ideas), create a marketplace of ideas (in which ideas rise or fall on their own merits rather
than on the basis of power or politics), prepare for stress (because change can be
discomforting), maximize diversity (internally but especially in relation to the community), and age gracefully (while maintaining an interest in innovation) (chap. 4).
Similarly, Denhardt and Denhardt (1999) found that many in public organizations, like their counterparts in business organizations, are "risk averse" in that
they place a high value on not "rocking the boat." This means that managers interested in encouraging innovation must take special measures to encourage employees to experiment, to value change, and (under the right circumstances) even to
take risks. Indeed, a significant part of building a culture of innovation is setting
expectations with respect to risk and opportunity. Change-oriented public managers
want their employees to understand that there is no penalty for taking risks so long
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as they are taken for the right reasons. In any case, although managers can bring
about some changes "from the top;' in the long run many more innovations probably will occur if those throughout the organization know that change and innovation are valued, that they have been empowered to act, and that top management
will support calculated risks.
Finally, Borins (1998) reviewed a sample of semifinalists' applications for the
Ford Foundation-Kennedy School of Government's state and local government
innovation awards. Consistent with what we have just said, a large portion of the
innovations that occurred were initiated by public servants at the middle management level or on the front line. Borins argued that as public organizations devolve
authority and responsibility throughout the organizations, we are likely to experience even more innovation. Moreover, in contrast to other findings, Borins did not
find that public servants needed crises before they acted. Instead, they usually solved
problems before they became crises (see also Borins, 2008). Borins wrote, "Politicians
initiate in times of crisis, agency heads [do so) when they take over the reins or in an
organizational change context, and middle-level and frontline public servants
develop innovative responses as needed to solve internal problems or take advantage
of opportunities" (pp. 284-285). Creating a culture in which persons throughout the
organization are encouraged to experiment with new ideas is important in actually
bringing about change and innovation, a conclusion also reached in a study of the
city of Phoenix, considered one of the best run local governments in the world
(Denhardt & Denhardt, 2001).
Finally, we should note that many in government think of innovation in terms
of generating new practices or adapting new practices. Those governments or nonprofits that establish a culture of innovation will likely have success in generating
and implementing new ideas. Others, however, can benefit from the established
"best practices" of other organizations. For this reason, groups such as the Alliance
for Innovation (www.transformgov.org) are engaged in research into best practices
in local government and ways of implementing those best practices in other settings. There are also other resources for advancing the study and practice of public
sector innovation, including the Innovation Journal (www.innovation.cc).

The Ethics of Managing Change
Although many consider management to be a fairly technical endeavor, there are
important value questions that affect almost everything that managers do. Managers
deal with humans and play a significant role in shaping the lives of those within and
outside of their organizations. In so doing, they bear a special responsibility to their
employees and the citizens they serve, a responsibility to engage in behavior that is
not only efficient and effective but also ethical. In this section, we consider some of
the values that enter into managers' relationships with their employees.
Earlier, we reviewed some of the ways in which the manager tries to bring about
change in the organization, including change through management action or reorganization and change brought about by reshaping the culture or learning capacity
of the organization. But in any effort in organizational change, the wishes of the
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manager are, to some extent, imposed on other people in the organization. If these
people were left to their own devices, then they might act in quite different ways.
But because of their roles and commitments within the organization, they act in the
way that their manager desires.
Obviously, most efforts at organizational change involve attempts to maximize
efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity in the organization. But these values are
the values of management and might not necessarily be those of employees. For this
reason, most attempts to transform organizations require managers to change the
value system of the organization and its members in some way. That is, as Woodall
(1996) put it, "It has become received wisdom that high levels of commitment and
performance require employees to espouse values that are aligned with the managerial vision" ( p. 28). In this view, the question becomes one of how the manager can
persuade, entice, or co-opt others into following his or her vision of the organization and its future.
McKendall ( 1993) argued that most organizational change efforts actually serve
to increase the power of management relative to others in the organization. This
occurs for several reasons. First, planned change, especially strategic change, typically is initiated by top management and implicitly bears the message that top
management not only is in control but also has a "right" to be in control. Second,
as we have discussed, planned change creates uncertainty and ambiguity in the
organization. Under these conditions, employees might seek stability through conformity to the wishes and desires of those who appear to be "in charge." Third,
efforts at organizational change involve management defining a new "reality" for
the organization's members. "It reaffirms the right of management to define the
'order' of the organization" (McKendall, 1993, p. 99). The basic question becomes
one of how managers can secure compliance with their wishes.
Obviously, stating the problem in this way makes more apparent the possible
ethical dilemmas that the managers may confront in attempts to change or transform the organization. At some point, change can become coercion, and influence
can become manipulation-and there might be a very fine line between the two.
Even though modern management expresses distaste for the old authoritarian biases
of past management practices, there still are activities that managers engage in that
have the effect of devaluing, and even dehumanizing, their employees. Being aware
of some of the potential ethical dilemmas that are inherent in management and
especially organizational change can help the manager to be more sensitive to the
concerns of others in the organization and to be more likely to act in a consistently
ethical manner. There are two areas that deserve our attention. First, who determines
the need for change, the intended outcomes, and the organization's values? Second,
how can managers instill change in a way that is both effective and ethical?
The first question-who determines the need for change-may be addressed by
thinking through the various obligations that public administrators have. Obviously,
a manager (whether in a public or private organization) who pursues organizational change for his or her own self-interest would be acting in an unethical manner. But public administrators have a further obligation-to undertake change only
as it is consistent with their obligations as public servants. Public agencies and their
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managers are, first and foremost, accountable to the public. As Cooper (1998} put
it, "It seems reasonable to expect that someone who accepts employment in a
public fiduciary role [will] act generally in accordance with the values of the
citizenry as expressed through a political system and direct citizen participation"
(p. 69). More specifically, public administrators are expected to behave in a way that
is consistent with the wishes of elected officials, especially as reflected in legislation.
This means that a public administrator who changes the value system of his or her
organization in such away that it no longer is consistent with legislation has acted
in an unethical manner. Moreover, if an administrator acts outside of the law or his
or her delegated authority in planning or implementing change, then this also
would be considered unethical (Svara, 2006).
Beyond their obligations as public servants, public managers (indeed all managers) must face the question of the extent to which their imposing their values on
others or their directing the behavior of others represents a violation of their
employees' freedom and autonomy. Lippitt and Lippitt (1978), in a well-known
book on organizational consultation, wrote,
In the eyes of those persons who hold the enhancement of man's freedom of
choice as a fundamental value, any deliberate influencing of the behavior of
others constitutes a violation of their basic humanity. On the other hand,
effective behavior change involves some degree of utilization of power and
control and a potential imposition of the change agent's values on the client
system. (p. 70)
Certainly, we typically assume that by involving ourselves in organizations, we
give up some of our decision-making autonomy. But we also recognize that there
are limits on the extent to which those in positions of power and authority can
impose their will on others. Some such restraints are formal and specific, and they
protect the rights of employees (e.g., prohibitions on sexual harassment). Others
are more general. For example, the current emphasis on empowerment in organizations presents a significantly different answer to the question of power and control
in organizations than that given by the early proponents of top-down "scientific
management." Moreover, we recognize that some organizations are more open and
involving of lower-level participants than are others. In either case, merely by asking the question, we acknowledge that there is an ethical question concerning the
extent to which managers can impose their values on employees. This goes to the
second question-how managers can bring about change in a way that is both
effective and ethical.
We can begin to address this issue by noting when managers' activities would be
unethical. For example, we generally would label as unethical actions that would
coerce employees into certain behaviors. "Coercion takes place when one person or
group forces another person or group to act or refrain from acting under threat of
severe deprivation" such as the loss of one's life, job, or well-being (Warwick &
Kelman, 1973 ). Obviously, we would find overt acts of coercion to be objectionable,
but in fact coercion is not always overt. Again, although most contemporary
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management theories favor more open and involving styles of management, there
still are situations in which employees are told essentially to "shape up or ship out."
Whether these actions are unethical is perhaps only possible to judge within the
context of particular activities, but they certainly raise not just technical issues but
ethical ones as well. (We should, of course, point out that in addition to the ethical
question that coercion raises, in the long run, coercion is not likely to be effective
anyway. At a minimum, it generates resentment, but beyond that it can lead to
strikes, employee turnover, or even sabotage.)
Many of the same issues that we associate with coercion also can be raised with
respect to manipulation. Although manipulation is a somewhat vaguer concept, it
generally is taken to mean a type of interpersonal influence in which the manipulator intentionally deceives the target. Seabright and Moberg (1998) suggested that
manipulation can be classified in two categories: (1) situational manipulation (in
which the circumstances within which the target acts are so structured that the
target sees no apparent alternatives) and (2) psychological manipulation (in which
the target's efforts to make sense of a situation are confused or misdirected).
"Manipulation operates by robbing the victim of autonomy either in choice (situational manipulation) or in self-definition (psychological manipulation) for the
sole purpose of advancing the perpetrator's objective" (p. 167). The results are
actions that are not freely undertaken.
We can easily think of examples of manipulation in organizations-fooling
someone into doing something by the use of flattery or lies, playing on the emotions of someone to get one's own way, making the target think that the agent's way
was his or her own idea, and so on. In any case, as with coercion, manipulative
tactics that involve deception, threats, fear, secrecy, and dishonesty should be considered unethical. But manipulation sometimes is difficult to identify because it is
so closely related to persuasion and facilitation, neither of which has quite the same
negative connotation as manipulation. But in terms of organizational change,
White and Wooten ( 1983) argued, "Basically, manipulation and coercion can occur
when the organizational development effort requires organizational members to
abridge their personal values or needs against their will" (p. 691 ). As with coercion,
there may be practical negative consequences as well in that manipulation is likely
to breed anger, fear, resentment, and hostility.
The question of autonomy leads to a final consideration-that organizational
change efforts can become dehumanizing and therefore ethically questionable.
Basically, this argument would hold that efforts at organizational change that suppress human development or limit the individual's pursuit of meaning, autonomy,
and independence raise substantial ethical issues. Many, of course, have argued that
modern organizations, by their very nature, have tendencies toward dehumanization. What often is termed the rational model of administration primarily focuses
on the organization achieving its objectives with the greatest possible efficiency.
Efficiency becomes the key value in that model. But it does so by disregarding the
question of human meaning. Individual members of the organization are not valued
per se but only as means to given ends. Indeed, a major justification of the rational
model is that it can help to eliminate those bothersome human qualities-such as
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feelings, emotions, and values-that might interfere with the efficient pursuit of
the organization's objectives. The individual is not granted autonomy or meaning
but rather is viewed in an instrumental fashion-valued only as a contributor to
the organization's objectives. Employees are forced into narrowly defined roles in the
hierarchy so that their contributions can be regulated and controlled.
As with coercion and manipulation, dehumanization raises not only important
ethical issues but also practical one~issatisfaction, lack of innovation, groupthink, and the creation of an overly conformist culture in which productive conflict
cannot be found. Woodall ( 1996) summarized the ethical issues in organizational
change in this way:
The role of change agents, and above all the process whereby a cultural
change is introduced, are surrounded by ethical dilemmas. These do not just
concern the inherent worth of the exercise or its benefit to the organization.
They also include the impact on individual motivation to comply and above
all the infringement of individual autonomy, privacy, self-esteem, and equitable treatment. (p. 35)
Reviewing the ethics of organizational behavior leads us to ask how public managers can bring about change while still maintaining a sense of democratic responsibility and whether efforts at organizational change can be carried out in a way that
avoids coercion, manipulation, or dehumanization. In either case, an appropriate
response is to suggest that doing those things that promote the autonomy and
independent involvement of individual citizens or employees provides the best possible ethical response. Indeed, one of the most significant ethical issues facing public managers is how they can fully involve all of those individuals both within and
outside of the organization who should play a role in decisions concerning the work
of the public service (Svara, 2006). Public administration is, of course, different in
the sense that, because public servants are involved in the governance process, they
must constantly deal with issues such as justice, fairness, and equity. Every act of
every public servant, whether in the formulation or implementation of public
policy, is permeated with ethical concerns.

A Final Note on Personal Change
To be successful in changing public organizations, managers must develop a fairly
specific set of skills necessary to the change process. As we have mentioned, many
of these skills are what are called process skills-skills related to how things are done
as opposed to what things are being done. A given task can be completed in a variety of ways, depending on the manager's orientation; the difference largely lies in
the area of process skills. As traditional modes of change that depend on authority
and expertise give way to a growing need to generate the support and commitment
of organizational members, these skills will become even more important. As we
already have seen in this chapter, the success of organizational change efforts
depends not only on what the manager does but also on how he or she does it.
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We have, of course, already covered many process skills in this bookcommunications, motivation, negotiation, power and authority, and so on-but
several of these skills deserve special attention in connection with the process of
organizational change. First, change often is dependent on the manager's (or the
consultant's) capacity for effective listening-that is, his or her ability to hear exactly
what is being said by those throughout the organization and those outside who
interact with the organization. The first stage in any organizational change effort is
diagnosis, and that requires careful listening. Second, a manager interested in
change will be aided by his or her ability to pick up behavioral clues that might not
be apparent on the surface. Indeed, the manager's capacity for empathetic understanding may be essential to effecting positive change. Third, we already have
pointed out the importance of employee participation and involvement in the
change process. But participation does not just happen. It requires the manager to
act affirmatively to encourage open dialogue. The manager must feel secure in his
or her own position so as to trust the suggestions that others make. Indeed, if the
manager is insecure, then employees probably will not trust the manager.
As Judson (1991) wrote,
Process skills have to do with the dynamics and quality of interaction among
members of management and between managers, supervisors, and employees. The cultivation and development of effective process skills depend on
having a supportive atmosphere in the organization, on personal willingness
to take risks in trying new modes of interpersonal behavior, and on personal
sensitivity to the behavioral clues offered by others. (p. 148)
Developing such skills demands much of the manager and even suggests that, to
change the organization, the manager might need to change him- or herself. That
deep and personal change required of the managers might, in the final analysis, be
the single most important determinant of successful organizational change.

Ways of Acting
The following guidelines for action may help you to use the information contained
in this chapter in your day-to-day work in public and nonprofit organizations.
1. If you are seeking to lead change, consider carefully the emotional and psychological components of resistance to change, both your own and that of others. People

may oppose change for rational and objective reasons, but resistance also may
indicate the play of emotional and psychological forces. People generally are more
comfortable with patterns of behavior that are familiar to them. Changing those
patterns requires a psychological adaptation, which often is quite difficult. In part,
people must become accustomed to the new situation; in part, they must learn
to accommodate the loss of what they had before. In either case, they need time to
work through the important issues that often accompany change.
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2. If you are seeking to lead change, try to clarify and communicate throughout

the organization the problems associated with the current way of operating and what
benefits might accrue if you tried something else. When people operate in one way for
a long period of time, they come to think that is the only way of operating. That is
why people justify keeping things as they are by saying, "We've always done it that
way." That might be true, but there also might be other ways of operating that will
be far more effective.
3. If you are seeking to lead change, try to involve people throughout the organization in the change process. People are more likely to accept changes if they fully

understand what is going on and if they feel a sense of "ownership" of the changes
that are being made. Even more important, as one state productivity improvement
director commented, "The people who do the work know the work best and know
best how to improve the work." For this reason, involving a wide range of people in
the change process is likely to yield better ideas for how to improve the system.
4. Think about the forces that are driving change and those that are resisting
change. A careful analysis of these factors often will indicate ways in which change

can be introduced more effectively. Be especially careful to consider not just how to
increase the pressure to change but also--and often even more important-how to
reduce resistance to change. Be sure to match your approach to change--whether
OD or Six Sigma or so forth-to the particular environment in which the changes
will occur.
5. Consider the culture of the organization. Understanding the existing norms,
beliefs, and values of those in the organization is an important first step in bringing
about change. Cultural attributes typically are deep-seated in any organization (or
any culture) and will represent substantial forces restraining change. On the other
hand, by exposing the existing norms of the organization and by carefully developing a new statement of the organization's vision and values (hopefully with broad
participation from those in the organization), you might be able to set course for a
new culture. Just remember that it will take a long time before any new culture
becomes fully accepted as part of the very fabric of the organization.
6. Listen, listen, listen. The first step in bringing about change is to fully understand the organization and its stakeholders. Take time to listen to citizens, employees,
clients, legislators, and those in various interest groups. Find out what they think
about the organization and how it might be improved. Heed the advice of a local
government budget officer who said, "If our city manager comes up with ten ideas a
year, that's good. But if a thousand people in the organization each come up with one,
that's even better. And besides, he probably won't come up with ten anyway." You
might be that manager. Listen to the advice of those throughout the organization.
7. Think of building a capacity for learning in the organization. Although only
individuals, and not organizations, are capable of learning, it is possible for you to
affect the conditions under which learning that is helpful to the organization might
occur. Individual insights and perceptions must be allowed to flow out into the
larger organization where their impact will be greatest.
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8. Remember the difference between single-loop and double-loop learning (learning new strategies versus learning new basic assumptions). Where those in the organization are facing decisions that are routine or repetitive, single-loop learning
probably will be sufficient; where they are facing more complex and "nonprogrammable" decisions, double-loop learning will be required. Remember that sometimes
single-loop learning appears to be double-loop when it really is not. Be sure that
your learning processes engage the most basic and preciously unchallenged
assumptions of the organization.
9. If changes in the organization's structure appear necessary, think twice. Make
sure that the real issues are structural and not behavioral. If they still appear to be
structural, then make sure that they require changes in the organization's structure
as opposed to work processes or core systems (e.g., technology). If structural
changes still appear necessary, then proceed with caution and with the involvement
of those affected.
10. Remember that today's public organizations reside in a complex world of
diverse policy networks. This means that for organizational changes to be effective,
they often must involve citizen groups, stakeholders of the organization, and other
public, nonprofit, and private organizations. Consider ways of involving all the
relevant players in the design and execution of organizational changes, especially
those that will affect other participants in the network.
11. To encourage change and innovation throughout the organization, consider
employing a more organic, democratic, or participatory way of operating. Creating a

culture in which people throughout the organization feel comfortable in proposing
changes and feel confident that they will not be "killed" if well-considered risks do
not pan out eventually will pay great benefits in terms of innovation. A key to innovation is to create spaces for innovation to occur. That is, give people the freedom,
authority, and responsibility to propose and carry out needed changes. Encourage
and reward innovation. Let people know that calculated risks sometimes are necessary for positive change to occur. Share leadership.
12. Be attentive to the politics of change. Remember that whatever changes you
make in a public organization, there will be political implications. The existing
system is the way it is because others-often political leaders of some consequence--thought that it should be that way. Recognize that changing something
that others have invested political capital in has political ramifications.

Thinking in Action
Reasoning Processes in Organizational Change
Imagine a conversation in which Gina Leonard, the supervisor, called her employee
Peter Brown into her office to talk about Peter's recent performance. Gina had
observed several recent lapses in Peter's performance and had received complaints
from others who were concerned as well. Moreover, she was concerned that Peter's
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disdain for others was affecting the performance of the work group as a whole. Gina
really wanted to keep Peter in the organization because he was a highly skilled technician. But she also recognized that if things did not change, then she would have
to build a case for his dismissal. Among the things Gina said in the conversation
were the following:
Peter, your performance simply hasn't been at the level we expect here.
People at your level have to set an example for others.
You seem to have a chip on your shoulder.
I don't want to talk about what happened in the past that has led to these problems. That's history. We have to deal with the future.
Let's clear the air once and for all.
We need to be clear about your work and your impact on others.
I've heard several people describe you as "disruptive;"'uncaring;' and "detached."
Others have even complained that you have been downright rude to them.
What is your reaction to Gina's approach and her language? How would you
diagnose what was happening here? What advice would you give to Gina in handling situations like this?
Assume that you met Gina in the hall later and that she asked what you thought
of her approach as she explained it in a memo about her meeting with Peter. Write
out a conversation between Gina and you using the right-hand side of several sheets
of paper. On the left-hand side, write any thoughts or feelings that you might have
during the conversation that you would not, for whatever reason, want to communicate to Gina. Following is an example:

Let Gina commit herselffirst so I can see what she thinks happened.
Gina:

Did you read my memo on meeting with Peter?

You:

Yes, I saw it. Must have been tough.

Gina:

I just don't know how to get through to a guy like Peter.

"A guy like Peter." There's a clue.
Write out your version of the conservation from here on. Trade your written
conversations with another class member and analyze the hidden assumptions that
person made in talking with Gina. Did that person consider Gina effective? If not,
then why not? How close were the inferences that person made to the actual observable data? What actions might flow from such inferences? Is it necessary to create
more abstract inferences to deal with the problem? If so, then how does the process
of inference affect that of organizational change? How does all this connect to the
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dea of double-loop learning? (This exercise is adapted from Argyris (1999). See
>ages 71-87 in the original for a detailed examination of the factors at play here and
heir connection to the question of double-loop learning.)

.eading Change in Local Government
lead and be prepared to discuss the following two case studies.

Case Study 1
Excellence in local government does not come about automatically but rather
requires public managers to be highly skilled in leading change. When Jan
Perkins became city manager of Fremont, California, in 1992, Fremont, like
many other California cities, was suffering from both economic difficulties
and the state's efforts to pull back the property tax as a source of local government revenue. Yet while city employees were being laid off and services
were being curtailed, citizen demand for quality public services remained
high. More important, in Perkins's mind, was the fact that citizens had lost
confidence in their government. For both of these reasons, Perkins and other
city officials in Fremont recognized that something dramatically different had
to be done.
The change process started early in Perkins's tenure, as one of her council
members proposed bringing in an outside consultant (at a cost of $500,000)
to diagnose what might be done. Especially because a neighboring city had
just done the same thing and failed to adopt a single recommendation,
Perkins believed that greater benefits could be obtained by working with
those within the city to figure out how the quality and productivity of the city
might be improved. A facilitated workshop session, involving top elected and
appointed officials, was devoted to understanding "what we do, how we do
it, and why we do it." From there, the question became, "How can we do it
better? Or, more specifically, how can we become fast and flexible, customer
oriented, focused on results, and engaged in important partnerships internally and externally?" During the 5 years following the workshop, Perkins led
a dramatic change in Fremont's city government, a change built around
delivering high-quality services to citizens, creating an internal culture built
around continuous and employee-driven improvement, a highly collaborative
approach to decision making and problem solving, and the creation of partnerships within the city and with surrounding communities.
The city's interest in customer service was given initial impetus by complaints from local developers about how long it took to get permits and other
approvals to undertake construction in Fremont. During a time when economic development was a key issue, these concerns were heard loud and
clear, and the permitting process was improved significantly. Similar concerns
were raised in other areas, to the point where Perkins and her top staff began

(Continued)
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(Continued)
to concentrate on developing a serious philosophical and practical commitment to service quality. In part, Perkins described the philosophy as the Nike
slogan: "Just do it." That is, the message to employees was that if they saw
a way in which the citizens of Fremont could be better served by city government, then they should take action. "Just do it." But the philosophy also
reflected an approach similar to the Nordstrom department store service philosophy-of being interested not only in the transaction (the specific product
or service being delivered) but also in building a relationship (between customers and the business or, in this case, between citizens and government).
The city's capacity to innovate has been aided by a much more collaborative
approach to decision making and problem solving, an approach cutting across
traditional organizational boundaries. Whatever their positions, employees are
encouraged to think of themselves as representatives of the city and to do
what is necessary to provide citizens with the answers they need. For example,
if a planning department employee sees a streetlight malfunctioning, then that
employee is encouraged to take action rather than just passing off the problem
as one for the street maintenance people to discover and correct. Similarly, any
employee receiving a phone call about any topic is encouraged to "own" that
question until it has been answered satisfactorily.
This attitude also is supported by a strong emphasis on partnerships (or collaborative problem solving) at many different levels in the organization. Early in
the process of labor negotiation, Perkins created joint labor management committees to consider "quality of work life" issues through a structured problemsolving process known as "interest-based bargaining." This collaborative
process encourages participants to identify their basic interests (before jumping
to solutions) and then to engage in collaborative problem solving to find a way
of accommodating the varied interests represented. Interest-based bargaining
was so highly successful in labor-management relations that the same
approach has been encouraged throughout city government. Training in the
process has been offered to all employees of the city, and interest-based bargaining has become a standard way of doing business in Fremont.
The same approach to building partnerships through collaborative efforts
is used as the city relates to citizens and to other nearby governmental entities. City employees do not just inform citizens about what is going to be
done to them; they also go out and ask citizens what they want and then
balance those interests with those of the city. Beyond that, city employees
and citizens engage in interest-based problem solving even around issues of
how to design a process to involve the public. The city engineer commented,
"We do more than tell them what we are going to do. We go out now and
involve them in the design of the process itself. The process is laid out by the
people involved." Perkins described the shift in thinking as a shift from government as a "vending machine," where one puts his or her money in the
slot and takes out the product or service (or kicks the machine when it does
not work), to government as a "barn raising," where many people come
together to combine their efforts to produce a product or service that all can
feel good about.
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Perkins described the change process in Fremont as involving waves of
change, with each wave building over time the quality of the city's work.
Wave I involves recognizing the need to change; building trust and relationships internally; specifying the mission, vision, and values of the organization;
gathering "low-hanging fruit"; and beginning education and training around
these concerns. The key question here is, "Why do we do what we do?"
Wave II involves deepening knowledge and skills, improving work processes,
reforming the administrative system. building trust and relationships internally, and exploring more entrepreneurial activities.
The key question here is, "How can we best serve our customers?" Wave
Ill involves rethinking the organization's structure, making the boundaries
between departments more permeable, providing seamless service delivery,
and deepening trust and relationships both internally and externally. The key
question here is, "Who does what?" Finally, Wave IV involves forming partnerships with other agencies and groups, integrating the community's vision
and the organization's vision and creating interdependencies between the
community and the organization, steering and rowing, and asking the question, "What is next?" In this case, Perkins's waves of change have become an
integral part of managing the city's business.
(This real-life case study is drawn from a larger study by Denhardt and
Denhardt [ 1999) of leading change in American local government. The entire
report is available either in hard copy from the IBM Center for the Business
of Government or online at www.businessofgovernment.org.)

Case Study 2
In 1993, a newly elected county treasurer in Maricopa County (Arizona) came
forward and essentially told top administrators and the board of supervisors,
"Well, guess what, you guys are out of money. You have no cash. Not only
that. but you are probably $100 million in the hole." According to Tom
Manos, the current chief financial officer, "It was bad that we were that bad
off. But it was worse that that we didn't know. I've looked at monthly financial reports from that time and from those you'd think everything was
peachy." But financial games were being played and the county was nearly
out of money. Not surprisingly, Governing magazine described Maricopa
County as a "poster child for bad government."
According to then chairman of the board of supervisors Betsey Bayless,
there began a series of very intense sessions that first resulted in the termination of the county administrator and the chief financial officer. All employees were put on a 5-day furlough-that is, unpaid leave for 1 week, in order
to cut the payroll down. There were also major job cuts. It was a very difficult period, one in which, according to one interviewee, "You'd turn over a
rock and something ugly would crawl out." Sandra Wilson, deputy county
(Continued)
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(Continued)
administrator, who came to the county about this time, recalls sitting with
Betsey Bayless "cutting budgets and having people scream at us."
Eventually, however, with the cooperation of the chairman, the board, and
the county administration, a new strategic plan was put into place, efforts
were made to gain control of the financial situation, and a search for a new
county administrator was undertaken.
The board ultimately hired David R. Smith as county administrator. When
Smith arrived in Maricopa County, he discovered that the county "just had
no financial recording systems that they could trust. All the departments had
their own shadow systems and they couldn't get their main financial
accounting system to work properly at all, so they were kind of in the dark
as to what their real budgetary numbers were telling them. When I got here
they were still losing money on a monthly basis, going deeper into the red."
Addressing the financial issue was paramount during this period. Ross Tate,
now county auditor, commented, "Most departments ran off a shadow sys- ·
tern. The system wasn't good at variances." Working with the board and
with a new set of financial managers, Smith got the main system working
and generating monthly budget reports. These reports were important so
that Smith and the board would always know where things stood financially.
Smith commented, "I always want to see the actual less than the budget and
be sure we're showing a positive budget variance as far as the totals go."
The result was a set of budget metrics that were centrally generated and
used in making every budget decision for the county. The idea was the managers in the county would constantly be driving positive budget variances
and the budget against which those variances would be measured was "cast
in stone." According to Smith, "I would say, 'This is the data we're going to
make decisions on. If you want to run your shadow system be my guest, but
it has no relevance for our discussions. We are going to rely on this information we believe in, and that will be what we circulate through the county.
When we call up and say your revenues are off, or your expenditures are too
high or something, you're in negative variance, well, this is the information
we're going to be using."'
At about the same time, Smith made several significant changes in top
management as well as put both a capital expenditure and job freeze in
place. New managers were brought in who were, as Joy Rich of the Regional
Development Services Agency put it, "invigorated and energized, then
encouraged to go out and implement their ideas with as few impediments as
possible." It began to work. By March of 1995 the county actually broke
even, in April and May there was a little positive variance, and by the end of
June the county finished the fiscal year "slightly to the good."
The county's "Managing for Results" system has evolved to a fully integrated system of strategic planning, budgeting, and performance measurement, one of the most sophisticated in the country. In an effort to ensure
greater accountability to the public, the county began a series of steps in 1998
to incorporate performance-based budgeting into its operations. That effort
began with the development of strategic plans integrated with performance
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measures in six pilot departments. The board passed a Managing for Results
policy in September 2000, requiring that participation in the program would
be necessary for future funding. Today the Managing for Results system integrates planning, budgeting, reporting results, evaluating results, and making
decisions about future actions. In 2002, Governing magazine in cooperation
with Syracuse University identified Maricopa County as one of the two bestrun county governments in the United States.
(This case study was completed by Robert and Janet Denhardt and published in 2005 under the title, "Maricopa County: A Case Study in Rapid
Organizational Change," by Arizona State University's School of Public Affairs
and Maricopa County, Arizona.)
Based on your reading of these cases and your own experience, answer
the following questions. How do public managers assess the need for change
in their communities? How do they envision change? How do they lead
change? How do they create a culture of change-that is, a culture in which
change and innovation are valued and not avoided? How do the two cases
differ in the approach to organizational change that was taken?

An Approach to Leading Change*
In April of 2007, Michael Gold was asked to present his Jazz Impact program to a gathering of IBM's thought leaders at their world headquarters
in Armonk, New York. They were gathering to explore the relationship
between transformational leadership, creativity, risk, and innovation; and
seeking a touchstone experience for their discussions.
Jazz Impact held appeal for a number of reasons. First, jazz is an art form
based in the essentials of collaborative transformation: generative growth,
integrating change, and the ability to sustain innovation. Secondly, jazz musicians know how to work with ambiguity, how take action despite uncertainty, and how to challenge the status quo. Finally, the Jazz Impact group
promised a collaborative style learning experience tied to the challenges of
complexity and accelerated change.
When the executives entered the meeting space, they were, of course,
surprised to see a jazz ensemble-piano, upright bass, small drum kit, and
alto saxophone. Before any words were spoken, the musicians engaged
them with their music, prompting their minds in a way entirely unexpected.
Incoming information in the form of music was captured and stored as
somatic experience, coded into the body's senses and feeling states with the
result of intensifying its capacity for recall. Longer recall would also facilitate
the possibility of integrating this new experience with deeply seated existing
knowledge. But no one in the audience was aware of this at the time. They
were fascinated just listening and this was good.

•This case 1s adapted from Cimino and Denhardt. forthcoming.
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When the piece ended, Gold engaged the 25 participants in a simple
polyrhythmic exercise of clapping opposing rhythms and singing a simple
melody. The intent was to push their processing away from the rubric of
handouts, PowerPoint, and analytic monologue. Bit by bit, they got into it.
Over the next 2 hours, the model of the jazz ensemble would push them
further still, helping them to frame discussions of organizational dynamics
difficult to address in ordinary language. Jazz, however, provided the perfect
vehicle because it was made of the same ustuff.
Gold placed the executives in what he likes to call "liminal" situations
and challenged them to work creatively and collaboratively. The term liminal
refers to the threshold between what we do and do not understand. In jazz,
as in life, we are constantly moving back and forth across that threshold.
Just so, we discover new knowledge, and via the cognitive process known
as transfer, we integrate our new knowledge with our existing knowledge.
The most useful integrations (those actually facilitating transformational
change) take place only when our new knowledge has been retained in a
deep and meaningful way- and for long enough periods-to allow transfer
to happen.
How would you assess the value of an approach like this? How would
using this approach compare to using appreciative inquiry or Six Sigma?
When would you use one approach and when would you use another?
H

Student Study Site
Visit the Student Study Site at www.sagepub.com/denhardt3e for the followinE
additional learning tools:
• Web Quizzes
• Video Links
• SAGE Journal Articles
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Representing
the Organization
"On the Outside"

Elected officials bring a very different set of perspectives and values than
we bring. The sharper the divide between the policy/political context and
the administrative, the quicker you get in trouble.
-Robert O'Neill, Executive Director,
International City/County Management
Association and former city manager

Unless you are trying to hide something, the press should be your ally.
-Jay E. Hakes, Director,
Jimmy Carter Presidential Library

M

uch of what we have discussed to this point has focused on the management of organizational behavior within public and nonprofit organizations. But leadership, communication, motivation, and other such
issues also are very much at the center of the relationship between any particular
public agency and the individuals, groups, and organizations surrounding it. A
significant and increasing part of the success of any particular public organization
will depend on the effectiveness of its members in working with others-<:itizens,
the governing body, other public agencies (at various levels of government), private
and nonprofit groups and associations (including interest groups), and the media.
In this chapter, we examine some of the special circumstances that those in public
organizations face in representing their organizations "on the outside" as well as the
special skills and abilities that will aid them in that process.
429
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An early formulation by Thompson ( 1967) suggested three different levels of
organization: ( l) technical, (2) managerial, and (3) institutional. The technical level
is concerned with the actual task of the organization, the managerial level mediates
between the technical group and top management, and the institutional level is
concerned with the relationship between the organization as an institution and the
wider social system of which it is a part. In this traditional view, those at the executive or institutional level were most likely to represent the organization externally.
They would be the ones to represent the organization before the legislature and the
executive, to bargain with representatives of other governmental and nongovernmental groups, and to address the media. But during the past 30 years, this situation
has changed. Although currently, those at the top probably still play more of an
external role than others, managers throughout public organizations today are
likely to be called on to represent their organizations externally.
What we are describing is an important theoretical development, but one with
direct implications for the skills required of today's public managers. Basically, the
argument is as follows: We are experiencing a dramatic change in the way in which
the rules and regulations, as well as the programs and processes, that guide society
are being developed-or, to put it somewhat differently, a change in the way in
which public policy is being developed. In the past, government played a predominant role in what some have called the "steering of society" (Nelissen, BemelmansVidec, Godfroij, & deGoede, 1999). That is not to say that other interests were not
represented as well, but in the past government played a decisive role.
To use a sports analogy, the playing field on which the game of public policy
formation occurred was one government proscribed, and the primary players were
elected public officials and policy advisers throughout government agencies. In
turn, public administrators, playing on the same field (but often somewhere near
the sidelines), were largely concerned with the implementation of public policies.
They were primarily concerned with managing their organizations so that the
proper things would get done.
But time and circumstances have changed. The game of public policy formulation and implementation no longer is played primarily by those in government.
Indeed, one might even say that today the audience no longer is in the stands but
rather is right there on the field, participating in every play. To put this more formally, there has been a reformulation of the steering mechanisms of society. Many
groups and interests today are directly involved in the development and implementation of public policy.
In fact, what we are witnessing is the development of many different policy networks, with each serving its own substantive interests (e.g., transportation, social
welfare, education). Each network focuses on its own policy area and, in many ways,
defines the way in which policies will be developed in that area. That is, one set of
rules might define how the "defense" game is played, whereas another set of rules
might define how the "social welfare" game is played. But in each arena, major
developments in public policy and in the steering of society are likely to occur
through a difficult and convoluted process of bargaining and negotiation within
that particular policy network.
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Under these circumstances, the role of government and the role of the public
manager are changing. As we witness a fragmentation of policy responsibility in
society, we also must recognize that the traditional mechanisms of governmental
control no longer are workable or even appropriate. Traditional hierarchical government is giving way to a growing decentralization of policy interests. Control is giving
way to interaction and involvement (Bevir, 2011; S0rensen & Torfing, 2007).
As the steering of society has changed, the role of public administrators and the
standards by which administrative performance will be judged also have changed.
Public managers-at all levels-are becoming actors in the process of designing and
implementing policies, requiring the involvement of many different actors, both
within government and outside of government. Increasingly, elected officials and
managers need to respond to the ideas of citizens not just by saying yes or no, but also
by saying things such as "Let's work together to figure out what we're going to do and
then make it happen." In a world of active citizenship, public officials will increasingly
play more than a service delivery role; they will play a conciliating, mediating, or even
adjudicating role vis-a-vis public, private, and nonprofit groups and organizations
(and others). Where the traditional role of public administrators was primarily (but
not exclusively) the management of the internal affairs of their organizations, external
matters now increasingly occupy the time and attention of all public managers.
Today and in the future, public managers at all levels will need to be attentive to
the core external skills of interacting with the executive and the governing body,
using new media in communicating with the public, making effective public presentations, and dealing with the media. But given the changing world around them,
they also will find it necessary to improve their skills in listening to the voices of
citizens, clients, and "customers"; to increase their understanding of how to involve
citizens in the work of government; and to become more adept at building collaborative relationships with other groups and organizations.

Where Do We Begin?
Networks and Relationships
Focus on one particular agency-a federal agency, a state-level department or division, a city department or division, or a nonprofit organization. Construct a chart
showing the major actors in the agency's environment that agency personnel must
deal with on a regular basis. Put the agency in the middle of the chart and then represent other groups and organizations with circles spread around the page. Vary the
size of the circles according to the importance of the external agents (with the largest
being the most important), and vary the length of the lines connecting the agencies
to the focal agency (with those "closest to" or most friendly with the focal agency
having the shortest lines). Use this chart to discuss the importance of the focal
agency's relationships with various actors in its environment. Compare the various
charts created in the class to examine how the external relations of different agencies
can be quite distinct. Your chart should look something like the one in Figure 13.1.
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Figure 13.1

The External Relations of a Specific Agency

Working With the Media
The following is a simulation involving interactions between a city manager and the
local media.
John Brown is the city manager of Blackberry, Iowa, a community of about
80,000 people. Brown has established a practice of weekly news briefings with the
local media. Media representatives who attend typically include someone from the
local newspaper, a student reporter from an alternative local newspaper produced
by the school of journalism at a local university, and occasionally someone from a
local radio or television station. On this particular occasion, the local newspaper is
represented by Cynthia Fox, a highly regarded local reporter with many years of
experience covering city hall. The university alternative newspaper is represented by
Gene Washington, a senior journalism major who counts Woodward and Bernstein
among his investigative journalism heroes. The local television station is represented by Marilyn Sullivan, who hosts an early-morning talk show typically devoted
to food and fashion.
Several things have occurred in the city this week that are sure to be topics of
discussion at this week's briefing. First, the city has received a federal grant of
$350,000 to help construct a new senior center that is very much needed in a
rather poor area of town. There is no question that the center is needed, but the
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city will have to come up with $150,000 out of its already tight budget to match
the federal grant. Second, the mayor has been accused by another member of the
city council of misusing city funds by traveling with his wife to interesting places
and asking the city to reimburse their trips as "city business." For example, they
spent a weekend in Seattle, Washington, supposedly to attend the National League
of Cities meeting-but the meeting took place after they returned. They also went
on an economic development trip to Asia and then charged the city for an extra
weekend in Singapore. Third, the quarterback of the university's football team was
arrested for drunk driving following the team's last victory, a win putting them in
line for a bowl bid.
Divide the class into four groups, one representing each of the people who will
attend this week's news briefing. Each group should spend lO minutes discussing
the situation from its character's point of view and selecting a person to play the
character. Then conduct a complete simulation of the city manager's briefing, videotaping the session if possible. Afterwards, replay the briefing and discuss both the
way in which the manager played his role and the approaches taken by the various
media representatives. What recommendations would you make for improving
Brown's approach to the media?
(As an alternative, the simulation can be repeated, changing the names to match
genders of new participants in the simulation and rotating people through the
various roles. Those not participating in the first simulation can act as observers
and then discuss, or they can tape their own session without watching another one.
The class as a whole can then watch all of the recorded sessions and discuss the different approaches various actors took.)

Ways of Thinking
As noted earlier, public managers at all levels are likely to be involved in external
relations of one type or another and need to develop new skills that go beyond
those required for them to manage the internal operations of their organizations.

The Core Skills of External Relations
Managers at all levels increasingly are being asked to take on the responsibility of
representing their organizations on the outside. As they do so, they will need to
develop the traditional skills of working with the legislature, working with the
media, and making formal presentations as well as develop new skills in relating
to citizens and external groups. In the following subsections, we consider the traditional skills.

Developing Effective Relations With the Legislature
There are a variety of ways in which those in public agencies interact with
elected officials, especially members of the legislative body. First, o~ co~rse, ~ost
agencies owe their very existence-and their continuation-to legislative action,
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either the action of creating or terminating agencies or that of deciding on levels of
funding for agencies' activities. The legislature not only sets the tasks of agencies
but also defines the limits and boundaries of their activities. Agency personnel have
an obvious stake in seeing that the outcomes of the legislative process are consistent
with the objectives of the legislature.
Second, legislators exercise "oversight" of agency activities, making sure that
agencies are operating within the bounds of legislative intent and in a way that
responds to citizen concerns.
Legislators often see themselves as watchdogs of the public purse and guardians of the public trust. At the national level, each congressional committee is
formally required to continuously oversee the programs under its jurisdiction, and many committees have established oversight subcommittees whose
sole responsibility is to perform this task. (Sperry, 1989, p. 185)
Third, members of the legislature, acting on behalf of their constituents, often
will make requests (or demands) of those in the agencies of government.
Inquiries that come from members of the legislature acting on behalf of their
constituents--often the result of legislative "casework"-are matters requiring
administrators' special attention. Establishing quick and appropriate response
mechanisms to deal with such inquiries can help to set a positive tone for legislative relations in general.
Fourth, members of the legislature depend on those in public agencies for advice
concerning emerging policy issues. Those in public agencies often are the real
"experts" in their field and can provide helpful assistance in developing policies and
even in writing legislation to implement those policies. Moreover, they often are
staffed and equipped to conduct the type of background research that is essential
to develop effective public policies. Acting in this role, administrators have an
opportunity to "shape" the resulting policies and legislation in a way that is consistent with their ideas and beliefs.
Finally, agency personnel often are called before the legislative body to provide
testimony. Such testimony can range from providing advice on new policies and
programs to defending agency practices that appear to have gone astray. The effectiveness of such testimony can help to build trust and confidence in agencies and
their personnel, often leading to more ready acceptance of future recommendations.
These various interactions create some tension between public agencies and the
legislature, tension that has become even more intense during recent years. But, that
tension serves important purposes in a democracy and should not just be seen as a
source of annoyance. After all, our democratic process builds in tension (not a
dichotomy) between politics and administration, evidenced here in efforts to balance legislative accountability and oversight with administrative discretion.
"Relationships between legislatures and public agencies are defined by an ongoing
tension between the need to ensure accountability and the need to provide administrators with the flexibility to effectively carry out their responsibilities"
(Khademian, 1996, p. 171). The tension between accountability and flexibility can
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be quite difficult and demanding for some administrators, but recognizing the
importance of that tension will at least make the situation more understandable.
At the federal level, the tension actually has increased over the past 20 years or
so, as oversight has become a more central role of legislators. In part, that change
can be attributed to changes in the political culture. For example, public distrust
of government probably has increased the attention that legislators pay to agency
activities. Moreover, government activity takes place in even greater public view
given freedom of information laws, on the one hand, and increasing mass media
attention, on the other. Finally, the increasing influence of special interest groups
means that legislators are called on more frequently to look into the activities of
specific agencies. "Thousands of organizations, using ever more sophisticated
methods to influence the legislature, have come to dominate some public policy
issues. The use of political action committees and grassroots lobbying efforts
increases the pressure on legislators" (Sperry, 1989, p. 181). And that, in turn,
increases the pressure on agency personnel.
In any case, administrators should carefully think through their relationships
with the legislature and take steps to improve those relationships. Actually, there are
a variety of fairly straightforward guidelines that should help in developing more
effective relationships with the legislature.
1. Establish trust and build confidence. You are well advised to keep legislators
informed of your activities so that there are no surprises and to respond to legislative inquires quickly and accurately. It is important to provide technical information and advice promptly, accurately, and in a thoughtful manner. You also can help
with legislative casework. "Helping legislators respond to constituents' needs in
ways that are not inconsistent with legitimate program objectives can go a long way
toward facilitating a good relationship and moving needed legislation forward"
(Sperry, 1989, p. 187). All of these activities create an atmosphere of trust, something that is essential for effective legislative relations.
2. Develop an agency protocol for dealing with legislative relations. You should
know who will respond to certain types of inquiries, decide the manner in which
particular types of inquiries will be addressed (e.g., in writing, on the phone,
through visits to legislative offices), and develop a tracking system for inquiries so
that messages do not get "lost" along the way. By developing such an agency protocol, you can eliminate mixed messages, ensure greater accuracy and timeliness in
your responses, and minimize the disruptive effects of inquiries.

3. Understand the legislative process and the preferences of specific legislators.
Legislators must satisfy their constituents to stay in office. This means that you
should have some understanding of what various interests or constituencies are saying. In this way, you often will be in the position to quickly respond to a legislative
inquiry on behalf of a disgruntled constituent. You also must become familiar with
the legislative process. Not only do you need to track legislation so that you will be
aware of potential legislative actions that might affect your agency, but you also need
to know where various legislators stand on issues of concern to you and your agency.
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But in all cases, you should avoid partisanship. "It is important to establish a reputation for fair dealing-regardless of one's party affiliation-and to live up to that
reputation in both routine and nonroutine dealings with legislators" (Khademian,
1996, p. 191).
There will likely be times when you will be called on to testify before the legislature, something that many find quite difficult. In fact, Sperry (1989) wrote,
There is probably no more potentially traumatic activity associated with
legislative activity than making a formal statement before a congressional
committee, a state legislative committee, or a city council. But administrators
should consider it an opportunity. If the witness knows what he or she is
talking about, acts in a professional manner, and provides honest and forthright responses to members' questions, the chances of coming out ahead are
quite good. (p. 188)
Obviously, there are many ways of preparing for testimony, with the most
important being to research the topic thoroughly so that you know the subject
inside and out. You also can anticipate potential questions and prepare thoughtful
responses that you might even practice with coworkers or colleagues. You can
obtain information about the committee and be especially prepared to adjust to any
last-minute developments. At the hearing itself, you should present a brief factbased opening statement, be straightforward and direct in your answers to questions, and be respectful to those legislators who are present. You should be as brief
as possible, because there are likely to be others in the room waiting to testify. Avoid
repeating what others have already said or at least try to approach the same issue
from a different angle (Ohio Municipal League, n.d.). If mistakes have been made,
admit to them but focus on the corrective actions that have been taken. As one
public relations expert put it, "Stand your ground if you feel you are right, but
remember it rarely pays to be argumentative with someone wielding a gavel"
(Meek, 1985, p. 37).

Using New Technologies
Obviously, many government agencies at the federal, state, and local level, as well
as many nonprofit organizations, are using new technologies when dealing with the
public. In many ways, these organizations are putting on a new "face" to the public,
a face which may be seen as helpful and friendly, on the one hand, or tedious and
confusing, on the other. In putting their best face forward, it is important for public and nonprofit organizations to design technological interactions with the public
that meet high standards of excellence. For this reason, these organizations are
investing substantial capital in order to interact effectively with the public using a
range of new technologies. For instance, the federal government, through the
General Services Administration, has established an Office of Citizen Services and
Innovative Technologies to bring together resources that will help governments at
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all levels choose the appropriate applications to meet their communication needs
(see www.howto.gov). Similarly, governments at the state and local level have established offices of information technology, and closely allied them with their offices
of public affairs or communications departments, to carefully integrate technology
with the communication needs of the government or agency.
For most governments and nonprofits, the first technological applications using
the Internet were to create a web presence, typically one providing information
about the services the government or agency provides and acting as a portal to
access government services. (This is sometimes referred to as Web 1.0.) But, of
course, from here, it was only a small step further to create sites that would provide
services in an interactive fashion. For example, in most states, it is possible to renew
your car's license plate online. In some ways, these customer service applications
simply provided an electronic version of existing service provision. However, in
other cases, these applications created new ways of providing services. In addition,
new ways of gaining input from citizens were developed. For example, citizens may
be asked to provide comments on the quality of services or make suggestions with
respect to the provision of new services. (Using technologies that allow two-way
communications and encourage the participation of citizens and interactive way is
sometimes referred to as Web 2.0.)
More recently, public and nonprofit agencies have used innovative technologies-ranging from the use of social networking sites to cloud computing to mobile
apps-in order to communicate with the public, to improve citizen services, and to
gain information and advice from citizens. While we briefly note here some familiar
applications, you should be challenged to think of the way in which governments
and nonprofits can most effectively use these applications. In any case, the use of
such applications should be a part of the overall communication strategy, and an
essential part of the agency's communications plan. Similarly, many of the lessons
of effective communications discussed earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 9 on
communications must be followed in using these new media. For example, knowing your audience or communicating with clarity is every bit as important with
technologically based communications as with in-person communications. Here
are some now-familiar examples:

Blogging and microblogging. Blogging provides agency personnel with the opportunity to communicate directly and in detail with the public. Agency priorities
can be explained and actions detailed. The best blogs also provide an opportunity
for direct feedback, so that the agency can gather information about what the
public is thinking on an immediate basis. Blogging is, however, time-consuming
and a blog can take time to get established. Blogs should not be used as another
avenue for press releases, but should be much more informal. Microblogging
involves extremely short blog posts, using a service such as Twitter. Government
agencies and nonprofits use microblogging to try out new ideas and get quick
responses; it is also helpful in developing communities of interest around emerging policies. Microblogging may also be used in emergency situations for getting
information out quickly, as in Amber Alerts. (Similarly many universities use text
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messaging as a way of informing faculty, staff, and students of emergencies on
campus.)

Social networking. Social networking sites, such as Facebook or MySpace, allow
people to establish a profile then interact regularly with other members. A similar
site, Linkedin, focuses on professional networking. The most popular sites provide
for the creation of groups as well, allowing for multidirectional information flow
about topics of mutual interest. There are also increasing opportunities for distributed commerce on social networking sites and similar applications by governments
and nonprofits are certainly on the horizon. Social networking sites can be used to
provide information to the public, particularly about new events or emerging policies, and to gain public feedback. These sites can also be used for recruitment and
career mobility. There are hundreds of examples of social networking sites being
used by governments and agencies. For example, NASA created its own collaborative workspace site CoLab, which provides a framework for partnerships between
NASA laboratories and creative and tech-savvy professionals interested in contributing to the space program. As in other areas, the use of social networking by
governments and nonprofits raises important issues of privacy and security, but the
benefits of judicious use of social networking can be substantial.
Wikis. Wik.is, the most familiar of which is Wikipedia, provide a platform for people
to collaborate in creating content no matter where they are located. An open wiki
is available for anyone to contribute to, whereas a closed wiki is available only to
members of a specific community. Wik.is engage the shared knowledge of those
who contribute and thus capitalize on the creative capacities of many people rather
than one or two. They allow people to engage across boundaries, which can be
particularly important in interagency collaborations. And, they make the involvement of citizens in the work of government easier and the agency's work more
transparent. For example, the city of San Jose, California uses a wiki planning
device to engage citizens in a "virtual charrette" concerning planning issues.
Podcasts and video. Podcasts make audio files accessible online and listeners can play
them at their convenience. Users can subscribe to a feed of new podcasts relevant
to material they are interested in, and play those podcasts on any of a variety of
media platforms. Similarly, short videos can be made available to users and played
on computers or mobile devices. In either case, the material should be clear and
straightforward and directed toward the target audience; it is also necessary to
update the material regularly.
Discussion forums. Discussion forums provide a way for people to comment on
topics of common interest. Typically discussion forums are organized around
particular questions or themes and people can post a comment at any time.
Discussion forums are useful for government and nonprofits in providing answers
to questions about services, obtaining input from citizens, and allowing for citizento-citizen interaction.
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RSS. RSS allows people to subscribe to particular topics of interest to them, thus

gathering news and information directly rather than resorting to searching for
information in newspapers or magazines or on various websites. It is now common
to find RSS feeds on major websites, including those of many government agencies
and nonprofit organizations. RSS provides another way to disseminate information
to the public in a quick and efficient manner. While those web users that employ
RSS constitute a relatively small percentage currently- IO% to 20%-that number
is expected to grow. However, this statistic points out an issue with all of these new
uses of information technology, that users must have some access to technology
and some familiarity with the information technology that is available. For this
reason, many of these techniques can only supplement more traditional ways of
communicating more broadly with the public.
Of course, all these ways of communicating with the public through innovative
technologies can be run on a desktop or laptop computer with an Internet connection. However, there are developments that open up the possibility for greater
mobility than a desktop or even a laptop provides. Cloud computing, for example,
allows users to access material stored on remote devices from any computer, thus
providing greater ease of access. A government agency might employ cloud computing to enable citizen participation using wiki sites, mailboxes, podcasts, and
online video. The result could be a virtual town hall meeting. Government and
nonprofit agencies are also using apps for smart phones to provide access to citizen
services and to gain citizens' input. For example, citizens of Los Angeles can use
their smart phone cameras to take pictures of graffiti or other "eyesores" and send
them directly to city government for action.
Like any other government program, applications of new information technologies require careful management and implementation. It is important first to dearly
define the goals and objectives of the application being considered. There should be
a long-range engagement process that involves face-to-face and online activities,
and there may be a need to engage citizens to address short-term issues. Being dear
about the objectives of the activity is an important first step (Leighninger, 2011).
Then, it is important to develop metrics to evaluate the success of the application.
(There are a variety of measurement tools available, just counting the number of
visits to the site is insufficient.) Results must be analyzed carefully and compared to
the objectives. Again, the number of visits to the site may be less important than the
number of helpful, creative, and perhaps even cost-cutting ideas that are generated.
Following this analysis, decisions can be made on which platforms to continue or
expand and which ones to eliminate.

Working With the Media
Obviously, the news media play an extremely important role in a democratic
society. But many public managers find that working with the media is one of
their most difficult and frustrating tasks. For administrators wanting to present
the work of their agencies in the most favorable light, those in the media seem
bent on telling only the negative side of things. For administrators trying to serve
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the public under difficult circumstances, those in the media seem only interested
in uncovering scandals and wrongdoing. For administrators wishing to explain
the work of their agencies fully and in great detail, those in the media seem only
interested in the briefest "catch phrases" or the cleverest "sound bites." Yet according to Wheeler (1994),
to be or not to be involved with the news media is not a choice that is open
to government officials. The role the media play in the democratic process
necessitates a relationship between media representatives and representatives
of ... government. The quality of the relationship is often determined by
the ... official's respect for the role of the media in a democracy and their
willingness to be active partners in the relationship. (p. 91)
Obviously, the media communicate both from government to citizen and from
citizen to government. Certainly, the media inform the public about the activities
of government and how those activities affect the public. They tell the public about
those things that government is doing right and those things that government is
doing wrong. On the other hand, the media also inform government officials about
the public. They let officials know what the public is thinking and allow for feedback with respect to policies and programs. But the role of the media in a democratic society is not only to be a conduit of information. The media play an
important role in holding government accountable to the people. "Indeed, one of
the first indicators of real progress in the transition to democratic governance is the
existence of a free and open press" (Washington, 1997, pp. 29-30). For this reason,
the very existence of a free press is protected by the Constitution, and the role of the
media is preserved by judicial interpretation. "Among other things, the court [has]
held that the public media's vigorous pursuit of public wrongdoing [is] essential to
the well-being of a democratic society and that this pursuit must not be weakened
by the threat of court action" (Conner, 1993, p. 41).
Because the media play such an important role, and because the media are not
going to go away soon, public administrators are well advised to develop a positive
attitude toward media relations, learn all they can about how to interact most effectively with the media, and practice effective media relations. There are several general guidelines that public administrators should be aware of as they interact with
the media.
1. Create a media relations plan. A media relations plan begins by defining the
goals and objectives that you are seeking. Are you concerned with presenting a
positive image to the public by way of the media? Are you most interested in letting
the public know about upcoming events? Are you concerned with "damage control"
when things go wrong? What are the specific goals that your government or agency
has that might differ from those of others? Following a definition of goals and
objectives, you should assign the responsibility of communicating with the media
to a specific individual, perhaps a public information officer (Wheeler, 1994, p. 92).
This will give reporters and editors a source to contact when they need information
and also will give the agency some control over its media relations. (Others probably
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will be contacted as well, but most contacts should come through the public information officer.) The designated contact person should become familiar with legal
issues affecting media relations, including attention to privacy issues, libel and
slander statutes, and copyright laws, and they should learn the full range of media
terms such as background only and off the record. But be aware that the use of these
terms does not guarantee the safe handling of information. "If the information you
have requires special handling, you probably shouldn't be talking to the press about
it anyway" (Conner, 1993, p. 30). Finally, your plan should include your best
advance thinking about how to handle crisis situations. For example, you should
decide when to respond and when to let the situation pass, recognizing that sometimes reacting inappropriately just makes matters worse. In all you do, be dignified
but also realistic. "You can't determine whether a story runs, where or when it will
be placed, and what the headline, content, or tone will be" (Corporation for
National Service, 1997, p. 10).
2. Establish positive relationships with reporters. By developing effective two-way
relationships with representatives of the media, you are more likely to be rewarded
with fair and substantive coverage of those matters that are important to you.
Above all, be honest and credible; tell a reporter that you do not know the answer
if that is the case. Be consistent by communicating with reporters whether the news
is good or bad. Be available to all (and do not play favorites), be sincere, and have a
positive attitude. Be sure to return calls from reporters as soon as possible. You also
should recognize that reporters are human too and that their mission is to find
"stories." Recognize that they are loyal to their readers or listeners and that they face
pressures regarding accuracy of information, timeliness, newsworthiness, and competition (Conner, 1993, pp. 3-15). Occasionally recognizing the pressures and
deadlines that reporters face actually will work to your advantage.
3. Be proactive in your relations with the media. Involve the media in the policy
process at an early stage. If you are able to establish positive relations with media
representatives, then they might, in fact, be able to offer advice on questions such
as the most conducive environment in which to launch policies. But this approach
must be balanced given that media considerations cannot be a reason for public
officials to postpone or avoid making unfavorable announcements (Washington,
1997, p. 34). You also should remember that the media are not the only source of
information that the public has. For example, you can disseminate important information through a website or through advertising, consultations, or public events.
(But here you must be careful not to exceed the limits of justifiable expenditures or
excessively self-serving public relations.)
4. Be prepared and be precise. When you are preparing a press release, be sure
that you have a genuinely interesting story to tell. Don't get a reputation for spreading trivia. Keep the message simple with one or two main points and some supporting arguments. Begin with the key points, such as What is happening? Why is it
important? Where is it taking place? Who is doing it? When will it happen?. When
you have your message worked out, be sure that anyone who is likely to encounter
a reporter understands the message (CivilServant, n.d.)
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When you are going to be interviewed yourself, begin by learning as much about
the reporter as you can. Read what this reporter has written, or watch or listen to
one of the reporter's shows. Prepare answers in advance to questions that you think
the reporter might ask. Decide on a couple of points that you want to convey and
figure out how you can work them into the interview. Ask in advance what questions will be asked and let the reporter know if there are things that you would like
to talk about. Remember to speak in plain English and not to get angry. Finally, in
an interview or in a more casual conversation, do not forget that when you are in
the presence of a reporter (who may or may not identify himself or herself as such),
always assume that what you say could become public information.
Whereas these four guidelines may be helpful in developing an overall approach
to media relations, there are several considerations that are specific to particular
types of media.

Television. Television provides a variety of means to get a message out-news
programs, public affairs programs, talk shows, editorial commentaries, and public affairs programming. All of these may be broadcast by national networks,
local news organizations, and public television. The key to approaching television is to remember that television messages must be short and simple. Even
quite complex stories often are reduced to 30- to 60-second segments. Television
reporters and producers, therefore, are likely to look for the brief summary
statement or a catchy phrase (sound bite) that summarizes or expresses your
viewpoint. In approaching television appearances, follow the rules of interviews
mentioned above. Obtain information about the format of the program and the
interviewer's name and style so that you will know what to expect. Learn about
what other guests will be on the program with you. Dress appropriately so that
your clothing does not overpower your message. Arrive early to meet the producer, the interviewer, and others involved in the show. State your main point
first and then follow it with supporting material. Try to stay on track, even if
there are efforts to interrupt and divert you (General Services Administration,
1999, pp. 6-10).
The print and online media. The print media (including newspapers and magazines) and online news sources typically provide more in-depth coverage of stories
than other media sources and are read by people who want more detailed and
complete information than might be included in a television news show.
Consequently, they provide an opportunity for you to go into much greater detail
about the work you are doing. In general, reporters for the print or Internet media
spend a lot of time learning about the issues and will be somewhat better at "staying
with" the complexity of a story. (Note, however, that Internet media, especially
biogs, vary widely in this respect.) They also will appreciate all of the documentation and facts and figures that you can provide. Establishing effective relationships
with journalists and regularly providing information, even detailed information, on
the work of your agency should result in more accurate treatment of the stories in
which you are interested. If reporters know the background of the story, something
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that has to be developed over time, then they will be more likely to agree with your
ideas about what is important and what is not.

Radio. In many ways, approaching relationships with radio reporters and personalities is like dealing with television journalists. However, radio audiences are
much more diverse and specialized than television audiences. Most radio formats
target a particular group or "market segment."
The diversity of radio station formats provides opportunities for targeting
specific audiences. A radio station's format-whether rock, classical, country,
urban contemporary, all-news, all-talk, or Spanish language- ... provides
the opportunity to direct the ... government's message to a particular age
cohort or interest group within a community. (Wheeler, 1994, p. 102)

Press conferences. Most experts agree that press conferences (or news conferences) should be used only when absolutely necessary and should be used for
specific purposes.
The general rule is that when you need to give the same information at the
same time to everyone in the media, and when it is information they want
and need quickly, then a news conference is in order. When in doubt about
calling a news conference, don't. (Wheeler, 1994, p. 113)
When a press conference is necessary, try to achieve a smooth and concise tone.
Start and end on time, have sign-in sheets and press kits available, respond toquestions honestly and directly (promising to get back to reporters if you do not know
the answers to particular questions and then doing so quickly), and politely end the
press conference after a reasonable number of questions (but providing the opportunity for reporters to follow up with more questions).

Making Effective Presentations
During your work in a public organization, you often may be asked to make
formal presentations. You may be asked to present a reorganization proposal to top
management. You may be asked to explain a newly developed policy to a legislative
committee. Or you may be asked to speak at a civic club or neighborhood organization. In any case, your ability to deliver an effective presentation will have an impact
on your agency's work as well as on your own reputation. In this subsection, we
consider some of the elements that go into making a formal presentation-the
planning stage, the pre-presentation stage, the presentation, the question-andanswer session, and using technological support.

The planning stage. During the planning stage, you first should try to be clear about
the purpose of your presentation. You should know why you were asked to speak
and what the audience expects from you. (This will shape not only your speech but
also your attire.) You should decide exactly what major points you want to get
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across. And you should think about the purpose of your presentation. Are you
informing (e.g., providing information, demonstrating a technique, delivering a
report), or are you trying to persuade or motivate the audience to do something or
take a specific action? You also should think about your audience. How much do
audience members know about the subject? (If they know a great deal, then an
elementary presentation will bore them; if they know practically nothing, then you
need to start with the basics.) You also should think about the audience's frame of
reference. One speaker developed a presentation and handouts using baseball as an
analogy. After asking some questions of the audience, he found out that about half
of the people there were from outside North America and knew nothing about
baseball (Abernathy, 1999, p. 22).
Once you believe that you have a good understanding of the audience, you
should let that knowledge shape not only the content but also the language of your
presentation. We know, of course, of the tendency for those working in a particular
field to rely on the jargon-and even the acronyms--of that field. But if you are
speaking to others outside of your field, then they might not understand what the
words and letters mean. One speech expert complained, "When government workers toss off acronyms, abbreviations, and other jargon, people duck and miss the
point. The way federal workers talk sounds like gibberish to outsiders" (Kogan,
1996, p. 53). But that is easy to correct. Naturally, you should research your topic
thoroughly and know the material very well. In addition, you should organize your
presentation carefully. A message that is well organized is more likely to be retained
and to influence listeners than one that is not. Moreover, careful organization
improves your credibility as a speaker. The old recommendation to tell the audience
what you are going to say, then tell them, and then tell them what you have said has
considerable merit. For presentations dealing with new policies or ideas, as with
many public sector presentations, one standard way of organizing is to (a) gain
attention, (b) show a need, (c) present a solution, (d) describe what will happen if
the proposal is implemented, and (e) call for support or action on behalf of the
proposal. In any case, begin with some attention-gaining material and then state the
purpose of the presentation. Limit the content of the presentation to a few (three
to five) main points. Support your points with research, anecdotes, experiences,
statistics, and the like. Then summarize and conclude with something memorable.
Remember that audiences remember best what they are told first and last, so be sure
to end on a strong point, perhaps even reserving a "prepared" conclusion for after
the question-and-answer session (Davidson & Kline, 1999, p. 63).

The pre-presentation stage. This stage includes those activities that take place just
before the presentation. You should, of course, rehearse your presentation several times and, if at all possible, practice aloud so that you can assess questions
of clarity and timing. If you tend to have excess nervous energy prior to presentations, then do something to work off that energy. Go for a walk, go swimming,
or just be sure to be mentally active just before the presentation. If possible,
arrive early so that you can take care of any last-minute problems with the layout
of the room or with your slides or handouts. Greet participants as they come in;
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that way, you will be speaking to an audience with whom you already have a
connection. Most important, get excited about the presentation. Remind yourself of how important your message is and how honored you are to be making
the presentation.

The presentation. During this stage, you should try to begin on time if that is under
your control. If you are not introduced to the audience, then introduce yourself,
telling audience members of your background and credentials that are relevant to
the presentation. If possible, interact with the audience or provide interactive handouts. "The more the audience is involved in the presentation, the easier and more
fun it is for the presenter, and the more effective it is for the audience" (Robert Pike,
as cited in Abernathy, 1999, p. 24). During the presentation, try to maintain eye
contact and use conversational language spoken dearly and loudly enough for
everyone to hear. End on time, and be sure to save time for questions.
The question-and-answer session. This stage encourages people to ask questions,
even difficult ones (for which you should be prepared). Restate each question
before answering. This gives you time to think about the response and helps the
audience to understand the question. Answer those questions that you can, but do
not bluff in response to those that are more difficult. If you do not know the answer,
or if you believe that the question is beyond the scope of your presentation, then
feel free to say so. If the question is a good one and you do not know the answer,
offer to get back to the questioner and take his or her name and address. Remember
that although you are an expert on this topic, that does not mean that you know
everything there is to know. You will be better off giving an apology and a promise
to find out the answer than providing a wrong answer.
Using technological support. Today's audiences increasingly expect this, although
that does not mean that every presentation needs to have lots of animation or
audiovisual support. If you do use such aids, then be sure that they are employed to
enhance the presentation and not to take it over. For example, do not use too much
text on your slides or handouts; graphics, pictures, and charts are more effective.
Also, do not use too many slides. One slide every several minutes is plenty. Whatever
you use, carefully proofread your work, including checking your spelling. Rehearse
the full presentation, including slides, so that you are comfortable in changing
slides and sure that the timing will work. Try to get to the location of the presentation in advance to make sure that the presentation style fits the venue and to make
sure that everything is working. Just in case there are power problems or equipment
failures, have backups on paper. In any case, plan the presentation so that it will be
effective whether technology is used or not.

The New Skills of External Relations
In addition to the traditional skills of external relations, today's public managers
must develop skills in listening to the voices of citizens, clients, and "customers";
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in understanding how to involve citizens in the work of government; and in
becoming more adept at building collaborative relationships with other groups
and organizations.

Listening to Citizens, Clients, and "Customers"
Over the past couple of decades, those in both the public and private sectors
have become more attentive to providing high-quality service. Most such efforts,
even those in the public sector, have adopted the language of the private sector and
are referred to as attempts to improve "customer service." Under such a banner,
employees are urged to identify their internal and external customers, to determine the needs and desires of those customers, to be responsive to those needs and
desires, and to measure levels of (hopefully improved) customer satisfaction.
Clearly, those in government should provide the highest quality service to citizens and clients. And there have been a wide variety of efforts to improve service
quality in public and nonprofit agencies. For example, a federal executive order
required federal agencies to define more clearly their internal and external customers and to establish and meet higher standards of service quality. In Great Britain,
the citizens' charter movement not only has required higher standards of service
quality but also has required "compensation" to citizens when those standards are
not met. Similarly, many state and local governments in the United States and
abroad have undertaken efforts to improve service quality, often using the language
of customer service to describe their efforts.
But there are several difficulties with the term customer service in a public sector context. Obviously, the varied functions of government do not represent
uniform products or even a "product line" as one might encounter in business.
Rather, the work of government is extremely diverse in the ways in which it
originates, is performed, and is received. Of course, some services, such as receiving traffic citations and being put in prison, are not even services that the immediate recipients want. For these reasons, the relationship between those in public
organizations and their "customers" is far more complex than the relationship
between those behind a hamburger stand and their customers (Denhardt, 2000,
pp. 79-82).
Similarly, the diversity of government activities means that even the first step in
a service improvement effort, identification of the agency's so-called customers, can
be quite difficult. For example, private sector customer service efforts often distinguish between internal and external customers. One part of an organization might
manufacture components used by another division of the company (an internal
customer), which then puts together the final product for the market (external customers). But the issue is somewhat more difficult in government. Among the categories of those dealt with by government might be those who immediately present
themselves (and their available resources) for the service, those who are waiting for
the service, relatives and friends of the immediate recipient, those who need the
service even though they are not actively seeking it, future generations of possible
service recipients, and so on.
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Of even greater importance, some who approach government for services have
greater resources and greater skill in bringing their demands forward. In business,
that fact would justify special attention. But in government, it surely does not. In fact,
an emphasis on "customer relations" in government might create a climate in which
special privileges are granted inappropriately. In addition, business customers are free
to go elsewhere when their demands are not met; that is less likely in government.
And of course, many public services (e.g., schooling and environmental quality, police
protection) are designed to have a collective benefit rather than an individual one.
Finally, in the public sector, the "customer" of any government service almost always
is, at the same time, a citizen-in a sense, the boss. As a citizen, the individual has a
stake in all services that are delivered, not just those that he or she consumes directly.
Despite these concerns, many public organizations have adopted the language of
customer service and, whether using that label or some other, have developed
impressive service-quality programs. But some of the most carefully thought-out
programs have sought to clarify the language used in their efforts. In one such program, clients are considered to be the direct recipients of government services.
Clients may be divided into internal and external clients, with the first group receiving service from other governmental employees who, in turn, provide service to
external clients. In this formulation, the term citizen is reserved for those who
receive only an indirect benefit from the service. For example,
a citizen may not collect employment insurance and yet has an interest in how
the system functions; the actual recipient of an employment insurance payment would be an external client. A regional employment insurance office
that depends on a central agency to distribute the employment insurance
payments to [its] office would be an internal client. (Schmidt, 1998, pp. 2-3)
In any case, a well-grounded service quality program would include several different steps (Blythe & Marson, 1999, pp. 6-12). First, you should ask citizens about
their service expectations. What standards of service excellence do citizens and
clients expect? How does the agency currently rate in terms of meeting those
expectations? There are, of course, a variety of tools available to assess expectations and current levels of service quality. These tools range from those that are
fairly precise (e.g., comment cards, surveys, questionnaires) to those that are more
open-ended (e.g., focus groups, other consultations). For example, several years
ago, the city of Daytona Beach, Florida, conducted a citizen survey to determine
levels of satisfaction with various city services as well as citizens' views of what
services they would be willing to pay more for to improve (Glaser & Denhardt,
1999). Other cities have conducted focus groups to comment on the quality of city
services and to provide more of a dialogue about how improvements might be
made. And many agencies, even police departments, have used comment cards to
assess the satisfaction of citizens with their interactions with officers. (Imagine
getting a traffic citation and then a comment card.)
.
.
The key issue here is not just to measure levels of satisfaction but also to 1dent1fy
what factors would raise those levels. For example, citizens or clients might be asked
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about typical "drivers" of satisfaction, such as courtesy, timeliness, and accessibility.
How courteous was the person with whom you spoke? How long are you willing to
wait to get a driver's license? How convenient are the license bureaus? One technique for analyzing the resulting data is to create a grid showing levels of importance on one dimension (How important is this service to you?) and levels of
performance on the other (How well are we doing?).
When a service is rated high in terms of importance but low in terms of performance, this indicates that service improvements are required. If a service is rated
low in terms of importance but high in terms of performance, this represents an
opportunity for reallocating resources to services that clients deem more important
(Blythe & Marson, 1999, p. 7).
Second, you should establish a system for measuring progress toward service
improvement objectives and ensuring accountability for results. You need to have
some system in place for measuring how well you are doing in closing gaps between
expectations and performance. A performance measurement system is needed to
measure progress over time, and some type of benchmarking might be helpful in
determining how your organization stacks up against others that are similarly situated. Again, a citizen survey undertaken over 2 years or so and using the same or
similar questions will show increases (or decreases) in citizen satisfaction with local
government services. If that information can be correlated with similar information
for other cities, a practice known as benchmarking, then it may become even more
valuable. (Standard formats are being developed for measuring service quality. For
example, the International City Management Association's Center for Performance
Measurement has the mission of helping local governments to measure, compare,
and improve municipal service delivery. Similarly, the Canadian Institute for
Citizen-Centered Service offers a benchmarking service utilizing an anonymous
database against which users can quantitatively measure their levels of service rank
against peer organizations [Institute for Citizen-Centered Service, n.d.].)
Improving service quality, of course, requires the active support of staff throughout the organization. It is important to establish goals or targets with respect to service improvements and to review the performance of staff with respect to those goals.
Staff expected to achieve improvements must know exactly what goals they should
strive to attain. But they also should be given the freedom to act. Interestingly,
research has shown that employee satisfaction is linked to client satisfaction. That is,
if employees do not have the proper tools to get the job done, or if they suffer from
low morale, then they are not as likely to provide the best quality service to clients and
citizens. Undertaking internal organizational improvements, based on employeeidentified priorities, is essential to improving the service performance of the organization. Staff must be held accountable for improvements in service quality, but they
must be fully equipped and empowered to bring about those improvements.
Third, you should recognize and employ the variety of tools that are available to
improve service quality. In many cases, applications of technology can be used to
improve service quality. For example, Human Resource Development Canada has
developed a network of several thousand kiosks across the country through which
Canadians can access information on job openings, file employment insurance
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applicati~~~· ~nd pro~ide suggestions. Other public agencies are quickly expanding
the poss1b1hhes of usmg the Internet to service citizens. For example, a few years
ago, the Arizona Division of Motor Vehicles started an online vehicle registration
renewal system. Comments from clients have been overwhelmingly positive. In
other cases, technology can be combined with reorganized delivery systems. The
city of Montreal's Acces Montreal gives residents of that city access to municipal
one-stop service centers located throughout the city as well as access to services
through telephone, Internet, and public access terminals.
It is important, of course, that improved service delivery options actually meet
the public's needs. Many local governments have developed websites structured
around the traditional local government organizational chart. That is, there is a
section on planning, one on public works, one on human resources, and so on. But
a citizen accessing that site to find out how to have an abandoned vehicle removed
from a vacant lot might well find such a site bewildering. Is the problem one for
public works or for code enforcement? Although the website might make sense to
those within the organization, it might be a mystery to those outside of the organization. With this in mind, the website could easily be redesigned around an inventory of city services and be much more helpful to citizens seeking to access those
services. In designing new approaches to service delivery, it often is helpful to
consult in detail with the clients and citizens who ultimately will access the system.
One interesting question that arises during discussions of service quality in the
public sector is how public services compare with those delivered by business. In
general, the public seems to think poorly of government services. But when they are
asked about specific services or specific interactions with those in government, the
public's assessment rises considerably. One study comparing the satisfaction ratings
of both public and private institutions in the United States found that people
ranked private mail carriers first, followed by the fire department, grocery stores,
the U.S. Post Office, banks, public health clinics, and so on. In other words, when
ranking specific institutions, the public rates both public and private institutions
highly-not just one or the other (Poister & Henry, 1994). A similar study in Great
Britain ranked supermarkets first, followed by postal services, doctors, primary
schools, refuse collection, and customs. Again, the study showed that both public
and private institutions ranked high (Dinsdale & Marson, 1999). So, although the
public may be critical of public institutions in the abstract, specific institutions
rank comparably with private sector organizations.
A major study sponsored by the Canadian Centre for Management Development
summarized some of the most important findings on what citizens expect from

government:
l. Contrary to popular belief, [citizens] rate the quality of many government
services as high [as] or higher than many private sector services.
2. Overall, citizens rate the quality of specific government services higher than
government service in general Failing to differentiate ... has led to unrealistically low estimates of government service quality in the past.
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3. Citizens understand that government has a more difficult role than the private sector, balancing efficiency with the public interest. However, they still
expect the quality of government services to be as high [as] or higher than
that of private services.
4. Citizens' assessments of service quality are determined primarily by five factors: timeliness, knowledge and competence of staff, courtesy/comfort, fair
treatment, and outcome.
5. The need to contact multiple government offices for a single service issue
arises most frequently around certificates, license, [and] registration. These
contacts are often triggered by milestones in life such as getting a new job,
going away to [a] university, getting married, [experiencing] a death in the
family, or moving. (Erin Research, 1998, p. iii)
It is clear that citizens have high expectations of those in government. But it also
is clear that specific and significant steps can be taken to listen and respond to the
needs and interests of citizens.

Involving Citizens in the Work of Government
Involving citizens in the development, and even the implementation, of public policy has long been an important concern for public administrators. Those
in public organizations have sought to reach out to and involve citizens in many
different ways, using techniques such as advisory boards, hearings, and community forums. The issue of citizen involvement recently has taken on great
urgency as scholars and practitioners have become more and more concerned
about the substantial decline in the public's trust in government. The call for
greater responsiveness on the part of government has led directly to efforts to
improve the relationship between citizens and their government, many based
on more substantial citizen involvement in both policy and administration
(Thomas, 1995).
But the question of citizen involvement has both benefits and costs associated
with it (Washington, 1997, pp. 9-11). On the benefit side, involving citizens in
discussion and decision making offers the possibility of sensitizing people to
emerging problems and possible solutions. For example, those involved in a
planning department forum may come to understand the need for new traffic
patterns in a high-density area. Moreover, policies or programs developed in
consultation with citizens are likely to be more effective than those developed
"in private," in part because officials can gain more information about the conditions being addressed and in part because they can target programs to specific
needs. Such policies and programs also are more likely to be accepted by the
public. Moreover, according to Boyte (2005), involving the public in problemsolving situations and policy implementation increases the accountability and
the responsibility of public and nonprofit organizations and ultimately advances
the well-being of the whole community. Similarly, people who have had a role in
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developing solutions to problems are more likely to "buy in" to the resulting solutions. Finally, consultation and involvement improve the openness or "transparency" of government and, in turn, increase accountability. Public participation
requires sharing information and revealing the reasoning that underlies the
resulting decision.
On the other hand, involving the public in policy development and implementation can be extremely time-consuming and cumbersome. In addition, unless programs of public involvement are carefully planned and managed, the views that
ultimately are expressed might not be representative of those of the majority in a
given area. Especially where the issues are technical or the procedures for involvement are highly formal, those with greater resources and expertise might have a
significant advantage. For example, those favoring a new business development
might have advantages over those being displaced by the project. Some have also
suggested that the character of public organizations and the fact that public and
nonprofit managers deal with social relations that are highly formalized, make decisions that are supposedly objective, and give "little empowerment and much control" to the administrator make it difficult for managers to find a way to involve
citizens (Alkadry, 2003, p. 185). In any case, the various benefits and costs of
involvement should be carefully thought out so as to address the possible concerns
or biases that could prejudice the outcome.
The Alliance for Innovation, a group that fosters innovation in local government, recently commissioned a major white paper on civic engagement (Svara &
Denhardt, 2010). While the white paper contains abundant examples of civic
engagement activities at the local level, it also makes some important general
points. First, with respect to the reasons why governments might wish to undertake efforts to engage citizens, the authors point out that there are both normative and instrumental reasons to do so. Or, to put it another way, there are "right"
reasons to engage citizens, and there are "smart" reasons to do so. From a normative standpoint, civic engagement is the right thing to do because it is consistent with democratic norms and values. Democracy is built on the participation
of citizens and anything that extends the involvement of citizens can be said to
expand democracy. From the instrumental standpoint, engaging citizens is
smart because policies that are developed with citizen input are more likely to be
received positively by those same citizens. The involvement of citizens helps with
implementation.
Second, the authors of the white paper point out that there is a wide range of
activities that involve citizens. Some of these activities involve exchanges with
citizens-situations in which information is transmitted and citizens are consulted. In these situations, communication is primarily one-way and the ultimate
decision-making capability remains with the government. Other activities involve
citizen engagement-situations in which citizens are fully involved in the process
of identifying issues, laying out alternatives, and setting criteria for decisions. In
some cases, the decision-making capability is fully in the hands of citizens. So,
there are a range of activities that involve the participation of citizens in the work
of government.
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One way to think about these differences is to focus on the amount of power
that is assumed by the public (Washington, 1997, p. 12). Activities might include
the following:

Information-Government wants to educate the public on a particular policy
issue, especially where compliance is an issue.
Dialogue-Substantive input is desired from citizens, either to define the problem and explore solutions or to comment on proposed actions that are under
consideration.

Partnership-Citizens or citizen groups engage in joint problem solving and
decision making. This strategy implies far more influence on the part of the
public than do the first two strategies.
Delegation-The task of setting an agenda and developing policy options is
essentially handed over to representatives of the public who, in turn, may solicit
the ideas and opinions of others.
Control-The public is empowered to determine the outcome. For example, a
referendum may be called for citizens to vote yes or no on a specific issue.
Again, the relationship between the purposes to be served and the particular
device for enlisting citizen involvement needs to be carefully thought out.
There are, of course, a variety of mechanisms that those in public and nonprofit
organizations can employ to encourage greater citizen input and involvement. We
already have mentioned some of the techniques that are appropriate to gathering
citizen input, such as surveys and focus groups, activities that are employed primarily to find out what the public is thinking about a particular issue. But more active
forms of citizen involvement might include civic education programs (in which
people, often young people, are brought into government to learn about its operation and their avenues for participation), volunteer opportunities (which give citizens an up-close look at government while actually working on specific projects),
leadership development programs (which offer citizens the information and
resources to help solve their own problems at a grassroots level), citizen advisory
panels (which either advise specific agencies on special topics or provide government in general with the views of a particular neighborhood), boards and commissions (on which citizens provide input and advice to particular agencies over an
extended period of time), community workshops or "charettes" (which enlist the
help of citizens in planning and designing neighborhood projects), public hearings
(formal sessions in which proposed activities are subjected to examination and
critique by citizens and interest groups), impact assessment studies (studies of the
economic and social impact of possible government actions, especially in the area
of environmental protection and urban development), and referenda (yes/no votes
of the people on specific policy issues). In some cases, public opinion polls may also
be a very useful tool, especially in the early stages of the implementation of a new
public policy. Public managers may decide to use public opinion polls in situations
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that involve uncertainty about the implementation of the new policy and in situations that indicate potential conflict during the implementation phase (Van Slyke,
Horne, & Thomas, 2005, p. 337).
The results of all of these efforts may give the administrator a good indicator of
whether the population for whom public policy is intended supports or opposes
the policy. They also can be used to reveal whether the population needs training
and public education about the policy before implementation. Finally, these efforts
may be used to point at populations that are interested "in becoming partners in
implementation" (Van Slyke et al., 2005, p. 337).
Early on, a number of local governments in the United States developed broadscale programs to continuously elicit citizen participation. In 1975, Dayton, Ohio,
established seven priority boards (representing the interests of 93 neighborhood
associations throughout the city) as the official voice of Dayton's neighborhoods.
The priority boards identify and prioritize the needs, goals, and objectives of the
citizens, working up from the neighborhood level and then making strategic
choices at the priority board level. These priority boards have access to the highest
levels of government and are the citizens' voice in all decisions about strategic
initiatives and choices about priorities for the future. These priority boards have
now been operating for 35 years and are an established part of the city's way of
doing business.
In Portland, Oregon, district coalition boards are city-funded nonprofit organizations created to represent neighborhoods within their districts. Each board sets
its own policies and priorities and can be as "strategic" as it wishes to be in the
allocation of those resources. Typically, the district board provides technical assistance to neighborhood associations (e.g., design and content of newsletters), information and referral on issues such as land use and economic development, crime
prevention services, and neighborhood mediation services. It also acts as a conduit
between citizens and city government.
St. Paul, Minnesota, has a similar system, with 17 district councils that plan and
advise the city on the physical, economic, and social development of their areas as
well as on citywide issues. Each district council has a city-paid community organizer, jurisdiction over zoning decisions, authority over the distribution of certain
funds and services, and considerable influence over capital expenditures. Because
these district councils have both authority and resources, they can be effective
mechanisms for strategic planning on a district-by-district basis. Their standing,
combined with the citywide nature of the program, also makes the district councils
the logical conduit for citizen input into citywide strategic planning efforts. Again,
this program has been in place over 30 years.
Many other cities have established structures known as neighborhood planning
councils. They vary greatly in how much planning they actually do, but the existence
of such councils can be an important opportunity for city officials seeking citizen
input into strategic planning or visioning efforts. Existing neighborhood organizations were used in a community visioning process in Denver, Colorado, where
representatives of the city's planning department and others, such as a traffic engineer and a representative from parks and recreation, assisted the staff in working
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with the neighborhoods in envisioning their future and in identifying strengths and
weaknesses of the community. Ultimately, a plan was developed and a neighborhood steering committee was established. The city council adopted the neighborhood plans as amendments to Denver's comprehensive plan.
More recently, many communities, and even individual state and federal agencies, have undertaken visioning or strategic planning projects involving a wide variety
of citizens in their planning processes. Several localities have developed citizenbased strategic planning programs that seek citizen information through citizen
surveys, through focus groups (involving neighborhood groups, elected officials,
and even high school students), and through workshops involving the county
board of commissioners and the top management team. In many cases, the result
has been a set of ordered priorities that the local government then used as a guide
for its day-to-day activities over the next several years.
As King and Stivers (1998) noted, efforts to involve citizens in the work of government imply a different role for the administrator and, in turn, different "habits
of mind" and different skills. The active and involving administrator's habits of
mind include seeing citizens as citizens, sharing authority, reducing personal and
organizational control, trusting in the efficacy of collaboration, and balancing
experiential knowledge with scientific and professional knowledge (King & Zanetti,
2005). As noted earlier in this chapter, the skills required of the administrator to
fully engage the public are not the old skills of organizational management and
control but rather the new skills of bargaining, negotiating, facilitating, resolving
conflict, and listening. Involving citizens in the work of government-in a meaningful and authentic way-is a real challenge for those in public organizations, but
it is a challenge that must be met if government is to restore citizens' trust and
confidence and build what has been termed a "new public service" (Denhardt &
Denhardt, 2011), a subject discussed in the next chapter.
In a sense, the involvement of citizens in the work of government is part of a
larger movement toward a broad-based system of governance that is emerging.
Boyte (2005) pointed out that citizens are no longer only voters or clients to public
administrators; they also actively participate in creating public policy and in decision-making processes. He talked about the importance of shifting from a "democratic state" to "democratic society;' accentuating the symbiotic relationship among
governments and citizens. "This shift holds the potential to address complex public
problems that cannot be solved without governments, but that governments alone
can never solve" (p. 537).
Indeed, as noted above, many are now emphasizing the importance of talking
about governance rather than just government. The notion of governance implies
that public policies are no longer made merely by government but through a complex process of interaction among many different parties, including those in government, but also those in business and those in nonprofit organizations.
Decentralization of politics and the empowerment of the ordinary citizen to participate in policy making and implementation are now considered democratic
rights in many countries. But they also represent an important new way of doing
the public's business.
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Collaborating With Others
As noted earlier, public agencies today face issues that are not easily solved by a
single agency acting alone. More and more, major developments in the design and
execution of public policy occur through a difficult and convoluted process of bargaining and negotiation within some particular policy network. Traditional hierarchical government is giving way to a growing decentralization of policy interests.
Control is giving way to interaction and involvement.
For those in public agencies concerned with "getting the job done," this new way
of operating means that they no longer can simply think in terms of organizational
improvements that will enhance the work of their agencies. Rather, they must shift
their thinking to ask, first, what the missions they are trying to achieve are and,
then, how they can bring together the right actors so that, acting together, they can
achieve those missions. For example, in many states, those concerned with issues
relating to children and their families recognized that the difficulties faced by
troubled youth often are connected to larger issues faced by their families. A child
falling behind in school might come from a family living in substandard housing
with a father who has just lost his job and a mother who has developed problems
with drugs and alcohol. In such a case, multiple interventions might be called for,
yet those interventions must come from as many as six or seven state agencies as
well as numerous local and nonprofit organizations. Sharing information and coordinating service delivery would clearly aid the work of those agencies, to say nothing of designing more holistic approaches to the problems at hand.
Similarly, in many communities, officials have recognized that the delivery of
services to previously underserved neighborhoods requires the cooperation of
many different agencies. A poverty-stricken area might evidence high crime rates,
perhaps related to drugs and gang activity, but it also is likely to need infrastructure
improvements, social services, employment assistance, and assistance in economic
development. Of course, these different problems traditionally are the "turf" of different local and state agencies-the police, public works, social services, economic
development, transportation, and so on. But in specific neighborhoods, a coordinated effort to meet the needs of the community makes sense. And in many communities, just such a coordinated effort has taken place.
In situations such as these, efforts to improve the capabilities of a single organization that is part of the network are important, but equally important are efforts
that focus on the overall ability of the network to provide the needed services in a
clear and coordinated way. Or, to put it differently, efforts at organizational change
must give way to change efforts that affect the network or "system" as a whole. Such
an idea has, of course, gained some currency in the business world as well, as many
businesses have recognized the increasingly "fluid" interactions of various firms
and have begun to talk about "virtual" organizations that bring together, at least on
a temporary basis, firms that can engage in mutually beneficial partnerships.
The inevitable connections of the public agency or the nonprofit organization
with individuals and institutions from the outside have become a norm and a
necessity. But, as networks develop, the question of their effectiveness becomes an
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issue. Provan and Milward ( 2001) suggested that there are at least three levels of
network effectiveness: (1) the community, (2) the network (itself), and (3) the
organizational and participant level (pp. 415-423). Network effectiveness at the
community level "must be judged by the contribution they [the networks] make to
the communities they are trying to serve" (p. 416). Evaluation of the total outcome
for the served population should be measured together with the costs imposed for
reaching the component outcomes. The problem arises when defining what the
goals are for the community and what a successful implementation means. The
community has many different stakeholders, and while they may agree on some
goals, there certainly will be cleavages. In this case, effectiveness should be measured
in the context of the group that is a target of the program. Community-level networks may also compare their work with similar networks in other communities.
And, certainly, one of the major issues for these networks is the contribution that
they make to building social capital generally.
The second level is the network itself. The effectiveness of one network, according to Provan and Milward (2001 ), may be measured through "the ebb and the flow
of agencies to and from the network" (p. 418). But the number of agencies that
enter or exit the network should be considered from the standpoint of the services
that these agencies are providing to the community. Multiplexity, or the strength of
the ties within the network, may also be an indicator of network effectiveness. And,
finally, the level of successful coordination among the myriad agencies is a very
important indicator for an effective network.
The third level, according to Provan and Milward (2001), is the organizational
and participant level (p. 420). Client outcomes, legitimacy, resource acquisition,
and costs are always important for an organization. Agencies enter a network
because the management of the organization believes that being a part of the network will advance some of these criteria, although the benefit will vary from organization to organization. While for one organization the main reason for joining a
network might be lowering its costs, for another it might be increasing its legitimacy or providing better service for its clients.
Provan and Milward (2001) argued that network efficiency on one level does not
automatically imply effectiveness on the other two levels. And rarely can the stakeholders at every level be fully satisfied at the same time. But, regardless of the fact
that there are differences in the goals and the methods of measuring a network's
effectiveness, it will be increasingly important to measure and control the effects of
public and nonprofit networks.

Forms and techniques for successful collaboration. Efforts to bring together many of
the groups and agencies in a particular policy network may take many shapes. But
several approaches provide good examples of how systemic collaboration can be
brought about. For example, Milward and Provan (2006) described four types of
networks:
The first type is a service implementation network that governments fund to
deliver services to clients. Collaboration is critical because these networks are
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based on joint production of services, often for vulnerable citizens like the
elderly, families on welfare, or the mentally ill. Integration of services is critical
so clients will not fall through the cracks.
The second type of network is an information diffusion network, whose central
purpose is to share information across governmental boundaries to anticipate
and prepare for problems that involve a great deal of uncertainty, such as earthquakes, wildfires, and hurricanes.
The third type of network (which often grows out of an information diffusion
network) is a problem-solving network. The purpose of this network is to solve a
proximate problem-for example, the response to the attack on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on 9/11.
The fourth type of network is a community-capacity-building network, whose
purpose is to build social capital in a community so that it is better able to
deal with a variety of ongoing and future problems, such as substance abuse
among youth.
There are also questions about how to manage networks effectively. Contributors
to a special issue of the Public Administration Review (2006) on "collaborative public management" discussed the process of facilitating and operating networks in
which many parties have to work together. "Collaborative means to co-labor, to
cooperate to achieve common goals, working across boundaries in multisector
relationships. Cooperation is based on the value of reciprocity" (O'Leary et al.,
2006, p. 7; see also O'Leary & Bingham, 2009).
As part of the symposium, Thomson and Perry (2006) offered five dimensions
of collaboration that must be taken into account in the operation of any collaborative arrangement. The first is what they call the governance dimension, the requirement that parties must come together to jointly make decisions about the rules to
govern their activities and develop structures through which power can be shared.
In almost all cases, the network will lack authoritative or hierarchical structures for
decision making and so all parties must recognize the legitimate interests of other
parties in the relationship. The second, the administration dimension, focuses on
management practices and, in their view, requires "clear roles and responsibilities,
the capacity to set boundaries, the presence of concrete achievable goals, and good
communication" (p. 35).
Third is the autonomy dimension, that is, the process of reconciling individual and
collective interests. Parties to a collaboration or network retain their own distinct
identities and allegiances to their "home" organizations, but they must also contribute to the achievement of collective goals and objectives, something that can be quite
challenging. For this reason, one of the requisite skills of leaders in networks is that
of arriving at agreement around a set of shared goals or directions. The fourth is the
mutuality dimension, the idea that unless all parties receive mutual benefits from the
collaboration either in terms of differing interests or shared interests, the collaboration will not likely be maintained. Thomson and Perry (2006) emphasized the
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importance of "jointly identifying commonalities among organizations such as
similarity of mission, commitment to the target population, or professional orientation and culture" (p. 27). The trust and reciprocity dimension is fifth and refers to the
necessity of establishing conditions of mutual trust among partners to the collaboration and building both short-term and long-term reciprocity, a willingness to contribute assuming that others will contribute as well. At a practical level, we can
examine several different examples of collaboration among government agencies
and between government agencies and private and nonprofit organizations.
Agencies and nonprofits may also engage in community-involvement strategies.
We have pointed out that organizational changes are increasingly likely to involve
many groups, ranging from citizens, to nonprofit organizations, to private sector
groups. Approaches to change that still are bound to the idea of a single bounded
hierarchical organization simply will not work in situations where no one is, or can
be, in charge. Rather, what probably is required are forums, arenas, or conferences
bringing together many different stakeholders and engaging them in a carefully
designed process of policy development and change (Bryson & Crosby, 1992; see
also Chrislip & Larson, 1994). As mentioned in Chapter 7, Luke (1998) suggested
that what is needed in such circumstances is "catalytic leadership;' a process involving four interacting tasks: ( l) focusing attention on an issue (thereby getting it on
the public policy agenda}, (2) engaging or convening the diverse set of people
needed to address the issue, (3) stimulating different strategies and options for
action, and (4) sustaining action by managing the interconnections among various
groups especially through rapid information sharing and feedback (p. xv).
Finally, we should note that bringing together various public, private, and nonprofit organizations to meet publicly defined objectives is fashionably called partnering. One of the ways in which organizations can increase their effectiveness in
meeting public goals is to engage with other groups. These partnerships may be of
several types--cooperating (using resources to assist other agencies}, coordinating
(organizing or combining resources to reach a mutual goal more effectively}, or
collaborating (collectively applying resources to problems that lack clear ownership). These three types of partnerships vary in terms of power sharing (cooperating involves less; collaborating involves more) and in terms of sharing resources
(Light, 1998, pp. 76-77). In any case, agencies wishing to work together must
resolve a variety of issues, and these may involve substantial changes in the way in
which those in the organization think about their work as well as the way in which
they interact with others in doing their work.
According to Imperial (2005), these collaborative activities may be confusing
because they take place at many different levels: operational, policy making, and
institutional (pp. 288-289). "Collaborative activities at the operational level vary and
largely consist of government service delivery" (p. 289). Collaboration at the operational level, depending on the services that the government agency delivers, may
include actions that will improve environmental conditions, educate the public and
the decision makers, and monitor the activities of delivering the service. Collaboration
on the policy-making level, however, does not have direct effects on the "real world,"
but it affects the actions undertaken on the operational level (p. 293). Knowledge
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and resource sharing among the collaborating organizations is typical for this level.
Since the problems that public and nonprofit agencies deal with are complex, it is
necessary in some instances for agencies not only to share their knowledge and
resources but also to develop common policies, regulations, or even social norms.
The third level of collaboration, which, according to Imperial (2005), is the
highest level of collaboration, is institutional, or developing "collaborative organizations." Once the organizations institutionalize previously shared policies, regulations, and social norms, they begin to operate as a different organization. Goal
establishment and decision-making processes are no longer operations that depend
only on one organization. Common goals and practices become a priority for every
member (organization) of the group. While in collaborative organizations every
member is supposed to have equal or almost equal impact on goal establishment,
policy making, and policy implementation, still there are many cases in practice
where one organization in the group is paramount. This organization usually puts
more of its own resources at stake and consequently has more power in the overall
collaboration processes.
Interested in researching the dilemmas that arise in multipartner alliances, Zeng
and Chen (2003) looked into the relationships among different organizations in
order to predict when organizations are more likely to cooperate and when the
cooperation is more likely to be loose. Although their analysis is based on private
companies' partnerships, parts of their analysis are beneficial because they point
out certain aspects that are equally important for public and nonprofit organizations. For example, if partners develop higher levels of communication (e-mails,
phone calls, meetings), the cooperation among them is likely to be on a higher level.
Frequent communication enhances trust among the partners, and trust is very
important for cooperation. Identification with the alliance and establishing longterm goals are other factors that advance cooperation among the organizations. If
the various organizations perceive that they belong to the group, then their contributions will be higher.
Finally, partners' cooperation will depend on the reciprocity principle, which basically means that if others in the group work on mutual goals, it is more likely that
each organization will strive to follow that principle. On the other side, if some organizations impede cooperation, then it is predictable that this will have negative future
influence on the other organizations in the alliance. In a practical sense, how might
you go about building effective collaborative efforts in any of these realms? Hargrove
( 1998) suggested that first you have to reinvent yourself as a "lateral" leader, one who
recognizes the importance of interdependence and who is willing to think "outside
the box" of hierarchical thinking. Next, you must seek out competent people strategically placed to help move the project forward. You must work with those people to
build a shared vision of collaboration and then designate clear roles and responsibilities (being careful not to impose restrictive controls or boundaries). After that, you
must spend lots of time in dialogue grounded in real problems and, in the process,
develop shared models of the creation you seek. Finally, you must be sure the project
is loaded with what Hargrove called "zest factors"-those elements such as challenge,
urgency, and high spirits that create excitement and enthusiasm for the project.
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Ways of Acting
Increasingly, public managers at all levels will be asked to represent their organizations "on the outside." They will be asked to testify before congressional committees
or other legislative bodies. They will be asked to build networks with other public,
private, and nonprofit organizations. They will be asked to find creative ways of
involving citizens in the work of government. These activities will require that public managers master both the traditional skills of external relations and some that
are now emerging. If you find yourself in such a position, there are several points
that you should keep in mind.
1. In representing your agency before the legislature, remember the importance of

the relationship between the agency and the legislative body. Be sure to understand
the legislative process, develop an agency protocol for responding to legislative
inquiries, and (most important) work to establish trust and to build confidence.
Provide advice and information in a timely fashion, be clear about what you are
doing, and be accurate in what you say.
2. In working with the media, try to develop and maintain a positive attitude. You
should create a media relations plan, you should develop a good working relationship with members of the press, and you should be proactive by providing information as soon as possible and in the most complete fashion. You should target your
interactions with various members of the press based on their backgrounds, their
interests, and the media source they represent.
3. In making presentations, know your audience and be clear about what you are

trying to accomplish. Research your topic thoroughly, organize your presentation
carefully, be enthusiastic about your topic, and involve the audience wherever possible. If you do not know the answer to a question, then just say so---and promise
to get the answer.
4. Whether you use the term "citizen," "client," or "customer," be attentive to
improving the quality of the service you provide. Find out what standards of service

people expect of your agency. Establish a system for measuring indicators of service
quality and tracking progress toward your desired goals. Develop techniques that
will allow your agency to move toward those objectives. Remember that public
expectations for the quality of service are high-and they should be.
5. Do whatever is possible to involve citizens in the development and implementation of policy in your agency. There are a variety of techniques you can use, such as
civic education programs, volunteer opportunities, leadership development efforts,
citizen advisory panels, boards and commissions, community workshops, impactassessment studies, and referenda. Choose the approach that will secure the greatest
input and involvement and then monitor the process carefully as you work through
the issues you face.
6. Seek out opportunities to collaborate with other groups and organizations to
meet shared goals. Bring together the right people, stimulate a variety of action
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opp~rtunities, and sustain action by managing the connections among the various

parties. Remember that successful public policies today rely on successful interactions among many different actors-including public agencies, private businesses,
nonprofit organizations, and citizens groups, just to name a few.

Thinking in Action
Improving Relationships With the Legislature
You are an administrative assistant to the cabinet secretary who heads the state's
Department of Youth Services, an agency created 5 years ago to give special focus to
the problems of children, youth, and their families. During its short life, the agency
has been buffeted by controversy. Several instances of severe child abuse have
occurred in families with whom child protective services workers already were in
touch. The charge has been that the state should have known about these problems
and done something about them before they escalated into violence against children. These dramatic public revelations have been played out against a backdrop of
general public and legislative mistrust of the agency as lacking focus, as playing fast
and loose with public money, and as being somewhat of a "lone ranger" with
respect to other state agencies involved in similar social service work.
The secretary has asked you to develop a plan for public and legislative relations
that will help to build confidence in the work of the agency. This plan should consist of two parts. First, you should develop general guidelines and recommendations for how the agency should engage with the public and the legislature. This
part of the report should deal not only with the specific messages that you would
like to convey but also with how your message might be transmitted-periodic
news releases, press conferences, formal testimony by the secretary and others
before the legislature, meetings with individual legislators, legislators addressing
questions to the department, and so on. A second part of the report should detail a
public relations strategy for dealing with specific incidents, such as those cases of
severe child abuse mentioned above, if they occur in the future. What should be the
response of the agency, and how should that response be communicated most
effectively? In each part of the report, you not only should offer your plan but also
provide a rationale for why you have chosen the approach that you have.

Improving Service Quality
Earlier in the chapter, we noted that citizens' assessments of service quality are
determined primarily by five factors: (1) timeliness, (2) knowledge and competence of staff, ( 3) courtesy and comfort, (4) fair treatment, and (5) outcome. Think
of a recent time when you have had an extended interaction with a government
organization-for example, when getting a driver's license, applying for a job, or
registering for classes at a university. (Your college or university itself should provide
plenty of good examples for this exercise.) Write several paragraphs describing in
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detail the nature of your interaction with the organization. Then develop a
detailed service quality improvement plan that you would be willing to send to the
organization as a set of suggestions for improving its service quality. What obstacles do you think the organization might encounter in trying to improve the quality of its service? If possible, take your suggestions to the head of the agency and
see what problems its managers would see in implementing your suggestions.

Exploring the World of Networks
As a class, try to identify a network operating in your community involving at least
a government agency and one or more nonprofit organizations. If you don't have
other "leads;' you might start with a local (city or county) social services agency or
an agency involved in health services. Once you have identified the network, have
members of the class interview the heads of the major partners in the network.
Then discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this particular collaboration. What
does the network do best? What are the chief problem areas? What facilitates collaboration? What makes collaboration more difficult? What is the degree of power
or influence each partner has in the relationship? How is the network likely to
evolve in the future? As an alternative, invite the leaders of each of the organizations
involved to come to class to discuss these same questions.

Community Involvement in Changing Priorities
Read and be prepared to discuss the following case. Look especially for ways of
communicating with citizens in both directions.

Through the mid-1990s, the government of Orange County, Florida (the
county surrounding Orlando), experimented with the Targeted Communities
Initiative, an effort to use a citizen-based collaborative process to identify and
address the needs of traditionally underserved communities. The county's
first effort along these lines took place in South Apopka, a predominantly
African American and highly disadvantaged community in northwest Orange
County. Since then, the program has moved to other communities as well,
most notably the communities of Bithlo (a predominantly white mobile-home
community in east Orange County) and Winter Garden (a predominantly
African American community in west Orange County).
The first formal step in both Bithlo and Winter Garden was to conduct
widely publicized town meetings to introduce the initiative and to obtain
initial input from residents regarding community needs and concerns. The
county chairman attended both meetings and talked with citizens about their
current frustrations as well as about their hopes for the future. In both cases,
citizens voiced considerable distrust of government based on their previous
experiences. It was clear that overcoming this level of distrust was critical. The
chairman recognized this issue and explained that the county was ready to
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commit new resources to the communities and to redirect existing resources
so that they might be used more effectively and in a way that was consistent
with the residents' own needs and priorities. But she also pointed out the
importance of having those in the communities become involved and active
in this process.
During these initial sessions, citizens outlined a general list of needs and
priorities. Based on these conversations, county staff members were able to
provide some immediate remedies to certain problems in the communities by
using existing resources and delivery systems. But other problems required
more extensive discussion and planning. This planning occurred over a period
of about 2 months. with the same pattern being followed in both Bithlo and
Winter Garden.
At the first of a series of six biweekly meetings, citizens were asked to
discuss the current image of their communities and then to construct a vision
of what they would like their communities to be. Citizens worked in groups
of about 10 to 12, with their work being facilitated by trained staff members
from the county. Their images of current reality and their hoped-for future
both were created as a series of drawings on flip charts, a device that proved
to be fun for the participants and also addressed a potential literacy issue.
More important, these discussions brought out some extremely important
issues. The citizens first drew pictures that expressed all of the problems and
deficiencies they saw in their communities. Next, they drew pictures expressing their visions for the future. These visions, which might be considered
modest by some standards, included things such as playgrounds, a community center, places to shop, and decent housing. But to the residents of Bithlo
and Winter Garden, these crude drawings with stick figures represented their
dreams in highly emotionally charged expressions. The session in Bithlo was
particularly poignant as the eyes of grown men welled with tears as they
were reminded of their current situation of hopelessness and despair, but also
of their dreams for their own as well as their children's futures.
After the visioning exercise, the citizens became more focused on actually solving the problems they had identified. To accomplish this, at the
second and third meetings, attendees were asked to choose one of eight
working groups built around issues in the communities: (1) crime and
safety; (2) code enforcement; (3) education; (4) health and social services;
(5) housing; (6) parks, recreation, and youth programs; (7) public works; and
(8) planning and land use. (Code enforcement and planning ultimately were
combined, leaving seven groups.) Each working group or task force identified
problems that needed to be addressed within its issue area and then developed a set of priorities for addressing those problems. For example, the public
works group in Bithlo identified three major needs to receive attention in the
next 3 years: ( 1) road paving and sidewalks, (2) traffic signal and intersection
improvements at a particular location, and (3) improved ditch maintenance.
Similarly, the housing group in Winter Garden focused on housing rehabilitation and alternative uses for older structures, a home ownership/down payment assistance program, and elderly and rental housing assistance. In both
(Continued)
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(Continued)
communities, the need for a community center emerged as a major priority.
Again, in all cases, the community residents were the primary participants,
with county staff members acting as group facilitators and providing some
technical assistance where necessary.
A final set of three meetings allowed the residents to bring their work
group reports back to the larger community group and then to begin discussion of priorities across the various areas. At this point, county staff members
were able to provide information about available government resources and
services and about how those might be accessed. Obviously, the solution to
many of the problems identified in this process lay outside of county government, involving other local government jurisdictions or nonprofit organizations. But the strategy was to help empower residents to take action on their
own and, with the assistance of the county staff, to identify and enlist the
help of whatever individuals and organizations were needed.
Based on these discussions, formal action plans were developed. These
plans described the overall visions of the communities that the residents
themselves desired and then laid out the detailed action steps that would be
required to make the visions reality. For example, one action item related to
crime and safety had to do with the installation of streetlights. A series of
14 different tasks was created, ranging from streetlights being approved, to
obtaining funding, to actual installation. For each task, an implementation
schedule was developed, a projected budget was developed, and a responsible individual (either a county staff member or a resident of the community) was listed (with a phone number). The action plans were submitted to
the county commission for approval, and work now is under way to implement the various ideas in the communities.
SOURCE: Frcim #Targeting Community Development in Orange County, Florida,· by R. B.
Oenhardt and J. E. Gray, 1998, National Civic R~ 87 (Summer/Fall), pp. 227-235.
Reprinted by permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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14

Managing Behavior
in the Public Interest

Let the public service be a proud and noble profession.
-John F. Kennedy

We lose ourselves when we compromise the very ideals that we fight to
defend. And we honor those ideals by upholding them not when it's easy,
but when it is hard.
-Barack H. Obama

W

hen we talk about the management of organizational behavior in the
public sector, we always must begin and end with the question, "How
can we manage our own behavior and influence the behavior of
others in a manner that is consistent with the public interest and the values of
democratic governance?" We have talked about ways of thinking and acting to motivate ourselves and others, be a good team member, lead and inspire others, make
effective decisions, use power constructively, be creative, manage conflict, and communicate effectively. As we consider these and other perspectives, skills, and behavioral guidelines, it is important to remember that they cannot, and should not, be
viewed in a normative vacuum. The values of democratic governance and public
service call on us to recognize that what we do and how we do it have important
implications for the relationship between citizens and their government, the longterm capacity and effectiveness of public organizations to address societal problems, and the very nature of our service to the public. Our own behavior, and our
attempts to influence the behavior of others, always must be elevated to focus on
meeting public objectives and community needs. In short, in the field of public
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administration, we not only need to find the best way of accomplishing tasks but
also need to be cognizant of the fact that both the goals we pursue and the manner
in which we pursue them are of critical importance to democratic governance.
There are several central issues in organizational behavior that need to be
addressed as we work toward the realization of these ideals. First, if management
in the public interest involves open participative processes within and outside of
organizations, then those processes must be designed to foster the involvement of
all types of people with all types of perspectives and worldviews. As our nation
becomes more diverse and we increasingly interact with other nations around the
globe, it is imperative that public administrators become culturally competent so
as to better understand and serve the changing needs of communities and citizens.
We have explored the ideas of diversity and multiculturalism throughout this
book, but we should be reminded of their importance as we think about the values
of public service.
The second issue, also explored previously, is ethics. There are a number of key
ethical factors and perspectives that are critical in our efforts to realize and reflect
the values of democracy and the public interest in public organizations. In a very
real sense, there are normative issues involved in almost everything that public
organizations and public administrators do. How can we manage organizational
behavior in a manner that respects the rights of the individual, adheres to democratic principles, and engenders trust, commitment, and involvement? What ethical
standards should guide our behavior and create the context for our work?
The third issue, one explored in this chapter, involves the manner in which we
define the nature of public service and the role that both individual public servants
and public organizations play in democratic governance. We describe the normative foundations for what we call the new public service, marked by a commitment
to serving citizens, broad-based involvement in goal setting and decision making,
and respect for all people. In so doing, we suggest that the public service plays a vital
and profound role in realizing the ideals of democracy. In playing this role, the
question of how we exercise leadership and manage organizational behavior is a
central and enduring theme.

The New Public Service
As public administrators, the values and assumptions that we hold about our roles
and responsibilities in a democracy set the parameters for our actions. How we
behave, and how we seek to influence the behavior of others in the public service,
is inherently and fundamentally grounded in how we see government and our role
in government. What are the key elements of a normative foundation for the field
of public administration, and how do those elements speak to the management of
organizational behavior in the public interest?
There is considerable disagreement about this question. This disagreement is
important and interesting in its own right but also has implications for how we
manage organizational behavior. Some have suggested, for example, that public
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administration can best serve citizens by reinventing government and following
the tenets of the "new public management" (Kaboolian, 1998; Osborne & Gaebler,
1992; Osborne & Plastrik, 1997). This view suggests that public administrators
should take actions to rid government of hierarchical controls and bureaucratic
models of management in favor of a view of government in which the relationship
between public agencies and their "customers" is understood as based on transactions similar to those that occur in the marketplace. In this view, public administrators should see themselves as public entrepreneurs creating mechanisms for citizens
to make choices based on their self-interest, creating efficiencies by privatizing and
contracting out functions, and concentrating on accountability and high performance, streamlining agency processes, and decentralizing decision making.
Using the tools and approaches of new public management, many public organizations and jurisdictions have succeeded in making important and positive
changes. They have increased efficiency by privatizing previously public functions,
held top executives accountable for performance goals, established new processes
for measuring productivity and effectiveness, and reengineered departmental systems to reflect a strengthened commitment to accountability (Aristigueta, 1999;
Barzelay, 1992; Boston, Walsh, Martin, & Pallot, 1996; Kearns, 1996).
Others have suggested that these and other prescriptions for enhancing governmental performance ought to be considered within the normative context of democratic values. We believe that this view of the role of public administration has been
neglected during recent years and should be given a more forceful voice in the
debate. For example, Denhardt and Denhardt (2000, 201 l) proposed a series of
principles that frame the new public service. They suggested that we, as public
administrators, should not define our role or gauge our actions based on the values
of traditional command-and-control bureaucracies. Nor should we base public service solely on business values and the market-based approaches of new public management. Rather, we should define our field and ground our actions in a new public
service based on the values of democratic governance.
The new public service begins with the idea that democratic principles and
values such as citizenship, community, and participation in decision making are
paramount. So, although the importance of traditional organizational perspectives,
the need for attention to public sector efficiency, and the contributions of marketbased approaches are not questioned, Denhardt and Denhardt (2000, 2011) contended that these tools and approaches must be considered within the larger
context of democracy and citizenship. The main tenets of the new public service
can be summarized as follows:
l. Serve rather than steer. An increasingly important role of the public servant
is helping citizens articulate and meet their shared interests rather than attempting
to control or steer society in new directions. Although in the past, government
played a central role in what has been called the "steering of society" (Nelissen,
Bemelmans-Videc, Godfroij, & deGoede, 1999), the complexities of the modern
world sometimes make such a role both inappropriate and impossible. Rather
than being based only on a singular governmental decision-making process, public
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policies and programs today are the result of the interaction of many different
groups and organizations as well as the mixture of many different opinions and
interests. Government has a very important role to play within this complex set of
interactions involving multiple groups and multiple interests. Government works
in concert with other institutions, groups, and organizations to seek solutions to
the problems that communities face. So, government does not singularly control
the decision. Rather, it sets the agenda, fosters participation, facilitares dialogue,
negotiates conflict, and "brokers" solutions to public problems.
2. The public interest is the aim, not the by-product. Public administrators must
contribute to building a collective shared notion of the public interest. The goal is
not to find quick solutions driven by individual choices. Rather, it is the creation
of shared interests and shared responsibility. Widespread public dialogue and
deliberations are central to the process of establishing a vision or direction based
on shared values (Crosby & Bryson, 2005; Luke, 1998; Stone, 1988). The public
service should play an active role in creating processes and arenas in which citizens
can engage with one another. As a result, citizens come to better understand each
other's interests and adopt a longer range and broader sense of community and
societal interests. Based on this dialogue, a broad-based vision for the community,
the state, or the nation can be developed to provide a set of goals and ideals for the
future. It is less important that this process result in a single set of objectives than
that it engage administrators, politicians, and citizens in a process of thinking
about a desired future for their community and their nation. In participating in
this dialogue, government also has a moral obligation to ensure that solutions generated are consistent in both substance and process with norms of justice, fairness,
equity, and the public interest (Ingraham & Ban, 1988; Ingraham & Rosenbloom,
1989; Svara, 2006).
3. Think strategically, act democratically. Policies and programs meeting public
needs can be achieved most effectively and responsibly through collective efforts
and collaborative processes. The problems facing society and our communities
today cannot be solved by public servants and public organizations acting alone.
Solving these problems requires not only that there be widespread involvement in
developing policies and programs, but also that citizens and communities be
engaged in their implementation. Government actions that involve citizens and
community organizations can stimulate a renewed sense of civic pride and responsibility. Citizen pride and responsibility can evolve into a greater willingness to be
involved at many levels. Although government cannot create community, it can lay
the groundwork for effective and responsible citizen action by being open, accessible, and responsive.
4. Serve citizens, not customers. The public interest is the result of a dialogue
about shared values rather than the aggregation of individual self-interests.
Therefore, public servants do not merely respond to the demands of "customers."
Rather, they focus on building relationships of trust and collaboration with and
among citizens. The new public service recognizes that the relationship between a
government and its citizens is not the same as the one between a business and its
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customers. Government has many so-called customers, but also must be attentive
to the needs of the broader community and the nation as a whole. In government,
considerations of fairness and equity often are much more important considerations than the desires of the immediate customers. So, government should not first
or exclusively respond to the selfish short-term interests of customers. Rather, it
should work to facilitate citizenship. Citizens, unlike business customers, are committed to matters that go beyond their short-term interests and are willing to
assume personal responsibility for what happens in their neighborhoods and communities. Public servants should take actions that encourage more and more people
to fulfill their responsibilities as citizens and for government to be especially sensitive to their voices (Svara & Denhardt, 2010).
5. Accountability is not simple. Public servants should be attentive to more than
the market; they also should attend to statutory and constitutional law, community values, political norms, professional standards, and citizen interests. The matter of accountability is extremely complex. Despite the popularity of numerical
performance measures, they alone are inadequate as a measure of accountability
in the public sector. Public servants are and should be influenced by and held
accountable to a complex mix of institutions and standards including the public
interest, statutory and constitutional law, other agencies, other levels of government, the media, professional standards, community values and standards, situational factors, democratic norms, and citizens. Those in public organizations must
recognize the reality and complexity of these responsibilities. Because of this
complexity, accountability is enhanced when public administrators do not make
these decisions alone. Instead, the balance between these values should be made
part of the dialogue, brokerage, citizen empowerment, and broad-based citizen
engagement process. Doing so not only makes for realistic solutions but also
builds citizenship and democratic accountability.
6. Value people, not just productivity. Public organizations and the networks in
which they participate are more likely to be successful in the long run if they are
operated through processes of collaboration and shared leadership based on respect
for all people. The new public service emphasizes the importance of "managing
through people." Productivity improvement, process reengineering, and performance measurement are seen as important tools in designing management systems.
But the new public service suggests that such systems are likely to fail in the long
term if, at the same time, insufficient attention is paid to the values and interests of
individual members of an organization. Public servants are more likely to treat citizens with respect if they also are treated with respect by those who manage public
agencies. Despite the conventional wisdom that public employees crave the security
and structure of bureaucratic jobs, public servants are people who are motivated by
their desire to make a difference in the lives of others (Denhardt, 2000; Perry & Wise,
1990; Vinzant, 1998 ). Public administration must develop opportunities for employees
and citizens to affirm and act on public service motives and values. Shared leadership, based on the values of mutual respect, accommodation, and support, should be
used to enhance and reinforce the public service motivation of workers.
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7. Value citizenship and public service above entrepreneurship. The public interest
is better advanced by public servants and citizens committed to making meaningful
contributions to society than by entrepreneurial managers acting as if public
money were their own. Public administrators are not like the owners and entrepreneurs of business enterprises where the goals are to maximize productivity and
satisfy customers. Public programs and resources do not belong to the people who
work for the government. Rather, as King and Stivers ( 1998) reminded us, government is owned by the citizens. Public administrators accept a responsibility to serve
citizens by being stewards of public resources (Kass, 1990), conservators of public
organizations (Terry, 1995), facilitators of citizenship and democratic dialogue
(Box, 1998; Chapin & Denhardt, 1995; King & Stivers, 1998; Svara & Denhardt,
2010), catalysts for community engagement (Denhardt & Gray, 1998; Lappe & Du
Bois, 1994), and street-level leaders (Vinzant & Crothers, 1998). Accordingly, public
administrators not only must share leadership, work through people, and broker
solutions; they also must accept and act on their role as responsible participants in
the governance process. This means that public servants must avoid limiting their
knowledge and willingness to respond to citizens to narrow programmatic boundaries. Citizens' needs and problems typically do not mirror our organizational
charts. So, effective public service requires knowledge of other public programs and
community resources as well as a willingness to assist citizens in finding what they
need. It also means that risk taking for public administrators is different from risk
taking for business owners or entrepreneurs who know that, in making decisions,
the consequences and the success or failure will fall largely on their own shoulders.
In the public sector, the risks and opportunities reside within the larger framework
of democratic citizenship and shared responsibility. Although some situations
might require quick action, the benefits of a public administrator taking a risk or
making a decision without consulting others must be carefully weighed against the
costs to trust, collaboration, and the sense of shared responsibility.
Although debates among theorists will continue, and although administrative
practitioners will test and explore new possibilities, we believe that the new public
service model offers an important and viable alternative to both the traditional and
the now dominant new public management models. Although a concern for democratic citizenship and the public interest might be subordinated in the current
debate, it has been and always will be a central concern in the field of public administration. In the most fundamental sense, the central issue here echoes the potential
clash between the values of bureaucracy and democracy that was articulated by
Woodrow Wilson (1887) as early as the late 1800s--a tension that continues to be
a vital force in our efforts to define and realize a normative basis for the field of
public administration.
The question here is how we can balance these values in the management of
organizational behavior. Although some of us might lean more heavily in one
direction or another, virtually all would agree that both sets of values are important.
Concerns with efficiency and productivity should not be lost, but neither should we
lose sight of the larger context of democracy, community, and the public interest.
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Our approach to managing organizational behavior is central to the realization
of both sets of values. But in our view, the literature and dialogue within the field
of public administration too often neglects the importance of the democratic
side of the equation in evaluating the use of various management approaches. In
simple terms, we argue that it is not enough to employ approaches to managing
organizational behavior that "work" in terms of efficiently meeting short-term
objectives. Rather, we should employ approaches to the management of organizational behavior that not only "work" but also foster the development of skills, leadership approaches, techniques, motivational models, and standards of success that
are consistent with democratic values and the public interest.
How do we know that we are acting and influencing others in a manner consistent with the public interest? To which democratic values should we be most attentive in managing organizational behavior in the public sector? We suggest that the
public interest may be best thought of as the process of engagement or dialogue
between citizens and public servants through which we discover and articulate
common values, shared interests, and long-term goals. The public interest is not
merely the aggregation of individuals' self-interest, nor is it something that can ever
be fully and finally defined. Rather, it is through the process of searching for the
long-term interests of a community and a nation that we realize the ideals of
democratic governance and the public interest. So, in our view, it is less important
that the public interest be empirically verifiable and more important that we, as
public administrators, recognize it as an ideal that can and should guide how we
interact with others within our organizations, how we involve citizens and respond
to their needs, and how we define ourselves as public servants.
In short, the normative context of organizational behavior in the public sector
is founded on democratic values and the ideals of public service in the public interest. Accordingly, as public servants, we should not only understand but also act on
these values in our interactions with people both inside and outside our organizations. For example, acting on these values suggests that when we define goals, we do
so through a highly participative process. We already have noted the many ways in
which participative goal setting promotes sound management and individual performance in terms of enhancing motivation, encouraging creativity, reducing
destructive organizational politics, facilitating change, and reducing stress. It also is
a core value in the management of organizational behavior in the public interest
that reflects our commitment to human dignity and the democratic process. Acting
on these values also would suggest that we work to model democratic values within
organizations and treat employees as we want them to treat citizens. If we understand how participation, engagement, and empowerment enhance responsibility
and commitment, and if we accept how being open to divergent views contributes
to the development of effective solutions to problems, then the argument for modeling democratic values in public organizations is even more compelling.
With regard to the skills needed to practice the management of organizational
behavior in the public interest, it would seem clear that the ability to facilitate
involvement, manage conflict, and communicate effectively with a wide variety of
individual groups and individuals is critical. Democratic norms make it incumbent
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on public administrators to avoid simply deciding what the "right" answer is or
deciding what is "best" in terms of providing service to citizens and instead to take
responsibility for ensuring that those affected by administrative decisions have a
voice in the process. The skills needed to do so involve facilitating broad-based
participation, listening effectively, brokering alternatives, fostering creativity, and
being responsive to the priorities and values expressed in the process. Leadership
skills should focus on sharing power, being open to divergent views, trusting and
empowering others, and (as a result) articulating a shared vision based on longterm goals and democratic values.

Conclusion
In our earlier discussion of diversity and multiculturalism, in our discussion of the
ethics of managing change, and in our discussion of the new public service in this
chapter, we find one theme recurring-inclusion and involvement. Certainly, our
interest in diversity is based on a concern for incorporating people of different
cultures and backgrounds into the work of our organizations. Similarly, to act in an
ethical fashion in bringing about organizational change, one important issue is
securing the participation of people throughout the organization. And as we have
seen, the new public service places a premium on citizen participation or civic
engagement. But of course, given the role of public administration in a democratic
system of governance, we should expect no less.
In the context of managing organizational behavior in a manner consistent
with democratic values and public interest ideals, the compelling nature of work
in the public service becomes particularly significant. Public service values and
motivations are what make public sector work exciting, worthwhile, meaningful,
and satisfying. People in the public service want to know that they are making a
difference-that the programs they work on, the policies they create, the services
they provide, and the work they do somehow contribute to making the world a
better, safer, cleaner, and more peaceful place. Public service work is difficult, and
as managers, supervisors, and coworkers, we can work to make that public service
motive more visible and important. Organizational behavior in public administration is, in the final analysis, shaped and motivated by the distinctiveness and inherent value of public service.
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